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Theme

The noise emission from combat aircraft is increasingly perceived ')y the public as a nuisance. particularly in the densely
populated areas of Central Europe. Besides procedural measures with respect to military flight missions, it will be necessary in
the future to take other steps towards the reduction of military flight noise at the sources of the noise emission themselves. This
is also dictated by the unintenrupted trends to higher military flight performance of combat aircraft, which is inevitably
connected with still higher noise.

Other than for civil aircraft the physics of noise gen-rition and reduction of military aircraft and propulsion systems is not well
understood, and one has to admit the existence of inmportant gaps in our basic understanding.

Despite this situation one can think of conceivable technical measures towards noise reduction which concern on the cne hand
the propulsion system itself such as low noise nozzle concepts or noise-reduced turbomachine arid afterburner designs. and on
the other hand possibilities for reduced noise emission on a system design level, such as non-afterburning variable cycle
propulsion systens. aircraft with reduced drag by internal weapon stores or aircraft with shielded noise s.urces.

The purpose of this meeting was to report the present state of knowledge on fixed wing aircraft noise emission and its remedies.

Identification of the main noise sources and mechanisms of noise generation and propagation. particularly arising in the
propulsion system, and the po-,sibilities for noise reduction was the main focus of the meeting.

Theme

LUdmission de bruit par les avions de combat est de plus en plus consid6r~e par le public comme une nuisance, en particulier
dans ls zones de I'Europe centrale ' forte densite de population. En plus des procedures qu'il conviendrmit d'adopter pour les
missions aeriennes militaires a I'avenir. il faudra reduire le niveau de bruit ia la source. Le problime est du reste agg:ave par les
efforts soutenus pour l'amelioration des performances de vol des avions de combat, amelioration qt i engendre. inevitablement.
des niveaux de bruit toujours pius elev&s.

Le cas des avions civils mis ii part. la physique de la generation et de la reduction du bruit des propulseurs nest pas encore bien
comprise et il existe d'irnportantes lacunes dans nos connaissances de base dans cc domaine.

Certaines mesures techniques ont pourtant etc envisages dans le sens de la riduction du bruit: d'une part en cc qui concerne le
systime de propulsion lui-mime avcc les 6tudes de ruy~res a dispositifs attenuateurs de bruit, ainsi que les turbomachines et les
rechauffes i bruit reduit: et d'autre part I'examen des possibilit~s de reduction du bruit au niveau de la conception des systemes.
avec des propulseurs sans rechauffe A cycle variable, la reduction de Ia trainee par I'int~gration de la soute d'armes et le blindage
des source; de bruit.

La reunion avait pour objet de presenter H'itat de ['art sur les connaissances en matiire de bnuit emis par les aeronefs a voilure
fixe et d'examiner les remiles envisageables.

L'accent etait mis sur lidentification des principales sources de bruit. les mecanismes de generation et de propagation du bruit.
en particulier au sein des systemes de propulsion, et les difftrentes possibilitis en cc qui concerne la reduction du bruit.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT
W.B. de Wolf

National Aerospace Laboratory NLR,
P.O. Box 90502, 1006 BM Amsterd#.

A technical evaluation is presented of the AGARD-
PEP Specialists' Meeting on Combat Aircraft Noise
at Bonn, October 1991. The meeting concentrated on
the noise from combat aircraft on low-altitude
high-speed training missions.
Considerable improvement was reported on the
understanding and prediction of various noise
components. One of the main conclusions was that
the overall effectiveness of reduction of engine
based noise critically depends on the airframe
noise level at high flight speeds and more work is
required !n this area to clarify the situation.

1 INTRODUCTION

The annoyance of aircraft noise in the vicinity of
military airfields has been reduced by operational
measures and by sound insulation of dwellings where
certain noise levels still are exceeded. The noise
situation around those airfields is still of
concern but seems to be more or less accepted.
In contrast, the noise from combat aircraft on low-
altitude, high-speed training missions over
populated areas has led to massive complaints,
particularly in Germany. This, and a few accidents,
led to the decision that from September 1990 all
flying below 1000 ft (300 m) above ground level
over Germany became forbidden. The Luftwaffe is now
carrying out its training for low-altitude flight
missions in Canada. In other European countries and
in the U.S. the noise from low flying combat
aircraft has not led so far to similar massive
public reactions.

In a number of NATO countries studies were
performed during the last few years specifically on
the noise from low flying combat aircraft. These
studies related to the character of the noise
impact, including the 'startle' effict, the
identification and prediction of the various
contributing noise sources and their possible
reduction by technical measures.

-The purpose of this meeting on Combat Aircraft
No-ise was "to report the present state of knowledge
on fixed-wing aircraft noise emissions and its
remedies". This scope is wider than the noise from
low flying combat aircraft only and is reflected in
tfe variety of presented papers, about 8 of the 26
papers being of a more general character.
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Topics of these more general papers were on the
noise from an outdoor engine tert facility (6).
airframe noise from transpcrt aircraft (7),
pressure fluctuations in cavities (7), the sonic
boom from supersonic aircraft (12), fan noise
generation and reducr'on (15), combustion noise
(18), theory of noise generation in subsonic jets
(24) and supersonic elliptic jets (20), experiments
on jet screech related to acoustic fatigue problems
of the airframe (20) and the prospects of reducing
propeller noise by active control (29). Most oi the
papers were of good to outstanding quality However
the present technical evaluation will be confined
to the noise from low flying combat aircraft at
high speed.

2 THE NOISE FROM LOW FLYING COMBAT AIRCRAFT

From the meeting it emerged that:
1) The noiqe from low flying combat aircraft

tends to be no longer accepted by the public.
2) Its annoyance is not only caused by the high

noise levels but also by its unexpected sudden
occurrence ('startle' effect).

3) Analysis of recent flight test data has
considerably improved our understanding and
prediction of the various noise components.

4) Prospects for the reduction of overall noise
levels by treatment of the engine based
sources critically depend on the airframe
noise levels and may thus range from a few to
more than 10 decibels.

5) More work is required on the contribution and
reduction of the airframe noise levels at high
flight speeds and their possible reduction and
on the weight and performance penalties of jet
noise silencer systems together with their
consequences for operational flexibility and
cost of implementation.

These five items will be elucidated briefly in the
following sections, each ending with a concluding
remark. Numbers between parentheses refer to the
numbers cf the papers in the proceedings.

3 ACCEPTABILITY

The effectiveness of air forces heavily depends on
their ability to penetrate through hostile air
defence environments. Under these conditions flying
extremely lo-Y and very fast, combined with
additional measures is the best way to maximize
operational effectiveness and surv.ivability (1). To
be useful, training for these conditions requires
flying below 500 ft (3). In fact an actual military
operation would require a penetration at 100 ft
altitude and as fast as possible, typically 480-600
kts. The present training in Europe is already
compromising this situation by mostly flying at 250



ft altitude and 420 kts, with no effective training
possibilities in Germany, see the introduction. In
three NATO countries, Canada, UK and US, training
down to 100 ft is allowed in specially designated
areas (3).

The philosophy in the UK is to allow training at
250 ft throughout the country, except over densely
populated areas, in order to spread the noise
burden as widely as practicable. It was suggested
that concentration of the noise in a few areas has
been at the heart of the problems in Germany (3).

Flight simulators could help to a limited extent to
compensate for the decrease in actual flight
training hours which tends to be imposed by
budgetary reasons. However for low altitude flights
the technology for realistic simulation is still
not available and the absence of physical danger
strongly influences the training results (2).

It was stressed that further limitations of the
possibilities for low altitude training will
significantly degrade the capability and
survivability of the NATO air Forces in an actual
wartime situation (1). The operation "Desert Storm"
where penetrations at night below 100 ft were
performed with remarkably low losses of aircraft
owed a great deal of its success to the skill and
professionalism of the pilots, acquired on low
altitude training missions in peace time (3).

It is concluded that operatioral measures to

significantly reduce the noise from low flying
combat aircraft now have virtually come to an end
and technical measures at the source are desired.

4 ANNOYANCE

For many combat aircraft noise level data are now
available relating to the high-speed fly-over
situation at low altitude between 250 ft,75 m and
1000 ft/300 m. These measurements were performed in
Germany (9,27), France (10), the UK (22,23) and the
USA (4).

As an example, one configuration of a Tornado
aircraft flying at an altitude of 250 ft and 420
kts generates n maximum level on the ground of
around 110 dBA and this increased at a rate of I
dBA per 10 kts.

However it is not only the high noise level that
matteis, but also the onset rate as defined in (4)

and expressed in dBA per second. When the Tornado
flies over at 250 ft altitude and 420 kts the dBA
level increases from the background to the peak at
a rate of about 30 dB/sec (27). At lower flight
altitudes and higher flight speeds onset rates of
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up to 90 dBA/sec are possible (23) with potentially
very strong 'startle' effects.

The USAF is presently conducting various laboratory
studies to determine the key psychoacoustic
parameters associated with the noise exposure from
low-flying combat aircraft (4). These suggest that
onset rater below 15 dBA/sec do not increase the
annoyance while at 30 dBA/sec the penalty to be
added to the Sound Exposure Level is 5 dB. For
higher onset rates more study is required to
determine the penalty. The onset rates quickly
diminish with lateral offset.

Concerning the width of the annoyed area, in case
of the Tornado (250 ft/75 m) altitude, 460 kts) the
corridor where 80 dB(A) is exceeded is about 900 a
wide (27). If the aircraft increases its flight
alritude from 250 ft/75 m to 1500 ft/450 m the
widui of this corridor is the same due to the loss
in ground attenuation. However thi peak level below
the aircraft is reduced by about iC dB.

The noise from low flying aircraft further differs
from the airfield environment situation by its
single event character. In a typical case 90 dBA
may be exceeded every 4 hours while 105 dBA is only
exceeded every 60 hours (9). Still a 10 log N event
factor seems to apply for a few hundred or a few
events per day to calculate the Sound Exposure
Levels (4). Additional work on prediction of
reactions to individual overflights at some
distance to the flight track is underway (19)
together with how the audibility is affected by the
terrain.

With respect to possible hearing damage it is not
the maximum dBA level that counts but again the
Sound Exposure Level, which takes also the exposure
time into account. Even under the most severe
conditions with regular overflights of say 50 per
day, of combat aircraft at 250 ft/75 m altitude,
hearing damage is very unlikely even after many
years of exposure (4).

It is concluded that the sound levels from low
flying combat aircraft are now well documented. The
effect of the onset rate ('startle' effect) and the
effect of the sparse events on human response is
under study and good progress is being made.

5 SOURCE ANALYSIS AND EREDICTION

Until recently far field diagnostic measurements
and research on aircraft noise have been limited to
relatively low forward speeds, say Mach 0.35
because these were aimed at take-off and climb-out
situations (5,7,14) through the need to comply with
civil noise certification requirements.
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For combat aircraft flying at high subsonic flight
speeds no meaningful diagnostic measurements were
available so far. The structured experimental
program of high spee! *light tests in the UK (22)
has provided new understanding. For a Tornado
aircraft steady flights were performed at different
power settings by allowing the aircraft to ascend
"or descend. The aircraft was flown with a full
stores complement and a 45 degree wing sweep. The
measurements revealed the importance of the noise
generated by the air flowing past the airframe.
This airframe noise yields a significant
contribution to the dBA level in the time before
overhead and to the peak dBA level and it is
sometimes the dominant component. This was
concluded after adjusting the data to typical
conditions for horizontal steady flight. Diagnostic
measurements of this type are mandatory to predict
the effect of reductions in the engine noise based
on the overall noise of a particular aircraft and
configuration.

Significant improvement was also reported on the
prediction of jet noise at high subsonic flight
speeds (21) using fly-over noise data of four
different military aircraft (8). Here it was
assumed that the noise was dominated by the jet,
producing mixing noise and broadband shock
associated noise. The latter occurs if the jet is
supersonic and different from the nozzle design
Mach number, see also (16). No conclusive
indication for the importance of airframe or
combustion noise was observed from the frequency
spectra in the high flight speed cases examined in
(8) and (21). One of the aircraft was a Tornado,
but in a cleaner configuration than the
configuration measured in the UK (22). It is
suggested however in (22) that the measured
airframe noise of the Tornado is possibly dominated
by the wing trailing edge noise which should be the
same for both configurations.

Based on the noise data of (8) an improvement to
the classical SAE jet noise prediction method was
developed (21). This should considerably improve
the prediction accuracy for high speed flight
conditions, the difference with the measured fly-
over levels being generally less than 2 dP.
Differences with :he earlier SAE method amount up
to 10 dB.

The method contains an empirical factor a, which
describes the increase of the turbulence in the jet
due to flight, for instance due to the effect of
the boundary layer from the rear fuselage. The
measurements of (22) showed some 10 dB difference
between the "installed* jet noise level and a
prediction which includes the effect of forward
speed (ESDU-method). This may be attributed to the
same phenomenon. More analysis is required to sort
out the role of a1 and the mixing process in the
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jet as affected by the flow around the afterbedy.
In addition, the twin nozzle configuration of the
Tornado may show additional phenomena compared to a
single jet and could possibly also affect the
airframe noise phenomena in that area (22).

It is concluded that targetted research is required
.. °to establish the level of airframe noise in a

specific situation. This question remains a
critical issue as benefits from jet noise reduction
may well bottom on the airframe noise floor at bigh
speed flight conditions. A considerable improvesent
of the prediction of jet noise at high speed flight
conditions was presented u...t questions concerning
installation effects still remain.

6 PROSPECTS FOR NOISE SOURCE REDUCTION

A number of papers (5.14,15,28) reviewed the
various options for jet nise silencing. Most of
these referred to techniques developed for the
earlier subsonic jet transport aircraft with low
bypass ratio engines and the Concorde supersonic
transport. The best suppressor nozzles at that
time, offering significant reductions, show a
trade-off of about 0,5 percent loss in gross thrust
for each dB jet noise reduction (14) together with
an increase in all-up weight.

The Concorde aircraft has engine exhaust conditions
similar to combat aircraft. In spite of an
extensive research programme no simple universal
jet noise silencer was found. Some silencers
developed on static ground test rigs were found to
be ineffective in flight and were discarded (4).
For reduction of the fly-over noise increasing the
area of the primary nozzle combined with the power
cut-back procedure proved to be effective in
reducing the jet noise by some 5 EPNdB (5).

Squeezing of the jet in one direction as used by
Concorda (5) (14) or by using elliptic nozzles (16)
may reduce the noise from supersonic jets in the
region around the major axis. For elliptic nczzles
static tests showed reductions of 6 to 7 PNdB along
the major axis with little impact on performance
(16).

All this work however related to the reduction of
jet noise at take-off and climb conditions and not
to high subsonic cruise flight. For the latter
conditions the trade-off between jet noise
reduction and performance losses is not yet known.

For the present problem of jet noise reduction for
low-altitude high-speed combat aircraft missions,
the simplest option seems to be to open up the
engine exhaust nozzle, providing the same thrust
with increased mass flow but with lower jet
velocity and noise. This procedure is likely to
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increase the specific fuel consumption and cause
the engine to operate closer to its limits (e.g.
shaft speed, choking of bypass duct).

For the Tornado aircraft details were presented how
this option might work out (26,27). For the low
weight, clean configuration a reduction in the jet
noise of about 5 dBA is predicted at Mach 0.7 by
opening up the nozzle. It is estimated that the
aircraft fuel consumption will hardly be affected
in this case because the increase in specific fuel
consumption will be compensated by lower intake and
afterbody drag. However for the heavy weight
aircraft, a higher power setting is required and
the nozzle cannot be opened very much without
exceeding the engine limits.

This has led to a proposal for flying low altitude
training flights of the Tornado in a clean low-
weight configuration only. Combined with an open
nozzle this might lead to a noise reduction of 8
dBA compared to the standard configuration (27),
assuming that the jet noise reduction does not
bottom on the airframe noise floor of the clean
configuration. Modification of the nozzle control
schedule requires only a software change in the
engine control unit. More drastic measures like a
proposal for a low noise training version of the
Tornado with an ejector silencer nozzle (27), need
to be considered very cautiously, with all the
issues addressed.

Besides, for low-altitude high-speed overflights
not only the maximum dB(A) level is important but
also the 'startle' effect, caused by the high onsst
rates. An interesting, but maybe fancy, possibility
for reducing this 'startle' effect was identified
in (22). It w's suggested to decrease the onset
rate by adding a powerful sound source, radiating
in the forward arc and serving as a warning device.

It is concluded that for the reduction of the noise
from the present combat aircraft, flying low-
altitude training missions, opening up of the
exhaust nozzle and a clean configuration whenever
possible is the first thing to consider. For more
drastic measures li ke suppressor nozzles the
effects on weight, performance and operational
flexibility should be evaluated carefully. The
airframe noise floor is likely to be of critical
importance.
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7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Very useful work has been done recently to get a
better picture on the possibilities for reduction
of the noise from low flying combat aircraft. More
work is required on the assessment of the airframe
noise levels and their possible source reductions.
Furthermore, not only more information is required
on the weight and performance penalties of jet
noise silencer systems at these high flight speeds,
but also their effects on multi-mission
flexibility, logistics and cost as these aspects
have been identified as possible show stoppers.

For moderate noise reductions by changing the
nozzle schedule, discussions with the operators
should be continued.

For significant reductions of the noise from low
flying combat aircraft at high speed, while
retaining their mission capability, the prospects
are presently unclear.
In response to the public concern and the need for
military alertness, further work should be
performed along the linc identified by this
specialists' meeting. Then it can justifiably be
argued that all reasonable measures have been
pursued to the end, in order to minimize the noise
from low flying, high performance combat aircraft,
without sacrificing their operational capabilities.
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Summary

Deterrence potential of Air Forces and by The effectiveness of air forces heavily
that the capability to fulfil their mis- depends on their penetration ability
sion in times of war, rests to a high through hostile air defence environment.
degree with a threat oriented training in Despite the improvement of ground based
peacetime, air defense weapon and the rising number
Low level flying is a major tactical means of aircraft with look-down/shoot-down
to help aircrews reduce the anticipated capabilities, air to ground weapon/systems
threat imposed to them by enemy air Csfen- must be able to fly very fast and very low
ce systems to an acceptable degree. The in order to shorten reaction time availab-
demand for this capability applies also to le to enemy air defence as well as to
air defence tasks against attacking figh- escape detection and engagement.
ter bombers. For the near future many air-delivered

weapons will continue to be limited to
Military low level flying requires a high line-of-sight operations. Weapons which do
degree of proficiency, only to be reached meet key parameters like
and maintained by constant training. A - stand oft capability
high performance level is then the key 'o - adaptability
air power. - versatility

- precision (to minimise collateral
The possibilities for this kind of neces- damage)
sary training are restricted by superior - reliability
demands concerning, amongst others, flying - maintainability
safety and environmental reasons, are all very costly. Therefore present
Too intensive restrictions might reduce air-to-ground weapons held in stock will
the fighting capability of the wings to continue to influence delivery tactics for
such an extent, that mission fulfilment the immediate future.
could be seriously endangered.

Flying extremely low and very fast com-
bined with additional measures like

1 Introduction jinking, ;errain masking, dropping chaff
and flares and using the onboard electro-

In all political endeavors to prevent war nic counter measure equipment results in
such as a high degree of survivability and opera-
- disarmament, tional effectiness which is unattainable
- relaxation of tensions, by any other manner of operation under
- improvement of econ.ic relations, present conditions.
- reduction of confrontation and
- confidence building meacures, In other terms, flight crews must be
armed forces do continue to play an impor- enabled not only to fly aircraft at alti-
tant role. This is in accordance with the tudee of 100 feet but also to perform
strategy of NATO alliance directed to their wartime mission.
prevent war by deterrence and by the In order to meet the standard aircrews
capability to defend against aggression, require a high degree of proficiency, only

to be reached and maintained by continued
Because of their special characteristics, training. The amount and frequency of low-
such as range, speed and by their capabi- level flying training is dependent on a
lity to concentrate fire power, air forces number of important factors, such as
are particularly suited to prevent surpri- aircrew experience level, aircraft type,
se and to respond rapidly and effectively, role and operating area and topographical
Deterrence potential of Air Forces, i.e. conditions.
their capability to fulfil their missions Complete confidence in all aspects of low
in times of tension and war, rests to a level flying and a high level of competen-
high degree with an efficient, threat ce in tactical operations can only be
oriented training in peacetime, achieved if aircrewa have enough opportu-
The density of air defence systems likely nities to train their wartime missions
to be expected anywhere in well armed already in peacetime.
countries do pose significant potential Restrictions on low flying training oppor-
threats and must be considered in any risk tunities at realistic heights and speeds
assessment. have already resulted in a deý.llne in the

ability of flying personnel. Thus, if NATO
air forces are to meet the operational
demands, it is essential that each nation

92-17415 levelops training programmes which
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ensure a high degree of compe,'ence and 3 Geneval Plying Program
combat effectiveness for aircrews. Based
on current ACE FORCES STANDARDS the Luft- The annual minimum flying time per squadron
waffe has designed a threat orientated crew members is set at 180 hours, for crew

,' TACTICAL COMBAT TRAINING PROGRAM (TCTP) to member assigned to staff positions
achieve the required operational readiness 90 hours, and crews in currency status (war
and effectiveness of their aircrews within reserve crews) 70 hours, which is as well
its operational wings. It contains guide- the minimum fer any pilot holding an in-
lines and annual minimum requirements for strument rating. Within this program mini-
the tactical training'of aircrews, having mum requirements are set to ensure safe
successfully completed the initial weapon aircraft handling in Visual and Instrument
system training. It can be used to assess Meteorological Conditions at day and at
the training/combat capabilities of the night; e.g. simulator training, instrument
individual aircrew as well as the combat and formation flying, flights at aerodyna-
status of whole squadrons or wings. mical and structural limits of the aircraft

such as high performance maneuvers, air-
At the same time the TCTP serves as an craft handling characteristics and confi-
administrative vehicle for data collection dence maneuvers, as well as long range
and reporting tc facilitate effective con- navigation flights.
trol over the training standards within
the wings and by superior Headquarters.

4 Tactical Training Program
Type and number of the required tactical
missions and events reflect the national The tactical training program is structured
ideas on how to optimize operational as close as possible to the operational
training within the limitations and re- requirements deducted from the threat po-
strictions imposed by material, money and tential posed by countries oiteide NATO
environment, territory. Nevertheless, the program always

had to be a compromise bocause of the
numerous peacetime limitations caused by

2 Structure of the Tactical Training flying safety, financial and environmental
Program (TCTP) constraints including noise abatement

procedures.
Basically, the TCTP for flying units is
structured into the following areas: Despite these limitations the Luftwaffe

considers the tactical training program to
A General be sufficient realistically structured to
General requirements for flying units enhance mission orientated training.
like flying hour calculations and areas
of special emphasis or interest. To get the best efficiency out of the

available sorties, several tactical events
B Tactical have to be combined in one operational
Governs the tactical training require- training mission, which - whenever possib-
ments in terms of missions, events and le - should be embedded in a tactical sce-
runs according to weapon bystem and role. nario. The training program puts special

emphasis on this aspect and reflects this
C Theory requirement for combat-oriented training in
Lays out the required lessons, which have a high number of equivalent combat missions
to be covered during each year. The to be flown per year.
lessons encompass areas like
- aerial tactics The Luftwaffe seeked for different ways in
- weapons and sensors minimizing this noise burden:
- ground tactics
- intelligence
- aircraft compontents and procedures 5 Training outside Germany
- flying safety and
- electronic warfare. Permanent tactical training facilities are

established at DECIMOMANNU/Italy, BEJA/
D Qualifications Portugal and GOOSE BAY/Canada.
Describes the weapons qualification
criteria for all types of aircraft and At these facilities we conduct an essen-
roles tial part of our tactical training.

E Combat Status
Contains detailed instructions, how each 5.1 DECIMOMANNU
specific operational status of the indi-
vidual crew members have to be achieved, The training facility in DECIMOMANNU which
tested and maintained, is mainly shared by Germany, Italy, U-t'-i

Kingdom and USA, is primarily used for air/
O Reporting ground gunnery, life air-to-air-firing and
Covers in detail the upline reporting. for air combat training in the Air Combat
Basically quarterly results are to be Maneouvering Installation (ACMI), a
forwarded to the headquarters containing computerized instrumented range, which
all pertinent information on flying allows replay and assessment of all tacti-
hours, percentage of missions and events cal movements and simulated weapons delive-
flown, and special problems encountered.

/
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ries. All our TORNADO and F-4F wings are 6 Environmental Constraints in Germany
detached with about 22 aircraft for an
average of 6 weeks/year. The airspace overhead Germany is very

crowded looking at the following figures
(1990):

5.2 BEJA . Annually a total number of about
5.200.000 flights

At BEJA we have a permanent detachment . 83 % associated to civil aviation
equipped with own ALPHA JETs, so that . 17 % (875.000) to military aviation
training is done there on a personnel- . From these 17 % or 875.000 military
exchange basis by the ALPHA JET wings, flights a total number of about .42.000
Additional deployments to Beja are con- hours were flown as low-level-flights
duoted by reconnaissance wings. . 13.500 hours of these by the Luftwaffe

"and
The main training embraces air-to-ground . 28.500 hours by the Allies.
weapons delivery and tactical low level
flying down to 250 feet Above Ground
Level (AOL). 6.1 Annual Noon Break

5.3 GOOSE BAY From May until October low-level flying is
prohibited between 12.30 and 13.30 local

Most important for our tactical training time, not to mention the fact that the
is the training center at GOOSE BAY, low-level flying is generally restricted
because there our crews can extensively to a certain time frame which lasts from
be trained in lowest level flying down to 7 o'clock a.m. to 5 o'clock p.m.
100 feet AOL. Attacks on tactical targets
with delivery of training weapons are
also included. Another big advantage is 6.2 Night Low Level
the fact, that there are always two
different tactical aircraft types (e.g. Nite-low-level flying is restricted to a
TORNADO and P-4 or Royal Netherland Air minimum altitude of 1000' AGL up to
Force P-16) in GOOSE BAY at the same )2 o'clock p.m.
time. This facilitates extensive combined All nite-flying-route-systems are posi-
training, either together in combined air tioned so, as to avoid dense populated
operations or against each other in areas. This fact holds also true for low-
attacker/defender roles. level flying in general.

Our wings deploy to GOOSE BAY either by
air-toreair-refuelling direct or, as 6.3 Avoidance of Dense Populated Areas
generally for the ALPHA JET, with "island
hopping" via Scotland - Iceland - Green- Dense populated areas, e.g. towns with
land. more than 100.000 inhabitants are to be

avoided or overflown at an altitude of
minimum 1.500' AOL.

5.4 Assessment

All together, the external training faci- 6.4 Maximum Low Level Speed
lities contribute essentially to the
fulfilment of the tactical training pro- In general the maximum flying speed over
gram: Germany is restricted to subsonic (.96
- About 50 % of the weapons qualification Mach) between 10.000' - 38.000', whereas

and supersoniL flights have to be flown above
- 25 % of the low flying program is 38.000 feet. The maximum low level flying

achieved there, but - more important speed was recently reduced to 420 KIAS
- 100 % of the essential lowest level (540 KIAS only during the attack phase),

flying and and the use of afterburner is prohibited
- 100 % of the high quality air combat at altitudes below 3000' AOL unless for

training in the ACMI is conducted at take-off and landing (go arounds) or
these facilities, dictated by flying safety.

We know, that this training would be more The report of the assembly of the WEU on
beneficial if done in a probable combat "The future of low flying" published in
area, but with todays peacetime restric- April 1991 states:
tions all over in Europe we wouldn't be "The reduction to 420 KIAS means where
able to conduct these essential training noise is concerned:
parts at all. - the lower engine speed greatly reduces

the noise emitted - by up to 25 %, de-
Besides the transfer of tactical flying pending on the type of aircraft. Peak
to unpopulated or rare populated areas - noise levels considered critical in
which is not a new subject for the le-rnan research on aircraft noise are not as a
Air Force. since almost from the very rule reached at this speed.
beginning, parts of the gunnery training - owing to its lower sneed, the aircraft's
was shifteo to DECIMOMANNU - some other appearance is less ýf a surprise. The
ways for further noise relief of the shock is greatly reduced, and the audi-
environment and society were called into tory system is better able to adjust to
being at home. the volume of noise."

\a
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This measure undoubtedly having some 7 Low Level Flying Manamgenet Systems
positive effects on the environmantal
impact of low flying jet operations has The Luftwaffe is presently testing a
considerably degraded the operational computer assisted Low Level Flying Mana-
capability/flexibility of combat aircraft gement System roe all low level flight
operating in the low level environment, operations of its units. At present this
Any further restriction in the operating system is capable of recording and de-
speed would adversely effect flying picting low saititude movementi with the
safety. aid of the flight plan data inputs by the

operational squadrons. Concentrations both
on individual days and over longer periods

6.5 Air-to-Air Training can be analysed and recommendations for
mission planning can be issued. Weekly

Low altitude interception training is "LOW PLYING DIRECTIVES" are dissiminated
carried out at altitudes of 1.000-1.500' to all units concerned at present.
AnL. As several high powered airecraft
are normally simultaneously present in a As soon as this system is fully operatio-
small area for a fairly long time in this nal timely adjustments to the daily low
type of training, the noise level and flying operations can be achieved to avoid
stress are particularly high because of areas of high traffic density and by this
frequency of overflights at high air- lower the noise level and reduce the risk
speeds. With the advance of rulse doppler of collisions, thus further improving air
radar this training can be increasingly safety.
carried out at altitudes above 1.500', The aim is to incorporate all airspace
weather conditions permitting. Installa- users in this system.
tion of pulse-doppler-radar in Luftwaffe A further step ahead would be a NATO-wide
aircraft will begin in 1992. airspace coordination system to provide

sufficient training airspace by minimizing
Unlike low altitude interceptions, areal environmental inpacts.
combat training over land is always
carried out at altitudes above 104000'
AOL. In the future 86 % of German Aer 8 Summary
Force training of this kind will be per-
formed over the sea or abroad, leaving As you are well aware, all these selfim-
only 14 % over Germany. posed restrictions, their disciplined

utilization by our aircrews and last but
not least the use of the technical im-

6.6 Low Level Attack Profile proved simulators could not prevent, that
military flying and especially the noise

In the sixties and seventies low level intensive low level flying has become in
flying was timewlse not restricted, the past a leading issue In public and
About 1980 the maximum low-level-flying- political discussions.
time was restricted to 50 minutes per
sortie. Then some years later the attack However, no current developments indicate
phase, when flown in the 250' low-level- that low-altitude operations can be
areas was limited to about 90 seconds; completely abandoned in the near or even
this is between initial attack point and distant future, unless roles are reallo-
target. cated.

Effective 17 September 1990 all low Operational measures to reduce the noise
flying below 1.000' AOL over Germany was caused by low-altitude flying in the short
banned. This contributed on one side to a term may, however, be joined in the medium
noticeable reduction of the environmen- term by a number of technical measures
tal impact caused by fast flying jet air- that can be taken on equipment already in
craft, but as well changed the training use. For the most part they consist of
capabilities in Germany to an extent, modifications to the source of noise it-
that realistic low level combat training self, e.g. the aircraft or its engines.
nearly became impossible. Thli develop-
ment was further aggravated by the fact, Specifically, they may consist of changes
that all neighbouring allies as ý,ell in configuration leading to reduced air
prohibited low level flying beloy 1.000' resistance and thus to reduced engine
for Luftwaffe jet aircraft. thrust requirements, or changes to the

engine itself, ranging from the removal of
However, now as before low level flying the afterburner through the use of sound
is the most effective possibility, to absorbers to the development of new jet
secure survivability and fighting capa- designs.
bility to a satisfactory extent.

As the political situation in Central
In the meantime, some exemptions have Europe has changed, the reunion of Germany
been authorized in Germany for flights being executed and the Warszawa Pact being
below 1.000' AGL, providing some oppor- cracked, the increase of low level flying
tunities on a case by case basis at or minimum altitude of military jet to a
above 500' AGL for the NATO Tactical height of 1000' AGL the TCTP had to be re-
Leadership Programme stationed at tailored, to try to maintain the required
Plorennes, Belgium and down to 250' AGL skills and fullfil the requirements for
for our ALPHA JET squadron holding an ACE the necessary states or readiness in the
Mobile Force astignment. future. However, substitus for the low

level parts are presently not in sight.
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All the mentioned limitations in Europe There are signs of technological and
definitely decrease the noise problem conceptual developments which are likely
caused by low level fast flying Jet air- to have positive implications in the
craft but as well dramatically degrade the future on tactical operational concepts
combat training of the aircrews to an and overall strategy and so not least on
extent, that the required combat capabili- the nature and scale of low-altitude
ty is at stake. flying with the associated noise problem.

Discussion

QUESTION BY: G. Winterfeld, DLR, Germany
The figures on low-level flying hours executed by *the NATO
Air Force given in your paper concern the former western part
of Germany. Since one year we have to worry also about its

eastern part. Can you give some figures for the low-level
flying hours executed by the Russian or Warsaw Pact Air Force
over Eastern Germany?
Are there similar altitude limitations for low level flying
in Eastern-Germany?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
Presently only the 1990 figures are available. USSR aircraft
did fly approximately a total number of 168.000 hours. Round

about 42.000 hours were flown in lower altitude (min.

altitude 2000 feet Above Ground Level)
In 1991 only very limited low level flying was done by USSR
milittry aircraft. Since 02 Sept. 1991 Luftwaffe also flies
low level sorties in the new Bundeslinder with 10 sorties per

day at altitudes of 1000 feet AGL-

QUESTION BY: W.B. de Wolf, NLR, The Netherlands
Could you comment on the difference between the training
environment in Goose Bay and in a highly populated

industrialized area with e.g. chimneys and electricity lines?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
At 100 feet there is not much difference between high trees
and industry chimneys. Topographically the northern training
area of Goose Bay has a lot of valleys which do allow good
training for terrain masking flights. In a broad sense
wherever we can fly lower than 1000 feet (present restriction
in most European countries) it increases combat efficiency of
our aircrews.

QUESTION BY: G. Krishnappa, National Research Council, Canada
You showed in your diagram the peak noise complaint during
1990 and also a steady increase of noise complaints over the
years. Is it because of the increase in the number of flights
or due to higher sensitivity to noise among the population?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
Fact is, already briefed, that the amount of military low

level flying was already decreasing in the mentioned time
frame. My personal opinion is that the rise in noise
complaints is a result of an increased sensitivity of the
German population. Another reason could be seen in the fact

that in the time prior to GE government election (02 Dec. 90)
noise -created by low flying military jet aircraft- was one

of the important preelection topics.
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I. Summary AGENDA
Training is the most important task of 1. Sunmary
our Air Force in peacetime and simula- .i. Introduction
tion must be seen as an integral part III. Conditions and Influencing Factors

:of it. IV. Status of Flight S"mulation
V. Objectives of German Air Force

The rapid progress made in improving Vi. Potential and Trends
and advancing simulation techniques Viz. Requirements
leads to a broader use of simulation VIII. Perspectives
in combat aircrew training.

Pilots concern about reduction in fly- II. Introduction
ing hours in exchange for simulation The public pressure to cut the jet
missions has changed somewhat due to noise of low flying aircraft still
the fact that the total annual flying exists and the associated problems
ýhours were reduced anyway and low were just discussed in our defence
,level flying was restricted to 300 comnittee last ?eek.
imeters AGL without having any adequate
substitute. You will still find noise complaints

about low flying military jet air-
,Simulators are therefore more and more craft in our newspapers, and not too
accepted as a necessary add-on for many people took note of the result

:optimum combat proficiency training of a very recent study summarizing,
in which the simulator training por- that noise emission from yet air-
tion will have to grow to approximate- craft flying as high as 300 meters
*ly 30 to 35 percent of the future live is unlikely to hurt anybody - the
flying training program. study was presented in Berlin during

a symposium on "Noise and Health" a
,The German Air Force has used simula- few weeks ago -.
ýtors for all types of aircraft for
many years and managed to install one Nevertheless we have to avoid or at
special-to-aircraft type simulator in least reduce the environmental
'every wing. The experience gained impact of operational flying as
with those systems should be investi- much as possible and I think there
gated thoroughly to improve our know- is no doubt that simulation is an
ledge of the possible application of important tool in noise reduction
simulators in combat training, besides other possibilities you are
But before we identify the principle going to talk about during the next
interrelationships and longterm per- days.spectives in a new training and siinu-
lation concept, we should collect all The ability of piloted simulators
available data and analyse the finding and their contribution to a wide
from the evaluation and flight testing range of tasks - including the use
of the ongoing TORNADO simulator up- and potential of simulation in full
grade program. mission training for military roles -

was presented in Brussels last week
We should identify the shortfalls and during a symposium of the "Flight
initiate the neccessary follow on Mechanics Panel" on "Piloted Simu-
program and improve first the proto- lation Effectiveness". I could not
type simulator before we come to any attend that meeting but I am afraid
decision for the simulators in our .,that one of the results was that we
TORNADO wings. i still have to wait for modern simu-
Urged by our politicians we have pro- / lation techniques to become part of
bably asked for too much too early. a fully integrated approach to
Let me finally quote a NATO paper on I training and combine optimum combat
lessons learned from the Golf War: readiness with crew motivation and
"Pilot training must be carried out minimum environmental impact,
in peacetime under severe conditions:
night, bad weather, high soeed, low Simulation in flying training is -•
level, crew fatique etc. Simulation / constantly gaining in importance
can provide a little but not enough. but-whatever requirements or im-

prove'-e~mulator features we come
up with wi., build on systems we
have in use t
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I shall therefore start my presenta- training.
tion with a definition of todays con-
ditions and influencing factors and 1. Reduced Personal Strength
go on to describe the status of simu- Due to the demographic development
lation capabillities in the German Air and the force reduction already
force. From this I will deduce our agreed upon, the personnel strength
objectives with regard to future re- in the Air Force will be reduced
quirements, giVe a short presentatiun decisively and in consequence, ad-
on our simulator improvement programs ditional flying hours can hardly
and describe the Air Force planning be provided.
concept and assess its feasibility.

2. Limited Funds
Definition Under the current defence budget

expectations the limitation of
Computer assisted reproduction operating costs will become onie of

of technical, physical, the most important criteria of
economic and tactical future planning. In regard to the

processes by means of real selection of training aids, person-
or abstract models nel and operating cost savings

must therefore be considered more
It's the artificial duplication of na- strongly.
tural situations with adequate fide-
lity. 3. Lack of Realistic Training Condi-
Although simulatoru are used in al- tions
most all Air Force elements for a A number of training objectives
wide variety of purposes, my paper cannot be achieved due to the lack
will focus on simulation for pilot of realistic training prerequisi-
training as a result of the dramatic tes. Because of security and costs,
changes in our political environment certain tactical missions may be
and the associated diminished public trained only to a limited extend
acceptance of low level flights with and for peacetime flying opera-
there environmental and safety risks. tions, safety is another very im-
The resulting question is not any portant limiting factor. This
longer: "can flying hours be substi- training deficits will be further
tuted?* Our major problem today is how aggravated by the technological
to compensate for the decrease in developments and introduction of
flying hours per pilot per year and more sophisticated aircraft and
the restricted training opportunities ordnance.
especially at low level and not let
practical flying experience become a 4. Growing Environmeatal Conscious-
variable. ness

A growinq public interest in the
III. Conditions and Influencing Factors preservation of the natural envi-

Training is the most important task of ronment, r:=ater awarness of risks,
Armed Forces in peacetime and must be greater sensitivity and the need
oriented along its operational mis- to reduce the noise strain was al-
sions. To exploit the capacities and ready mentioned and they cause
capabilities of command, control, re- additional limitations to training
connaissance and weapon systems com- programs.
pletely, continuous realistic training Any major transfer of training to
with the operating equipment is nece- the neighbouring European coun-
ssary. But safety regulations, environ- tries or overseas beyond the extent
mental restrictions and limited avai- currently planned appears hardly
lability of training areas and funds practicable in view of the reduced
more and more limit the capability to operational readiness, the high
provide training in a near-realistic absence rate of aircrews and the
war scenario and thus tho use of si- problem of future acceptanes of
mulators is of paricular importance, such transfers by host nations.

The mission of the Air Force Flying 5. Aqailability of Weapon Systems
Units is to train aircrews for the Finally, and in view of the high
fighter weapons systems TORNADO and development and procurement costs,
F-4F PHANTOM, for transport aircraft advanced weapon systems must be
like the C-160 TRANSALL and for heli- designed for long in-service live.
copters. As a matter of principle, training
This initial and proficiency aircrew missions with operational equip-
training is subject to parameters ment contribute to material fati-
which are primarily derived from the que and should therefore be re-
political situation, the changing stricted to an extent to be defined
public perception of defence con- on a case-by-case basis.
straints and the demographic develop-
ment in the Federal Republic of Ger- In summary, beside the general reduc-
many. The following factors and trends tion in actual tactical flight trai-
to be deduced from these parameters ning, incre~singly restrictive condi-
will have a restrictive effect on tions demand a permanent revision of

/
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the training concept of the Air Force This will change with the increasing
for their flight crews and the need to complexity of simulators and their abi-
consider more and more advanced simula- lity to include environmental effects
tion facilities as training support and and a clobe to full realism technique
not as live flying replacement tool. particularly with advances in visual

IV. Status of Flight Simulation systems.

Apart from the fact that simulation We have three simulator generations in
provides both relief from environmen- use in our Air Force, each having been
tal strain and the necessary protec- up t3 the latest standard of technolo-
tion of the real system against Tate- gy when introduced. But with every new
rial fatique, it has a number of fur- weapon system hiqher quality simulator
ther advantages to offer training will be required. For example,

important mission elements of the ECR-
- Operating costs of simulators are TORNADO in the area of electronic war-

louer than those of weapon systems. fare and suppression of enemy air de-
Thus, the average flying-hour-to- fence cannot be trained life for secu-
simulator-hour cost ratio is about rity and cost reasons and have to be
10 to 1. carried out primarily in a simulator.

- Simulators make it possible to re-
cord and reproduce the training Evaluation of Simulators
sequence and offer means for a quan- Our C-160 TRANSALL 'nulator is a
titative control of the training first-generation device. Due to its
success, analogous technology, it is no longer

- Simulators make it possible to train suited to meet the present or future
the behaviour required in hazardous training requirements. It's a proce-
situations without endangering man dure and instrument flight simulator
and material, and tactical procedures can only be

- Simulators premet training of weapon trained to a very limited extent. We
employment even in cases where the will procure a new simulat"- for the
limited availability of training training of our transport crews next
areas, weapons or funds rule out year.
live firing.

- Simulators shorten the training time A 2nd-generation system is our F-4F
during initial and proficiency PHANTOM simulator. It will be consi-.
training. Investigations made in the dered a good training aid once it is
US revealed a time saving factor of retrofitted with a fiber-optics helmed
between 10 and 20 % in comparison mounted display for an texternal visual
with conventional training without system and modified and equipped with
simulators, electronic warfare components. I am

going to talk more about our ongoing
On the other hand, simulators have simulator improvement programs in a
basic disadvantages minute.
- the limited reproduction of reality

and the resulting reservations our We hope, that the F-4F simulator will
pilots have and provide an environment closer to

- the adsense of physical and psychi- reality and may be used to train li-
cal stress of our aircrews. mited air combat maneuvers against

computer generated targets.
Simulator Training Requirements
The requirements for simulator training The TORNADO simulator is a third gene-
for aircrews are laid down in the ration full mission simulator with
"Simulator-based Flying and Tactical still considerable limitations
Training Program* within the Tactical - it is equipped with a visual system
Combat Training Program (TCTP). whose ground resolution and topo-

graphic display capabilities are un-
Tactical Combat Trainmig Program satisfactory. Therefore, visual low-

TCTP level flying is not possible
- due to its limited field of view in

Weapon Flyinq Simulator battlefield missions and ground
System Hours Mission attack oporations, it allows for

visual final attacks only and
TORNADO 150 12 - finally, it has no external visual
F-4F 150 t0 aerial target display so that eva-
C-160 200 - sive maneuvers to escape fighter
UH-iD 150 20 attacks cannot be trained.

According to this program, the annual
requirement for flying hours and simu-
lator missions per aircrew is 10 to 1
as an average. Simulator hours are to
be seen in addition to the maximum pos-
sible flying hours a pilot can fly per
year.

4-
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Simulators - the technology for realistic simula-
tion is still not available and the

1st Generation absense of physical danger influen-
C-160 TRANaALL ces the training results and

(analog) - simulation systems available do not
allow to train combined air combat

2nd Generation and tactical formation.
F-4r PHANTON

(Air Combat-FOUND) V. Objectivies of the German Air Force
What objectives may be derived from

3rd Generation the above statements for the future
PA-200 TORNADO (Visual System- employment of simulators in the Air

FOIRD) Force?
6-Do? Motion
System) Objectives

What we need is a full-mission siAula- Support of Training
tor capable of providing High Degree of Reality
- air-to-air combat Acceptance
- electronic warfare Overall Training Concept
- high speed, low level visual and

radar missions and In view of the limiting and unfavou-
- air-to-ground attack rable conditions under which life
training capabilities, flying training has to be conducted,

the improved performance characteris-
TORNADO Simulator Improvement Program tics that are emerging in future simu-
The Air Force therefore initiated a lation systems must consistently be
TORNADO simulator improvement program utilized.
in 1990 which mainly consits of
- a visual system upgrade with a Fibre- The aim of simulation must be the

Optic Helmet Mounted Display (FOHMD) support of the reduced actual flying
and training of fully qualified aircrews

- a six degrees of freedom (DOF) motion with a detectable contribution to
system, their proficiency.

With in the interrelationship between.
Since the basic simulator had to be theoretical knowledge, simulation and
changed to support the new elements CAE practical flying, simulation has to
built a prototype simulator in Stolberg fulfil a supplementary function to
including the FOHMD, the Evans A Suther- prepare aircrews for their missions,
land ESIG 1000 image generator, a motion and to maintain and, if possible, to
and a recording and air target system. increase their proficiency in a safe,

comprehensive, fast and cost effective
The evaluation program was scheduled manner.
from the 8th of July until the l1th
of October this year and more than 250 Combined air operations involving
low-level sorties were flown, several trainees in a tactical sce-

nario can only be established by
The Air Force is going to flight-test netting simulators and trans.Ter a lot
the improved system between the 5th of of data or by setting up a centrali-
November and the 17th of December. zed tactical simulation center for

the training of highvalue missions
Although it's to early to draw final only.
conclusions from the results already As the effectiveness of simulation is
in hand, we hive today a better under- primarily determined by the degree of
standing of the interaction of the se- reality and the subconscious acceptance
veral elements and some indications in by the aircrews and since most low
what direction further developments level high speed missions are flown
should go. under visual conditions, the develop-

ment of a high-quality visual system
With the present simulator configuration must be given first priority.
three TORNADO missions per day can be
flown. This is sufficient to meet to- A realistic aircrew training corres-
days annual requirements per pilot. We ponding to the performance characte-
managed to get full-time instructor ristics of the weapon system and de-
personnel in our training facilities in signated to improve or optimise the
every wing and the employment of former interaction of tactics and technology
combat ready pilots as civilian instruc- requires a continuous improvement of
tors proved to be successful, in-service simulators. A still open

question is to what extent such an im-
In summary, it may be stated that, for provement program should be executed.
the time being, simulator training of
aircrews still has limitations prima- The investment in an advanced simulator
rily due to the fact that is substantial and a simulator can

cost more than the aircraft itself.
With the growing complexity of simula-
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tore with their high-tech subsystems, decisions towards air combat and
it may become impossible to have a high speed low level simulation.
full-mission simulator available i:t Our national training concept is
every wing due to the enourmous high not yet completed but for new
cost of procuring, operating and main- systems a demand exists for
tamning these systems. - a part-task trainer to train

specific and limited functions
VI. Potential and Trends - operational flight trainer to

New technologies and many possibilities train general procedures
of computer based training and realis- - full-mission simulator with
tic simulation of view, movement, acce- weapon employment and mission
leration noise and of environmeatal specific threat ccenarios.
scenarios are available and will be
further improved and with the modern 3. In the long term, the technically
computer-generatied display, a very feasible linking of flight and
nearly realistic visual system has al- tactics simulation systems including
ready been achieved. command headquarters has to be ana-

lysed. Such linking would allow to
We think that the advantages of the conduct large scale exercises pre-
fiber-optic helmet - mounted display planned on a case-by-case basis.
in comparison to the dome projection
are to be found in a greater bright- 4. A tactical simulation center offers
ness and better resolution of that the beat possibla conditions for
display. Moreover, the infrastructure the training of high value missions
requirements and procurement costs are and missions involving several par-
lower. Problems causes the relatively ticipants in a tactical scenario.
heavy helmet and the limited freedom The operational employment of all
of head movement. types of weapon system in air war-

fare can be trained realistically
A further attractive application of and it is the only way to permit
simulation is offered for the future the training of combined air opera-
by the so-called embedded training, tions.
a simulation capability integrated in
the original equipment, which is being In view of the continuously grtwing
studied at present. significance of simulation we are.

just in a process of analysing the
Simulation technology is undergoing a possibility of comparing develop-
dynamic process and it will be important ment, evaluation and tactical simu-
for the services to follow up closely lation in such a center.
and actively all technological trends. 5. hI the planning and configuration

VII. Requirements phase for new weapon systems, the
What are the Air Force requirements potential for a weapon system in-
derived from the overall training tegrated simulation capacity should
concept? be assessed and taken into conside-

ration, so that simulation of exer-
Requirements cises, partial or full missions

would be possible with or including
Interactive, Computer-Based Instruction the original system.
Improvement of In-Service Simulators
Ynterlinking Conclusions
Tactical Simulator Center
Configuration of Future Weapon Systems Convert the Simulator Experiences

Validate the Evaluation and Flight Test
I. Interactive, computer-based in- Data

struction methodes should be intro- Consider the Possibilities and Limita-
duced at schools and in units, tions
where they serve to improve Develop and Oerall Treining Concept
.raining to gain command over com- Aim for Adequate and Costeffective
plex systems. Solutions

They are available on the market
and have been tested in practice
with great success.

2. For the-in-service fiqhter simula-
tors, tactical and technical impro-
vements will be necessary which
must include the changes out of our
combat aircraft performance pro-
grams.

The evaluation results from the up-
graded TORNADO simulator will be
the basis for further improvement

0 1/
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Discussion

QUESTION BY: C.S. Beers, NLR, The Netherlands
Approximates training in peace time the combat situation
enough?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
Not our restricted normal peace timo flight training. The
approximation is somewhat better when flying tactical
training missions at Goose Bay. The best trainings are
exercises like Red Flag.
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1. SUMMARY 2. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Combat aircraft are not subject 2.1 In a world which has become
to the same noise reduction increasingly environmentally aware,
regulations as civil aircraft and are noise of all forms has its critics,
operated closer to their performance particularly aircraft noise. As civil
limits and at high power settings for aircraft have become quieter,
extended periods. There is general military flying ha.,, faced increased
pressure to reduce noise of all kinds, criticism. Although many aspects of
but particularly that from low flying military aircraft noise from all
aircraft. Although there is little that classes of aircraft and helicopters
can be done to quieten in-service have come in fo er:iticism, including
engines, operational palliatives. such noise around airfields, it is the
as noise abatement procedures and combat aircraft, particularly in its
restrictions on low flying, have becn low flying role. which has been the
introduced. Moreover, there has centre of most attention, and this
been a concerted education and paper concentrates on this element
public relations campaign, and of military flying by fixed-wing
numerous airspace management aircraft.
changes have been introduced to
reduce the impact of low flying on 2.2 Operationally, NATO has
the population. These subjects werc concentrated on flying at low level as
considered during a Pilot Study into a key tactic to reduce attrition in the
aircraft noise under the auspiccs of face of sophisticated and
the NATO Committee on the increasingly potent air defences.
Challenges of Modem Society; thc Low level in this context means
findings of the Study are discussed. penetrating enemy airspace at
giving both the international around 100ft. and as fast as possible,
viewpoint and the UK perspective in typically at 480-600kts. However, air
particular. Some options for the forces have recognised for a long
reduction of low flying are also time that a peacetime training
considered, but so long as military balance has to be struck between
aircraft need to fly low to evade value of training, acceptable
enemy air defences, low flying will peacetime training risk, and the
remain a principal tactic of NATO air impact of such training on the
forces, and peacetime training will population. The easing of East-West
remain an essential military tension has led to a call for
requirement. Thus. noise from low reductions in low flying, particularly
flying combat aircraft will remain a in Germany, and significant airspace
sensitive issue, and ways of reducing restrictions have already been
it will continue to be of importancc applied in some countries to limit the
for many years to come. opportunities for such low flying

training.

92-17417 2.3 For its part, the Military has
l. recognised and fully understands the
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desire to minimise the impact of low flying, often make use of aircraft or
flying on the general population and engines already in commercial use
which has provoked political interest and, therefore, subject to
in several countries. Recently, for international regulation. Current
example, the UK House of Commons legislation excludes combat aircraft.
Select Committee on Defence and the defined as those which fall into the
Western European Union have both fighter and bomber categories; these
carried out investigations into low aircraft have been built for
flying, the former concluding that 'a performance and survivability and,
requirement for low flying training hitherto, it has not been necessary to
will remain as long as military devote significant effort to the
aircraft need to fly low to evade air quietening of these aircraft.
defences' (Reference 1), and the
latter recommended, inter alia, that 3.2 Parliamentarians and
nations 'should take suitable members of the public are aware of
measures in the future to reduce the the existence of civil legislation and
noise to which the public are the broad technological measures
exposed' (Reference 2). In parallel. which have been taken to quieten
NATO has noted the increa3ing airliner engines, and they have some
concern about low flying, difficulty in appreciating why
commissioning its own study of the similar measures cannot be taken to
problem of aircraft noise through reduce noise levels from combat
the auspices of its Committee on aircraft. To the layman, the solution
Challenges of a Modem Society is simple; all that is needed is the
(CCMS), and, in 1991. both AAFCE and modification of engines already in-
AGARD embarked on separate studies service. The reality, of course, is
which, for the former, re-examincd quite different, and while some
the military requirement for low measures might be possible, there are
flying in the light of revised force compelling counter considerations
postures and readiness states, while which confront not only the military
the latter is examining the but their government paymasters
requirement for low flying training also. With the easing of East-West
in an attempt to reduce the tension, there has been a
environmental impact of such flying. concomitant call for an evident peace
While efforts continue to find dividend, not only in a reduction of
solutions, it is a delicate balancing act armed forces but, more importantly, a
to reconcile these conflicting reduction in the amount of
considerations. government money required to meet

defence needs. In the specific
3. REGULATION context of cngine noise

modifications, the inevitable result is
3.1 Within the civil aviation an even greater difficulty to find
sector, there has been legislation for funds for both the research and for
many years aimed at controlling the modifications themselves. Thus,
engine noise, and manufacturers there is conflict facing governments;
have been obliged to cater for such they have to decide whether such
legislation in the design of their modification is either necessary or
engines. However, many military indeed worth the investment. The
aircraft, including passengcr and other consideration is the timescale
transport aircraft which opcratc into for such modification, assuming that
civil airfields, are not bound by such the will is there to invest in the work.
regulations, but this immunity may In-scrvicc cngines are notoriously
not last and, inevitably, there will be difficult to modify in any significant
impact on some areas of military way. and, for most current military
operations. The military position is aircraft, it is doubtful whether
lessened in this respect through evaluation and development of the
equipment replacement programmes appropriate modifications and their
which, for tansport and passengcr subsequcnt introduction into service
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could be achieved in the rcmaining for the latter, power is needed to
life of the aircraft. In reality. there evade cithcr ground defences or any
is probably little that can bc done to lurking fighters. Operators
significantly quieten in-scrvicc rccognise that. generally speaking,
combat aircraft and this aspect of the power equals noise. On the one hand.
debate is somewhat academic. it does not matter how much noise is
Significant rcduct'ions are likely only made in combat provided it means
from future engines, probably 15-20 survival, although acoustic signature
years hcnce, and, in the meantime. it in a stealth sense is of concern.
is necessary to consider other However, on the other hand. crews
alternatives, are concerned about noise made in

peacetime. but, as long as
4. THE ONUS PLACED ON THE Governments have defence policies
OF*RATORS which require an air capability, then

an air force's task is to train for war.

4.1 Since any measures to quicten Neverthele-s, normal mrodus operandi
engines in combat aircraft arc both are conditioned by the compromise of
long term and expensive, aircraft realistic training and environmental

operators have to live with thc impact as has already been

problem from day to day, for it is they mentioned. Until recently, 250ft has
who have to face the political and been the generally accepted

public criticism of low flying. The minimum height overland for
most vociferous opponents of low training throughout NATO, althoughi
flying suggest that the military has three countries, Canada, UK and US.
neither concern for the amount of have allowed some training down io
noise they make, nor for the feelings 100ft in specially designated areav.
of those who have to listen to military However. environmental pressures
aircraft either on the ground or in have threatened this compromise
the air. Such a view does not rcflcct and, recently, have led to the
the thinking of any military imposition of additional restrictions
commander or crew, either now or on minimum height in some
for many years past, and the gcneral countries with knock-on effects
swing towards greater elsewhere which threaten training
environmental awareness has been standards across NATO as a whole.
reflected in military training and
operating philosophies. It is 4.3 Commanders, supervisors, and
important to recognise that low aircrews all have to be aware of the
flying military training has bccn impact of their peacetime activity on

based for many years on a the population, and this awareness
compromise between what the and concern starts on the ground.
operators would like to do, first to Base Commanders. in particular, are
attain, and then to sustain, in no doubt about the impact of
operational proficiency, balanced flying operations on those who live
against what is a reasonable burden near their airfields, and recognise
to impose on the general public, the need to establish a good rapport

with local communities, discussion
4.2 In operational terms, the with whom often includes the vexed
principal aim of combat aircraft is to question of aircraft noise. However,
reach their target safely, to release it is often forgotten that the military
weapons accurately, and to return and their families, too, are part of the
home. also in one piece. and to repeat same local community and have to
the operation if necessary. Combat live with the noise also. There is
aircraft need engine power. both for thus some incentive to pay close
performance and for survival: in ihc attention to the reduction of airfield
former category. there is an noise wherever it is practicable.
increasing demand for shorter take-
off runs and high transit speed. and. 4.4 Good relations start with good

housekeeping. and. as a principle,
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tight controls are imposed on the performance is not compromised, an
ground running of engines, a alternative would be to build bigger
regular cause of complaint. At most and more powerful engines.
bases, running is not permitted However, residual thrust represents a
before 7am or after 11pm unless higher investment in development
absolutely necessary, and then only and production. but the premium has
on the express authorisation of not been acceptable for many
senior officers. Most ground military aircraft engine designs,
running of engines is allied to although governments may have to
maintenance and involves high give greater prominence to this
power settings and slam consideration in the future.
accelerations; inevitably, this is very
noisy and often prolonged. To some 4.7 A successful mission in the air
extent, running in hardened aircraft is crucially dependent upon
shelters has helped to attenuate the thorough mission planning on the
noise, but greatest reduction has ground, and there are many route
come from the introduction of engine constraints which are determined by
running hush houses. With noise considerations. Ideally,
advances in technology, a long term aircrew would like to fly as low .,nd as
objective should be the development fast as possible to practise for
of engines which do not require survival at lOOft and 600kts, but,
extensive gaound running, rather, a because of the previously mentioned
comprehensive electronic set-up compromise, the military limit their
procedure should be evolved, peacetime training to 250ft and
although most combat aircrew would around 420kts. except for simulated
need considerable reassurance of the attack profiles where higher speeds
efficacy of such an approach beforc are sometimes used for short periods.
feeling comfortable with it.

4.8 In terms of the impact of
4.5 In the vicinity of many routine flying on the population,
military airfields in the UK. the every effort is made to avoid
Government has provided grants for overflying centres of population, and
the installation of acoustic. secondary power settings are limited, with use
glazing for civilian homes, and this of reheat being specifically
has proved to be very popular with precluded overland. Nor is
the local population. The noise supersonic flying permitted at low
criterion used has been 7OdB(A) level overland in most countries;

or more properly LA, eq. 12h 70dB such flying is allowed only in the
and provided homes lie within the most remote parts of the world !
measured average 70dB(A) noise Avoidance areas are established
contour in ihe vicinity of the selected around major conurbations, civil and
military airfield, they qualify, military airfields, some hospitals,

nuclear power statio'ns, and so on.
4.6 Arguably, most noise from In consequence. there is a
combat aircraft is generated on take- comprehensive set of restrictions
off and departure, and noise with which the aircrew must be
abatement procedures are generally thoroughly familiar. Crews go to
adopted at military airfields, similar great lengths to avoid overflying
to those used within the civil smaller towns, villages, even isolated
community for many years. communities, manoeuvring around
Generally, engines are not run at full or climbing well above those that are
reheat prior to take-off; rather. the seen. But i: is impossible to avoid
military tend towards rolling take- overflying every single house or
offs. with minimum reheat at first, person. and this is sometimes difficult
then full reheat once on the move. for the public to comprehend;
Where all-up-weight considerations inevitably, therefore, the military
permit, to obviate the need for does cause annoyance to some people,
reheat, and provided overall combat and, despite all of the safeguards, the
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operator does get accused from time S. AIRSPACE FOR LOW FLYING
to time of being irresponsible. of
frightening people, and of causing 5.1 Most NATO nations provide
hearing damage. airspace for low flying, and although

the definition of low flying differs
4.9 While not underestimating the frem nation to nation, for example it
impact of overflight on people on the is below 2000ft in UK and below
ground, particularly the startle 1500ft in Germany. the acknowledged
effect, a comprehensive literature upper limit for useful training is
search carried out in the UK has 500ft. In addition, the amount of
failed to unearth conclusive evidence airspace open for such flying varies
of permanent hearing loss due to low from nation to nation, both in terms
flying aircraft, and best evidence of area and altitude limits. There is a
suggests that the likelihood of significant difference between that
permanent hearing damage is available in, say, Holland, which has
infinitesimally small at levels up to two 250ft narrow routes along the
125 dB(A); at worst, there might be a length of the country, with a
temporary shift in hearing threshold restriction of 1000ft elsewhere;
for a few highly sensitive people, but Germany. until 1990, had a system of
the risk of permanent damage is seven 250ft areas of varying sizes and
negligible (Reference 3). a 500ft limit elsewhere, but, recently,
Nevertheless, following flight irials a 1000ft limit has been imposed
in the UK (Reference 4), steps have everywhere; and the UK has a
been taken as a precaution to control general 250ft minimum height
low flying so that not more than (except over densely populated
125dB(A) of noise is received on the areas), with three 100ft areas for
ground; at typical low flying heights restricted training under special
and speeds, combat aircraft are conditions. Clearly, crews plan to fly
considerably quieter than this. in the 250ft areas, and the smaller

these are, the more concentrated the
4.10 Significant effort is devoted to noise in those areas; this has been at
explaining the need for low flying the heart of the problem in Germany.
and its careful conduct to the general The principle applied in the UK is to
public and on educating aircrcw, spread the noise burden as widely as
supervisors and commanders at all practicabie by opening as much
levels of the impact of their day-to- airspace as possible to 250ft flying.
day operations. Experience has
shown that such explanation reduces 5.2 Management of low flying
some of the emotive reaction and needs to be both proactive and
gives a better understanding of the reactive to make most efficient use of
issues involved, making acceptancc airspace, restrict flying where safety
of low flyi-ag and of its restrictions or other considerations apply, and
more palatable. Briefings to aircrcw provide a quick and efficient
are given at regular intervals, and information dissemination system to
questions of low flying are addressed inform aircrew of changes, hazards,
on national and NATO flying and navigation data. In the current
supervisors' courses. In terms of debate, a key issue remains the
briefing the public, pains are taken, availability of airspace and the need
certainly in the UK, to include for burden sharing. Many people
reference to low flying as part of a argue that, in an Alliance, every
nationwide public relations nation should provide facilities for
campaign, ani the Ministry of low flying, ideally at 250ft.
Defence has a special briefing team Restrictions placed by one nation are
which faces the public at open naturally reflected in equivalent
meetings particularly in areas in restrictions in another, and while
which there are perceived to be NATO co-operation remains crucial,
particular problems with low flying. there are understandable political

constraints which limit flying by



foreign air forces to conditions no can boast an extensive availability, at
more favourable than made available present,' of both experience and
to Alliance partnters in their home instructors. the longer an air force is
country. not exposed to low flying, the longer

it will take to regain competency; in
5.3 Consideration has been given the process of acquiring such
to the role of computers in the competency. there would probably be
management of low flying. and here a higher accident rate during the
too there are differences in transition since low flying would
approach. The Germans are represent an unfamiliar training
examining a system which will regime and. in war, higher attrition
collect data retrospectively on levels would have to be expected.
patterns of low flying, information
from which will allow redistribution 6.2 Next, some suggest that low
of flying to avoid over-saturation of flying could be undertaken over the
one particular area. In the UK. a sea where disturbance to the public
reactive system is being introduced would not be a factor. Although
which will allow operators to make many air forces already carry out
their low flying booking and receive some training over water, the option
both clearance and up-to-the-minutc has limitcd utility since the most
data on other aircraft in thc vicinity, demanding aspect of low flying is
local warnings and hazards. in learning to contend with the
addition, the system will casc thc undulations of the ground and
considerable burden of statistical data avoidance of obstructions, and, very
gathering. quickly., the demands of flying over

the sea -and the tactical value of such
flying reaches its peak and there

- 6. ALTERNATIVES TO CURRENT would be very limited equivalence to
LOW FLYING PATITERNS the perspective of overland flying.

Further, performance and use of
6.1 To ease the impact of low many a~vionic systems are severely
lying. the military have been sought limited lover the water, for example,

to examine several alternative terrain -following radars.
approaches; many are not practical,
but are discussed neverthetcss. First 6.3. Alternatively, the necessity
and foremost, there is the question or for peacetime training to be carried
The Threat which determines the out at such low altitude is questioned,
military need for low flying. Some and some wonder whether the same
people consider that the threat no training could be carried out at a
longer demands either qualification higher level. However, there are
or currency to be able to fly at low several skills needed to be safe and
level. It remains a political decision proficient at low altitude. and these
to define the readiness state required have to be first acquired and then
for air forces, and, to meet that sustained through regular practice.
political directive, air forces must be Skill at: aircraft handling, navigation,
provided with appropriate flying tactics, target acquisition and radar
training. Some work has been handling, weapon aiming and use of
carried out to determine the time clectro-optical devices all need to be
,required to qualify crews for developed, and the demands on the
competency at low level, and while aircrew above 500ft. where the flight
there are many arguments and regime can be considered benign, are
considerations, the required time is quite different and much less
principally a function of warning demanding than at heights of 100-
time and availability of suitably 250ft. The differences between visual
qualified flying instructors, the cues and work rate at the various
latter being essential to underpin levels arc not linear, and, at the
operational training. While NATO lower levels, terrain avoidance

assumes greater importance, and low

------..
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Icvel navigation becomes marc ground. and operational
difficult as aspects change from considcrations to reduce the
planform to elevation. Thus, flying concentration of aircraft in time and
higher leads to a non-rcprcscniafivc space. The latter area has been
training regime. and in terms of discussed extensively in this paper
noise there is not a significant and brief reference is made now to
reduction between 250ft and cvcn the work in the other areas.
1000ft. and, the higher an aircraft is
flown, the longer its noise is heard 7.2 The Source Noise Sub-Group
on the ground and over a wider concluded that significant reductions
footprint, in jet exhaust noise were not possible

without major performance
6.4 Finally, many people believe penalties; since the majority of our
that modem simulators could bc used. aircraft do not have excessive spare
thereby negating the need for actual power, reduction in performance is
flying. While simulators have been not an acceptable military option.
used extensively for many years. However. the group suggested that
they have their limitations. Not only improvements in aerodynamics of
are they expensive, but they have the aircraft would allow lower power
been unable to provide realistic settings to be employed. While this is
tactical low flying; indeed, many do true. there is only limited scope for
not have visual flight attachments to such aerodynamic streamlining since
allow low flying to be replicated. many current aircraft need to carry
Simulators have an important part to fuel tanks and practice weapons
play in conversion and emergency dispensers on many occasions;
training, and in the teaching of neverthcless flying supervisors
procedures. Nevertheless, recent should consider operating their
advances in digital landmass aircraft as aerodynamically clean as
databases and visual scene possible. Perhaps the design of
generation are allowing more future fighter-bomber aircraft
extensive use to be made of simulators should include bomb-bays, like some
and this may provide for more of their predecessors, rather than
representative training than is have to resort to the external
possible at present, for instrumcnt carriage of weapons. The group
training, night flying, use of clcctro- noted that there was a paucity of
optical devices, and limited tactical information on source noise data for
flying; however, whatever is said aircraft operating at high speed and
about their advantages and at low altitude, and collection of such
capabilities, simulators cannot information would allow a better
replicate the pressure of actual understanding of the mechanics of
flying and crews will always bc noise generation to assist future
aware that they cannot be killed as a research into quieter aircraft. The
result of mistakes they make. Therc CCMS study provided the spur for
is no substitute for actual flying and. work to be undertaken in this area in
as at present, in the low flying the UK (Rcferences 6 and 7).
regime, simulators are likely to
complement flying training rathcr 7.3 A second sub-group
than replace it. concentrated on aspects of receiver

technology, concluding that
7. NATO CCMS STUDY acceptance of noise on the ground

through consideration of its effects,
7.1 Many of the issues discussed so abatement, community and land use
far were considered during the planning and their interactions
recent NATO CCMS study (Reference would be difficult to achieve. At the
5). The study itself was wide ranging. time ,nf the study, there was no clear
with detailed consideration of evidence that aircraft could produce
aircraft source noise, methods of noise induced hearing loss on
mitigating the nuisance on the humans and it was not possible to
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assess the effects and risks on population. Hitherto, it has not been
hearing, communications, sleep, and necessary to introduce noise
the associated physiological/ reduction measures on combat
psychological impact. In follow-up aircraft and while marginal noise
work. Canada, UK and US may carry reductions might be possible.
out a collaborative research significant reductions could only be
programme into these subjects. The made to take-off noise with massive
original work examined abatemcnt investment, but any measure which
techniques and the complicated reduced available thrust and
considerations of community and performance would not meet military
land use techniques. Modelling was requirements. The technical
identified as a useful tool, but the difficulties and timescale for
study established that there was not a modification of in-service engines is
standard set of noise indices such that this approach is unlikely to
recognised internationally and prove cost effective, and the only
useful work was undertaken to alternative is to await new engines
produce conversion factors to designed with lower noise output and
transpose data from one nation to the maximum thrust in mind. However,
indices adopted in another. governments must be prepared to pay

the price for meeting such
7.4. The work of the CCMS was conflicting goals.
timely given thu sharp public and
political interest in environmental 8.2 In the meantime, aircraft
matters generally and aircraft noise operators will continue to restrict
in particular. The CCMS report has noise nuisance as far as is
been noted by the NATO Council and practicable, through restrictions on
the work is being continued through their activity both on the ground and
a Follow-on Group which is in the air. The call for a peace
prcgressing the recommendations of dividend in response to the welcome
the original study. Clearly, paper casing of East-West tension and as a
studies have their limitations, and result of CFE Treaty measures, will
while many of the conclusions and leave most air forces with fewer
recommendations are important, aircraft. The total noise on the
many would require extensive population will, therefore, reduce
changes in training patterns or over the next few years. However,
expenditure to overcome the the world and politics are notoriously
problems addressed. The difficulty is fickle, and while everyone would
to maintain the international wish to believe the world is a more
momentum and to put the scale of the stable place, nations are a long way
noise problem into perspective, from being able to discard defence
particularly now that some nations forces completely. Governments will
have placed significant restrictions need to be prepared to counter
on the extent and altitude of low aggression wherever it may arise
flying training, and, while air forces require an

offensive capability, the low flying
8. CONCLUSIONS tactic will remain an essential

element of military strategy. In turn,
8.1 It is not always easy to this will require regular training in
quantify the true extent of the peacetime, and thus low flying
combat aircraft noise problem. for aircraft noise will remain a topical
there is much emotion generated issue for many years to come.
which has clouded the issue to some
extent. Nevertheless, and rightly.
close attention has been paid to the
concerns of the public and many
measures have been taken to reduce
the impact of low flying on the
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SUMAYircraft lon atUSAF bases. But there
are : vralo factors that make noimen from

This paper provides an overview of military aircraftt oprating on traiing
interpretive criteria tor nolaii exposure routes substantially different from
conditione I ocatad with lwaltitude aircraft noise around airports or military
flying op rastlo:na I n t he Unctmeid St atile. ar baeas.
It Include* descr ipt ion of single event

endcuemulative noise charactariatdICa 1. NOISEj MEASUEMENTS
unique to a uc h flying act Ivity and
discussion of rational* for using the To define the differences in the acoustic
meacur:,. onoet rvated adjusted Day-Night signatures between aircraft operating
Average Sun Level, 1 for predicting under Military Training Route (MTR)
popuilation annoyance. conditions and typical air bass operating

conditions, a seriles of noise measurements
.LNfTQ2JDfl.2 ware made at Wright-Patteraon APR In Ohio

and Edwards AFPR In California. These

The U.S. Air Force (USAF) currently has measurements were made on several types (if
about 600 training routes in the military aircraft at typical MTR apedda
continental United States that Involve In (up to 680 Knots). current MTR aititude*
cowe cac lo lti tude overflights of (down to 150 m Above Ground Level, AOL).
popuicted civowilian areas by military and proposed flight altitude.i (down to 30
aircraft. Most of the major Air Force m AOL). Figure I Ia a comparison of the
comma~inds use the routes regularly for acoustic signatures :or an F-4 aircraft of
training and proficiency exerciaec a typical MTR flight operation versus
producing relatively high level* of noise noise from an operation near an airbase
for short duration* scattered sporadically (abbreviated In the following "airbase
over time. The USAF fliles a wide variety noise"). The maxiimum noise level for the
of aircraf t overtthecerue from the MTA operation Is considerably higher than
hig pd F-I to the iow flyg A-, for the airfield operation and he a

frm "he 71i F-76 to othe large B-1. The dramiatic Increasee In the onset rate. Not
total impact from" allI operations In a only are these levels higher, but they
route must be described by on usually occur In areas where the
Environmiental Aesaaaonnt process before background noise Is loe than that in
they can be used. Evaluation of the which typical airfield flights operate.
effects of the noiase produced from these Therefore, the aircraft signal to
aircraft operations coi the exposed background noise ratio or Intrusion level
populations Involves two major dimensions, for the MTR noise exposure will be
The first dimension Is the definition of substantially greeter and perhaps lead to
the physical parameters of the noise such a greeter annoyance responsei than for
as level, duration, frequency content, conventionai alrport/airbase noise
onset rate of the event, and numbers of exposure.
operations and their location relative to
noise sensitive areas. The other Because of the relatively low altitudes
dimension Is a description of the fiown along MTRo, the higher level noise
potential effects this no ise ham on people may have a major Impact on conviunities.
auch sa anoyne acivt interference, Table I ao a comparison of measured noise
end aicepn diatu~rbn~ce. level from these low altitude-high speed

tulo es theat haws the difference between
The USAF uses the energy equivalent typical airbase and MTR operations. These
continuous sound level, Leq(24) and its aircraft noise levels often exceed 100 dB3
associate Ldn (24-hour Leg with a 10 dol which Is sufficient to induce some
nighttime penalty) for describing the structural vibrations In residences.
noise around Its air bases. The Percent Occasionally these can be perceived
Highly Annoyed lXHA) is then used to directly as visual or tactual stimuli, or
measure the effect on the commujnity. This Indirectly as rattling of loose obje~cts.
has %een a very effective tool for the Studies have indicated that noise Induced
USAF and many others for evaiuating the rattles have a significant effect in
effects af aircraft noise around air bases increasing the annoyance reaction. Also
and airports. Indeed In attitude studies. the Increassed noise levels, rapid onset of
c~onducted worldwide, the percentage of the signal and relatively large
0peol who feel highly annoyed when signal-to-noise ratios can, depending on
exposed to equal Ldna of aircraft noise is circumstances, contribute to startle
In remarkable agreement. Studies have which, In turn, contributes to increased
also shown this same result for military annoyance.
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Table I. MTR ve Airbage Operation Noise Levelse

AIRSASE OPERATION
Aircraft Power Altitude Airspeed Max A-Level SEL Onem. farte

(m) (Klt) 0d8A) (do) IdEIA/soea

F-4 100 %RPM 500 250 104 112 4
F-1S 90 %RPM 500 250 g6 104 3
B-I 98 %RPM 500 250 100 101 3
8-520 1.5 EPR. 500 200 109 lie 2

MTR OPERATION
Aircraft Power Altitude Airspeed Max A-Loiel SEL Onset Rate

(in) (Kta) idBA) (dB) (dE4A/oec)

F-4 89 %RPM 60 S00 120 its of
F-1S 84 %RPM 60 500 112 106 54
9-I 98 %RPM 60 680 121 117 .0
8-520 1.5 EPR 60 340 113 112 26

"5 Onset Rate comptted from the I/8 sec Integration time history
5 d8A above ambient to 5 dBA from Maximum A-weighted level.

"o All values are for exposurob directly under the flight track.

2. TRAINING ROUTEUS detection, consequently they have a more
even distribution over the entire route

The primary users of USAF MTRa are width (Figure 3). Measurements of
Tactical Air Command (TAC) and Strategic dIsperelon from the track centerlino were
Air Command (SAC). TAC basically utilizes made for approximately one month each at
the routes with Its high performance one SAC route and two TAC route.. The
aircraft. like the F-IS and F-16 for measurements on these SAC and TAC routes
training in low altitude Terrain Avoidance show, that the Ilteral dispersion of the
(TA) and Terrain Following (TF) exercise*, aircraft relative to the route centerline
SAC uses their routes primarily for low is a Gaussian distribution. For the SAC
altitude penetration runs with bomber routes the standard deviation is about 800
aircraft (a-52 & 8-I) to a proaelected meta#e (.5 atatute mile). For the TAC
target. Although TAC and SAC are the routes where the aircraft follow a single
primary users, the Military Airlift dominant track the standard deviation In
Comnand (MAC), Air Force Reserve (AFRES). about 2000 meters (1.25 statute mllee).
Air National Guard (ANG). and the Alaskan For the TAC routes where the aircraft
Air Comnmand (AAC) use the routes developed follow several tracks the distrlbution Is
by TAC and SAC and are beginning to the sum of the diepersion about each of
develop routes for their own use. these tracks. If multiple tracks are used

but the location of the tracks are not
The USAF under contract to Wyle known, the literal diepersion can be
Laboratories has conducted several studies estimated as Gaussian about the route
to better define the type of operations clnterline with a standard deviation of
and track dispersions along MTRs (raf I & slightly over 4000 meter, (2.5 statute
2). Figure 2 shows a typical SAC low mile).
altitude TF operation with a stage length
of 240 to 400 kilometer, with minimum Figure 4 is a cross section of an MTR
heights of between 100 and 300 meters segment showing the average Sound Exposure
above the ground (AGL). SAC hae four Level (SEL) values from a typical TAC. MTR
major routes similar to this that are operation. This figure shows that although
flown by the 8-52 aircraft between 1000 directly under the flight track there arW
end 1500 times per year. MTRs are about very high SEL levels, these drop off
eight kilometere wide for SAC routes and rather quickly at ground locatlons off to
20 kilometers wide for TAC routea. the aide of the flight track. In 300 -
Aircraft fly these routes In the aeme 600 meters (1000 - 2000 ft) offtrock. the
direction creating a serial strewm of noise levela can drop off by 20 to 30 from
noise exposures. The aircraft will be at the maximum noise level for a single
the Same altitude and airapeed for flight directly overhead. Thin rapid drop
relatively long period* of time before off is attributable to two factors.
changing to a now condition at a First, the slant distance to the aircraft
navigational point. Therefore to evaluate increases rapidly for offtrack ground
the total impact of a particular route one locations due to the low altitude of the
need only evaluate a cross section of each flight. Second. the elevation angle to
of these segments. This approach assume, the flight track from low altitude flight.
that the aircraft noise Is propagated over cause, a rapid transition from
a relatively flat terrain and shielding Air-to-Ground propagation to
effects are not considered. Ground-to-Ground propagation conditions.

This attenuate, the sound levels more as
The SAC pilots and navigators are scored Excess Sound Attenuation losses in
by their ability to fly very precise addition to those from spherical spreading
bombing runs. Therefore they tend to fly and atmospheric absorption effects come
very close to the route centerline, into play. Along with the levels dropping
Conversely TAC pilots try to avoid off rapidly, the onset rate also faill off
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rapidly with Increasing lateral distance significant differences in annoyance
(Figure 5). This decreamese the potential retinge were obtained tar the difference

for startle and will cause leee annoyance between the two lower onset rate values.
at these offtrack sites.

The overall results provided support for

3. MTR HUMA RESPONSE STUDIES an interim metric proposed earlier; that
the Sound Exposure Level be corrected by

The USAF has conducted several experiments 16.6 log (onset rate/1 dBA per second)

inhouee and under contract to examine the for onset rates between 15 and 30 dBA per
response of people to' MTR noise exposures second. The results of the moat recent

(references 4 & 5). One of the most study suggeet that the penalty in needed
Important factors see"m to be the onset but it may be neceesary to extend the
rate of the flyovers. In aerieas of penalty beyond 30 dBA per second. More

In-house studies USAF researchers examined research Ie needed to determine exactly

the question at whether high onset flyover how a final metric for high onset rate
nolie, typical of MTRe, contributes more noise Is to be applied.
annoyanoce than equal energy low onset rate
nole*. Forty-nine subjects were tested In The USAF under contract to Wyle

four laboratory experiments. The subjects Laboratorles conducted and Is currently
In experiment I were volunteers. milita;*y conducting various Laboratory studles to

and civilian, ranging In age from 22 to determine the key paychoaooustlc
65. The remaining 3 studlee were parameters aseociated with MTR flyover
conducted using paid subjects consleting nolie exposure. The parametere that are

at mainly college students and housewives. being studied are Onset rate. Decay rate.

Each subject experienced all conditions DLuration. Level. Direction of sound
within a particular study. All source. Expectation. and Indoor/Outdoor
experiment. were designed to compare 24 hr exposures. A basic set of twelve stareo

equal energy exposure of low onset rate mound recordings wee prepared. coneistlnq
flyovere with high onset rate flyovers. of four types of military aircraft with

in these experiments the subject set various onset rates plus one civil
between two banks o• speakers and the aircraft. These aircraft flyby sounds
tlyovers eemond to paes over hie head In a were presented at four sound levels to

front to back direction. The nolie source subjects In an Indoor listening facility

conslited of recordlnge of flyovers and at an outdoor facility, indoor sounds
measured at Wright-Patterson AFP. A (from g6 to 65 d8 SEL) were filtered

background nolee level of 45 dRA was ueed according to a typical outdoor/indoor
for all experiments. resldentlal nolie reduction curve. Sounds

were preeented in random order, at random
The annoyance reported by subjects after time Intervals. and random approach from

each simulated aircraft flyover wae the either in front of or behind the subjects.
moat sensitive measure of low versus high Subjects rated each eounc# on a seven-point
onset rats. The results Indicate that word annoyance scale with two
onset rate contributes annoyance that adds out-of-bounds selection* available for a

to tne annoyance produced by the acoustlc total nlne-point scale. Two companion
level of the flyover. A serial search experiments were performed at the outdoor

taok performed during the last three facility (from 115 to 85 dB SEL). These
experimenta onhancod the annoyance experiment. used modified military
reaction to high onset rate flyovere. The alrcrafl sounds with partliular onset
annoyance measures showed a etatisticelly rates from 5 to 100 dBA/second and decay

significant difference between high and rates from 2 to 30 dBA/second.
low onset rate conditions across all

experiments. This difference was ehown at Participants In these experiments were
the highest 76 d9 Loq level In experiment drawn from the local area around Langley.
I and at both the 72 and 66 dB LOQ levels Virginia. Thirty-aix subjects
of experiment 2. Figure 6 showe the participated In the Kernel experiment that
reeulte of these experiments. In conislted of 2 eessions each, Indoors and

experiment I the greatest difference outdoors. Twenty-four subjects
between conditions with equal Leqs wee participated In an onnot rate specific
obtained for the highest level of 75 dC. study that consisted of 2 sessions
In experiment 2 It can be seen that both outdoors. Another 24 subjects
high onset rate conditione were rated participated In the Independent variable
higher than their equivalent energy low experiment that aleo consisted of 2

onset rate condition. In experiment 3. outdoor studies. Each eeesion had six

all four conditlone had an Leq of 67 d8 participants per seslion that lasted two
end the difference between conditions wae hours and had 48 to CO flyover exposures
onset rate. For the mean annoyance based with a ton minute break between sessions.
on exposure to the four flyovere during a The participants were Instructed to read

1l minute period, the three highest onset magazines for their tasking. An analysli
rate conditions were all significantly wae made to see which methodological and

different from the lowest onset rate. In psychoacoustic effect. ehowed a
experiment 4, a paired comparlson test was significant variance. All tests for

used to compare onset rates within a SEL significance were at the alpha - 0.05
value. The highest onset rate within a level. For the methodological effects. no

SEL level wae rated as more annoying. in significance was found for repetition I ve
moat cases It wee rated significantly more 2. front ve back approach. or interactions
annoying than at Ileat one of the lower of effects. Significant variance wae found
onset rates level. However, no
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Table 2. MTR annoyance effects

EFFECT Ra SLOPE
------ A-- --------------------------------
Sound Level (SEL, dB) .513 .154
Onset Rate (dB/eec) .079 .00#
Decay Rate (dB/lec) .081 .027
Total Duration (sac) .023 -. 010

Slo0es are ANNOYANCE SCORE PER: da tar SEL
Log(rate) tar rates
Seconds for duration

All variables are significant at 0.05 luvel.

for outdoors ve indoor$. groups of O comparable nuibers and lower levels.
participants. and for individuals. Therefore. it 0ao10 reasonable to
Significant variance wee round for all the extri,.-late into the MTR domain tram
p ychoacoustic etfect: of Sound Level, either eound level or number of events.
Onset Rate. Decay Rate Total duration Because at the sporadic nature of an MTR
10-dO down duration, and Interactions. exposure the USAF has suggested computing
Table 2 shows the preliminary results of the Ldn over the busiest (calendar) month
the linear regressions for these data. within any given year. This Is because
TPis table shows that sound level accounts training phases or exorcises can exist for
for the maJority of the annoyance response periods of weeks or months and then quit.
but Onset and decay rates do have a This create* a situation where the annual
measurable affect. Although In the average will underestimate the impcat at
laboratOry studies the onset and decay those operations. These two factors.

rates have the eams level at effect. in OnseO rate and monthly operations, are the
the MTR enviroalnent a typical noise only deviation tran a pure Ldn that the
signature will always have a steeper onset USAF In using for predicting the community
then decay rate. Although not complete, annoyance from MTR operations.
these studies show that annoyance response
to MTR noise is signitficantly different 5. HEAN DAMAGE
from response to most alrbase type
aircratt noie. Aside fram annoyance. the other major

factor to be considered In evaluating the
4. "M METRIC Impact of the nolae from combat aircraft

training areas Is potential hearing
The typical usae of MTR routes leads to danmge. The USAF position wit" regard to
anoher Important difference from airbase assessing the risk of. hearing damage is to
operatlons. MTR operations have a use the ISO Standard 1999 (1990) (ret 8).
relatively low occurrence on a dally basis This eta-1rd provides guidance for the
end can have stream missions with serial prediction of potential hearing Imnairment
exposures of five to ten aircraft flyovers from daIly exposure to steady.
with approximately 1l5-minute spaclna fluctuating, or Impulsive type noise. it
between flyovers. Sporadic noise exposure was approved by the overwhelming majority
of thie type has not been represented in of ali countries voting on it. The
any previous studies conducted on response standard allow the calculation of the
to aircraft tlyover noise. The Ldn - %HA statistical distribution of the
approach assumes ati least a certain number noies-induced permant hearing lose to be
of flights on a dail basis. Some suggest expected in a population experiencing
that, at a minimum, there must be one to exposure to various sound pressure levels
three daily noise events for the Ldn - %HA over periods from zero to forty years.
relationship to be valid. This The resonmmndations of thia standard are
relationship currently has no provision to extension* of a very large data base Of
cover flights that occur every third day, the effect* of noise On human hearing.
weekly, monthly, or generally with a
sporadic pattern. Figure I shows an eight hour Laq plotted

against the log numcer of events for SELs
In a review (ref 3) of the origin and at 116. 110, 105. and 100 d8. The actual
domain of the Ldn metric. Wyle Labs numOer at events are shown above each data
examined several major saoloacoustic point. Twenty-nine events st a SEL of 115
studies and found that fundamentally all dO gives an Leq(8h) of 88 d8 while Oil
tended to support a 10 LagioN event factor events are necessary ate SEL of 100.
(a range of 8 to 12 times Log%oN could be This 85 dS Loq(Rh) level Is the level
supported by these studies). In the where loes than a 10 dB Noise Induced
United Kingdom airports study, this is of Permanent Threshold Shift (NIPTS) would be
significance since it supersedes the expected In the most sensitive 10% of the
earlier studies which had supported the I1 population for the frequencies of 0.5, 1,
LogoeN adjustment. Figure 7 shows the 2. 3, 4. and 8 kkz after a 40 year daily
range af number of events and levels that exposure according to ISO Standard 1999.
these studies covered. Although no Although not includ%#,'•n Figure 8. it can
conmunl~y response studies have been done be shown that 3 fii4hts with a SEL of 128
In the range of typical MrR exposures dS would be needed'to produce an Laq(8h)
(upper left of Figure 7), there are of 85 de. it would take-an F-4 flying at
credible studies at comparable sound 100 ft AGL directly ovorheiU-to obtain an
levels and higher num mers. and at SEL of 125 dS which would be an c idental

\,/
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exposure. It Is important to recognize aircraft. it should be noted that this
that these values are for levels directly *nset rate decrease* very quickly as the

Impinging on the human ear. if a person lateral offset distance to the flight
were inside a building theme levels would track Is Increased. The preliminary
be attenuated by 10 to 30 d8 depending on findings of our studies show that although
the structure. Also in order to reach a penalty for high onset rates It
these high noise levels all of the warranted, It it not clear what the exact
overflights would have to tly directly level or range of the penalty should be.
over the Individual. Although these Due to the eporatlc nature of the MTR

higher SEL levels have been recorded for operations, we believe that the Ldn metric
single low level passes, these levels of needs to be integrated Over a calender
exposure (to obtain an 85 dO Laq(B)) have month of the MTRs busiest operations. To
never been observed or documented on a evaluate any potential hazard to hearing

continuing basis from any MTR operations, we believe that the recommendations of ISO
it Is also Important to realize that standard 1999 are the beet data available

according to ISO 1999. this 86 d8 Leq18h) to describe the impact from MTR
can occur for at least 5 days a "mek (the operations. Even though we do not think,
work week), every week for 40 years before based on this standard, that hearing lose
this rather low level of permanent hearing Is or will be a problem from present day
demleg Is reached. numbers and levels of overflights, we are

conducting studies to further address this

To further examine the potential for question.

hearing donage from MTR operations, the
USAF Is currently conducting an inhouae REFERENCES
study to look for Temporary Threshold
Shifts (TTS) caused by MTR noise I. Plotkin, K.J.. Croughwell, E.P..
exposures. The smiie recordings used in the -Environmental Noise Assessment for
previous studies will be used with Military Aircraft Training Routes
progrewveble attenuators to control the Volume I: SAC Low-Level Routes-,
exposure level at the ear. Current plans AAMRL-TR-87-001, April 1987.
are for 30 subjects to be exposed to MTR
flyover noise signatures at levels up to 2. Plotkin. K.J., "Environmental Noise

128 dBA maxiwmu level. Audlogrome for Aesesament for Military Aircraft
each subject will be collected before end Training Routes Volume 3: TAC Low-
ofter each of these tests looking for TTS. Level Routes-, AAMRL-TR-87-001.
If no TTS is found in any of the 30 January 1988.
subjects the test will be expanded to
Include more subjects and multiple 3. Plotkin. K.J.. Sutherland, L.C..
exposures. These tests are currently Molino, J.A.. "Environmental Noise

scheduled to be completed in ODcember Assesament for Military Aircraft
"1991. Training Routes Volume 2: Recommended

Noise Metric". AAMRL-TR-87-0010

SUMMARY ANO CONCLUSION April 1987.

In conclusion, we believe that MTR type 4. Harris, C.S.. "Effects of Military
noise exposures are different from typical Training Route Noise on Human

lirbasl noise exposures and require a Annoyance", AAMRL-TR-89-041,
modification of the procedure to relate October 1989.

annoyance to Ldn. This alteration Is
needed to account for the Increased 5. Harris, C.S.. "Effects of Military
annoyance caused by the rapid onset rats Training Route Nolie on Human
of MTR noaie. Although these differences Annoyance", NOISE-CON 90. Austin TX.
are most pronounced directly under the 15-17 October 1990.
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Discussion
QUESTION BY: R.A. Pinker, RAE Pyestock, UK

Please could you define your metric "onset rate"?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
Onset rate is a measure of the suddenness of the acoustic
signal from an approaching aircraft measured in dBA per
second. Specifically, we calculate the onset rate from the
acoustic time history by measuring the time when the signal
is 5dB above the background level to the time of the peak A-
level. The difference in these two levels is then divided by
this time difference to obtain the slope of the rising
signal. This is the onset rate. We only compute an onset rate
if the background to peak difference is greater than 15dBA.
If the peak is not on the uprising slope then the computation
is made from a point 5dBA below the peak.



BRUIT DES AVIONS DEZ COMBAT A PROXIMITEC DES BASES AERIENINES
-Revu& don possibilitds do ziduction du bruit A Ia source-

Par

x D.COLLIN,J.JULLIARD at O.RIOU
(SNUOEAVillarocho. 77550. Franc.)

RESIJHE L'ossntial des recharches acoustiquom
of fotuios dans Ilindustria ayant 6t&
consacr&,pour raison do certification des

Lee opirations of fectudors par lam avions do aViong civils, at bruit "mis lore des phases
combat soat source do nvisancos pour lam do dicollag* at d approcho. il conviont
populations situim A p'touimit& des bases d' examiner dean quells "osure carn
afirinnes.Il apparait quo 1s bruit do jet enseignewents sont applicables aun avions
constitue la source do bruit dominants au do combat.
cours do I& quasi totalit& des opirationa
concernie.. Apra$ avoir identifi& lao sourcos do bruit

dominants* our daux typos do motour
Lee autours proposent d *aborder la question d 'avions do combat *on passers donc on rovue
do l& riduction des nuisance. sonores lea solutions possibles do reduction du
corrospondantes an utilimant 1' oxpirionce bruit du point do vuo de Is technologio dos

- acquise par Ia SNECMA au coura do plus do noteurs civil. at prineipaleuent du
vingt annde. do reenorche. our 1s bruit do. progjram. Olympus ainsi quo des rechercho@
turboctactours civils * t notasmont du associies qui furent manies A I& Snecoa.
programm. do transport supersonique
Concorde. L' important. base do donnies
expirimentale risultant do con 6tuds3 a 2.*0 IDENTIFICATION DES SOURCES DZ BRUIT
pormis do divoloppor at d' ivaluar aithodes DONINANTES
do pr~vision at solutions do riduction du
bruit. Los diffirents nicanissos at sources
do bruit significatifs seront donc passis Duo itudo a &t& conduits sour domns otours
an rovue ainsi quo lea possibilitis do iquipant respectivemont tin chasseur
riduction at d'amilioration actuolles oti sonamoteuC(Mirflge 2000/M53) at tin bimoteur
futures. d'attaque aui aol (Alphajet/Larzac).

a110 a consist& on tine caractirisation
acoustique ditaillie of fectuig our bane

1.0 INTRODUCTION doesusis au sol.

Sion qu' itant do nature at do conception
81 on assists A I imorgence do nouveaux fort difftrontos, cer dens fotaurs
probldme. *lii. au caractire particulier de. primontont cortaino. similitudes dane lour
operations propros &uu avions do combat comport sm nt acoustique (Fig. 2).
(vol A basso altitude at grand* vitesse),
at qui concornont principalement lam L' imission du M53 ,monocorps double flux:
populations do zones non urbaines on avoc rochauf t *eset dominia par 1s bruit do
gimiral peti habituies &us nuisances jet dis lam conditions d'approche.Le bruit

osonres,il Won rests pas momns quo lam intorne st 1s bruit do moif flanto m~ritont
contraintes do voisinage associiom A tine copendant tine cortains attention A faible
urbanisation mans cosine grandissante no pousmia.
peuvent plus itre considiries comas
laspanageo xclusif den airoports civils. L'Iismion du Lasrac,double corps double
Dana cotta optiquo~l'examon du bruit giniri flux mans rechauffe~pomside on revanche Ia
par lea simple* opirations do dicollago at caractiristique d'Atre ligirewont damini.
dlatterrissage des avions do combat semble par 1s bruit interne dans- la plage de
primonter un intfirit certain. poussie correspondent A I 'approcho avant

quo 1s bruit do jot no repronno I&
Si Ilon compare,& titre d~exomple. pripondirance.
llemprointo ati sol(Fig.l) d~un avion do
combat aui dicollage, A cello Wazn avion
civil do 150 places ainsi qu'A calls d'un Si Ilon astino quo cam observations
autre type d~avion militairo (ravitaillour slappliquant vraissoblablement A l1immonse
lire at 26me generation),il apparait en majoriti des moteurm actuellement utilisis
Wfett quo aalgr& den performance. our lam avions do combat~il mlagit done

supirieuro. ontrainant tins trajectoire plus bion do considirer on prioriti 10 bruit do
favorable *Ia nuisance rosts Identifiable, jot at soa moyons do riduction.
quoique nettemont riduito par rapport A
cello d un quadririacteur do promiire
giniration.



11 were toutefois *age do no pas negliger 3.1.1 Effat Do La ?uyhre A. Paupifres
.pour autant Ilimportance des sources do (Wits "28')
bruit gendraloment rogroupes s ousn Is
qualificatif un poti vague do "bruit
interne". La r~ductiom umaimele du bruit iuu point de

contr~i. lathral a &tA obtenue en
positionnant on phase initials do aont6e

3.0 SOLUTIONS ELADOREES DANS LE CADRE DES lea pautpidres do Is tuydre variable A tin
RECHERCHES SUR TURBOREACTEURIR CIVILS angle fle 30* avant repositionnement A 10*

lora do Is pha** do rhduction do poussee.

On rappollera done un premider temps quo la La braquagos do paupieres pormet en of fet do
preponderance du bruit des parties jouer our la directivit6 do l1Amission
tournantos sur lea machines civil.. sonore du jet par pincemont de celui-ci
actualles a conduit A 106iaboration d 'tne (Fig. 4). Schimatiqueownt.on note quo 1.
tochnologie do point. done 1. domainom des pincement r~duit 1' Anorgie acoustique
structures absorbant.. quo ce molt stir is rayonnluO dane Is plan horizontal pour
plan des m~thodes ou ceiui do Ia 1 accroitre toutefois dane tne moindre
fabrication autorisant d~sornais la womuro doen I* plan vertical.
realisation do structures complexces A
plusimurs degrds de liberte fort officaces Lis gain obtonu par co dispositif mur I*
at do foible paids grAce A Ilintroduction niveau do bruit au point do controlo,
do matfiriatix composites. lateral a pu etro &valu& A 2.5 EPNdD.
Coci s 'accompaigne do fssures consorvatoires
prime* lors des phases do conception dui
moteur afin do limiter son *mission manorS. 3.1.2 Ziffot Do La Section D& Tuy~re

Primairo Variable
Tauteiois~en ce qui concern* lea sources do
bruit &voquees plug haut pour lea foteurs

oilitaires,ce sont lea 6tudes of fectudes au L'adoption d~une configuration do tuyere
debut des ann~e. 70 dens 10 cadre du primaire A section variable a pormis tine
prograom Concorde ainni quo lea recherches reduction de bruit tres significative en
of fectudes dane son prolongement qui sont autorisant Is fonctionnemient du moteur avoc
lea plus A N~mes do fournir des elements de des sections d'djection agrandios pour
reponse quant aux possibilitfis r~elles do reduire I& vitesee du jet A poum~ee
reduiro Ie bruit des avions do combat. constants,& Ilexception bien sur do I&

phase do mont~e initials..

3.1 Etudes Sur La Reduction Du Bruit Do Jet Los assures of fectue.. stir banc volant at
plus tard our Concorde(Vig.5) ont montrd
lee b~n~f ices important. A tirer d'un tel

La premiere loion A tirer des 6tudos menees procede. ceci s 'accompagnant 6videkament de
dana 1. cadre du programm.. Concorde ost modifications egalmet important** de Ia
ddsormais bien conntio.Il . agit do regulation, du moteur.
Iliniluenco importante des of fats do vol
our In comportement des sources do bruit
(Fig. 3) .Cotte observation a conduit Is 3.1.3 Etude& Sur Lae Concepts Do
Snecma A inener son etudes posterioures our Dispogitif s Silencietis
des moyens dlessais simulant lea conditions
d' ecoulemeont du vol *soit doen tin premier
temps 1s vebicule oxperimental Aerotrain, Les inconvinients des dispositifs
puis actuellemeant Ia souffloris anechoiquo silencietix surajoutds sont bien connug.
CEPRAl9.D'une maniere plus gfineral.. cotte G~neralement pesents et voiumineux~ils
expdrience a contribu6 A forger uno contribuent A augmenter do faqon
philosophi* do prudence via A via des significative I& consommation.Ils sont en
porformances do tout syst~me r~ducteur otitre generateurs do portes do potise~e
d~wontr~ee our 10 popier oti lors d'tin ossai importantes at 1s compensation necessaire
en condition statiquo,iorsque 1. bruit do lea ampute de tout oti partie do leur
jot eut impliqu*. efficacit6.

Pour cotta raison seuiles meront prseontdeo Afim d'6viter toute penalisation da trainee
ici lea solutions syant of fectivement fait supplementaire en croisirer stipersonique,on
Ilobjet d~une demonstration en vol sur *last orient& de s 1 debut du programmee
Concorde, trois principalos directions syant Concorde vers I* developpemont do systfises
6t6 oi~plor~es junqu'A cotta &tap* d~cisive. internis escamotables en croisiere et Ie

systdme retenu apres tine multitude dlesmais
Soit: aui sol fut le systmem dit "A polo."

pouvant fotirnir tin gain estim6 alors A 4
-. optimization dynamique do la EPNdB tout en limitant lea pertes de
gdometrie de la tuyere secondairo pousseo A environ 5%,ce quo Ilon ponsait
en fonction des phases do vol suf finent pour obtenir un gain appreciable

en Vol.
- 1 fonctionnement du moteur avec des
sections de tuyeres maximales

-l'introtiuction do dispositifs
silencietix dans 1s jet
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Los essais on vol doeco dispomitif mas ont Catte difinition rimultait du fait quo leam
Wias rivilia moins promatteurm .En of fet diffirents socanismmo ginirataurm at

pour lea doux gradient* do montie surtout lour intordipondanca btaiont aloru
onvimageablam dans Is phase do riduction do trism .in connus.
pouss6o, aucuna mailioration significative
n~a pu itre obmorvia (Fig.6) at I. systima Un simple oemaple illustrora cotto notion
fut donc pursaunt at simplement abandonn&. d interdipandance dos micanimmom

gin~rataurs.1l traduit loffet produit mur
Copandant un vasto program.o ditudom fut l1ujmision sonor. do l'Olympum 593 par Is
ontreprim consecutivement &fin di6tudior substitution d~une chambre annulairo a Ia
plus finsewnt Is couportemont du bruit do chambro do combustion dlorigine(Fig.i0).
jot on vol at d'approfondir d'autre part Alarm qu'a priori on sa morait attendu A
lea connaissances on torusm do bruit at des modifications caractdristiquom done Is
poummie our divers typos do milencieux dons partia basses friquencom du spectra,
1 'aptique d *un &ventuel transport giniraleaent attribuio au bruit do
oupermonique do dauxiime giniration. coabustion,on observe 6galomant dos

modi fications notables; du domain. hautom
L'utilimation pour co faire du vihiculo friquoncom.
oxpirimental Atrotrain(Fig.7) a pormis do
olaf franchir des probl~mom causim~lora du Une tentative do classification das
program.e Concorda~par 1livaluation on diffirentsm acanismmm fut of fectueo A l&
condition statique des dispomitifs .6.0 #poque.Klla mattait on 6videnco trais
riductours do bruit. famillos distinctoo(Sig.ll):

Li6tudo at l'6valuation expirimentale do - lea sourcos internom,c'omt A dire
plusiourn concepts a poruis on finale Is toutem law sources naimmant A
rialization d tin milenciona dit "41 Tubes" l1intiriour du motour ontro tin plan
d ' ncombroment miniwam( rapport do is situ& au voiminago do I& chambre do
inaction du culot sur section of ficaco combustion ot tine position sittiio
di6joction fgal A 2). fournimmant tin gain approximativemenx A tine longuour
&gal A 10 ZP~dB at pouvant attaindre 15 d~onda caractiriatique on amont du
EPNd8 lorsqulasmoci* A tin 6jectour trait& plan di6joction do I& tuytro.
(Vig.S).

- l.. sources do tuyirou qui rimultont
La parts do poummie associde,ostimi. A des phinowinom d'intoraction do.
8%,situe co typo do silencioux danm tin h6tirogdn6ithm do licouloment at

- rapport do UdS dlattinuation par %6 do ports dos inintabilitds do la couche do
do pousmia~ce qui momble atro dimormain la cimaillomant initial. du jet avoc
tondance ginirale mi lon me rifiro a&ux I& tuyire.
information* publiiem mur 1. mujet.

- Uno amplification paramitrique des
12 *aer utile do nontionnor enf in quo, sources intornom par Ia couch@ do
parallble~ot~ce progranow Afrotrain aura cimaillement du jet.
conduit A pomor lea base. de Is
quantification do leffot do I& vitemme do Dana 10 but d'aniliorer Is comprihension do
vol relativeomu: 1s bruit do ailonge tells cartains do coin point. at particilifiramont
qua foratilie dans 1'ARP 876C,ainmi qu'A de. micanioame A lorigino des sources
itablir uno baso do donn6eo exptrimentals internes,une mtrie doexpiriencem
utilimi. postiriourement pour Is validation complimontairem fut rialisia A l~aide d~un
do Ia motifflerio CEPRA19. dispositif mpicifique &labor& our la basa

d'tin motour Larmac * t pormattant do

o'af franchir do touto source autro quo 1e
3.2 Etude. Sur La Riduction Du Bruit bruit interne(Fig.12).

Interne
Grace A ce dispositif,on a pu danm tin
premier temps cornor loin caractiristiquam

Los caractiriotiquem particulifrom du des diffirontem coopomantem des sources
moteur Olympus ont Agalemant 6t6 A intornas ot distinguor ainmi trois domainomt
l1origins d'anseignementm our Is giniration do friquencem distincts(Fig.13):
do ce quo Vlon a voulti dfifinir par I&
notion large do "bruit interne". - Basses friquoncem ( 400 Hs) done

laqual apparait tine boons bien
En af fat mi 1 'on observe 10 comportemont dui marqu~e aux foibles r~gimem avec tine
motour Olympus A rigime partial(Fig.9),on friquenco do points au voiminago do
conintato qua 10 bruit interne exerce tine 125-160 Hs. Cotte bomno mubsiste
influence grondimmante jusqu'A devenir plus astoupi. aux rigimes plus
pripondbrant danm loin condition* 6lovda at A uno friquenca mup~riouro
d' approcha. (200 A 250 Hz).Cette 6imimion emt

diroctement imputable aux of fats do
Le bruit interne fut alarm difini come la I& combustion.
diffirenca our tout lo domains do
friquencem entro la bruit totall 6nis par la Moyennom friquancom(entre 500 at
noteur et le bruit d'un jot pur qui 3000 Ha) dont la friquence do points
corrempondrait aux condition. di6joction no vario pratiquomont pas avoc ls
6quivalentes,pomant par 1A nmfe le bruit do rigime at dont l'origine eat A
moufflants oti do comprommeur comea rochorchor aui nive~au des
nigligoable. interactions do li6coulement



turbulent avec: des obstacles fix** Do fait. I 'idantification do solutions
ou mobilos du moteur. adapties aux nuisances 96nr~es par Lee

avions do combat *us &abrd* dos bases
- Iutes frlquances ( )3000 Hz) dana airiennes rhside anpreieir lieu dana un
lequel coexistent rajes effort do definition du problime.:
caract~ristiques issues des turbines Is dimparit& des uisaoa~s confi*es A ces
et bruit large bands y prenant avions constituant.6 cat 6gard, tin 6Aliment
naissance tant par des macanisman important du dihat.
directs quo par des ph~nomines plus

-~loems. 8i tine toll* phase do clarification
a 'av~rait n6cessalre du point do vue do

Cos caractdristiques pour sp~cifiques l'environnment~il serait alars essential
qulell.. soient du motour Larzac: utilish do d~gager los facteurs uptcifiques aux
pr~sentent un fort lien do parent& avec: lea nuisances acoustiques des avions do combat,
observations effectit:es sur 1 'Olympus. quell. qu 'en soit leur nature ( op~rationels,

technologiques.p. pyb-acoustiqueo s, cib-
Aconomiques...), aom san* avoir au

Un deuxiimo type d'exp6rienco. rdalis6 A pr~alable d~terminA done quelles mo.Are I&
laid. du m~ma dispositif, a pormis situation pr~sente des similitudes avec: lea
d'Avalusr diverses solutions do r~duction contraintes iuposA.. aun avion& do
du bruit interne dan asa pertie basses et transport civils.
mayennes fr~quence..

Los diff~rentes solutions eassyeas ant Ainsi seuleastet pourrait-on parvenir a
consistA d ' tne part en 1' insertion d 'Acran d~finir co qui eat acceptable at ce qui no
entre source at observateur et d'autre part lest pas.
en Ia mime en oeuvre do structures
absorbants* dan. Is canal d'Ajection S'il eut en of fet difficilemwent admissible
primaire.La conception volontairement do so voir confront& sans prdavia A une
simplifiA.s do can structures a permix r~glementation dont la aivhritA ne repose
d'appr~cier aismoent l'influonce do l'effet stir aucun foadement technologique,il eat en
d*Apaiaueur. revanche important do pouvoir -anticiper our

des objectifs do riduction do. bruit futurs,
Tenant comptea do cam conditions ,lea do manidre A permettre I ' identification at
r~sultata prdsent6s(Fig.14) pour Ia lo d~veloppoomnt dos technologies lea mieux
combinaison la plus off icace peuvent Aitre adapt~es.
conuid~r~s come repr~sentatif s do V ordre
do grandeur do ce qu' il eat possible Dens tin tel coatezte~dea solutions
dl'atteindre en matifra de r~duction du int~grhes d~s 10 premier stade do la
bruit interne par des dispositif a do ce conception d'un moteur.ou mieux encore
genre. faisant int~gralemntt partie. tel Ie cycle

variable, du concept lui-mtme w~riteraient
on rappelera pour m~moire quo V application d 'Atre consid~rAe..
d'une solution voisine (canal primaire
trait6) fut tin moment onvisagse our
1 Olympus avant d' Atre abandonn~e en raison DZDLIOCRAPHIZ
do I& porsistance d~une r~sonanco
acouatique do 1 enaemble socondaire qui en J.CALMON/R.HOCK
masquait lea of fots positif a. Performance and noise aspects of supersonic

transport.
Inter Noiae 73

4.0 APPLICABILITZ DES SOLUTIONS AUX AVIONS
DE COMBAT P. THOMAS/R .HOCN/E.IIEXSS

An experimental investigation of the core
engine noise of a tuirbofan engine-

L 'aspdri ence do Concorde at lea &tudo. AIAA 2nd Aoroacoumtics conference 1975
associ~es pr~sentdes plus haut ant certes
mis en Avidenco La possibilitA do r~duire JP.DUPONCHEL/P.TEO"SIA
d~une dizaine do d~cibels Ie bruit dos Impact of flight ef fectsaon uiltitube
sources pr~ponddrantes A 1 aide do suppressor design.
dispositifs r~ducteurs essentiellemenz AIAA 6th Aeroacoustics conference 1980
esternou.Nais elbas ant *galoment moulignd
1. caracthre rapidement illusoire do tells.
mssures lorsqu~elbos mont appliqu~e. A des
moteurs dont Ia conception a &t& fig~e
pr~olablement. Importantes portes do
performances. exc~dents do poid* plus quo
significatifasxans oublier les problnem. do
maintenance g~n~rA. par I& complexitA
m~canique do ces dispositifs~ce sont 14 do.
inconvtnianta sajeurs dont tin avian do
combat pout a priori difficilemont
asaccomoder.'

11 ant donc raisonnable do considbrer quo
soul tin objectif do r~duction limit6
pourrait tirer-prof it do la tochnologie
existante.
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Figur 5
-~ Influence De L'Ouverture De La Tuydre
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Figure 7
IMoyen D'Essai Aerotrain
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__ • Fig= 9

- XAEvolution Des Sources De Bruit Sur
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M~canisines G~ndrateurs Du Bruit Interne~ie1
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- Figure 13
Caracteri stiqueq' Du Bruit Interne
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NOISE STUDIES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
OF AN OUTDOOR ENGINE TEST FACILITY

G. Krishnappa
Institute for Mechanical Engweering 9 - 4

National Research Council 92-17419~
Ottawa, Ontaro, Canada KIA lR6

1. SUMMARY With more emphasis being placed on measuring the absolute
performance, the requirement for a free air engine facility has

The potential impact of noise in the community surrounding a become very important. The increased demnid to investigate
propmed outdoor test facility in the Ottawa area was evaluated, performance of engines installed in aircraft, and the pressure
The test stand was planned for the testing of high performance from environmental agencies to reduce engine noise emissions
gas turbine engines. Theoretical predictions based on the have made an improved facility a high priority.
outdoor sound propagation model were made for the noise
generated from a General Electric F404 engine. The results Therefor, it was proposed to develop an outdoor test facility
were verified by carrying out measurements of noise generated in the Ottawa area for the following objectives: to provide a
from a single engine of a parked CF-18 aircraft. The reference standard for all test cells in Canada, to study the
measured results qualitatively confirmed the validity of performance of engines installed in aircraft, and to perform
theoretical predictions. However, the tests clearly noise measurements. The new complex was to include an
demonstrated the strong influence of the atmospheric conditions outdoor test stand, and an indoor test cell and support area, for
in the observed noise levels in the surrounding community, testing high performance and high airflow gas turbine engines.
The usefulness of the theoretical predictions in devising noise
control measures in the test area and for the scheduling of tests The site selected for this facility was next to the Ottawa
in favourable weather conditions to minimize noise impact in International Airport in the Uplands area. The main
the surrounding area have been discussed. considerations in selecting this location was that the

surrounding residential area was exposed to the airport noise
2. INTRODUCTION and that the noise problem would not be as severe as in the

other area in the city. The site was close to runways,
The Engine Laboratory of the NRCC Institute for Mechanical facilitating transport of aircraft to the test site. Major fuel
Engineering has provided unique national facilities for gas handling facilities were also in the immediate vicinity.
turbine engine testing and development for many years. These
facilities have been used by the Canadian engine and equipment The proposed site was evaluated for the potential impact of
manufacturers, and Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) and their noise generated by testing hiri performance engines in the
engine maintenance and overhaul contractors. One of the facility. This paper presents the results obtained from
NRCC test cells is a national calibrated reference cell used by theoretical predictions, based on the sound propagation model
the CAF. All CAF test cells in Canada and abroad, and the of the noise generated from a F404 engine, and confirmation
cells of their prime contractors can be referenced against the of these results by static engine run tests.
NRC calibrated test cell.

The studies were also intended to determine the extent of noise
When the test cells were built at the present site on the NRCC control measures required at the test location and the
Montreal Road Campus, they were situated in a sparsely requirements for scheduling of tests, based on favourable
populated neighbourhood, considerably beyond the densely weather conditions to minimize noise impact in the community.
populated residential area and the Ottawa City limits. No The theoretical predictions of noise levels were developed by
serious consideration was given w the reduction of noise from Davis Engineering Limited (Ref. 1) under contract to NRCC.
the test cells. With the gradual development of residential To confirm the predictions, noise tests using static engine runs
areas around the campus and subsequent noise complaints, were made by the NRCC Engine Laboratory Staff.
some silencing was provided for the cells. Despite substantial
investment in improved silencing and increasingly stringent 3. ENGINE SELECTION - NOISE IMPACT STUDIES
environmental constraints, operational capability became more
limited. Large engine operation, particularly military engines The proposed outdoor facility was intended for testing a wide
with aflerburning capability, can cause unacceptable noise range of gas turbine engines. These include turboprops such
levels in residential areas under certain weathier conditions, as the Allison T56, high bypass commercial aircraft engines,
Operation of the NRCC cells is currently restricted to normal and fighter aircraft engines like the GE F404-400 engines used
working hours. This limits their usefulness, as winter night in the CF-I8 aircraft. It was not possible to stwdy the noise
operation is desirable for testing cold weather performnnce. In impact of all these engines because of cost restrictions. The
addition, the extensive silencing and restrictions on cell worst case among the types of test engines was considered to
configuration prevent certain kinds of acoustic tests, necessary be the afterbuming military engines. In addition, detailed
for the development of more environmentally acceptable noise data for the F404 engine were readily available to
commercial engines. calculate the noise contours surrounding the proposed test site.
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The noise spectra for a typical turbofan engine at several excess attenmuion. This excess attenuation always exists, but
ranges from the source are shown in Figure 1. The spectra is often paria!ty nullified at various frequencies and distances,
clearly demonstrate the attenuation of high frequency or under specific circumstances by various phenomena. The
components at distances greater than 2000 metres. The higher shadow region is penetrated by a ground wave at low
attenuation for these components is mainly due to molecular frequencies to an extent that depends principally on distance
absorption of sound energy, and ground impedance. At high frequencies, it is partially

dependant on interference between direct and reflected waves
4. OUTDOOR SOUND PROPAGATION and is determined by the source and receiver heights.

Outdoor sound propagation is a complex phenomena because At larger distances meteorological conditions play an important
a large number of wave propagation and meteorological factors role. The finite impedance of the ground surface can produce
affect the results. Sound propagation under various ground a shadow region near the surface in a neutral atmosphere,
surface and meteorological conditions are discussed in where sound levels could be as much as 40 dB lower than
References 2 to 4. predicted by geometrical spreading and molecular absorption.

Under most weather conditions both wind and temperature vary
Sound propagates under free-field conditions, spreading with height above the ground. These vertical gradients cause
spherically at large propagation distances. Sound levels fall 6 the speed of sound to vary with height, forcing the sound
dB each time the range doubles. Additional attenuation occurs waves to travel along curved paths. The speed of sound
because of molecular absorption of sound as it propagates relative to wind increases with height for downwind
through the air. At normal temperatures, the attenuation is propagation, and produces ray paths that are concave
directly proportional to the distance and square of the downwards. The sound ray path for the upwind propagation
frequency, and inversely proportional to the relative humidity. is concave upwards, producing a shadow zone near the ground
At normal temperature and humidity, oxygen relaxation causes beyond a certain distance from the source. In a temperature
strong absorption of sound at frequencies above 2000 Hz. inversion, most common at night and early morning hours, the

sound speed increases with height up to a few tens or hundreds
For a source and receiver near the ground, interference occurs of metres depending on the temperature gradient, and the ray
between the direct sound from the source and that reflected at paths are concave downwards. Under temperature lapse
the ground surface. Most ground surfaces, apart from concrete conditions, which are a common daytime occurrence during
and asphalt, are not acoustically hard. The reflection most of the year, the ray paths curve upwards. This produces
drastically changes the distribution of sound levels as a a refractive shadow zone near the ground beyond a certain
function of height and distance from the source and of distance, which depends on the height of source above the
frequency. Figure 2 shows the interference of direct and ground. The ray paths for temperature lapse and inversion
reflected waves from the ground surface of impedance :Z,. conditions are shown in Figure 3.
The sound pressure p at the receiver point is given by the
equation': The sound levels at large distances, normally reduced under

neutral weather conditions by distance, molecular absorption,
P ,.: R -• e, and destructive ground interference, are further reduced by

+ R, + (I -R,)" F, (1) daytime temperature lapse conditions. During the night
Pe Art, 'E 2  however, temperature inversion usually prevails and refractive

effects allow sound to propagate via paths that are not near the
where r, and r, are the lengths of direct and ground reflected ground. This effectively eliminates sound levels reductions
ray paths respectively, and k is the wave number of the sound normally provided by ground effects. Sound levels then rise
in air. Rp is the plane wave reflection coefficient at the to values determined by distance and molecular absorption,
appropriate angle of incidence; it can be described by the plus one or two decibels if additional refractive paths exist.
grazing angle of incidence and the ratio of surface normal Upwind and downwind propagation are similar to the
impedances. The function F describes interaction of a curved temperature lapse and temperature inversion conditions.
wave front with the surface of finite impedance, and is a
function of several variables having complex argument. Some typical calculations on favourable daytime attenuation

and realistic night attenuations made by Davis Engineering
The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (1) is the direct Limited' are shown in Tables I and 2.
wave, showing sound pressure decreasing inversely as the
distance r1 increases. The numerator is merely a phase term. 5. SOUND LEVEL CONTOURS
The second and the third terms on the right hand side of the
equation together constitute the sound field reflected from the The attenuation data summarized in Tables I and 2 were
ground. The second term corrects for the reflected sound combined with typical generic turbofan and turbojet aero-
wave. The third term compensates for the fact that R. is the engine spectra for calculating the noise contours. A constant
plane wave reflection coefficient, and is not independent of the spectrum to a frequency of 500 Hz was assumed for simplicity.
angle of incidence. The sound field is usually incident on Octave band levels range from 100 dB to 140 dB, depending
different areas of the ground at different angles. The third on the engine type. For frequencies higher than 500 Hz, a 3
term is known as the ground wave, and includes the trapped dB attenuation per octave decay was assumed.
surface wave component which relates to low frequency sound
at large distances from the source. This wave propagates in Sound level contours based on F404 data for the mean summer
the air, spreading cylindrically over the surface of the ground. wind and mean winter prevailing wind are shown in Figures 4
Because it decreases less rapidly with distance ai the other and 5. The contours are superimposed on an area map with
components of the sound field, the surface wave tends to be the centre at the proposed facility site. The sound pressure
more significant at long range. The contribution, apart from levels are in dBA and assume no attenuation for ground cover
the direct wave under finite ground impedance, is known as or acoustical treatment at the site. Under favourable
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propagation conditions, the 50 dBA contours in both the 7. RESULTS AND DISOCUSSIONS
figures extend to 12 km in the direction of the wind. At the
time this report was prepared, the City of Gloucester Noise The near-field sound pressure levels of the engine measured
By-law limited noise levels to 55 dBA during the day and 50 close to the aircraft are shown in Figure 7 and are compared
dBA during the night. Noise generated by the engines at the with the data supplied by the engine manufacturer. While it is
residential site should be 3 dBA (10 dBA desirable) below recognized that sound pessure levels change with the measure-
these levels to prevent test activities from adding significantly ment angle, the good agreement at this one angle indicates that
to the day/night sound levelq. the sound power of the engines during the tests was close to

that stated by the mamtfacturer.
Noise levels may be reduced by providing a favourable ground
cover and inserting an acoustical barrier close to the test area. Table 3 shows the average A-weighted noise levels based on
The barriers should be constructed close to the source to be one minute equivalent sound level readings for military and
effective, and must be sufficiently high to prevent any direct afterburner power settings. The observed levels were as high
transmission from the source to the observer. The barrier as 70 dBA at 2 km and 61 dBA at 4 kin. Figure 8 shows a
height should be of the order of the wavelength of the sound sample of the output from noise monitors. Each value is a one
that is to be controlled. A preliminary evaluation of the minute average of the A-weighted noise at the site. A clear
possible sound level reductions was made incorporating an correlation is evident between the engine power setting and the
exhaust silencer as part of the outdoor facility. The silencer noise level at the site. At some of the locations, the engine
was not supposed to physically contact the engine and would noise was inaudible or below the background noise levels. For
facilitate handling and positioning. The numbers circled in the these sites no estimate of the engine noise was possib A.
figures are the levels under favourable attenuations from
ground cover and exhaust silencer at the site. Table 4 shows a comparison of noise levels observed at the

military power setting with the predicted levels, taking into
6. NOISE PROPAGATION TESTS OF A CF-V1 AIR- consideration the ground propagation effects. The predicted

CRAFT AT OTTAWA INTERNATIONAL AiRPORT values include only the effects of geometrical spreading and
molecular absorption and do not include the effects of wind,

The noise radiation from a CF-18 aircraft during static engine ground impedance, or temperature gradients. These values
run ups at Ottawa International Airport was measured to asses were interpolated from the noise level contours shown in
the noise impact from the proposed outdoor facility. The Figure 4. The far-field levels were generally 15 to 20 dBA
primary purpose was to confirm the theoretical predictions of below theoretical predictions, considering molecular absorption
the noise levels in the surrounding community made by Davis and geometrical spreading only. This difference is reasonable
Engineering Limited. A secondary purpose of the test was to when allowance is made for the effects of wind and thermal
note the community response to the noise of these tests. ,Y'adients. The normal vertical temperature profile causes the

sound rays to be refracted upwards, away from the ground
The CF-I8 aircraft was parked on the tAxiway of the Uplands surface. This effect reduces the sound pressure levels observed
Airport as shown in Figure 6. The nose of the aircraft was close to the ground. Similarly, sound rays propagating upwind
pointing to the west wind and the aircraft was aligned within tend to be refracted upwards and away from the ground by the
approximately 20 degrees of the taxiway. The tests were velocity gradients near the surface. Both of these effects tend
designed to measure the noise radiation from a single engine at to create an acoustic shadow region near the surface of the
two power levels: military power and full afterburner, ground where the sound levels are much lower than that would
Although operational procedures for the aircraft required that be expected in calm air with no temperature gradients. The
the second engine remain at idle power at all times, the small only locations where these differences were not observed are
addition to the total noise from the idling second engine was at the sites downwind of the aircraft. At two of these sites, the
not considered to be significant. observed levels were only I or 2 dBA below the theoretical

predictions. Sound rays propagating downwind tend to be
The far-field noise levels were monitored at eight locations refracted downward toward the ground surface. The down-
equally spaced around a circle of 2 km radius during the first wind effect would negate the favourable effects of a normal
engine run up sequence. The radius was increased to 4 km for temperature profile.
the second sequence. The measurement sites were on flat,
open, grass covered terrain with the microphones set at 1.8 The large differences between the theoretical and experimental
metres above the ground. Near-field measurements were made values show the importance of atmospheric effects on sound
to ensure that the sound power of the engine during the tests propagation and the difficulty of outdoor predictions. The
was the same as that used in the theoretical predictions. The theoretical predictions were developed for propagation under
overall sound pressure levels were measured along a line mean prevailing wind conditions, without any consideration of
normal to the jet axis in the plane of the exhaust nozzle, at temperature gradients. Similar effects are encountered under
height of approximately 1.8 metres. upwind sound propagation and temperature lapse conditions.

The theoretically predicted noise contours are helpful in
The instrumentation used stored the average sound pressure determining the extent of noise impact on the neighbouring
levels for one minute time intervals. By coordinating the residential areas under different weather conditions. Measures
starting time of the data acquisition and engine running times, can then be taken to minimize this impact by devising noise
the noise levels for each of the engine power settings were control methods on site. The studies will also be useful for
determined. During the tests the temperature was 23" C vith engine test scheduling under varying weather conditions so as
winds from the west at 22 kph, gusting to 44 kph. The to comply with local noise by-laws.
humidity varied between 57% and 44%, and the weather office
reported a 'normal' temperature profile (adiabatic lapse rate).
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8. CONCLUSIONS 9. REFEKRNCES

T1 left with the CF-IS aircraft qualitatively confirmed the 1. Davis Engineering Umited, Project Defnition
validity of the theoretical model for the noise predictions at the Docurnenad for the Outdoor Gar Turbine Test Facility
proposed outdoor test faciity. The predictions for noise at Ottawm Intemctional Airport, 1987.
propagation into the community were valid under the assumed
anmospheric conditions. However, the tests clearly showed the 2. Eanblemon, T.F.W., Sound Propagation Outdoors -

atrong influence of atmospheric conditions on coserved noise Improved Ptrdiction Schemd e fr the 80's, Noise Control
levels in the surrounding community. The studies carried out Engineering. Vol. 18, No. 1, 1982.
are helpfel in determining the extent of on-site noise control
measures and in test scheduling based on weather conditions. 3 Embleton, T.F.W., Piercy, J.E., Olsen, N., Outdoor

Sound Propagation over Ground of Finite Impedance,
The 70 dBA noise levels, observed in the downwind direction Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, Vol. 59,
at 2 kmn, are well above the background noise levels. With No. 2. 1976.
les favourable atmospheric conditions, the levels observed in
other directions could have been as much as 10 to 20 dBA 4. Embleton, T.F.W., Thiessen, G.J., and Piercy, T.E.,
above the measured levels. Outdoor ta with an engine Propagation in an Inversion and Reflections at the
equivalent to the GE F404-400 will generate noise levels in Ground, Journal of the Acoustical Society of America,
excess of the existing background levels. While no complaints Vol. 59, No. 2, 1976.
were received from the n sidential communities at the time of
the study, elevated noise It els during prolonged running could 5. Bali, N.G., Noise Propagation Tests Oaf CF-18 Aircraft
easily generate complaints, especially during adverse environ- as Ottawa International Airport, NRC Controlled
mental Conditions. Technical Report, CTR-ENG-015, 1987/11.

Table 1. Favourable daytime attenuation.

Ohtmm Frequency (Hz)DittiS Mechanism ~(z
(m) 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000

GS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Air 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4IS0 Excess -5 -7 -7 0 15 9 0 -3

Totl -5 -7 -7 0 15 8 1 1
GS 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
Air 0 0 0 0 0 I 3 8

Excess -5 -6 -6 3 Is 10 3 0
Total 1 0 0 9 21 17 12 14

GS 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
Air 0 0 0 0 I 3 6 17

600 Excess -5 -5 0 13 12 6 3 -3
Total 7 7 12 25 25 21 21 26

GS Is is is is is 18 18 1i
Air 0 0 0 1 3 6 12 34

1200 Excess -5 -5 7 12 7 0 -3 -3
Total 13 13 25 31 28 24 27 49

GS 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24
Air 0 0 1 3 7 12 24 68

2400 Excess -5 -5 7 12 7 0 -3 -3

Total 19 19 32 39 38 36 45 89
GS 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
Air 0 0 2 6 13 24 44 136

4300 Excess -5 -2 13 13 5 0 -3 -3
Total 25 28 45 49 48 54 71 163

GS 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36
Air 0 0 4 12 27 48 92 272

9600 Excess 0 7 13 10 3 -3 -3 0
Total 36 43 53 58 66 81 125 308
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Tabile 2. Realistic nighttime attenuation

Distance Mechanism Frequency (Hz)
(in) 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000

GS. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
156 Air 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4

GS 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
300 Air 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 8

Total 6 6 6 6 6 7 9 14

GS 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
600 Air 0 0 0 0 I 3 6 17

Total 12 12 12 12 13 15 1s 29

GS 18 18 18 18 is 18 18 18
1200 Air 0 0 0 1 3 6 12 34

Total 18 18 18 19 21 24 30 52

GS 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24
2400 Air 0 0 1 3 7 12 24 68

Total 24 24 25 27 31 36 48 92

GS 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
4000 Air 0 0 2 6 13 24 44 136

Total 30 30 32 36 43 54 74 166

GS 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36
9600 Air 0 0 4 12 21 48 92 272

Total 36 36 40 48 63 84 123 308

Table 3. Far-field A-weighted sound pressure levels (dBA).

2 km Distance AO A45 A90 A135 AISO A225 A270 A315

Military Power 55 66 69 70 68 58

Aftbumer 57 58 76" 71 70 77 62
4 km Distance O 845 890 B135 BI0 B225 B270 B315
Military Power 55 53 61 55

Afterburner 50 63 55 65 64

Table 4. Comparison of theoretical and observed sound pressure levels at military power.

2 km Distance AO A45 A90 A135 AlSO A225 A270 A315

Observation - 55 66 69 70 68 58

Theory 82 77 81 85 70 80 87 78

Difference -16 -19 -1 -10 -19 -20
4 km Distance 80 B45 890 B135 BISO B225 B270 B315
Observation - 55 53 61 55

Theory 64 64 60 73 55 70 72 57
Difference - - -18 -2 -9 -17 -
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Figure 1. Noise spectra for a typical turbofan engine.
Figure 3. Sound ray paths for temperature lapse and

temperature inversion conditions.

Figure 4. Sound level contours for mean summer prevailing wind.
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Figure 5. Sound level contours for mean winter prevailing wind.
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Discussion/
QUESTION BY: P. Artaz, SNECMA, France

Dlapris quelles donne6s avez voua valid& vos modbles
d'attenuation atmospherique et ceux d'imp6dance de sol?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
The sound level contours presented in the paper are for the
summer and winter average prevailing wind conditions. At wind
flow conditions, the sound waves, due to refraction propagate
in curved paths above the ground after a short distance from
the source. Tables are given for day and night time
propagation when different vertical temperature gradients
exist. The mode. includes excess attenuation, which is for
grass covered ground.
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NON-PROPULSIVE AERODYNAMIC NOISE

William L. Willshire. Jr.
Maueen B. Trcy

NASA Langley Research Center 92-17420
Mail Stop 460

HamptonVirginia 23665

United States

SUMMARY R unit Reynolds number, per foot (per

In the first part of the paper, the contribution of air. h. e-aream flow speed, fsec (m/sec)
frame noise o total aircraft noise on approach is u typia me= flow velocity
asessed for a large current technology binspor and for c Alon man flog cityl (cm)
the sum airframe powered with bypass ratio 10 x d) smiical caviylr in. (cm)
engines with an addiional 5 dB noise suppression b(id) empirca parans..b r giving the phase lag
applied to the fan and turbine noise sources The air- between instabilities in the shear layer
frame noise of the envisioned advanced subsonic trans. ad aoustic waves in the cavity
port is 2 EPNdB less than the largest contributor to the 0 p directivity angle, zero in
total aircraft noise, the fan inlet. The noise impact of downtam direction
the airframe noise, as measured by noise contour area, C azimuthal directivity angle, zero in
is 1/4 that of fan noise. Further fan noise reduction downwodirection
efforts should not view airframe noise as an absolute ratio of specific heats of air at constant
noise floor. lpFign and constant

In the second part of the paper, the results from one vohme
recent cavity noise wind tunnel experiment is reported. -iflmy, radians/sec
A cavity of dimensions 11.25 in. (28.58 cm) long,
2.5 in. (6.35 cm) wide, and variable depth was tested in AbRebvia ssrati
the Mach number range of .20 through .90. Reynolds BPR bypas p ratio
number varied from 5 to 100 million per foot (16 to EPNL effective perceived noise level, EPNdB
328 million per meter). The /d ratio was varied from FPL fluctusting pressure level, db (re q-)
4.4 to 20.0. The model was tested at yaw angles from
0 to 15 degrees. In general, the deeper the cavity, the 1.0 f
greater the amplitude of the acoustic tones. Reynolds
number appeared to have little effect on acoustic tone Non-propulsive aerodynamic noise concerns for mili-
amplitude& Tone amplitude and bandwidth changed tary aircraft may be divided into the two areas of air-
with Mach number. The effect of yaw on acoustic frame noise and cavity noise. Airframe noise is impor-
tones varied with Reynolds nnmber, Mach number, tan to the operatial acceptability of all aircraft,
IMh, and mode number. At Mach number 0.90, while on armed aircraft, the particular issue of cavity
increased yaw shifted the tune firquencies of the higher noise-induced vibration is critical to store integrity and
modal frequencies to lower frequencies. As cavity separation.
depth decreased, the effect of yaw decreased.

With current engine technology, airframe noise is aScontributing source for large commercial aircraft on
approach, but not the major contributor. With the

f frequency, Hz promise of much quieter jet engines with the planned
fm acoustical tonal frequencies, Hz new generation of high-by-pass turbofan engines, air-
h cavity depth, inches (cm) frame noise has become a research topic of interest for

the next generation of commercial airliners. Questionsk(M ) empirical ratio of s9 r layer and free- being raised include: Will airframe noise be the domi-stream velocities nant noise source on approach? How well can it be

I cavity length, inches (cm) predicted? Is airframe ncise an absolute noise floor to
M. free-stream Mach number which other noise sources should be reduced, or can air-

m acoustic tone order number frame noise be reduced? The concerns raised in these

p acoustic pressure, psf (NA 2) questions ultimately are connected to the noise accept-
a ability of tha aicaft, and are applicable to large mili-<p2> mean-square far-field acoustic pressure tary cargo aircraft, as well as commercial aircraft,

qf ree-strm dynamic pressure, psf (N/m 2) operating near population centers.
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"This paper is divided into two pans. The first part of dict W/3 octave band spectra. These empirical methods
the paper includes a summary of the current airframe worked reasonably well when applied to the same or
noise prediction capability. Total aircraft noise, similar class of aircraft.
including airframe noise, is predicted for approach for a
current technology transport and for an envisioned Whole aircraft airframe noise prediction, valid for its
advanced technology transport. The relative contribu- intended purpose of frist cut airframe noise prediction,
tion of airframe noise to each type of transport total was soon surpassed by component noise prediction
noise is assessed. In the second part of this paper, the models in which the airframe noise of particular aircraft
results from a recent cavity noise experiment is components is predicted. Component prediction mod-
reported els followed two different paths. One method of com-

ponent prediction is very similar to the whole aircraft
2.0 AIRFRAME NOISE models in that the individual component prediction

models are largely empirical; however, much greater
. use of analytical insight, where available, was used.

The component prediction method of Fink (ref. 6). is
Airframe noise arises from the interactions of unsteady an example of this prediction method. The other com-
air flow on the aircraft structure exposed to the flow. ponent prediction method is the drag element method
The unsteadiness of the air flow may be nauiral or a developed by Revell (ref. 7). In the drag element
con uence of flight, for instance the turbulent bound- method, airframe noise is viewed as a by-product of
ary layer of a wing or the impingent of a turbulent mechanical energy dissipated by drag (ref. 2).
wake of an up-stream aircraft component on a down-
stream aircraft component. The primary airframe noise Fundlamental principle aerodynamic and aeroacoustic
sources are usually considered to be trailing edgcs, models were developed for many airframe noise
landing gear, cavities, flaps, and slats. These sources sources. In particular, models for predicting trailing
are not, in general, independent and may interct. The edge noise am well founded and complete for manyair flow around an aircraft is highly energi CL Ile flow environments (ref. 4). Trailing edge airframe
dynamic, making airframe noise a significant and com- noise is caused by unsteady flow passing over or near
plex aircraft noise source. Airframe noise is expected the trailing edge of a wing or flap and is considered the
to contribute the most to overall aircraft noise during dominant airframe source in the cruise condition.
approach when the engines ame throttled and the aircraft Trailing edge airframe noise models have established
is in a dirty (high lift devices and landing gear that the functional dependence of this noise source is
deployed) configuration.

<p2 > .u 2 sin lcos
Much airframe noise research has been done. Both (1)
experimental and theoretical investigations have been
extensive, much of the work being performed over a where <p2> is the mean-square far-field acoustic pres-
decade ago. Experimental investigations have included sure, u is a typical mean flow velocity, 0 is the
full scale flight experiments, complete model and polar directivity angle, zero in ihe downstream direc-
component wind tunnel testing, and free flight glider tion, and 0 is the azimuthal directivity angle, zero in
and model experiments. Theoretical investigations the downward direction. The directionality of eq. I is
have been concerned with the fundamental physics of not that of a simple dipole and has been referred to as
individual airframe noise sources. Many excellent that of a half baffled dipole (ref. 8). Theoretical aspects
summaries of airframe noise research are available of trailing edge noise have been extended to include the
(refs. 1-4). The state of airframe noise understanding correlation of trailing edge pressure fluctuations with
will be briefly addressed and then applied to the case of far field radiated acoustic pressures and the ability to
the approach noise of an envisioned advanced subsonic predict the acoustic pressures based on the measured
aircraft equipped with the next generation of high-by- wailing edge surface pressures (refs. 9-10).
pass ratio engines. The objective will be to assess the
contribution of airframe noise relative to the other air- Another airframe noise component which in principle
craft noise sources on approach. These findings will is well understood and predictable is that due to landing
be compared to similar results for a current technology gear. The airframe noise generated by the components
aircraft. of landing gear, the wheels, struts, and axles, is con-

Interest: in the area of airframe noise was stimulated in sidered to be caused by bluff bodies and is dipole in

the early 1970s by the desire for an ultra quiet military nature with the axes of the dipoles parallel to the lift

surveillance aircraft (ref. 5). Interest soon turned to and drag elements. The amplitude, <p 2>, depen-
commercial aircraft when it was disovered that ai- dence of this airframe component is on velocity to the
frame noise on approach was approximately 10 EPNdB sixth power. Cavities associated with landing gear are
less than the more dominant aircraft noise sources, tp- sources of low frequency, less than 100 Hz, airframeiless than tmoise. dminaniti aircraft noise sourcellig tnoise which are excited most easily in depth modes.ically fan noise. Initially, airframe noise modelling Evidence indicates that such cavities radiate less intense
was aimed at whole aircraft Overall Sound Presureifaenietanepce u ot rbbyt hi
Level (OASPL) prediction which was empirically airframe noise than expected due most probably to their
based with pertinent parameters identified from analyti- complex internal shapes (ref. 11).
cal insight. These methods soon were extended to pre-

I I
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Duing approach, dominam airframe noise sources cal methods; however. it is often difflcut to obtain
other than landing gear are those caused by the sufficient input to use the first principle methods.
deployment of high lift devices, such as flaps and This is the case for bath trailing edge and landing gear
slats. The increase in airframe noise with flap and slat airframe noise prediction for complete ainrcafL The air
deployment over that of a clean wing is on the order of flow around a complete aircraft is in general not known
10 EPNdB (ref. 1). Flap and slat airframe noise is sufficiently to predict either of these two airframe noise
associated with the physical gaps or slots between slat sources from analytical expressions. Parametrically
and wing, or wing and flap, and with the edges of the correct empirical prediction methods ae then the next
flaps. These conclusions am based on flight and wind best methods to predict airframe noise for complete air-
tunnel data where the various stages of flaps and slats craft.
were incrementally deployed (refs. 12-13).

2.2 Predicl Totae Airraft Noise
Other sources of airfiram noise which are not currently
in the component prediction models are flap edge. The Fink component method is recommended in
panel vibration, and nacelle. Flap edge has already reference I to make whole aircraft airframe noise pie-
been mentioned and appears to be an important source dictions, and was used to make the airframe noise
of airframe noise (refs. 13-14). Panel vibrations, predictions in thispaper. NASA Langley Research
caused again by the unsteady air flow, have been identi- Center's Aircraft None Prediction Program, ANOPP.
fied as an important aifrtam noise source for wing (ref. 17) was used to make the total aircraft noise pre-
panels on a DC-10 (ref. 15) and for landing gear doors dictions (ref. 18). The Fink airframe noise method is
left in the air stream (ref. 16). The nacelles of the incorporated in ANOW. The airframe noise prediction
advanced engines which ae to power the next genera- nethod in ANOPP was validated in reference (ref. 19)
tion transpors me expected to be very large in diameter with a variety of measured data not incorporated into
and need to be investigazed as source of airframe the Fink method. The result of the validation showed
noise. These sources of airframe noise need also to be that the Fink method agreed within ±2 EPNdB to the
incorporated into the component airframe noise predic- measued resul
tion models.

ANOPP, and programs similar to it, requires detailed
An advantage of a seni-empirical prediction method information i. order to make an aircraft noise predic-
based to some cxtent on full-scale and realistic model tion. For example, one of the needed categories of
data is that noise components that are not explicitly information is engine operating parameters, often
addressed in the method, like flap side edge noise in the referred to as the engine operating deck. The engine
Fink method, am to some degree accounted for in the data are critical to the prediction of the fan, core, tur-
method. If the sources ae important, their influence is bine, and jet noise. It typically is very difficult to
in the measured data and me reflected in the empirical obtain therequired engine parameters, particularly for
best fit curves. The other side of this is that errors are an engine in the crant fleet or an engine in develop-
generated if the data me forced to be fit by a fundamen- ment. The required input to make airframe noise pr-
tally incorrect parameter dependence. This is why ana- dictiois is relatively easily obtained from published
lytical insight is so important in empirical modelling. descriptions (ref. 20). One of the early ANOPP valida-

tion studies involved a DC-10 (ref. 21). The ANOPP
For example, the azimuthal directivity attributed to input parameters listed in reference 21, although
trailing edge noise in the Fink method is the dipole somewhat different from the current required input,
directivity or were used as the basis to make ANOPP predictions for

a DC-IO on apprah. These predictions were used to
<p 2  )verify the numbers being predicted by ANOPP

15 years after the DC-1O validation and to serve as a

The correct azimuthal dependence for trailing edge baseline for compaison to the projected advanced

noise, as given previously, is the squae root of this subsonic transport noise predictions. Noise sources
dnoisedgene.-Anotherexamphe saincorrerotly oincluded in the total aicraft ANOPP predictions are fan
dependence. A not example of ah incorrectly inlet, fan discharge, core, turbine, and jet; along withassumned parameter dependence is the reflection frommanldigeafpsaoetaiggawi,

the underside of aircraft fuselages and wings of vertical main landing gear, flap, slat, nose landing gear, wing.

dipoles caused by horizontal landing gear elements. horizontal tail and vertical tail airframe noise sources.

The reflection leads to longitudinal quadrupole-like Another important category of input to ANOPP which
behavior which has a narrower directivity than the is difficult to obtain is the amount of suppression to
assumed dipole directivity in the Fink method. The apply to the fan and turbine noise sources. ANOPP
impact of these discrepancies, noted in reference 1, does not predict the noise suppression to be applied to
should be minimum in the downward direction where the fan and turbine noise sources. Noise suppression
airframe noise is known to be the greatest. is supplied by the user of ANOPP. Noise suppression

Continued analytical work is needed so that new air- technology is very competitive sensitive. To make the
frame noise sources can be incorporated in future com- baseline current technology DC-10 noise predictionsnoiset soresicaio n bcees eincorbyporatedifturico- with ANOPP, the following values of noise suppres-
ponent prediction schemes either by parametrically sion 0, 10, and l0 dB were applied to the fan inlet, fan
ots. First principle methods me preferred over empipi- discharge, and turbine noise sources, respectively.
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Contour Levels: 98. 100, 103, 105 Approach Noise: 107 EPNdB
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Figure I. EPNL noise contour for current technology total landing noise.

These values of suppression were selected based on contributions of each of the predicted noise sources are
available published infornudon (refs. 24-25), engi- presented in Table I in increasing order of importance.
neering insight into known suppression technology, The largest contributor to the total noise on approach
and known behavior of the noise sources of current is fan noise with airframe noise, on the basis of
technology transports on approach. Suppression of fan approach position EPNL values, the fourth largest con-
and turbine noise is achieved by the placement of tributor, 10 EPNdB less than fan noise.
absorbing material (liners) in and the design of the fan
and turbine ducts. The selection process for the noise
suppression amounts to a calibration of ANOPP Table i. Noise Predictions for Baseline DC-10
necessitated by a lack of detailed informauion for cur-
rent technology engines.

An example of the result of the noise prediction Noi Source mi2 &M21

process is given in figure 1 for the baseline DC-10 in core 86
the form of an Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL) let 91 .003 (.008)
contour plot of the total aircraft noise. This result and Airframe 92 .003 (.008)
all the results to be given are for an aircraft flying an Turbine 100 .064(.166)
approach consisting of a 3 degree glideslope. The Fan Inlet 101 .134(347)
maximum approach EPNL value is given in the upper Fan Discharge 102 .108 (.280)
right portion of the plot for the approach position. Total 107 .531 (1.375)
The approach position is the one specified in the FAR
36 (ref. 22) noise certification regulations which is1.5 miles (2.4 kin) from the end of the runway. Th The frecquency content of the various noise sources is
1.5egiles (2Ap km)froah the ress of the airuway. p- given in figure 2 for the sound emitted when the air-3-degree approach glideslope results in the aircraft pas craft was over fth approach centerline microphone
ing approximately 120 m above the approach position. position. t frequ en than mirframe

- In figure 1, the circle symbol underneath the flight position. At frequencies less than 300Hz, airframe
track is the location of the approach position. Similar andiet noise sources are comparable in level and domi-
noise contour results were predicted for individual noise nate. Turbine noise dominates in the frequency range
sources. All noise predictions were made for a micro- of 300 Hz to 1500 Hz. At frequencies greater than
phone positioned 1.2 m above the ground. The results 1600 Hz, the turbine and fan discharge noise levels are
for the baseline DC-10 ANOPP noise predictions are similar and dominate.
s,unmarized in Table I in the form of approach EPNL To make total aircraft noise predictions for an advanced
values and areas of the 103 EPNL noise contours. In To tanspot , t ngis on the advaneD
Table 1, results are given for the total aircraft noise, subsonic transport, the engines on the baseline DC-1and the noise contributions of fan discharge, fan inlet, were replaced with engines having a by-pass-ratio
tuabine, airframe, core, and jet noise sonrnes. (BPR) of 10 and an additional 5 dB of suppression wasSI capplied to both the fan (inlet and discharge) and turbine
7he/toal aircraft noise approach EPNL value which noise sources. This 'rubber' engine was obtained bychetotalonds to the FAA approach certification position using the Navy/NASA Engine Program, NNEP,
ýs compatible with published values for a DC- 10-40 (ref. 26) to extrapolate the engine deck of a smaller

/powered with JT9D-59A engines. The predicted total (approximately 40,000 lbs thrust), BPR 6 engine. The
level of 107 dB is one EPNdB above the largest resulting engine generated 53,000 lbs of thrust at full
Scertification level in reference 23 for a DC-10. (100%) throttle. The same airframe and approach
Owie decibel is within the accuracy of the prdictions flight profile were used in ANOPP to make the noise
which is believed to be on the order of 2 EPNdB. The predictions. A BPR of 10 and an additional 5 dB sup-

pression represent modest assumptions for an advanced

\.
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subsonic transport. BPRs in the range of 20 and
additional fan noise suppression in the range of 10 dB For the advanced technology transport, a large reduc-
have been discussed as goals for advanced subsonic tion in total noise impact is evident when comparing
mtsport. The additional suppression would be the size of the noise contours for the current technol-
obtained through the use of advanced technology lines ogy (Table 1) and the advanced technology (Table 2)
which might include bulk absorbers, multi-layered transports. An approximate nine-fold reduction is
honeycomb reactive liners, and possibly, active noise observed in the ama of the total aircraft noise 103
control EPNdB nois contour ae for the two transport.

90 Thes oof the various noise sources for the
advanced technology trnsport are given in figure 3 for
the noise emised when the aircraft was above theso ~~approwh cenerine microphone. At hequencie less
than 200 Hz. oarrame noise is the dominant noise

70 souc. From approximately 200 Hz to 800 Hz, air.
frame and combuisr noise dominant. From 800 Pz to
4 kHz, fan discharge noise is dominant. Above
4 kHz, turbine noise becomes dominant. Jet noise is
seen to be very low and not a contributing noise

0 fan Inlet 2

30 a ubn
70

l•,oo 400 Iw6o 600 CO

Frequency, Hz -o

Figure 2. Current technology overhead noise (L 50 G Airfrom
o Spt 0 Fan Inlet

The noise prediction results for the advanced technol- * is#
ogy transport awe summarized in Table 2 in the form of 0 Combustor
approach EPNL values and areas of the 103 EPNL 0 Turbine
noise contours. Results are given for the total aircraft Tol
noise, the fan inlet, the fan discharge, the airframe, 20
turbine, and core noise sources. The predicted jet noise 20 oo o - - -
was so small that it is not presented in Table 2. The Frequency, Hz
higher BPR engines have resulted in les jet noise and
the additional noise suppression is evident in the Figure 3. Advanced technology overhead noise
results. For this realization of an advanced technology source spectra.
transport. the aiframe noise is the second largest (tied
with fan discharge noise) noise contributor on the basis Within the accuracy of the noise predictions, on the
of approach microphone EPNL levels behind fan inlet order of 2 EPNdB, the contribution of airframe noise
noise. The airframe noise is 2 EPNdB less than the in terms of EPNL is comparable to the contribution of
largest contributor to the total aircraft noise predicted fan noise to the total noise of this advanced technology
for the advanced technology transport transporL Additional reductions in fan noise alone will

ultimately result in airframe noise becoming the domi-
nant noise source on approach. From a noise impact

Table 2. Noise Predictions for Advanced Technology point of view, as measured by the area of the
Transport 103 EPNL noise contour, fan inlet noise of the

advanced tecdology transport has an impact over four
Contr Area times that of airframe noise. Further reductions in fan

Noise Source EPNL • M2 (kM21 noise need to be done with consideration of airframe

noise. However, the higher frequency content of fan
Turbine 91 .001(.003) noise over that of airframe noise and the larger noise
Airframe 92 .003 (.8) impact (larger contour area) make reductions in fanFan Discharge 92 .003 (.008) noise mor attractive to further increase the noiseFan Inlet 94 .014 (.036) acceptability of the next generation i, transport

Total 99 .060(.155) aircraft.
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The airframe noise predictions were the same for both Further systematic research is needed to identify ways
the baseline and the advanced technology transport due to reduce airframe noise.
to the fact that the same airframe and approach flight
path were used to make the noise predictions The 2-3 Summar
approach noise levels and the area of the 103 EPNL
noise contours are given for the major airframe noise Total a~rcraft noise, including airframe noise, for
sources in Table 3. A finer grid was used to generate approach was predicted for a current technology large
the individual airframe noise source contours. The transport and for an envisioned advanced technology
total airframe noise contour area in Table 3 is slightly transport. An objective of the research was to assess
different and more accurate than the total airframe noise the relative importance of airframe noise to the other
contour area given previously. On the basis of noise sources on approach for the two aircraft types.
approach SPNL, main landing gear noise is the largest Airframe noise for the current technology transport was
contributor, followed by wailing edge flap noise and 10 EPNdB less than the more dominant fan and turbine
slat edge noise. The approach EPNL levels of these noise sources. The advanced technology transport was
three airframe noise sources are comparable, falling in modelled as having engines with a BPR of 10 with an
the range of 85 to 87 EPNdB. On the basis of noise additional 5 dB suppression on fan and turbine noise.
impact, as measured by :he area of the 103 EPNL On approach. the airframe noise for this envisioned air-
noise contour, main landing gear and trailing edge flap craft was 2 EPNdB below the largest contributing
noise are comparable, having a liule less than twice noise source, the fan inlet. This level difference was
the noise impact of leading edge slat noise. within the prediction accuracy; therefore, a conclusion

is that airframe noise is comparable in amplitude to fan
noise sources on approach for the studied advanced

Table 3. Airframe Noise Predictions technology transport. The noise impact of fan noise,'
as measured by noise contour area, was greater by more
than a factor of four over airframe noise. Further

Nois Source EPNL d Contu Are reduction in fan noise needs to be done with considers-

mi2 (km21 tion of airframe noise. Airframe noise should not,
Nose Landing Gear 76 -however, be considered an absolute noise floor.Loeanding Edgea 765 (.00039) Airframe noise can be reduced by good design practice.
Leading Edge Slat 85 .015(009

S Trailing Edge Flap 86 .00024 (.00062) Many airframe noise reduction ideas have been identi-

Main Landing Gear 87 .00024 (.00062) fled and need to be validated.

Total 92 .00195 (.00505) 3.0 CAVrrY NOISF

Airframe noise should not be considered an absolute 3.1 Intodcion
noise floor. Many ideas to reduce airframe noise have
been published (ref. 1). Lower approach speeds would The second area of non-propulsive aerodynamic noise
lessen airframe noise, but great reductions in landing that is of concern for military aircraft is cavity noise.
speed am not likely. A move toward simpler high lift This issue arises from the current interest in internal
systems with fewer slat and flap segments with carniage of weapons in high speed aircraft Although
thought given to downstream wake impingement internal carriage provides aerodynamic advantages in
would tend to minimize airframe noise. Porous, ser- flight, flow disturbances can occur when the weapons
rated, swept, sucking, and blowing leading and trailing bay is open to an otherwise undisturbed flow.
edges have been propcsed to reduce the intensity of the Suggestions that intense acoustic pressure fluctuations
interaction between the unsteady flow and trailing could arise that could cause structural and functional
edges. In the case of flap edge noise. the above listed degradation of a store have led to studies of the acoustic
surface changes or an edge plate might be used to characristics of cavities and documentation of the
reduce the noise. Interactions between airframe noise conditions under which acoustic tones are generated.
components have been shown to be, either adverse, (refs. 28- 42)
causing an increase in airframe noise or favorable,
causing a decrease in total airframe noise. In a model Of the four types of flow field observed for cavities in
experiment involving an Advanced Supersonic supersonic flows (refs. 43 and 44), one, open cavity
Transport (ref. 27), the airframe noise with the flaps flow, consistently supports the generation of acoustic
and main landing gear deployed was greater than the tones. Open cavity flow, in which the shear layer
sum of the noise from each component deployed indi- bridges the cavity, is typically seen for cavities with
vidually. In another model study (ref. 13) the total length-to-depth ratios (I/h) less than 10. The mecha-
noise of a wing with a particular combination of nism that produces the acoustic tones is understood to
deployed slats and flaps was less than the sum of the be a reinforcement between instabilities in the shear
noise generated separately by each componen These layer that bridges the cavity and pressure waves gener-
results indicate. that the interactions between airframe ated in the cavity when the shear layer impinges on the
noise components are complex but once understood aft wall. Acoustic tones occur at discrete frequencies
should be able to be exploited to yield lower airframe which correspond to characteristic pressure patterns, or
noise aircraft designs. Poor designs can increase air. modes, in the cavity.
frame noise; good designs can reduce airframe noise.
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To date, there is no satisfactory method to predict the 0.47 in. (1.19 cm) at the Reynolds number of 85 mil-
amplitudes of tones or under what conditions specific lion per foot (279 million per meter). For Mach 0.9,
tones will occur. A semi-empirical equation was it ranged fron 0.51 in. (1.30 cm) at a Reynolds num-
obtained by Roester (ref. 28) to predict the frequencies bet of 13 million per foot (43 million per meter) to
at which tones would occur. Rossiter theorized, based 0.49 in. (1.24 cm) at the Reynolds number
on observations of rectangular cavities in subsonic and 100 million per foot (328 million per meter).
transonic flows, that the tones resulted from a coupling
between vortex shedding and acoustical waves in the The model was instrumented with 18 (16 along the
cavity. Heller, Holmes, and Covert in ieference 29 centerline) differential dynamic pressure transducers.
made a modification to Rossirers equation to accom- The reference pressure was local static and a calibration
modate supersonic cases in which the difference at 1000 Hz verified that the temperature compensation
between the free-stream static and cavity internal tem- was within the manufacturers specifications.
peratIUrs is significant. The fact that cavity internal
temperatue is approximately equal to the free-stream 3.2.1 Data acquisition, reduction and analysi-.
stagnation temperatr rather than the fre-stream static
temperature has been shown experimentally by Dam were obtained for the Mach number range 0.20
Kaufman, Maciulaitis, and Clark (ref. 33). The modi- through 0.90. the Reynolds number range 4 through
fled Rossiter equation from reference 29 is: 100 million per foot (328 million per meter) and

model yaw angles of 0 and 15 degrees. Data were
U.[M- (I/h)] sampled at 12.5 kHz (with an antialiaing filter applied
fm at 5 kHz), divided into 50 blocks of 4096 points each,

Fourier analyzed and the resulting spectra averaged.
M_ +_Llk(M,) This produced spectra with a frequency resolution of

{L +j 2.3 Hz with a 95 percent confidence that the spectral
estimate was within ±1 dB of the true spectra based on

(3) a chi-square distribution.

The wind tunnel experiment was performed at NASA Since the data were obtained for a wide range of
Langley Research Center in the 0.3-m Transonic temperature and freestream dynamic pressure, the data
Cryogenic Tunnel (0.3-m TCT) at subsonic and tZan- were nondimensionalized using freestream parameters.
sonic speeds using a cavity model that was The pressure is presented in decibels (dB) with pressure
11.25 inches (28.58 cm) long by 2.5 inches (6.35 cm) referenced to free-stream dynamic pressure.
wide (ref. 45). The objective of this test was to charac-
terize the internal acoustic field generated by cavities in
flow maid determine its dependence on Reynolds number FPL = 20 .log P
(at nearly constant boundary layer thickness) mid yaw q_ (5)
angle. The frequency is nondimensionalized using cavity
3.2 Effects of Reynolds Number and Yaw Anele on length, I, and the free-stream flow speed, U..
Cavity Acoustics m Transonic Flow

3.2.2 Results and discussion
The experimental study was performed in the 13-in. by
13-in. (33 by 33 cm) test section of the 0.3-m TCT, a An illustration of an acoustic mode shape in the cavity
continuous, fan-driven, cryogenic pressure tunnel can be obtained by plotting the amplitude of a tone, at
which used nitrogen as a test gas. (References 46-48 a given frequency, measured at positions along the
describe the facility and operation in detaiL) length of the cavity. Figure 4 presents three different

A rectangular cavity model was mounted on a turntable mode shapes (coresponding to fl / U. approximately
which was installed in the sidewall of the 0.3-m TCT. equal to 0.7, 1.1, and 1.5) in a cavity with I/I = 6.7,
The cavity was 11.25 in. (28.58 cm) lor g by 2.5 in. Mach = 0.80, yaw = 0 degrees, and R = 99 million per
(6.35 cm) wide antd had a depth that coalt be varied to foot (325 million per meter). Subsequent data will be

obtain I/h ratios of 4.40 (h = 2.56 in.) ( 0.50 cm), presented as acoustic spectra. Data from the transducer
6.70 (h = 1.68 in.) (4.27 cm). 12.67 (h a 0.89 in.) that was located furthest upstream will be used in this
(2.26 cm). and 20.00 (h - 0.56 in.) (1.42 cm). The report because the least amount of boadband noise was
turntable could be rotated with respect to the flow, to measured at that location. Except where indicated, all

position the cavity with yaw angles of 0 and 15 data are pesented for yaw of 0 degrees

degrees One of the objectives of this study was to determine if

A total pressure rake was used to measure the boundary acoustic tones are generated by cavities with the same

layer thickness at the leading edge of the cavity with IM ratios at transonic speeds as they are at supersonic
the cavity floor positioned flush with the turntable speeds. Figures 5 and 6 present plots comparing FPL
(h = 0.0). For Mach 0.6. the boundary layer thick- spectra for the four I/h configurations at Mach equal to
ness ranged from 0.58 in. (1.47 cm) at a Reynolds 0.90 and 0.60. Data are presented for the highest
number of 5 million per foot (16 million per meter) to Reynolds number obtained (100 and 85 million per



foot (328 and 279 million per meter), respectively). A Reynolds number appeared to have little effect on tde
first observation is that the deeper the cavity (or greater FPL spectra mea•ured Figure 7 gives typical results
the volume), the greater the acoustic pressures. Tones for a cavity with I/h n 6.70 at Mach = 0.80.
are observed for cavities with Vii equal to 4.4 and 6.7 Returning to figures 5 and 7, it is possible to observe
and not 20.0 which agrees with data obtained previ- the effects of Mach number variation. Tone amplitude
ously under supersonic conditions. An unanticipated and bandwidth changed with Mach number as well as
result is, while no tones occur at Mach - 0.90 for a which tones dominated the spectra. Again it is impor-
cavity with Ih = 12.67. they do occur at Mach= 0.60. tan to note the change in FPL spectra for 1/h 12.67.
Data for M = 0.20 was only available for l/h equal to It appear that a change in flow field may have occured
4.4 and 6.7. There were no tones apparent and no as the Mach number decreased from 0.9 to 0.6. Static
notable differences between the specta. pressure distributions (see ref. 49) are expected to aid in

identifying the flow field type at each Mach number.
w loc-Transducer

o Modo 2. U- 0 .-70 FPI. "5
J3 Mode 3, fP/Uo = :1.70 (d8 re q) a

0 .M=0.80, 0i=6.70.

Figure 4. Acoustic mode shape in cavity.

l/h=6.70, M=0.80, R=99 million per foot .30-
(325 million per meter). l 40

d. (dB 3 to .50

0 
I--- 

7

".0 7P -0-

Figure 5. Effect of length-to-depth ratio. 0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
"M=0.90, R=100 million per foot ft/U.

(325 million per meter). Figure 8. Effect of yaw.
R--90 million per foot (295 million per meter),

A 1/hi=4.40.-4.40
3.- .-.-- 6.70

-12.67 Changes in the cavity fluctuating pressures with yaw
'40 L.--2°° angle varied with Mach number, Reynolds number, I/h

FPL -50 - and mode order. There was no case in which the toneswere eliminated altogether indicating a change from
(dB ro CO.o •- open to closed cavity type flow. Figure 8 gives spec-

.0 -!tra comparing data for yaw of 0 degrees with
_ _ _ _ 15 degrees, for I/h = 4.4, R = 90 million per foot

0 3.0 (295 million per meter) and Mach = 0.60. Figure 8
gives the corresponding plot for Mach-=0.90. It is also
apparent that some tones increase in amplitude while

Figure 6. Effect of length-to-depth ratio, others decrease with an increase in yaw. An example
M=0.60, R=85 million per foot of a tone increasing in amplitude is the third mode

(279 million per meter). (fl/U.. approximately equal to 1. 1) at Mach= 0.60.
The opposite effect is seen for the first, second and

,\*.. . ,N
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forth modes at Mach - 0.90. An intesting The effect of yaw on acoustic tones varied with
phenomenon is observed at Mach = 0.90. Beginning Reynolds number, Mach number, IWi, and mode num-

with the third mode (fl / U, approximately equal to ber. At Mach number 0.90, increased yaw shifted the

1.1), them is a shift down in the higher modal tone frequencies of the higher modal frequencies to

frequencies with increased yaw. This may result form loe frapoicie As cavity depth decreased, the effect

the cavity appearing longer to the shorter wavelength of yaw decreaed&

modes when it is in the yawed position. As the cavity 1-0 REFERENCES
becomes more shallow, these effects become less
dramatic. There was no effect of yaw in the I/h - 20.0
configuration. The effect of yaw at Mach - 0.20 was 1. CFghton, David G.: Airframe Noise,,minimal. Aeroacoustic of Flight Vehicles: Theory and
.n l Practice, Volume i: Noise Sources, Harvey H.

Hubbad. ed., NASA RP-1258, WRDC TR 90-
3052. 1991.

SReynolds number appears to have little effect on the 2. Heler H. H.; and Dobrzynski, W. M.: A
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yaw - 0 degrees for Mach numbers 0.20 though 0.90. Research. ICAS, proceedingsLisboa, Portugal.
Results for cavities with lh ratios of 4.40 and 6.70 Rese mberd1978 .
were consistent with supersonic results. For a cavity 0-16 September 1978.
with /h equal ti, 12.67 (transitional at supersonic 3. Hardin, J. C.: Airfram Noise/A Design and
speeds), there appear to be a change in flow field type Operating Problem, NASA SP4s16, October
as the Mach number decrease to 0.60 and tones appear. 1976.
Mode amplitude and band width depended on Mach
number. There were no tones apparent at 4. Howe, M.S.: A Review of the Theory of
Mach a0.20. The effect of yaw on cavity acoustics 4. How e M. S:A reve of the ano
varied with Reynolds number, Mach number, I/h, and Trailing Edge Noise, Jou1nal of Sound and
mode number. Higher order modes shifted down in Viintlo, (1978), 61(3), 437-465.
quency with yaw at Mach equals 0.90. 5. Revell. J. D.; Healy, G. J.; and Gibson, J. S.:
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contribution of a 2nd Aero-Acoustics Conference. Hampton, Va.,In the first part of the paper, the cotiuinofar ac 242 1975.
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accessed for a large curTent technology transport and for 6. Fink M. R.: Airframe Noise Prediction Method,
the same airframe powered with BPR 10 engines with FAA-RD-77-29. March 1977, (AD-AO39 644).
an additional 5 dB noise suppression applied to the fanF1
and turbine noise sources. For the current technology 7. Revell, J. D.: Induced Drag Effect on Airframe
transport, airfrane noise was found to be 10 EPNdB Noise, AIAA 75487,1975.
smaller than the dominant noise source, fan discharge.
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of current technology aircraft. Ile airframe noise of Africk. S.: Diagnostic Calculation of Airframe
the envisioned advanced subsonic tanspor was 2 EPN Radiated Noise, AIAA Paper No. 75-485,1975.
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Evolutim, Calibration and Operational

Discussion

QUESTION BY: L. Fottner, Universitit der Bundeswehr, Germany
Could you please comment on the ratio of airframe/engine
noise propagation for combat aircraft?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
It is the co-authors understanding that the predictions made
for the DC1O would be identical for the KC1O military
transport and that the projected enhancements to the
propulser would apply for an advanced military transport.
(Since the "advanced technology transport" exists only on
paper, it is possible to call it an advanced technology
military transport.) The characteristics of the advanced
propulser were obtained using the NAVY/NASA Engine Program as
described in the paper.

QUESTION BY: H. K6rner, DLR Braunschweig, Germany

Engines with large bypass-ratio will be installed very near
to the wing. This may result in a high-lift flap
configuration, where you have externally blown flaps. Do you
have an estimate or results how much this influences the
airframe noise level?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
Unfortunately, I can not answer this question. It would be
better addressed to the first author.

QUESTION BY: H. K~rner, DLR, Germany
You did your investigations in a cryogenic wind tunnel. Did
you have difficulties with the pressure transducer working in
a cryogenic surrounding?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
The transducers contained a temperature compensation module
and we had them calibrated for the test range of
temperatures. The calibration indicated that the sensitivity
of the transducers did not deviate from reference sensitivity
by more than 10 % (manufacturers specifications). The

MON/
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majority of the data obtained while varying Reynolds number
(temperature) did not change in a way that would indicate a
change in sensitivity.
(Unfortunately the calibration was done at a single frequency
so I can not say definitively that there was no change in
sensitivity for the entire frequency range.)

QUESTION BY: H.'Kdrner, DLR, Germany
Your investigations show that there is small influence of
Reynolds number. This indicates that viscous effects are not
dominating this problem. It should therefore be possible to
have an appropriate CFD approach using Euler-equations. Could
you comment on this?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
There is ongoing work with both Navier-Stokes codes and Euler
codes. Although we do not have direct comparisons with our
experimental data we are pleased with what we see from the
Euler calculations.

QUESTION BY: P. Artaz, SNECMA, France
Est-il possible, avec votre modele, d'dvaleur la calibration
parametrique de chacune des regions de la cellule (voilure,
volets, trains,....)?
With your model, is it possible to evaluate the respective
contribution of each part of the airframe (wings, flaps,
gear,...)?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
Yes - Table 3 in the paper gives the results calculated for
nose landing gear, leading edge slat, trailing edge flap,
main landing gear.

QUESTION BY: R.E. Smith, Jr. Consultant, U.S.
What is the state of the boundary layer on the tunnel wall at
the leading edge of the cavity? What is the influence of this
boundary layer on the cavity results?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
Of course boundary layer thickness/cavity depth has been
determined to be an important parameter in the generation of
cavity tones. That is why it was important to maintain a
boundary layer of (approximately) constant thickness
throughout the study. We believe that the boundary layer that
had developed on the side wall of the tunnel approaching the
cavity did not vary significantly for the Reynolds number
range tested. (The paper includes the measured values.)
Also there was fully developed turbulence (a laminar boundary
layer approaching the cavity would produce much more intense
tones).
Although we had flight Reynolds numbers (based on cavity
length) we cannot say that we had boundary layer
thickness/cavity depth matching full scale aircraft. We are
currently working with a larger model in the Langley 8 foot
Transonic Pressure Tunnel.

/ 9-
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SUMMARY concerning development and characteristics
of jet mixing and shock noise the reader

Flyover noise measurements are evaluated may refer e.g. to Smith /l/ and Seiner
for four different military jet aircraft /2/.
types flying at low altitudes. Flight Mach
numbers ranged from 0.5 to 0.9. The ana-
lysis shows that noise immission is caused Combustion Turbulent
by jet mixing and broadband shock associ- Fan System mixing region
ated noise. Based on the experimental re-
sults existing noise prediction schemes
are extended toward higher subsonic fligt-i ýP Turrbin@ Nozzle

Mach numbers. The novel prediction schemes M1
describe the observed acoustic signatures
quite accurately. This holds for the over-
all sound pressure level in dependerce of
the emission angle, for sound-pressure
level time histories and for one-third-
octave spectra. 2100 noise Jet mixing noise

I. INTRODUCTION
Figure l.- Schematic illustration of a jet

In recent years military jet aircraft engine and the jet
noise became a major community noise prob-
lem. In addition to the sound immission
near airfields caused from starting and
landing airplanes the noise from military An important objective of this study about
jet aircraft flying with high subsonic noise immission of jet aircraft1 flying
speeds a* low altitudes constitutes a par- with high subsonic flight speeds: at low
ticular problem. The latter one is the altitudes is the identification of the
concern of the present investigation, dominating noise sources. For that purpose

extended flyover measurements are evalu-
The in-flight sound emis.ion of a jet air- ated (Section 2) and analyzed inh detail
craft in general is created in the jet en- (Section 3). Based on these experimental
gine itself and in the downstream free results, existinq noise prediction schemes
jet. At certain flight conditions, for ex- will be extended to high subsonic flight
ample approach, airframe noise may also speeds in Section 4. Finally, the flyover
contribute to the total sound emission. In noise data will be compared with predic-
F4gpe I the jet engine and the jet are tion in Section 5.

;schematically. Significant internal
noise sources are the fan and the turbine,
while external sound is generated by the 2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND DATA
)et as jet mixing noise and also, under EVALUATION
certain circumstances, as shock noise. Jet
mixing noise is caused by the turbulent The DLR was not involved in the flyover
mixing process of the hot core, the cold measurements themselves, however, the ex-
by-pass, and the ambient stream. A prereq- perimental data were made available to the
uisite for the occurrence of shock noise authors as microphone signals stored on
is that the Mach number of the fully ex- tape. Figure 2 shows the experimental test
panded jet becomes larger than one and set-up. The aircraft's nominal altitude
that the nozzle lip pressure differs from above ground during the flight tests was
the ambient pressure. Then the free jet 75 m. The flight speed was determined from
consists of a supersonic )et plume with a the airspeed indicator in the cockpit. The
regular, quasi-statiopary shock cell 3et conditions had to be computed from the
structure and an outer subsoni' region aircraft-engine flight data by assuming
(see Figure 1). Inside the supersonic core the aircraft's drag condition. Sound im-
interaction of convecting disturbances and mission was measured by using an array of
the shock cells may lead to broadband microphones positioned on an axis vertical
shock associated noise. For more details to the flight path. The acoustic signals
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of three microphones with distances y * The microphone data were digitized and
0 m, 4100 m, and -100 m to the flight path then evaluated utilizing the Fast Fourier
were utilized. The microphone height was Transformation (FFT) in order to obtain
given as 1.5 m above a grass surface. In frequency spectra and overall sound pres-
Figure 2 the emission angle 0 is defined sure levels. The FFT was carried out for
as the angle relative to the flight direc- "de-Dopplerized" time series. This proce-
tion. dure eliminates the Doppler frequency

shift which would otherwise have obscured
the frequency spectra and smeared out

I. tonal contributions in the spectra. Using
the International Standard ISO 3891 /3/,
attenuation due to atmospheric absorption

"war ;orrected separately for every micro-
phone. Ground reflection and attenuation

/ 75m effects could only be corrected in a fre-
quency independent manner (see Bottcher
and Michel /4/).

1.5m T Noise signais were evaluated for the emis-
sion angle range 0 - 30 to 150 degrees.

' oThe results for all emission angles were
Mooh:rophone Mrophone normalized to a wave normal distance ofya-loom y Ofm ys*100m 75 m which leads to the so-called polar

presentation. With exception of the
sound-pressure level time histories all
results will be shown in wind-tunnel coor-

& dinates, i.e. in a coordinate s',stem where
Y "de-Dopplerized" data are plotted. By this

means the results for different emission
angles and different flight Mach numbers

B, • can be compared more easily. All sound
"pressure levels are plotted with no
weighting in order to show the physical

75m aspects more clearly. For further descrip-
tion and discussion of the data acquisi-
tion and evaluation process one should re-

"",crooon, fer to /4/.

3. DATA ANALYSIS

Figure 2.- Flight test set-up 3.1 Data Accuracy

The objective of this iection is to demon-
strate the accuracy of the measurements.

By utilizing two goniometers, the altitude For that purpose, first results for the
and sideline deviation from the defined three different microphones positioned at
flight path were determined for later cor- y - 0 m, +100 m, and -100 m will be com-
rection. The goniometer in prolongation of parad. In Figure 3 the overall sound pres-
the microphone axis was also used to de- sure level (OASPL) is plotted in polar
termLne the time when the plane crossed presentation for a single flight test for
the microphone axis. At that moment a the different microphones versus the emis-
sounding impulse wao released by hand. sion angle. Flight Mach number is M =
This impulse was recorled on magnetic tape 0.73. One can Observe from the figure &hat
in addition to the microphone signals. the OASPL for the microphone positioned
Thia procedure and the e'nowledge of the directly below the flight path (at y -
airc, aft's flight speed pezmit the corre- 0 m) is on average slightly above the
lation of the acoustical data and the po- OASPL for the microphones in the sideline
sition of the aircraft at any tme during positions.
the flight test.

Fioure 4 shows one-third-octave spectra of
It :hould be mentioned here that for the the three microphones for the same flight
purpose of this study it would have been test as in Figure 3. The emission angle is
better to place the microphones on the 90 degrees. Again the sound pressure level
ground, to determine aircraft position and (SPL) for the microphone at y = 0 m is
airspeed more accurately, and to record tendentiously above the SPL for the side-
the )et exhaust conditions with an instru- line microphones.
mented aircraft.

The differences between the three micro-
Flyover noise data were available for four phone positions in Figure 3 and 4 can be
different military )et aircraft. For every explained with ground reflection and
plane noise data were evaluated for 2 or 3 ground attenuation effects and in addi-
.Jifferent flight speeds or Mach numoers. tion, with lateral attenuetion effects.
Altogether, flight Mach numbers ranged These effects could not be corrected in a
from Mf 0.5 to 0.9, approximately. In freqiency dependent manner (see /4/). Nev-
order to obtain more reliable results, be- erthelesL, the sound pressure level dif-
tween four and eight flight tests f-r each ferences for microphone- placed at differ-
iircraft and Mach number were included in ent positions can be accepted in this
the 2ata acquisition, study considering the overall accuracy of
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measurements. This holds especially since letr than *1.5 dD. For flight test No. 5
the averagqng of results over three micro- the figure indicates an OASPL systemati-
phone positions and up to eight flights cally up to 2 dB below average in the
tests leads to a "Smoothing" of the ob- emission angle range 90 to 150 degrees.
served effects and therefore, to a minimi- Nevertheless, again this variation can be
zation of the absolute error. accepted, if the study's overall accuracy

is taken into consideration, i.e. also the
acoustic signals from flight test No. 5
can be included in the averaging process.

d8

V1 I I
Sl~dB

< Microphone position:

Oys 0 m 0

y=.lOm • oA 3
0. 300 60B go* 1200 1500 1800 0B
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0 300 606 901 1205 1508 1800

Figure 3.- Measured overall sound pressure
level versus emission angle Emisiongle
(relative to flight direction)
for a single flight test at Figure 5.- Measured overall sound pressure
flight Mach number Mf - 0.73 level versus emission angle
for three microphones at dif- (relative to flight direction)
ferent positions. The results for five flight tests performed
are plotted in polar presents- with the same aircraft type un-
tion der nominally identical test

condition. Flight Mach number
is N - 0.73. For every test
the &acoustic signals of all

Microphone position: three microphones are averaged-10C "-- --- y " -oom

10dB - y.100m0 1 Figure 6 shows time histories of the sound
Z pressure level for the five flyover tests

already utilized in the previous figure.SHere only the acoustical signals for the
microphone positioned at y - 0 m are uti-
lized. At the x-axis of Figure 6 the time
t - 0 s marks the moment the aircraft
crossed the microphone axis. One can ob-
serve that the noise level. time histories

1. kHz 10. for all flight tests are quite qimilar.
Frequency Especially, the peak value for all tests

appears nearly at the same time. One
should note the steep ascent prior to the

Figure 4.- Measured one-third-octave spec- maximum which will be discussed in Sec-
tra for a single flight test at tion 5.
flight Mach number Mf - 0.73
for three microphones at dif- Finally, Figure 7 shows one-third-octave
ferent positions. Emission spectra for five flight tests at flight
angle is 90 degrees Mach number M - 0.73. Emission angle is

90 degrees. Hire again - as in Figure 5 -
the acoustical signals of all three evalu-
ated microphones are averaged for every

In order to demonstrate the typical scat- flight test. Figure 7 again demonstrates
ter between results for nominally identi- that the scatter in general is small
cal test conditions, acoustical signals between results of different flyover tests
for different flight tests conducted with at nominally identical test conditions.
the same aircraft type are compared next. This holds for both the shape of the
Flight Mach number is Mf = 0.73 again, spectra and the absolute values of the
Figure 5 shows the OASPL versus the emis- measured sound pressure levels.
sion angle in polar presentation. For
every flight test, averaging was carried
out for the acoustical signals of all 3.2 Source Identification
three evaluated microphones. With excep-
tion of flight test No. 5 one can observe An important objective of this study is
from Figure 5 that the scatter of measured the identification of the dominating noise
OASPL between the different flyover tests sources. For tnat purpose frequency spec-
is negligible, i.e. the variation is smal- tra for different flight Mach numbers and



emission angles will now be analyzed. Fg
I urea 8iad in each case show nine one-

Sthird-otave spectra for emission angles
dB •from 30 to 150 degrees in steps of 15

I0dS •degrees. Results for flight Mach number M
- 0.64 are plotted in Figure 8 a. for Mf
0.73, 0.80, and 0.87 in Figures 8 b, c,

Flight Test No.: and d, respectively.

As a first result from the figures it can
be stated that no distinct sound pressure
level peaks can be identified in the one-
third-octav- spectra. This finding is con-
firmed by the corresponding narrowband
spectra (bandwidth 25 Hz). On the other
hand, internal noise sources such as the
fan, the compressor, and the turbine will
always contribute tonal components which
should appear as distinct peaks in the
narrowband spectra. Therefore, it is con-
cluded that internal noise sources of this
kind are not important for the sound emis-
sion.

On the other hand sound pressure level
peaks (marked with an arrow) which mostly
cover two one-third-octave bands can be
seen in the frequency spectra of Figures 8
a-d. At lower flight Mach numbers the
peaks only appear at small emission angles
(see Figures 8 a and b). At higher flight
Mach numbers or correspondingly higher jet
Mach numbers (the latter one is of more"importance for the discussion, see below)

. ..... ............. the peaks also can be observed at higher
-4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 s 10 emission angles (see Figures 8 c and d).

Tm At a constant Mach number the peak's fre-
."Tue quency increases with increasing emission

angle. However, the peaks vanish forFigure 6.- Measured sound-pressure level angles of about 120 degrees and above,
time histories for five flight i.e. towards the rear radiation arc.
tests performed with the same
aircraft type under nominally According e.g. to Seiner /2/ sound pres-
identical test conditions for sure level peaks with the stated charac-
the microphone positioned at y teristics are caused most likely by broad-
- 0 m. Flight Mach number is band shock associated noise. As mentioned
0.73. Time t - 0 s denotes the before, shock noise is generated by the
flyover moment interaction of convecting disturbances and

the regular shock cell structure. The lat-
ter one appears if the supersonic jet Mach

dB ' ... number differs from the nozzle design Mach
dB Fight Test No.:- I number. In the present examples of Fig-

- 2 ures 8 a-d the jet Mach number increases
"--1 3 from M. = 1.09 to 1.47 (compare the cap-

0d .... tions ;f Figures 8 a-d), while the design
5 Mach number of the nozzle is constant at

0 M = 1.0. In these cases the shock cells
age still quite weak. Since the distinct
characteristics of shock noise are most
easily observed at small angles to the

* flight direction (after /2/), it seems
o reasonable that they are visible at small

emission angles but not at large ones.

1. kHz 10. Apart from these "broadband" peaks it is
Frequency very likely that jet mixing noise is re-

sponsible for the noise immission at high
subsonic flight Mach numbers. This conclu-

Figure 7.- Measured one-third-octave spec- sion is based on the characteristic shape
tra for five flight tests per- of the frequency spectra and their varia-
formed with the same aircraft tion with shifting emission angle (e.g.
type under nominally identical compare the frequency spectra presented by
test conditions. Flight Mach Drevet et al. /5/). Airframe and combus-
number is M * 0.73, and emis- tion noise will certainly be a component
sion angle &s 90 degrees. For of the total flyover sound immission. How-
every test the acoustic signals ever, from the frequency spectra there is
of all three microphones are no conclusive indication for the impor-
averaged tance of airframe or combustion noise in

the high speed cases discussed here.
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4. PREDICTION SCHEMES FOR JET NOISE diction bcheme for jet mixing noise can be
found in /9/. In this paper only the most

To date, prediction schemes lare available important aspects will be mentioned:
for jet mixing noise up to a flight Mach
number of approximately M -i0 4 (e.g. SAO o The second line of equation (2) re-
/6/ and Michalke and Mlcheli /7/) and for places the SAO method density term. The
broadband shock associated noise up to ap- density influence now consists of a
proximately M 0 .5 (e.g. Tam /8/). In quadrupole and a dipole term similar to
order to enabfe a comparison with the ex- the theory presented in /7/. The first
perimental results both schemes had to be term in braces describes the quadrupole
extended towards higher subsonic flight portion, the second term the dipole
Mach numbers up to approximately M - 0.9 portion.
and the thereto attached higher j)t tem-
peratures. In this chapter the necessary o The third line of equation (2) - as in
extensions will be discussed, the SAO method - describes the influ-

ence of the relative velocity variation
to the noise. The exponent m was deter-

4.1 Jet Mixing Noise mined empirically by utilizing the ex-
perimental results available for this

The empirical SAE method /6/ is a fairly study.
reliable scheme to predict the jet mixing
noise of single stream jets at take-off o The fourth line describes the convec-
and approach. The SAE overall sound pres- tive amplification due to the flight
sure level in flight is given as speed. In contrast to the SAE method

the Doppler factor now is used as third
(1) O -PLf - OASPLaLso order term to improve the agreement

with the measured results.

+ 10 W O( /0o0) o The last line of equation (2) describes
the amplification due to the stretching
of source and coherence volume in

- 10 M log(U /(U-U )f flight.

o The relative one-third-octave sound
- 10 log(I-Mf Cos 9). pressure level of the SAE method was

calculated utilizing the Strouhal
Here OASPL designates the overall number
sound press0tA level of the static jet at

Sconstant density. U. and U are the jet (4) St - (f D0)/E E(Uj-U)].
and the flight speed), respectively, and a°
is the ambient speed of sound. 0. and ° Here f is the frequency, D. the fully
denote the jet and the ambient 3

density, expanded jet diameter, andE3 the Strou-
respectively. The second line of (1) de- hal frequency adjustment factor of the
scribes the density influence expressed SAE meLhod determined as a function of
with the density exponent w.! In the third U.. Including the stretching factor one
line the influence of the relative veloc- ngw obtains
ity variation is considered in terms of
the velocity exponent m. w And m were de- (5) St = (f D.)/[ o•(U.-U)]
termined utilizing experimental results. 1 jf

for the Strouhal number in the wind-
For an extension towards higher subsonic tunnel coordinate system.
flight Mach numbers Michel and Bottcher
/9/ suggest the following equation to cal-
culate the overall sound pressure level:

(2) OASPLf - OASPLs.iso 4.2 Broadband Shock Associated Noise

In order to calculate the broadband shock

24 ý( 1_01/0o) (lMfcose)Z assoi ated noise, a theoretical approach
S+ 1oiog (UI Ua of Tam /8/ was utilized. As mentioned be-

-f 0 fore, Tam's prediction scheme includes the
flyover case with flight Mach numbers up
to M = 0.5, whereas several correction
factors were determined by comparison with

- 10 m log [U 4/(UJ-Uf)) experimental results of Norum and Shearin
/10/. For extension towards W.[ = 0.9 the
following modifications are, recommended

- 30 log (l-Mfcose) here:

o According to Tam (Eq tion (3.4) in
* 20 log O. /8/) the con,7ection speed of the dis-

turbances is
Here o denotes the stretching factor which
accounts for the stretching of the jet (6) Uc = Uf + 0.7 (U -Uf)
plume in flight. According to /7/ /

After Tam the broadband ehock-e~oci-
(3) o * I + 1.4 u f/(Uj-Uf). ated noise is generated far downsat•e m

at the end of the potential core.
A detailed discussion of the extended pre- There, a lower convection speed can be
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justified which better describes the (3.7) in /8/) is altered from
peak's Doppler shift in the measured
frequency spectra. Therefore, here the c = 2.65 10"4 SO (So . 0.35) to
relationship 0 0C - 1.10 i0-4 S.

(7) Uc a U f + (01/(lo o] (Uj-Uf) 0

is used. This formula also considers an 5. COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND CALCULATED
influence of jet density o and ambient RESULTS
density p on convection saeed."0 The comparison of experimental and calcu-

o The governing parameter influencing the lated results will be demonstrated for the
shock noise peak frequency is the overall sound pressure level in dependence
Doppler shift. In contrast to Tam's of the emission angle, for sound-pressure
Doppler factor (see the denominator of level time histories and for one-third-
his 'equttion (3.8)) the interaction be- octave spectra. Altogether, the comparison
tween convecting disturbances and tte was carried out for results in the flight
shock cells here leads to the Doppler Mach number range M = 0.54 to 0.87. Ab in
factor Section 3. all soufd pressure levels are

plotted with no weighting. With exception
I of noise level time histories the results

(8) DF -P will be presented in the wind-tunrel
rl-(Mc-m f ) co5]-Mfcose) coordinate system.

for the wind-tunnel coordinate system. i 9 a,b show the OASPL versus the
In this equation M = U /a is the con- Riss aion Lnge in polar presentation for
vective Mach numbe•, flight Mach numbers M - 0.64 (Figure

9 a)and 0.80 (Figure 9 A). Calculated jet
o The broadband shock associated noise mixing and broadband shock associated

frequency peaks are also influenced by noise yield the total jet noise. A good
the wave number of the shock wave modes agreement between experimental results and
in flight. Tam uses the following ap-
proximation (see equation (3.7) in /8/)
for the influence of flight Mach num- -
ber: * Measurement

dB .. Colc. total jet noise
(9) kCa(flight) - /(1 + 0.625 mf) .... Cale. et mixingdnoise

--- Colc. roadb an shoc!.' noise
In the present case of higher Mach num---
bers one gets a better agreement with 0.
the measured frequencies by using the -
approximation O 10d

(10) k m(flight) - 1 + 0.1 Mf.
While k (flight) is reduced with in-

creasin(f flight Mach number in Tam's 00
approximation, it now increases with 0 30 600 900 120 1500 1800
increasing Mach number after equation
(13). Higher k (flight) corrosponds to Emission angle
shorter longitudinal structures in the
supersonic )et plume (see Fiyure I). Figure 9a.- Measured and calculated over-

all sound pressure level ver-
o Tam's amplitude factor (his equation sus emissicn angle (relative

(3.7)) contains the proportionality to flight direction) in polar
presentation at flight Mach

(11) F - (U. 00)2/(l-Mfa siia'8). number M f 0.64

In comparison to the theory of Tam a
different convective amplification is ,
assumed here for the same reasons which dB -1zz__
already have led to equation (8). In '-.
addition, the influence of speed and - r
density changed because broadband shock 1 d-
associated noise depends on the turbu-
lence intensity. This leads to the fol- _J ' -
lowing proportionality: V)

A A Measurement
(12) F - [(Uj- U:) 0J]/(1-Mfc'se)1 0 ------ Cale. total jet noise

o The factor U /U in Tam's equation --- Calc. jet mixing noise
(3.7) is elimihat'ed. By t1 is means the ---- CoIc. broadband shock noise
spectral width of the sinoile modes in
the frequency spectra is slightly en-
larged. Emission angle

o To further improve the agreement with
the measured sound pressure levels the Figure 90.- As Figure 9a, only for flight
proportionality factor c (see equation Mach number Mf = 0.80

-/'



calculated total jet noise with deviations
of typically less then or equal to *1.5 dB
at most is observed. dD - Measuement

The figures make it clear that the shock Calculation
noise influence may be neglected at small
flight Mach numbers (see Figure 9 a for MH
* 0.64). The reason is a jet Mach numbef 10dB
only slightly larger than 1.0 (compare .
with the discussion. in Section 3). At 0
larger fiight Mach number (and larger jet
Mach numoer, respectively) the shock noise
becomes more important. Nevertheless, it
may be concluded from Figure 9 b that the
OASPL at Mf - 0.80 i. still dominated by
jet mixing noise. "4 -2 0 2 1 6 8 s 10

One can see from Figure 9 a,b that tha Time

OASPL of the calculated jet mixing noise
has its maximum at small angles to the Figure I0a.- Measured sound pressure level
flight direction. This result is in con- and calculated total jet
trast both to the stationary case and to noise time histories for the
the results at low flight Mach numbers microphone positioned at y =
where the maximum is observed at high 0 m. Flight Mach number is M
emission angles. However, the present re- a 0.64. Time t - 0 a denotes
sult can be explained with the Doppler am- the flyover moment
plification of the noise level towards
small angles due to the relatively high
flight Mach number. idE
In Figures 10 a,b experimentally obtained d - a - Measurement
timehistrim es of the sound pressure level 10dB ---- Calculation
are compared with the calculated total jet .
noise. Here only the acoustical signals. _
for the microphone positioned directly be-
low the flight path (position y - 0 m) are
plotted. Figure 10 a shows time histories 0

for M = 0.64, Figure 10 b results for M
0 .80. On the x-axis of the figures, thl

time t - 0 a marks the moment where the
aircraft is in the overhead position.

In the figures, the steep sound pressure -4' -2 0 2 4 6 8 s 10
* level ascent prior to the maximum peak is Time

particularly remarkable. As expected, the
ascent rate increases with increasing

- flight Mach number (at Mf - 0.64 the meas- Figure 10b.- As Figure 10a, only for
ured gradient is 19 dB/s, at H = 0.80 the flight Mach number Mf = 0.80
gradient is 33 dB/s, approxiMately). In
the present examples the measured ascent
rates are slightly steeper than the calcu-
lated ones. However, a good agreement be- Utilizing the prediction scheme for
tween experimental and calculated time broadband shock associated noise, the
histories can be stated. This can also be sound pressure level peaks particularly
concluded from the peaks which are pre- noticeable in the forward arc can now be
dicted with an accuracy of *1.5 dB. calculated. In Fgjure 13 measured and cal-

culated frequences of the first "broad-
For comparison of measured and calculated band" peak, f , are compared for three
one-third-octave spectra Figres 1 a-d of the four a&'#3CfPaft (aircraft No. 4 shows
and 12 a-d will be utilizi e In Fig- no shock noise because the jet Mach number
ures IT7- frequency spectra for flight is smaller than one). One can observe from
Mach number M - 0 64 and in Figures Figure 13 that in general good agreement
12 a-d spectra for Mf = 0.80 are plotted, between measured and calculated frequen-
In each case results are shown for emis- cies is achieved. The corresponding sound
sion angles 30, 60, 90 and 135 degrees in pressure level for the first "broadband"
the wind-tunnel coordinate system. peak generally is predicted slightly too

low (in the presented examples about I dB,
In correspondence with the preceding re- see Figures 12 a and b).
sults one can again conclude that the
sound pressure level at the low flight
Mach number Mf - 0.64 is dominated by jet 6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
"mixing noise. Only at M = 0.80 broadband
shock associated noise ýecomes more sig- The noise immission from miltary jet air-
nificant. For a given jet Mach number the craft flying with high subsonic flight
influence of shock noise is greatest at speeds at low altitudes was analyzed and
small emission angles and continuously de- discussed in this paper. Data from four
creases with increasing angle (see Fig- different aircraft types flying with
ures 12 a-d and compare also with Fig- flight Mach numbers in the range of ap-
ures 8 a-d of Section 3). proximately Mf - 0.5 to 0.9 were used to
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improve existing schemes for the predic- If other noise sources do only play a mi-
tion of jet mixing and of broadband shock nor role, it must be concluded that the
associated noise. observed forward arc amplification with

increasing flight speed is caused by jit
mixing noise. The physical possibility of
such an amplification was discussed con-
troversially over a long period and was

0 Aicroft A rejected in earlier jet noise papers. How-
- 0 Airc ever, the amplification was shown to be

/.a 0 Aicraft 8 theoretically realistic by /7/. The re-
A Arcraft C suIts of this paper are a further support

'kHz- of their result.

0 The prediction schemes presented in this

S0.5- paper can now be used to demonstrate and
#A 0 quantify the noise reauction potential

a - achievable by varying operational param-
eters such as flight Mach number,
rate-of-climo or -descent or the flight

Aaltitude. The new schemes can also be used
to study the influence of engine cycle de-
sign on the flyover noise.
The prediction schemes are applicable to
single stream or "almost single" stream
jets exhausting from a circular nozzle. No

0.1 1 , , , , ,consideration w.ý •iven to the effects of
non-circular nozzles. The noise reduction

0.1 0.5 kHz 1.0 potential of such nozzles is sometimes as-

fm (cOiculated) sumed to be considerable, opening a much
needed noise attenuation concept for fu-
ture supersonic transport aircraft.

Figure 13.- Comparison of measured and
calculated frequencies of the REFERENCES
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Discussion

QUESTION BY: Barry, B.F., National Physical Lab, U.K.
Those of us involved in considering environmental impact of
low-altitude noise are primarily interested in A-weighted
levels and not in overall, linear levels. For the purposes of
inter-comparison with similar measurements such as ours at
NPL and American data, do you plan to publish any A-weighted
data?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
Since it was our goal to investigate the basic physical

/ phenomena, it was more reasonable not to include any
weighting during the data analysis. Therefore, we did not
"plan to publish any A-weighted data. On the other hand,

"utilizing our computer program it is not a great problem to

introduce any weighting.

QUESTION BY: W.D. Bryce, W.D., RAE Pyestock, UK
Our research in this area, which I will describe in a paper
tomorrow, leads us to a very different conclusion to yours.
We find that airframe noise makes an important contribution
to the overall aircraft noise and that jet mixing noise does
not play the dominant role that you describe. We two have had
several discussions on this issue recently, and I hope that
they will continue, but perhaps you would respond here to the
criticism that you have not actually shown that airframe
noise is not important but that you have simply obtained a
plausible fit to the measured aircraft noise by adjusting the
constants in your jet mixed noise equations?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
With our measurements (fl.ght tests at a constant altitude,
no glide data with low power setting) we were not able to
investigate the influence of airframe noise. Similarity to
some extent in the frequency spectra of Jet mixing and
airframe noise increases the difficulty to distinguish
between both noise sources. However, from the general
experience on aircraft noise it is known that jet mixing
noise is very important for low bypass ratio engines with

high jet speeds and temperatures. Airframe noise, on the
other hand, plays only a major role during landing (low power
setting, low jet speed). If we proceed from this general

r



knowledge it can be concluded that in the present case (high
power setting, high jet speed) jet mixing noise (and in
addition shock noise) is responsible for the sound emission
and that airframe noise is of no importance.
Now familiar with your results, we can not totally exclude
that one portion of our "Jet mixing noise" is airframe noise.
However, section 9.2 of your paper No. 22 shows that you also
have some doubts whether the noise measured from the aircraft
glides is all generated by the airframe. In addition it
should be mentioned that the aircraft configuration during
your flight condition was different from our configuration.
Therefore, results can probably not be compared directly. We
hope that further discussions and data analysis will lead to
a clear result concerning the noise source identification.

QUESTION BY: F.R. Grosche, DLR Gottingen, Germany
Referring to Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 of the written version: Why do
the curves showing OASPL as function of emission angle, end
before reaching their maximum (at e < 300), although the
scatter at the last given point is still quite small?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
We also evaluated results for the emission angle e - 15
degrees. In that case the distance between the aircraft and
the microphone position is 290 m and larger. The correction
of the atmospheric absorption then leads to an over-
amplification in the higher frequency range. Also background
noise becomes very important. Therefore, it seemed not
reasonable to include results for e < 300 in the data
analysis.

QUESTION BY: J.M. Seiner, NASA Langley, USA
Many F-15 aircraft missions involve engagement at Mf - 0.4
and disengagement with afterburner. On this case, jet noise
would be dominant, not shock noise. You did not mention what
power settings were used in your study. Could you comment on
this, and how different power settings may change your
conclusions regarding the importance of jet, shock, airframe,
and internal noise source?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
The power setting in each case was aejusted just to reach the
wanted flight Mach number during the level flight. Specifying
the power settings together with the flight Mach numbers in
our opinion would mean to publish restricted data.
In the present study all tested aircraft flew in a typical
training configuration with no additional weapons. That means
that the measurements were carried out with a "standard"
configuration with a "standard" power setting at a certain
Mach number.
Different power settings due to different drag coefficients
at the same flight Mach number may indeed change the
importance of the different noise sources to some extent.
However, with our present knowledge it is not reasonable to
speculate on these changes.
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SNmorn ENrssrON or LOW FLYING MILITARY AIRPLANES

N.-D. Marohn
Federal Environmental Agency

Niamarckplatz 1
D 00Berlin 33

Federal iRpublic of Germany 92-17422

SUMMARY height ranging from 500 ft to 1500 ft.
Nearly 2/3 of the whole area of the

Until the end of 1990 a great amount of Federal Republic of Germany can be used

low altitude flying of military air- for low altitude flights between 500 ft
planes was done in the Federal Republic and 1500 ft.
of Germany. Up to then approximately 80
000 low altitude flights were performed
annually. Many of these flights took In seven distinct "low-level areas's
place at a height from 500 ft to 1500 flights even down to a height of 250 ft
ft. Nearly 2/3 of the whole area of the above ground were allowed. These "low-
Federal Republic of Germany was used level areas" are shown in figure 1. In
for low altitude flights between 500 ft our relatively densely populated coun-
and 1500 ft. In seven distinct low fly- try - the Federal Republic of Germany
ing areas flights even down to a height as other European countries is approxi-
of 250 ft above ground were allowed. In mately 10 times as densely populated as
a relative densely populated country for instance the United States of Ameri-
these low altitude flights caused a ca - these low altitude flights were
great amount of disturbance and causing a great amount of disturbances
annoyance. and annoyance.

In order to have some information on In order to find out methods for the
noise emission of military airplanes possible reductioL of noise emission
flying at subsonic speeds at low altitu- during low altitude aircraft missions
de a measurement campaign was lone in the Federal Minister of Environment, Ma-
the vicinity of the shooting range in ture Conservation and Nuclear Safety
Meppen. A special aim of the campaign and the Federal Minister of Defence per-
was to obtain insight into the influen- formed noise measurements. A special
ce of operational parameters on the aim of the campaign was to obtain in-
noise emission during low altitude sight into the influence of operational
flights. The results of these measure- parameters on the noise emission during
ments, for instance noise emission as a low altitude flights. The measurements
function of speed and height above were conducted in autumn 1984 in Meppen
ground, will be presented. by the Bundeswehr Test Station 91.

During the measurements it was reques-
In general, people affected by low alti- ted that all military aircraft types
tude flights would not often receive which will conduct low altitude flights
extremely high noise levels because over the territory of Germany should
only a part of the population was ex- participate. To reach this goal the
posed to direct overflights. It was full cooperation of the Allied Air For-
therefore of interest to determine the cem was grateful acknowledged.
number of occurrence and the statisti-
cal distribution of noise levels ex-
perienced by people living in low
flying areas of Germany. For this pur-
pose a research activity was performed
in Germany in the years 1986 and 1990.
During six weeks at 16 locations within
four low flying areas continous noise
measurements were made. The results,
for instance relative frequency of 'In this paper the term "low altitude
noise levels and noise duration, are to/ flight" is used instead of the com-
be presented. mon term "low-level flight" mostly

used by airmen. This is done in or-
/ der to avoid confusion between "low

I INTIODUCTION noise level" and "low flight level".

In the Federal Republic of Germany ap-
proximately 80 000 low altitude'
flights with military jet aircraft were ý.2Throuqhout this paper these areas
performed annually. A great deal of " called "low-level areas" in
thee flights are taking place at a accoe e with aeronautical charts

I .* ---
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MCASURtEMN OF NOISE (M) as a contractor. During this re-0search program DB developed and con-

Figure 2 shows the lay-out of the structed a low-cost automatic noise mea-
flight track and the five microphones surement unit especially used for the
and two theodolites for these measure- detection of low-flying military air-
manta. The theodolites were used to mea- craft. This unit uses a small pocket
sure the exact altitude above the micro- calculator with enough internal storage
phones and the deviation of the flight capacity to store the time-history of
track. The track itself was made vi- the noise events above a certain thres-
sible for the pilots by huge markers hold during a whole day Each day the
plate. In some cases the help of a content of the memory was transfered
forward air controller was necessary to and stored on a transportable floppy
a-ligne the aircraft to the centerline, disk unit.
Flights were performed at altitudes of During the years 1986 and 1990 four mea-
250 ft and 500 ft. respectively. surement campaigns were conducted. One

around a miltary airfield with low alti-
During the measurements two aircraft of tude training activities mostly with
each type used a "race track" traffic Alpha Jets, two campaigns within "low-
pattern (approximately 6 NM in length level areas" and one outside the "low-
and 4 NM wide). In order to keep the level areas" but with military flights
noise level contribution from the other between 500 ft and 1500 ft.
aircraft on the microphones at a mini-
mum the two aircraft were flown with a Figure 7 to 10 show measured noise le-
half cycle difference, i.e., on opposi- vels versus time duration (10 dB-down-
to parts of the "race track", time) for all four measurement cam-

paigns and all microphons during the
For each aircraft type noise measurents whole campaign.
were performed at speeds typical for
low altitude flights. The F-4 Phantom, Figure 11 to 14 give the relative
for instance, was flown at 420 kts, 450 distribution of noise levels for one
kts. 480 kts, 575 kts and 0.8 M. This measurement position for each measure-
includes all speeds from low altitude ment campaign.
cruise to IP-to-target speed which is

normally used only during a very short Figure 15 gives an impression of the
period of the flight, distribution of aircraft noise as a

function of time of day measured within

- As an example figure 3 shows the noise "Area 5.

emissions of all fighter aircraft used
by the German Air Force a. a function Figure 16 and 17 show the noise events
of speed. (By the way the famous F-104 per month at the microphon positions in
Starfighter is no longer in use in the "Area 7" and outside the "low-level
German Air Force). Figure 4 shows the areas". In this picture it is distin-
influence of height on noise level re- guished between aircraft noise and
ceived on the ground for an F-4 air- noise from other sources.
craft. Doubling the height above ground
decreases the noise level by approxima-
tely 5.2 dS at a speed of 420 kts, and Finally figure 18 and 19 give the time
by 6.6 dB at a speed of 0.8 M. The next between two aircraft noise events as a
figure 5 shows the influence of air- function of noise level for "Area 7"
craft speed on noise emission for a F-4 and outside the "low-level areas" based
Phantom flying at 250 ft. In Figure 6. on statistical considerations.
a summary of all measured noise emis-
sion levels is shown for all aircraft
types measured in the campaign. For com-
parison in the diagram. the aircraft
speeds in each case are the lowest ope-
rating speeds for low altitude flights.

3 MEASUREMENT OF NOISE IMMISSION
LEVELS

The above mentioned measurements indica-
te the maximum noise levels which oc-
cure during a direct low altitude over-
flight with military aircraft. But in
general, people affected by low altitu-
de flights would not receive such high
noise levels very often because only a
part of the population is exposed to
direct overflights. It is, therefore,
of interest to determine the number of
occurrence and the statistical distribu-
tion of noise levels experienced by peo-
ple living in low altitude flying
areas. For this purpose, a research
activity was started with the German
company Messerschmitt-B61kow-Blohm

• F , • .. / . .. .( .
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Figure 3: Noise levels of German Air Force fighter aircraft as a
function of speed
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Figure 4: Noise level versus flight level height for a F-4
Phantom overflight (speed 420 kts and 0.8 M, center
microphone)
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Figure 5: Noise level versus speed for a F-4 Phantom overflight
(height 75 m, center microphone)
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Figure 6: Noise levels for all m-aeured aircrft Lypes (height
75 a, speed as indicated, center microphone)
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BRUIT DES AVIONS DE COMBAT

M. SGARBOZZA
DASSAULT AVIATION

DIRECTION GENERALE TECHNIQUE

DIVISION ACOUSTIQUE

78, WUAI MARCEL DASSAULT 92214 - ST CLOUD - FRANCE

at

A. DEPITRE
DIRECTION GENERALE DE L'AVIATION CIVILE

SERVICE TECHNIQUE DE LA NAVIGATION AERIENNE
CHEF DE LA DIVISION NUISANCE

245, RUE LECOURBE . 75732 PARIS - FRANCE

RESUME

Pendant longtemps Is bruit a iti considiri
Apris un exposi des caractiristiques at des comme un facteur psychologique important quia

nive*ux do bruit des principaux avions do combat mime conduit dans le passi I installer des

et d'un avion d'entratnement frangais au dispositifs spiciaux i bord des avions do combat
dicolla,- at I l'atterrissage, on prisentera pour l'augmenter pendant Ia phase d'attaque.

qualquos moyens de riduction du bruit :Oa'utre part les missions divolues aux avions
- difftrentes procidures opirationnelles imodernes ayant conduit I augmenter riquliiremnt

anti-bruit, lea poussies des riacteurs (les premiers ATAR
- conception des futurs moteurs (post-combustion avaient une poussae d'environ 3000 daN at 1.

silenciouse ? cycle variable, etc...). ,M53-P2 9500 daN), cotte augmentation a conduit

en contra partie i un acroissoment progressif at
On examiners igalement quolques risultats do sensible des niveaux de bruit.

mesure concernant le bruit giniri en vol I grand* Dens Is conjoncture actualle lea avions de
vitesse et I bass* altitude, combat sent, en Europe, utilisis principalement

pour des vols d'entraenement ou do surveillance
Enfin, la protection contre l bruit do ot Ia gine ressentie au sol east d'autant plus

l'environnemnt des bases airiennes fratHaises mal supportie.

sara dicrite et lea possibilitis do
rigloewntation examinies. D'autra part Is concept actual do furtiviti

appliqui en ilectromaqnitisma at an infro- rouge
devreit pouvoir slappliquer aussi au bruit imis.

I - INTRODUCTION On pout einsi distinquer deux phases

bruyantes per;uss au Sol lore de ces vols les
Le bruit des avions militaires nest davenu phases do dicollage at dlatterrissage d'une part

une gin. pour Is population que depuis quelques at de survol I basso altitude d'autre part.
anmies avoc Ia prise do conscience icoloqique des

annaos 70.
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11 - LE BRUIT AU DECOLLAGE ET A L'ATTERRISSAGE Loxemoplo rolatif A Is douxietme categorie,

d'apparoils Is Mirage 2000, avian do combat
Los avions considiris pouvont so ripartir on modaern monoriecteur, ost iquipi du rioctour

2 catigories :lIs avions ligors doentrainemont SNECMA MS3. Los niveoux do bruit giniris ant iti
ou d'appui rapprachi, ot los avions do combat. mosuri on vol (cf figure 2Y.
Lours caractiristiquos sont assez diffirentos

ainsi quo los nivosux do bruit qu'ils ongendront. Malgri los nivoaux ilovis, dos procidures

opirotionnellos spicioloment adapties pouvent
Prenons l'Aiphajot pour oxample d'aviori limiter sonsiblomont Ia gino, dos rivorains des

do*ntrafnemont/appui Sal. Sur 10 base do mosuros bases airionnos. 1e dicollago soeffectuant ovoc
on vol. dos courbas du niveou do bruit onl EPNdB, Is richauffe, Is mantis doit itro of tectuie sous
(Effective Perceived Noise Level in Decibel, Is pet 1& plus grando possible pour montor 10
uniti utilisio pour 1& certification acoustiquo Pius haut possible avant do sortir dos limites
des ovions civils) on fonction do 10 poussio du do Is base. Et avant at pendant It survol dos
motour ot paramotrios on fonction do la distance zones sonsibles, Ia poussis doit itro riduito et
oicrophone-avion ant pu itre itablies. (cf 1s poussio Mox ensuito rioffictiie dis quo
figure 1) l'Ioignomont des oggloodrations ost suffisant.

Le tableau do Ia figure I donne les niveaux 1o figure 3 momtro lI'volution du nivosu do
do bruit calculis dons los conditions du bruit au. dicollaog pour 2 configurations du
Rigloosent do Certification Acoustique Mirage 2000, on un point situ6 A 6 500 a *du
Intornational (Annexe 16 do VOACI). Le Chapitro lecher des freins. (point do rifirencs pour Ia
3 do co Riglemont qui ost aujourd'hui Io plus mature en survol do l'Anmexe 16 do lIOAD). Los
siviro, ost rospect6 par l'Alpliajet , il est vrai niveoux obtonus sont nettoimont supiriours aux
on utilisant 10 compensation lfigalo pour I@ bruit limit*$ do IlAnnexe 16.
on latiral. Mols ce bruit so praduisant 1 Cepondont l'applicotion do procidures
loaltitudo do 300 m, *it pergu principalement A opdratiannalles simples pormettent une riduction
Vintirieur do Is base militaire, ot no dovrait des nuisances perques au Sol dons lts zonos
pas constituor une gins importante pour los sensibles. Par rapport A un dicollage avec
riveroins. richauffo, 11 oat possible d'obtenir sans

l'utlllsatlon do Is richouffo uno diminution du
Los niveaux do bruit des avions niveou do bruit dod 41 5 d8.

dlentrainoment ou des avians ligers d'appui Sal

pauvont donc satisfaire les oxigences du Chapiltre Le STNA a conduit une compagno do mesurom en
3 do lOACI ; en outro ils peuvent encore Wtr 197 pour virifier, sur un trafic opiratiannel
sonsibleiwnt ridults en odaptant lours procidures do dicollage, Is faisabilit6 ot Ilinfluence do
opirationnellos au tissu urbain environment. prociduros I moindre bruit. Los avions impliqudo

6talont Its Mirage Ill B, Mirage IlI C et
Wuant aux avions do combat, ill Sant 6qulpis Mirage Fl.

do rioctours simple flux ou do riecteurs double

flux A foible taux do dilution correspondent aux La zone sensible aux nuisances sonor.., oO
exigence. do lour mission. En porticulier pour itsomnt disposis los microphones, itsit situd*
conserver suffisaimment do poussie A grand* ontre 3050 m et 3500 m du licher do freins.
vitosse. Ie jot doit itre fortoment occil~ri, co

qui explique Is choix du moteur (simple flux ou Los procidures itudiios pour divers
double flux I faible taux do dilution) A vitosse chorgements. (lisso ou bidons) pour les
do jot ilevi* et donc Produisant un bruit

important.
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Mirages III g at III C et en li~ss pour I* III - DETERMINATION OU BRUIT PRODUIT PAR LES

Mirage F1 furent AVIONS MILITAIRES POUR LE CALCUL OU PLAN

O'EXPOSITION AU BRUIT DES AEROOROtIES

- dos dicollages avec: PC.maximal.. monti* i pente

maxijul. Le Service Technique do Ia Navigation

- dos dicollages avec PC maximal., montie a pent* Airienne (STNA) qui est un service de Ia

normal* Direction Generale de l'Avistion Civil@ est

- des diccllaqes avec PC ainimale, montie i pente ameni I mesurer It bruit produit par les avions

maximal@ militaires dens le cadre de Ia caractirisation

- des decollages avec; PC minimal*, montie i pent@ do ces avions af in W'en intigrer les paramotres

normal* acoustiques dens ls calcul du plan d'exposition

- dos dicollaqes plein gal sac, monti. A Pont* au bruit (zonage) autour des aeroports ou bases

maximal* militaires.

- dos decollaqas plain gal sec, montee a pente

normal* Le code do calcul qui permet de diterminer

- dos decollages avec PC maximal*, montie A lts diffirentes zones de bruit autour des
l'assiette de 220. aerodromess franqais necessite Ia connaissance

dos niveaux do bruit produits par les avions i

Chaque exercice I ut ripiti au moins 2 fois. 300 m sous trace pour lea phases do dicollage,
de survol et d'approche. L'uniti do insure oct

A titre de*xample, la figure 4 montre Ie I@ PNdB.

niveau do bruit obtenu en PNdB at Ia hauteur do

passage do lavion en un point situi & 3050 m du Dosc ampagnes d'essais ont iti rialisies cur

licher dos freins pour un avion do type 1.5 avions Mirage 111 B, Mirage III C,

Mirage Fl. Mira"e Ill E, Mirage F1, Jaguar, Mirage 2000,

Alpha jet, Etenderd, Atlantic, Aliz6, Crusader.

On voit donc quoe Os procidures do dicollage

avoc une montee & pent. maximal* sont binifiquos Toutes ces campagnes ont iti conduites avec

pour lenvironnement sonore. 11 est prifirable Ia technique utilisie lors des essais de

d'utiliser Ia post-combustion plutfit que I@ plein certification acoustique des evions civils.

gaz see au decollage, Is difference do hauteur do (Annexe 16 de I'OACI)

survol et done l'attinuetion giomitrique at - technique de vol:

stmosptiiriquo cur I@ bruit 6tant pripondirante Quatre procidures do vol ont it& testies

par rapport A I'augmentation do bruit 4 Ia . * dicollago avoc Post Combustion

source. I*l dicollage plein gaz seC
Ilapprocho

Los risultats obtenus avec los Mirages 111 B Is leurvol palier (conditions break).

at III C conduisont aux mimes conclusions.
Los procidures de dicollago et d'approche,

On pout done optimiser les procidures anti- ont iti rialisioS 3oUS form*e do dicollages

bruit en fonction do lurbanisation eutour de simulis at d'approches interrompues et ripities

cheque base militaire. Identiquowiont quatre fois.

Pour tout@$ eec procidures, Ilavion passe J

300 m do hauteur au-dessus du microphone placi

Sous trace.
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- presentation des risultats conditions mitiorologiques Temperature 250C,

Los niveaux do bruit exprim6s en PNdB pour Humiditi Relative 70 % sont consignis danms I

une hauteur do 300 a et transposes danm le$ tableau 1.

4IVEAAUX OE BRUITS EN PNdS A 300 H

A V 1"0 N PROCEDURE

Dikollage avec Dicollaqe Approche (-3) Palier (break)
richauffe Plein Gaz Sec

MIRAGE 111 U 120.0 114.5

MIRAGE III c 120.0 112.0 97.0 99.0

HIRAGm lit E 115.5 106.5

MIRAGE IV 123.0 114.5 103.0 102.5

MIRAGE F1 122.5 117.0 93.0 98.0

JAGUAR 122.0 117.0 97.0 97.0

MIRAGE 2000 126.0 116.5 104.0 101.0

ALPHA JET 105.5 66.0 69.0

ETENDARO 114.5 98.0 96.5

ATLANTIC 98.5 85.5 90.5

ALIZE 97.5 90.0 90.5

CRUSADER 122.5 111.5 96.5 97.0

TABLEAU 1
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IV - LE BRUIT A GRANDE VITESSE ET BASSE ALTITUDE adaptio. Cos r6giues ant Wti appliqu6s just@

avant Is passage sur Ia maison do faeon & avoir

Le STNA a igalement travaillk dons Is passe une vitesse uignificative de la configuration

sur une 6tude do bruit at vibrations produits sur siulie eu passage do cotte mison.

une maison pour des vols I tris basso altitude

(do 17 m 1 217 m), en collaboration avec I* Los bandes magnitiques bruit ant 6t6

Centre Sciantifique at Technique du Batiment at rianalysiss en 1991 en *xprimant un spectre

Is Centre d'Essais on Vol. cheque 0,1 seconda car compte tonu do Ia vitesse

angulaire tris rapids de diplaceont do. Iavion

Des mesures do bruit ot do vibrations Is nivaeu do bruit ivolue tris rapidooent at une

produits sur une maison par des avions militaires analyse chaque 0,5 seconds (coareo priconisie

Is survolant i tris basso altitude ant Wti dons l'Annexe 16) ne pernet pas do d6toruiner I*

rialisies sur la base d'Istres en 1976. A cotte niveau do bruit maximal.

occasion, 1* STNA a dispos6 entre autros un

microphone sous trace I 50 oitres do Ia maison Cans un but do comparaison des avions entre

(au dehors do l'influence acoustique do celle-ci) eux, los niveaux do bruit ant 6ti transpos6s

efin do quantifier les niveaux do bruit produits. pour des hautours do 100 m at 300 im pour los

Los photographies 1 et 2 montrent catte conditions do refirence do tempirature : 25C at
maison avec los survols d'un Jaguar et d'un d'humidit6 : 70 %. Le tableau 2 ricapitule ces

Transall. niveaux do bruit.

Tous les vols ant it6 realisis on palior pour

des rigimos diffirents : rigimes do dicollages

Avoc post combustion, r6gimes i puissance

RECAPITULATIF DES NIVEAUX CE BRUIT
EXPRIMES EN PNdS (AVIONS EN PALIER)

P"dMMAX. A lO00M A 300 K

AVEC PLEIN GAZ PUISSANCE AVEC PLEIN GAZ PUISSANCE
AVIONS RECHAUFFE SEC ADAPTEE RECHAUFFE SEC ACAPTEE

MIRAGE III A 125.0 120.0 111.5 113.0 108.0 99.0

MIRAGE III E 126.5 120.0 115.5 115.0 108.0 102.5

MIRAGE IV A 132.0 127.5 113.0 120.0 115.0 100.5

JAGUAR Al 125.5 113.5 113.5 101.5

ETENOARU IV 119.0 108.5 106.5 95.5

CRUSADER 126.5 120.0 108.5 115.0 108.0 96.0

TABLEAU 2
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V - EXAMEN DES RESULTAl'S soumisos au bruit des avions (lorsqueolle est

possible).

Leoxamen do lensemblo des resultats obtenus

dons coo diveroes campagnes d'essais pormet do Le plan d~expasition au bruit des avionr

voir qu'uno dispersion parfois assez forte d'un airodrome donn6 difinit trois zones
apparaft pour un mim~e type d~avion, pour des d'expositiofi au bruit. Bans cos trois zones,

mises regimes. lurbeflisatiofl est intardito ou admise dans

Doux parametres doivent itre considiris :cortailies conditionis.

-dons leossai A tris basso altitude Sur Ia

maison Is transposition spectral. soeffectue sur Elaboration d'un plan d'exposition au bruit:

des rapports do distances assez grands, d~oO une L'indice psophique Ip oat Piridice utilisi

impricision certain@ (transposition souvont d'une en France pour quantifier lo*xposition ou bruit

vinqtaine do dicibels). autour des airoports. 11 eat fondi sur

- dons l'ossai i tris basso altitude lts lutilisation du L P max comae descripteur
rigimes do dicollage ont 6ti appliquis on vol en (niveati do bruit maximal exprimi on PNdB). La

pallor, Ia directivit6 do Ia source dif fire done base do tempo itant Ia journie, le descripteur

par rapport au micro at los distances (hauteur de L PN max represents loxposition au bruit

lavion oti distance do propagation) sont parfois risultant d'un trafic journalier.

fort diffirentes.

Pour ces doux raisons il ost preferable Le traf ic do nuit ost considiri comm. 10
d'associer, leo niveaux do bruit aux conditions fois plus ginant quo 1* trafic do jour. Lo
deossais. Coepndant uns premiire recommendation nombre do mouveowts do nuit eat done pondiri

peout itre do diterminer I* r~iveau do bruit des par un factour 10.

avions militaires par rapport I Ia oistance i

lavion aui moment do l'imission du bruit maximal La formulation do l'indico psophique Ip est

at non par rapport A Ia hauteur do passage do obtenu i partir do Ia rigle do composition des

l'avion au-dessus du point do mesure. niveaux do bruit instantanis. Lenonrgis total*

@at raumene & sa moyenne par minute en Is

VI - PROTECTION CONTRE LE -BRUIT BE divisant par 1440 (24 h - 1440 minutes).

L'ENVIRONNEMENT DES BASES AERIENNES

FRANCAISES

Outre los prociduros i moindre bruit l 104 n Li P L

vois i dos horaires accoptables notamment pour donc Ipj1 -1

let volo do nult, Ia protection en France contra 1440j

10 bruit dons Ilonvironnemont des bases airiennos

franqaises eat realisee do Ia mime fa~on quo pour
los airoports civils, il s'4git d'agir our

l'urbanisme autour des Airodromes. oO Li oat 1* niveau maximal do bruit on PNdB du

ilme avion

L'action Sur l'urbanisme so situe i doux n est Is nombrv do mouveements do jour
niveaux :(6h-22h)

- action our l'urbanisation projeti* (permis et p ast Is noebre do nouvements do nuit
de construiro at plans d'occupation des sols), (22h-6h).

-action our los constructions existantes et
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La d6termxination par Is calcul do lindico Le bruit produit dans 1. village A par des

psophique en un point au Sol nicoshito done Is Mirage 2000 au dicollago oat plus important

connaissance des donnhes suivantes lorsque Ilavion dicolleo u OFUl par rapport i un

- I* trafic en nombre do mouvowmts at Per dicollageoau QFU2.

type d'apparail

- lts niveaux do bruit des avions A Is source Los niveaux mosuris dans I* village A,

- los trajoctoiros ginir6 au cours du dicollago d' un Mirage 2000

- I*$ lois do propagation du son dams lair. sont

WOU 87 d8(A) ou 98 PNd8

Los plans d'exposition au bruit sent itablis A QFU2 86 d8(A) ou 97 PNdU.

partir d'un trafic privu i un horizon donn6, atin (Cos niveaux sont moyennis pour 9 decollages au

qulils scient valables pendant une asses grand* gFU1 et 3 dicollagos on OFU2).
piriods, I'horizon giniralement choisi ost do 15

ens. 11 taut done privoir asses longtomps 1 11 est done important dana tout*

Ilavance les caraetiristiquos principalos des diterminstign du bruit autour des bases
bases aerionnes en matidro do trafic at do type militairos do tenir compto des caracteristiques

dasvions utilisis. particuliiros des avions militaires A riaction
en diroctiviti do Ia source sonore et en

*Lea niveaux do bruit I Is source introduits trajectoires.

dans Is pre--mme do calcul sont ditermines sous
1* trajoctoiro do Ilavion I une distance Etablissement et contenu du plan

orthogonal@ do 300 mitres. Si ceci est valable d'exposition au bruit

pour los avions civils sans proIblime, ii y a liou Lloxpression grap4hique du P.E.B. fait

pour los avions militaires do prendre en compte apparaltre treis zones limitios par des ceurbes

hour spicificiti acoustique. isopsophiquos.

En etfet, pour un trafic civil, I* niveag do
bruit maximal est obtenu sous trace aprls 1* bout~

do piste au dicollage.

Pour un trafic militaire on pout obtanir 10

risultat inverse. A titre doxemplo un risultat

d'une campagnt do mesuros do bruit rialisco

autour d'une base militairo frangaiso est
prisent6

Village A

149 -QFZII~. ."QFLL



- La zone A, oi l'indice psophique est Le prefet, dans certaines conditions, pout

supiriour A 96 ot dans laquelle on considiro quo fixer Is limits do Ia zone C entre 86 et 75.

Is gins est tris forte.

Oans chacune des zones, les possibilitis do

- La zone B, oa lVindice est compris entre 96 constructions nouvelles sont restreintes, an

ot 89, dans laquells Ia gine pout itre considirie particulier Ia construction d'habitation en zone

come forte. A ou 8 eat interdite et les normes minimales

d'isolation ecoustiques A respecter sont los

- La zone C, oOa Vindice est compris entre 89 suivantes

at une velour choisis entre 84 at 78, dans

laquolle la gin* pout itre considirie come assoz

forte.
/
I

NOUES MINIMALES D'ISOLATION ACOUSTIQIJE SUIVANT LES
ZONES OE BRUiT

111 Extirieur
A a C imoidiat

!II doe I zone C

45 dD (A) 40 dB (A) 35 dB (A) 30 dB (A)

TABLEAU 3

VII - CONCLUSION los avions do transport supersoniques futurs).

L'augmentation du taux do dilution aux basses

L'omploi des procidures opirstionnelles, bien vitessos risultant du cycle variable a pour

quo diminuant do fagon sensible los niveaux do offet de diminuer I. bruit tout en permettant do

bruit, est copendant limiti. La diminution du fournir la poussee requise aux autres rigimes de

bruit 6 1& source est donc hautement souhaitable. vol. Des prototypes de ce type de moteur ant iti

diveloppis ot essayis en vol sur los avions

Lo mosque du fan par une entrbe d'air on S concurrents du programme ATF (Advanced Tactical

perwat de piiger 1s bruit du fan dans 1* conduit. Fighter) mais finalement cotte solution n'a pas

Los diminutions *spiries sont cependant foibles it& rotenue.

car I# bruit dominant provient du jet, los
sources do bruit itant situies on aval do la La rigl•mentation Franqaise actuellp itablit

sortie. des rigles d'urbanisme autour des airodromes

militairos en attendant do pouvoir prendre en

Los moteurs A cycle variable pourraient compto une avancie technologique important*

constituor une solution pour diminuer 1. bruit du permettant une diminution sensible du bruit i Ia

jet ladaptation do lours caractiristiquos( en source, ce qui ongendrera nicessairement, une

fonction do Ia phase do vol autoriseo/ une diminution des nuisances provoquie par las vols

optimisation do leurs performances (comm pour A basso altitudo.

/K

N
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Discussion

QUESTION BY: R. Sc.,neider, Luftfahrt Bundesamt, Germany
The equation on page 10-6 is different from your
viewgraph. What is the right one?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
L'equation publide dans la conference, publication
d'octobre 1991 "AGARD CONFERENCE PREPRINT 512" est
correcte.

QUESTION BY: H. Kdrner, DLR Braunschweig, Germany
In Germany the complaints on combat aircraft noise
have risen considerably in the last years. What isl
the situation in France?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
Les plaintes contre le bruit des avions autour de
adroports sont lides & deux principaux phdnom~nes:
- la "densitd" de plaintes est en fonction du

nombre de personnes habitant autour de
l'adrodrome travaillent ou ont un lien avec
l'adroport, il y a donc un phdnombne
sociologique de rapport avec l'adroport.

- le taux de plaintqs augmente sensiblement &
l'approche d'dlections politiques importantes,
ph6nombne bien connu dans de nombreux pays, le
taux d~croissant aprbs les dlections.
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LE BANG NT LBS PROBLEMIS LIES AUX VOLS SUPERSONXQUES DES MVONS MZLITAXRES
par

Christian THERY - Claude LECOHTE
ONERA
BP72

92322 Chitilkxi-Cedex
France

On rappollo los principaux aspects do I& propagation dui bang, Is principe do son calcul
at I** ensoignemonts tinds do l'expdrience. Los diverses formes quo pout rovitir 1. bang
sont dicritos (hangs normaux ot bangs focalisis). Los effete dui bang our les structures at
Sur lot itros vivants sont risumds.

On indique enf in los factours A prondreoen considiration lore do I& priparation d~un
survol suporsonique des torres.

EWEN=

The main features of the boom propagation, the principle of its calculation and the
main experimental results are recalled. The various shape@ that booms may present are
described (normal boom and focused booms). The effete of booms on structures and living
beings are summarized. Guidances are given concerning the preparation of supersonic flights
overland.

1. ZMtUntUn

Le vol d~un projectile suporsonique s'accompagno diun claquoment normm ditonation
balistique. Do mime un avion en vol supersonique cr60 un bang qui so propage jusqulau So1.
Le bang prisents in caractbre impulsionnel qui provoque une riaction do sursaut chos los
itres vivants et fait vibrer les structures. En raison do laltitude do vol dlevde des
avions, le bang set ressent±4 Is long d~uno bande do terrain, situde do part et d'autre do
I& trajectoire do jlavion, large do plusiours dizaines do kilombtres. L'intensitd dui bang
dipond essentiallemont do I& taille (volume, poids) do hlavion qui Vengondre, do son
altitude do vol at do I& manoeuvre qulil effectue :I* bang cr66 par in chasseur volant A
haute altitude A vitesso roctiligne uniformseaot d'intensitd modinie, iI provoque cependant
une gino mais no pout pas itre cause do dosenagos significatifa ; plus Vavion sora lourd
plus 1s bang sera important ot plus Vavion devna par suite voler A altitude 6levie
malbeureusement los manoeuvres quaexicutent les avions militaires provoquent Ilocalemont dos
renforcements tris inportants des bangs, cemsont les focalisations at superfocalisationa.
Cos phdnombnes apparaissent notaiwnont lors do l'accdliration tranasonique at lore des
viragos. La gino rdsultant do ces bangs focalisis est alons certain* ot des dommages
intinessant des structures vieillies ou mal congues peuvont intorvanir ; le soul moyen do
limiter lea nuisances qui on risultent serait do situer ces zones do bangs focahiuis our
des rigions inhabitdes, mais mne bonne pnivision des zones affecties demands une
connaissances pniciso a priori do I& trajectoiro rdelle do lavion et des conditions
mitionologiquos ; en pratique donc, lea zones susceptibles d'Itre affectses par coo
phdnouinos sont asses vast*@. -

11 ao faut pas toutefois surestimer los effets du bang

- Is bang no pout pas avoin do~ffets lisionnels, lee premiiree atteintes temporaires
au systimo auditif sont observies pour dos niveaux dlintensiti d'onde triu supriniuns aux
niveaux des bangs (3000 A 5000 Pa au lieu do 50 ou 70 Pa pour in bang),

- lam of fete structunaux des bangs normaux sont d~un ondre do grandeur comparable a
coux nisultant do sollicitations naturelles (vent) ou Ilides A I& vie moderns (trafic
noutier), loa bangs focalisis no peuvent avoir d'action our des structures sainos ot bion
congues quo par effot cumulatif (fatigue).

Le passage d'un projectile supersoniques (balls do fusil par example) slaccompagne diun
claquomeint dG aux ondes do choc qui~se- forment au net et aui Culot dii projectile, Ia
disOnce L siparant lom deux ondos dtant un pem supiniours & l longusur dui projectile
(Fig. 1). Los ondoe do choc itant do faible intonsitt peuvent Stre assimildes & des ondes
do Mach at Is 1/2 angle au sommet dui cdne qu'ollos forment est donni par

sin'11,4/, 1l (a viteesis dui son)

L'interpnitation acusti--u di phdnomine sot simple (Fig. 2) 1 un projectile #met aix
diffironts instants do soitvol des ondes sonoros qui sont toutes internee lea unes aux
autres et un obear-yateur on c.6-css Wnentend qu'un bruit confus &lons qu'un projectile
supersonique 6met des-1omdes sonores succossivos qui admettent une envoloppe conique C le
long do laquelle les perturbations arnivont en phase, un obsorvateun placi en P pergoit mne
ditonation qui a 6t6 6miss antdtheuroment &lore quo 1s projectile itait en K..
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IlIintensit6 do Vonde 6.130 d~pend do I& direction d 'dmission (ropdr~o par IlIangle a du plan
contenant le rayon sonoro consid6r6 avoc I* plan vertical contenant I& trajectoiro de
Ilavion ;figure 4). Do plus, on champ proche. Is signal do pression 4.13 oat beaucoup plus
complex*, dos chocs do recompressione partielles vonant so m~lor A Ia ditonte qul rolls lee
fronts d~onde avant at arribre (figure 3). Cosn chocs do recompression tendent, A memure quo
V'on s'&loigno do l'avion doetteur, A venir coalescer avec es$ fronts do choc avant ou
arrihre, riqularisant ainsi proqressiveuont I& signature dui bang. Cott* r~gularisation do
Is signature sera on g#ndral rdalisdo avant quo 1s bang natteigne 1s sol pour do@ avions



do taills moda~rds ou faible (aviona militairem) aauf ml certaina accidents do signature so
mituent dans I& zone noutre oil ue perturbation no tend A reloindre ni is chac avant, ni
is choc arribre.

AP

Fig. 3 -Systbue daondem on champ proche d'un Fig. 4 -Repdrage du plan d'6niaalon d'un
Avian at champ do preasion. rayon soanr*..

3.2 Inleced atmosnhbr. a a e1tonp.sadr

L'atmoaphbre standard seat caractyris~o par uns d6croisuance rdqulibre do I& temorature
juaqulA 11 000 m (dT/dz -- 6.5 10' d*/n), I& temp~rature demeurant constantet au-dei&
(11 000 m <z< 25 000 u), silo oat do plus sounise A I& pemanteur : Is masa* volunique et
lI. pression ddcroiaaent quand loltituds crolt.

3.2.1 Influence dui or&den do1emo cas dune atmoaphire isotherms)

Conaid~rons tout d'abord une atuomphire isotherms : I& gdou~trie des surface. d~onds
neat pas affectde, I* c~ne do Xach non plus. Par Contra l'onde p6nitre A nssure queoll.
so rapproche du aol dana des couches atmosphtriqruoa do plus en plus denacs at liintensit£
do londo eat modifi6e. La surpresaioa done In front do V nds vanes come I& racine carr~o
do Ia preacion atmoaphdrique locale P ta P (h) *-.o P (h),%

La variation do I& preaslon atmoaphdrique a en outre une influence our llintenaltd
initial* do l'onde Caise en champ proche :

- Ilondo do volume (ond* qui aerait Cmisis par l~avion A portance nulls) neat lidie qu'A
Ia g6oadtrie do Il-avion, son intensit6 relative :A P, (champ prochs) /P (hvol) demeurera
inchangdo laraque l'altitude do vol vaneo. Par suitsoen valeur aboolue A P. (champ proche)
d6crolt come Ia presmion.

- La contribution do portance & P~ eas' lide au poids do l'avion, ell* demure on
proiaibre approximation inchanqdo larsque lliltitude do vol vaneo, par suits, elle tend A
devenir prdponddrante pour lee you. A altitude 6lsv~e.

Coin eff eta opposdo du gradient do I& pression atmosph~riqu* joints A coux: do
Ilaxpansion quasil cylindrique et do lattinuation non lin~aire no pernettent pas de d~tinir
uno dipendanco analytique entra intenait6 du bang et altitude do vol 3 A on observe cependant
en pratique quo cello-cl dvalue 10 plus aouvent A peu pr~A come h'

3.2.2 Influence dui aradlent, do tompirature

Lo gradient do tempdraturo vertical qui caractdiaie une atmosphbro standard pravoque
une varlatioi Psd Ia vitesse du son avec Vlatitude a i T a T. (1-1cm) pour a < 11 000 m,
a - a, (1-ks) Ii e 1n rdsulte une r~fraction de Ia napp* de bang done llatmoaphire tell*

'uon adana I* plan vertical contonant Ia trajectoire do Ilavion (figure So).

sined - a (z)/v - ", a (x)/a. am sie a(s)/.

Examinona I& propagation des rayons sonores caracttriutiques. lignom muivant leaquelies
me propagz lI'nergie acoustique contenue dana le bang, normalsa A Ia surface d~onde en
atmoaph~re sons vent at tollem quo dii /dt w a ; (figure 5b).

Conalddrons un plan d~doinsion du rayon moanr* faisant un angle i1 avec 1* plan vertical
contenant Ia trajectoire ; I angle d'6mimmion q~, du rayon sonar* cantenim dons ce plan seat
(figure Sc):

Coo -*/va Cos~ at Cam - i, Coo
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V to

11 000ma V %M

Fig. 5 - Rdfraction du bang et de. rayons caract~ristique..

Examinons tou~t d'abord I& qdomdtrie des rayons sonoros et pour simplifier llanalyse,
prolongeona l'atmosphbro fictivement, si niceasairs, avec I& milma lo± do tempdrature (T - T
(1-kz) mime pour z < 0) (figure 6)

- les rayon. monores 6mis A un instant quelconque so diduisent (pour un Val
atationnaire) par simple translation do ceux datis A un instant do rifdronce,

-lea rayons sonores dwis dana lea difftrentes directions descendant@$ passent tous
par uno altitude minimale A partir do laquoll. ils sont rifractds Vern Is haut,

- lse rayons sonores admettent une enveloppe cylindriqus, nomado caustique, lisitant
un domain@ A l'extiriour duquel le bang or pinitre pas et A 1& surface do Iaquelle i1 so
riflichit totalement suivant une arnte do rebroussemont.

Uina tells surface est Is mug.* d'une focalisation do lIdnergie et Von doit s'atteidre
A y observer des intensitis do bang particuliiroment importantes. Si on applique la thdorie
acoustique do I& propagation do lI'norgie A l'intdriour dos tubes sonorms caractdristiquos
(figure 7a), on montro quo la surpression A.P done l'oads dovrait au voisinage do I&
focalisation, 6voluor corne 41

avec o 0 Ais focalisation, & Pý et ,*., dtant la surpression at 1 incidence du rayon
sanors A uno distance suffisaamont dloignde do la focalisation. Cela conduirait a une
intonsit6 mimini do l'onds, Is thdorie acoustique cease en co cas diStre valablo ;en
calculant do proch* on procho la rifraction d'une onde do choc atationnaire. on montra quo
I& surpression A attendro au niveau do la focalisation ost. pour les intensitds habituelles
des bangs, do l'ordre de trois A quatro fois co queall. eat loin do la, focalisation, codl
coupte non tonu do I ondo riflichie.

ýh rayon rayon nappe
incidont riflihi arribrs

ho na Fig. 6 - Formation d 'une cauutique
avan 1 / minimum On atmosphbre stratitido (vol&

___ ___ ___ ___ _f____ ___ __ vit aswe uniforms). (u 1/3 )

0 Y

Fig. 7 a) -Allure do !a propagation Fig. 7 b) - Allare do Is signature du
d'un tube sonoro on atmoaphire bang avant ot apriks rifloxion our une
stratifido. caustiquo.
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I/ On a obsorv6 quIA 1'extdriour du domains ddlimit6 par Is caustique, Is bang no
p6ndtrait pas ; copendant (cf. §1) Ise bang lui-m~no West quo I& focalisation des
ondolottes do perturbation 6mises par Ilavion en sea diffdrentes positions ; dar~s 19e
dousins voisin do I& caustique, maim extdrieur A cello-ci, ces ondelottos sont encore
presque on phase at on y entendra un grondement violent.

2/ L'analyse do Is r6flexion du bang sur I& caustique (at V'obsorvation expdriiaontasl)
montre quo 1a signature du bang change do forms aprbm cett* rdfloxion (figure 7b):
I* signal do pression qui a I& forms d'un N avant davoir attoint I& caustique prond
onsuito approximativemont i& forms d'un U.

Si on reviont maintenant au cam d'une atmosphire limitde par Ie sol, lea consdquonces
pratiques mont los suivantes:

- si Vavion vole A Mach trop faible H - V/a. < a.,/&. (M < 1,156 em atmosphlro
standard, si z > 11 000 m) le bang nest pas porqu au aol,

ddfinio pa les rayons qui arrivent tangents au aol donc contonus dams lox plans IALc tels
quo cosn 1%4 - a. /v,. Ce couloir do bang sera d'autant plus large quo Ilavion vole plus haut
ot A Mach plus 3lev6 (figure ft) ~i'

- 1 trajot scoustique sot considdrablement plus long pour los rayons latdraux quo pour
les rayons d0±3 sous-trace ot en particulier dans Is basis* atmosphire :leg offets non
lin~aires seront dono beaucoup plus marquds ainsi quo les perturbations apportdon par Ia
basso atmosphtre. En outre, IVoffet do leoxpansion tridimensionnolle sera lui aussi plus
marquC. On observers donc un bang nettement plus intense sous-trace quo latdralouent
(figure 8).

Demi-Iargeur Y

km
Mach . 1,4
Mach . 1A -
Macht . 2.0 ......

65 Mach . 2A -----

65 Mach .
Mach -3.2 -- -

Mach . 3.6
Mach . 40 ......
Mach . 43-- -

35-

201 km
Is 20 25 30

Altitude LA
Fig. 8 a) -Evolution do I& demi-largeur du tapis do bang
on fonction de l'altitudo do vol at du Mach (atmosph~re
standard). (Rdf. 1/122)).

M 2
-100km

- Fig. U b) -Tralet des rayons caract~ristiques
-0 - ous trace at dams lee plans 1 0 0.D, couloir do

bang at ripartitlon des suppreshions.
-12km

Mach a 2
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-Le pbdnombno do focalisation tel qulanalysd ci-dessus West pas ressenti au Sol (Cal
du vol stabillis) car ou bien M < 1, 156 at la focalisation a lieu an altitude ou bien
N > 1, 156 at les rayons sonor.. soat r6fldchis par le sol avant d~avoir touch6 Is caustiqua
th6orique. L'introduction du phdnombne do focalization fait@ ci-dessus $or& utile lors de
1'6tude des phdnorninea plus complexes prisentds au 1 4. Una simualation do focalization en
altitude est prinentde Sur la figure q Sur laquelle on pout voir Ia rdfraction do llonde
balistique d~une balls do fusil so propageant dans une atmosplabre sinulde A vitesso du son
variable. Los mesureR do presuion faites lore do cette. expirience ant montr6 un
accroinsement sensible do la surpremsion do Vondo au niveau do I& focalisation.

Fig. 9 a) - Rdfraction St focalisation
* I ~ ~' ~'- d'une onde baliatique on atmosphbre
* - stratifide horizontalement (zn6lanqe air

S+ CO,). (R6f. 1/1201).

200 mm
Flight path

ISO

Fig. 9 b) - L'onde rlfractde 100
prdsente un rebroussement ot-
augmente rapidement dilntenaitd au,
voisinage do Ia focalisation, en

- dessous do Is zone do focalisation s
une onde acoustique sot transuise.
(Rdf. 1/1201).

0 20 40 60 So 401 (mbor)

3.3 Pronacation atmoanhdrious can do llntmoanhhrs rdelle

Llatmosphbro r~elle diffhre do llatmosphlre standard principalonent par

- uns lol d~dvolution do la tomptrature avec laltitude plus irrdgulibre,

- 1lexistence do vents variables on grandeur et direction avec laltitudo.

- l'hygromdtri*,

- Iloxistence do turbulences, principalement au niveau du aol.

On sait asses bion prondreoen compte lox deux premiers effete. Lo*xiatonco d~un
gradient do t~mp~rature plus irrdgulier no modifie en noen lanalyse du phdnors~ne do
rdfraction des rayons sonoros prdsentds prdcddomzuent ; i read loun propagation plus
irrdgulihro en particulier Iore d'invension do tompdrature.

Leoxistonce do vents variables avec l'altitude modifie Ia 10± do propagation dos rayons
caractiristiques qui cossont dl~tre nonmaux aux surfaces donde

4 - ~air.~ f normsal* au front d'onde. if vitosse du vent)

Sinai quo is valour do linvariant caractuniatique du Meilt didnergio acoustique A travern
une section droito ?-

Cos &carts par rapport A Vatmosphbre standard ont des cone~quences prati(Tues
importantos. En fonction do l'irportance du vent en altitude, Ie Mach do coupurm, Mach A
partir duquel I* p ang commence A 6tre porqu au aol, pout varier entro 1. 0 et plus do 1, 35
au lieu do 1,156 en atmosphbre standard, 1e tapis do bang pout *tre d~placd do manubre
important* on fonction des vents bat~raux, Iea trajets sonores at let temps do propagation
peuvont *tre fortument modiflid ainsi quo lbintensit# du bang. Cott* influence des
conditions m~tdorologiques oat l'uno des causes do difficult6s dons Is prdparation des vals
suporsoniques Sinai que done lour exploitation ultiriouro.

L'hyqrom6trie do lair provoque un filtrage des frdquences dlev~ea dane londs at
devrait avair pour rdsultat do donner des temps do mont&* on pression finis dana lee front$
d'ondo do compression :toutefois, il n'a jamais 6t6 rendu compte do mani~re satiafaisante
do cot offot.
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Leo turbulences atmosphtriques dont Ia longuour d'onde est comparable A cells des bangs
devraient avoir pour consdquence do modifier Is spectre do phase do londe et donc do
d6foruer Ia signature de lond.. Aucune description numdriquede cot effet lest aulourdhui
disponible. On observe on pratique, lorsqu'on mosure la signature dos bangs successifs soun
la tra3ectoire do lavion, une 6volution relativement p~riodique des signaux do pression
qul dvoluent, sur des distances asset courtosde Vordre do Ia contain* do mitre, d'une forms
pr6sontant une cr6te do prossion A une forms arrondie (figure 10a).

En extrlmit4 lat6ralo do tapis do bang, IA od los trajets sonores dane la bass.
atiosphiro sont particulibrement importants, on n'observe en pratique quo des ondes aux
form•s arrondies (figure 10b) : ce phdnombne, dont le mod~le numirique ne rend pas compte,
dolt rdsulter do 1'effet combind d'un long tralet des rayons sonores dans les basses couches
turbulentes do Vatmosph~re et do Ia proximitd do ia zone de "silence".

Fig. 10 a) - Exemple d'6volution de la signature du bang en des points de
mesuro voisins. On observe quo l'apparition de pointes de pression localisdes
est associde A des temps do mont6e en prossion dans 'onde courts. L'existence
de telles cretes do pression no dolt pas itre oublide lorn de l'6tude des
r6actions do sursaut l16os au bang. (Rdf. 2/1).

Recording stations
4p (mbar) located every 120 m
0.35 V

a
0AX = 120m

0.39

0.3S .

0.36 03e

0.40 f

0.40

0.38 h

0.31

0.42

065/0.40 o- - _

10Hz

Fig. 10 b) - Signatures de bang successives do Concorde vers lextr6mitd
lat~rale du tapis do bang (H - 2, h - 15 600 m, distance de l'axe de mesure A
la trace au sol do la trajectoire 30 km). (Rif. 2/7).

3.4 Rdfljxion au sol - Rdflexion sur les construction.

Le bang se pr~sente au sol avec des incidences variables suivant la vitesse de l'avion
et 1'dloignement latdral : ii me pr~sente sous forte incidence (pour M - 2, C 35') sous
trace lors du vol de croisibre et & incidence quasi rasante au volsinage de lextinction.

La rdflBxion d'une onde en N sun un sol plan rigide ind6fini provoque Ia naissance
d'une onde sym6trique de m~me intensitd ( - , P?,-P• ou k, = 2) (figure 11).
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Au niveau du sol, I& surprossian done laonds oct doublde. X1 Wen sOtt plus do m~me A
ins certainsm altitude pulique laonds perque eot alors didoublis (figure 12). l'intervalis
do temps s~parant Is passage de* doux fronts do choc: successif a au niveau do l1orsills
humains nest pan ndgligeableoen regard do sea temps do riposse

(Si :H - 2, 3, at -- 3 0', pour h -1, 55 a, r on) .5)

Onde incident*
PO + AIDOndo itfi~chi*

Po~~P AAP*P2

Fig. 11 - Riflexion our un sal rigide
(a 0,P k, - 2). A

Fig. 12 - Siquature do prosslon A Una
altitude h aprbs r~floxion our is sal.

Pour les incidences quasi rasantos (oxtrdmiti latirals du tapis), les loin do I&
rdfloxion cant plus complexes (Is coefficient do rdfloxion 6volus rapidonient et pour uns
ands bion forisdo pout attoindro 3), mais cO ph~nombnes parait Gtro sans importance pratiqus,
lands incident* dtant alors fortement diformds.

Los maneures du coefficient do r~t loxion du bang cant peas noubrousos at d'exploitation
dif ficils, *Ilos conduisont A adnettre quo ts coof ficient do rif lexion ride sot assesa voisin
do 2 (coupris entre 1,8 at 2).

Compte tenu do la foible languour daondo du bang ot do son incidence, Is relief influet
peu cur Is phdnamine do rifloxion. La rdt lexion our los constructions canduit A don
modifications do signature assez importanton sans pour mutant changer prafondiment
Ilauplituds dec surpreccions maxinales~ (figure 13), toutefois, cotte modificatian do
signature nest pas sans coansquence lorAquan Otudie loaffet du bang cur lea structures
ou I@ champ sanars induit A llintdriour des habitations.

IAPIAPI WP

A A

0
Y/T

0 Zone centrale, do I& fs~ade Zooe contrale, do Is faqade
avant arrits

A1PIAPI ~ARAP,

2

Toiture Contra do la faqadt WOW*al

Fig. 13 -Enveloppeinsnt d'une construction par un bang signaux do
pression abtenus au centre dos divorces fagades d'un imnmeuble do hauteur
mod~rie somi A action d'un bang so prdsentant frontalement sous
incidenc:Odeido30& 1(simulation do laboratoire, en pointilld l'ondo
incidents). (116f. 1/1181).
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4. Rana don avions influence dnmnev

4.1 ?ncalisation en Vol rectilione acc~ldrA

La bang apparalt lore do I& phase do vol tranasonique acc:66ldr do l'avion. A partir
do Mach 1, lVavion #met des rayons sonores caractdristiques do plus on inclinds par rapport
au plan horizontal do Ia trajectoire (figure 14a).

Cos rayons admettont une enveloppe (caustique) qui constitue une surface d'accuuulation
didnergie at I& nappo do bang admet une ligno do robroussement sur cattle surface.

En tout point du segment FC compris entro les points do focalisation at d'extinction
sous trace, deux rayons sonore. diffdrents parviennont au aol l'un n'ayant pas encore touchd
la caustique et alimentant la nappo do bang incidents, Is second ayant ddj& touch6 Ia
caustique at alimentant la nappo arribre ;dana touts cattle zone, on percevra donc deux
bangs successifs (I. second ayant une forme diff~ronto du premier :forma. en u). Au-delA
du point C, lea rayons qui alimentont on atinosph~ro inddfinie Ia nappo arnibre touchent lo
sol et m'y rdfl~chissent et ne peuvont plus contribuer A la formation do Ia nappo arriare
on no porgoit plus qu'un soul bang.

La ligna do focalization au sol est lintit6o A un arc c, c, (figure 14a) born6 par let
points c, et c, deoxtinction latdrale oil lea rayons sonores mont A 1a fois tangents a I&
caustique at au aol.

Sur I& ligno de focalization, los tubes sonores so reofemuent suivant un segment.
L'application do la th~orie acoustique conduirait A prdvoir un. intensitA sonoro infinie
pour Is bang Ie long de cotta ligne. Una analyse au second ordre du ph~nomnin do propagation
en atmosphbre non pesanto montre quo Ia surprossion A I& focalisationaP?, ost Ii~s a l&
surprossion loin do Ia focalization 6P (a) par une relation faisant intervenir I& courbure
relative l/R du rayon sonore ot do I& caustique:

00 oif ot a sont lea abscissas curvilignes don point. do focalisation at du point courant
- sur lei rayon sonore. La gdomdtrie do Ia caustique dtant ddpandante de l'accdldration do

la~vion, on voit quo cello-ci interviendra dans l'intensiti do Is focalisatiOn ; copendant
on pratique, cattle influonco eat mod~rd.. L'application de Ia formula ci-dessus fournit des
estimations du coefficient do renforcement do l'onde plus foabbles (do lIordra do 3,5) quo
cellos observ6es oxp~rimentalemont (voisine do 5).

Toutafois, on cas idacc:614ration faible, I& caustique et les rayon. sonores au
voisinage do cotte demuire sont peu inclinifs par rapport au aol -los trajots sonores
prbs do Ia focalisation so situent donc dana lea bassos couches do l'atnosphbre ; on
sattend donc en ce cas A une trbs forte influence do Ia structure de ces bassos
couches at do Ia turbulence qui los effects ot donc & uno dispersion importante. Cemst
bian ce qui oat observA oxpdrimentalement.

Los dimensions do ha zono affectdo par Ia focalisation sont naturellement dipendantos
do l'acc~ldration de l'avion ;pour fixer lee iddos, on donne figure 14b, queliques 6l6monts
dimonsionnols. La zone du net renforcemuent du bang n'a toutefois A partir do larc C1FC,qu'une profondour un peu supdrisuro A cent miltres.

Rappelons ontin quo los conditions md6torologiques (vent, ripartition do tompdrature)
affecteront ce phinomOne do tocalisation.

Focalisation par palior acciltrt
fatmosohire stratifitO)

h 'h, Altitudecdevol 32792 25843

gradT '. ~ 27183 94,60 c,,
tcaultiqus *. 0.5S MIS2  13 268 F C

Sol C = 1,3 m/s2  c.i 'i C C't /<

Foaiato , Altitude do vol: I 10001 58504
Atmosphilleltlindard 21414 15250 c

-X2700 2566

2 bangs deaurfaco de Fig. 14 b) - Traces au sol do I&Trace at sol de lanapp* C2  discontinuisA cutqeatd algodocuuepu
do fcal atio 0! os bngsdeux niveaux d accdldration.

Fig. 14 A) - Focalisation en Vol (116f. 1/131).
accildrd. Trajet des rayons sonores at

intesectons au ol. (Rdf. 1/13)).
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4.2 o diiA-otist optdmeA aidub.

Lors do IU ddcdldration qui suit I* vol do croimiare. leav rayons sonores dais
divergent, lintensit6 du bang oat alors affaiblie A condition quo ý .atud dovlni
Pas changi (an gindral. on observers Is phdnomsin* Inverse oa raison do I& diminution do
lal1titude de vol) ; llextrdultd longitudinal@ du tapis do bang Brca ddfinis par I* point
do contact avec Is sol du rayon sonore dmis au Mach do couporo (K:- 1,156, en atanosphare
standard at pour z J% 11 000 in, figure 15a) . Le M~ach d I Oission correspondant et I& position
au sol do I& coupure sont fortoemnt ddpendants do. conditions fitdoroiogiques (figure 15b).

Rayoncogr do laviontio

Evolution do I'intensitt Rayon deaxtinction

Fig. 15 a) - Allure gdndrale du tapis do bangq et do
l'dvolution do l'intonsiti sous trace.

IZ(km)

13 Courbe IAtmosph. M,

11047 1,1500

953 1,1041

\\.~----C7 (1 94 1.0872

3

0 10 20 30 40 W,,, 60 708 90 100
W. (kmn)

Two ~desroyw orncarairtiqun au onsg*du Mach d'entiftof Fig. 15 b) -Intluence des conditions
powqustiq"&mojpt*0 Sw~nt fon (Progr~mM9 AW) metiorologmques our Ia position du point
-Cas doval : v - Q.cap 70. z 13 000CM d'etinction longitudinal*.
- LosPmsmarqu~j repfiOfStomW fitudes d"pmd (1f. 1/d3)

wrflano mndt6o

4.3 Autros manoauvres do Ilavipn - al12ation an virago at sufleropint

Tout* manoeuvre do V avion (accdldration, mantis, descent*, virago) fait quo lam rayon.
sonores dais aux diffirents instants so prisentont lam uns par rapport aux autres d'une
manidro diffdronte do colio examinds dana 1s COO du voi rectiligno, uniforue A vitesme
constant*.

11 en rdsultera des augmentations ou des dimilnutions do listonsit~i du bang poriqu par
rapport A s& valour nominal*. Coo variations resteront on gindral d'importance moddrde. A
moins quo I& manoeuvre moit important*, ou intervionne alors quo I *avion vole A un noabr*
do Mach v'oisin du Macb critique. A titre doexemple, on donne (figure 16) lsea
caractdristiques giomitriques d~une tocalisation au sol due A un virago do l~avion. La
caustique pout prisentor olle-mims, une ligno do rebroussement ; Au voisinage do
I intersection do cette ligne avec I* sol. dos bangs plum inteonse quo ceux norualoment
pergus au voisinago d~une focalisation clammique mont observds. Des renforcoemnts
d'intensiti un pou infdrieurs A 10 ont 6t# observds on co can. to do tel. points, en offet
lo* tubes sonores so reforuent mur un point au lieu do so reformer suivant une &ante comne
dans 1@ cam do Ia focalisation classique. Aucuno approche thiorique no penuet actuelloment
doestinor l'intensitd do londe &u voisinage do I& supenfocalisation, il n~est donc pan
possible dd6valuer son dvolution on tonction des caractiristiquos do Ia mnanoeuvre qui I&
provoque. Do plus los assures expdrimentales. tnis difficilom A rialiser, sont encore trio
pou nombrousos.
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IFocalisatio~ novirago,

Ugnodo coupure*n 0\
Imsorception Aq a lI 1 s

30 11 7,

'* 3 bangs

20 Fig. 16 -Example do tocalisation duo A une
e' I ibang manoeuvre do l'avion : trace au sol do la, nappe

Mch a 17 de focalisation due A un virago et position do I&
Faceudeha ze2 Inappe do choc (altitude 11 000 mitres, Mach 1,7Fiaeen'.r carge \Tract do Iscaustiqu* facture do charge a - 2, temps do mise on

mionOao I virago t 3 secondes). (116f. 1/131).

ioj0, Trajectoiredoe'svion

.Ugn d'isotmission u 0secon~ds

0 5 10 20 k- 3

S. Privinion aratlous des bana.

5.1 Position Au mol du tanis do bana

La, prdvision do la position giomdtrique des nappes do bang seoffectue tris simpiemnent
- par calcul do I& propagation des rayons sonores A partir do I& loi du fouvoment do lavion

uur a& trajectoire at des conditions mdtiorologiques, on calcule ainsi largeur do tapis do
bang, isodmissions, inordcoptions. coupures latdrales ot longitudtnaies ; lax zones do
focalisation so diteruinent en tant queonveloppeo des isodmissions.

5.2 Calcul do l'intensiti du banm

Le calcul do liatonsitd du bang oat un pen plus lourd, ii demand. on particulier
lintroduction d'une fonction des caractdriutiques do volume at de portance do l~avior et
dipendante dos conditions do vol. Un certain nombre do programme@ do calcul do cotte
intensit6 exist* qui dirivent tous do celui itabli en 1969 par W.D. Hayes A Princeton.

La donnde doentrie du programue eat le champ do preusion adrodynamique proche autour
do 1'avion obtenu A partir d'une thiorie liniarisie qui set caractirisie par I& fonction
IF do Whithan:

avec P. proasion ambient*o

N: mach do vol,

oe - 1)

eposition angulaire du plan dimnisuion,
F'(y) A - j ix) djy

oa A roprinento lair. do Ia section d'un corps do rdvolution iquivalent A lVavion par lom
plans tangents aux cdnes do Mach 1e long des diffirentes lignos X - 0'a (figure 17).

La propagation done l'atmosphbro do cette perturbation acoustique initial* eat onsuite
itudiie suivant lea principes do lacoustique gdomitrique dicrits dans lea paragraph..
prdcidonts, cosat-A-direoen utilisant lea propriitia des tubes at de. rayons sonores et en
corrigeant au promier ordre des effets non lindairos risultant do linteraction Tormanento
des ondes do ditente at do compression dues A V2amplitude flabe du signal acoustique.

Le code do calcul permet do tenir compto des vents horizontaux et do I& stratification
en tompiraturo do latmoophire, ainsi quo des manoeuvres do Vavion. Il no poruet copendant
pas d'Atudier l~aspect quantitatif du phdnonine do focalisation ni do rendre compte des
distorsion. du bang risultant do I& turbulence rdgnant done lee basses couches do
I atnosphire.
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Fig. 17 - Systbao do coordonn6e utilis6 pour 1*
t X-Pr calcul do Ia fonction r.

r

La figure 18 donne un exemple pratique do l1'application do cos programmes. Ella fournit

lea signatures do bang attenduos do Concorde our une trajoctoire type. On observe en
particulier le dddoublement du front avant lorsque l'avion vole & altitude moddrde et Is
nivoau -important du bang on d6but do montde (altitude mod6r6c. alvon lourd) ot on fin do
descent@.

Doe formulas analytiques approch6es, asaoci6es & des graphos spicifiques do chaque
formula davion, ont 6t# 4galement 6tablies ; elles permetteat une 6valuation rapids do
lordre do grandeur do l'intensit6 du bang & attendre d'un avion d6termin6 sinsi qu'une
analyse aisde do Vinfluence d'un changement des conditions do vol. Lour examen montre en
particulier qu'un changemont du Mach do vol, pour los Mach senAibloemnt sup6riours au Mach
do coupuro, naffectera quo tris peu l'intensit6 du bangqt quoen r#gie gdndral. le bang
o'attdnue avoc l'altitude do vol un peu momns rapidement h" . Lutilisation do ces formulas
slavire on gdndral suffisanto pour Ia d6termination do l'intasit6 du bang des avions
militaires.

Masse Mach Altitude Pont* Surpression Dur**

tonnes (m) degr# max. Pascal (s)

W Dbut do montE. 173.35 1,2 10670 * 3.0 140,3 0.297

W D*but de croisikre 147.73 2,0 15330 0 91,2 0.194

0 Fin do croisitre 111,20 2,0 17050 0 72,2 0,190

Q Findedescento 110,37 1,2 13540 - 2.0 106.2 0.280

Calculs faits pour un avion sans acclEration

150I dP

7S ',, .

0. 10 V 1o0 .. " • w •0

-75 : ' N

. \'

- 150

Fig. 18 - Concorde : Evolution do 1a surpression sous trace Is
long d'uno route type. (RPf. 1/1221).

S . • I I I I I I I I I I I I J
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6.- Recounemants 2.~rdrunAZ2Aj

Do trbs nombreuses campagnes do mature du bang ont 6t6 mendos aux Etats-Unis, on France
et dens d'autres pays utilisant leg vail suporsoniques d'entralnement dos avions militaires
ou des volt sp6cialement organisis pour lI'tude d'aspects spicifiquat du bang (par example
Is focalisation).

On pout rimumer coom suit lea principaux onseignements tirns dos assais on vol

-bons recoupedents des privisions du calcul concerniant IS position du tapis do bang
lorsque lea conditions m6tioroloqiques (vent St tempirature) sont bien connuas. En
particulier, I& position des zones do focalization pout itre ainmi ddterninde A environ un
kiloasitre pris,

-racoupement apparemusant assez satisfaisant des pnivialona intirassant Ilintensiti
du bang sous trace ; toutofois. les comparaisons entre bangs caiculis compta tenu des
conditions mdtdorologiquesaet les bangs meauris sont encore pou nombrause.,

-recoupement statistiquamant satiafaisant do I ensemble des assures do bangs sous
trace et hors trace avac let velours privues par Ia calcul San* tenir compte des conditions
xitdorologiques :lea velours inoyennes coincident A 10 % pris environ main I& dispersion
Seat slors asta: grande (figure 19). Cette remarquoeaOt important*, loraqulon Paris d'une
velour nominal* du nivoau do bang. Cotta dispersion qui, aur ia figure 19, concerne des vols
diffirents d~un mime avion affecto igalement do manu~re importante lea bangs dull au cours
dWun mine vol, at ce on des points do manuresa voisins (voir fig. 20 et 21),

s ous trace, done des conditions atmoaphiriqusa calves, le bang porgu au Sol ott
giniralement bion form& (front do compression dant 1s choc avant 6ta16 sur un tompaaat
d'une fraction do millisaconds A plusiours milliseconds$). Loraque latuosphire eat
turbulent@, lea temps do montie dane lee chocs pouvent itro souvont plus important$
(quolques nillisecondes) at IS signature vanie d'un lieu A tan autre do inanibre asses
pdriodique (fig. 21),

-lea aignatures do bang tendent A prdsenter des fronts do wnont&* plus progreaaifa
jusqu'A atteindre des allures 10 plus souvont Presque sinueoidales vora llextrimitd-do
tapis. Rappolons on outre quo IS bang on oextrimit6 latirale do tapi soat d'intenait6

- beaucoup plus faibleo los bangs d'extrimiti do tapis sont tranaportis suivant dot rayons
aonores Preaque horizontaux tau voisinage du sol at qui do ce fait as propaqont tnis
longtamps dans lea couches tris turbulentaa do Ia bases atzaoaphbre, ce qui paralt itra uns
des causes do cetto diatorsion du signal acoustique (figure 22),

lea bangs focaliost mosurds lora dos accildrationa tranaaoniquea sont 4 A 5 fois plus
intenaoa quo ceux 6.13 Ions du vol stabilisi, caci inddpendammont du niveau dlaccildration
do lavion, Is dispersion des massures itant toutefois plus grand* quand l'acciliration alt
faible, co renforcoemnt eat un peu plus important quo no 10 laissait prdvoir Ia thionie
(3,S), ce qui pout s-expliquen par Is fait quo I& thioris no prand pas en compte londe
riflichie au nivoata do I& caultique. La profondeur our laquelle cotte amplification soat
obsorvie eat do londre do cent A quolquot containes do aitrea (figure 23).

-laa caractiristiques des bangs focaliosa obaervia lora do viragos sont tria voilines
det pricidentes renforcmemnt voiain do 5 ot profondeur aur laquolle 1S renforcoment eat
aensible do lordre do quoiquom centainos do mitros ;toutafois lea conditions
oxpdnimentalet dos essaia (Mach 1, 7 at 2 ; fa&cteun do charge do 2) ant iti pou varideoaet
aucuno tentative thiorique n'a itd fait* pour donner A co rilultat tan certain caractire do
gdniraliti (figure 24),

l- lasmsures do bangs ata voiainage do IS suporfocalisation, trim difficiles&
rdaliaor, sont peu nombneuaou t on a obsorvi des nenforcementa dlintensit& du biung dipalsant
5. Catte valour panalt itre tan minimum compta tanu do Is difficulti qulil y a A placer un
capteur do assure auffisammont proche du point do suporfocalisation, I& superficie affoctdo
paralt tris niduite, do lordre do quolquea containom do mitres carria (figure 23). in co
cas 6galemont il eat difficile didvaluer 10 caractiro do gdniralit6 du risultat,

- los focalisations at auperf ocalisnations peuvant intervenir pour do triu faibles
manoeuvres do Ilavion quand be Mach do vol sat procha du Mach do coupuns (figure 26),

- Suar IS planche 27 figure un ricapitulatif des meaursa d'intenaiti do bangs *ffect'aioa
aux USA. II donne urie vue deonsomble sun lea influences rospectives do Ia taills at do I&
forms do lavion, do laltituds do vol at du Mach suar lintensiti du bang perqu tau sol.
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0.9990i"b
(30 A"

O.9 CD 0 Nov. 66 - Jan. 67

Supersonic flights

Probability 0.90 on XB-70 bomber

occurrenc

amplification . 0 124datapoints

(attenuation) 0 447 data pointsfactor a 0.50-

0.20 0

0.10 -

0.02 fig. t,9 - Dispersion des surpreusions do
0.01- crtto dans 1e bang. La dispersion eat
0.00 plus grand* an 6t6 qu'en hiver.

0.002 i?£ /1)
02 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 (f. MID.

Concorde Z - 17000m
Mach u 2

Fig. 20 - Bangs do Concorde ensurds en dos points
voimins. Loe fronts do eboc sont net$ main des_-- _ •
fluctuatJone mensibles affecteat lea presmions do
OrOto. (16f. 1/171).

SS00 ms

F-104 @-5s XI-70

NO

Rounded

Fig. 21 - Varlabiliti des uignatures do bang perquem au sol.
(1ef. 2/Eli).
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Th" . t6 0 ft
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Fig. 22 - variation do V1intensit& at de I& borme du bang avoc
116loiqneuent latdral XB-70. (Rilf. 2/11)).

Is

Fig. 23 - ocalimation au cours d~une
-"--~-t--------~ acciflifration tranumonique. Les microphones situ6s

mu: un axe rectiliqne bont distantm do 100 n lee
S usno des autres. On voit quo leoftet do le

10 focalisation set trim local. COpdration Jiricho -

27-

limtim hIn

Mvap 1V

0-2 17 1 ime I

lb 310 pif

22
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24
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Fig. 24 - ocalimatlon on virago stabili*6. Los points do memur o/ant
aligndm at distants do 100 a lee una des autrem. On distingue; lea 3
nappom do kwnga (Opdration Jdricho-Carton). (Niff. 1/(81).
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d o m r ,n t dZ 1 11 .0 0 0 M

Iat7u. (RA. 1/S)
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31

1l 20f JT41,,

49

N/mi~~~ Ibfl~\ a

Fig. 25 - uPerfocalisation r6ultant d'une mine on virago. Los pointsdo nesuro Cont aldgnds ot distants do 100 m lus unr der autaet. Loaxr doM17 urO Passe A onviron 200 m du point do NuPerfocali Ntion pr6sumo(Opaation adrncho-Cent.n). (R(Rlf. 1/181).

4P IAtmosph~r star.Jeff
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0

Fig. 26 - Limitt*@ do focali aotto• anqle
d'inclinei son maximum outorisd (tgo - V/Rg) pour
dvitosr I& focalization On fonction do M ot do
V'altituds. (Rilf. 1/[$)).

4po Ib/ftl
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N/m I "•ftz St o~td • huttle

100 -*2,,, • YF t2 Apollo Fig. 27 - Sonic boom signature
, ,I *, • _ .F, _ I a n d tin t e n s i t y . ( ll f . 1 / 1 2 3 1 ) .
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Cruise flight domain for
transport aircraft: supersonic hypelonwi¢ Altitude, km
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7. feedibn

7.1 Moven. dlftudoe

Pour dtudier 1Veffet des bangs, taut our lea structures quo our Ise itros vivants, ±1
out nicoesaire do produire un trio grand nombre do bangs do manutre A pouvoir itudior lee
effete do fatigue ou d'habituation. Pour cola, on a bosoin do inoyens doossais permettant
do crier aisdmout des ondol do preemion bMan reproductibles prdmentant lea caractiristiques
dui bang.

Deux grands typo. do inoyeon pouvent Gtre utiliued A cotte fin

* bit un tube A choc conique do trio grand* dimension tel quo coliii dicrit our I&
figure 28 : 1'clatement do Ia membrane qui obture I& partis motrice du tube emplie Wair
en surproeeion, donne naisoance A une onde an N qui prdocute toutoo lea caractirietiques
d'intenoitd ot do durde du bang, inteueitio et durigo itant riglables on fonction du choix
quo Von fait do I& position do I& membrane. Dane I& vast* chambre do assure qui set ainsi
balay&* par londe on N, on pout procider A des 6tudes dlef fete physiologiques ou
structuraux, ou encore itudior lea effete induits A Vintdrieur d~un local construit on
paallile do cotte chaabre do assure,

- colt crder par l'intermtisiro do haut-parleurs dans un local do faiblo volume
(figure 29), ou do pistons dane un local do plus grand volume (figure 30) ine dvolutiom do
preselon roproduisant ins onds *a U ou londo induite A lViutirieur d'un local par un bang
exterue : n tel inoyen sera particuliiroemnt bien adapti aux itudee des effete our lea
structures.

En debors do coo deux noyuea principaux et does assures quo Ilon pout fairs lore do vole
d'essais, beaucoup d'autres moyosn peuvent itre utilisde tols quo I& criation do doux
potites impulsions mimulaut lea f route avant at arriire du bang at obteuues par li6clatement
eucceueif does membranes do formeturo do doux riservoire Wair comprimi (figure 31). Un moyen
do co typo cuff it pour une pnelibro approche do li6tudo des riactions do eursaut on champ
libre.

Fig.28 -Ginrater doban do ISL ube£ chc cn qu
f ~ourign duno 2nd enUautbe nitnii tdrs
nivAu" eIa chmr 'eprmnato.0if /7

Fi. 8 Gndaturdobagpou simuLation d ho lefe on bag urdo

structures do petitoc dimensions ou do petite
animaux (Volume 1701). (Rif. 1/(7)).
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Fig. 30 B ane do fatigue du CSTB/Grenoble pour 6tude do
I& tenuo des structures exposese au bang. (WU. 5).

Fig. 31 - Dispositif faurnismant on champ libro
doux pica do presalon successifs r6suutant do I&
vidango do deux rdservoirs Weir comprim& et

- persettant Il6tude des reactions do sursaut.
(R6f. (7.

Itt

7.2 faanviiam 5

Do trbs noubrousom 6tuds oant 6t6 mon6os tant on laboratoire qu*o ut 10 terrain pour
d6torulner lee ef fete physiologiquoa du bangt

- 6tudoc intdreceant I& production animals t effete our Is couportement does chovaux,
dos pores, des volailles, does oieaux cauvaqee. cur Is reproduction dos bovine, Io taux
dd4closion des couviec dacoufs do poulee ou do faleans, Is couportemont do* poidsona .

- 4tudes do leaffet du bang our Iea fonctiona physiologiques do l'aninal pour en
dvaluor lea effete our lIAtre vivant en gdn~ral at plus particulibroment an vue do cannaitre
son action poshible cur Il'hoom : ef fete cur Il'quilibration at IlIaudition cur lee rdactions
horuonalee, cardiovaeculaires, #loctrophysioloqiquoe, comportesentalce ...

- Etudes directement xialiedee chee I'haosv influence cur I*scomoell l'audition,
Is syctioe cardiovaoculairo ...

Cat encemblo d'itudee a montrd quo, en plus do Is gene r~sultant do tout phdnomine
sonore, soulee des reactions directeoent Iliacs A uno reaction do eurcaut (ou d'arrlt) do$
individus pauvatent *tre misesoen Evidonce.

on pout caractiriser lee rimultats obtenue pour un bang do signature en H claseiques
comme suit t

-Is friquence *t: lamplcur do Is r~action do eursaut croiweent avoc l'intcnimit:6 do
crite du bang. La r~action paralt ginirale pour un bang isold bion form& d~intonsiti6
Updrieure ou 6gale A 100 Pascal$,

- *Iles dicrolseont quand Is temps do moot#* done 1s front do compression evant do
'ondo crolt,

- i1 y a habituation, l'amplitude do Is rdaction mayonvio pour un group* do oujots donni6
ddcroit, au fur at A mecur* quo las c',*te expdrircentent do@ bangs eucceceifs, par example
A raican do dix par jaurs. On noters toutefole qulaprbo interruption somentandis do Is e~rie
expdrimontale, uno ddea~bituation partiolle intorvient at qu'A lintirieur d'un groups do
sujots habitues subsistent do inaniire sldatoirs at individuelle do@ rdactiona do eureaut.

- ci lee ricultate obtenus par lee diffirentse xpdrimvntateure cant tr~e cobirente
qualitativement pour co qui concerns I influence do Is surproelson do crito, du temp. do
montie, ot do VIhabituation, Lis diffiront quantitativemont on fanction do* tests appliqu~b.
do l'dtat do preparation ot d'infcrmation doe aujots, do l'ambianco giniralo des seassa a
i1 semblo copendant quo pour does bangs dintensitE moddr~e (<So Pascal*), A front do sontie
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progressif (quoiquosm illisecondes), lea rdactions do eureaut aprbm habituation puissant
devenir pou noubreusee, tout au amein pour does sulet expansi au bang tol qu'il eit ressianti
on champ Libre (figure 32).

30%0

30%

10%.

10%9 2S%

Ap(mbut)
0 I 2 3

Fig. 32 -Itude do surbaut au giniratour do bang, 1e0 sulats sont asswis
our des eibgee 6quip~a do laug~o do coatzainto at courbe Indiquant Is
taus do sursaut do 30 % lZ /5)

Paralliloment A can dtudes do laboratoires, do soinbroucom *xpdrifentations out 6ti
monde@ our is terrain pormettant do connaltre is riaction does populations souniose au bang,
volt lore do campagnes do survol etpicialement destinioc & coon 6tiu~es, eoit utilicaut des
bangs simulds, colt en effectuant des enquItem d'opiuion auprim des populations mouniseo
rigulibremont aux hangs des vole dlentrainneuet des avions militairoc.

Lee ricultats does onquitos d~opinion at loexploitation des plaint.. dipo$iog rocoupent
blen lee ricultate do laboratoiro. pour ce qui concern* L'otfot d'habituation at Vlnfluenco
do Ia presson do an~te du bang. Ils tournlecent copendaut quolques informiatione
couplowentairoe I

- A lintiniour des habitations, lee bangs *oant jugie au mains ausel ginauts quoen
champ Libra,

- l'attitudo vie-i-vie du bang no dipond pas uniquoment does caractdriatiquoe physiques
do colul-ci main aueei do noubreux facteurs an particulior psychologiquos (campagnes do
presse, information, degri do culture des individus, intdrit pour Va4eonautique, Age,
Saex)#

- I1habituation au bang *I taut set %ulolle pulses euicater lore d'expouition A des
bangs davYIone ailitalres. trbs Irriqullers done lour prirnentation, no paralt pas impliquer
Ilacceptatlon du phinombno :ainsi z.1 eat caractdirtlque d'obeervor quo lea popullations
lea soine dieposcem a conaidirer come admissible* Loe bangs reguiiers qul rimulteralent
does vole uuporsonlques does avone commorclaux Sant cellos qui ant 4t4I Is plus frdqume~nt
soumimoc au bang des avions militairos.

Do cot ensemble il stable quo Von pulse* tirer lea cinclueions suivantest

- 1* bang tol qull oct resseonti sous I& trace do lavion ou A eon voisinage.
d'intensitii moyenne do 50 A 65 Pascals (pour un avion ullitair*) avoc une probab~lit#
luportento do czites do proesson dlintonsitia supriroures ot un tamps do mont6* on presslon
tantdt important (quolques millisecondes) at tantdt court (do lordre do Isa illiseoondo)
outralnora une proportion do rdactione do sursaut non ndgligoable,

- lee bangs d'extrinitd do tapie pou intonsee at mal foradc no dolvent provoquet quo
pou (ou pas) do riactions do eureaut,

- lee bangs do focalleatlon trie intonsos ot gindralouont bion foraie Strout mal
eupportie.



7.3 Affats our Ieastubrsa ehtina

Lee effets du bang our le$ structures et lea bitiments ont fait 11objet do tras
nombreuses dtudes : tude$ en laboratoires pour diteruiner lea seuils d'endommagemenl: par
action d'ondes :soldes ou par fatigue d'lIdments do construction. 6tudes du comportement
do bitiments at do structures lots do caiupagnes d'assais on vol ou lors du survol par des
avions militaires, 6tude du comportement des monuments historiques, analyse des plaintes
4mises lots des vols d'entralnement des avions militaires.

Une analyse complute at gdnirale des effete du bang cur lea dldiuents do structure eat
dilicate e n effet ceux-ci sont soumis A une onds externe ddjA rendue complex. an raison
des rdflexions qu'elle a subies cur 1s bitiment considdr6 at dons son voininage (figure 33)
et qui Induit A l'intirieur des locaux un champ do pression fonction des ouvertures
(fenitre, toiture), at deS dimensions du local.

Fig. 33 - nfluonce do Is prisentation du bang
our I* facteur d'auplification dynenique
caractitisant son action. (Rif. 5/1).
a) facteur d'amplification dynamique pour Ia
signature risultant d~une onde en N inclinde
rdfldchie our un bitiment haut ,b) factour
d'auplification dynomique pour I& signature
risultant d'une ondo an N frappant normalement un
bitinent haut.

Lea essais do laboratoire montront quo Ie asuil deondommagaeant do structures samoas
et convenablament monties (plafonds, cloisons l~gires, vitrofl a. situe giniralement aux
environs do 2000 A 3000 Pascals pour des expositions A un bang unique et donc bien au-dalA
du nivoau habitual du bang, mime compto tenu do laemplification qui pout risulter des
phinominos do risonance acoustique 1nternes sux locaux ;toutefois des ddsordres l4gers.
par offet do fatigue, pouvent apparaltro sous laction de bangs rdpdtds A des niv.4aux
d'intensit6 moindras (200 ou J00 Pascals) . Le bang paralt donc navoir d'action quo au~r des
structures vieillios ou soumises A d-aa contraintes &normsal*@ ou encore mal conques, In
risque *at lora d'autant plus grand que 1* bang eat plus intense (bangs focalisia).

D'une massure gindrale, l'offet du bang sore d'autant plus sensible quo a& friquence
fondamentale more voilume de I& friquonce propre do I& structure considinie et de Ia
fr~quence de rdsonance du local ou de le*nsomble do Isadsrie do locaux communica-ts oil ell*
se trouve placde.

Los assures faites out Ie terrain lots Cu vol dCavions silitaires on vol stabilisi
Montrent quo !a plus souvent, I* bang n'induit pasn de sollicitations d~un niveau supirisur
A colui induit par C'autres sollicitations (vent, vibration: dues A I& circulation
routibra) ; toUtefois son action sot asses spdcifigue at est plus prononcie our cortaines
structures tall*$ quo contains types do plafonds.
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Parallilement A ceon effats sur lee structuresn, ii faut dgalement tanir compte des
bruits engendris par lea vibrations d~objets (vaisslall par example) dont I* principal
inconvdniont eant I& gine auditiva qui an rdsulte.

Le bang apparalt en difinitive comma una agression qui s'aloute aux autres riaultant
do Ilenvironncment (vent. tempite. circulation, cycles thermiques, gesticulations divorges

iN. tels qiua sauts, claquements do portos ... ), nais qui parfoim a un effet assez spdcifique.
11 no paralt pas avoir d 'action signif icativo, mime par f atigue our lea constructions samoas
mais peut Gtre cause de ddsordrea intiressant dos 6liments de construction Mal entretenus
ou mal montis ; de manubre exceptionnejle., las ddsordres peuvont a'itendre A lenlaemble de
I& construction.

Compte tenu do cc caractbre '&normal" des ddgits dus aux bangs, il paralt difficilo
do fixer un seuil d'admissibiliti en Ia matubre. On ne pout que so reporter aux statistiql~es
concernant lea plaintes (nombre, graviti) risultant des survols des avions militaires avec
I& riserva importante qu'il cot difficile d~associcr A un dommage dditermini un niveau de
bang, compte tenu de Ia prdcision insuffisante do la connaissance qua llon a alon de La
trajectoirc prdcise suivie par l'avion imetteur at de Ia manoeuvre qu~il a Pu exicuter. Il
gemble qua souls des bangs violents (bangs focalisis ou des bangs dmis A trop banss*
altitude) puissant Gtre causes do ddsordre. significatifs.

La connaissanco quo l'on a du bang at de sea effets paralt suffisante pour Los besoins
pratiquas da Ia priparation des vol. militaire. mime si certain. progris demouront
souhaitablac on sait calculor Ia po3ition au sol des zones oil seront rossontis des bangs,
cello des zones oti risquont d'apparaltre dos focalisations ; on sait pnivoir una intansit6
nominale du bang at sa rdpartition A l'intdriour du tapis do bang at Vexpirienco nous donna
un ordre do grandeur des dispersions A attendre par rapport A ceo valour. calculies. La
calcul no parmat pa. do priciser l'intonsiti des bangs focalisds mais l'expirienca nous
rensaigne asses bien IA-dessus mome si lea donnd.. intirossant I& auporfocalisation
deomurent insuffilantos. 1l oat difficilo do prdciler los consiquences pratiquos des
rdactions do aursaut risultant du bang main on sait quo, compto tonu notammont do I&
dispersion des bang. en niveau do cr~te at on tumps do montie, Is bang porqu sous traco'de
l'avion sera cause d~un certain nombra do tolles rdactions at do co fait constituora uno
gone at d'autant plus grande quo Vavion sara plus lourd ou volora plus bas. Ce typo do gono
no devrait plus Atre ressenti on extnimiti latirala do tapia. Bien qu Iil soit dif ficila dc' n
appricier I'importance. on sait quo 10. bang. focalisia risquent di8tra causal do do ma gas
aux structures vioillios ou mal antratanucs.

La survol supansonique des torrol par des avions militairca pout n'itre pas toujouro
6vitable :do tell vols doivent alors faire l'objot d~uno prdparation attentive ; la
difficult6 do cotto priparation provient des incertitudes hises A Ia connaissanco do la
mdtiorologio at A cello du ditail prdcis do Ia trajoctoire quo suivra l~avion. Los niglos
qui guident uno teles prdparation soot dvidentos :altitude do vol ilovde, positionnement
des zones susceptible. d'itro affecties par des focalisations en des rigions inhabitdes,
trajoctoiros rectilignes placies au-dessus de zonos aussi peu pouplios qua possible,
minimisation des portions de trajoctoiros parcouruas A nombro de Mach faiblomont
supersonique afin d'6viter los risquos de focalisations imprivues.

Le plus souvent las vols suporsoniques sloffectueront au-dessus do l'ocdan, en cc cas
dgalement des pnicautions devront itre prises pour dviter 116mission c'e bangs var. Ia terra
en particulier au cours do Ia phase de ddcdldration finale.
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Discussion

QUESTION BY: L.W. Illston, BAe, UK
Is there likely to be a level of overpressure which
does not cause annoyance, and if so, what level do

// you think it is?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
L'effet le plus caractdristique du bang rdside dans
le sursaut qu'il provoque. Ainsi que cela a dtd
exposd, la rdaction de sursaut se prate assez bien
& une analyse quantitative (amplitude, frdquence)
m~me si les r~sultats obtenus par les diffdrents
expdrimentateurs varient en fonction du contexte
des essais (nature des tests retenus, degrd de
prdparation des sujets, nature des simulations,
ambiance gdndrale des essais). Ainsi on pense
g~ndralement qu'une onde qui a une intensitd de 30
ou 35 pascal et un temps de compression de quelques
millisecondes ne devrait plus provoquer de
rdactions de sursaut lors qu'elle est pergue en
champ libre; supposons, ce qui n'est en rien prouvd
actuellement, qu'il en soit de m6me A l'interieur
des habitations, une telle onde aurait perdu la
seule caractdristique rdellement ndfaste des bangs
mais demeurerait bien perceptible et ferait encore
vibrer portes et fengtres: Rien ne permet
aujourd'hui d'affirmer qu'une telle onde serait
jugde tolerable dans le contexte des vols rdguliers
des transporteurs supersoniques commerciaux (le cas
du bang isold d'un avion militaire est different).
On peut rappeler & ce propos que les trajectoires
de Concorde ont dtd madiftes afin de minimiser le
perception en Grande Bretagne des bangs secondaires
qui sont pourtant d'une intensitd bien moindre, de
l'ordre de la fraction de pascal.

QUESTION BY: U. Michel, DLR Berlin, Germany
1. You mentioned that the pressure difference

depends on the weight of the aircraft. There
are papers that express hope that the pressure
difference can be reduced by design changes of
the aircraft. What is your opinion about this?

2. Would these changes of the waveforms not vanish
due to the nonlinear effects in long range
propagation?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
En allongeant l'avion et en modifiant la
rdpartition de forces de portance agissant sur
l'avion il est possible de modifier la signature du
bang de telle sorte que celui-ci parvienne
incompl~tement formd au sol. L'effect de surprise

/
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:12 (Continued)
gui d~pond de l'intensitd du front de choc initial
sera alors attdnud. Le NASA et Boeing out beaucoup
travailld sur ce sujet. Dans l'6tat actual du

* Isaivoir faire, des avions ainsi-optimisds du point
do vue du bang qu'ils dmettent prdsentent
1'inconvdnient de trainer davantage et de poser des
probl~mes structuraux et par suite p~sent plus
lourds A mission donnde (charge utile, rayon
d'action) ; on reperd ainsi partiellement 1'avantago
d'une signature plus favorable.
11 faut observer aussi quo si la g~ne sous trace ot
an champ libre pout Atre ainsi thdoriquement 6tre
fortoment attenu6, cola est momns clair &
l'intdrieur des habitations ot latdralement. Des
6tudes our co th~mo sont mendes en prdparation des
g6ndrations futures do transporteurs supersoni~ques
civils.
Il est clair quo los modifications A apporter aux
formes adrodynamiques sont d'autant momns
importantes quo l'altitude do vol est plus faiblo
et certaines dtudes (chez Boeing en particulier)
tendont A rechercher Ie meilleur compromis possible
(forms adrodynamique-altitude-Mach do croisibre)
conduisant & un bang au sol d'intonsit6 at form.
donndes.
11 est trds peu vraisemblable quo coo dtudes
trouvent plainoment lour application pour la
prochaino g~ndration do transporteurt! supersoniquos
d'une part parc. quo los modifications do formnes
n6cessaires pour atteindro 1e but visd apparaissent
trop profondes et lea pdnalitds rorrespondantes
trop lourdes et d'autre part parc. qu'en l'absence
d'un consensus sur des formes d'ondes admissibles,
gui no parait pas d~pendre uniquement do
conaiddrations objectives, 1e succers d'une tells
operation ferait incertain.

QUESTION BY: H. Dean, HQ USAF, USA
Mention was made of habituation to sonic booms. I
am not aware of definitive studies on the degree to
which people accomodate to sonic booms. What were
the overpressure levels that were used in your
studies on people and animals and what levels did
you require to cause damage in new and old building
and nev and old glass?

AUTHORS RESPONSE:
Los 6tudes concernant l'habituation chez l'homnie
ant dtd assez nombreuses: May et Rice (coups do
pistolet, Southampton, 1971), Chatelier, Rylander
et Dancer (bangs soniques, Ile do Gotland, 1972),
Chatelior (Simulation do bang, Mont do Marsan,
1976), Buck et Dancer ainsi quo Rylander at Dancer
(Simulateur de bang, St. Louis, 1977 ot 1978). Les
phdnom~nes observds sont chaque foic aemblables.



Les sdries expdrimentels lea plus complates
paraissent Atre les dernibres: elles mettent, en
oeuvre des bangs simulds dtintensitds comprises
entre 100 et 200 pascals et de 1 A 5 millisecondes
de temps de montde, elles montrent un trbs net
phdnom~ne d'accoutumance atteint en gdndral vers le
dixibme bang perqu, sans pour autant quo los
rdactions de sursaut disparaissent compl~toment.
Par example pour certains tests 1e taux de
reactions de sursaut tombe 100 % pour le premier
bang A 25 % pour le deuxidme bang et so maintient &
cette valour pour lea bangs ultdrieurs. Pour
d'autres tests c'est sur l'amplitude du mouvement
risultant de l'effet do surprise qu'on fera uno
constation analogue. Des phdnombnes assez analogues
ont dtd mis en dvidence chez les animaux en
particulier pour lea dlevages de volailles (Pr.
Cottereau, Ecolo Vdtdrinaire do Lyon).

PAPER NO. 12 (Continued)

Concernant lea effects sur lea constructions, si
V'on dcarte lea dtudes de laboratoires gui sont
fort complhtes mais gui no concernent quo des'
6l6montes do construction isolds, on no pout so
r6fdrer pour des constructions compl~tes quo & deux
types d'Iexperimentation: lea premiers concernent
des constructions neuves, rdalisds pour lea bosoins
do l'6tude, dotdes d**ldmonts jugds
particuli6rement sensibles & l'action du bang
(plafonds suspendus, cloisons 14gbres... ) et de
volumes int6rieurs en rdsonnance avec le bang
e~zterne gui sont survoldes & altitude variable par
des avions supersonique (par example operation
Joricho-Casbah, Istres, 1972), los seconds
concernent des constructions anciennes situdes en
dessous des trajectoires d'entrainoment des avions
militaires (par example: campagne d'analyse du
comportement des monuments historiques .exposds au
bang, faite par 1e CSTB dana lea anndes V70): dana
le premier can, on maitrise 1e niveau d'intensitd
des bangs et on observe des digradations
significatives & partir do quelques centaines do
pascals dana 1. second cas lea bangs incidents ont
toujours des intensitds voisines (60 A 65 percels),
aucune d~gradation W'est observde et on mesure des
niveaux do diformation sur les 6l6ments do
structure gui, a quelgues exceptions pr~s sont
comparables & cellos dues a l'action d'autres types
do sollicitation. Il eat alors difficlo do
d6terminer pour quelle intensit6 do bangs des
d~gradations apparaitraiant.
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- rI BACKGROUND towd fixed wingr bat aircroft nolo, thepresent paper

also considers other fied wing military aircraft but specifl-
Althoug the last two decades hae seen mar caly excludes sonic booms and rotary wing aircraft as they

reductions in the noise from civl aircraft, tha from military both ha•e their omw ptcuair noise sources and problems.
operations both around akfields and from low-flying aircraft
continues to be a source of irritation and a potential health 2 INTRODUCTION
hazard. As a consequence a pilot study on Aircraft Noise
was established in 1985. jointfy piloted by Germany and the Hkisorcall, cidl aiat have been required to meet
United State., under the auspices of NATO. Committee on ever tightening intemalional standards, namely ICAO
te Chalenges of a Modern Society (CCMS). its brief was Annexe 1631in Eumpe and FAR pat 364 in the United
to assess the scale of the Problem, particularly with Staes and a a resls the noise levels for new cvil aircraft
repe t min•try sbarc noise, and lo propose remedial sning sevce h•velopped by anot 20dBl as shown
measures. Sub-groupe, comprising of Govement In Fig 1. This was bkuly due lo the change Iim turbo-jets
officials from interested member nations, were thus sa up (or wb rtoengines) to the modem high-bypass
to study the m of rif enginoell sucha the R821 1,JT9 and CF6. The

Impetus behin their development was primarily for greater
Source technology - possibilitlee of reducing noise at propulsive efficiency but the associated move towards
source, and lower specific thusts, that is thrust provided by greater
receiv tech , mitigating the nuisance on the ma flows and Ir ust velocities, reduced the
ground, And dominance of the 1s mixing noise and this trend is evident

pers.ion .and information, from Fig 2. Further advancs in noise reduction tech-
nology. driven by tighter legislation, and coupled with the

To mist In the preparation of the reports from the gaa rMirement of the older aMd noisler jets has thus
PiAo Study sub-groups, two conferences invoiving intw- significantly improved the noise climate around civil
natlonal experts were hold. The fi hwhich was broadly akfield5
based and of InIeest to al sub-groups, was hold at
Misenwaid in Germany in S embder 19.hd.T o a Urdortun-tely the trend for high-performsace combat
Williams"rg In April 1988, wes specifically targetted aircraftl townrds gins of high specific thrust Io give
sour noise technology wn took the form of briefings by the aircraft incresed agility and to enable them to operate
industry representatives on their perspective as to the a high flight s (exhaust velocity must exceed flight
future of miittry akieft noise and the potential for mitigi. speed). A measure d this growing dispy between civil
ing It. This seonmd conference also provided a venue for and military aircraft noise In the airfield environment can be
detailed discussions between the" representatives and judged from FI%3 which shows "certified" noise levels for
the members of the Source noise roup verious aircraft'. Civialicaft can be up to 20d8 quieter

than a mliiaty sirrt of the same weight but they we
The reports1,2 from the Pilot study group ware sub- usually not capable of the same missions.

sequently produced drawing upon the information
presented at these conferences, the views oxprmeed $ NOISE SOURCES
during the subsequent discussions, the available literature Adsand the knowleg of the sue-roup meb~ Aithough miitr arid ciVil aircrat engines share many

cmo noise sources, the sources which dominate differ
Because of the continuing conern about th ois u can be seen romn I•e diagrams in Fig 4. Some of thes

levels produced by combat aircraft, the foWng paper i sources ae more aienable to treatment than others and
intended to provide some of the bechground to the main thus depending upon their nature and the engie applic.-
conclusions and recommendations reached in the final lion, significantly different noise levels are produced. The
report of the NATO/CCMS Pilot Study on AIRCRAFT NOM low-bypess-ratio engine Is a high specific-thrust engine and
IN A MODERN SOCIETY Number 1852. Althug biP typical of those filed to most modern combat aircraft.
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During take-off its noise is dominated by the jet noise noise region is external to the engine and extends for many
whereas that of the high-bypass-ratio engine with its lower nozzle diameters downstream.
specific-thrust tends to have all the sources roughly of
equal magnitude. This is a general feature of civil power 3.2 Shock noise
plants and arises from the fact that to achieve low noise
signatures no one source should be allowed to dominate. Shock cells are formed in the engine exhaust when

the jet is under-expanded, that is when the exhaust flow
In order to understand the various problems associ- becomes supersonic relative to the local conditions. For

ated with military aircraft noise, it is best to start with a exhaust systems fitted with convergent nozzles this
description of the noise sources and effects involved. occurs when the exhaust pressure ratio exceeds the

critical pressure ratio of around 1.9. These cells produce
3.1 Jet mixing noise two different forms of acoustic radiation, shock cell

screech and shock associated noise.
Jet mixing noise is the source synonymous with the

public's image of jet arcralt and is generated by the high- Shock cell screech is ,enerated by the oscillation of
velocity exhaust gase from the engine shearing and the train of shock cells due to positive acoustic feedback
mixing with the surrounding atmosphere. The sources are around the jet12 . Although exhibited strongly by model jets
external to the engine forming a region approximately 10 as intense tones, especially when cold, this mechanism is
nozzle diameters long. The noise is highly sensitive to not so dominant with the turbulent hot flow from real
changes in the exhaust velocty7 as is evident from Fig 5 engines. Up to now. screech has only really been of
showing how the noise from a single-stream jet varies with concern to the structural engineer since the necessary
exhaust velocity, pressure ratios have usually been achieved at high flight

Mach numbers. However future combat aircraft will be
The reduction in gradient at the very high velocities fitted with engines having exhaust pressure ratios

arises both from changes in the magnitude of the convec- significantly above choking at take-off.
tive amplification of the quadruples and another source.
eddy-mach-wave radiation, coming into play8 . This addi- Shock associated noise is the open loop equivalent of
tional source starts to appear when the convection speeds screech whereby broadband noise is generated by spatially
of the eddles in the mixing region become supersonic role- coherent turbulence in the jet producing pressure pulses as
five to the surrounding atmosphere and radiate noise as it passes though the quasi-periodic shock cell structure 1 3 .
miniature *sonic boomsn. it is not easy to distinguish this it is dependent on pressure ratio and not velocity as can be
radiation from jet mixing noise and theory8 suggests that it seen from Fig 6 which shows the variation of noise intensity
can be normalised using the same parameters as the with a Mach, number function.
mixing noise. However these conditions are significantly in
excess of the generally available data base for jet mixing Reductions in both shock noise sources can be best
noiseg and thus the prediction of existing and future achieved by using a matched convergent-divergent nozzle
engines at extreme conditions may be subject to error, to correctly expand the exhaust gases end prevent forma-

tion of the shock cell train. The level of the jet mixing noise
The je mixing noise associated with high-bypass- In the figure has been achieved by this means. Complete

ratio engines behaves in a similar manner1 0 but is oim- elimination is unlikely with full-scale engines, even with an
plicated by the two concentric exhaust streams which active variable nozzle system, since the mechanical
aerodynamically interact to modify the noise source difficulties make it virtually impossible to achieve perfectly
regions. With these engines the noise is generally expanded flow over a wide range of pressure ratios.
dominated by the core jet flow even after allowing for the However useful reductions may be possible and although
blanketing effect of the lower velocity bypass flow. Ouieter these nozzles are heavy and complicated by the
exhaust systems have been developed for these high. requirement for area variability for reheat, they offer
bypass-ratio engines which forceably mix the two flows potential improvements in performance,
inside the ene and 0 correctly designed, this results In
reduced jet noise together with Improved performance. A Other techniques found useful at model scale to
further advantage is that a greater area, in a benign reduce shock cell screech, such as breaking up the
environment, is available for fitting noise absorbent linings structure by the insertion of fingers or negative feedback
to reduce inernally generated noise. have not been successfully employed on real engines.

Finally, since the jet mixing noise is a function of the Flight has little direct affect on the source strength 14

shear gradient, its source strength will reduce with Increas- although as the flight speed increases, more of the noise
ing flight speed 1 1 often exposing the other sources. radiates forward of the aircraft by a phenomenon known as

convective or Doppler amplification. Al sources In motion
For single-stream and low-bypass.ratio engines other undergo this process but it tends to be more identified with

than by the reduction of velocity, suppression with low sources, as here, which are dire tly linked with the motion
thrust losses is generally difficult since the actual source of the aircraft.
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3.3 Turbomachlnery noie covers the noise generated by the aidram, and deployed
structure, such as the landing gear and flaps. which

This is generated by the rotating and static aerofoils generate extra turbulence 19 . For dean airframes the
or bades within the engine which form the fan. compressor machanisms are believed to be principally due to trailing
and turbine 15 , 16 by three quite separate noise edge noise. that is noise caused by the convection of wing
mechanisms. turbulent boundary layers past the wing trailing edge.

Although significant reductions can be achieved by
Dealing first with the rdndom or broadband noise, the clewaing up the airflow around the deployed structures. as

individual blades produce this noise through random lift can be judged from Fig 7. little can he done about the
fluctuations on their surfaces caused both by upstream underlying mechanisms which are function of the aircraft
turbulence producing variations in blade incidence and by size. This noise is not hlkly to be a problem with combat
random vortex shedding at the blade trailing edge. This aircraft in airfield operations due to their low speed and
latter mechanism is loss powerful and is observed in fans small physical size, but it will contribute to their signature in
having no guide vanes or supports upstream of the rotating high-speed low-allitude operations especially wheo fitted
stage. with external storss and munitions.

Discrets or tone noise is produced by cycic ift At very low altiludes and high speeds, the noise can
fluctuations on the blades caused by the blades of one row also be feat as the lit presaure pulse due to the aircraft
interacting with the wakes and potential flow fields of the presence passes. This results in sub-audile pressure
adjacent rows. Distortion in the fan inlet flow will also give fidueimons20 as shown In Fig 8.
rise to tone noise The tone levels can be reduced by
increased specing* between the stages, albeid at the 3. 6 Abeorptilvo treatments
expense of increased length and hence engine weight.
Also by the judicious choice of blade and vane number, it The advent of the high-bypase.ratio prompted the
is poesbie to prevent the propagation of some lone widespread use absorptive treatments2 1 because of the
frequencies by a mechanism termed "cutoff. Increased magnitude of noise sources, within the engine

and the greater area, available for treatment. Two basic
With fan having supersonic t1P speeds an additional mechanisms ae exploited in their use. Reactive effects

source buzz-aw noise Is ovident1 
, arising from differ- whereby the incident wave is cancelled locally by the

ence in the shock waves on the individual bladoe but by reflected wave and is highly frequency dependent. And
careful matching of blades this source can be reduced. reslatve effects, which are broader bend in their response,

Mcaued by the instantaneous motion of the air through the
Thus on civil high-bypas ratio engines turbo- maerial disepating the sound energy as heat. In pak

machinery sources awe oa major Importance but by good combinatio•n of thee two approaches are used and are
design it Is possible to reduce the levels of turbomachkin targelted at particular problem sources. By their judicious
noise and because all the sources lie within the engine the use reductions of up to 10 dB In the radiated internal noise
externally propgting noise can be further reduced by the can be achieved.
fiting of austic linings. Howeve with combat aircraft the
smaller fan size and buried Installation means that these 3.7 Installatlon effects
sources should not be a major problem,

The intallation of an egine Into an airframe can
2.4 Combustion nole Covese subetantial changes in the apparent behaviour of the

engine source 23 . Four fundamentaly different types of
This noise is generated both directly and indirectly by mechanism can be present. The three that can be

the combustion processs18, directly as local pressure observed statically2 4. that is without forward motion, are
fluctuations In the burning zone and also Indirectly from the illustrated for an under-wIng Installation in Fig 9. First an
downstream turbomachinery as a consequenoc of fluctua- acousfic interaction which in its simplest form Is reflection
tion, both temperature and pressure, incident upon it. from the adjacent aircraft structure such as the under-
These mechanisms should not be a problem with high- surface of s wing but it can also occur as scattering of the
specific-thrust engines. even though they are present In acoustic wave by an edge. This is particularly applicable
the reheat process, as their magnitudos are considerably with compact highly directional sources such as internal
less than the noise of the jat oexhaust, With tho lorger noise. Secondly nolso can be generated by the presence
bypass-ratio civil engines, the noise is detectable under of a sfrace dole to b not actually in the jet flow. This is
certain conditions but the levels are sufficiently low as not becmuse the surface in tse near-field inhibits the normal
to cause concern, cancellation proceese that occur when the sound

propagates into the far-field. Thirdly, noise wil be
3.5 Airframe nois generated by the Jet I it mpinges upon a surface such s

the wing-flaps.
Athouh sirframe noise is not an wgine source it is a

potenflially important mechanism. It Is a general term and
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Faulty the noise from a je will be increased in fight noise standards in the form of local airport rules, the
due to flight stream turbulence *ntdor the jet. Fig 10 ability to just meet the certification levels may not be
shows the results from research tests•-° on a model of a sufficient The choice, by both civil and militauy alike, has
military trainer aircraft operated both statically. that is with then to be made on whether to "hush kit' an old engine or to
no forward motion, and at a modest simulated fight speed. buy, at greater expense, a more modem engine with all the
Statically the effects for the presence of the model are extra benefits including the flexibility to operate into noise
small but In flight substantial increases are observed at sensitive airports. In the limited military instances to-date.
large angles from the jet axis'while in the rear arc the full the pressure to reduce Ie-cycle costs and significantly
flight reduction for clean jets is almost achieved. This Improve performance has favoured re-engining rather than
forward arc Increment is likely to increase with flight speed fitting hush-kits.
and thus become significant with combat aircraft operating
at high subsonic flight speeds. Either way the appication of readily available civil

Isitrnology can have a beneficial effect on the noise of
4 PROSPECTS support aicft without any detriment in performance.

Since the secrum of military aircraft types and their 4.2 Combat aIrcraft In airfield environment
associated missions are considerably more diverse than
their civil counterparts. It Is best to consider the peace- Of the various noise sources existing within the
time noise problem under four main headings, first support engine of a combat aircraft, it is evident that in the airfield
aircraft, se4ond combat aircraft in the airfield environment, environment, jet and shock noise are by far the most
third combat aircraft training at low-level and finally speoial dominant sources In terms of level and probably cause the
category aircraft, moat complaints from the public. Unfortunately they are

also the most difficult group of sources to silence even
4.1 Support aircraft though the problem has been studied for many years.

In genera the requirements of support aircraft such A closely parallel problem to combat aircraft noise
as tankers. AWACs. cargo, etc mirror their civil counter- was the Concor es2 with similar exhaust conditions, where
pts. The technology improvements made in the civil In spite of an extensive research progrvinme no simple

- sector to reduce fuel consumption. life-cycle costs, universal silencer was found. Spode slencers developed
emisions (smoke) and improve reliability are all features on stai• ground rigs and engines were found to be
that are of importance to the military operators. In addition ineffective in flight and discarded. The Important lesson
these improvements have gone hand in hand with noise that was loent was that silencer development must be
reductions brought about by the legal requirements to meet carried out under representative conditions, that is, the
International noise regulations 3' 4. Thus available in engine exhaust conditions, flight speeds and geometries
todays market piace are engines having all the necessary must be accurately simulated.
attributes for military use without the need to provide
significant developmem funding. On the production engines squeezing of the jet during

take-off gave about 3 d8 attenuation for relatively low
Apart from the capital expenditure, which could be thrust loss but this was restricted to a small azimuthal

offset in some measure by reduced fuel and life-ycl*e angle to the side of the aircraft. The most successful
costs, in principle there is no technical reason why the silencing technique employed during flyovor and approach
noise of support aircraft should not be significantly was a modification of the engine control system enabling
reduced. In some notable cae this has alre•dy been the final nozzle to be enlarged thus passing more mass flow
done and probably the beet example is the USAF and reducing the jet velocity for a given thrust. The extent
re-engining of the Boeing KC-135 tankers2t, where the to which this letter technique can be generally appled
tiffing of CFM-SO turbo-fan engines has reduced the noise depends on the characteristics of the particular engine
by 17 EPNd8 (a footprint reduction of 98%) &nd produced involved but could offer benefits with minimal hardware
an a at with Increased range and no smoke. Other changes. However none of these tectniques enabled
examples are the use, by the USAF and RAF, of modified Concorde noise to be sufficiently reduced to the subsonic
civil airliners as tankers and general transports, certification levels.

A posasle (:heaper alterative to re-enginlng, is the For the next and future generations of super-ionic
fitting of *hush kite" to existing powerplants 2 7. The situa transports (SSTs) meeting the noise certification targets is
tion is complex with a variety of manufactures making one of the most critical questions that must be answered.
claims for their particular scheme: few have yet been flight On-going research has produced several new ideas and
tested for noise and performance. The latest designs, developments of existing techniques such as porous
wh!ic utilise modified Wmakes, lined bypass ducts and plugs"p,. Inverled profile lots'". thermal acoustic
Internal mixers (or in some cases variable geometr), are shielding", muli-tube" and "ejector silencers
said to offer the ability to achieve the latest certification
leve. With dvil operators facing even more stringent
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Whim with some schemes the principle reductions ae 4.3 Combat aircraft operating at low-level
in shock noise, other schemes, such as mixers with
downstream lined e** r*3 1 reduce both jet mixing and In soure noise terms, the noise from combat aircraft
shock noise and thus offer significant potential for operating at Iow-aititude and at high subsonic speeds is
commercial SSTs applications. A simplified example Is complicated by the high flight speeds. Virtually all the
illustrated in Fig 11. knowledge that has been acquired over the last 30 years

has been concerned with civil operations around airports
An ICAO review 32 cartied out in the early 1980s, of and hence flight speeds have been limited to 0.3 Mach. At

the then available noise technology for future supersonic higher speeds, around 0.7 Mach, typical of training
transports, suggested that the latest technology could missions. the sources of noise involved are known but not
offer noise reductions of about 15 dB with an exchange rate which ones ae dominant Fig 13 illustrates the scale of the
of 3 dB per 2% of gross thrust but with an increase in all-u problem and the current state of our understanding based
weight see Fig 12. With all such schemes a measure of upon the simple extrapolation of existing data. Some of
variable geometry is vital in the design to permit the these sources may be amenable to treatment but it
Silencer to be stowed for supersonic cruise and thus critically depend on whch are dominant.

minimise cruise thrust losses. However for combat aircraft.
the thrust baa, weight and mechanical complexity am likely Schemes for reducing jot and shock noise such as
to be unacceptable. e*eor mixers, which appear attract•ve at the lower

speeds, may not be suitable for these higher speed
More recent work3 3 is lxc.,8ing onfthe useof operations. Indeed from a closer examination of Fig 12,

variable cycle engine which enable gross change in the showkng the ICAO findlings for SSTs, it can be seen that the
engine cycle and geometry to be achieved. This form of data for A Mach number of 0.4 suggests substantially
engine, with little or no extra silencing, might then meat the pooraa' performance, it is the available net thrust from the
diverse targets of low airoe noise and good supersonic enginti that propels the aircraft, thus loses in gross thrust
cruise performance. This approach Is equivalent to having become more critical with increasing aircraft velocity.
the benolits of a hlghbypass-ratio engine in the airield However other chemees such as increasing nozzle aea
environmeit and a high-specific thrust mode for supersonic oould be wil but o*l*o a limited extent and then
operation, depending upon which sources dominate.

The wse of such enginee for commercial SSTs is Belore ~ a sa carn be made on asasesing what
dictated by the need to meet specifc nois levele and as a noise educion methods may be possible, the breakdown
result compromises In aircat performance are made. For of the sources needs to be known and their characteristics
miliwy applications thee compromise may not be understood by means dedicated flight tests. in the ast
acceptable and unless the engines offer significant there have been relatively few known flight te*s34" 9

advantages elsewhere, the massive allocation in both investigating military noise and In the main these have been
money ard manpower is unlikely to be committed on military aimed at providing information for noise zoning and
noise Wounds tn. ommuniy responses. This form of Informaion is

Inadequate to Identify the sources as carefully structured
One option that has been conmiderWd is the loot on, and controlled flight otes ae required.

silencer for peaes-time use but like Al silencers it must
offier a better exchange rate of rnoise for thrust than the Thus the first priority is fore serioe of dedicated flight
simple expedient of thottling back. tests to provide the necessary information. Judgements

cen be then be made as to future research programmes
As well as direct reduction in source noise through aimed at investigating potential silencing methods and

engine design, Improvements in airframe performance techniques. WiMin the constraints Imposed by tack of
through increased llft/rag ratios do offer advantages. datl, certain conndueion can be drawn regarding low-
During take-off, the extra lit for e given drag and hence atitude training. it Is Ikely that reductions in aircraft drag.
engine thrust will result In the aircraft climbing more steeply brought about by reducing external stor, wil enble the
end hence reducing its noise impact on the ground. An engine to op er at ea lower power and hence reduce noise.
alternative would be to us. less thrust reducing the source tets are needed to confirm the magnitudes. Operating at
noise while stilt maintaining the s"me flight profile. higher altitudes reduces the noise on the ground, by about

6c d per doubling of dis!tce and siaso kely to reduce
Thus. for the near term future. increased specific startle. Howeves due to propagation effects the lovi to

thrusts mean more source noise with little hope for the side of the flight path can increase slightly. With our
substeantia silencing. However the improved airfield current stte of knowlefge it is difficut to forecast trends
performance with new designs wil mean that the noise but it seems that both technological and operational means
inpacd on the community should not increase. Longer term will need to be found to educe the noise impact.
prospects may be more favourable with the possible use of

variable cycle engines.
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4.4 Special category (h) Vwherever practical civil no"s technology should be
applied to fixed wing military aircraft where high speed

Withi the military Inventories wea aircraft designed for andWc manoeuvrability is not a critical performance
very specific roles or f unctions and these have their own requirement.
unique acoustic characteristics.

It Is considered that this should include all support
One such class of aircraeft ares those designed for low role aurcraft, for example transports, trainers, tankers and

datectaibility. The measures bmplyoyd to reduce cheeiry- AWACS. Significaint reductions in noise levels and
ability, that is by employing buried, non-reheated engines community exposure have and should be achieved
with a mixed cool flow exhausting through slot nozzles0. together with fth potential for improved performance.
we al conducive to a low noise signature and hencee
reduced noise inmpact on the community. Although they (i) Expand fundamental noise research for low-
might at first glarice seem to have solved the noise altitudo/hligh-speed flight.
problem, the compromise that has had to be made will have
reduced their general performance making them suitable Since high exhaust velocities are inherent with high-
only for specialised missions specilic-thust engines there seems little hope for a &adis-

factory method of producing substantial noise reductions in
Comba alircraft that hae" the capability of Vertical the foresee*"l future. The exhaust conditions and flight

take-off and lending (VTOL) such a the Harrier do hame a speeds are genrwally outside the data on which the presenit
seious noises problem. This stems from the wse of a understandings we basedl and further studies may produce
relatively high specific thrust enin Vo provide direct WiL new Insights enabling potential silencin techniques to be
Later geirerat ions; may simply re" on kwceasin the fthust developed.
by reheating thereby exacerbating the problemi or adoot
alternativ, more benign concepts such as ejeto ift6. (iv) Pursue the acquisition of a comprehensive data batse
Studies of these future designis haem taken notse as a on aircraft noise sources associated with high-subeonic
prime factor because of fte problem of structural fatigue flight speeds and the development of a concomitant
and toea lesse extent the ground crew environment. predito methodology.
Fortunately, for the community, their Ability to take-off and
lend vertically does mean that the noise can be confined Accurate prediction and understanding of the noise
within the airfiloiAperatione boundary. H oweve low- sourcese of future engines is limited by the extent of the
altitude trianing missions wre "NI*eyt remnain a problem. presen data bases. No real research Information Is

available for source Identification of aircraft operating at
5 RECOMMENDATIONS AND COMMENTS hig-subeonic speeds. Until this Is available, research

cannot be focussed on reducing the dominant
The followin recommendationie were suggested In the mechanisms.

Final Report on Aircraft Noise to the HATO/CCM 2 for
reducing at source the noise caused by fixed wing military (v) Unodertake investigations to better optimise aircraft
aircraft, design trade-offs, (including variable cycle engine

conce Ppts) to reduce noise associated with part-power
(1) The cocpt of design for nois must be incor- operation of high-performartce aircraft without sacrificing
porated knto the design and development process for all operational capability.
f~utue enigine and aircraft types.

These studies represent a significant commitment in
Although encompassing all type of aircraft and terms of resources and expeniditure, thus before they can

engine, this recommendation is primarily concerned with be realistically started they need the outcome from the
combat aircraft and proposes that specific noise research progriermes aimed at identifying Ithe dominant
requirements should form par of the general speification sources and their characteristics.
of any future Project.

(vi) Asses fth potential of performing quieter training
It is not intended that combat efficiency should be missions, particularly for low-altitude flight conditions, by

comipromisedl buA that nois at the very least should be reducing aircraft weight and drag (and therefore thrust) by
taken into account, For example, future engine projects eliminatingfreduclng external stores.
could be biased towards the largest possible bypess ratio
that will achieve the reuied role and not compromise Although this recm mendation borders on the
performance. Even the quite small reductions obtained in operational aspects, It nevertheless represents a
exhaust conditions can mean significant changes in noise potential~y simple and effective technique for reducing f
exposure and in the warse affected by a given noise source noise while still maintaining the flight envelope.
contour. However the removal of stores will invalidate the military's

requirement to train with the, same aircraft configuration as
In a war scenario.
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6.6 CONCLUSIONS 11 Cooking B.J.: 'he ffed of fight on the noise of
subsonic Jets. AIMA Paper 76-555. July 1976 end

A sat has been made on the rediction of military aircraft NGT Report R343. Octber 1976
noise with the International recognition that there is a 12 Powed., A.; Vn the mechanism of choked jet noise.
problem. However to reduce the inipact on the community Proc. Phy. Soc. 9.. Vol 68. pp 1039-1058
needs a positive commitment by the military to consider

nois inallaspctsof is ativtie, fom te iitil dsig 13 Harper.Bourne. M. and Fisher. M.J.; The noise from
nois InaM spets f is ativties frm te iitil dsig 13shock waves in supersonic jets'. AGARD Fluid

studies for new onien saircraft right through to that yaicpd is Metn on Nise Mecanisms.
operstior.'r use. As can be seen from Fig 14, technology is AGARO CP131-1 1. Brusels, September 1973
available and being applied for some classes of aircraft.
Unfortunately the performance requirement and mission 14 B"yce W.D. and Pinker, R.A.; 'The noise frcnr
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Discussion

QUESTION BY: F.R. Groschs, DLR G6ttingen, Germany
You showed an example for increased jet noise radiation due
to flow over the tail structure in front of (upstream of) the
nozzle exit. Can you give a physical explanation for this
installation effect?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
The potential mechanisms have been suggested for this
phenomena. First, that the presence of the fuselage/cuff
inhibits the flight-effect on the jet by providing a region
of low velocity near the initial part of the jet development
and secondly, that extra turbulence, shed from the upstream
structure, entering the mixing region of the jet causes a
general increase in the jet noise.

QUESTION BY; D.J. Way, DRA, Aerospace Division Pyestock, UK
Startle arising from the rapid onset of the noise, appears a
major factor of annoyance for low-level training. This would
remain a significant problem, even if the peak noise levels
are reduced significantly. This makes the job of reducing
combat aircraft overall noise subjectively at the source even
more difficult. Would the author like to comment?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
I agree the onset rate of the noise will strongly influence
the degree of annoyance and to this end we are actively
considering ways of modifying the aircraft noise signature to
reduce the onset rate as a means of reducing the annoyance.
But I believe the whole problem of annoyance is even more
complex: first the absolute peak noise level in subjective
units such as dBA, second the onset rate perhaps in a manner
described in paper 4 and finally "true startle" which can be
achieved even silently.

QUESTION BY: H., TOnakOtter, IABG, Ottobrunn, Germany
In Fig. 13 jet noise is decreasing with flight velocity. This
is probably because of the fixed exhaust conditions. For a
real aircraft with increasing flight velocity the required
thrust and hence jet noise will increase.

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
The figure represents a possible balance in the noise sources
at various Mach numbers with fixed exit conditions, that is
at a constant gross thrust equal to that required to maintain
level flight at around 0.7 Mach. A comparable figure
representing the source balance with the aircraft at steady
flight speeds could be produced but would have no sources
present at M - 0. See paper 22, Fig. 24.
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QUESTION BY: L. W. Illston, BAs, UK
In your discussion on jet noise suppressor technology, you
described that 3 PNdB for 2 Z thrust loss was possible.
Would you agree that such suppressor technology would be very
difficult to apply to existing aircraft, and could only be
considered for new aircraft, if the thrust loss and weight
penalty could be accepted?

AVIDOR'S RESPONSE:
Application of the technology to significantly reduce the
take-off noise from aircraft requiring high-specific thrust
engines would entail major redesign, manufacture and flight
clearance not to mention expense. The same technology might
be considered for future aircraft but I believe that the
compromises in performance together with the knowledge that
there would be no substantial reductions in noise due to
high-speed/low-altitude training, make it a non-starter.
This does not mean that some measure of silencing should not
feature in future combat aircraft/engine designs but that it
should be viewed in context.
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S. Ldwy. G. Fournier
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BP 72. 92322 Chkillon Cedex. Frant

et M. Plankio
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RESMEIn source U est Evident quc lea recherches ne partent pans de
newn, puisqu'elles peuvent s'appuyer sur lts acquis obtenus

Lea avions de combat I 1'entralncment I basse altitude dans lea aviona de bwasport. mame si !a transposition nWest pas
constituent une grave nuisance sonore pour les populations immiridiate car Iea performancea requises soot diffirentea.
aurvoldes. produite pnincipalement pa lea turboviacteurs. LA
presenste commnunication expose lea mdthodes de prdvision et
de r~duction du bruit. en s'apputyant sur l'expdriece acquise
dana Is domaine civil. Lea premiers Etages de compression sont
unit source de bruit. dasutant plus impociante par rapport mu jet
quo Ie taux de dilution cat Elevi. La prdvision du emyonnement
et do so directiviti repose sor Is nwawur des fluctuadions de
pression sur aubes et sur l'analyse modale du champ sonore se
propageant darta Ienatde d'air. Le jet reste cepewidant I&
principals cause de bruit des moteurs militaires. Lea opMu
micanismes g~idratesars sont rappelda mussi bien pour Its
simples flux subsoniques et supersoniques quo pour lea doubles Tdwa a~uto
flux. Lea mithodes do prdvision. fonddes aua d~part sur
IP6quation do Lighthilt (tenseur lit I Is turbulence fine) sont 011

- pasades en revue, mimsi quo les divers moyens do r~duire It
bruit do jet. Pour tminer. soot ddcrites lea possibilitis offenes
par Is soufflenec andchottlue CEPRA 19, spdcialement conque
pour Etudier. ayro effet is vol. Is bruit do jet smyonnd en
champ lointain.

SUMMhARY

Te noise emssusion fIrom combat aircraft at low level flight
training is perceived by the public as a strong nuisance, which
is mainly due to the turbojet engines. This paper presents
methods of noise prediction and reduction. based on results
obtained in civil applications. The first compressor stages are
a noise source. all the moroe important as the bypass ratio is
higher. Input data for radiation And direct:vity predictions amteufafl
given by measurements of blade and vans press=r
fluctuations, and by modal analysis of the spinnin waves4i wflm
propagating in the inlet duct. However, the jet remains the b) Soufflant@ Turiea cmuto Jt
main noise source of military turbojet engines. Sound
generation mechanisms ame described for subsonic and F
supersonic single jets and for bypass jets. The prediction Figre I Rayonnement sonore typique des turbareacteurs A

methods, based on the Ughthill's equation (tensor due toth filbie taux do dilution (a) et i taux do dilution

turbulence) are reviewed, and also the various means of je devil (b). Extralit do (11. d'aprta Onieb & Heinig,

noise reducth-n. The last section describes the CEPRA 19 Motore -und Turbinen-Unlon.

anechoic wino tunnel, which is primarily designed for studying
the jet noise i~diated in the far field with flight effects. Dana lea doux ecst cc sont bien &Or lea moteurs qul constituent

Is principale source sonore. Une synth~sc particulitrement
INTRODC770Ninttressante CUt exposte dans Is rif~rence [II). d'otl est ey traite

Is figure 1. Celle-ci moitntre que l'imission acoustique vera
I-- bruit des avions do combat It lentrainement constitue sane l'ament provient essentiellement des raits engendries par lea
trta prave nuisance pour Ie public ;il en rdsulte des contraintet premiers eutges de compression et que celle vets laval est
sit los missions, par exemple do nuit, qui peuvent etre plut6t i large bande, due asu jet. Cependant. lea deux types
pinalisantes; et difficilemfent acceptables pour Its militaires. Cet principaux do turbordac tours doivent etre distinguds
aspect acoustique a. jusqu'l prisent. Wt nidgligi (Auo contraiie.
un appareal tit bruyant peut affoler davantage l'ennemi). I ceux i simple flux ou i t&t rI's ible taux de dilution. qui
l'opposi do cc qui se passe dana l'aviation civile. surtout reprtsenient les moteurs do premiren gineration et sont
depuis l'avenement do I& propulsion par turbordacteur. encore actuellement lea mieux adaptds au vol supersonique.

ot) It bruit do jet domine largement z
11 apparalt clairement aujourd'hui qu'un effort doit etre mend
sur lts avions do combat. afin do rdduire I'dmission sonore I ceux I double flux A grand taux do dilution, Vui sent



maintentant gindralisis pour le transport subsoniquc. dans d'inclinaison et d'intensitt des ondes de choc assocides A
lesquels Is diminution des vitesses d'djection riduit chaque aube. de sorte que la symdotie angulaire 2x/B du rotor
fontement le bruit de jet et oil Is source prdponddrante. est ronipue et seule subsiste celle en 2x. Toutes Ies frdquences
nidnee dana l'arc aval, est la soufflante en alnont de la harmoniques de Is rotation f, a i.N (I entier positif) peuvent
skparation des flux pnimaire et secondaire. etre &rmises, I l'cxception des prernikres : la figure 3 compare

Its spectres; acoustiques mesuuds en paroi de a& manche
Cette communication expose un- selection de rdsultats d'admission du conipresseur transsoniquc maquette CA6 de Ia
marquants des recherches effectuits dans It domaine civil ct SNECMA (dian*zre 47 cm). pour des rigimes subsoniqucs
pouvant aboutir I des retombdes directes pour Its avions de (LMm < 1) etcrawssoniques (M,,> 1), o4 N = 193 10 tr/minest
combat. Le chapitre I porte sur l'acoustique des compresseurs. It rigime nominal et M,, It nombre de Mach relatif en bout
actuellement secondaire dans Its moteurs militaires. mais dont d'aube. En revanche. ii est expliqui au paragruphe 1.2.2 que Ia
l'importance relative ne fait que croitre au fur et A mesure que charge moyenne du rotor crie alors des ondes propagatiVes
des proors sont rtalisds sur It bruit de jet, traitt au chapitre 2. dana I& rnanche et cette source sonore domine largement les
Le dernier chapioce est consacrt h CEPRA 19 qui. avec le auires. Wies A des phdnomnenes d'interaction.
DNW (Duits-Nederiandse Windtunnel) aux PasysBas. est l'une
des seules soumfenies; anichoiques aui monde. avec une veine Cette prsentation rapide met en relief l'impoctance de I&
ouvene permettant des mesures acoustiquea en champ lointain , structure spatial. (modal.) du champ sonore engendrd it
I& vitesse de 11coulement couvre lea conditions de ddcollage chaquu frquence. Le piaragraphe 1.4 indique comment ii est
et d'approche. Cette installation est conque avant tout pour possible de Is umeste dans un conduit. L'appoet de caew
1dtude du bruit de jet mais des peojets en cours visent A analyse est illustri. au prangraphe 1.5. par I& caractdrisation de
I Equiper d tine alimentation pour banc de compressetr ou la perte par insertion de fraltements absorbents en paroi.
d'hilice.

1.2. Ranoels thdoioduca sur I& orovatation des ondes
1. BRUIT DE COMPRESSEUR AXIAL acoustioues en milieu ituidd

I.J. infrliolCes rappels sont fondds stir I& dsdorie maintenant classique de
Tyler et Softin (31. LA pression sonore d'une onde Eldmentaire

Le bruit d'un compresseur subsonique est domind par lea dana un conduit cylindrique s'dcrit:
raies aux frdquerces f. - n.B.N, harmoniques du passage des
aubes (B est Ie nombre d'aubes du rotor. N son r~gime de p(z,@.z~t) A'tkr exi(baSk). 1

rotation et n tin entier positif). 11 eat engendrd essentiellement
par Ies fluctuations de pression stir les aubes fixes at mobiles.
dues aux interactions entre roto et stator et entre rotor et os r, S et a sont lea coordonndes cylindriques (z melon Paso du
dislorsions de l'6coulement incident (figure 2). 11 en rdstilte des conduit. test It temips, w - 2sf I, pulsation. mi le norobre
ondes acoustiqucs hdlicokdaes dana Ia manche d'entre. d'air. d'ondis (ou mode) angulare (evier). It It nombre d'ondes
Un micanisme physique fondaientall eat Is propndtd de axial. ky le nombre d'otdes tra iversal. J. Is fonction do
coupure do conduit. wille que seules lea ondes I structure Bessell de preemibre espko d'ordr: m it A one amplitude.
spatial. stiflisamment simple (autiement dit. les modes les plus
bas) me propagent dana Is manche et rayonnent A l'extdriur. 1. 2. 1. Prooridtds de cotioure doun conduit
tands que lesaustres sont dvarsescentes. 11 est montrd au
paragraph. 1.2 que It bruit est produit par des harmoniqoes do S1 K a Wa' eat le nombre d'ondes astal. avee a Ia cdl~ritE do
charge stir aubes atteignant &,s rangs dlevds. que let calctila son. Ia roilaton de dispersion donne:
adrodynamiques ne sont pas encore capablea de prvoir 1 21.(2
C'eac pourquol des donndes expdrimentales stir lea sources (M)'* a * 4.(2
sonores soot nicessaires -ces mesures sont exposdes ati
paragraph. 1.3.

____________________________ o4~ M eat It nonbre de Mach de l'dcoulement dana It conduiL
A~rodynarmque L'onde (1) se propage si It eat rtel. c'est-i-dire si It

1COul*Mint discriminant de l'iquation (2), do second degr en It. eat

Ifttin tir= l rotoristator I Bosom do si f ot

I donnbot xaCW" 3

________ Dana tin conduit de rayon R A paro. rigide
Acoustiquo rOnQ;;s'~~#.od~%

PropsqgAIuon acoustiu..nidons1 c ' thodquos 0~ Ou[r'(,- 0.

Likayontoent ncmaTLr'br*a

Figure 2 Mdcanissies gdnfrsux de rayonnement du bruit de
raie par tin compresseur axial stibsonique. La plus petite vileur possible de kr. A mi donni, at

Le rsyonnement d'un compresseur transsoniquu (c'est-A-dire
avec des vitesses relatives supersoniques en tete d'aube) est A k * Id./A (4)
I& fois plus cornplique at plus simple. Les irrdgularites de
position at de calage des aubes mobiles ctient des diffirentes
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obX est l'abecisse du premier exrermum delIs fonction de 06 on1 le' asI nombre de Mach relatif en bout
Bessell Jý W- vaer spi de kT sont rcp~rcs par un 7h
second indiee p entier positif. le mode rodiaL 11 est ccpcndant d'aube. Ccci d~montre l'afrlmnation du paragraphe 1.1, scion
inutile de l'iauroduirc cxplicitemctot ici car Its symitrics laqucile III charge moyennea du rotor no paun coitititueir unnt
anguiairca des sources ionores crecnt unc sdlection seulement smicu do bruit quo dans un compressur tranerbcuique.
sur a' et non sut 0z (voit paragraphc 1.2.2 ci-dessous). Ccef condition cat ndcessiaire mais non suffisante car

Compte tcnu de (3) et (4), un mode II se propage A une X.. /16 j .V' dana (10) cat plus resmrctif. cc qui

fr~quence f it f 2 f,(m). rl~quencs do cotiptie justifie l'abscnce des premiers hannoniqucs de Is rotation dans

f,(l 1 W-81 lea specues sonores (cf. figure 3 1 N - 0,8.N,).

2XR, ~~~CAt S46aub@%-No at9 3 10trlmin
avec. en pratique. ,'l-j'- 1z Lot conduit agit drnc comine I at S Mm ona amont du rotor. RAss do paroo

un Afurs passe-haut tn fr*uence. Indiquons quc X. a 0. casI L(dS. rilf. 20 1aPa) NUO'SN
d'une owtde plane. qua se propage quelle que soit la ft~quence. 130 218 (M'O - 0'7I)
et aim 0 0, 10N 38N

Ito Os

IN (MO a, 0GM1$

inigalitif ddefinit ian mode maximum, ou de coupure. III et elle Is SO j SN a N w 0,9
eat satisfkilie us: hSIiila.i. (MO - 1.34)

10I s JR.. (7) 130

Le conduit alit ainsi contntan 11t l1m posse ba en mode.s 3 Evoludw du spcr acoutqua dana Is manche

1.2.2. Consdauenccs sur l'dmossion sonore d'un comow-seur d'en~ta~ d'air d'un compressaur transaoniq~us. en
foect.ioa dua rigime do motson.

Commae dfjh notd, Its symdtrnea angulaires du compreaseur
limtitent lea valeurs de II possibles : ian h~armontqua de charge Pour tain rotor subsonique A B aubes. ',VWIfW , a e

*y .It-4 I a nfl. done X. <nA et. a fortiol. Im I < nf. Stull des sona

sur ubemobie 0 enter) engndr uneond woutiqe A d'interaction peuvent se propager. Si l'intcraction so produit
sun riquenmbie (j1 e Nntie) enIt m od e ondu e acustiq141 avec ian atator i V tubes, lea harmoniquca de chapg engenrwrs

une r~quncef1 aIN.dontIc mde itguair vau 14 socubes mobiles sont tels que j,* j.V (j entier). f, a j.V at

Le rapport de coupwa fmIfi aicrt encore. La condition nicessaire (mais non suMianta) poor qu-- ces

d'aprhs (5). modes m se propagent cit qu'ila soient situds dana is plage:

~*~ fno 4 a 4 nlE. 3owc 0 4 jv4 2 no. (12)

L'acccnt est mis habiluellemnwn sur lc fondamental acoustique

oui M, - 2xRN/a est It nombre de Mach de rotation f, - BN car il se sitwe g~niralermnt vers quelqucs kilohertz.
dans Is gamma du maximum de sensibiliti de l'ortille. Les

pdriphdrque. harmonaques sont. d'une part. momns genants d'un point dec vuc

Le son de rotor scul. dO A Is charge moyennc (j, -0), est tel physiologiquc et sont. dsautre pant. davantage atitfnu6s au cours
que mngli~ a12 d1inet ori. Daprts (6). Iml < X. et (9) devient de Icur propagation, par l'absorption atmosph~rique. Les

inialti t 1) dvienen . (1u3n)

cc qul entrilne cc qul cat impottible quel qua siou j (entier) s! V a 2B. Cccl
ddmontre a& rtgle bit n coilnue adaptie poor Its conipremuevrs

1 4 ' . N SC M~ 1.do conceptic. allencleuse : rotor subsoniquc. ab..ence de rout
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directrice d'ende eta grande distance ente rotor et redriesseur. tension de polarisation E - 100 V. avec une bande passantc
armn d~viter des interactions fortes, avec: en outre aua momns plate jusqu'l aua moins 100 kHz. La tension de sortie vaut:
dleux fois plus d'aubea fixes que de mobiles.

1.2.3. Ravonnenient en champ libre ,. a. (15)
C

Pour tennanter cet exposd dhitorique. signaions que le
rayonnement en chairp libre se calcule 151 :

o& C, est Is capacisd polarisde de l'Elfment sensible at C Is
" soit de mmnihre approchWe en conskiftarat le champ sonore rapacird toutle du cap&e=. incluant les connexions.
(1) dana le plan de sortie du conduit comme un ensemble de
sotoces montopolaires ldmfentaires possddant ente elles des De nonibreux essais se sont difroulds au banc andchofque 5C2
relations de phase (modle du piston); de Is SNECNMA.Villartoche. sur Is maquette de compresseur

adronautique subsonique (de type soufflante) nonmiee CA5.
"* soit exaclenient en rdsolvant l'dquation d'ondle avec: des Les principeles caractdristiques sont donndes sur Is figure 5

conditions saux limites impos~es I Is source rdelle at sur lea (N, a 12600 tr/mmi est Ie rigime 6.~. rotation nominal). LA
prox" du conduit. figure 5 mointe aussi qu'un filtre tranqluillisareur

h~misphdtriqus peut ere monti star la Manche (8]. H est
La directiviie!dipend de Isfr~uenc f et dumode m. Le constu Edun nd d'abeilles doubM d'un gillage surlIaffce
pariu itrle essentiel est le rapport de coupwre Q~mWf. Le intieuric r: son diamlue eat voisan du triple de celul du
rayonnement est latnra A f est voisine de I& coupure at devient comnpresseur. Le r~le de cc dispositif est dle mieux aimuier lea
de plus en plus axial, avec: davantage de lobes secondaires. conditions de vol, en rdduisant lea distortions d'Eoulement
quand f cugmente (mais soul le moide m a-0 rayonne star I'mx poopresu sian ins statiques (par exemple P'sapiration du
ac Is maximumns otriove Wots suit l'axe). Una hoa u courbillon de sol). dont l'inteeracon avec, Ie rotor augment.
indication, particulibremen simple. de l'angie ill o0 le niveau l'dmussion sonore 191.
sonoa eat maximumn (onigine 9 -.0 dana Iaxm du conduit) esat
donnd par (61: 1Idment

Cortnwuiovaa Co"nXionaw
sing,,m - kr/-1k. W. / f (14) Elelctrodes

1.3. Etude exodinmentale des souce sonores dana lei CV) ~!
comyriesseurs subsonipu!es

Ctomm Is nom bn d'subes mobiles 0 ems typiquement do . 'i

l'otdre do 301A 50. lea relations (12) ou (13) montrent que le ProUi
ran$ des harmoiniques de charge contribuant A l'maso
sonore peut atteindre plusieurs dizaines dunirds. Jusqou'l
prdw settles des menwue pemmettent d'accddr au nivesau do ODetectriqil Coujch* do colle MilWtleiation

Figure 4 Coupe schdmatique d'un capteur de presslon
1.3.1. Technigue de mesuric des fluctuations de ymsAlon sur pelliclaie. corqu i Is Division Electronique ac

SanMesurets do I'ONERA (Epaisscur total inf~rlure I
50 Pm).

La diltermination expdrimentale des fluctuations de presslon site. taqrliaea
aubes resto cependant dilicate. Lea capteurs ne doivent peas dwte1 O
crdler di protubdrance. &ain de ne pas perturber I'lcoulemnent _____ ct
perlsita. milis if ems souvent exclu d'uslner lea tubes pour ne ___

pea diminuer leur r~sistance. surtout sit maquette A Echelle
rftdui oO lea prc'ils stint afts minces. Icummt~.. ~ - )No .12600 torhtIn

La Division Electrontique at Mesuries do I'ONERA developpe or
des capreur pelliculaires depuia plus de dix ciii 171. flts ont e di~a *8o
type capecitit et leur principals caracttristique pour Is prfsente on 62 (avec capteurs do pression)
application est que leur ipa~sseur toucle ne dipasso pas 50 pm.
do sortse qu~ils peuvent etre collds directement tit les cubes. INla .1 ~s xa* du rotor*tnt
soint consitluds de couches de didlectrue (film de polyimide) vlu prco2 3
mitallisdes; (figure 4) ; uie microilectronique en bout dasube
assure l'adaptauion d'impidance star Ili ligne de meue LA Figure 5 Principales donndes relatives A Is maquette do
surface sensible vaut typiquement 3 mm selon Is corde star conipresseur subsoinique CAS de Is SNECMA
3 mm en envergure. Dan% lei modeler actuels. le didlectrique (dibit massique nominal coffigE! 23.4 ka~s).
ems alviold (environ 50 poches dcaii dan: Ia zone sensible), cc Centaunes experiences oint dE efrecrudes avec six capreurs en
qul cugmente Is tOponse It Is pression car Ia d~formation touta star deux cubes du stator 1162 cubes. D'autres. plus
mdcanique est nettemrent supdrneue k Is difformation Eflastique. intiressantes. ont itE r~alisdes avec: huit capteurs rOpartis sur
De I& soone. 1effet des grandeurs d'influence (acceldritions. trots aubes mobiles ;Its signaux son: sort arnplifi~s par des
contraintes. tem..pdrature, humiditd) est ndgligeable detane celul ampliflcicatur emberquW daos le moyeu du rotor. puis mont
deiIs presason. Letfltcacifh eat de l'ordaw de 20 pVM* rout tare VUaJiSm Per un colleCttUt tunMIAn



ý1.3.1 Exemples de r~tultats Is fin do paragraphe122 pour couper l- son produit sur le
tondamesssai acoustkiqu Les autoes harmorniques stapdrieurs If

Les figures 6 et 7 prdsentent des me-sures stir rotor. 1 80 S de 20.N on A0N sont pen visiblos; A cause de Is composanite i
l'envergure des aulles. dans le montage avoc redresseur If lImg bande. Commro il taut connaitre leur niveau pour pndvoir
98 aubes et espacement rotor-redresseur nominal (6gal I It bruit 6mis. urine analyse synchronisde stir In rotation. ddcrite
2.3 fois Is projection axiale do [a corde d'une aube mobile). La en 1101. a did mie aso point arin d'6liminer les fluctuations
position radiale retenue est celle o6 if est courarmenit admis aliatoires et toumnir jan spectre ne contenant quo Ies raies
quo ldmnission sonoro ost Ia plus foote. Les fluctuations do multiples do N. qui est appeld spectre cohdrenL
pression soot exprimdes en d~cibels. avec Is meme irdf~ence
qu'en acoustique (20 pP2). Cest cc naveau total cohdrenit qui est portd sur is figuro 7. en

foniction du figime de rotation (avec une abscisse

Bord d'attaque I 1 11024t Noveau gloalt.l 142.9 d9 logarithmique). Las rsdusutats pirtsentds. issus dies quatre mdemes
40~ capteurs. song obtemas avoc et sans il~tre tanaquillisateur. Les

120 fluctuations do pression stir chaque courbe Evoluent I peuf pats
100 J en WI. c'est-i-dire solon I& loi adrodynamique diu carrE do I&

2 14, 17dB vitess (ia vitesse axsalo est pratiquermeni proportionnelle A

'-. 2)00175d cello do Is rotation). L~e filtro tranquallisateur joue bien It r~le
assondlu. puisqu'il produit une r~duction des fluctuations do

Intvade Extrados N. 'ordre do 10 dil. Us~ examen plus appirofoindii do I& figure 7

120. t 34,7 dG montre quo io nivoan sans fl~tre est plus Elevd sit Ie capteur
Slq..nO Ioen bord dattaque. cequi tend iconfrmner l'nfluenco des

10 distortions do ldicoulement amont. Avec le il~tre- au coctriare.
los qualm. courbes soot plus proupees ot le capteur n* I peroiot

4140- 135.9 d$ le niveauil les plus fasiblet (le gain attoint 20 dB en coett
/ 120. position), co qui semble indiquer quo les fluctuations do

too. prossionif sentient alots plutht engendrds dlans Is couche limise

lord dofuitsS. V.9 se diveloppeast sur lea asues.

0 0 s 0 O/N 1.4. Analystemodaiodu chaowsonoredAns Is nche iasir

Figure 6 Spoctres des fluctuations do pression mosurdes stir Tous lea harmoetiques de charge no constituent pas des soumao
subs mobile du comprosseur CA5. A1 80 % do sonomo A cams des plopirids~ do coupure do I& manicho.
l'omoergumu N w OA.6.= 7560 trM/m. trduence IIECII5Os au paragniple 1.2. D1 est done capital do cmnaltre Ia
maximum I-128.N =16100 Hz. strucute angulaire (au modalle) du champ sonore ao impopgant

Symbol* sur dmn We coliduit.
Wldo coptaisa leacourbes
Ifit~* 1.4. 1. Mfthodle d'analyse modale

Alai LA procdduae d'analyse modalo misesu point & 'ONERA est
dl (1110 20 p~al dicrive en I II]. Eli. est rappelte sur Is figure 8. Un

microphone montE stir une virtilo tournante offoctue une

4 1 = rivolution en 4 minuses environ (I'angle 8 van Iidairmet
a * ranqalliveu avec It tempt t). Un microphone fils aua voisinago do Is

section Etudido son do ref~ence do phase.
14041 ý 0ý

I ZvBec Is filtre Le signal rWho s,(t) eiteI signal mobile s.4s.9) sont numdrisds
ttiqei0iu 1 sane trdquonce comprise cots, 30 et 50 klz, grkce At tine

horloge pilotide par It mre*r do rotat ion du rotor (fridquonce W)
12 lit---.. ils nt stockds sur us disque d'acquisition rapide et ddcoupis

en blocs do 1024 points. LA moyenne des transtormations do
Ito- Fourier rapides (FFT pour "Fast Fourier Transform") sur

- - -- -- Presajon Al4 40 blocs siccessts toumnit S,.4tt) i~t S~f(t.). avoc sane
____00_____ rdsolution rfquentielle do 30 A 50 Hsz et tine rdsolution

0.5 0o 07 . 0,9 /N, t01m901elie do I L.

Figure 7 Evolution du niveasa total coh~rent des fluctuations Pour Is suite do traitement. plusietars frduences f harmoniques
do pression si t ube mobile du compresseur CA5 do 4, son fdlectionridesL Pou cc d'elles. I* carrd des
A180 % do I'envergure. en tocricton du rfigime do amoplitudes
rotation (abscissc loganjitmique).

rt sp4. r (a)s s*
La figure 6 montro lets pectres do pression en quatre positions e 'nepcr r1
stir Ia corde. It 60 % du rigime nominal. sins Ic filtroe t itrpcr
tranquillisaieur. lst melsent en Evidence trine trentaine
diharmoniquos do lIa rotation. dus At l'interaction avec los (6 *
distorsions A basse frdquence do l'dcoulement incident. emins tons calculis stir environ 240 points (240 s d'entregisuente.
quo Is raie A 99.N associte ati stator. MalgrE l'iloignemnent do en fonction do t (oti 0): ; astdrisqti disigne It complexe
celul-ci. son champ potontiel cit nottement perqu stir Ie rotor. conjugWa. Le niveasu total Lm do Is raie et son nivosti
cc qui prouvo I intiret d'appliquor Is rtgle V a 2B trouvde At coh~rent "~. rdsultant do I& sonmmn do l'intensit!de dobut let



Compresseur
Send@ mobile: sWit.O)06 (row do rotation N)

Microphone fix*:asot) Cnli

onvertiCor duit

I4) anslogiquel r- .4t) V(e)=S M eoir nbedng

Horlog, externs

Traltement pour cheqlue harmonique
N. Multiple doeN sioetonnod

Figure 8 Procedure de mesure et de calcul du spema de nombres d'onde anguisires
I chapm frdquence idlectionnde.

modes soi doonds po:sruh des rdsuiwas sur It fondarmetal acoustiqtue f B N. en
fomniion do regime de rotation. Bien que as regle V > 213 no

'1) soit p& rigourcuscincft fespectde (B a 48), It premier son
L' b-l (F10 M Cc L,6 - i0-ogioaw~/W d'inteaction rotor-stator Ir f S N. soit mn, - B - V =- 37 (cf.

Ia relation 11), est coupe jusqu'au rigime It plus Elevd
01)Ia ane d01orerep~set I ~ £.. ( considdrd ici. N - 0.85.N,. Par consequent. Is raie f = BYN et
ob I bu sueriere eprseoas I vaeurmoyene w t(ou essentiellement due aux interactionis des aubes mobiles avec los

0) pendant 1'cetploratlon comple-te des 3600. 11 taut biea now distortions do l'6coulement incident.
quo Is mat -cohdrest- a na pas Isa ment signification qu'au
pmaap*e prdcddent : iI indiqtue ici ia psan de bruit L fp e t~env a x ~ [h3 e
spaelalme.* colodrento mw wig section droito du conduit. La_ dg e 9a fologmit Innvw L, t faBNe

tandis qu~il concernais ata perapaphe 1.3 lts fluctuations doe ocind I, vcoeasis oaiuqe et

presasin Syatchronioia wamp kisme sur I roation.s pou infdacur I L,. cc qul sagnifle quo Is chamnp sonoue
posabde tans bonn coherence spatial. at est bleat organisi en

La iransformadun do Powlrl en 6 de Is composanse do rodes- Une regression Pat momndAts canrds montre que L..
l'lnterspecre 1,, (0) It Is friuence considerk o tmit It yuule en IOlIog (NNO)', cc qui est liglrenint plus foot que I&
spectre do nonbres d'ondes angulsairs (ota do modes) L~m) k 101 dipolsuwt classaque. en puissance 6 =.- I& Aiese
cats tiquence. Conine I,,,() eat complexc. Its valewiu iue9 rue esoe ru~.cee(hc vctn
positives at negatives de mn sonts dpardes. c'est-&-dire Itlne s L& figsse 9bn sresm len moN e S rouvL.. Icen fvsu du modeIc plus

touimant dans I emo tesns qucIer.otor ou en sens contraire. asissa indaire n ISot~ L.I iespomnas modraep Ieplus
Cette distinction est tts importantepuisqule Ismodes +ImI inP Icau eiedui .lipit or ebn e
et - Imi sont engendris par des harmoniques de charge mudes models m pur lesq. k 1(m) > L, -2 10 de . Lea deuix
diffdments. compte tenu do (8) ou (11). Comme l,,(S) est ddfini t-un codesnu mapor equen: La m >opi L...iqu .- 10 dd.uLas dou

en 240 points. Is o rmsp L(m) couvre I'intervallo 5) Tomit connunemrs priunt &cipuxpeuve t tho ue tomnn~utE do
*120 <mc<+ 120. L(m) est tracd sur Ia plage 5.Toscmetie rncpu evn tefauf

*75S !9 r I +15 ;L,., et Lc. sont repetes par deux petits trisaw ~ ~ mdsuu~ o:be iusdn itral
hotizontaux. Tous les niveaux sonores sont exprimds en Lsmdstovssn instd aslitral
decibels. avec Is rf~drence de 20 paPa. mo S m S. + ,. Commn pfivu en (7). Le mode %.+lI ota

m, - 1 thdociquement Evaroescent. est parfois observe. Ccci
1.4. Entifneoms tdj e I'nalil no~ rweie nullcinent en cause It parapaphe 1.2.1 car let
1.4.. £selnantu tr~sdo anayseinoaltvariations do temnperature modifiont Ia cdliritd du son et, pmr

Lsayemodale petinet do virifier. par exemple. Is thdonie suits. Is fr~quence do coupure Qm) dans (5), cc qul pout
Lanalsee s asmh1...slnlqeiItw ertru changer d'unc unite Is valeur de rN calculte. En outre, lea

exomis dcau pasraraph seur..2 tasconilquell cs. Les eprieoresou modes oil f(m) nest quo ligtreertenh supdrieure I Is
wdomn danar lea cmaqresseur6 egms transso mqusuLsep~ines frdquenco f Etudidc. dicroissent lernteincn It lorg do conduit

(cf.e siure 3)a maquetcCA a rgmes en12.rstetefet mnssonques et peuvent conserver un naveau notable dans Is section
m(ctI iues 3). mdeprite ncia 112. mN.'n tetvmn explordc (ici It 285.5 mm en amont du bet'S d'attaque des

m-Ietleoderanipa~t=.N.aubes mobiles).

Les phdnoinines son: plus compliquds dans les compresseurs It exists toulours des modes interimsesoa voisinage do Is
subsoniqucs. Des inesures ont EtE effectudes en parol do Is cupr* a.Cclepiucfclmnprcqolerol
Manche d'enreo d'aii do Is machine CA5, dans It montage radudr doce modes Ctci ' qesfacirement pass ci aumoe Ipradial
avec redreaseur I V so 85 aubes et espacement rotor-redresceur Iadiplu baa (cf. moes ncmessircmn aridsoI reatond4) eadia
minimal legal I onet fois Is longucur do Is projection axialede I coclus ba*(f It p orphrine duconduit.s oh ceation ),ectuc

Is cnledun aue mbli). a fgur 9 onsatas tflO meosre (une analyse It un rayon plus petit privildgieralt
d'autres modes).
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LeAS modes p116c21a.1 son: ..ti. Crs:-,dire qu'ils 1,5, Cagac~drisation de uautemrerns aibmorbanhs myr analyse
toument dlans le mkmc scns que r, rotor. ct cette tendance mdl
est plus prononc6c i frtn regime. Ceii se conqoit igalemcnt
bien car les harmoniquca de charge sur Ic rotor ont tenidance 1.5.1. 1nt~rttde I'tudc
A ddcroitre quand le rang j, augmente (cf. figure 6). Les
limmi~res valcurs j, compatibles avec la condition de Toutes les discussions pr~cddernes suscitent deux remnasqucs
propagation engendrent donc. a p-ioii. Iets modes Its plus impontantes.
intenses :cc son: effectivemen: Its modes in - B - j, (cf.
formule 8 ou 11) posiffs dg'aux a mn-k. m, -I. in, - 2. .. 'La conception de compresseurs subsoniques silencieux nit

rico de mystiricux : il suffit d'dfoigner suffisamnment le
LdO (ref 2OtpPa) redresseur en aval du rotor ct de mettwe deux fois plus

d'aubes fixes que mobiles. Ceci enumine cependant des
140 - Ljt133,2 =74.2 Iog(N/N~j penalisations en complexiti et cofit cle fabrication, en

encombrement et suntout en masse. Quant aux compresseurs
.1 transsoniques, if nest pas facile die r~duirc lea sources

L ".1 sooores. puisqu'elles son: Iiies I Ia pouss~e moyenne du
130 rotor. Dana lea deux cas. if est donc: tus intiressant die

riussir A absorber le micux possible le bruit imis. par des
* ,/~.*rcevments en paroi die I& manche II air.

aLes meaures acoustiques classiques dana lea bancs statiques
120 nor son: pas parfaitemeot reprisentatives des conditions' de

vol. k cause tie leffet du sol et des distorsions de
/) I'Eoulement aspird-. Celles-ci disparsiissent pratiquemeot en

WN/ totaliti quand il existe une vitesse d'avancement (cf. 191). Ce
Ito' paragraphe vs mornuer que I'analysc modale permet de

O.S 0.6 0,7 08s'affranehir de ces ddfauts et die micux pr-dvoir cc qui se

m ~passe en rdaiitd.

40 - 1.5.2. Description des exotriences

* Des essais oat EtE effectuds sur I& version cimilpacce du
30 - comprewsur CA5, avec toujours le rotor 18 B- 48 subes mais

avec Ie redresseur i seulement V - 62 aubes. dc"anmu
minimum du rotor (espacement Egall l une corde suItiae des

20 L aubes mobiles). Las rtsultats prdsentds ci-deaxous se lindtent
A Is raie Is plus genante. A Is frquence die passage des aubes

o a oi Ie bruit de compresseur domion largemeot Is nuisance
£ * per~w au sol. Dana cci condlitions. le premier son d'interaction

0 ......1...:1 , a 8 -V - - 14 st propage et rayonne It&etrct(n
0 /i, synthhke en fonction du rigime et incluant l'harmooique 2 BN

l0OS 0, . * 0.7 0.8 ent exposke en (101).

Un tronqon de Is manche d'admission. die longueur Egale au
10 rayon de Is manche (235 min). peut recevoir un revetemen.

absorbent. Las niesures d'anajyse modale son! riaiisdes dana
- a ~une section er smnont die celuikci. de sorme que Is comparaison

.20 des niveaux sonores L en conduit rigide (induce R) et traite
(indict T) fwoumig I& perte pa neto

-30 -AL - L2 . (17)

b) Plu pcisment. trait 4, infigurstions son: etudi&cs

40 -. manche ii%%e.
- Mod" do Couputo tMEotiQ..j*S traitemeot It large bande avec risonateurs rccouverts d'une

Esat Modes principaus / LUmik LA.4 .2dB ttic perforte.
Ettii~ Mod IcpI,,n~eius I~t~tM.l~S .traitement du mWme type que ci-dessus nmais aptimisd par Is

SNECMIA poutr abiorber le son d'interaction m, -*14 %ur

Figue 9Synhktede 'anilv. moaledu 2-1ptonre a I fondamcntal acoustique fun modt danE It une frfquence
Figure ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I 9 ytdrd aavrmdled ~a~p'aoe&a lte yinCin d'incidence de l'onde sur Is paroil.

frtquence de pa~saige % juliet du compreaseur
CA5 - metures elff- iec. -n pasroi de la m.inche
d'enute d'atr. 11 53. lnterrnEation ds.Eaja
2) Niveau sonore total ct cohqa.j de la raic La figure 10 prisente lets spectres tic nombrts d'ondes

(Abackw Iaganthmiique en N/,) angulaires Urn) if - R.N. N - OA4 N., 5040 tr/mln. dans !ers
b) Principaux modes angulaires trouvis A Ya~ ts-coiuain ~~e idsu.El pel e

r~gimeabacise It~ure e N/N)q'>*ptyions suivantes.



0En conduit lisse. le mode d'interaction m, -*14 domine En conclusion. la perte par insertion It f =B.N eat donn~ec au
largement. comme prtvu. Cependant. de nombreux auttis bane par:
modes sont trouvis dana le domaine propagatif calcul6
(m6 :9 mn S +m,. avec ici m, - I5). A cause des distorsions Lt.LToe * LTO (18)

d'dcoulement ; ces modes ddpassent de plus de 20 dB le
bruit de fond du spectre (A Im I > in,).

En vol. les modes dus aux distorsions d'dcoulement
0Avft le traitemnent absorbanit conventionnel (deuxiame disparaisseiit ptatiquement en totaliti, de sorte que [a perte par
courbe). tous Ics modes propagatifs sont riduits d'une insertion privisible est certainement plus pc-ache de
dizaine de d~cibels. ainsi donc que lea niveaux cohdrents
Le,. et totil LT. de [a raic. pratiquement igaux sur les trois A Ln, - LR(w - L r(m,) . (19)
graphiques (ils sont repinrds stir ceux-ci par le trait en haut
A gauche).

Le tableau suivant rdsumne lea valeurs trouvdcs : alors que lea
*La derniare partic de la figure 10 degage tout I'apport de deux traitements produisent une perte par insertion AL, de

r'analyse modale. Le traitement optimisd ne produit qu'un l'ordre de 10 dB aui oanc. celle en vol passerait de 12 dB3 avec:
gain supplimentaire de 1.5 dB stir L~. Au contraire, le le traitement classique 1 21 dB avec cclui optimisi par I&
mode m, - - 14 subit tine diminution excddentaire de 8,6 dB. SNECMA. cc qui prouve son efficacite.
Le pietre rdsultat stir I.,, provient de tous lea autres modes ________________

propagatifs. qui conservent bien sfir i peu pies le meme etpa
niveau avec: lea deux traitements : cc sont eux qui -7 par
ddtterminent L~m dana cc troisibme ens, parce que .ertains fneto _ B eur Nt ae P~iine odipassent &lots L(m.J. BN

1
3 0 

LTC, 125,6__ dB que___________
dB U I25d jM. acos1q

// ~~120'- ... j.......l 2
dS Conventionnel 8.6 dB 12.1 dB

110 odutOptimiad 10.1 dB 20,7d
Inon trait~

100' 5 *2 0 2I

90so 2. BRUIT DE IgT

80 L h4 4  
2.1. Raovoci histonpues

120 -LT. 5 mi16,Sd

120 At - 169 - L'int&re pour le bruit de jet des moteurs d'avions date des
dBC LCOM . .~ .... 111,9 dS anndcs 1950 ; il est lid I I& misc en service des avions de

-IN transport civils I rdaction car ils Etmient incomparablement plus
100. FTa et= bruyants quc leur prdddeessetirs A hdlices. La gene qu'ils

a90utiu crdaient aux riverains des airoports Etait utrs prdloccupante etor ~ pouvait devenir tin obstacle au ddveloppemnent harrnonietix du
so, =d~wqtra nsport adrien. C'est ainsi. i dure d'exemple. que lea premcra~r

70 hA u~Ii 'Vj~1Ij avions civils I rtaction (Caravelle. DC-8. VC-10) produisaient
IIA.YJY IiV Y tin bruit supneriur de queique 15 dB ati bruit des avionsA

so - .. LL.~L htlices, qu'ils allaient peti A peti remplacer dana lea flortes des
* 5 - O 25 0 25 s0 7m 1 compagnies adriennes. La pousste des avions & rdaction Erant

_______ _________________ prodtiite par N~jection d'un jet de grande vitesse (500 1
120 Lrai 115,4 d8 800 m~s). le bruit de jet est particulierement pdnalisant. Pon
da
110 Lw, 14 , IS seulement A cause de son intensitd mais dgalement par sea

10, d8 autres: caractdristiques, comme Ie diagramme de rayonnement
100 Traitemen et Ie spectre. beaucoup plus riche en haures frdquences que

COUSstique1  celui engendrd par tine htlice.

80so ~ ''L..... Dana tin tel contexte, les pouvoirs publics des pays possidant
70 tine industrie aironautique ont favoritE., inciti oti m-kme financt
70 de nombreuses Etudes pour compreridre. connaitre et rtduire le

60 __________ ___________ bruit de jet. Elles ont &r4 entreprises dana pltisieurs directions:
50 2500.25 50 m 75 travaux tisdoriques, essais et recherches expdrimenrales en

statique et en vol. Etudes psycho-accusriques. travatix
Figure 10 Effet de traitements absarbants stir Ia manche priparatoires de la rdglemnenration.

d'enarde du compresseur CA5 (B = 48. V = 62.
eapacement minimal). aui rdgime 2.1.2. Travaux theoriaties
N - M.N. = 5040 tr/min : spectres de noinbres
d'ondes angulaires i ]a fr~quence de passage des Cest tin fait bien connti qtie toute Ia thiorie dti bruit de jet
aubes f - BN. repose stir lea travaux de Lighthill ( 13, 14. 151. Cet atiteur a
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relid les gra~nder acoustiques du jet aux caractirnstques de I& menies surtout atx Es-Unia par Kryter (241, vont donner
turbulence de l'dcoulement ct a imbli une 6quauion (dite naissance aux PNdS (Pesceved Noise Decibels) et aux EPNdB
Equation de Lighthill). dana laquelle ii a isold (Effective Perceived Noise Decibels). tenant compte de la
(mathimatiquement parlant) un terme source caracteristique du durde de passage de Fasviac. Uls sont aujourd'hui d'un usage
milieu turbulent dmissif. Les travaux de Lighthill ont susciti dc utrs courant pour la =615fica01o adronaucique. L'adoption dc
trts nombreuses et irds fructucuses recherches sur les diffirents ces unitds complexcs, en rettdait II~cCssaiCe la connaissance
aspects du bruit de jet :gendrattion. propri~t~s. rayonnement. des spectres I tous les azinuts. s'est rivdl& etre un facteur
etc. Citons. parmi les rdsultats les plus representatifs. ceux de d'approfondissesnent et de caractirisation fine du bruit de jet.
Ribner 116. 171, Ffowcs Williams 1181 et Lilley (191. Ces
premiers travaux thdoriques 6taient tous axes sur la turbulence 2,1.5. Rdelemcrnwaion
et, deccc fait. dtaient approprids plus au bruit de mdlange qu~au
bruit d'onde de choc. dont l'importarce s'est manifestde La certification acousmjue des adronets promulgude par
quclques anndes plus tard. C'est igaleivent quelques annies I'OACI (Organisation de IPAviation Civile Interniationale) en
plus tard. vets 1970-1975, que les Ltiimes de "structure 1969 a ftd prdparde pendant plusicurs anndes. Les travaux
cohdrente" et Vdinstabiliti d'onde" ont supplantd auprts des priparatoires ct les nannes de bruit retenues ont dtd fortement
chercheurs celui de la turbulence, vue initialement par les influeacds car les caracairstiques du bruit de jet, source sonore
thdoriciens sous le seul aspect statistiquc. principale dana lcs pfteniers types de moteurs d'avions civils

et dont Is ndduction ac beuatk k des difficultds techniques et
Une resombde imponante des premiers travaux thitoriqucs Oconomliqties Enormes
(ceux de Lighthill en particulier) a dtd le diveloppement des
mditodes de privision du bruit de jet. dont lFun des initiateurs 2.2. Description du bruit de iet
a dtd Kobrynski 1201.

2-2.1. Caractirisation du bruit dc ict
2.1.3. Essais et recherches exodnimentales

Le bruit de jet est cuactdrsd en champ lointain (figure 11).
Les essais sur moteur A l'Echelle I sont difficiles A memte en pour une distance doande (r A la tuytre ott d It I'axe du
oeuvre pour itudier le bruit de jet. Aux raisons d'ordre moteur) et un angle de rayonnement ot. si I& tuyere est de
46conomique ec de disponibiliti des moteurs s'ajoutent des rdvoltition. par :
difficultds proprement techniques, comme la contamination du -un niveau de pfession sonore global ou dans une unitE de
bruit de jet par d'autres sources du moteur (compresseur. gene (PNdB par exemnple) .
turbine. etc.), l'espace nicessaire pour faire des mesures en le spectre sonoit

- champ lointuin, ayec lea probltmes mitdorologiques et L'ensemble de ces groiadeurs; permet de tracer It diagranime de
nidirologiques associis. C'est pourquoi un grand effort a porti rayonnemenL.
sur lea moyens et let rnddiodes d'essais du bruit de jet sur
maquectes. Si Is tuyere n'est pas de r~volution, un deuxibme angle tp

(angle de gite) doit *et considdrd et ['on obtient un ensemble
Parmi les moyens d'essai. il faut mentionner les chambres de diagrammes de rayeuanement.
andcholiques. En France. une telle chambre a dtd consuruitc au
dUbut des anndes 1960 au CEPr (Centre d'Essais des - y
Propulseurs) et a dtE utilisde pendant de nombreuses anndcs. I
Simultandment. on yoit apparaitre stir le marchd des
Equipements nouveaux d'analyse et dc traitement des mecures r d
acousciques. ndcessaires pour manipuler et examiner Idnormne
masse de donndes foumies par let essais.

C'est 1'epoque ous l'on met dgalement au point des procidds
d'investigation au scin d'un jet turbulent. L'ONERA. en Figure I I Paran~m~c gftomduiques dc mesure du bruit de jet
coopdracion avec la SNECMA. ddveloppe une mdchode de en champy lointain.
caractdrisation de la source dus bruit dans les jets chauds.
fondde sur In mesure de l'Emission infrarouge. couplde aux
techniques de corrdlations de faisceaux croises (21. 22. 231. 2.2.2. Simnle flux subsonioue

Les premiers essais rialisis dans les chambres andchoifques Le cas ldimentaire le plus simple est un mono-flux subsonique.
avaient lieu en scatique. On ddcouvre quciques annees plus itsrd L'6coulement est Ejectd dans l'atmosphtre i une vitesse
que les propriitds du bruit de jet peuvent Ecre profonddment moyenne V, dans le plan de sortie de la tuy~re. En aval de ce
modiflies par le vol. Des moyens de simulation de l'effet de plan. on distingue les rtgions suivantes (figure 12&):
vol sont alors construits :ce son: les souffleries andchoiques. leI c6ne potentiel. dana lequel l'dcoulement comprend
La conception la plus couramment adoptde est la soufflenec A uniquemeni le fluide provenant de i'interieur du moceur
veine otiverte. C'est le cas en France de CEPRA 19. implantee ['lair ambiant.
aui CEPr vers 1975-198(0 et qui est toujours utilisde sou s la Ia zone de mntlange aliment~e It la fois par Ic c6ne potenciel
responsabiliti de I'CNERA (cf. pa~agraphe 3). rt par ['air arnbiant.

Dans la zone de milange. se ddveloppent de fortes turbulenices,
214 tds)yh-cut~e sources du bruit de jet

C'est egalement aux caracteristiques spectrales particuuires dui En stalique. le bruit engendrd par chaque paquec turbulent est
bruit de jet que l'on doit le lancement des 6tudes psycho- soumnis aux influences cu modifications suivantes (figure 12b)
acoustiques destini,;s A crouver tine unitE acoustique tin effet de convection est dQ A Ia vites!-c de l'Ecoulement
reprdsentative de la gine crtdc par le bruit de jet. Ces Etudes. -le rayonnement Emit par le paquet turbulent 3ubit [a
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refracton prdut pa le priofil des tempeirawum et des exp~rimentalime. t quc. com~pare I un flux unique dquivalent
vitesses It long do brajet acoustique ; (dgalitd de debit masse. dgalald d'enthalrie et igaliti do
I& source turbulente est soumnise aux influences proven ant de poussde). un double flux classique ou i pfofil &-s vitesses
l'inteuicur du moteur. qui peuvent Ube soit d'origine normal (vitesse extdricure plus faible que ]a viteese intiricure)
adrodynamniquc (agissant directernent star Its caract~nstiques Cs' ldgitrment plus bruyant. En revanche- un double flux i
de la turbulence locale), soil d'origine acoustique (bruit cred prohil des Aites1i inverse (cest-1-dire dans lequel la vitesse
par d'autres sources internee comme le compresseur. I& extiricure est plus grande que [a vitesse intinireure) eel mnois
turbine ou I& chamnbre de combustion). cc qui eel susceptible bruyant que Ie flux unique equivalent conrrapondant.
de modifier le bruit de jet proprement dit 1251:
enfin. le diveloppernent de Ia zone de milange turbulente C6.n. potentioM du flux externw
ainsi que Its effets de convection et de refraction dependent

do medlang*
~ Zone#d. melang*

Zon dom4'des douxi flux
Zone do melange flux
*xtem-air amnbiant

C6no potentief do flux intern.

X~ otni Figure 13 Schema dWun jet 6uble flux.

2.2.4 Simole flux suoersonioue

Vitesso du flux Lorsqu tan E~coulemesit supenuoniquc (rapport de pression
G- cONVECTIoN supdrneur au rapport critique) alimente une Ituayre convergente.

Ifluenct intern* - l se crde en aval de Ia section d'eEcicon une strie de cellules
de chocs (figure 14).

b)

Frigre 12 Bruit Ends ptar on je mono-flux subsonque. Structuritd*% ond" do chocs
a) Schema du jet. daft un jet suporcnmitique convergent
b) Modifications du bruit engendrd. Figuire 14 Structure des ondes do choc dana un jet

supercritique converent.
LW pnincipaux facteurs determninant It niveau do puissance
acoustique sont, d'abord. Is vitesse d'Ejection do Fidcoulement L'uiteraction entre It processue do milange mentionnid dana It
et. d'autre pan. one grandeur caractdrisanit Its dimensions (par paragraphe precedent et Its cellulee do choc produil un bruit
exemple. section do uyerie ou debit mussel. suppldtmentaire aua bruit de melange. appelb bruit d'onde do

choc. qul posabde. d'une part. une composante hImlrg bande
En vol. aux phdtnornrneeddcrits ci-dessus s'ajoute (outre l'effet et. d'sutre part des frdquences discrttes appelbcs "wcretch".
Doppler qui ddplace Ics friquences) une action suir I& structure
do [a region turbulente qui modifie. do cc fait. lea Le bruit d'ondc do choc rayonnc esscnticllemcnt vera l'amont
caractdistiques du bruit do jet par rapport au cas stadque. dii moteur. On caractErise simplement cc bruit par It niveau et

le spectre du bruit do jet I l'angle d'Emission a - 130*, olb il
Que cc soil en stauique ou en vol. le bruit do jet dWon moetur est sensiblement supdrietar au bruit de melange. Le paramktte
installd sur un avion subit Egaemnent lei effets d'inst~allation. fondnmientul du bruit d'onde do choc cit 11 (ft3 - M13 - 1, oil Mj
c'cst-1-dire lee rtflexions ou diffiractions sur lea structures do est It nombro do Mach corrcspo-dant & une detente complate
l'avion. dii jet).

2.2.. Doble luxLa figure IS foumnit quelques illustrations dci pladnotynes qul
viennent d'etre dbc-rits (danas cc paragraphe, V eat one vitesse).

Dans un double flux. les phinomb~nes son: fondaznentaiemcnt
lea .mA.cs. Les doux flux donnent naissance A deux c6ncs 2.3. MEthodcs de ortvision
potentiels sinsi qu'l deux zones do milange, qui elle,-mermcs
se rMlangent, comme illustrEf sur Ia figure 13. Compte tenu do cc qui vient d'etr prisentd! aua paraigraphe 2.2

sur In generation du bruit do jet. il cit clair que lee
L'utilisation dana lea avions do transport civ ils des phitnomines sont noy complexes pour ctivisager une midthode
tubosoufflsntca (norbordacteura I doux flux). qui sont momns do prevision purement tisdorique, valable dana tous lea cam
bruysntes que lea mono-flux, a donne l'imprcssion que le bruit possibles. De fait. Ia plupart des methnidea do prevision
deojet Won double flux cit infdricur au bruit de jet d'un mono- existantes son:. 1le fois. "spidclulisdes" et scml-empirnquea. LA
flux. En fait. le bruit plus faiblc dos doubles flux a pour cause spi~cialisation s'opre sclon lea caractdristiquea suivanses:
lta vitesses d'ejection plus bosses 1 a Etd Etabli -bruit do minlanige ou bruit d'onde do choc.



*mono-flux ou double flux.
-dana, le cia dwn double flux. profil des viteses ornual oti

*bnuit en utatque ou nVl
*domasne de valicditi pour les paramlires
aerodsennodynazniqucs ou gdomnituiques,

-forms de [a tuytre

Les ndshodes de pffvision publides depuis 1979 sont donofes
dlauia lea rdffiences 26 A 42- Ues plus op~rationnelles sont
ddcrites britvmnen clans le tableau ci-apres. Elles sont toutes
relatives I des tuy~res sans silcncacux. Les moyens de ttduire
l'dmission sonofe sont prisentds clans Ic paragraphe suivant.

MErWOoc DC PSEVtSIOM DUJ Itrr DC iE ____________

.... 1 EN6" Me Seme -W mw& bdc m

36 x x x x Vwr. IAtsAli

A.MpVA~ 058 .4

- msa.. x x x x ~hq~as~n

35 x x X Dkep 4 A4 Mok om1 ýd W
VIIVP: so A m95 moo me "Amemoh95. a
V#:13 30 a* Poo mos do elo m,
Thflr &4 a 03 Un Mole #0 I'faiin.. bd
r":MOa 0 I 1Eerd ow~we"tmmov

36 x x X V.£..dwisi.din.Want

I I %IASA do 1174,

A x x X x Vo.A 1j a2
Twrk: 0.7 & 4.
VIIVP, 0.02 a 23
TU/T, 0.164
AeIAK 03 A 18

Mfo II

Ve: 1301 AM WA3

40 X x x x VO& 03 a2 EX OA& ~do 6 MASA.LAOS'v
mAIbsII 3 Th.'1..0.7 A£43 ovin Udmiq..&cdw m i

VVNP.0,0 A23 PON .39
Tle/T: 02£ 4
AAr./, 03 A£10

41 x x X A.IAft 3A 33
D.A.¶ 2£ A 6
Va'Vfp G01a 0."0
V.: o 34133.

TI. 295&3955

A

Io d Ad 4694 ab.& .omhi4 meami q

V ~ ~ lb wam do)a L&m P
N5~u.b w.bw a inwm
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Chosmp sioro d'un jet isibsomiquo Spctrus dui Viper on vol 6 V m 172 KTS
Ptd4d Rapport do pression a 1,67

M 0.1

875-

I<

120 wVao-
V aV142 KYS souec.

its b--V a 72 KTS - 0 100 1Q000 10000

110 1 a 50 00Spectres du Viper en vol A V -172 KTS

1 00

O,1 0.2 0"

I w
Figure IS Exernpies de mesures de bruit de jet. 75

Exnki de 1451.
a) Chamnp sonore d'un jet supersonique (M a

nam to de Mach d'avancementO. 70
b) Bruit do jet dis Viper 601 (V.a visesue

d'avancemnent). r oo
c) Spectres acoustiques rayoerins pr Ito Viper en GS

YolkY V l72kts.hace W5et W. C) too 1000 10000

2.4. Momes de ttducdga Le deuxibme proc~dE conuiste h accdidrer le mdlange cutre le
jet et ['air snibiant. de faqon & diminuer le volumne de I& zone

2.4.1. It~duction dui bruit de mdltnte (43-491 de TiEIdlage, sitge des turbulences qui sont let sources sonores.
tine grsnde vahitd de techniques. dent les plus connues tont

3I on as Ilintite I une riduction passive, lei rieux seitu moyens dicrites ci-spits. peuvent etre utilis~es poor obtenir
possibles sont: I'accEldrauiou du mivlange.

*dagtir sur Is gin~ration de Is source;
-d'agir sur le ddveloppement de la rdgion source (zone de Augmniolallen dii pirimlire do contact entn le jet it
midisrgel. T!tleibr

- LA premtier prcuMO se limite A time diminution de la vi==c Cc: effet est Olmteuw simplenient avec tine tuiyre
d'ijection mnoyenne, cc qui. It poussie constante. nicessite une bidimensionnelle (figure 16a). Ouure une r~duction de Is
sugmentasuon des dimensions doi moteur. C'est gVice I cc puissance acoustique. une tuytre rcctangulaire (hauteur hi,
-mycu-que lea doubles flux I grand tsux 6e dilution produisent largeur L) produit aussi tin effet bNnifique grice au
u 'nr t de jet relativemrnen taible. rayonneient dans Is direction %y 0.

N



2.4.21 RNIUreion do rit f onde de choc [43. 49.541

Commwi le bruitd'onde &lwc provieuilde linteratction nee
le milange et len celldes do cbac. tout syst~me qui petunabe
Pdtablissement de ces mihules est susceptible d'axttnucr It

IN~bruit d'orde de cboc.

Bruit intasulW d'une tuy~re ronda,

---T ... d rsingo al, d8gr

go---
60 40 00o0o 120 140

Figure 16 Moyens de r~duction du bruit de jeL ieulpo ni" d

a) Tuyare rectangulaire. vret
b) Milangeum. Io

Urn tuy~bre annulair pernet igalement d'augmenter It o

pirimlure de contact du jet avec I'atmosphtre. Des tuyerea
annuuhaucs de rivolution ont fait l'objet de plusicurs Etudes- - - -

oriendes d'aulleuua vera Is ridurtion du bruit d'onde de choc. coo rewtedivrorgeto
Peu do donntes exsitent aur des tuytres annulaim ,esg~
bidimensionnelCL - -,I

Utillelotso do niklangeura

Urn autre fa~on d'augmenter It pdrimlktre de contact du jet 1 -A -va oposn O lbl,
avec l'atmospfrtre cit d'utiliser une tuytre avec des 12~
ondulationa osa corrugations (figure l6b). 101
Avec: sne teile giomnEtric. on se rapproche &ej& de techniques a - V;Ol
propres aux silcncieux-milan gemn. Dans ces dispositift. dont

lt but est d'accdldrer It m~lange. I'air exterieur est conduit 6

vers llintirieur de I'ecoulemnent ou. A l'inverse. l'air du jet est 4 - ~ a
guidE vera I'extrineur. LA fonction de guidage cit assurde par 2 i- -1
des formes diverses. On obtient ainsi des silencicux £ "tubes". a. d*Wt,
SNECMA pour l'Olympus de Concorde utilissit des'palettes W so 10 90 Ito 130
qui dinigellient l'Ecoulement intirieur vera I'ctitrieur. A cause
deices palettes osa pelles. It dispositif a Ut beptisE "silencicux PNdS 11nuit a a a130
1 pellet". 1

Les probltmes techniques lea plus importanta posis par lea
silencieux sont:Ito C
-d'ob~enir une faible r~duction des performances du moteur,

surtout en croisitre : o
*d'avoir san silencieux qui rWuit It bruit de ta~on

significative. fion sculement c~n statique. mais aussi en vol. Co- ~ tdt~gn.
Lot "silencicux A peilca s'est rivelE I cet igard I_________________
particulitrement decevant puisqu'l a perdu en vol toute son 0) 0,11 .0,6 .0,4 .0.2 0 0.2 0.4
efficaciti consit~a~ en slatique.

Figure 17 Rdduction dui bruit d'onde de choc.
11 a ErE htouvd expdrimentaiement qu'une faqon die conserver Exftk die 143L
en vol cIt bonnes performances acoustiques dus silencleux est a) Bruit en statique et en vol d'urn tuytre
de le compliter par un tjectcar. Lefficacitt du systeme eat circulaire.
augmentfe si san traitement scoustioue cit appliquE sur b) Efflcackia do converget-dlvea'gent.
id6jecteur. 0) Bruit It a a 13(0.



Le moyen it plus efficace at.L dana ces coniditions. l'utilisation
d'une toytre convergense-divergentc adaptie. puisqu'une telle
blyybs supprime its ondes do choc. Par rapport It one tuyero
convergensa. wng rdductac significative du bruit t.A obtenni
dwamtg I'arc smontL Un autre pnd int&&* d'une tuytm
convergenu-divergente est qu'eile r~duit le brutit d'ondo do
choc non seulement au point d'adaptation mais pour one large
plage o upwaran*us 0 (c'ast-W-irc du rapport de pression). HI
ast Ealernent intftesuant de remanluer que Is Afduction du
bruit d'onde de choic en vol ast supdrieure A ceute es statique.
La figure 17. extmaice de [43). illuasre zes r~sultats. Le cas de
vol correspond & Is vitesse de 120 Wis sinislde dams wie
toufflerie sndhoique Ir

D'autres p rloEd ant Mu eusay past brise Is ien uct des
cefluies d'un jet supersonaque sous-ditendu. Lewt efficacitf Car
iuifdrirtare I cell. du covretv~t Une tehiu Figure 15 Sch~ma de principe d'une exp 0rierce de bruit de Jet
relsaivmerner simple consist. A utiliuer des patois pornsies post A CEPRA 19. i i.__ d

modiier s stuctue afedynr die do 1coaulenueuI 1 ConlvergenltdeI ofli
superbonique. L'utilisa d'un corps central parmi a fsit 2-Zoos do mWlange de Isa en ir oi
I-objet do plusie arsEudes (49, 50, 5 11. 3. C fnerptniel iI ielte

3. S = &I ANCHOIUE EPR 194- Maquedo de tuybe.
3. SUFFLRIB NEO4IOUECEPR ~3- Rigion des sources acoustiques des jet do

3.1. Dffinition dUbson naspeots do tuyltes.

Dans Is contexwe di Ia perturbattion do 1Ienvirtinne mnt lea Cede dernilro distance implique que le diasnfte des maquetses
mnesure sacoustiques du bruit dWon vion doivent bre (sites en de bay~rus ne doit pas dipasser 10 an, 91i est admis que tautes
conditions de chamnp lointsin, c'est-A-dire quo Is distance do I& Its sources acoustiquis imnporearites 'ant satudes It mains do
souirce scoustiquu au point do mesure dait ftre grandi par 10 diari*km
rapport I Pasvion tt sux longiasuss d'onde examindes. Si l'on
veat Eviter It code ids ElevE des esasis en vol Jets essals sue Paur on rdactesar do I mido disaniftr. l1chelle do rd~ductiona
nuqusues dolivent alors dent efectuas dans onu chambre do aiom di 1/10.
muone dint Is dimensions soot grandes par rapport I cues
do Is nuquetes et done len patois wsoot altdes do (san h 3.2- Possibilitis actuelles de P'igstallaslon
iAm~se was propagation en milieu libre lnfiriL

La viese. di soufflhge reproduisans ets condition do vod at
Lets aimiitudes do Mach. do Reynolds it di Stroubal Etant rgliable entr 0 et 100 nWt.
incomnpatibles, Is plupar des essai adrowacostques sut Ia
rotoms a les. jets sont (sits in similitudes compatibles de Mach Les maquedis di bayyus peuvent recevoir diux flux distinct,
dt di Stroulial et il et admis quo I'Ecart en noxibux di daltrcomprimi :
Reynolds a sin effetndgligsblie. Ainsi. ente lis conditions le flux central peut avoiron ddbit de 4kgts aveion tam do
rdelles et lts estals stir maquettes. its visesses sons conset we dften di 3.4 et tine temipErature de 300 I 1100 K absents
it its rdquinesan s augwmnses dana lbivemdEu rppor des per cornbussion de propane -
longuess Isflux extdrieur peut avowu n ddbit de17 kgts avec: n taux

do dwnten di 3.4 et wne temperature de 300 A 400 IL
Post its machines wuawnases (soufflantes et compresseues) if
feaut dispos er de maquests complexes et do lest maonsin Ces psarrAmnres correspondeti bien so domaini des avimn de
La pon nu aera pas ddvelopp ici car l'installation CEPUA 19 transports subsonaques ; its ndcessicant des modifications pour
W'est pas encore Equipde post entralner dis rotom de prandis its avions do transport mapersoniques it post its avions do
dimensions. abs

Post lea Jets. Is figure ISI peent wdi sulvre linchahsmnent des 3..Md piains ordvues wou les avlona de transtoms
impliCAtions. Pour simuler it (onctionnemnt, en vol I~ IU
(cf. paragraphe 2.2). it ou len jets de Is maquette de masrr
doiventsei ddvelopper dana sin 6coulement uniformne, c'est-I- Une modification impartante prevue catacerne l'augmentazion
dire dana Is c~n. posentiel du jet libre do Is soufflenie di Is vitess de vol simulde. Commis if a #WE expliquil so
repeodulsant Is vitems do vol. Davner pan, It plan d~jection parapraphe 3.1. il nest pas souhaitabit de changer It
des maquettia de tuytres doitse ti ouver suffisamment loin du configuration gdomdstrique. Si le diarntire de veine fibre de
brad de Is tuyere de I& soufflerie powr pe .m etife des mesures soufflenie (2 mi) eat conservE. tine augmentation de vitesse no
acoustiques en zone calme dans l'are aniont des niaquettes. pius 6tre obtenuc que par sine augmentation de ddbit. Cottpte
Lensemble de ces exigences nest pas rempli dans let tenu de I& rtserve de puissance sur it mnotesr de Is soufflerie,
installations anciennes. La figure 18 montre quo l'installatlon I1 ast prdvu de faire passer prochainem en t Is visesse maximal.
CEPRA 19: A 120 nM/ (voire 130 ni/i), su prix de travaux qui ne sersient

*permt tde fairs des mesures jusqu'l pirs de 160 (conipth pas trop importansa.
I puusir de I axe du jet).

*permit smx jets des maquetues dei t divelopper en Cets. nouvelle vitisas correspond bien sox vitiates de
Eýcoulemeno hontagneu sue envirnm I M. dicollag. ow d'approche dun avion de transport supersonique



mais eflc scm encore insuffisante pour simuler un survol 141 Ldwy, S.. Lajnhourion. J_. Maianney. C., P&nIL M4..
d'avio dc combat i basse altitude. and Rafine. B., "Direct Experimental Verification of the

Theoretical Model Predicting Rotor Noise Generation".
3.4. Perspectives ultiritures AIAA 79-0658. March 1979.

Unt vitesse die soufflerie supdrieure 1 120 m/s pourrait etre [5) Ldwy, S.. "Exact and Simplified Computation of Noise
obtenue. sans toucher au groupe motoventilateur. par reduction Radiation by an Annular Duct". Inter-noise 88, Avignon,
de ditnmire de Is tuytre de -veine libre. dans It cadre d'un France. 30 August-I September 1988, Proceedings.
coinpromis avec lea exigences rappeldes; au paragraph. 3.1. Vol. 3. pp. 1559-1564.

Pour un avion dec combat. Iea taux de detente tie jet primate 1 61 Rice. EJ.. *Multimodal Far Field Acoustic Radiation
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possibiliti ti'augmenter It taux de detente primaire est September 1978. pp. 906-911.
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"Investigahion of Subsonic Fan Noise Sources by
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CONCLUSIONH 81 *Methods of Controlling Distortion of Inlet Airflow
During Static: Acoustical Teats of Turbofan Engines anid

Cette communication montre qu'un effort considerable a iti Fan Rigs". AIR 1935. Society of Automotive Engineers
consenti au cours de ces quatre dcrni~trs dicennies, dipuis February 1985.
laxvenement des avions i reaction civils, pour prdvoir et
rdduiue It bruit des turbordacteuma Lea travaux ont portd 1 91 Hanson, D.B.. "Spectrum of Rotor NWise Caused by
essentielement sur lea deux sources sonores priponddraintes. Atmospheric Turbulence", 3. Acouat. Soc. Am., X, 1.
les compresseurs et Ita Jets. [es anayses thoqe July 1974. pp. 110-126.
approfoindies, des mdthodes de diagnostic originales et des
instailatiorts d'essais spdciales ont did iddveloppides, de sort. 1101 Ldwy. S., Cantard-Caruana. S.. and Julliard,'- J.,

- quo lea mdcanismes gindraeu- de bruit sonit mainteaini bien "Experimental Study of Noise Sourcera and Acoustic
comprls. Des Etudes intensives continuent toutefois d'Etre Propagation in a Turbofan Model". AIAA 90-3950.
mmc,, par exemple pour It transport supeusontique. car tous October 1990.
lea procbimeis sont loin d'Ih'e rdsolus. cemtinement i cause tie
to complexhill des phdromkinea physiques en jeus: en 111) LUwy, S.. Canard-Cartuana, S.. and Kerviel. P., "Study of
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I des faicteursaemi-empiriques ddduita de I'expdrience. France. 30 August-I Septembher 1988. Proceedings.

Vol.2Z pp. 751-754.
Las nuisance acoustique produite par lea avions de combat ne
suscite de I'lnteret que depuis quelques anndes seulement et 1121 L~wy, S., Lambouuion, L.. et Raffy. P., "Analyse des
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Discussion

QUESTION BY: W.B. do Wolf, NLR, The Netherlands
To my understanding rotor-stator interaction noise is
generated by rotor wake impingoment on the downstream stator

blades which act as the primary noise sources.
The noise from the stator blades propagates upstream and
passes the rotor where it may be measured by microphones on
the rotating blades as in your test set-.p.
Could you relate the amplitude of the pressure fluctuations
on the rotor blades to possibly measured pressures on the
stator blades or sound pressure levels in the intake duct or
outside the inlet?

AUTHOIUS RESPONSE:
I agree with your model of rotor-stator interaction. However,
there is probably also an interaction between the rotor and
the stator (outlet guide vanes, OGV) potential field. For
instance, the lines f - VN - 98 N in the blade pressure
spectra of Fig. 6 may be due both to this potential field and
to the acoustic waves generated on the stator vanes. It seems
very difficult to separate these two components. It is the
reason why we have not attempted to relate the amplitude of
the pressure fluctuations on the rotor blades to that on the
stator vanes.

Moreover, the rotor under study here (48 blades) has a very
high solidity. It is thus assumed that the acoustic waves
generated on the OGV mainly radiate downstream, and not
upstream through the blade row. This is not shown in the
paper, but it may be deduced from OGV pressure measurements
presented in Ref. 10. The explanation is the following one.

.The OGV pressure fluctuations are not modified with or
without the inflow control device (ICD, or *Filter
tranquillizateur* in Fig. 5). On the contrary the noise
levels radiated upstream are reduced by about 10 dB with the
ICD.
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The aeroscustic porforma of sevea gneic This paper evaluates the aerocoustic peformance
nozzle olfe ism was tested to evaluate te potw"tial of simple non-round nozzle exit geometries as a meansbenefitr of using non-rund jet exit geometrmLs to uce f ucon of noise emitted by high performancenose from comba1t milita aircaf. Both the militry engine.
aerodWamics and far fied acoustics of several M, a 1.5
and 2.0 round, el l a ctangular nozz including Noise reducion associated with combat militaryan ADENs were studted to jet noise emission. The Aircraft typically has received Ittle attention at the designnozzles wre operated to e total temperatures, T- a stage 1due to concern fur unacceptable performance
116'F. aind the data scied to constant thru The trade-of19 that could significantly compromise thedata wer propagated to 1500 ft. and correffct to aiorft' missio. In the commercia sector.perceifed noise isvel. The aerodymamic results of te unacceptable noise emsi ss. is primarily confined to
study Show that the non-roMnd nozzle geometries mix aircraft nop cnsein take-off p an landing .
much fstef with the surrouding medium than does an Even with this much sinpler aircraft mission, there exists
eqlutvalent round nozzle plume. Both the ADEN and no suchsmufci sumleronir commercial jet noise
Nelpc nozzles provide sgnificant reduction of noise, 6 to nuprssio conce that haU ever m sccee in enbling

7 PNd. iaong the major xs dirtion with little achievement of exiig nos regulation@ without
expected mpect on nozzle perfomance. Shock noise requiring exceptions. The Concorde aircraft contains noprocesess are elimited for eag lp nozz, but are sti suppression concep (Ref 1), simply because It could notignificant w.h rectangular nozzes. Comparnson of afford any peormae degradation to achieve itsmesurme•nft to 1theretical predictions of noise using mission goail.
the quasneer Instaliy wave model demonstrates
good qufittve agree mt. The reduction of nolse for combot military aircraft

is much more involved. in lf.at many aircraft missions
require penetration at low Altitude with high ongine power
stig for dissnggment. Few combat aircraft are
designed with sufficient margin to permit deployment of
engine noie Suppressor (Ref 2) during this phase of

Lthe mOisson. Unless stow0bis, engine nose suppression
deices would significantly compromise cruise

%, Ambient bound spee per"ormane, And therefore, aircraft rang.Sare equKvalent i diammeor The relatlonship between emitted j nos andh rectangular nozzle exi heighl arrmft dynamic loade Appears to be an area whore
L r opn of potential core noise should be accounted for in te Aircraft designturbulence convecion Maci number stage. Twin engine fighters and bombers, such as for
M nozz exit design Mach number example the US F-15 (Ref 3) and 8-18 (Ref 4) aircraft.M, Jet exh~aust Mach number have expeienced structural fatigue failures of engineI fully xVpn M Mach number nozzle external flaps. Thes failures can be associated

ambient pressure with noie generated by the high speed jets at low flightp. jet static prssure At nozzle exit Mach numbers (i.e. typically q 0.6). Short Take-Off
P. jet total pressure at nozzle entrance Vertical Landing Aircraft, such as the McDonnell Douglas
P, local jelt static pressur AV.0 and th British Harrier aircraft (Ref 5). areW radial jet coordinate Subct 10 Intense structural load at high tempeatureT, jet tWal tewnperture at nozzle entrc due to ground Impingement And scrubbing cruise boads.
UUIlocal and centeline je velocity
U. je ex ceonterline velocty The majoiy of noise suppressolon concepts
V. turbulent convection velocity discussed for commercial applications in refewce 2
V fully expanded let velocity (see Table I of Ref. 2) are not aoollcable to combatAX, aI j coordinate Aircraft. This Is due to existence of eiMer a substantIal

, (V per•)POr" ma-ce penalty or use of an engine afterburn.
(M 1 )14. (M., - I),* Thus, wh;il plugs provide noise reduction withe empirical shock intensity parameter peorma augntation, their weit and need for

0 ratio Of spAecfle heelas cocsng remain unattractive. The Inverted velocity profileSMah wave ange to jet dn si offer0 modest noise reductions with low loss of nozzle
p,, emthan al ambi•en density perrmnce, .ltho•gh efficient utilization requiresv ain•leutole ingie arounds l availability of engine secondary flow, which for most
v angie to pet inlet axis turbolets is severely himted.
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In this paper. the use of genenrc nozzle geometries 2a - Mach Wave Emission
is evaluated as a means to achieve reduction of jet
noise with minimum performance loss. Non-round The spark schlieren of Figure Ia. which captures a
nozzle exit geometry is thought to provide accelerated nearly instantaneous view of both flow and near acoustic
mixing of its plume with the surrounding medium. This fields, was acquired using a horizontal knife edge with
could produce lower let plume speeds and consequently spark duration less than 0.1 IL-sec, The pressure waves
lower noise, that appear to emanate from regions along the jet shear

layer edge and travel downstream are produced by
In particular, the aeroacoustic characteristics of turbulence coinvected supersonically relative to the

round, elliptic and rectangular nozzle exit geometries are ambient medium. This mechanism was first described
studied experimentally. These generic geometries are analytically by Phillips (Ref 7), who termed the
evaluated using both hot and cold jet plumes. with jet mechanism eddy mach wave emission. Physically the
total temperatures to 1 160"R. Both acoustic far field and model considers the radiation to be generated in the
aerodynamic flow field measurements were acquired to same manner that ballistic waves are created. Thus, as
evaluate the noise reduction mechanism. Comparison of illustrated in figure lb, Mach waves would be emitted
the measured far field sound radiated by the elliptic jet from the shear layer at an angle,
is made to the prediction of Morms and Bhat (Ref 6). A
brief summary of the principle sources of supersonic jet e , coe'(1I /M,) U cos'(a, / aV)
noise is included to provide a background for motivation
behind methods of jet noise suppression. where a - VVN - 0.7. Hem V, V¢, and M, are the fully

expanded jet and turbulence convection velocities and
convective Mach number relative to ambient sound

2 SUPERSONIC JET NOISE SOURCES speed. In the schlieran example of figure la, the jet
flow is produced by a convergent-divergent nozzle with

Two fundamental differences exist betwaen low and a design Mach number M, a 2. The nozzle is operated
high speed jet flows that have an important effect on fully Pressure balanced, so that the exit static pressure
what Is observed as the dominant sound production is equal to ambient pressure, P. s P.. The air flo:i from
mechanism. These differences, which are discussed the nozzle is unheated. With these operational
below, are present when turbulence is convected at conditions the convection velocity and Mach wave angles
supersonic speed relative to the ambient sound speed are V. o 1175 ft/sec and 9 u 160. The Mach waves in
and/or shock waves are present in the flow. The figure I appear inclined 22* to the jet shear layer
second phenomenon requires the flow to be supeosonic, boundary.
but the first phenomenon also occurs with heated W
subsonic jets (i.e. M. a 0.85 ;T 1 ot Ffowca Williams and Maldanik (Ref 8) theoretically
mechanisms are known to emit intense noise and attain predict that acoustic en.rgy emitted by the eddy Mach
sufficient energy to be directly visualized by standard wave mechanism is proportional to M,'. This source
optical methods as shown in the spark schieren strength dependence on convection velkcity is indicative
photograph of figure Is. of hi~jh acoustic source efficiency. In the direction of

Mach wave emission, the individual quadrupole sources
radiate as individual monopole sour,;es with no net near
field cancellation. Because of this high source efficiency,
the Mach wave mechar'ism is capable of converting
between 0.1 and 1% of the jet mechanical energy to
noise. This noise is radiated at narrow angles to the jit
axis as defined by the Mach angle. At angles beyond
this angie. source efficiency drops to that associated with
quadrupole emission, which is in the order of 0.01 % of
the iet mechanical power.

Noise reduction concepts that would seek to reduce
the convection velocity of sourcas to subsonic should
substantially reduce noise in consideration of the change
in source efficiency. Typically the jet velocity Is lowered
by forced mixing with the extemal stream, as in the
application of mixer lobes with ejectors. This paper, as

a. Spark schlieren of underexpanded M, a 2 shown below, considers the use of non-round nozzle
unheated let, P. - P. exit geometry to achieve enhanced mixing and lower jet

2b - Shock Noise

,-Wavefront An equally important noise source for supersonic
jets is associated with the convection of turbulence
through plume shocks. The schlheren photograph of
figure 2 also shows noise radiation from this mechanism.
This can be observed as those circular ray centered
regions that originate for locations in the shear layer

Turbulent shear layer where whe obiique shocks terminate. The noise from
this mc•hanism dominates acoustic emission in the jet
inlet arc 0 s W s 90'. A broadband frequency spectrum

b. inition of Mach wave angle, 8 results from the interaction of turbulence with a shock,
with an energy peak that is Doppler dependent. When

Figure . Illustration of Mach wave nissinthe shock cell spacing is a near inteler multiple of the
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expanded Mach number is determinied from the nozzle
pressure ratio through the isentropic relations,

. . ! M= ,* ((2/('f.1))((PJPJ''.)'-1)

whlere PIP. is the nozzle pressure ratio. Point A in
figure 3 is the nozzle design poert point C is in the
direction of underexpanded operation and point C in the
direction of overexpanded operation. Both points 13 and
C represent those points where Mach discs begin to
form in the plume. Between points C and B plume
shocks can be considered week.

Figure 2. Spark schlieren of underexpanded unheated The sound pressure level amplitude increase.
sonic jet illustrating broadband shock noise and eddy between shock free and non-shock free nozzle operation.
Mach wave emission (can be seen to be substantial. At points C and B, thenoiae levew inceioe is between 12 and 13 dB. As a

means of companson, figure 3 shows the degree of
wavelengh associated with the most highly amplified shock noise generated by an equivalent thrust C-0
frequency of the shear layer, the shock cells oscillate at nozzle designed using conical segments and a throat

that frequency producing what is known as jet screech. with a small constant area section. The nozzle design

This mechanism requires feedback of acoustically Mach number is again M. a 1.5. The use of conical
generated noise to the nozzle to be maintained. A segmets is typical of all military aircraft engines and

comprehensive review of the literature on shock noise helps achieve operation of variable area thmrot and
can be found In Seiner (Rf 9). nozzle area ratio. The nozzle deign shape was chosen

to emulate the P&W F100 engine nozzle for operation of

Lke the Mach wave mechanism, the shock notis the F-15 aircraft at cruise power seting.
source mechanism Is extremely efficient. Figure 3
shows the relatively large increase in noise radiated at The date of figure 3 show that a e1l irolese in
V a 30, that is associated with jets which are operated shock noise occurs at points C and B, but that a
off-design in either the overexpanded or underexpanded significant 9 to 10 dB inorease in shock noise occurs

mode. The solid curve is established from data even at the conical C-0 nozzle design poft Thus,

associated with convergent-divergent (C-D) nozzles even though there is a modest decrease in shock noise

operating at their design points, so that no shock noise amplitude, the vanable area conical nozzle does not
is present. All other data in figure 3 is associated with represent an adequate method for schleving shock noise
jet plumes that contain shocks " thus produce shock control. To evaluate the shock noise reuuction
noise. associated with the use of the nozzle divergent flap,

compare the conical C-0 data to that of a convergent
nozzle whose thrust is equivalent at the Mach 1.5 design

Moe uoC-0, point. Only a 3 dB dec•rese in noise can be associated
o "e ,, , t- with the use of a nozzle divergent flap.
a 6v. 00wa" nonle

13 , C0,€.,• MgI . The shock noise amplitude can be related, as
94•, expec.ed, to the strength of shocks in the jot plume.

"As discussed in Ref. 9, the shock noise intensity. I, is
11. - -. proportional to the pressure jump across snock waves as

p~ d expressed by,

lie WOI - (1I.A) - CO(M, • the

A where i * (M' -)" Is a parameter relating the
Spressure jump across a normal shock to the freetream

g Mach number M, For perfectly balanced jet, where Mi
a M,. the above equation would predict I, a 0 as
expected. The parameter, , Cis experimntMly

I I I determined and is found to increase with te nozzle
s '.a ts .U U design Mach number. Figure 4 compares prediction of

e shock noise using the above equation to data meaured
1. o"1)" for three different supersonic nozz'.es. The jet total

temperature for this data is ambient. The data is
Figure 3. Advantage of shock free nozzle design. associated with acoustic measurementl at angle V L

90". ,he Jet noise is subtracted from the data by
computing the let noise At V . 90' using the Stone

ovorall combat aircraft, thle USAF F.15 being a Module in ANOPP (Ref 10).
representative example, have nozzle area ratio schedules
that lie near the M, a 1.5 design point. For an ideal For underexpanded nozzle operation, M, - M, " 0,
laboratory type nozzle designed for M, a 115. ope the data and prediction in figure a show reasonable
circular symbols in figure 3. operation at off-design agreemen up to those values where strong shocks
nozzle pressure ratios leads to a large increase in would be expected in tho plume and non-isentropic
emitted sound. The data in figure 3 is shown in terms losses occur. For overexpanded operation. M, - M, C
of the fully expanded plume Much number M and the 0. the comparison appears unsatisfactory even with
sound pressure level in dB re. 0.00002 N./m'. 'The fully relatively weak shocks in the jet plume. Figure 4 does
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a minor am no change in the OASPL was detected.
.d k C,111. KE)Y These results were most encouraging, since only small

7 Udt~o s I _losses in nozzle thrust coefficient could be expected.
7 l. 0 O-.6

0 1.5 2.0 .. The prior supersonic elliptic nozzle results were
S- 2.0 3.0 -"acquired using unheated supersonic plumes. In an effort

A , to arrive at a more accurate account of tMe noise
reduction potential of such nozzles, a series of tests

2.5. /0 were conducted with round, elliptic and rectangularA /nozzles with plumes heated to jet total temperatures
4- / 1160R.

Uj, / - 4 EXPERIMENTAL CONRIGURAT1ON

. Two rectangular nozzles w-)• also studied. One was
0 actually an ADEN (augmo., i, deflecor exhaust nozzle)

v) •.=J' •with design Mach number of M, a 1.5 and asec ratio
0 L ... =Pal• -• -' ,•, I.... of 2. The deflector flap extnde from the nozzle *xit
-L0 -•-" .0T- .s :.0 a distance 3.5h, wheos h Isl Me nozzle exit height. The

Mj_-Md sideowalls of this nozzle ase p:rallel. The other
rectangular nozzle was designed for Mach 2 with an exit

Figure 4. S,•ersonic exhaust nozzle aho noise aspect ratio 7.6. The sidirwalls of this nozzle were also
intenseity 1. ait W 9" par~allel. For this study, a row M.= •1.54 elliptic nozzle

with aspect ratio 2 was constructed to withstand the
show that shock noise amplitude inc. as S rapidly away elevated, temperature. In addition. a Md= -2.0 ellipic
from the nozzle design point and increasps with nozzle nozzle with aspect ratio 3 wasl designed and constructed
cleigni Mach number. as evideniced by the ,acresse in for these studis•.
the parameter e with M,. The source officien4,3 of shock.
noise is competitive with that associated with the eddy' Both the M,= 1.t5 round and ADFN nozzles have
Machl wove mechanism. Depending on th4 strength Of rie&d/ equ"ivent exit areas of 2.217 and 2.161 In'.
the plume shocks and flow Mach number, -,.Aween C ' respectively. Tho M, ,, 1.54 and 2.0 elliptic nozzles
and 1Z of the jet mechanical eneng Can be convert,, have rospctrNe xe. areas of 1,571 and 1,508 in' * The
to nos by this mechanism. scale size of these nozzle, is of coner in scaling

acoustic data to full scale PNL values. This scaling is
3 NOISE REDUCTION USING3 NOZZLE GEOMETRY of course necessary to fully evaluate any acoustic

' reduction. Relative to the F-15 aircraft., the round and
In the lost section, we have bilefty reviewed the two ADEN nozzles Ire 1115th scaes nozzles.

iet noise sources, Mach• wave emission and shock noise.
that dominhate acoustic emission from superson•ic IeMs. ,
Their reduction requires that the Plume region for
supersonic convection velocities be minimized and the
nozzle operated as, nealry pressure balanced as Po)ssible
(exhausut static pressure equal to ambient) to minlimize

shock strength. To achieve these goals and noit
compromise aircraft performance represents a significanit
challem.-p.

The research of Ho and Gutmark (Ref. 11) stiow
that an aspect ratio 2 low subsonic elliptic nozzle can
entrain three times the jet's own ms3l flow. Evidently
tha asymms'rio distortins of the Mean flow field
imposed I:y the nozzle 0eornewy, produce an unequal
rolo-up of vorticity in the initial shear layer. The three
dimensional vortex rolo-up leads to rapid mixing of th*
plum* with external stream &if and consequently Ilwl
average jot flow field voicdit•S.

Figure 5. Photograph of Mi 1.52 a'spxct ratio 2I
Recant research (Rof. 12) has 81so Shown that supersonic elipt~ic nozzle.

enhanced mixring can be achieved using supersonic
elliptic nozzles. The supersonic nozzle used in this Figure 5 shows 4 phlotograph of the M, a 1,52 /
study was designedl with an aspect ratio 0f 2 to produce elliptic nozzle withl a surrounding array of near field
a shock Ifre plum@ at M. ý- 1 52. This Pilor study microphones arranged al~nj a fixed coordinate -n an
demonstrated that. in the principle direction Of jet noise ellhptical cylindrical coordinate system, These
emission (100" :5 w s 165"). the Opltic nozzle reduced microphones were used in Rot, 12 and 13 to determine

th OASPL between 6 and 8 dB relative to an equal that the Sxisymmetric modiltis the dominant spatial m xle
thrust and mass flow round n~ozzle in the direction Of the of instability for the shock free plume. In thu prils;-,t
nozzle motor axis. Larger noise reductions we(* study. these near f•ied microl~ores are not iised. -
detected in the direction of peak shock noise emission. Instead a 21 element linear array of far field
since the elliptic nozzle desig•n providled an essentially microphones, as shown in fiqre 6. (s used to acqluire
shock free plum@. Along the directiont of the nozzIe far field acou.stic data. Microphlones 22 through 25 were

Lu _____________________

id's I I I I I II I I
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Figure 6. Diagram of microphone array system in JNL highy amplified wave of the jet shear layer achieves

added to enable acquisition of data at high angles of W. maximum growth. Beyond this point the wave rapidly
Data from these microphones were scaled to 12 ft. linear disintegratos into smaller scale structures. The data of
array distance. The nozzles were located at different figure 8 show the axial distribution of momentum

thnozzle deftined byctis
poiiosigur the Dagram o micomhon allowacqusysteion JNf

highly wereeobtained by rotation of the nozzle.

T he microphone data were acquired by a 20 dAscnte seen, io e sial major an d atanor
cannl dsimultaneous sample and hold 12 bit A fAsce/8 seew the a iial majori and mioreaxu
cosetiors ing a 200 kHz. sample rate. The sample momentum thicknesses are nearly equal. In the

data ~~l chawage o .Aiuha aafrnnronel axs oenu

s was 256k per record. A low noise 20 channel potential core region, the major axis momentum

amplifier with a 100kHz. low pass filter was used ahead thickness grows at only a slightly lower rate than along

of the A/O converter The time data was stored on the minor axis. Thus no distortion of the jet column can

optical disk for later FFT batch processing. All acoustic be observed for most of the potential core region.

and aerodynamic data were acquired in the NASN/LaRC
JetcNoise Laboratory (JNL). 0 MIP4NOR ,IS

Aerodynamic data associated with the round and
elip Mi 111, 1.5 and 2.0 nozzles were acquired using
the JNL digital traverse system with 3-axis positionalacrc of ± 0.001 inch over its entire span. A total •j

pressure probe, designed for supersonic flow, was used
to determine the jet velocity. Only aerodynamic
measurements at a jet total temperature of 564*R are
available. The JNL electric heating system was used
to acquire acoustic data to 1160"R. a L /DQ

5 MACH 1.5 ELLIPTIC NOZZLE COMPARISONS o , 7 , 4 0 ,
X/Deq

5a - Aerodynamic Data
Figure 8. Axial development of major and minor Me

Only shock free supersonic plume data is reported 1.5 elliptic nozzle momentum thickness.
in this study. Figure 7 compares the centerline velocity
between round and elliptic Mach 1.5 nozzles. The data Near the and of the potential core, the momentum

are normalized by the jet exit centerline velocity. U.. thickness along the major axis grows much faster than
Both jets are operated fully pressure balanced at T. a along the minor axis. The minor axis growth rate

564"R. The axial distance is normalized by an area remains unchanged. This rapid growth of the major axis

equivalent jet diameter, O.. The elliptic nozzle plume momentum thickness occurs at an axial location close to
clearly decays at a much faster rate than an equivalent the vicinity where the dominant spatial mode (See Ref.
round nozzle plume. The centerline velocity of the 13) achieves maximum amplification before undergoing
elliptic nozzle reaches subsonic speed relative to the rapid distortion.
ambient medium at X/D., = 10.5. The same point for
the round nozzle occurs at X/D. . 14.5. one 5b -R F,"ion of Mach Wave Emission
explanation for this result is associated with asymmetric
distortion of the Jet cclumn produced by three The elliptic nozzle aerodynamic data of the
dimensional turbulent decay of jet large scale structure, preceding section shows that the axial length for

supersonic flow is less than for an equivalent round
If one assumes that the axial location where U/U. nozzle. We can directly investigate the reduction of

< 0.98 defines the end of the potential core. L,, then the Mach wave emission by comparison of acoustic data for

elliptic nozzle's potential core length is 5 D.. The end jet total temperatures where the convection Mach
of the potential core is also the location where the most number, M, is near sonic and where it is much greater
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than sonic. Of particular interest are the isothermal also show the shift in the direction of radiation with
case, for which theoretical prediction is available (Ref. 6), increased M.. The angles for peak noise emission differ
and the higher temperature condition, where To = from the predicted Mach wave emission angles because
1160*R. For the isothermal condition the elliptic nozzle the data is presented in linear microphone array format
conditions are p, p., To - 765°R, e = 20". and Mc - rather than along a circular arc.
1.065. Thus in the isothermal M, = 1.5 jet case, the
convection Mach number is barely supersonic. The To appropriately determine the benefit of the
Mach wave emission will occur at narrow angles to the reduction of noise by non-axisymmetric nozzle geometry
jet axis. For the higher .jet temperature case, the requires that the data be scaled to full, propagated,
conditions are M, a 1.312 and e = 40'. Strong Mach corrected for atmospheric losses, and presented on a
wave emission should occur at much higher angles to weighted noise level basis (PNdB) for human response.
the jet axis.

5c - Scaled Acoustic Data
The acoustic data is acquired using the linear array

of microphones shown previously in figure 6. Overall The data was scaled to 50000 lb. of equivalent
sound pressure levels, for both the round and elliptic thrust at a sideline distance of 1500 feet and propagated
M, a 1.5 nozzles, are presented in dB in figures 9a and through a standard atmosphere using appropriate
9b as a function of the nozzle inlet angle W. Figure 9a spectral corrections. These conditions are representative
shows comparison of round and elliptic data (major and of a two engine fighter at maximum after-burner power
minor axis) for the isothermal condition. Figure 9b at a flight Mach number of 0.4.
shows the corresponding higher temperature case. The
elliptic nozzle acoustic data are scaled to the thrust level The acoustic data of figure 10 compare scaled
of the axisymmetric nozzle (i.e. 1000s.). results for the C-D round, rectangular (ADEN). and Md

= 1.54 elliptic nozzle geometries. All plumes have
equivalent jet total temperatures T. = 1160*R and are

to 3os- . r - wow ISON"=. operated fully pressure balanced. In the case of the
. U=I 5 AXISYMW-IC ADEN nozzle, however, plume shock strength is only
* M., 5 ECLUPnC r.0..) slightly reduced by the nozzle geometry.
o u-I 5 ELUPTIC (0-90)

Figure 10a shows that, along the direction of the
elliptic nozzle's major axis (i.e. 0 = 900) and at angles iy

0. > 120*, significant noise reduction in the order of 6 to 7
8,20- •PNdB is obtained relative to the reference round nozzle.

At these angles, which represent the peak noise
radiation direction, the ADEN performs identically to the,5 1elliptic nozzle. At angles Wv 4 120", shock noise
processes begin to influence the ADEN nozzle's acoustic

,, . .. . . .. ... . ... . . field and reduce its effectiveness relative to the round60 gOto O ' 0 "o 0 1 ' 40 130 1iW .,U

•. degrees nozzle. The elliptic nozzle appears to provide noise
reduction at all angles W > 900.

a - To - 7650 R (Isothermal) In the direction of the minor axis (i.e. * = a ), figure
10b shows that all nozzle geometries produce equivalent

, _ _ _ _noise radiation, except near 90* where the elliptic nczzle

to .o0'r . T , I o-, produces 2 to 3 PNdB !ess noise. Figure 10c shows the

. U~i 5 AXISYMMETIC I same data as figure 10b, except that the ADEN
* M-I ELUPrC f#-0*) divergent flap now lies in the direction of the microphone
o ., t ELuPn *-") o array. Only a small decrease in noise is observed near

an angle W a 130". The - 1800 azimuthal direction

0*

s. degrees 5 . V

b- To - 1160"R

Figure 9. Reduction of Mach wave emission by elliptic
nozzles.E-'I

The acoustic data comparisons of figure 9 clearly ___ __....... .................
3how that Mach wave emission is substantially reduced • C'evo-s
by use of the elliptic nozzle. In the isothermal case,
only small reductions are evident in the direction of the
major axis (i - 901 in the peak radiation direction w >
120(. At the higher temperature, where Mach wave a - = 900 (major axis direction)
emission is stronger, the acoustic reduction relative to
the round nozzle is much larger. The data in figure 9
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Based on this spectral companson, both major and
-.... minor axis directions of the elliptic nozzle show reduced

- 'acoustic emission relative to the round nozzle near peak
spectral emission. The reduction in acoustic emission in

"-. the direction of major axis is spectrally uniform relative
" *.-..• to the minor axis direction. In general, the elliptic nozzle

reduces peak spectral energy at low frequency, but
radiates higher frequency components that can even
exceed those associated with round nozzles, as is
evident in the minor axis direction. The difference in

. . spectral peak amplitude levels between major and minor
axis directions is an indication that the turbulence large

Sscale structure is highly three dimensional at the end oftot•. I . . o' . . . . . ..,, .' . . ... ,o the je potential core.

6 MACH 2 ELLIPTIC NOZZLE

b - V 0 (minor axis direction) 6a - Aerodynamic Data

- I .Centerline velocity measurements were also
I. acquired for a M, n 2.0 aspect ratio 3 elliptic jet. These

": results are shown in figure 12 in comparison to those
' - I previously acquired for a round M, n 2.0 nozzle. The

.. ' **. o . data is normalized by the jet exit centerline velocity and
.. °•.-,•,•area equivalent diameter. Both nozzles are operated

ý7 'to . 0'" fully pressure balanced, as evidenced by the relative
smoothness of the velocity profiles. This data indicates
that the M, = 2 elliptic nozzle mixes faster than the

- Jequivalent round nozzle, but does not do as well as the
00 U. 1 5 ADEN Md - 1.52 elliptic nozzle. The potential core length of*• •U.I5 AOCEN

o m.1 5 ELLIPT•C the elliptic nozzle is L, a 0 ., whereas the round
nozzle is L, a 11 D, This result may be attributed to

S. .... ,... , the use of a higher nozzle aspect ratio, where from the
wio20 '00o5

,. Degrees results of Ref. 14, higher aspect ratio supersonic
rectangular nozzles mix sklwer than lower aspect ratio

c - # 180 (minor axis direction - flap location) nozzles.

Figure 10. Scaled acoustic data for various nozzle
geomnetries. -*P

represents a vector pointed above the aircraft based on cam flo

the intended design of the ADEN.

The angle V a 1281 represents the peak noise E
emission direction for the round nozzle. Figure 11 I
compares spectra obtained at this angle with the M -a
1.54 elliptic nozzle at azimuthal directions lying along
the minor, 0 = 0*, and major axis, o - 90o, directions.
Also included is a spectrum of the M, a 1.5 round
nozzle corrected to the thrust of the elliptic nozzle.

10 1S 20 25
,its X2/Deq

,o , " 14.- 5 ELIP'C Figure 12. Comparison of M. a 2 elliptic and round jet
centerline velocity.

• 'In figure 13, the axial momentum thickness, 8,
S,..0.along both minor and major axes do not show the same

. - 0 trend as observed with the lower Mach number elliptic
nozzle. While both axes start with apparently equal and

* , iO 2'M• ,small 0, the major axis grows much faster throughout the
I ." potential core region. In the potential core region, the

9o minor axis momentum thickness has an ideuitical growth
"�"1 rate to the equivalent round nozzle. Beyond the region

,,, of the potential core, X/D, > 9, the minor axis 0 begins
to grow faster than the round nozzle's and the major
axis e begins to dimrnish. Both the major and minor 0

Figure 11. Spectral Comparisons of elliptic and round appear to asymptote to the same value near X/D, - 30,

jet. which is greater than that associated with the round
geometry.
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Figure 13. Axial development of major and minor axes b *- 0- (minrw axis direction)
M-I 2.0 elliptic and round nozzle momentum

thickness. Figure 14. Scaled acoustic data for various M, n 2
6b -AcouticData-2S nozzle geometries.

The acoustic data for the Mach 2 round, rectangular 10*'6 .P-
and elliptic nozzles is shown in figure 14. The data Is *

scaled to the same thrust level as in the Mach 1.5 data U M1 5 ELIPMI NOZ( 0to. I I60*U
of figure 10 and presented in terms of PNdB. Each M- 0 SIIAORZ- 161nozzle is operated pressure balanced with a jet total ~M LITCNZ ?.1a

temperature ofT. 11 60*R.

Figure 14a shows the data in the directloio f the
major axis,* 90*, and figure 14b shows data in the ~
direction of the minor axis,# .0". Bath the elliptic and "I
rectangular geometries show nois reduction in the major V

- axis direction, although the reduction relative to the LL
equivalent round nozzle is not as good as that obtained
at the lower Mach number. This could be attributed to -0 .o s so othe higher nozzle aspect ratio, where it is shown that the 0. Degrees
mixing is not as effective as the lower aspect ratio
nozzle. In the minor axis direction all nozzles appear to Figure 15. Azimuthal variation of PNdB level.
emit nearly the same noise level over all angles of Wv.

Figure 15 provides a summary for the azimuthal
variation of PNdB for both elliptic Md W 1.5 and 2.0 7 COMPARISON TO THEORE71CAL PREpICTONS
elliptic nozzles. It can be observed that the noib level
varies nearly linearly, with the azimuthal anqI9 6. Theoretical Calculations of the acoustic far field for

supersonic elliptic no~zles have been made by Morris
and Shat (Ref. 6). Their spatial stability analysis

130, computes the noise associated with large scale turbulent
a PUN 222 A,. structures of the free jet shear layer for shock free jets.

113 0'JN 324 4." The characteristics of the large scale structure are
A ,* 2 70 .. described by solutdo of the linearized compressible

a Raylejigh equation. The equations are linearized by
~,~:substituting mesuedmean velocity data from the M,

elliptic cylindrical coordinates. The mean density is
solved using Croc's relation. An inner solution is
constructed by the method of multipie scales and"'00 0matched to an outer solution that satisfies the radiation
condition by the method of matched asymptotic
expansion.

C0 Degr0eesIS In theier paper, calculations for the fixed frequency
*. DereesWave 5, a f.DOflJ. = 0.2 are made for several

fundamental spatisl modes of Instability. Figure 16
illustrates sioveral of the fundamental low order spatial

a - u 900 (major axis direction) modes ;u fte elliptic Jet. From previou~s research with
axisymmetric jets, only the vanicose (i.e. axisymnmetric)
and flapping instabilities are found to be imiportant. One
jet condition of special interest Is that associated with the
fully balanced Isothermal jet (I.e. p a p . This is
primarily of Interest since elimination shocks, is
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Modes of Instability amplitude data in figure 17 are presented in dB relativeto Mo respecsve Peak pressure, P,,,. which occurs at a
different value for # between measured and predicted
results

This comparison shows reasonable agreement
between data and theory in peak noise emisson from
both major and minor axis planes. The measured and
computed difference in radiation between the two axis

Varicose Instability Major axis planes is in excellent agreement. The noise radiated at
flapping instability angles of W s 100 is due to smaller scale turbulencewhich radiates less efficiently. The results of figure 17

are very encouraging, since the theory contains themethodology to compute jet flows of arbitrary geometry
thus paving the way for treatment of ADEN like nozzles.
8 CONCLUSIONS

Off aX1i instability Minor axis In this paper, the principle sources of supersonic jetIbllty noise emission have been discussed. For combatflapping Instabi military aircraft, these noise sources are associated with
shock noise processes and eddy Me,:h wave emission.Figure 16. Low order spatial modes of instability W Each mechanism, unlike subsonic jet noise sources, is

ellfpi jets. very efficient. Each convert betwein 0.1 and 1% of the

important for linearization of the governing equations. jet mechanical power to noise.
The calculations of Ref. 8 in fact show that only the Both the Mach wave and shock noise mechanismsvaricose spatial mode radiates noise to the far field, are difficult to suppress without incurring significant
The higher order modes do not achieve supersonic compromise of aircraft mission. Reduction of shockphase speed and therefore do not radiate sound to the noise requires developing new methods for cancellation
far field. Measured far field acoustic data from an of internal pressure waves on the interio; of the highunforced supersonic jet will contain all radiating spatial temperature variable area nozzle. Thc reduction. of
modes. Mach wave emission requires oiring jet plume

velocities, which can be achieved through accelerated
Far field acoustic data was acquired using the mixing of the shear layer with surrounding medium.

ell1ptic M, - 1.54 nozzle. The je was operated fullypressure balanced (PJP, a 3.89) at a jet static Jet noise suppression conapts proposed for
temperature equal to the ambient. For this Mach commercial supersonic aircraft appear inappropriate fornumber'nozzle, the corresponding jet total temperature combat aircraft due to substantial compromise of engineto ambient temperature ratio. performance. In this paper, the use of simple non-

round je exit geometry is considered as a possible
TJr. + 0.5(y- I)h' a 1.47 means for reducing noise, while maintaining enginei performance.

which corresponds to an average value of T. - 302OF
for the present study. Using the microphone array of
figure 8, far field acoustic data was acquired at six Several generic non-round jet exit geometries were
azimuthal angles e, over the range 66.5* < w S 1600. studied with jet total temperatures. T, a 1160*R, to
A comparison between predicted and measured acoustic determine their aerodynamic and scaled acoustic
pressure amplitudes is shown in figure 17 for the characteristics. Those geometries included round,
Strouhal number S,. 0.2 component for both minor (0 elliptic, and rectangular nozzles with nominal design
a 0') and major (# a 90*) directions. The spectral Mach numbers of Md - 1.5 and 2.0. The M, - 1.5
bandwidth associated with measured data corresponds rectangular nozzle was an ADEN (Augmented Deflector
to AN/. w .04. Both the measured and predicted Exhaust Nozzle) configuration. The aspect ratio of theM,=. 1.5 non-round nozzles was 2.0. The M, a 2 elliptic

nozzle had an aspect ratio 3.0. The jet plume totaltemperatures are within several hundred degrees of
those used by current technology fighters at full military
power setting.
.Aerodynamic measurement of mean flow centerline
behavior clearly shows that the non-round nozzle• ,-:/ geometry mixes much more effectively with the
surrounding medium than a round nozzle. As a result.
the axial ength of supersonic flow is cubstantially_
reduced. Under these circumstances, the Mach wave/ ,*emission process is expected to play a less substantial
role. The ae8vd ,1itc data also indicate that higher"•• ,ede.1W easpect ratio elliptic nrzzles may mix less effectively, butthe presents results arre"•cusive since the higher" s to w ,, W Ii ,Ii nspeot ratio nozzle has a hig!Nnzzl-design point.

Ar*&WM,= e SThe higher flow Mach number may-lso ihibit mixing.Figure 17. Comparison of measured and predicted
acouslic characteristics for elliptic nozzles.

-K.

\
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The acoustic data for both the ME 1 1.5 And 2.0 5. Gromn, D.S.. "STOVL Acoustic Fatigue
nozzles confirms the above expectations. The acoustic Technologis', Proc. Intt. Powered Lift Ccnf.
data is scaled to two 25000 lb engines. propagated to P-203. Paper 872360, pp. 553-562. 1987.
1500 ft.. and weighted in perceived noise level. In the
direction of peak emission ( i.e. V > 120' ) and along 6. Moims, P.J. and Bhtat. T.R.S. "The Prediction of
the major axis, both elliptic and rectangular nozzle Noise Radiated From Supersonic Elliptic Jets',
geometries provide between 6 and 7 PNdB noise AGARD 78 Specialist Meeting On Combat Aircraft
reduction. Along the minor axis direction, the noise Noise, Bonn, Germany, 1991.
emitted by all nozzles appears equivalent. The
importance of these reductions. although modest. is that 7. Phillps, O.M., 'On the Generation of Sound by
almost no compromise of performance has been made Supersonic Turbulent Shear layers', J. Fluid Mech..
and the noise reduction occurs over a significant region Vol 9. Pt 1, pp 1-28. 1960.
of azimuthal angles. The data of this study also show
that the noise reduction is larger for higher temperature 8. Ffowcs Wialims. J.E. and Maidanik, G., 'The Mach
jet plumes (compare figures 9a & 9b). This is consistent Wave Field Radiated by Supersonic Tusbulent Shear
with the concept for Mach wave emission reduction. Flows'. J. Fluid Mech.. Vol. 21. Pt. 4, pp. 641-657.

At angles W < 120', shock noise becomes a factor
in noise emission. The acoustic data presented all 9. Seiner. J.M.. 'Advances in High Speed Jet

involve nozzles designed using convergent-divergent flow Aeroecoustil', AIM Paper No. 84-2275, 1984.
paths. Both the round and elliptic geometries have
reduced the strength of plume shocks to the point where 10. Zarumskl, W.E, 'Aircraft Noise Prediction Program,
shock noise is effectively eliminated. The rectangular, Theoretical Maul'. NASA TM-83199, 1982.
including ADEN, still contain shocks with significant
strength. While shock noise is reduced it is still a factor iI. Ho, C.M. and Gutmafk, E.. "Votlex Induction and
in the acoustic emission. Mas Entrainment in a Small Aspect Ratio Elliptic

Jet, J. Fluid Mach.. Vol. 179, pp. 383-405, 1987.
The ADEN represents a nozzle geometry worthy of

further study. The performance of this nozzle is 12. Selner, J.M., 'Fluid Dynamics and Noise Emission
competitive with the round nozzle. It is actually much Associated with Supersonic Jets', The Lumley
simpler to design for variable area and is more Symposium: Recenm Developments in Turbulence,
amendable to stowable nozzle suppressor concepts than Nov. 1990, (to apper).
round nozzle geometry. Further research on this nozzle
is required to cancel internal nozzle shocks. 13. Baty, R.S.. Selner, J.M., and Ponton, M.K,

"lnstability of a Supersonic Shock-Free Elliptic Jet',
The prediction of noise from non-round geometry AIAA Paper No. 90-3959. 1990.

nozzles is shown to compare favorably for peak emission
(V 110') aiong both majoW and minor axis planes. The 14. Selner, J.M.. Ponton. M.K. and Manning, J.C.,
theoretical predictions indicate that a non-axisymmetrlc 'Acoustic Properties Associated with Rectangular
mean flow field lowers the growth rate of the most highly Geometry Suporsic Nozzles', AIAA Paper No. 86-
amplified shear layer mode relative to a round nozzle. 1867, 1966.
The fact that the ADEN produces a similar acoustic field
at these angles of up suggests that similar aerodynamic
processes occur in the rectangular nozzle jet flowfield.
These results encourage the further deveiopment of the
theory to treat high temperature jots and an examination
of the analysis to perhaps pace development of a
realistic minimum noise mean velocity profile.
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Discussion

QUESTION BY: M.D.Faramour, UK, MOD(PE)
The F-15 "STOL/MTD" technology demonstrator aircraft has
variable geometry rectangular nozzles. Has work been done or

is work planned to see if such nozzles give a noise reduction
compared with the conventional F-15 aircraft?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
I do not know if any full scale acoustic test was ever
conducted on the F-15 STOL technoly demonstrator. Model scale
work using twin round and rectangular nozzles in the wind

tunnel, indicated that noise is reduced with the twin

rectangular configuration.

QUESTION BY: U. Michel, DLR Berlin, Germany
You stressed the importance of Mach wave radiation in your

experimental and the corresponding theoretical results.

Should not this contribution reduce or vanish if the aircraft

is in flight?

AUTHOR'S RESPOUSE:
Your own prediction of convective source speed, V,, equationi

13 of paper 21, indicates that V, increases with aircraft
forward flight speed Vt for constant jet speed V,. Since the

Mach wave mechanism only requires that V, > a0 , where ao is

ambient sound speed, you own predictions would suggest that
the Mach wave mechanism should still be present at high
flight Mach number.

QUESTION BY: W.D. Bryce, RAE Pyestock, UK
While it is interesting to see the noise reductions which can

be obtained using non-round nozzles, is it not the case that

these jets are extremely noisy and remain so even with the

observed noise reductions? While the noise reductions may be

of advantage during some. short-term periods of aircraft

operation, are they of relevance in the context of sustained

flight at high subsonic Mach numbers?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
It is true that even after factoring in the noise reductions

of these nozzles, the remaining noise still represents a

problem. These nozzles, however, like the ADEN, do not

compromise on performance and therefore would be beneficial

to implement. Sustained flight at high Mach number and low

altitudes is associated with bombers and not fighter

aircraft. For bombers, the mission profile suggests that
these non-round nozzle geometries may produce no noise

benefit or detriment. They may, however, provide better

performance with regard to other measure of the aircraft

mission, such as signature reduction. For fighters the non-

round geometries would be of substantial benefit due to the

lower Mach number associated with a portion of their mission
profile.



QUESTION BY: D.J. Way. DRA, Aerospace Division Pyestock. U.K.
The Concorde experience indicated that noise suppression
proposals effective statically did not bring about the
predicted noise reductions in flight. What evidence have you
that non-round exhaust geometries will maintain their
benefits with forward speed?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
First, the suppression concepts for commercial aircraft like
the Concorde only must work in the terminal area, up to 400
ft/sec. (Mr - 0.36). The application of non-round nozzle
technology requires that the initial growth rate of the shear
layer be non-axisymetric, but of the type that will undergo
spatial amplification of the shear layer. Based on the
success of the "wave model theory" to predict noise from non-
round jets, it should be possible to tell if the technique
can be applied to a given nozzle/airframe installation and be
successful. It may be possible to design an external nozzle
cowl that in fact shapes the boundary layer to enable
achievement of the noise suppression capability.
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NOZZLE INSTALLATION EFFECTS ON THE NOISE FROM SUPERSONIC EXHAUST PLUMES

R.W.Wlezten
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10 West 32n Street
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Scontrol The high degree of nonlinearity suggests that
small modification to the mean flow or nozzle geometry

The sensitivity of screech coupling in supersonic jets to can produce large changes in the radiated acoustic field.
nozzle installation geometry is explored as a function of
nozzle shape, spacing, and orientation. The coupling Many tactical and strategic aircraft use propulsion ays-
phenomenon is shown to be a function of geometry for a tems in configurations having two exhaust nozzles in
vanety of twin axisymmetnc and rectangular nozzle close proximity to each other. These nozzles generally
configurations as well as for a single Jet in proximity to a produce supersonic jets with imbedded systems of
solid surface. Rapid plume merging or close proximity to shock waves. A typical acoustic spectrum of a super-
a wall we shown to minimize the noise increment due to sonic jet is illustrated in Figure 1 The acoustic fre.
coupling Twin impinging supersonic plumes experience quency f Is normalized with the nozzle diameter, d, and
more complex aeroacoustic interactions. The acoustic the jet velocity U-The three predominant peaks in the
new field is dominated by screech and impingement spectrum are easc tied to specific physical mechanisms.
tones, but the fuselage undersurface dynamic loads are A resoncant interaction between shear layer instabilities
primarily due to impingement of the unsteady upwash and the shocks within the plume can produce an intense
fountain flow on the fuselage undersurface. nerrow-band noisa component known as screech.

Broadband shock-associated noise is produced by the
I. INTRODUCTION interaction between shear-layer turbulence and fhe

shock waves. The screech peak is almost 20 dB above
The ability to predict and control noise from aircraft the broadband shock-associated noise, and extends
having supersmonic exhausts requires an understanding over a narrow band because of the feedback process
of the plume dynamic environment for configurations characteristic of the screech instability The third and
other than an isolated round jet. Noise control is an ia. lowest peak is due to the joW column instability which is
su of high priority in populated regions having a high responsible for jet noits in subsonic as well as super-
density of low-altitude overflights. The thermal and sonic jelts.
acoustic loads on aircraft structures in near-proximity to
the plumes must also be controlled to maximize the In this paper we focus on the screech instability pimarily
structural fatigue of aircraft components. In practice, because the noise from screech has the potential to be
many noise prediction codes and approaches to noise substantially greater than that from other sources. A
reduction are based on data from isolated plume tests. schematic of the screech feedback loop is illustrated in
However. the noise field from multiple interacting Figure 2. A vortical shear-layer disturbance convects
plumes generally will not combine in a simple additive downstream and interacts with the shocks because the
sense, even when nozzle geometry is taken Into consid- jet sonic line is within the shear layer. At some point
eration. downstream (typically the third or fourth shock cell) the

interaction is sufficient to produce an upstream-travelling
The deviations from the idealized data sets which occur acoustic wave. This sound wave couples with the flow at
in real aircraft are typically lumped under the category of the nozzle lip and induces another shear-layer distur-
installation effects. The simplest installation effect is bance. Thus the complex combination of the shock cell
shielding and scattering by fuselage surfaces. These of- spacing, the disturbance convection velocity and growth
facts wre generally linear and are relatively easy to pre. rate and the receptivity to acoustic perturbations at the
did using analytical and computatio.nal methods. A nozzle lip determines the screech amplitude.
sori'ewhat more complicated effect is the shalding
which occurs as sound is refracted through velocity and The characteristics of screech in isolated supersonic jets
temperature gradients in the flow. This shielding effect is has been studied extensively over the past 30 years, as
more difficult :o predict accurately because a detailed summarized in the review article by Seiner (Ref. 1),
description of the velocity and temperature fieldi is Recent papers on isolated rectangular nozzles (Ref 2),
required. Acoustic shielding by adjacent plumes in mul- interacting round and rectangular plunies (Refs 3,4).
tiple nozzle configurations is highly directive and is most and round and rectangular nozzles near flat walls (Refs,
beneficial in the aft quadrant due to the high temper. 5.6) have extended the data available on dynamics of
ature and velocity gradients within the plumes. supersonic plumes At present we know that such

configurations can enhance screech. modify acoustic
A significartly more complex installation effect is directity, and even suppress screech resonance.
acoustic source modification. Source modification Is However, present methodology only allows the predic.
complex and highly nonlinear, and at present cannot be tion of screech frequency (Refs 2,3) and is therefore
predicted except by empirical methods. The acoustic inadequate to predict screech amplitude, or even
sources may be indirectly changed through modifio screech onset Because we Xnow that screech Is highly
cations to the mean flow, or directly modified through senitive to geometry. we must resort to empirical
turbulence-turbulence interactions as in merging Pets, or characterization of the acoustic near-fleld as a function
acoustic-flow interaction as in acoustic feedback inter- of georrietry The high sensitivity of supersonic plume
actions. While these phenomena are difficult to predict acoustics to nozzle configuration also suggests that
and model, they offer the greatest potential for noise
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optnrization for acoustic considerations can be achieved amplitude peaks deviting from the trends were ehimý
by judicious choice of nozzle shape and location. nated.

In two papers. Seiner, Manning, and Ponton (Refs. 3.4) 21¶ SCREECH INTERACTION BETWEEN
define the mechanism of twin-plume resonance for both JETS
round and rectangular nozzles and show that interacting
plumes generate dynamic pressures exceeding the sum Two nominally identical convergent/divergent round
of two isolated plumes. Convergent/divergent (C/D) nozzles were fabricated with a design Mach number of
nozzles were investigated at both model and full scale. 1 48. The nozzles were connected to a flow system
At model scale, plume coupling produced increased through flexible hoses to determine the effect of nozzle
dynamic pressures. Full-scale static tests produced spacing on screech coupling over a range of spacing
frequencies predicted on the basis of model-scalq data, normalized with diameter. s/d, from 1 8 to 3.2.
although the amplitudes were lower than those mea-
sured in the laboratory. Spectra obtained for a microphone located in the nozzle

exit plane between the two nozzles is shown in Figure 3
Seiner eo at. (Ref. 2) have also shown that the acoustic as a function of nozzle spacing at M, = 1 56, or slightly
characteristics of a single rectangular let greatly differ above the design pressure ratio. At s/d = 1 8, there are
from those of a round let. Low-aspect-ratio nozzles have two relatively small peaks in the spectra near 4 and 4.5
no detectable screech component, whereas high- kHz. As the nozzle spacing is increased to s/d = 2.6,
aspect-ratio nozzles produce lets with a strong planar the 4 kHz peak dominates the spectrum, but the dom-
flapping component. In Ref. 5 the flapping mode was inant peak abruptly shifts to the higher frequency when
shown to be dominant for a high-aspect-ratio nozzle in the spacing is increased to sld = 3 2. These seemingly
near proximity to a plane wall. Surface-pressure fluctu- anomalous changes in screech amplitude and frequency
atlions greater than 6 kPa were observed, and there was can be better interpreted when the screech modes are
evidence of changes to the plume as a consequence of tracked as a function of
coupling with the plate.

In this paper we explore the sensitivity of screech Figure 4 is a composite plot of modal wavelength as a

coupling in supersonic plumes to nozzle installation function of Mj for both single and dual nozzle configu.
geometry The configurations considered here are rations, The instability modes for the paired nozzles are
typical of advanced tactical aircraft with supersonic essentially the same as those observed for the isolated
exhausts in both cruise and hover. A parametric investi- plumes, and the only discontinuities occur at regions of
gailon of round and rectangular twin-plume interaction mode change. Each let develops axisymmetric Al and
as a function of nozzle spacing is used to characterize A2 modes at low Mi and helical B and C modes at
the regimes of high dynamic pressure. Non-standard higher Mf Although no consistent explanation of mode
geometries such as rectangular nozzles and splayed switching exists at this time. but the phenomena is
configurations are also considered. Plume resonance in probably related to changes in shock cell spacing and
advanced STOVL aircraft in cruise is modelled by a shear-layer instability growth rates. The modal wave-
supersonic let is located adlacent to a plane surface lengths of the two plumes are virtually identical,
Finally, the acoustics of aircraft in ground proximity is suggesting similar shock structures in both plumes.
investigated, and the sensitivity of acoustic amplitude to
aircraft and nozzle geometry is explored. The modal amplitudes for an isolated and interacting

jets shown In Figure 5. In the case of the single let
2. EXPEF31MENTS (Figure Sti), the mode switching among the Al. A2, B,

and C modes is evident as the Mach number increases.
A model-scale investigations of plume interaction were A local minimum of the screech amplitude occurs near
conducted in the McDonnell Douglas Research Mt the design Mach number and a condition for which
Laboratories Aerodynamic Noise Laboratory (ANL) and the shocks should be weakest Beyond the design Mach
the McDonnell Aircraft Company Jet Induced Test number the plume is underexpanded and the C mode is
Apparatus IJITA) in St. Louis, Missouii dominant.Therefore the Individual spectrum in Figure 3&

has two weak peaks, corresponding to the mode switch
The nozzle sections used in these studies had either near the design Mach number of the nozzles,
constant-area choked-tube or convergent/divergent
profiles with nominal throat areas of 487 square mm. All Figure 5b through 5d summarizes the changes in modal
nozzle throat areas were essentially identical to provide amplitude as a function of nozzle spacing Figure 5b
equivalent mass flux among all configurations. shows the characteristic amplitudes for the minimum

nozzle spacing, 9id- 1 8 For the toroidal Al mode.
Acoustic spectra were obtained for these studies using interaction between the plumes produces no net
Bruel and Kjaer microphones directly digitized by a high- increase in dynamic pressure: *he magnitude is approx-
speed data acquisition system An automated pro imately the sum of that from the two isolated lets
cessing algorithm was developed to track the magnitude However, the B mode is significantly enhanced.
and frequency of the screech peaks Only those peaks particularly for M, - i 4. and the dynarnic pressure is as
with an amplitude greater t.lan 120 dB were considered much as 10 dB greater than the sum of that from the two
The normalized wavelength ),d corresponding to these isolated nozzles For M > 1 4, the B mode is enhanced
peaks was cast as a function of Ml the Mach number of relative to the isolated lets. and the C mode is sup-
s perfectly expanded let at a given pressure ratio pressed However the C mode does not become domi-
Previous investigations have shown that the depen- nant. and the overall sound pressure level is less than
dence of i/d on MI is nearly linear for each screech the sum of the isolated lets for M 1 52
mode Linear trends in the data were detected and low
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A slight increase in nozzle spacing to s/d= 2.2 (Fig. 5c) modes described in the previous section in that the
produces a large increase in the B-mode amplitude at interaction modes refer to the phase relation and spatial
high M. Plume interaction produces a noise increment or*ntation of two plumes relative to one another.
of at least 10 dB for all M-above B-mode onset. As be-
fore, the C-mode interaction is strongly suppressed. n the Normal Symmetric (NS) mode both pumes flap in
B-mode trends continue through larger values of s/d. the x-z plane of the nozzles. This mode is denoted as

symmetnc because both plumes oscillate in phase in the

For s/dz 3 2, plume interaction does not occur below M, Z darction.

z 1 4. and the screech amplitudes are suppressed rela- The Normal Antisymmetric (NA) mode is characterized
tive to the isolated jets. A dramatic change occurs in the by both plumes flapping in the x-z plane, 180 degrees
C mode, with strong coupling occuring for large s/d. For out-of-phase. Thus. in both normal modes the plume is
r4d= 3.2 and M1 approximately 1.5, the screech ampli- displaced normal to the plane containing the centerlines
tteo increment due to plume interaction is approxi- of both jet.
massy 20 dB.

In the Lateral Symmetric (LS) mode. both plumes flap in
A significant aspect of plume coupling is that screech the y-direction in the x-y plane of the nozzles. The flap-
continues to be supported at the nozzle design Mach ping motion is symmetric with respect to the x-z plane;
number. Only at s/d= 1.8 is there a decrease in ampli- thati, both jos are oeher moving toward or away from
tude near the design Mach number of 1.48, with no the x-z piano
similar decrease for any other nozzle spacing. Although
the plume should be nominally shock-free near the de. The Lateral Antisymmetric (LA) mode is characterized
sign point, screech is supported for the twin-nozzle by both plumes flappong in the x-y plane and moovin in
configuration. It is possible that the plumes are ideally the same direction simultaneously In both lateral
expanded in a mean sense at the design point, but modes, tI" plumes are displaced laterally in the plane
oscillate between under and overexpanslon ,~ in the containing the centers of the nozzles.
plumes are in screech.

Micrmihone measurements indicate that each Inter-
Thus the noise produced by mutual interaction of two action mode exhibits a unique acoustic directivity. All of
supwersonic plumes is a strong function of nozzle spacing the configurations investigated in this study exhibited
anid jet Mach number, with the design Mach number one or more of these four interaction modes when
playing virtually no role. Close spacing supports screech was present. The relative orientation and Phase
axisymmetric A and helical B modes, t suppresses relationship between the oscillating plumes controls the
the C mode relative to isolated plumes. Wide spacing acoustic directivity patterns for each interaction mode.
inver•t the modal dominance, and significant C-mode These direct"vt patterns were measured usn four
aug•meastion is observed. new-field microphones as shown in Figure 7.

When nozzle spacing is small the plumes merge before The NS mode projects the higheot acoustic levels
the higher modes develop, and screech coupling is toward microphones 1 and 4, located along the x-z
suppressed, The fast merging of multiple jese tends to plae of symmetry between the nozzles. The directlvity
make them act as a single larger jet with no coupling pattern for this mode is a consequence of both plumes
interaction. When the spacing is large. the dominant producing acoustic disturbances in phase above (or be-
modes tend to develop farther downstream where the low) the x-y plane through the nozzles. The acoustic
Sheer layers ae thick. Therefore a viable strategy for amplitudes at the other microphones are below those at
screech reduction in round plumes may be to further re- microphones I and 4, which is consistent with the direc.
duce nozzle spacing to suppress 8-mode interaction. tivity.

2.2 SCREECH INTERACTION 13ETWEEN The NA mode projects the greatest screech amplitude
RECTANGULAR JETS toward microphone 2, located at 45 degrees to the plane

of symmetry betw the nozzles. The antiphase
The models tested in this portion of the study were relationship between the plume means that the left
based on generic 2-D C/D nozzle configurations for low plume produces an acoustic disturbance above the
Mach dry power arid low Mach afterburning (A/B) ens no nozzles when the right plume produces a disturbance
power settings The first has an area ratio of 1 05 and a below the nozzles. The NA mode produces a dominant
throat aspect ratio (AR) of 2.94 the second has an area wave front which propagates at 45 degrees to the plane
ratio of 1.15 and a throat aspect ratio of 1 33 of symmetry. Small changes in operating conditions can

thus radically change the plume acoustic directivity.
The screech interaction for the two basic nozzle configu.
rations was investigated as a function of several geo- The LS mode protects the highest acoustic amplitude
metric variables. These variables include throat aspect toward microphone 4 (located between the two nozzles)
ratio (width/height), area ratio (exd/throat), nozzle because the in-phase plume oscillation projects strong
spacing. and irboard splay angle acoustic waves upstream toward the inter.nozzle region

This interaction mode is not unlike the symmetnc inter.
When the plumes from two closcv spaced nozzles action mode observed for round nozzles. Microphones 1
interact the relative orientation, phase, and acoustic and 3 also experience increased acoustic amplitudes,
amplitude of the oscillating plumes are determined by but to a lessor degree than microphone 4
the nozzle geometry Four distinct interaction modes
were identified using phare-conditioned schl:eren flow The anilisymmetric LA mode proeecta the highes ampll-
visualization, and are summarized schematically in tudes toward microphone 3, located to the outside of
Figure 6 The interaction modes differ from the screech one of the nozzles Becausw of phose-cancellation on
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the centledine, the microphone 4 amplitude is lower than Advanced STOVL aircraft may be configured with noz-
that observed in the LS mode, and the acoustic ampli- zles which rotate to positions parallel to the fuselage
tudes are greatest at microphone 3. during cruise. Screech coupling between a let and a

parallel plane surface was investigated to determine

The near-field acoustic amplitude during let interaction is whether coupling machanisms simila. to those exper-
strongly dependent upon the particular interaction mode ienced in twin plumes exist for these c.'nfigurations. In
Furthermore. the dominant interaction mode and its principle an infinite flat-plate should appear no different
relative strength are dependent on nozzle orientation, than the plane of symmetry in a twin-nozzle symmetric
aspect ratio, and NPR The acoustic amplitude mea- interaction.
sured at the dominant microphone position is used to
demonstrate the influence of geometry in Figure 8 The For this investigation a 1200-mm-square flat plate was
dominant interaction mode is noted for each OASPL to mounted on a three-dimensional traversing system
establish the mechanism responsible for the observed parallel to the centerline of the let (Figure 9). The
trends. The data are segregated by aspect ratio streamwise and transverse coordinates x and y originate
because only the AR 2.94 nozzles produce NS and NA from the nozzle exit plane on the axis of the let. The up-
interaction modes and the AR 1 33 nozzles oroduce stream edge of the plate was aligned with the nozzle
only LS and LA interaction modes. In each case, the exit. The near-field microphone was located at a radial
symmetric modes 0i e NS or LS) produce greater distance r 2 1.6 d from the let centerline above the jet.
screech amplitudes than the antisymmetriC modes (i.e. with the

NA or LA) wihteflat plate below the let. The axisymmefric nozzle
was the same convergent/divergent nozzle used for the

Screech amplitude generally decreases with spacing for twin plume experiments.

the AR 2.94 nozzles. The OASPL trend with spacing ra- The near-field screech ampliudes for the axisymmetric
tio is included in Figure 8 for the AR 2.94 nozzles oper- plume IFig. 10i are shown for normaized heights h/d =

ating at design NPR Only the NS interaction mode is 0l5 thogh 20. In gerat sequened ofiAltsAhidB

present at design NPR for all spacing ratios of the AR 055 through 2.0. In general, the sequence of A1I A2. B.
2.94 nozzle This trend of decreasing OASPL with and C modes exists for all hid. but the relative ampli-
increased spacing indicates that the NS coupling is tudes of the modes are strongly moditied by wall
inreaseed aspacingendicates thar mo rther Nscupling i proximity. The At-mode amplitude is independent of
weakened as the nozzles are moved farther apart.walpstoatowMcnubreasehemd

wall position at low Malch number because the mode

The AR t 33 nozzles produce the highest screech does not induce plume motion which tends to be sup-

amplitude at an intermediate spacing ratio As shown in pressed when the wall is in close proximity. Conversely,

Figure 10. the LS mode exhibits maximum coupling at the B- and C-mode amplitudes are a strong function ofFigue 1. te LSmod ex~b~t ma~mu coulnn at walt paosition because wall reflections enhance plume
s/w x2 8. where 9 is the nozzle centertine spacing and w w illation bewall woim re re s wihanceech.

is the nozzle width Other spacing ratios produce less ow:lllehon, and wall proximiy interferes with screech.

intense LS coupling or revert to the LA mode. Thus the Fr.r hid a 2 0. the B-mode amplitude varies over a wide
trends observed as a function of spacing ratio are
directly related to the interaction mode The LA inter- range with eincreasng Mach number and the screech h is
action mode produces the lowest OASPL for the AR highly intermittent at each NPR The screech ampltude
1 33 nozzles and occurs at the smalest nozzle spacing decreses as expected near the nozzle design point (M1
(Figure 10) As spacing ratio increases. the interaction &,1 48), and a strong C mode interaction is engaged at

mode transitions from antisymmetric to symmetric higher pressure ratios At h/d = 1 0. the B mode is
stronger and much less intermitlent because of inter-

The AR 2.94 configuration was evaluated with a max. action with the wail There is no decrease in screech
,mum inboard splay angle of 8 2 degrees and minimum amplitude near the nozzle design point, and the B mode

spacing ratio of 1 25 This configuration produces lower dom.nates at higher NPR than for the free let When the

OASPL than the trend established for non-splayed AR wall is at h.d = 0 75. the acoustic amplitudes are similar

2.94 nozzle configurations (Figure 81 However. as splay to those of an isolated let and decrease at high NPR.

angle is reduced to 6 5 degrees. OASPL increases to but the 8 mode continues to dominate at high NPR

near that of the non-splayed reference cases Large as Near total suppression of the B and C modes occurs

welt as moderate splay are effective in reducing acoustic over the full Mach-number range at h.d = 0 55 The

levols for the AR 1 33 confiqurations As shown in trends observed here are exactly analogous to those
Figure 10 both splay configurations produce OASPL measured for twin interacting plumes, there appears to

below the trends established for the non-splayed config- be ittle difference between a single plume interacting

uratlons The reduction of near-field ncise for inboard with ,4s image in a plane surface and the symmetric

splay of the AR 1 33 nozzles is attributed to screech interaction of plumes from two geometrically similar

suppression for maximum splay and weakening of nozzles
plume interaction for moderate splay

A series of pre.sure transducers were used to map the

It should be/noted that the twin rectangular nozzle unsteady surface pressure be;ow the unsteady let

configurations evaluated here Produce inte,-nozzle Combined contour and carpet plots .Fig 111 ire used to

acoustIc levels 2 12 dB lower than similar twin ,llustrate the range of surface dynamic pressures

axisymmetric mpde1s tested in this same tacility These 'Detailed spectra were obtained at all surface trans.

,sults are consistent with measurements for isolated ducets, but in most cases tne oata were screech domi

plumes nated so that the narrow-band and overall distributions
are indistinguishaoe

23 SCR.EECH NTERAC BE-WEENA
JET AND A SOLID SURFA • Two surface dynamic pressure distributions are shown

In Fig 11 At hd = 0 55 the greatest unsteady loads are
appear in a narrow band along the centerline of the let
where the let contacts the wall When the wall is farther

K1

N
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from the let, high dynamic pressure is observed over a observed by Norum (Ref 10) for single impinging
wider segment of the wall. The greatest surface dynamic supersonic plumes.
pressures occur for h/d = 1 0, even though the plume is
far from the plate surface. The plume is in a strong For the axisymmetnc CT nozzles plume screech is the
screech and the prime acoustic sources are at the inter- dominant noise source for hn / de > 3 Below that point
sections between the shock diamonds and the shear no resonance peaks are observed, probatly because
layer The multiple source pattern is directly reflected in the total amplification of the shear-layer instability waves
the OASPL distribution on the surface of the plate. The between the nozzle and the plate is insufficient to
peak unt•,pdy loads are as much as 10 times greater sustain self-excited oscillation The other tones present
than those at h;d = 0.55, which are barely distinguish- show some evidence of staging, but the impingement
able fronr the baci:k;.ound at the screech frequency, tone amplitudes are always lower than those due to

screech. Thus the presence of a strong screech reso-
24 SCREECH INTEF'CTION IN IMPINGING nance appears to interfere with the development of

JETS imprgerment modes

The acoustic environment of a STOVW aircraft in hover A discrete screech peak is not present for therse CD
is a first-order consideration in terms of structure fatigue nozzles at the design NPR=3 5 when hn / de > 7, which
life and airframe weight penalties. The hover environ- indicates that screech coupling is weak at this compar-
merit is highly three-dimensional, unsteady, and difficult atively large nozzle spacing. The screech tone
to model by other than empirical methods (Ref. 7), manifests itself only as the distance to the ground plane
particularly in the case of supersonic lift jets is decreased, pirobably because distortion of the

entrainment flow due to proximity to the ground plane
The impingement tones (Refs. 8-10) can often have produces shocks in the plume. There is evidence of
significantly higher amplitudes than screech when an strong impingement tones and tone staging at all
aircraft is in hover. In multiple let configurations the up- heights above the ground plane. and the impingement
wash fountain (Figure 12) directly impinges on the tones have amplitudes greater than the screech ampli-
fuselage undersurface and produces dynamic loading tude except for locations very close to the ground plane.
by hydrodynamic rather than by acoustic mechanisms.
While the minimization of far-field noise may require that A comparison between the CT and CO data for hn I de <
screech and impingement tones be minimized, 6 leads to the rather remarkable conclusion that the CD
minimization of undersurface dynamic loads may be nozzles operating at their design point produce more
more closely tied to the management of the upwash intense imptn~ement tones than the underexpanded
fountain flow plumes from the CT nozzles The interaction between

the screech and impingement-tone mechanisms is such
Four nozzle configurations were investigated with two that high-amplitude screech resonance tends to sup-
exit shapes (round and 2 1 rectangular). and two axial press the impingement tone feedback loop.
variations of cross-sectional area (convergeiit / diver- Furthermore. when screech is suppressed by using the
gent designated CD. and constant-area choked-tubes CD nozzles at their design pressure ratio, the resultant
designated CT) The choice of nozzle shape was dic- strong impingement tones lead to greater overall
tated by two considerations. Round plumes tend to acoustic levels for all hn / de < 6.
undergo helical oscillation, whereas rectangular plumes
have a preferred screech orientation normal to the major Data for rectangular nozzles exhibit similar trends to
axis of the nozzles The CT nozzles were chosen to those of the axisymmetric nozzles The rectangular
produce maximum screech amplitude and the CO noz- nozzles tend to produce greater acoustic levels than the
zles were chosen to minimize screech at the design jet axisymmetrtic nozzles for hn. / de < 4. but the amplitudes
Mach number Mi n 1 47 decrease rapidly with increasing distance from the

ground plane Suppression of impingement tones is also
The distance between the nozzle exit plane and the observed when strong screech is plesent
ground plane, hn, is typically normalized with the effec-
tiv nozzle diameter. do. The nozzle spaciro foe this The array of dynamic pressure transducers was used to
configuration was 4 16 diameters which is signrlcanlly measure the undersurface dynamic load dist ibutions for
larger than that for the previous plume coupling exper- a range of operating conditions The djtribution of
imeals undersurface dynamic pressure for rectsnguIv CT.

axisymnetric CT and axisymmotric CD nozzles is
The waveiength and amplitude of screech for the shown in Figure 14 for hn .r dez 2 in Figure 14 For all
impinging twin plumes are plotled in normalized form as nozzle configurations the region of maximum dynamic
a function of distance from the ground plane in Figure loading occurs between the nozzles at hN do = 2, Thus
13 The nozzles were operated at NPR-3 5. the design the dominant mechanism is neither screech nor
NPR for the CO nozzles In this case tones observed in impingement tones, but is instead the unsteady hydro-
the spectra may either be screech or impingement dynamic loading from the upwash fountain flow directly
tones When the normalized wavelenqth is plotted as a ýmpinging on the fuselage undersurface
fuctVion of height above the ground plane screech ii
characterized by horizontal lines because the screech The rectangular nozzles produce significantly greater
frequency is generally insensitive to distance from the unsteady loads on the fuseiage for Small hn in compar-
ground plane The impingement toej appear as a un wt h the r usele At hn do = omt e r.
series of diagonal lines because the resonant wave on wih the round nozzles At hn d6  2 the 164dB
length is linearly related to distance from the nozzles to con:'ur has a Substantially larger footprint and typical
the ground plane Changes fn the slope of the diagonals wing lomads are 4-6 dB greater than those for the round
are characteristic of impingement tone staging, as rnzzles At larger hn the fuselage loads are of the same



order or loweir than that for the other nozzles, but the 9. Ahula, K. K., and Spencer, D, A.. Aeroacoustics of
wing loads remain greater. These differences are a Advanced STOWL Aircraft Plumes., Proceedings of
consequence of the strong lateral screech coupling ob- the International Powered Lift Conference, pp. 531.
served for the rectangular nozzle configuration. The 54 1, Santa Clara. CA (1 987).
intense screech and impingement tones tend ta 10. Norum. T D.. "Su1Iersonic Rectangular Jet
increase the fuselage loading in regions away from the Impingement Noise Experiments. AIAA Paper 89-
fountain impingement zoos. The wing loading pattern is 1138 (989).
consistent with the acoustic directivity of the rectangular
plume flapping made

The effect of operating the axisymmetric 11ID nozzles at
their design pressure ratio is also illustrated in Figure
14. At N / do 2.2 the peak fuselage loads decrease
slightly relative to those of the CT nozzles, butl the
acoustic loads generally increase over the remainder of ___________

the fuselage. This increase is probably a consequence I 1.10 ~ *~ T1t 1
of increased impingement tone amplitude. as observed
in the near-hoeld microphone data. For 3mall hn, the
impingement tones tend to be augmented in the CD
nozzles because there is no interference frcm the IIIn=)
screech modes. This somewhast surprising result sug-
goals that simple nozzles with slightly reduced perfor. . Brtvhudbii
mance may minimize the unsteady loading as well as
the far-field noise.
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Discussion

QUESTION BY: W.B. de Wolf, NLR, The Netherlands
To reduce phase locking between screech from twin nozz].a,
did you consider an axial offset configuration? Or a porous
baffle screen between the two jets?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
We considered a large range of geometrical variation,
including axial offset, cant angle, inward and outward splay,
differential pitch, and nozzle spacing. The only successful
approach for reducing plume couplL'g noise was to cause the
plumes to merge rapidly, primarily by inward splay. When the
two plumes marge rap'idly, they act as a single plume and
produce a net lower screech amplitude.

Regarding a porous screen, the screen would have to be
sufficiently long to sbield the jets from one another, and
the drag penalty on an aircraft may be too high for such a
device. We have investigated using porous surfaces in contact
with the plume (for example, a porous single expansion ramp
nozzle) and have been very successful in reducing both
screech and shock-associated noise. The porous surface
passively reduces stock scrength in the plume and produces
nearly perfectly expanded jets without movable surfaces.

QUESTIONS BY: F.R. Grosche, DLR G~ttingen, Germany
The screech tone of a single jet can be eliminated by
destroying the feedback mechanism by disturbing the nozzle
symmetry, e.g. by inserting a tab into the nozzle exit. Is
this technique or are similar techniques also effective in
the case of twin jets as in the case of a jet in the vicinity
of a flat surface as discussed in your paper?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
Seiner has shown that an intrusive tab in one of the jets can
disrupt screech coupling in twin-plume configurations. The
disadvantage of such tabs is the high thrust penalty
encounte-d when the device is located in the high-speed
flow. In practical applications, such thrust penalties are
unacceptable.

/,
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Ž Combustion Noise and Combustion Instabilities
in Propulsion Systems
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Pasadena, California, U.S.A.

*Carnegie-Mellon University 92-17426
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, U.S.i. ILIIIm

Abstract dimensions of any attractors in the motions. No
evidence has been found for chaos in the strict sense,

This paper is concerned with some aspects of non- but the method seems to be an important means of
linear behavior of unsteady motions in combustion investigating the nonlinear behavior of combustion
chambers. The emphasis is on conditions under ,'ystems.
which organized oscillations having discrete frequen-
cies may exist in the presence of random motions. In 1. Introduction
order to treat the two types of motions together, and
particularly to investigate coupling between noise Jet aircraft in flight carry two types of noise sources:
and combustion instabilities, the unsteady field is external and internal. External sources include
represented as a synthesis of acoustic modes having boundary layers, separation regions on the airframe,
time-varying amplitudes. Each of the amplitudes and especially jet noise associated with the exhaust
are written as the sum of two parts, one associated flow. We are concerned here with some aspects of
with the random field and the remainder represent- internal noise generated in combustion chambers.
ing the organized oscillations. After spatial averag-
ing, the general problem is reduced to solution of Following a period of considerable research on
a set of second-order ordinary differential equations the subject of combustion noise during the 1970s,
whose structure depends on the sorts of nonlinear relatively little a-Itention seems to have beer&
processes accounted for. This formulation accom- directed to theoretical aspects of the subject.
modates any physical process; in particular, terms A good review of much of the work has been
are included to represent noise sources, although given by Strahle (1978). Both experimental and
only limited modeling is discussed here. Our re- theoretical results were obtained, but it seems a fair
suits suggest that random sources of noise 'iave only statement that the theory of combustion noise has
small effects on combustion instabilities and seem not progressed as far as the theories of external jet
not to be a cause of unstable motions. However, irdise. The works by Chiu and Summerfield (1973)
the coupling between the two sorts of unsteady mo- and by Chiu, Plett, and Summerfield (1975) seem
tions may be imnortant as an essential process in a to be the most complete treatments of combustion
proposed scheme for noise control. noise in chambers or ducts, in which the unsteady

motions comprise both random fluctuations and
It is now a familiar observation that many nonlinear coherent oscillations. More recent experimental
deterministic systems are capable of exhibiting work has been reported (Poinsot et aL. 1986; Hegde,
apparently random motions called 'chaos.' Thib is a Reuter, and Zinn 1988) with some analysis of data,
particularly interesting possibility for systems which but no advances in theory. The general problem
also execute non-deterministic random motions. In of internal noise shares common features with that
combustion chambers, a nonlinear deterministic of external noise, but thi differences are sufficiently
system (acoustical motions) exists in the presence great that probably a theory of internal noise should
of noise produced by flow separation, turbulent take a rather different form.
motions, and energy released by combustion
processes. The last part of the paper is directed In the first part of this paper we construct an
to the matter of discovering whether or not chaotic approximate analysis having such a form as to
motions exist in combustion systems. Analysis be applicable only to a restricted class of internal
has not progressed sufficiently far to answer the problems. It is important to appreciate, however,
question. We report here recent results of processing that because sources of noise in a flow always
data taken in one combustor to determine the are associated with unsteady motions of the fluid
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medium, there must be intrinsic similarities between raised by Kantor (1984) in respect to the processes
external and internal theories. hlence as a part in a reciprocating engine and later investigated
of the formulation here, we discuss some of those by Keanini, Yu, and Daily (1989) for a dump
similarities, helping to clarify where the internal and combustor. The case of a reciprocating engine is
external theories diverge, different because of the presence of the ignition

spark. In any event, those results seem not to
The approximate analysis described here is an have established unambiguously that chaos has
extension of a formulation used for many years been identified in those systems. Difficulties
to study combustion instabilities, based on a form acccmpanying the methods of processing time-series
of Galerkin's method (Zinn and Powell 1971 and data tend to obstruct definite conclusions.
Culick 1971, 1975, 1990 for example). As described
in Section 2, the main idea is to represent a In Section 5 we investigate the possibility of chaotic
general unsteady motion in a chamber as a. 'nthesis behavior with analysis of data taken at Caitech
of orthogonal acoustic modes of the chamber, in the past few y%,.:rs with a dump combustor.
computed for the same geometry but with no Although the results show the existence of an
combustion or mean flow. attractor, it has integral dimension 2, i.e. it is

a toroidal attractor incapable of chaotic motions.
Spatial averaging produces a system of ordinary, The behavior can be represented by simple models
nonlinear second-order equations in time for time- of nonlinear behavior but satisfactory connection
dependent amplitudes. At this point the chief with the analysis described in the earlier sections
difference from previous work is that the equations of the paper has not been completed. Our results
contain random or stochastic sources (unspecified have been attained only for one combustion system
in detail) and correspondingly the amplitudes are and no generalization can be attributed to our
sums of deterministic and stochastic parts. conclusions.

In Section 3 we discuss a procedure for splitting the Recent works demonstrating 'control of chaos'
unsteady field as a superposition of the coherent both theoretically and experimentally (see Ott
acoustic and random motions. The results display ed aL. 1990; Ditto, Rauseo, and Spano 1990)
explicitly coupling between the acoustic motions suggest investigating the possibility of exerting
only, between the acoustic and random motions, corresponding control of a combustion system. At
and interactions involving only the random motions. this time, the possibility is thinly founded and
In this formulation, the last appear as external speculative.- The idea is the following. Chaotic
stochawtic excitation of the acoustical motions. behavior, motion on a strange attractor, consists

of m:)tions in many orbits (modes) simultaneously.
Following well-established methods (e.g. Krylov Controlling chaos consists in exerting an external
and Bogoliubov 1947 for deterministic systems influence forcing the system to execute chiefly a
and Stratonovich 1963 for stochastic s2,stems) we low-amplitude stable motion. The 'orbits' in a
then average the equations in time to produce a combustion system are the acoustic modes.
set of first-order equations used as the basis for
the calculations discussed in Section 4. Time- If then the true random beli,.aior (the noise so
averaging brings errors which can be assessed only annoying in practice) is coupled (nonlinearly) to the
by comparison of numerical results with solutions acoustic modes - i.e. the orbits comprising the
to the second-order equations. Recent work by attractor - ther. it may be possible to control the
Jahnke and Culick (1991) has done much to clarify noise field by :ontrolling the components (modes
the matter for deterministic systems but we have or orbits) of the chaotic motion. Of course it is
no corresponding results for systems containing unnecessary to obscure the basic notion with the
stochastic sources. The results given in Section language of the theory of chaos and dynamical
4 are preliminary, illustrating possible effects of systems theory. However, it is important to
stochastic sources on stable deterministic motions understand the connection in order to make use
and on stable limit cycles, of theoretical methods and results available from

recent work in that field. It is also possible that
That the unsteady motions in a combustion in the case at hand, nonlinear coupling, and hence
chamber are intrinsically nonlinear (although the energy flow, between the noise and acoustic field3
nonlinear effects may often be small in some may offer the possibility of control even though the
sense) and that nonlinear deterministic systems are acoustical motions do not occur in chaotic form.
capable of executing apparently random behavior,
called 'chaos,' suggests that we should seek the Essentially what we suggest is the possibility of
possible existence of chaotic behavior in combustion reducing the noise field - or perhaps affecting the
chambers. The question seems first to have been spectral distribution - by suitable control of the

S-,/ . . .--- -.--.- ,-.
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acoustic modes of the chamber. Nonlinear coupling 2. Formulation of an Approximate Analysis
of the deterministic and random motions is clearly
necessary for this scheme to work. We are far from The sort of analysis described here has been
being able to check the validity of this idea in respect used for many years to investigate combustion
to combustion systems. Uncertainty is associated instabilities in solid propellant rockets and liquid-
with this particular application, not the general fueled systems, mainly ramjet engines. Hence we
idea, which has been confirmed by results obtained need only summarize the formulation here with
with other systems. Whatever the mechanism, some a view partly to comparing this analysis and the
experimental results (Wilson et al. 1991; Gulati theory of combustion instabilities to the well-known
and Mani 1990; and Poinsot et al. 1989) suggest theory of aerodynamic noise initiated by Lighthill
that control of acoustic oscillations can be used to (1952, 1953).
control the random fluctuations as well. Figure 1,
taken from Poinsot ct al. 1989 shows an example. In order to accommodate the processes occurring
Reduction of the amplitude of an acoustic mode in a combustion chamber, we begin with the
was accompanied by a reduction in the broadband complete conservation equations for the gas phase
background. This probably shows in the first with sources of mass, momentum, and energy:
instance that the presence of organized oscillations
increased the noise level. However, the results Mans
also confirm a phenomena already established in ap+
experiments with open flames (e.g., Rapp and - + 7 - w (2.1)
Sd ieider 1972; Beckert and Pfizennaies 1972)

that the processes generating noise are measurably
influenced by an acoustic field. Partly because the Momentum
more recent works were intended to control the O(pu")+ V. ( T = 7 + (2.2)
acoustic oscillations only, the matter of controlling at
noise in this fashion has not been explored either
analytically or experimentally. Energy

a(peo)) = V -(7- u-) - V -'+ Q (2.3)

The heat-flux vector is f and the stress tensor is the

13L / sum of the isotopic pressure and the viscous stress
,ft tensor a:

"a It is necessary to specify the forms of the sources

,a W, f, and Q which, for example, may contain

" the influences of condensed phases and chemical
is. reactions. Owing to uncertainties in the properties
-L of actual systems, it is entirely satisfactory to

f, IN2 represent the medium as a single mass-averaged
perfect gas having the equation of state

FIgs 1.

p = RpT (2.5)

We must emphasize also that even should control of
noise be established as a possibility in principle, the and internal energy e, such that
great problem remains of practical implementation.
Active control of combustion instabilities, without de = CVdT (2.6)
regard for noise in the system, is a subject of
current research (McManus, Poinsot. and Candel
1991 have given a recent review of the subject). Subtraction of the scalar product of the velocity
Promising results have been obtained in laboratory and (2.2) from (2.3) leads to the equation for the
devices using gaseous fuels and oxidizers. Feedback
control of an acoustic generator (loudspeaker) or of
a secondary supply of fuel has been used successfully
to reduce the levels of unstable oscillations. So far pC. (n -+ l+ VT) =-pV +0-V.if+Q
as we know, correspondingly successful results have a
not been reported for liquid-fueled systems. -(eo - u2)W - i7. f (2.7)
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where the dissipation function is combustion systems, but in this form they are much
too general. No purpose is served here by tracingi = . . tl (2.8) detailed construction of the simplified equations
actually used in existing works, but it is importantBecause the' primary source of data for motions to appreciate the gist of the matter in order to

in a combustion chamber is measurement of the understand both the differences and similarities of
time-dependent pressure, there has long been strong the two kinds of theories now summarized in turn.
motivation to build theoretical frameworks around
the pressure as the leading dependent variable.
Combination of (2.1), (2.5), and (2.8) gives the 2.1 Combustion Instabilities
energy equation written for the pressure

0p Extensive observations obtained during several
+ ir" Vp decades for many systems of all types confirm that

- . t u2  ] combustion instabilities are waves in the combustion
=- •[4•- -6-W - F•.- product gases excited and sustained primarily by

the energy released in chemical reactions. The
(2.9) frequencies of oscillations usually are quite close

to those estimated with classical results applied to

Finally, the equation for the entropy of the gases the same geometry, a chamber enclosed by rigid
follows from its definition walls, with the speed of sound equal to that for the

high temperature products. Hlence, it is reasonable
S=d+'P) (to treat all combustion and flow processes as

T P dperturbations of the classical problem. Some
adjustments must be made in special circumstancesSubstitution of (2.7) and (2.1) leads to but that view is adequate for the purposes here.

pT + • V•1s7 =0-V'-+Q-(-te-u 2)W-,7.f Then the dependent variables are written as surmst / (2.11) of mean and fluctuating values, p = -/+p', etc. with(1 the mean values independent of time, usually (but

As a matter of convenience to simplify writing, we not always) a good assumption. Two alternative
re-write the basic equations (2.1), (2.2), (2.7), (2.9), strategies can be followed to obtain nonlinear
and (2.11) in the forms equations for the fluctuations: either a nonlinear

equation for the pressure can be formed from the
Dp primitive equations (2.12) - (2.16), followed byI -=W (2.12)

- substitution of the assumed forms for the dependent
Dil variables, or those forms can be substituted in

p5- = -D p+.F (2.13) (2.12) - (2.16) and then the nonlinear wave equation
DT for the pressure fluctuation is constructed. For"-= -pV. tT+ Q (2.14) comparison with later remarks on the theories of
Dp ?+ P (2.15) noise, we first form the wave equation.
Dit
Ds - Write (2.15) in the form

Dt T
where )/Dt = a/at + i!. V is the usual convective ap + a;V - (p11)derivative, and •

= (al - a2 ) _. (pl) - (6. Vp - a 2
1". Vp) + p

W = -pV • i7+ W
= + V. - where a2 - p,/lp is a reference speed of sound,

Q = .- V. •+ Q - (eo - u2 )W - I F properly taken as~the average value in the chamber,
R and a 2 = yp/p is the local value. Then differentiate7' = •-•-Q + e with respect to time and substitute (2.1) for V.(p6i);

some rearran gement !ead.- to

8= Q -(v- l)eW= [P- Pa1V

(2.17)a - e 0-2aV p 2

These equations. (2 .12) - (2.16). are the basis for the +01[(ar -i 2 )V (p,7) - (,7. -a'ii7. p) +7']
theories of both combustion instabilities and noise in 12.18)

S/

1
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where of acoustic waves, they found that nonlinear inter-
T = pilu - (2.19) actions among vorticity disturbances constitute a

dominant source of acoustic waves. That conclusionWe note for later discussion that equation (2.18) had been reached several years earlier by Lighthill

contains the substance of the principles of conserva-

tion of mass, momentum, and energy as well as the (1952) in his theory of the generation of aerody-
namic noise. In combustion chambers, generctionequation of state for a perfect gas. Thr e boundary of pressure waves by unsteady burning seems to be

condition for the pressure is formed by taking the the dominant source.
scalar product of the outward normal vector n at
the boundary surface with the momentum equation Differentiation of (2.23) with respect to time and
(2.13): substitution of (2.22) for V • (Ol/Ot) leads to

the wave equation used in the remainder of this
h -Vp = -pT-. i - (pil. Vu-). i +Y.F. h (2.20) discussion:

172p,-_ I a2p = h (2.24)
Rather than use (2.18) to construct the wave d2 at2
equation for the pressure fluctuation, we now follow where d2 = 7p/o3 is the average speed of sound
the second strategy noted above, beginning with assumed to be uniform in the chamber, and the
the equations obtained from (2.1) - (2.3) written right-hand side is
to second order in the fluctuations:

p I . h = - 0,V (-. Vw + IV v-)
+ I -a . Vp'+9V -U.

=p'V. --. Vp' - V-(p't) + W' (2.21) &a

at V1 -~-.(i'. Vp' + -,p 'V t T)

= -g.(,. ••, + Ir. a2 a8,
(2.22)+ V - (2.25)-Oir -VT' - p "7t + P# (2.22)

The associated boundary condition, formed as the
scalar product of fh and (2.22) is

A nVP, (2.26)

= -i. Vp' - 7p'V. . f
-(W -Vp' + 7p'V • T7') + 'P' (2.23) with

These -quations have formed the basis for investi- f 8 =AT + 0 + W.Vul .A
gating nonlinear combustion instabilities to second at = '"+
order in the gasdynamic fluctuations and first order ,aii"
in the mean flow field. Thus the fluctaations are as- + P(. V) h + p --. n -i ' fi (2.27)
sumed to represent only the acoustic disturbances.
The justification for this assumption is the prin.,- In accord with earlier remarks, we have in mind
pie most thoroughly discussed by Chu and Kovasz- problems in which the primed quantities represent
nay (1958). In the limit of small amplitude fluctua- the sum of acoustic and non-acoustic fluctuations,
tions, any disturbance can be treated as a synthesis the latter taken here to be 'noise' associated chiefly
of three independent modes of propagation: acous- with vortical fluctuations. We simply ignore the
tic, vortical, and entropic. Hence in the limit of existence of entropic disturbances (or 'hot spots'
linear behavior, we can study acoustical problems moving with the local velocity of the medium)
(in particular the stability of waves in a combustion justified partly by the estimate provided by Chu and
chamber) without regard for other unsteady mo- Kovasznay that interactions between the acoustic
tions, including turbulent fluctuations. Finite am- and vortical fields with entropic disturbances are
plitude motions involve nonlinear interactions that relatively weak within the volume of the chamber.
mix the modes and the principle of superposition Interactions of entropic waves with a boundary
naturally fails. - particularly a choked nozzle - can produce

sound waves, although this seems also a lesser
Chu and Kovasznay estimated the relative raagni- effect (Menon and Jou 1990). Hence whereas in
tude of the various nonlinear interactions coupling previous analyses of combustion instabilities the
the hree modes of propagation. A result pertic- fluctuations represented the acoustic field, now
ularly relevant here is that of the possible sources we must treat the acoustic and vortical fields
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together. All fluctnat ,,g quantities will therefore be of a noise field requires that the series (2.29) contain
written as sums ' acoustic properties, denoted ( )" high-order modes as well.
and properties associated mainly with the vortical
motions, identified by superscript (-), for example The set (2.31) has been the basis for routine analysis

of combustion instabilities in solid propellant
p' = p0 + A, Ui' = ir + n, p' = pa + 5, ... etc. rockets. Good results have been obtained for linear

(2.28) stability and nonlinear behavior; some important
In this way we shall b'e able to accommodate unresolved questions remain, notably satisfactory
combustion instabilities and combustion noise in the explanation of norlinear stability or 'triggering'
same framework, founded on applying a method of (Paparizos and Culick 1991). This formalism has
spatial averaging to the system of equations derived also been used to study rarnjet engines; with
above. suitable modeling of the special physical processes

involved, the approach is applicable to afterburners
The idea is that any unsteady motion in the and liquid rockets.
chamber can be synthesized of an appropriate set
of modes ,j(rl of the chamber with time-varying Before analyzing interactions between a noise field
amplitudes qj(t); the amplitudes are defined by and combustion instabilities, we discuss briefly the
expressing the pressure fluctuation in the form relation of this formulation to previous analyses of

combustion noise.

PV'(,t = 7j(t) (r) (2.29)
j=1  2.2 Combustion Noise

Thus when we write the variables in the form
(2.28), it is the amplitudes that will be split into Much of the theoretical work on combustion

the acoustic and vortical (more generally, non- noise has been founded on Lighthill's theory of

acoustic') parts. The mode shapes wj(r") depend on aerodynamic noise, so it is appropriate to begin with

the geometry of the chamber and on the boundary a few remarks on that theory. The chief purposes
conditions; if the exhaust nozzle is choked, and the here are to make connections with the formulation
Mach number at the entrance is not too large, it described here and to emphasize certain items that

is often a good approximation to set the normal arise in our treatment of noise and combustion

gradient of Oj equal to zero. Whatever the case, we instabilities within a chamber. Hence the following

assume that an orthogonal set of modes is available is but a brief and incomplete summary of a few

and here we assume that the %0, satisfy general aspects of the theory. In particular, we do
not deal with the details of the most important part

V, + k2,_,= 0 of the subject - the source of noise. Moreover, thisn (2.30)a,b is not a critical survey of previous works: ample
coverage of the approximations involved in theory,
and the extent to which they may be valid, has been

where k, is the wavenumber of the n'h mode. Then
straightforward computations (Culick 1975, 1988; given in several review papers cited later.

Culick and Yang 1989) lea.d to the equations for the Lighthill's theory (1952) begins with rearrangementamplitudesLghhlsthoy(5)beiswtreraemn
amplitudes of the conservation equations to give a wave

d +2 + 7. = F. (2.31) equation for the density. The corresponding
equation for the pressure was subsequently used by

where w, is the frequency of the n"h mode, w several writers (Lilley 1973; Doak 1973; Howe 1975).
ak., and As noted earlier, we prefer pressure as the primary

variable for investigating unsteady motionm, in
F,- = .-' / h~,dV + (fdS (2.32) combustion chambers. The crucial idea introduced

Jby Lighthill that made possible substantial progress
has been given the name "acoustic analogy."

E2= / ¢dV (2.33) Instead of treating the nonlinear wave equation, he
J formed the difference between the equations for the

density fluctuations in the actual flow field and those
Equation (2.31) represents a set of coupled nonlinear in a gas at rest.
equations, one associated with each of the modes

n',,. For analysis of combustion instabilities, The acoustic analogy for the pressure is expressed
satisfactory results are often obtained by retaining formally by combining the equations for conserva-
only a small number of modes (Paparizos and Culick tion of mass and momentum in the following way.
1989a, Jahnke and Culick 1991), but representation Differentiate (2.1) with respect to time, substitute
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(2.2) for O(p6)/Ot, and subtract a.V,2p from both the noise produced by jet aircratt. Tius the sound

sides to find field must be computed in the atmosphere o;,tside
the region where the sources reside. The pr-iolem

)
2p 2v comes down entirely to specifying the distribution

71-'1 - of sources, the right-hand side of (2.33). In fact,
V 7' [t. (pt7i- _) + 7 . (p - aop) I it would be enough to be able to specify the source

r Vdistribution (of mononoles and dipoles) on a surface
' 1 p ) (2.34) enclosing the region containing the true sources, a

. t ( point of view discussed by Ffowcs-Williams (1974).
That property implies an in 'usic ambiguity in

With no sources of mass and momentum (W and the problem: two source ,'itrib-itions that differ
; set equal to 0) this becomes Lighthill's basic by a non-radiating distribu,'o ,roduce the same
equation. To find the corresponding equations for distribution field outside -gion in question.
pressure (Lilley 1973), remove the terms a2V 2p from Conseqciintly, me: suremer, of the radiated field
both sid". of (2.34), multiply the equation by a2, cannot be interpreted to give a unique source
and add O2p/Oi2, giving distribution.

02p _ Hence a complete solution to the pr-iblem of sound
0- ar produced, for example, by a jet, can be had

Sa
2V . [V . (pilg_-6-)] only by addressing the very difficult theoretical9 [ _9_ (Pp_ + a' W -a2f" (2.35) and experimental matters associated with the
+ a) + at source distribution in the volume containing the

responsible fluctuations. To make connectiun
with combustion instabilities and combustion noise

Note that neither (2.34) nor (2.35) ii,volve the we need to discuss briefly some aspects of the

energy equation. But the second must be consistent theoretical work, keeping in mind the noise
with equation (2.18); the right-hanid sides are produced by an enhaust jet as the canonical
identical only if the following condition is imposed: example.

9 (p For isothermal flows, Lighthill showed that the
(P - arp) + arW dominant term in the right-hand :-ide of (2.34), or

= (a2 - a_2 ) V. (pil) - (,i. Vp- a_.2g Vp) + p equivalently (2.35) is that invoving the velocities;
the density can be approximately constant, p =

= (ar - a2) pV7. - u. V (p - a~p) + P and with a, = a, the governing equatk n (2.35) for
the pressure field is

This can be written in the appealing form

D~. (p..- _) ( (2.36) - a:V2p = d2V . [V . (•')] (2.38).2pap) = .2_2)PV. 1+ p-g (2.3201

The great difficulty in solving (2.38) arises fromw hich is actu ally an id entity fo llo w ing from the t e f c h t w t i.n t e s u c e i n h r hthe fact that within the source region, where the
equations for conservation of mass (2.12) and energy right-hand side is non-zero, the motions comprise
(2.15). Upon substituting (2.17)d and (2.16) for P, both thae causing the acoustic field (in particular,
we haveboht.-ecuigteaosifil(ipatuar turbulent fluctuations) and the acoustic field itself.

D R T Ds 2 Dp But to obtain solutions easily, one needs to know the
U(P-a .p) = - - (a-a)- (2.37) source terms independently of the acoustic pressure

(and hence velocity). Moreover, the mean flow field
Thus if the speed of sound is constant, taken to be exerts at least two important influences: the sources
the reference value, the combination p - a2p for a are carried with the flow, and a non-uniform flow
fluid element changes only if the entropy varies, causes refraction of the acoustic field.

Following Lighthill's original works in 1952 and To obtain solutions to (2.35), Lighthill's idea was
1953, many calculations exist for aerodynamic to replace the true sources by an equivalent source
sound fields, based on the acoustic analogy distribution stationary with respect to the ambient
expressed by equation (2.34). The idea is that the field outside their region of activity. ('Solving'
right-hand side is somehow specified so the equation equation (2.38) means in this cortext finding a
is an inhomogeneous linear wave equation readily formula with which one may compute the sound
solved by well-known methods. The most common field outside the region cortaining the sources: see,
problem treated is the sound field emitted by a jet, for example, equation 2.42.) In this first instance,
motivated especially by the practical need to reduce it is clearly convenient simply to ignore convectiun



and refraction. In principle, as Lighthill noted, We shall only quote the result written in a form
if one could specify the equivalent source field consistent with the notation used here:
accurately, both convection and refraction could be D2
accounted for. In the interests of obtaining results D' (in p) - V. (a'•V In p)
with some ease most investigators have constructed Dt"
equivalent source distributions without trying to = ' (Vu): (Vu-) + (. - 1) D (2.40)
model the effects of convection and refraction:
the assumption is not so serious as one might where now
expect. Nevertheless, the problem of accounting Q = Q + 0 V (2.41)
for convection and refraction within the acoustic
analogy seems not to have been satisfactorily solved. For simplicity we shall not display the detailed form

"of Q which in the work cited includes diffusion. The
Perhaps the best known attempts to account for point is that the convective derivative is used, and
some of the influences of the mean flow are Phillips' the dependent- variable is In p. Those are the main
(1960) derivation of a convective wave equations (his differences between the two formulations.
work was followed by others - see Doak 1973 and
Ribner 1981 for summaries) and the work by Mani Once the general problem has been cast in
(1972, 1973), who treated relatively simple cases the framework of the acoustics analogy, two
to display possible effects of convection. Schubert tasks remain: modeling the sources and finding
(1972) has examined the problem of refraction usirg approximute solutions for the particular problems
numerical solutions with some success. at hand. Finding accurate representations for

the sources is much the more difficult matter.
It seems fair to conclude that the influences of Computations from first principles are out of the
convection and refraction, while not always small question and the limited experimental results for
(particularly in supersonic jets), are nonetheless details of the flow in combustion zones implies that
secondary. Hence in low-speed flows, one might one must resort to assumptions and approximations
suspect that, using Lighthill's acoustic analogy with that cannot always be finally justified.
an equivalent stationary source distribution, the
results obtained should be a reasonably good first It appears that all who have studied combustion
approximation. That has essentially been the view noise agree that the dominant sources are associated
of those working in the field of combustion noise. with time-depeadent heat release. Large changes

in the rate of energy supplied by combustion
Essentially two theoretical treatments of combus- changes cause substantial fluctuations of the gas
tion noise survived the efforts of the 1970s, those of der.sity in both time and space. A combustion
Strahle (1971, 1978, 1985) and of Chiu and Sum- zone therefore presents a distribution of monopole
merfield (1973). The first follows Lighthill's acous- sources, markedly more effective radiators than the
tic analogy and the second is based on Phillips' quadrupoles V. V . (pilu) dominant in non-reacting
form of the analogy using the convective wave equa- turbulent flows. Hence Chiu and Summerfield retain
tion. In each case, the transition to a treatment only the term Q = Q, equation (2.41), on the right-
of combustion noise is effected by adding to the hand side of (2.40); similarly, Strahle considers only
equations terms representing heat addition, inter- the term aQ/Ot on the right-hand side of (2.39).
nal heat transfer, and chemical reactions. Roughly
that means in the present context that the starting In both approaches, the equations are linearized and
point is equation (2.18) with no mass and momen- the results obtained differ, apart from some details
turn soucces f and W being dropped, giving first of the modeling, only because of the presence of
the equation Strahle chose as his starting point the convective derivatives in (2.40). Strahle (1978)

has given formulas for the pressure fluctuations in
p - a V2 p 'he sound field far from a compact open flame.

79,2 'Compact' means that the flame is small compared
= a V- V • (pitia- 7) with the dominant wavelengths of sound. His

" [(a -2a2) V. (p17 ) - (i. Vp- a~ii. Vp)] results, equations (32) and (33) of that paper, are

a 18%IfdV (2.42)
""(-f- 0) (4,- 7.- + Q) (2.39) "I Ja ati

Chiu and Summerfield (1973) and Chiu, Plett, P
and Summerfield (1975) based their analysis on an R + 17[oQ ( .. d

equation in which, following Phillips (1960), time l'iJ r """+ V' + a2 - T'Q• dV
derivatives are replaced by convective derivatives. (2.43)
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The sources in the integrand are evaluated at the first analysis of combustion noise in ducts, ineluding

retard time t - Il/a where F is the position of the the presence of resonances. Their intent was to

observation. Strahle (1985) has since argued that explain the spectra of noise emitted when a flame, or

better agreement with observation is obtained with more extended combustion processes, are enclosed

his formula (2.41) not containing the influences of by confining walls, chiefly for application to gas

convection. The problem of accounting correctly turbines. The linearized form of (2.39), with only

for the influences of the mean flow, specifically as fluctuations of energy release included as sources,

it introduce, convective and refractive effects is a becomes
deep theoretical matter intimately connected with
the formulation of the acoustic analogy. It seems not D2pF -' P, = (_ _" DQ'
to have been satisfactorily solved for non-reacting DO= - )--- (2.44)
flows and has received little attention in the context
of combustion noise. We shall not pursue the issue Calculations were carried out by expanding the

here. pressure in eigenfunctions of uriform duct with
uniform mean flow. The spectral distribution

Much of the previous work in combustion noise of the heat release was specified, either uniform

has been devoted to problems associated with open or as one half of a sinusoid in the frequency

flames on hit iets. The situation is therefore quite range 0 - 1,000 Hz. Then the spatial and time

similar to thab for jet Poise: the radiating sources dependence of Q' were found as an inversion

are unconfined. In this paper we are concerned only transform in frequency and expansion of the spatial

with problems of noise in combustion chambers. dependence in eigenfunctions of the duct. Equation

Thus the active regions of the flow are located (2.44) was solved by taking the transform in time,

within confining walls. Consequently, the noise field with expansion in eigenfunctions for the spatial
we wish to analyze is also contained by essentially dependence of the pressure. Results were then found

rigid boundaries. Fluctuations at the exit plane for the spectral distribution of the pressure.
constitute sources for noise radiated through the
exhaust nozzle and ultimately to the outside world. Figures 3 and 4 show an example of results

We shall not treat the problem of emission. obtained for the velocity fluctuation at the exit
of the duct and its frequency spectrum for a case
length/diameter = 8.5. As one should expect,
resonance peaks are evident in both figures.

i--
no.-
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F'igure 2 i. a schematic illustration of the matter. ,.
The fundamental difference between the problems 0.1 s - Pum see su

of confined sources on the one hand and sources "" MINES - 1So
freely radiating to an ambient atmosphere on the • .'

other has substantial influence on the development C? - 17 * tSEC

of the theory. We shall be able to express the noise I I -

field, as well as the acoustic field associated with t0 S
combustion instabilities, as expansions in natural

modes of the chamber. That is why the two classes Figure 3.

uf phenomena can be treated to good approximation
within the same general framework.

This method is a straightforward approach to

Chiu, Plett, and Summerfield (1975) carried out the the problem, amounting to computation of the
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response of a linear system, the acoustic field in measured and computed spectra for the broadband
the duct, to a forcing function, the unsteady heat noise.
release, consisting of a continuous distribution of
sinusoids having spatial dependencies set by the Closer to the actual problem of combustion noise
eigenfunctions of the duct. It suffers from at is the analysis reported by llegde, Reuter. and
least three serious flaws: the noise sources are Zinn (1988). For the special problem of a compact
independent of the acoustic field, the stochastic flame stabilized on a rod in a duct, they solve
nature of the noise field is totally absent, and no the linear problem for the pressure fluctuations,
nonlinear processes are accounted for. Part of the essentially using the linearized form of equation
purpose of the work discussed here is to indicate (2.39) with only the term (-t - 1)aQ/Ot on the
how these omissions may be corrected. right-hand side. The principal difference is that

they correctly account for the different speeds of
sound up- and downstream of the flame. Their
most important contribution is their treatment of

rM [the statistical properties of the background noise.
based on the observed spectrum of the radiation

0 field in turn related to the energy release according
8 ASS to a known method. Their results show quite good

U N SrtEAY A agreement between predictions and measuremnents
I RELEASE

SPECItMl of the pressure spectrum. That work seems to be
N t- 11 the best confirmation of the internal consistency of
F 3-, the formulation described earlier and expressc• by
C 1100 FT'SEC equation (2.39), although only linear behavior was

UVtC MOE treated.
2 A - I.S INCHES

• -- , ' Poinsot et at. 1986 have reported experimental workI with a dump combustor operated over a sufficiently

I : broad range of conditions that measurements could
be taken of the noise field with and without

a .substantial acoustic oscillations. As seems often
0 40 600 No low to be the case for such configurations, the noise

FREUNY (Hz) level is higher over the entire frequency range when

an acoustic oscillation is present. A particularly
Figure 4. interesting aspect of that work was the use of optical

measurements taken simultaneously to form spatial
maps of coherence functions strongly suggestive of

During the 1980s, interest in combustion noise the regions in which the sources of noise are located.
again grew in connection with work related to Information of this sort is clearly useful in modeling
oscillators in solid propellant rockets and ramjet sources required for analysis of the phenomena.
engines. Hegde and Strahle (1985) reported their
results for the generation of acoustic modes by These brief remarks are intended only to provide
turbulence in cavities, but no combustion. Their relevant background for the sorts of problems
analysis is somewhat closer to actual physical considered in the remainder of the paper. There
problems for two reasons: they recognize explicitly is much data in the works cited, and others, that
the different character of irrotational (acoustic) we shall not review here. Moreover, we shall not be
and rotational (vortical) fluctuations; and they concerned with the important prolen. of core noise,
account for the spectral content of the vortical under some conditions a strong source of emissions
or turbulent fluctuations. The analysis naturally from gas turbines: see the work oy Cumpsty
contains many approximations; because it is based and Marble (1977) for the most comprehensive
on a different method of handling the equations treatment of the subject.
of motion, involving definition of the 'Bernoulli
enthalpy' (Yates and Sandri 1976), we shall not 3. Splitting the Unsteady Field Into Acoustic
discuss the calculations. They solve a linear and Non-Acoustic Fluctuations
problem of nonreacting flow through a porous
lateral boundary and exhausting through a choked The basis for the analysis developed here is com-
exhaust nozzle. Their results show the presence of bination of the ideas discussed by (Thu and Ko-
resonances in satisfactory agreement with observed vasznay (1958) with the approximate analysis de-
behavior. The levels of oscillations do not agree veloped previously for studying combustion insta-
well and there is very poor agreement between the bilities. As we already noted in Section 2, equa-
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tion (2.29), we assume that any unsteady field in Then because we assume ii. 7,,, = 0, we find
a combustion chamber can be synthesized of nor-
mal modes of the chamber, with time-varying am- -fr . Vu) -VdV
plitudes, %/(1). After spatial averaging, the prob-
lem comes down to solving the system of nonlinear f
equations (2.30) for the %l(i). The right-hand sides kj U OdV
will contain nonlinear terms of t'iree sorts represent-
ing interactions among the acoustic modeu them- -(9. V x a, + 7 X V x 4i) • VVdV
selves, among the non-acoustic motions. and cou-
pling between the acoustic and non-acoustic fluc- and (3.1) becomes
tuations. Apart from use of spatial averaging, the
analysis here differs from that ot Chu and Kovasz-
nay (1958) in the explicit consideratio. 'f nonlinear -- E =
processes. Their treatment rested on a linea..-ation
of the equations of motion by successive or iterative ( / (-. u-l ),dV
approximation. Also, because eventually we divide
the analysis into the two separate problems of find- - a3 ( x -4-1" xV x VdV
ing the acoustic and non-acoustic amplitudes, we J

have the possibility of investigating stochastic pro--L 9 1('- 7p'+ --
cesses. Therefore, unlike the case for combustion in- a2 at U

.stabilities, in which only a few modes are normally + I(. V +
present, here we must expect that a broad spectrum + \ + di ]

of modes must be present. I * 71'7p yV tk0dV

First we need to write the formula (2.32) for the F& + j-2 ' +

explicitly showing dependence on the fluctuations. +o /[ d.+ JJ.. ,idS
We assume that the average thermodynamic at
properties (f, 0, f) are constant in time and 4 ( . - (3.2)
uniform in space. The surface integrals arising from at f V T'-- '- dV
the first, second, and last terms of f, equation
(2.27), can be combined with corresponding volume
integrals of h to give This formula for F.. shows explicitly only those

PE.2  processes associated purely with gasdynamics. In
SF72- principle, with P and P', we can accommodate any

physical process. Because the presence of the mean

Of (- .'76'+ T-IV.-V) V•PdV flow field is included to first order - a fundamental
J1 matter for problems of linear stability - the effects

18 /(. Vp' + p'V" • dV of convection and refraction are in some sense
+ '~t included here. However, because emphasis has

+0 ( 9p' 0 70" been placed on standing or traveling acoustic waves,
+pj '"Vu+ 7 5 ~} t " ,hese effects have not been a matter of concern for

18 f19 .. studies of combustion instabilities, in contrast to the
+ Vp' + tp'V 17) ¢,,•dV case of aerodynamic noise generation. That is, the

' 09 effects of non-uniform flow to first order have been

-• fikdS accounted for in analysis of combustion instabilities,
+0 at but without attending to the detailed examination

+ 70,. - " . dV (3.1) required to distinguish the particular consequences1 ( of convection and refraction. Some work in this

direction has recently been done numerically (e.g.
Now use'a vector identity to rewrite the integrand Baum 1988).
in the first integral

+ ./ . •" Although we shall not discuss extensively the
;T+ I - 17functions P' and P', they contain significant

/ = V U( ) " IV X V x U - U X V X 9" contributions. As we have discussed in the

-• • preceding section, the terni OQ'/0t in &P'/8t has

A sec/d identity gives • been established as the dominant source for noise

... (- rVk.) production in flames. Unsteady heat release isunquestionably the main reason for both ac.isn-
("•- 1.V¢.) u-i. 7, instabilities and noise in combustion chanLrs.

\,
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However, because they contain important sources of changes, but no pressure changes. We shall assume
attenuation and noise production due to fluctuating also that the density is constant; hence we assUme
flow variables, the remaining terms in (3.2) must in zetoth approximation
be retained. The fluctuations f' and P' are
essential for analysis of control, for they contain the a - P = 0 ;i # 0 (3.6)
only means of actuation, through sources of mass,
momentum, and energy. It is not necessary at this stage to take • = 0; we do

so to eliminate a few terms. However, if • is taken
The next step requires expressing the fluctuations to be non-zero, the problem arises later of relating
p', ii', and p' in terms of the time-dependent ý to other thermodynamic properties. With these
amplitudes r/,(t). We assume the splitting approximations, to second order in the fluctuations
suggested by equation (2.28) and write the pressure (3.2) becomes
as the expansion (2.29): F.=F,+Iý.+ (3.7)

p' = pa + P=P•'7 (1)O'(v where

=p" (j ;+ji), (3.3) _ -[kJ ; ,,

where the r/] are the amplitudes of acoustic - -fl-

oscillations (combustion instabilities). The pit P
are the amplitudes of the pressure fluctuations I a _ d
associated with the fest of the motions synthesized + j+2V u indV
as a superpo.ition of normal acoustic modes. To rr,' 1 "
compute the amplitudes as solutions to tlhe system 2 az-. • + .p -- • VkndV
(2.31) we need to devise an approximation to F., PEn [A TY

i.e. we must deal with p, p', and 17 in the + I fig- - Vp( + ] ' 7-z) O.dVl
integrals. Following the tactic successfully used for d'it ..
studying combustion instabilities, we assume that _ 7hd SfO "
the acoustic part of the motions satisfies t lie classical E a JJ Ot
acoustic equations, • J( v, - )(airE 1\ 7• an V0.. a-- 0-) dV (3.8)

at A (3.4)a,b

Because there is no entropy change associated with TE L + &
acoustic waves, A + p4 - (i + p")" and we set 10[( 7p. + 7p-V i

p, = e/l 2 . Hence the expansions of 9' and p4 + u2
are

li 7 vd,, ---- , dV (3.9)

(3.5)a, b

The formulas (2.29) and (3.5)a satisfy equations kE 2 O 0 a,,dV

(3.4)a. b exactly because the eigenfunctions tbk
satisfy (2.30)a and in zeroth order /i + w/ = 0 - X V x E× + fi x V x i). VkndV
with wj = dkj.

7 2f( 7 )- ndTrhus we approximate the acoustical variables in En U-Vu). VfidV
F, by their values existing in zeroth order witn no F ffi
mean flow or sources. For the remaining parts. n. E• tv- i,'dS
A, and h, we appeal to results established by Chu
and Kovasznay (1958) who showed that the vortical /1(.'V'---- ¢,nidV (3.10)
and entropic modes of propagation carry velocity PE; E Ot2
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With the preceding definitions, the system (2.31) deterministic and stochastic behavior. The natural
becomes splitting of the frces F,, into the components FO,

d2•. , F,, and F. defined by (3.8) - (3.10) is only an
1n + W = F, + &a + f, (3.11) initial step. Far asteady motions in combustion

chambers, we st pay particular attention to

The forcing functions F,* and F, contain the the source functions Pa, P', and P, for they

stochastic properties of the random ficld. cor.tain represenations of energy addition. The
acoustic field is puIrely deterministic, so P0 contains

Previous work (Culick 1975, 1990) has shown that only deterministic energy sources. At the other
if only the gasdynamic nonlinear processes are extreme, 'P includes sources of energy addition
accounted for to second order. Fn* has the general that are purely stochastic, i.e., depend only on
form the turbulent motions and are insensitive to the

deterministic ac•stic field. Interactions between
00 .the deterministic and stochastic fields belong to r'.

F' = , [D".rh + Ej•.i,] For example, turbulent fluctuations in a reacting

00 CoO shear layer may be sensitive to the local acoustic
+ EjE[Anjpý + B,.Yj ln;j (3.12) field, thereby affecting the energy release. A difficult

f t fipart of the subject is construction of realistic models
of these processe.

where the coefficients D,, ... are constants,
depending on the linear processes (including those We have reduced the problem to finding the
arising from f4 and P*) and on the geometry of the response of a system of nonlinear oscillators whose
chamber. If other nonlinear processes are accounted amplitudes q, = ig + i, must be determined when
for, accommodated by the source functions .F' and the system is subject to stochastic forces. The
P' (e.g. nonlinear interactions between combustion developments leading to the definitions of fi, f',
and the acoustic field), additional terms will appear, and --, have produced formulas (not given here)
not necessarily having the form shown in (3.12). showing their expicit dependence on the random

According to its definition (3.9), the force • fluctuations of the velocity field. Before solutions
can be found far the time-dependent amplitudes,....

contains terms linear in the acoustic amplitudes and those functions s eould evidently be expressed in

in the random variables fs and 9ii/it plus terms thoser ofucth s sd evidenalo te ways in
ariingfro i` nd15' Ifwe gnoe he ossbilty terms of the k mad 171, analogous to the way inarising from F° and Pb. If we ignore the possibility which the acoustic contributions in F,, were treated

of higher order nonlinearities in those source terms,
we may assume that Y,,' has the general form by using the approximations (3.4)a, b.

00• That is a large and difficult problem. There
•o= ~[4.'i? +•?] (3.13) are at least four approaches to its solution:

I=i (1) construct an approximate representation of

where the •, •' represent (stochastic) parametric the flow variables 4i, 3, A and the combustion
excitation of the acoustic modes. processes, based on observations and guided by

theoretical considerations, in the same spirit as
Finally, FP depends only on the stochastic fluctua- we have treated the acoustic field; (2) extract
tions, spatially averaged over the node shapes. To a representation from numerical simulations using
make the notation more consistent, we replace F, methods of computational fluid dynamics; (3)
by the symbol ,,: extract a reptesentation by analysis of experimental

data; and (4), the crudest approach, assume forms
F,, =(3.14) for the various contributions to P.4 and F,, and

determine the consequences by solving v:he systemWith these definitions, we write system (3.11) (3.11). None of the first three approaches have been
showing explicitly the dependence on stochastic investigated extensively for the class of problems
processes: considered here. The works by Chiu, Plett, and

d2  
2 D Summerfield (19M) and by Hegde, Reuter, and

d +r"-- F_ + [& •8+ Fi l +- (3.15) Zinn (1988) fall in the first category, but treat only
linear behavior. A few elementary results have been
reported by Menon and Jou (1990) following the

Note that the •, and the €' depend linearly on the second approach.
vi and ýi while E, is quadratic in those variables.

An important fundamental aspect of the systems Methods of analysing experimental data or the
treated here is the general problem of distinguishing results of numerical simulations have become active
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subjects of research in the past few years. There basic properties of processes present in combustion
is a growing body of literature dealing mainly with systems. For e::ample, heat released in flames is
non-reacting flows. For example, the metqaod called indeed sensitive to pressure. Our assumption here is
'proper orthogonal decomposition,' originated in really made in the interests of obtaining some initial
probability theory, has been applied to turbulent results.
flows (Lumley 1967, Aubrey et al. 1988) and
other problems of fluid mechanics (Sirovich 1987). 4. Combustion Instabilities with Stochastic
That and related methbds appl~ed to a wide Sources
range of problems were central issues in a recent
IIJTAM/NATO Workshop (1991). Although those The formulation developed in the •-%ceding section
ideas are ciearly applicable to the unsteady motions accommodates a wide range of problems. Here we
in combustion chambers, nc results have been shall describe a few results for what is possibly
reported. the simplest case: the influence of stochastic

sources on a combhustion instability. Observations
In order to gain some idea of the possible influences of instabilities in both laboratory and full-scale
of stochastic sources on the behavior of acoustic combustors normally show the presence of a small
modes, we have followed the last of the approaches number of acoustic modes: the data cannot reveal
listed above. We simply assume forms for the how many modes must be accounted for in an
random functions of time, , •'. and -- , and treat analysis to explain satisfactorily the nonlinear
the system of stochastic differential equations behavior. In the theory used here, a minimum of

_0 two modes are required to produce a limit cycle.
d2 7n + = f. + i i,, + ": + . (3.16) Energy is supplied to the acoustical system because
di 2  

n one mode is unstable; the motioas may then reach a
steady state only if a stable second mode is available

This was the approach taken by Paparizos and to dissipate energy, thereby providing the possibility
Culick (1989)a for the simplest case of two for constant total energy in the acoustical motions.
longitudinal modes. We discuss that method in Nonlinear gasdynamical processes cause the flow of
Section 4. Note that rq, ,9' have been replaced by energy from the unstable mode to the stable mode.
r/i = q• + 4i and ,i = ý' "1- l-i on the right-hand side,
implying the assumption that the random part of Pressure records of instabilities rarely show purely
the amplitudes is relatively small. harmonic motions. The amplitudes for unfiltered

data usually fluctuate about some apparent average
In fact it appears that we may quite realistically value. Those fluctuations are erased if the data are
assume that the &,, .', and -i do not depend on filtered. Otherwise, they will cause broadening of
the amplitudes Y7. ofthe pressure fluctuations. This peaks in the spectra and as part of the broadband
assumption has been made in all treatments of the spectral background. The analysis described in this
aerodynamic noise problem. In other words, we section is an initial effort to explain this behavior.
assume that the random sources of noise do not Only limited results have been obtained.
themselves depend on the noise they generate. That
does not exclude dependence of the noise field on the 4.1 The Two-Mode Approximation
presence of coherent acoustic oscillations, nor does
it imply that control of the noise field is impossible. For the acoustic system described by (3.16) with
The reason is that the acoustic and random pressure the stochastic sources equal to zero, and only
fluctuations are coupled by nonlinear processes, gasdynamical nonlinear processes accounted for,
producing energy transfer between the two forms exact solutions can be found for the time-averaged
of motion. Practical matters o' achieving successful equations for two (and in some cases three) modes.
control will rest partly on the strength of the energy Most of the known results have been reviewed
exchange and on the possibility of discovering an by Culick (1990). In particular, the conditions
effective means of control or 'actuation.' However, for existence and stability of limit cyc!es can
it may also be the case that if the random sources of be written explicitly. Although the restriction
noise are affected by the pressure fluctuations, then to two modes carries limitations, serious under
more effective means of control might be found. some conditions (Jahnke and Culick 1991), this

representation is surprisingly accurate under wide
Part of our justification for taking the stochastic realistic circumstances. To maintain simplicity,
sources independent of the pressure field rests on the we therefore consider here only the two-mode
results discussed by Chu and Kovasznay (1958) who approximation.
established the independence of the three modes
of propagation (acoustic, vortical, and entropic). Moreover, we treat the case of longitudinal modes
The argument, however, is weak, ignoring some for which the frequencies are integral multiples of
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1

the fundamental, w, = nwt. With all linear where
processes and only the gasdynamic nonlinearities =
included, the first two of equations (3.16) are 8F (4.6)a,b

0* e2 - 2el
'h + w•iui = 2(caiti + 9wtiY1 ) Equations (4.5) are unchanged if y:i is replaced by

-(F11 ri6 + F12r1 q2 ) + (V07 + •'N• +'--') Y3102 - 2eij/(02 - 201), showing that no generality
,+w• = 2(a21i• + Ow2u12) is lost by taking 0* positive. Note that the original

set of four equations (not given here) are reducedI + F2 2 1721) + (672' + ý2' ' + ' to three, essentially because there is an arbitrary
(4.1)a, b phase available, the reason that the two phase

angles appear only in the combination 02 - 20, in
where w2 = 2w, and (4.4)a, b,c.

"= 3 -27 F M2 57-1) 2 Fixed points of the system (4.5), defined by 1' = 0,
27 (4.2) are the state of rest (yj = 0) or limit cycles. It

+ - ., can be shown (Paparizos and Culick 1989b) that a
F21 = - +3 F 22 = w1  unique limit cycle, whose properties are independent2-f 2

of initial conditions, exists if a1a 2 < 0. As
There are six stochastic functions in equation (4.1), remarkedi above, if one mode (say the fundamental)
in general mutually independent, to be specified. is unstable, a, > 0, the other must be stable,
The functions bring with them a large number of a 2 < 0. In this case, the limit cycle itself is stable
parameters, too many at this stage for a sensible if 2a, + al < 0. Hence for existence and stability
treatmeut of the problem. We shall therefore of the limit cycle, the conditions must be satisfied
analyze a much simpler problem, motivated by when a, > 0 are
the following reasoning based on previous results a2 < 0
(Paparizos and Culick 1989b) obtained for the 2al + a2 < 0 (4.7)a, b
deterministic problem with no stochastic sources.

The remainder of this section is concerned with the
Combustion instabilities in practice commonly ap- influences of stochastic sources on the characteris-
pear as oscillations having slowly varying maximum tics of this limit cycle.
amplitudes and phases; the amplitudes ri. may then
be assumed to have the form 4.2 StOChaStic Averaging

r/+(t) = ri(t)cos(wit - O,(t)) Stratonoeich (1963, Vol. II, Chapter 4) introduced
= Ai(t)coswit + B,(t) sin wit (4.3) the method of stochastic averaging, an extension

of the method of averaging outlined above for a
where b'i/r/ and 60,/2r, the changes over one cycle, deterministic system. See also Roberts and Spanos
are assumed small. The method of time-averaging (1986) and Gardiner (1985) for reviews of the
is effective under these conditions, reducing the two method. Here we simply quote the results of
second order equations for t7i and r/2 to four first applying the method.
order equations for the (r1 ,r 2 , 01, 42 ). With stochastic sources in the second order

For technical reasons not covered here, the following equations (4.1)a,b, the averaging proceeds in two
transformation is an effective choice to simplify the steps. First the equations are averaged over the
structure of the first order equations: period of the acoustic oscillations (r,, for the nth

mode) to give, eventually, equations (4.5)a, b,c in

Ai = the variables y,; that is, the oscillatory motions
have been removed from the problem which has33 =r2 sin(41- 2•t) (4.4)2, b,c b'e�n reduced to one of finding the slowly varying

13 = r2 cos(0 2 -. 20) amplitudes and phases (equivalent to the yi(t)).

The deterministic equations for the y, are: The second step is the 'stochastic averaging,'
required to give the fluctuating (stochastic) sources

dy --t (at + 312)Yj in correct form for the averaged (i.e. first order)dt equations. We assume that the stochastic sources

d (4.5)a, b, & ,(t), and -- (t) have zero mean teventually
dt 212 + £" ya + 2/313 - we assume that they have the form of white noise).

d__ However, the terms &i and ý'tr,, representing

d-t = -"2 + a2y3 - 2/0Y23 parametric excitations, have non-zero mean values.

/

/
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It is convenient to remove the mean values from
the stochastic sources and place them with the
deterministic part, accounting for the terms m, dy3 (cry3 - "y - 23y~ 3 )dt + 2yV*odW3
appearing below. By definition, mi is the average (4.9)a, b, c
over one period of the oscillation of the expected
value of the term in question. The w,(t) are Gaussian (white noise) processes, the

dw, being defined in terms of the stochastic integralIt is also assumed that the auto-correlation times of a function G(t) (.see G.rdiner 1985, p. 83),

of the random processes are much smaller than the

bandwidths (not the periods) of the oscillations.
That means that the oscillations have non-zero /G(1')dw,(t')
decay (or growth) coefficients such that

rC0'r < lad (4.8) The Si(w) are the spectral density functions of the
wi and the Qi, are cross-variances of the stochastic

a conition satisfied by the broad-band processes sources, computed in the averaging proces
and acoustical motions expected in practice. In the
limit considered here, we approximate the random .y2 = 4 (sl(0 +$S(2 ) () +

processes by equivalent white noise. 4

Finally, in order to reduce the difficulty and -TS3(wI)
complexity of finding solutions to equations (4. I)a, b

we make two assumptions based partly on physical QO = •" s 2 (0) + S (2w1) + I S 2 (2w.)
grounds:

+
(i) We replace if and '7 in the terms reprt-enting +

parametric excitation by iri and i)j. This
implies that the stochastic perturbations of the Q2 = 4y2Q0
acoustic modes should be small: IJ~,/I'fl <
1. That happens to be true in the examples Q23-- 4Y2Y3Qo
treated here, but not in general. Q,3 = 4y20Q

Q12 = Q13 = 0

(ii) We ignore all stochastic sources in the equation (4.10)a - f
(4.1)b for the amplitude of the second mode.
This assumption produces considerable simpli- The mean values of the sources are
fication, but is also motivated by the expecta- [ r 3 1
tion that if the fundamental mode has a growth mI = [- y. (0) + y, (Si (2wj) + S2(2wj,•
rate much larger than the decay rate of the sec-
ond mode, then the first-order effects of sto- + 2_ $3(WI
chastic sources will be primarily on the funda- Wl,
mental mode. Owing to nonlinear coupling be-
tween the modes, there will of course be a sec-
ondary random excitation of the second mode. M2 = 2y2Qo

Omitting the lengthy details of stochastic averaging -2y3Qo

(which in fact begins with the second order (4.11)a,b,c
equations) we eventually find the equations for the
variables y: Finally, the growth and decay rates of the two modes

are now
/+ 2 S3,(W.I dt33

+2Y -' +'•7ss dw) at. + s,(o) + •S,(2w,) + s2(2w,)

0 C2 -T w-IS2(0)+ ~S,(2w,)+ _-S2(2wj)

2 M

+2

dy2 = (O;Y2 + 8'Y + 2,y2 - 3y2)dt iS3(,•,)

-2y 3 Vr/ v.dW 2  (A. 12)a, b

\

K



4.3 The Center Manifold for Equations (4.9) known methods (e.g. Gardiner 1985, Chapter 5)
we can construct the Fokker-Planck-Kol mogorov

Although equations (4.9)a, b, c can be solved numer- equation for p:
ically in their present form, it is useful to simplify
t.% i matter further by taking advantage of some re- Op 9_ + 3YY(yI) + T-r S(W))

suits obtained by Paparizos and Culick (1989b). It 07j -OyI lka1Yyl 2-y 7, )-
is relatively straightforward to find the equation for I a2

the center manifold, an approximation to the one- + .-7"Qa p]
dimensional manifold (or locus) of limit cycles ex-

tending from the origin Yj = y2 = 0. We expect (4.18)
that a similar result should be a good approxima-
tion here when stochastic sources are present. This equation possesses a stationary solution

independent of time,
Again omitting details of the argument, the result is
that in limit cycles of the deterministic part of the C e1  z(62 + 2/3yj (z),dz
motions - i.e. it = = = 0 and dwl,dw2 ,dw 3  'Lo Qaa(z) J
ignored in equations (4.9)a, b, c - the variable y2 (4.19)
can be expressed as a function of yj only: where

62 = 2a, - 36, (4.20)

+= (Yi <14) (4.13) and C is a constant fixed by requiring that p'(y,)
( Y; (Y > YO) be normalized:

where •o -

*= * - 0"1 + 0(561 p'(z)dz = 1 (4.21)Y2 30 (4.14) r

631

6 (5 = (0) + St(2wi)+ S-7 2(2w-)) (4.15) The solution (4.19) is an approximation to the

distribution of amplitude r1 , in the limit cycle whenand yi is the smallest positive root of stochastic sources art assumed to affect directly only

2 the fundamental anode. Just as for the deterministic
Y (a.)2 + (O") = C(4.16) behavior, the param,:ters arising in the problem

must satisfy a stability condition in order that a
Note that a;, equation (4.12)b, is a function of yl. stationary solution exist ("existence in mean square

value"). Here, the deterministic conditions (4.7)b
Equation (4.13) is the equation of the center man- becomes
ifold, essentially a relation between the amplitudes 3
in the limit cycle; substituti.on of (4.13) in (4.9)c, a2 + 2a, + rtI-S,(0) - V1 22(0)
with y3 = 0 and dw3 dropped give- the values of y3
in the center manifold. 83_ 3 ]+ Si(2iP,) + r.$2(2w,) < 0

4.4 The Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov Equation (4.22)
for Equations (4.9)

We now confine attention to the behavior in the Because the noise field is coupled to the acoustic
limit cycle executed in the presence of sto-hastic field, producing both parametric and 'external' ex-
sources. Assuming that the variable y2 is sufficiently citation according to the general equations (3.16), a
well-approximated by its dependence on the center reasonable question is: can the presence of stochas-
manifold, equation (4.9)a is now a stochastic tic sources be responsible for observed combustion
differential equation for yj only: instabilities? That is, are the noise sources suffi-

- ciently strong to cause excitation and sustenance
dy/ = YI + 3Y1 Y2 (Y ) + - S3(wl)) dt of acoustic iodes that are deterministically stableFY, wi (j < 0)?

•V+-v• dw,

(4.17) To obtain menningful results, we must ensure that
a stationary p-.,hability distribution exists. The

where y12(y) is given by ('4.13). conditions to I,.atisfied ate

The amplitude yj~ is now a random variable + : + <iS" 2,) 0 (4.23)
characterized by a probability density p(1 , t). With 4 4t' +



where Sl") and SV') are the power spectral density Attention here is confined to conditions under'which

fluctuations of the parameter excitations f. and (, stationary probability distributions should! exist,
in the ngh acoustic mode. For technical reasons of with linear parameters (a, ... ) assigned realistic

analysis, we are ignoring the 'external' excitations values. Figure 5 is a comparison of the distribution
-, which cannot cause modes to be excited under given by equation (4.19) with a Monte ICarlo

the conditions treated here. simulation. The frequency of the fundamental mode
is 800 hertz, a! = 8 s- 1 , and 02 = -125 s-I! both
modes are damped. There is no external excitation
(-i = 0) and only the parametric excitation 41(1)
is present. Good agreement is apparent. Figure 6
shows the time history of the amplitude of the first

4.5 Some Numerical Results mode, computed for two samples chosen from the
Monte Carlo simulations. Note that one is 'stable,'

Because we have not attempted to work out decaying within about 20 cycles, while the other

physically realistic mode.s of the non-acoustic exhibits 'asymptotic stability,' associated with the
fluctuations (ti, f, A) we cannot claim or anticipate rather long tail of the distribution that is shown in
that the results faithfully represent observed Figure 1.
behavior. The initial results discussed here indicate
that the approach taken here, based on time and
stochastic averaging, is an effective method for
treating problems in which both instabilities and
noise are present.

The analysis described above can be used to carry
out three independent sorts of computations: Monte !
Carlo simulations with the second-order equations
(4.1)a, b; Monte Carlo simulations with the first-
order stochastic equations (4.9)a, b, c; and the
probability distribution can be found directly as the
solution to the Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equation -
(4.18).

Monte Carlo simulations with the second-order
equations are very lengthy, requiring an estimated Figure.
100 CPU hours on a VAX 8800 for a simulation
consisting of 100 samples, each covering 3,000
periods of the fundamental oscillation. here we Figure 7 is a comparison of the distribuition
give some results of simulations with the first-order computed with equation (4.19) with a Monte Carlo

equations, requiring approximately 5 hours each. simulatioi when both parametric and external

This work is continuing with other machines, but excitations are present (ýI(t), ý2(t), and 21(t)

no res'ults are available, all non-zero). The parameters at, a 2 have
the same valies used to produce Figure 5.
Again the approximation (4.19) for the probability
distribution is sali.silictory. Note that the external
excitation is capable of causing the fundamental
modes to be excited to an amplitude somewhat
larger than that occasionally cauied by parametric

. ... excitation alone: the most probable and average
S,. , values of r, are larger than those predicted with

the distribution given in Figure 1.

Figures 8 and 9 show cases in w'hich the fundamental
mode is unstable and the second is stable. The
results therefore show the influence of stochastic
sources on the ampliiude of the first mode in a
limit cycle. Now the most probable value of the
amplitude naturally obtains a higher value, larger
in Figure 9 for which at has greatrr magnitude: in

Figure . Figure 8, al -8 s-1 and in Figure 9, at -25 s-1.
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system. However, pressure records taken with
operating systems often appear also to have a
random character, raising the question of possible
chaotic motions. It's an important question, not
simply because this might be another example

- .of deterministic chaos, but because the search
for the answer should provide further information

I; about unsteady nonlinear behavior in combustion
chambers.

- In the past decade much has been accomplished
in developing methods of analyzing experimental
data to find evidence of chaos. A central issue is
determining the dimensions of attractors, objects

Figure 7. in phase space to which the motions of a nonlinear
system tend after long times, the subject of this
section. A point ii phase space uniquely defines
the instantaneous state of a dynamical system.
For the acoustic lield defined by the system of

N. .Nw ,equations (2.31). appropriate coordinates of phase
• • -- space are the displacement." and velocities (,,a t),

of the oscillators corresponding to the acoustic
Smodes. In principle, the phase space may be

infinite dimensional, but since we can treat only aI, finite number of modes (a minimum of two), thephase space will always have a finite number of

-- , ,, .dimensions, at least four.

A path or trajectory in phase space represents the
evolution of motion of the dynamical system in
time. An attractor is a point or a collection of
points in phase space to which the motion tends
after a long time. Thus if all modes are stable,
the pressure fluctuations ultimately vanish and the
origin ('il = r} = ... = % = = 0) is an attractor,
in this case having dimension 0. It is common in

,- combustion systems exhibiting instabilities that the
motions settle down to a limit cycle in which many
modes may participate, but the motion is periodic.
A limit cycle is represented by a closed (non-
intersecting) path in phase space, so the attractor
in this case has dimension one. Periodic limit cycles
have been long known from theoretical work (e.g.
Sirigano and Crocco 1964. Zinn 1968. Zinn and
Powell 1971, Culick 1975. 1990, Culick and Yang
1989). It is important to note that in a limit cycle,

Flgure 9. the frequencies of all participating modes must be
such that w,/w,i is a rational number for all m, n.
That means, as found, for example, in application

5. Determining the Dimensions of Attractors of (2.31), that the frequencies of the linear acoustic
Observed in Combustion Chambers modes for an arbitrary geometry must in general

be shifted by nonlinear effects so that all ratios are
The noise field treated in the preceding section indeed rational. For the results reported by Zinn
is produced by stochastic sources. Hence the and Powell (1971), Culick (1975, 1990), and Culick
unsteady motions generated and propagating in and Yang (1989), the frequencies in the limit cycle
the chamber have the characteristics of random are integral multiples of the fundamental. That
processes. In contrast, the motions identified as relation arose both for longitudinal modes, when
combustion instabilities constitute a deterministic wn = nwi, for the unperturbed (classical) modes,
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and for modes of a cylindrical chamber when the characterized statistically even though it is governed
classical frequencies are not in simple ratios. by deterministic partial differential equations. The

stochastic representation is useful because the
If there are two or more fundamental frequencies number of degrees of freedom present in the
in the limit cycle such that w41) = nw1 and fluid is very large (it can be approximated by

(2) = m 2 , or if the frequencies of the participating dividing a characteristic volume by the cube of the
modes form irrational ratios in ultimate steady Kolmogorov scale). lHowever, in many systems,
motion, the corresponding attractor in phase space much simpler large-scale dynamics may emerge due
is a torus having integral dimension, 2, 3, 4, to fluid mechanical feedback mechanisms that result
... or greater, corresponding to 2. 3, 4 ... in coherent oscillatory flows. The vortex dynamics
fundamental frequencies. Those two classes of of jets, wakes, and other separated flows are often
possible motions are called periodic and quasi- modeled as having only a few degrees of freedom
periodic. Even though the phase space may have even though turbulence is present. Similarly, in
large dimension, just as limit cycles of dimension combustion chambers, the presence of acoustic
1 may exist, so also may tori of, say, dimension modes (given by equations 2.30a, b) often results in
2 exist. It is possible, as a result of 'frequency- coherent oscillations that can be modeled effectively
locking,' that a quasi-periodic motion may become with only a few ordinary differential equations.
periodic. Tori of dimension greater than 3 may be
unstable (technically, 'structurally unstable), and, However, acoustic oscillations are present because
if so, would not be observable. That is a matter some mechanism exists for transfer of energy from
of continuing research; consult Bergs, Pomeau, and combustion processes or the flow itself (e.g. large-
Vidal (1984) for a good readable introduction to the scale vortices) to the coherent motionas. The
sbject. behavior of the organized motions could therefore

conceivably serve as a marker of chaotic behavior
It is now a familiar result that deterministic actually originating somewhere within the system.
dynamical systems may exhibit apparently random 'We are far from understanding the dynamics of
behaviors called chaos, fundamentally different from the processes in combustion chambers theoretically,
true random or stochastic behavior, conveniently but in any event, progress with the theory depends
called simple noise. Although not theoretically heavily on experimental results. We report here
necessary, it appears that for a real system to exhibit some resui•s obtained with analysis of pressure
chaotic behavior, its phase space must contain an records taken in a laboratory dump combustor
attractor having non-integral dimension, a strange fueled with. pre-mixed gases (Sterling and Zukoski
attractor. The question addressed in this section is: 1987, 1991).
can combustion chambers showing instabilities also
develop chaotic motions? Recently developed data analysis techniques may

be used to determine the minimum number of
To date it appears that no chaotic motions have degrees of freedom responsible for the generation
been definitely identified in analytic or numerical of a particular time-series signal. The techniques,
results for the sorts of acoustical systems we are developed as an outgrowth of modern nonlinear
concerned with here, although some examples may dynamical systems theory during the past decade,
have been found in results reported by Paparizos ,make use of a signal processing technique known as
and Culick (1991). Recent work by Jahnke and the 'time-delay embedding method.' This method
Culick (1991) has suggested that toroidal attractors allows an experimentalist to embed the data in a
may exist, but the results are preliminary and phase-space representation. If start-up transients
the implications are unknown. It is therefore have ceased, the phase-space trajectory traces out
particularly important to investigate the possibility a set of points that comprise an attractor. The
by examining experimental results. All recordings dimension of this attractor provides a lower limit
of pressure in combustion chambers show random on the number of degrees of freedom of the system
fluctuations traditionally assumed to be noise. The active in the observed nonlinear behavior. Details
problem, a common one, is to discover whether one on both the embedding method and the dimension-
can distinguish chaos in the noise. finding algorithms can be found in an introductory

article by Gershenfeld (1988).
The nonlinear acoustical system itself is of course
not the only possible source of chaotic behavior in a The method, proposed first by Packard et al.
combustion chamber. Indeed, much effort has been (1980), rests on the idea that some properties
expended in the recent past on identifying chaotic of a multi-dimensional nonlinear system may be
behavior in mai.y problems of fluid mechanics, determined from the time-series measurements of
with particular emphasis on the development of a single variable. In particular, under quite broad
turbulence. Turbulent fluid flow is typically circumstances often prevailing in actual situations,



a reconstruction of the attractor according to the argument); thus if N(r) is the number of points on
following procedure will have (almost always) the that portion of th' attractor on the ball,
same dimension as the true attracter. In the present
case, we have a recording of the pressure as a N(r) = Ar' (5.2)

function of time, such as that reproduced in Figure
10. Choose a fixed time t when the pressure is where A is a constant and &, is the dimension of the

p(t) and construct the n-dimensional vector P(i) attractor. Hence

having components equal to p(t) and the %:ilues of log N(r) + constant
the pressure at the delayed times t + r, t + 2r, M = (5.3)

t + (n - I)r: 
logr

and a plot of log N(r) versus log r will have slope

P(t) = (p(t), p(t+r), p(t+ 2r). p(t+(n-1)r)) equal to the dimension.

(5.1)
This representation contains two parameters: the That idea has been extended by Grassberger and

delay time r and the embedding dimension n. Both Procaccia (1983) to define a 'correlation dimension.'

must be varied with care as noted below. Consider pairs of points located at the tips of
"pairs of vectors P(ii), P(tj), defined by (5.1).

0.1A The distance between a pair, IP(t,) - P(t,)I, can
be computed and the spa-i * correlation C(r) is
formed:

C(r) = lim I f number of pairs of points for
"0�.�) N-o N2 which IP(ti) - P(tj)l < r(.

(5.4)
where N is the total number of ,airs considered.

S-.05I IThe correlation dimension v is defined in analogy
S.00 with (5.2), writing

-. °." "C(r) = A." (5.5)

-. 1 J Henceb,.0n 0.o0 0. 1 0.10 o.34 0.30 log Qr) + constant
TL-. (.)V,= (5.6)

Figum 10. If a plot of logC(r) versus logr shows a linear
variation, the slope is identified as the dimensioa
of the attractor.

After r and n have been chosen, t is assigned
discrete values i1, f2 ... , (i.e. the pressure The number of points P(t,) used deoends in the
record is digitized); the vectors P(ti) then trace a first instance on the length of the pressure record
trajectory in the n-dimensional embedding space. available and on the interval of digitizing, both of
That trajectory is the reconstruction of the which can be varied, of course. We assume that
attractor. Theoretical results have shown that if a sufficiently large number is used, so the chief
the attractor associated with the motion of the remainiag paramete" is the embedding dimension
system has dimension D, then the dimension oi its n which yields important information when it is
reconstruction will also be D ifn > 2D+ I (see, e.g., varied. Suppose first that the attractor is a limit
reviews by Parker and Chua 1987 and 1y Theiler cycle, a curve of dimension one. If the chosen
1990). The choice of r is rather delirate: it is points P(t1) are distributed uniformly (for example)
sufficient here to remark that it must be neither too -n the curve, tien for sufficiently small r, it
small nor too large or too ciose to the period of a seems reasonable to expect N(r) - r so v = I
motion in the system. Thus r is varied in the data as required. This result doesn't change if the
processing to produce best results. einbedding dimension is varied because the points

must always lie on the curve.

The problem now is to estimate the dimension of the

object obtained with the procedure just described. The case is different if noibe is present. As discussed
Consider a point on the reconstructed attractor and in Section 2, we may view the noise- field as the
imagine a ball or hypersphere of radius r centered superposed motions of a large number of modes or
on the point. The number of points within the oscillators (an infinite number for ideal white noise).
ball depends on the size of the ball, varying as r' Her.ce the trajectories of the system lie in a phase
where v is the dimension of the attractor (see Berg6, sparc of large (infinite) dimension and densely cover

Pomeau, and Vidal 1984. p. 149 for a supporting any embedding space of 9nite (small) dimension.

(C'
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Hence the criterion n > 2d + I cannot be satisfied
for small n. As a result (Bergd, Pomeau, Vidal Spectrum of Pressure Oscillations
1984, pp. 152) the dimension v computed according
to (5.6) approaches the embedding dimension as-
r is decreased. In other words, if the procedure Is
based on the idea of correlation dimension is applied
to a stochastic or random process, a dimension v
cannot be found independently of the embedding

dimension. .

M
In this work we tised a version of the algorithm :
of Grassberger and Procaccia (1983) written by .
Schneider (1990). F igure 11 show s results obtained -. .....

for a random signal (the 'data points' were

computed with a random number genf.rator). For "' i
the two choices of embedding dimension n = 5, 9,
the slope of log C(r) versus log r does not approach Flom 1.
a constant value as r (the size of the ball) is
reduced. As expected by construction of the data, Figure 13 shows the dimension of the signal that
there is no evidence of a low-dimensional attractor, was used to generate the spectrum of Figure 12.
in confirmation of the remarks in the preceding The points on the attractor, which numbered
paragraph. 8150, were embedded in a 9-D phase space using

a 400 microsecond (5 points) time delay. This
particular case reveals significant scale separation
between noise and deterministic dynamics. A two-G-P oDmensin of Stochastic Signal Using dimensional attractor (a 2-torus) is observed over

__o__ Points. u _ mom. i approximately an order of magnitude of scales. A
-s.value of two is a result of the excitation of the

two acoustic modes. Since the other peaks in the
spectrum are subharmonics of these fundamental
modes, they are not associated with additional
degrees of freedom but are a result of the nonlinear' nature of the oscillations, as described in the
remarks at the beginning of this section. This

dimension determination provides a lower bound on
the number of modes that participate in the large-
amplitude oscillations. However, hlie dimension

.. , , e.increases abruptly at the smaller scales, suggesting
""' "'" i" that additional degrees of freedom are present,

either due to the presence of additional acoustic
Figure 11. modes or as a result of the turbulent combustion.

Data from the combustor at the Caltech Jet
Propulsion Center (Sterling and Zukoski 1987) has
been obtained when a premixed methane/air flame
was stabilized behind a rearward-facing step. The
power was around 45 kW based on the higher
heating value of the fuel. A pressure transducer
located above the flameholder was used to monitor
the oscillatory pressure and data was collected at
80 microsecond intervals. The frequency spectrum
of the pressure signal is shown in Figure 12.
The prominent peaks correspond to a longitudinal .. .1
acoustic mode near 460 hertz, a mode near 530
hertz, and the 1/2 and 4/5 subharmonics of the
latter mode that are present near 265 and 424 hertz. Figure 13.
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With the limited results obtained to date we have no reason to change the general structure of
have found no evidence for an attractor having the analytical framework.
fractional dimension, and hence no suggestion of
chaotic behavior. The two oscillations defining the Analysis of experimental data with the methods

"toroidal attractor at 460 Hz and 530 Hlz correspond suggested in Section 5 clearly merits continued

to linear acoustic modes of the system (Sterling effort. The information obtained is likely to

and Zukoski 1991), but the results of the data provide important contributions to understanding

analysis do not establish the precise mechanism the nonlinear behavior. The same methods can

causing those modes to be excited, or the procesmps of course be applied to numerical data obtained

responsible for the existence of the attractor. Nor with the analysis described earlier. Thus one is

do we yet have any understanding of possible able to work simultaneously with modeling physical

interactions between the attractor and the noise processes, results of the approximate analysis,

in the system. Observations reported ihi earlier and experimental data, a. necessary strategy for

publications have shown that the excitation and dealing with problems that cannot be solved entirely

sustenance of the steady large-amplitude acoustical theoretically from first principles.

motions are associated with the shedding of large

vortical structures from the rearward-facing step,
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Discussion

QUESTION BY: R.'Artaz. SNECHA, Franc.
1. You are introducing a parallel between the wave equation

of your model and the one of Lilley. As the latter holds
in a free environment, how can you Justify the comparison
for an application to combustion noise in a confined
environment?

2. To that effect, how do you treat the limited aspect
conditions of the environment?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
1. My purpose has not been to suggest that the same problems

have been solved, but only to indicate that the basic
assumptions are almost identical in the two subjectt of
combustion instabilities and aerodynamic noise.. l ip not

an extremely important point nor does it heve ptactical
consequences (I think), I make it only to clarify the
sort of unity that does exist.

2. If I understand your term correctly, you refer to the
presence of the bounding walls and the exhaust nozzle.
Their influences appear mainly in the forms chosen for
the basis functions (mode shapes) used in the expansion
of the pressure field, and partly in the boundary
conditions applied to the solution of the problem
accounting for perturbations of the classical acoustics
for a chamber.

QUESTION BY: J.M. Seiner, NASA Langley, USA
Have you considered application of bi-spectral methods to
determine non-linear relationships of your observed
fundamental combustion modes?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
We have not. Although bi-spectral methods might provide some
interesting information, I do not believe that they will give
the sort of results we have sought in this work. We shall
investigate your suggestion.

, , I I I-
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Abstract Noise exposure contouring software was
developed under U.S. Air Force sponsorship
in the early 1970s (cf. Galloway and Bishop,

The effects of rapid onset times and high 1970, Galloway, 1974; Reddingius, 1974) as a
absolute sound pressures near military training means of representing and assessing impacts of
routes (MTRs), including possible startle aircraft operations on communities near
effects and increased annoyance due to the airbases. Standard interpretations of such
unpredictable nature of these flights, have contours are made in terms of long term
been of longstanding concern. A more recent residential habitability of neighborhoods
concern is the possibility of increased relatively close to runways, and of the
annoyance due to low ambient noise levels compatibilit: of other land uses with airbase
near military flight training operations and operations. It was recognized early in the
differences in expectations about noise development of these contour models that
exposure in high and low population density their construction and interpretation required
areas. Th's paper describes progress in adoption of simplifying assumptions (e.g., no
developing audibility-based methods for ground propagation effects for differing
predicting the annoyance of noise produced at terrain, no barriers, and standard weather
some distance from aircraft flight tracks. conditions) for the sake of manageable
Audibility-based models which take into calculations. The U.S. Air Force is now
account near-ground acoustic propagation and pursuing research on new modeling
ambient noise levels may be useful in assessing approaches to produce accurate noise
environmental impacts of MTRs and Military contours for aircraft flying training operations
Operating Areas (MOAs) under some in areas remote from airbases, especially for
conditions. A prototype Single Event low-altitude, high speed operations.
Annoyance Prediction Model (SEAPM) has
been developed under USAF sponsorship as Although aircraft noise contours can in
an initial effort to address these issues, and principle be constructed in a variety of ways,
work has progressed on a geographic assumptions underlying their use in settings of
information system (GIS) to produce military interest have been tailored to the
cartographically referenced representations of orderly and predictable circumstances of
aircraft audibility. airbase noise exposure. These circumstances
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airbase noise exposure. These circumstances arise to graphically represent aircraft noise
include: impacts of en route operations (by definition,

those occurring in areas remote from airbases)
1) relatively large and stable numbers that the utility of assumptions tailored to
of approach and departure operations airbases merit rm-examinition.
by a specifiaile fleet mix;

The circumstances of en route noise exposure,
2) minor long term variation in particularly that produced along MTRs and
numbers and types of operations; and within MOAs, differ markedly from those in

the vicinity of airbases. In contrast to the
3) a small number of well defined, regularity, stability and overall predictability of
fixed flight patterns for airbases. flight operations near airbases, aircraft

operations in MTR and MOA environments
It is altogether reasonable to draw contours of are often sparse in number and quite variable
long term exposure centered on aircraft flight in altitude, flight speed, aircraft type, power
tracks under these circumstances of exposure, settings, and spatial and temporal distributions.
as the U.S. Air Force has been doing Noise produced in two flight regimes
successfully for two decades. Since flight (supersonic, high altitude flight and high
tracks and profiles can be specified with good subsonic speed, low altitude flight), although
precision near runways, and since airbases are absent from airbase environs, is common
generally built on flat terrain, it is also within MOAs and along MTRs.
reasonable to assume that lines of sight exist
between aircraft and nearby residential Furthermore, in rural and remote areas
neighborhoods; that for most practical underlying many MTRs and MOAs, low
modeling purposes the world is flat; and that ambient noise levels permit aircraft noise to
long range refractive and diffractive acoustic be heard at great slant ranges by people
propagation phenomena may be safely engaged in other than residential activities.
ignored. Since noise levels produced during Additionally, terrain may occlude lines of sight
approaches and departures commonly exceed b4.tween aircraft flying low altitude missions
ambient levels in nearby neighborhoods by at and observers both near and some distance
least 20 dB, it is also reasonable to ignore from flight tracks. Populations affected by en
ambient levels of neighborhood noise around route noise are not necessarily residential
airbases. The assumptions used in ones, may not be familiar with the noise, and
constructing conventional (source-based) noise are not necessarily exposed indoors.
emission contours guarantee that the resulting
exposure contours decrease monotonically in The net cffect of thes.; differences in
level with distance from airbases. circumstances of noise exposure is to diminish

the applicability of standard assumptions to
In fact, these standard assumptions produce modeling of aircraft noise exposure in the en
such well behaved contours in airport route case. Three aspects of conventional
neighborhoods that they are often regarded as aircraft noise exposure prediction in particular
essential for representations of environmental merit re-examination of their applicability to
impacts of aircraft noise. Furthermore, the the en route case:
assumptions and contours which they produce
have become intertwined with land use 1) reliance on long term cumulative
planning policies and widely accepted exposure metrics (such as DNL) to
interpretations of exposure values in terms of predict the prevalence of annoyance
residential habitability. It is only when needs near MTMs and MOAs;
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2) various approximations and 2) require detailed knowledge of flight
simplifications made in estimating short tracks and profiles;
range acoustic propagation for low
altitude flights; and 3) produce esthi--:t of integrated

noise levels over relatively short
3) consideration of the annoyance of ranges;
relatively low level aircraft noise in
environments with even lower level 4) are insensitive to terrain shielding of
ambient noise. low altitude flight noise; and

5) do not consider the potential
The appropriateness of integrated energy influences of ambient noise on
metrics of noise exposure as predictors of annoyance.
annoyance is debatable on the grounds that
there is little evidence to support application Alternative views of the origins and
of the "equal energy hypothesis"' to conditions predictability of annoyance associated with
of exposure as sporadic as those experienced MTR and MOA operations can lead to
near some MTRs and MOAs (Fidell, Sneddon alternative approaches to modeling MTR and
and Green, 1990). Likewise, noise level MOA noise. For example, there are reasons
predictions produced by standard contouring (such as U.S. Public Law 100-91) to consider
software, developed mainly for use over short expanding the focus of concern from
slant ranges in fiat terrain, are not sufficiently prediction of long term effects of regular
accurate for the case of low altitude, high exposure on habituated residential populations
speed operations, because the software is not to include concern for shorter term effects on
optimized for the case of near-ground (grazing sporadically exposed populations. If pursued
incidence) propagation over long distances in analyses of shorter term impacts will, of
terrain with topographic relief course, require calculation of metrics in

addition to long term integrated noise
Several efforts to adapt standard approaches exposure.
and assumptions of the airbase case to the en
route case have been made. In general, Likewise, existing short range air-to-ground
software models such as ROUTEMAP noise propagation models may not always
(developed at the U.S. Air Force Armstrong suffice in predicting noise exposure at all
Aerospace Medical Laboratcry), and points because they rely on two dimensional
AIRNOISE (Berry and Harris, 1990) models. Prediction of noise levels in
(developed at the National Physical communities some distance from MTRs or
Laboratory) retain a number of assumptions MOAs, for example, may require more
and limitations similar to those of software sophisticated models to produce credible
intended for airbase use (e.g., NOISEMAP estimates of exposure levels of aircraft
and INM). For example, current en route operations typical for these types of
models generally operations. By the same token, observer-

based rather than source-based contours may
1) predict exposure in units of long be more appropriate in cases in which
term cumulative exposure which have uncertainty about flight track dispersal is too
not yet been validated in field stud;es great to be usefully represented in
as especially appropriate for probabilistic terms. For example, Plotkin and
circumstances of exposure prevailing co-workers (e.g., Plotkin, Sutherland and
near MTRs and MOAs; Molino, 1987) have documented standard/
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deviations of flight track dispersal on MTRs as Model (ADRPM) account analytically for
great as half a mile. This degree of geometric spreading of acoustic energy,
uncertainty about aircraft location atmospheric absorption, barriers, and a variety
compromises the interpretability of of refractive and diffractive propagation
conventional aircraft noise contours. effects. The algorithms estimate audibility of

acoustic signals with reference to an ideal
If there is sufficient concern about effects of energy detector operating within human
aircraft noise at low sound pressure levels (as, frequency analysis bandwidths. Users of the
for example, in overflights of some parks and software may either specify values of two
wildernesses, as well as for low-ambient noise dozen propagation and detection parameters
rural residences), the effects of the ambient or accept general default values. Details of
noise environment may be explicitly the model are described by Hutchings and
considered by predicting aircraft audibility Fidell (1990).
exposure rather than integrated sound levels
alone. Although prototype SEAPM software

represents an advance in the ability to model
The remainder of this presentation single noise events and predictions of
concentrates on the first of these alternatives - associated human annoyance, its present
prediction of reactions to individual overflights limitations include the following:
at points other than those directly underneath
flight paths. In a preliminary effort to address 1) it is based on the ADRPM model,
the different modeling approaches that may be which continues to be refined and improved;
appropriate to MTR and MOA environments,
the U.S. Air Force Noise and Sonic Boom 2) it currently treats only ground-to-
Impact Technology program is sponsoring ground and near-ground propagation effects;
development of a Single Event Annoyance and
Prediction Model (SEAPM) for assessment of
the annoyance of low altitude, high speed en 3) the single event dosage-response
route flight on MTRs as heard some distance relationship requires additional confirmation
to the side of the flight track. The model first from further psychoacoustic studies.
estimates the audibility of an aircraft noise
intrusion by calculating its bandwidth-adjusted Further research and development efforts are
signal to noise ratio at the observer's location, being contemplated for improving the SEAPM
and then generates a prediction of annoyance model, It is not yet certain that the approach
via a single event desage-effect relationship adopted in SEAPM will ultimately provide
between audibility and annoyance. Derivation sufficient analytic and predictive modeling
of this dosage-effect relationship through a capabilities.
meta-analysis of laboratory data is described by
Fidell, Hutchings, Helweg-Larsen, and Silvati Computer-based geoinformation systems
(1990). provide a convenient means for graphically

and analytically representing audibility-based
Estimation of the audibility of aircraft noise predictions of en route aircraft noise impacts
intrusions is accomplished through acoustic (such as observer-based audibility modeling
propagation and detection algorithms permitted by SEAPM). In fact, the inherent
developed over the last two decades by the cartographic orientation of geoinformation
U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command. The systems is well suited to several forms of
algorithms contained in Version 7 of the advanced modeling of near-ground aircraft
Army's Acoustic Detection Range Prediction noise impacts.
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Consider, for example, the representation of crater of the volcano, its noise emissions spill
aircraft noise levels shown in Figure 1. out of the jagged rim along the same
produced under a BBN Independent Research drainages through which lava flows.
and Development project. The figure is an 30
km2 orthographic projection. The flight track The ability to represent aircraft audibility as
shown is that of an air tour operation. Colors shown in these illustrations permits efficient
encode 10 dB intervals of (bandwidth conduct of fine grained assessments of
adjusted) signal to noise ratio for an individual environmental impacts produced over wide
overflight. The information shown was areas by MTR and MOA operations. Such
developed over a regular grid of 100 X 100 analyses can be of considerable interest to
points separated by 300 m. A simulated both military route planners and
aircraft was "flown" over its flight track in 300 environmental analysts.
m increments. For each 300 m increment,
one-third octave band noise levels at each
point of the entire grid of 10,000 points were References
recalculated. Signal-to noise-ratios were
calculated at each point in the grid and Berry, B.F., and Harris, A.L (1990). Military
manipulated to estimate the integrated and Aircraft Noise Prediction and Measurement.
maximum audibility of the aircraft and time International Conference on Military Aircraft
above criterion levels for a complete mission. Noise. Institute of Acoustics. London.
Two effects account for the structure apparent
in the figure: diffraction of sound over terrain Fidell, S., Hutchings, L, Helweg-Larsen, M.,
features which obstruct lines of sight, and the and Silvati, L (1990). Audibility and
local ambient noise at each point. Annoyance of En Route Noise of Unducted

Fan Engines. FAA Report 90-03.
One of the advantages of performing these Washington, D.C.
calculations in a geoinformation system is the
ability to manipulate the resulting map Fidell, S., Sneddon, M., and Green, D. (1990)
topologically. For example, the various panels Relationship between Short and Long Term
of Figure 2 show several projections of this Annoyance of Noise Exposure. NSBIT
map layer of calculated audibility values onto Technical Operating Report 22. Wright-
terrain contours. The layer of audibility Patterson Air Force Base, OH.
information is first draped over the terrain,
and then viewed from various perspectives. Galloway, W. (1974). Community Noise
The resulting map is an obvious and Exposure Resulting from Aircraft Operations:
immediately understandable representation of Technical Review. AMRL-TR-73-106.
where aircraft can be heard to varying degrees Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH.
over very wide areas. Because of the ability to
display this information topographically, its Galloway, W., and Bishop, D. (1970). Noise
great detail does not interfere with its intuitive Exposure Forecasts: Evolution, Evaluation,
understanding. Extensions, and Land Use Interpretations.

FAA Report NO-70-9. Washington, D.C.
Figure 3 shows another example of this
approach to modeling near-ground aircraft Hutchings, L, and Fidell, S. (1990).
noise exposure. The terrain in this case is a Development of a Single Event Annoyance
mountain. A helicopter flight track is shown Prediction Model (SEAPM). NSBIT TOR
as a closed ellipse beginning and ending at a No. 16. Noise and Sonic Boom Impact
heliport. As the helicopter flies through the Technology Program, Wright-Patterson Air



Force Base, OH.

Plotkin, K., Sutherland, S, -nd Molino, J.
(1987) Environmental Noise Assessment for
Military Aircraft Training Routes. AMRL-
TR-87-001. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
OH.

Reddingius, N. (1974). Community Noise
Exposure Resulting from Aircraft Operations:
Computer Program Operator's Manual
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Force Base, OH.
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Figure 1 - Orthographic Projection of Aircraft Acoustical
Detectability Sheet

1~

Figure 2 - Detectability Sheet Draned Over Terrain Contours
Viewed from Several Perspectives
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Figure 3 - Projection of Detectability Sheet for Hypothetical
Helicopter Operation on Mountainous Terrain
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Discussion

QUESTION BY: L.W. Illston, BAe, UK
It is difficult to make good predictions over relatively flat
terrains, but it is even more difficult to make predictions
around mountains and in valleys. Have you, or are you,
attempting to verify the accuracy of your model? Also, does
the model include a correction for the onset rate?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
An initial model validation effort was conducted at the Grand
Canyon National Park, where noise measurements were obtained.
However, considerable additional validation will be required
before new models are approved for use by the US Air Force.
At the present time, no noise rise time corrections are
included. The US Air Force is still pursuing research on this
issue. The results of that research will be included in
future versions of models being developed.

QUESTION BY: R.J. Weston, Royal Air Force, UK
Please will you comment on the concept of audibility as a
criterion for annoyance?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
Audibility is being pursued as a possible alternative to the
percent of persons "highly annoyed" (i.e., the well-known
Schultz Curve") for predicting community response to special
military training flight operations. At the present time,
however, no exposure criterion exists for the level of
audibility which would be considered acceptable versus
unacceptable. This issue is planned as a future research
topic.
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THE PREDICTION OF NOISE RADIATION FROM
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. SUMMARY the ambient medium. Under these circumstances,

This paper describes the prediction of noise radia- there is a direct coupling between the flow field
tion from supersonic elliptic jets. The noise is as- characteristics of the large structures and the ra-
sociated with the large scale structures in the jet diated acoustic field. This results in intense noise
mixing layer. These structures are described as radiation in the downstream arc and has been re-
instability waves. The local characteristics of the ferred to as *eddy Mach wave noise.'
instability waves are determined from a compress- in the present paper the large scale structure are
ible, linear, analysis. The jet mean velocity and modelesintapility wargs MeaSures ote

density are described in elliptic cylindrical coordi- local artistics of larg easures in the

nates. The local eigensolution for the instability local characteriics of large scale structures in ex-

waves is determined from a finite difference solution cited shear layers, Gaster et aI(Ref. 5), and jets,
of the non-3eparable boundary value problem. This Petersen and Samet (Ref. 6), have shown that the
inner solution which is formulated in terms of the local variation in amplitude and phase of the large
method of multiple scales is matched with the r&& scale structures across the shear layer are predicted
method ofed mutiplhe scalesd i matched wiymthth di- remarkably well by a linear, inviocid, analysis. It
&We field using the method of matched asymptotic ispraswsursngttfl sthtm y
expansions. The form of the far-field directivity is perhaps not surprising that flows that mae dy-
dosived. Predictions are presented for the noise ra- namically strongly unstable should be dominated
diation by the several modes of instability in the by their primary instabilities. Further evidence of
elliptic jet. The radiated field is not axisymmetric the importance of the lenear terms in the avortexand certain mode. radiate strongly in the directions forces" of a turbulent flow is given in the sppendix
of tai moradiaxes of the jet. The exten- to Morris et a(Ref. 7). To account for the effects ofof the major and minor ao the jetrie en- flow divergence on the evolution of the instability
sion of the present work to other geometries and wvsZmlil ae nlssmyb sdflow fields is discussed, waves a multiple scales analysis may be used.

1 INTRODUCTION Tam and Morris (Ref. 8) showed that the mul-
tiple scales expansion breaks down at large dis-

It is now generally accepted that the mixing pro- tances from the edge of the jet or shear layer. They
cem iu free shear layers, including jets and wakes, showed how the solution could be continued into
is controlled by large scale structures. These struc- the far field using the method of matched asymp-
tures engulf fluid from one side of the mixing re- totic expansions. This enabled them to calculate
gion and transport this unmixed fluid to the other the noise radiated by the instability waves or large
side of the shear layer. This accounts for the en- scale structures. Momris and Tam (Ref. 9) extended
hanced transport properties of turbulent shear this work to include the noise radiation by insta.-
lows. Observations of large scale structures have bility waves in supersonic jets. Later, Tam and
been made by Brown -%nd Roshko (Ref. 1) and Burton (Refs 10, 11) extended the technique to
Winant and Browand (Ref 2), in low speed flows, higher Mach numbers for shear layers and jets re-
Lepicovsky et a)(Ref. 3), in moderately supersonic spectively. They showed how difficulties associated
jets, and Papamoechou and Roshko (Ref. 4), in with the calculation of damped supersonic instabil-
highly supersonic shear layers. Many other inves- ity waves could be overcome.
tigations have also observed large scale coherent When the jet is operating off-design the interac-
structures for a variety of free shear layer geome- tions between the instability waves and the nearly
tries and operating conditions. periodic shock cell structure of the jet results in

If the speed of the jet or shear layer is sufficiently broadband shock associated noise and, when a feed-
Ihigh the convection velocity of the large scale struc- back loop is established, screech. The prediction
tu;,may approach or exceed the speed of sound in of these noise components requires the calculation
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of both the instability waves and the shock cell rearranged to give,
structure. Tam and Tanna (Ref. 12) showed how
a simple model may be developed for the shock cell + a a eO, a' ý ap ALj'0(. 1
structure. Tam (Ref. 13) used this model in his. 8t+ (at '+ 8:, -- --i Oz (2.1)
theory of shock associated noise. ' ,as ai , p'

All the preceding calculations have considered cir. a"t zi a' 8, "zJ'"
cular jets only. Few calculations have been per- (2.2)
formed for non-circular jets. This is due to the fa + . , 1 au*' 8 a+ -0, (2.3)
difficulties in the solution of tho non- separable (at a8; ) M2 azi +, a
boundary value problem for the !j"-.4 characteris-
tics of the instability waves. Morris et ai(Ref. 14) where, the a verbar denotes a ltime-averaged quan-
used the boundary element technique to predict the tity and a prime denotes a fluctuation about the
shock cell structure in non-circular jets. Bhat at mean. Mi is the jet exit Mach number.

al(Ref. 15) extended this analysis to include the Now we seek a solution for a flow in which the
effects of finite shear layer thickness and the dissi- mean axial velocity varies slowly with downstream
pative effects of the mixing layer turbulence. The distance. The mean velocity components are then
characteristics of instability waves in elliptic and written as,
rectangular jets were calculated by Baty (Ref. 16)
and Baty and Morris (Ref. 17), through the use of 11 = (eU(ZY,, 8) , IV(z, y, s) , W(z, y, *)1, (2.4)
a hybrid finite difference/pseudoepectral technique. where,

In the present paper the noise radiation from the a - U, (2.5)
instability waves of a supersonic elliptic jet is pre. and i is a measure of the rate of spread of the jet
dicted. In the next section the model equations mixing layer. The x axis coincides with the jet cen-
are developed and the numerical methods are do. trling.
scribed. Results for the instability wave develop-
ment and their radiated noise are then presented. The method of multiple scales may be used to ex-
Finally, the extension of the present work to jets tend a simple series approximation for the fluctuat-
with other geometries and operating conditions is ing components in the axial direction. 1h this paper
described, we outline this procedure but the &!;ebraic details

ar not provided. This is for two reasons. Firstly,
2 ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATIONS the algebraic details are extremely lengthy. Sec-

ondly, the technique is only used to derive the cor-
In this section the equations describing the devel- rect matching between the inner flow solution and
opment of the instability waves in an elliptic jet are the outer acoustic solution. In the present calcula-
given. The form of the outer solution for the radi- tions, the inner solution has been obtained assum-
ated noise is also developed. The matching between ing that the flow divergence corrections are small.
these two solutions is then described. This leads to This should be a reasonable approximation for high
an expression for the far-field directivity. Finally, speed jets in which the jet spreading rate is very
the numerical solution techniques for the inner so- small.
lution is given. We seek solutions of the form,

2.1 The Inner Solution

Consider the development of an instability wave of (> V.(z, V,
fixed real frequency w in a jet issuing from an el- , w.(Z, s) explt(8(s)/e - wt)I.
liptic nossle. The jet is assumed to be operating P/ P v(Z'Y, a)
at its design condition and the mean static pres- \ P-(Z, V, s)
sure is assumed to be constant. The instability (2.6)
wave is described by the compressible, inviscid, lin- e(s) is a phase function such that,
earised equations of motion. These equations are de(s)
non-dimensionalised with respect to the jet exit d = a(s), (2.7)
radius, velocity, density, and 6L.mperature. The lin-
earised equations of continuity, momentum, energy, where, a(s) is the slowly varying axial wavenum-
and state, written in Cartesian tensor form, may be ber.
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If solutions of the form (2.6) are substituted into with boundary conditions,
eqns. (2.1-2.3), and the resulting equations are
grouped by powers of e, the seroth-order equation • is bonded a v -,0 and o. (2.17)
is found to take the form, Jut outside the jet flow, for u > u.n, the coeffi-

V + cients of eqa. (2.16) are constant and a separable
.kpo + p02VL(l/pn2)- . - (2.8) solution may be obtained. If a solution is sought of102 _ p04•ilpo _ 0, (.) the form,

wher, - R(.}T(t), (2.18)

Sa_ (2a) it is readilyshown that,

x ay d + [A- 2qcos(2u)jT - 0, (2.19)

0 = W - OW. (2.10) and

This form of the compressible Rayleigh equation is

readily transformed into any appropriate coordi- de. -A-2qcoeh(2u4JR 0, (2.20)

nat system in the normal plane. where,

In the present case it is convenient to introduce q - a - p0.Mj 2wJ. (2.21)
elliptic, cylindrical coordinates with, pc c is the mean density outside the jet low. Equa-

z - acoeh ucoeo, V = asinhucinv, a=-. (2.11) tions (2.19) and (2.20) are the Mathieu equation
and modified Mathieu equation respectively. A is

Then, in elliptic, cylindrical coordinates, eqn. (2.8) the se; iratioa constant. Thus the general forms of
may be written, solution outside the jet may be written,

,(p)_ !N a~f +,2a )af+ ~ u~~s A2..+,c*2.+p( u, q)Mc.•)m+,(u, q),
+u aui aU rn au

2.... 1 apo p-0, 1,
ay I.P5 2  auB (2.22)

.icoeh(2u) - cos(2u)J[a 2 - Omlpo = 0. Bd,
(2.12) (u, se) = f B.+,e.+,(v, q)M +,(u, q),

To order e a set of inhomogeneous equations for -bn@

the 5uctuations ul, ul, wi, pi, and Pt may be ob. p- (2.23)
tained. The right-hand sides of these equations are If p = 0 the solutions have period r and if p = 1
functions of the seroth-order solutions. These equa- the solutions have period 2r. Solutions of the form
tions may be reduced to a single inhomogeneous (2.22) are eves about v = 0 and solutions of the
equation for p, in the form, form (2.23) are odd about v = 0. cezm+,(v, q) and

API) = X1, (2.13) see,+,(u, q) are the even and odd Mathiou func-
tions respectively. Mc• ÷,(u, q) and Mr.1,(u, q)

wher XI contains derivatives of po with respect ae the even and odd modified Mathieu-Hankel
to s, u, and v, as well as terms involving da/ds. functions respectively. The notation of Abramowitz
It may be shown that the form of the higher order and Stepn (Rd. 18) has been used. Additional in-
equations may be reduced to, formation about the definitions and evaluation of

these functions is given by McLachlan (Re. 19).
Since the value of q varies with downstream dis-

The form of the seroth-order solution is taken to tance it is convenient to express the Mathieu func-
be, tions in eqns. (2.22) and (2.23) by their series ex-

po(u,v,,) = Ao(s)c(u,v,s). (2.15) panmons,
Go

Then, from eqn. (2.12), c(u,v, s) satisfies, cem,+,(u,q) = C2++ ce[(2n+p)vu, p = 0,1,
)•no

W 0, (2.16) (2.24)
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and equation for dl/ds. The inhomogeneous eqn. (2.31)
- may then be solved directly for ar/8e.

se@+m,(u, q) , +p sin[(2n +-p)vJ, p = 0, I These calculations determine completely the inner
o 2msolution to order sero. A similar procedure may be

(2.2S5) used to afnd the higher order terms in the series for
Thus, the normal modes of solution c,,(u, v, s) the pressure fluctuation. However, Tam and Morris
may be written, for example, (Rd.. 8) showed that this expansion fails far from

the region of mean shear. This constitutes a sin-
m(,uv, j)- co.[(2n+p)uJMc(+,(u,q), (2.26) gular perturbation problem that may be solved us-

ing the method of matched asymptotic expansions.
with, This enables the inner solution to be matched with

the outer 'acoustic' solution. This outer solution is

v, ) - -0, 1. (2.27) determined in the next section.C(u U, a) '+~

a" m=o 2.2 The Outes Solution

As a normalization condition that must be specified In the region u >> u. the mean velocity compo.

for the local linear solutions the largest coefficient nents are zero and the pressure fluctuation satis.

of A22"+' is set equal to unity. flee the wave equation in elliptic cylindrical coor-"AM:, dinates. If a time dependent behavior of the form
A similar solution may be obtained for "(u, v, s) exp(-iwt) is assumed the pressure perturbation
close to the jet centerline. These solutions serve as P(zu, v) may be shown to satisfy the equation,
the boundary conditions for a numerical solution
of eqn. (2.12) in the jet shear layer. Eigensolutions a . 2
may be obtained to this problem. The numerical T'+2 + a2 [coah(2u) - cos(2u)j (
procedure is described in section 2.4 below. (2.32)

{1+2 }.P _ M_ p0.
In order for a solution to exist to eqn. (2.13) it a a M,
must satisfy a solvability condition; that is, the
inhomogeneous terms are orthogonal to every so. Define the Fourier transform pair,
lution of the adjoint problem. This requires that,

f 2w P(k) = P I (z)e-' t 'ds, (2.33)

,xi ddu = 0, (2.28) 2 r.4.0

where, 0(s, u, v) is a solution of the adjoint homo- = P - e (2.34)

geneous equation. It is readily shown that, Then the equation for P(k) is found to be,

0(, Ua) = f(u, U, S)/Wl. (2.29) a2 p a 2 p

Equation (2.28), the solvability condition, then G2 aU2 ' au2

leads to an ordinary differential equation for Ao(a) -[cosh(2u) - coe(2v)][k2 
- p,,Mi]W 2IP -0.

in the form, 2 (2.35)

11 d + 12 Ao = 0, (2.30) This is identical to eqn. (2.12) for zero mean ve-
da locity and with a replaced by k. Thus the general

where 11 and 12 are integrals with respect to u forms of solution are identical to eqns. (2.22) and
and u. All the terms in the integrand are known (2.23). The unknown coefficients may be obtained
as functions of C except for Bl/8a and da/da. by matching this outer solution with the inner so-
Theme terms may be obtained by differentiation of lution. Thus the outer solution may be written, for
eqn. (2.16) with respect to s. This leads to, even modes only,

.(a•/a,) = h,(da/da) + h, (2.31) P(u, tr, k) = G " +P (k) cosJ(2n + p)ujx

where hA and h 2 are functions of C. Application of o.0 m-0
the solvability condition to this equation, equiva- Mcn+P(UO) , p s

1nte2m+p, -o 0 ( O, 1,lent to eqn. (2.28), leads to an ordinary differential (2.36)
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where, Alm, (Rd. 19), if

q - d2 Jk2 p. J2,.1. (2.37) w - yrO -. o (2.42)

Finally, the pressure outside the jet low may be (

N', ,, 9) = P(U1 tr, k)e'h-es'dk. (2.38) wh[e,,

p2..t(q} - [eft.+,(O. 9)cf.+,(,r/2, q) J/C•2,+,).

23o mptotn c Matching and the Par ield Here, C(" is the leading coefficient in the series
repeu.ntatim of the Mathieu function given by

Tam and Morris (Red.. 8) and Tam and Burton eqa. (2.24). From eqns. (2.37), (2.41), and (2.42) it
(Rd&. 10, 11) showed, for a two-dimensional shear can be -en that,
layer and a circular jet, that the lowest order ap-
proximation an powers of e to G 2n+V (k) is related w - iA(k)Rsin X, (2.45)

to the Fourier transform of the streamwise vari-
ation in ampiitude and phase of the seroth-order when,

inner solution. That is, .(k) - 1/2 - p.,. (2.4)

G2++P(k) , u)i•48)/'-har (2.39) Thus, for w -. o,

For came in which the neutral solutions for the in- p( .x#,. t) w cos((2n + p)Ole`-i""' 4 x

stability waves have a subsonic phas velocity the N,.o,,O

method of Tam and Morris (Rd.. 8) may be used. Gr', (k) () 2
The more general analysis, that is valid at higher Vp ,rAR-sn x
jet Mach numbers and temperatures is given by
Tam and Burton (Rdf.. 10, 11). In the latter case eqi(iARsiX +kRcoex)I dk.
the inner and outer solutions must be matched
through an intermediate expansion. The exten- (2.47)

sins of the details of this analysis for a circular jet Now the intega in eqn. (2.47) may be evaluated
to the present can of an elliptic jet is beyond the using the method of stationary phase. The station-
scope of the present paper. However, it should be ary point is found to be,
noted that the outer solutions in the present cse
could be represented in terms of Hankel functions ke - p.'/,2MYA coe X, (2.48)

and the matching procedure would then follow
their analysis exactly. and the far field pressure is given by,

The evaluation of the pressure field outside the jet 2 eo +pO
may now be accomplished using eqns. (2.38) and p(R, ,÷,t) s - E cos((2n + p))Jx
(2.36). Fast Fourier transforms may be used to S,0om-o
determine 2,+(k) from eqn. (2.39) and in the G;:+p`(k.)p2,.+P(q.)x (2.49)
evaluation of eqn. (2.38). This provides the full Oxpfiol2MjR - iwt + ir/21,
threedimensional pressure field. However, it is con-
venient and useful to examine the far field sound

pressires. First we introduce spherical polo- coot- where,
diates with, 2q, - #.; • .M,.'2 ,in2 X. (2.50)

z = Rsinxcw#, V = RsinXsin , z =RcoeX. s

(2.40) It should be noted that for X o 0 or ,q -. 0
Now, as u -0, so that w ý> I and the asymptotic form of the

modifed Mathieu-Hankel functions, eqn. (2.43), are
ae#* -. RinX and v-.# (2.41) not valid.
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Equations (2.48) and (2.49) show that the far field solutions satisfy the boundedness condition as
sound radiation at a given frequency is associated u -* 0. Similar solutions valid in the region outside
with the component of the near field wavenumber the jet were derived in section 2.1 and are given by
spectrum that gives a phase velocity in a direction eqns. (2.22) and (2.23).
X equal to the ambient speed of sound.

If the mean flow possesses symmetry about any
Following Tam and Burton (Ref. 11) we may define lines in the cross-sectional plane, then the solution
a far field directivity function as the sound power need only be obtained in a limited sector. In the
radiated per unit solid angle. This may be written, present case, the mean flow is assumed to be sym-

.R2 metric about both the major and minor axes and
D(X, 0)/2p' 2M• - <p >= the computation is restricted to one quadrant only.This necessitates the specification of the bound-

- I G..(+.)P ,+,(q.}co[(2n + p)0112. ary conditions along the two bounding lines of the
shear layer. Along these two lines, the conditions

o=0 Mao (2.51) that c -= 0 if the fluctuation is odd about an axis
Simila expressions may be derived for the odd so- and that 8a/av = 0 if the fluctuation is even about

lutions. an axis are used.

2.4 Numerical Solution In order to compute the axial evolution of the pres-

The compressible Rayleigh equation in elliptic sure fluctuation associated with an instability wave
cylindrical coordinates, eqn. (2.12), must be solved of a fixed frequeucy or Strouhal number and mode

numerically in the shear layer to obtain the axial type, the first step is to calculate the local eigen-

evolution of the pressure fluctuation. In order to value; the complex wavenumber a. In the shear

obtain the numerical solution, the solution of the layer, the eigenvalues are obtained numerically us-

governing equation in the regions of constant mean ing a variable step-size Runge-Kutta scheme. The

flow properties at the inner and outer edges of the shear layer is divided into M lines of constant u.

jet shear layer must be obtained. As described in The derivatives with respect to u in eqn. (2.16)

section 2.1, in thess regions, a separable soltion are approximated by a three-point central differ.

may be obtained. If a solution is sought of the ence formula. The governing equation may then be

form given by equation (2.18), the equations for written as an ordinary differential equation in u.
T(u) and R(u) reduces to the form given by equa- The forms of solutions given by eqns. (2.42)-(2.43)

tions (2.19) and (2.20) respectively. However, in and (2.22)-(2.23) provide the starting conditions

the potential core of the jet, for the numerical integration. Fr a given value of
frequency and a guessed value for the wavenum-

_2 ber, the numerical solution is started at the inner
9 __[42 pM(w _ a) 2). (2.52) boundary with one term from the finite series. The

integration is repeated using each term in the Ws-
Thus the general forms of the even and the odd ries as the starting solution and is carried out to
solutions in the potential core may be written, some intermediate location in the jet shear layer.

A corresponding term from the series for the outer
&(un•p = + p)vlx solution is then used to integrate the differential

""0M.0 }- Ec (2n (2.53) equation inward to the same location. The total
Sm p OP 9number of terms in the series solutions is from

Ce2  (u,q), p=--0,1, n =m 0 to M and, n = 0 to N. In the present

and, calculations the maximum values of M and N were
6 and 10 respectively.The integrated solutions are

as as matched at the intermediate location. This leads to
t•i+ sin[(2n + p)vjx system of homogeneous equations for the unknown,,=omio (2.54) coefficients. For this system of equations to have

Se2,,+p(u, q), p = 0, L. nontrivial solution, the determinant of the coeffi-
cient matrix should be sero. The axial wavenum-

Once again, if p = 0 the solutions have period bers, a, that are the eigenvalues of the problem,
r and if p = 1 the solutions have period 2r. are then obtained in an iterative fashion by finding
Ce2.m+(u, q) and Se2,+p(u, q) are the even and the seroes of the determinant of the matrix using a
odd modified Mathieu functions respectively. These Newton-Raphson scheme.
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The technique described above is used to determine characteristics of the elliptic jet instability waves
the axial wavenumber as a function of downstream are then presented. The wavenumber spectra as-
distaxce. In regions sufficiently far downstream sociate with the axial evolution of these waves is
from the jet exit, the instability wave is no longer then described. Finally, the three-dimensional far
growing and is damped. For damped waves, the field directivity for each mode is gives.
numerical integration scheme has to be modified.
The integration contour must be deformed around
the critical point u =i u,, where w - aW(u.) = 0, In the present calculations a simple representation
see Tam and Morris (Ref. 8), so as to obtain the of the mean velocity profiles has baen chosen such

correct solution for inviscid damped waves, that the axial velocity is a function of u only. It

The eigenfunctions or the coefficients of the start- takes the form,

ing solutions are determined next. The integration if W < up;
procedure is repeated using the computed eigen- W(u) {
value. Once again, the variable step-use integration exp [- ln(2)f.2], otherwise, (3.1)

scheme with the contour deformation (for damped
waves) is used. The sigenvector of the set of homo- wheom,

sinh(u) - sinh(u.) .2
geneous simultaneous equations is then obtained q mh(u) - sinh(u()
with an inverse iteration technique. The coefficients sinh(uh) - sinh(u(3
A 2*,, may then be evaluated at each axial loca.

mm+p Here, u and ua are the values of u at the edge of
tion. These coefficients are then used in conjunc- t p
tion with the axial variation of the wavenumber

to determine the axial variation in amplitude and spectively. Their values were obtained from the
phaseoferi the v oinstabiitue w . experimental data obtained at NASA Langley Re-
phmse of the instability wave, search Center by J. M. Seiner and M. K. Pontoa

In the present calculations, as indicated above, for an elliptic jet with aspect ratio 2 and a design
we have not performed a complete multiple scales Mach number of 1.5. The values were selected such
analysis for the inner solution. At high Mach num- that up and us matched the experimental values
bers the rate of spread of the jet is very slow. Thus on the jet minor axis. Their values are given in Ta.-
it is assumed here that the locally-parallel flow so- ble I. The outer edge of the jet shear layer U.. was
lution will give a reasonable approximation to the chosen such that W(urn) - 0.0001. Figure 1 shows
full diverging flow solution. Thus, in eqn. (2.39), two sections through the jet at different axial lo-
we set, cations showing the u,, u, and us contours. In

4o(e+) = A2IP, (2.55) Table I Zt is the length of the potential core with
a measured value of 10.1r. Here, ri is the equiva-

and, lent radius of the elliptic jet based on its exit area.

f(eu)/e = a (z)dz. (2.56) W. is the jet centerline velocity. From the Table it
So should be noted that downstream of the end of the

The far-field directivity associated with an instabil- potential core the mean velocity is assumed to be
itywave f-is rcalcultediy firstsomputing w the cob- constant for very small values of u. This assump-
Sity wave is calculated by first computing the cam- tion allows the asymptotic solutions (2.53) and
plex wavenumber spectrum of the pressure fluctu- (2.52) to be used near the centerline of the jet. A
ation. The wavenumber spectrum is given by the series soltion could be performed to allow a more
eqn. (2.39) and is calculated with a fast Fourier realistic description of the mean velocity profile
transform. In the present calculations 1024 points downstream of the end of the potential core.
were used in the range -51.2 < z < 51.2. This
gives a step size of 0.061 in the wavenumber space.
The far field directivity is then obtained from eqn. Z/Z@ Up ut W.

(2.49). Calculations of the wavenumber spectrum 0.25 0.418 0.637 1.0
and the far field associated with different instabil- 0.50 0.300 0.677 1.0
ity waves of the elliptic jet are given in the next 0.75 0.203 0.699 1.0
section. 1.00 0.117 0.737 1.0
3 CALCULATIONS 1.50 0.050 0.805 0.929

2.00 0.050 0.939 0.836
In this section we first define the mean velocity and
density profiles in the jet. The local instability Table 1 Parameters defining mean velocity profile
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In the present calculations the jet is assumed to be 1.0
isothermal and the jet mean density is constant.
This constraint may be relaxed and the Crocco-
Busemann formula may be used to determine the
relationship between the mean density and the jet
axial velocity.

8.2 Instability wave calculations

Calculations have been performed for two types of "
instability wave. The first is even about both the -
major and minor axes and will be referred to as the >
"varicose' mode. This mode is equivalent to the
axisymmetrik mode in the circular jet case. It is A 0.6--
characterised by a cos(2mv) variation. The second
instability wave is odd about the major axis and
even about the minor axis. This will be referred
to as the "Papping' mode. It is characterised by a
sin((2m + l)vj variation. Most of the calculations
a rfor a Strouhalnumber St of 0.2 though calcu- 0 4 -
lations have been performed for the varicose mode 0 5 10
at St = 0.4. We have performed only a few calcula- Axial distance, z/rj
tions. Further calculations will be performed when
experimental data becomes available to verify the Fig. 3 Variation of phase velocity with axial dis-
calculations. tance. Varicose mode. - , St - 0.2, - - -, St - 0.4.

Figures 2 and 3 show the axial variation in M1 - 1.5, Po 1
the axial growth rate -ai and the phase velocity
c = /Q, for the varicose mode. The lower fre- wave is initially faster growing but reaches its neu.
quency wave grows for most of the potential core tral point closer to the jet exit. In the potential
length and then deeays rapidly downstream of the core region both modes have an average phase ve-
end of the potential core. The higher frequency locity of approximately 0.8. Downstream of the
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end of the potential core the St - 0.2 wave ex- of this velocity to the ambient speed of sound is
hibits a rapid decrease in its phase velocity. This cWy/a,. - cMip. = 0.99. Thus only those compo-

is far greater than the rate of decay of the center- nents of the wavenumber spectrum with wavenum-

line velocity. It is possible that this may not be a berm less than that at the peak will radiate to the

physically correct result due to the rather crude do- far field. This also indicates that the direction of
scription being used for the mean velocity profile, peak noise radiation by this mode would be di-
The corresponding results for the lapping mode are rectly downstream.
shown in fig. 4 for St = 0.2. This mode is initially 0.4--
more unstable than the varicose mode but starts
to decay much closer to the jet exit. Thus it never (k)
achieves the same amplitudes as the varicose mode. 0

We had expected that this mode might be domi-
nant at thes operating conditions as flow visualisa- 0.3--

tion studies at NASA Langley Research Center had
shown that the jet did exhibit a flapping behavior.
However, this was most evident when the jet was
operating off design. However, the near field micro- 0.2--
phone measurements by Baty et al(Rd. 20) showed
that for a jet operating on design the varicose mode
was dominant. This is consistent with the present
calculations. 0.1

0.9- "0.0-
"C -2 -1 0 12

0 FgWavenumber, k

0.8 %. Fig. 5 Wavenumber spectrum for varicose mode.

n =-0, mros0, St = 0.2, My = 1.5, pa. = 1.

0.7- 3.3 ar field dlreetivitles

-0. Figure 6 shows the calculated far field directivity

0. 6- 'for the varicose mode as a function of polar an-
gle in the major 0 = 0 and minor 0 = w/2 axis
planes. In this calculation, 7 terms in the modi-

. . fled Mathieu function series and 11 terms in the
"0.5- I I cosine series have been used. The directivity is seen

0 1 2 3 4 to peak towards the downstream axis in the ma-
Axial distance., z/rj jor axis plane but peaks between 30 and 40 degrees

in the minor axis plane. This is consistent with

Fig. 4 Variation of axial growth rate and phase the minor axis plane near field data measured by

velocity with axial distance. Flapping mode. St = 0.2, Baty et aI(Ref. 20) who observed a peak radiation

Mi= 1.5, p = 1. angle of 30 degrees. Also, the difference between
the levels in the two planes is as much as 7dB for

The amplitude of the wavenumber spectr small angles. This is due to the asimuthal variation

Go for the varicose mode and St = 0.2 is shown in in the Mathieu functions.

fig. 5. It is found that the amplitude of this com- It should be noted that calculations have not been
ponent of the series representation of the eigen- performed for small angles, X < 20 degrees. This
solutior' is dominant. The peak in the spectrum is for two reasons. Firstly, for small values of X,
occurs at i = 0.95. THIS corresponds to a phase q. given by eqn. (2.50), and hence w, given by
velocity of c 2rSt/k = 0.66. And the ratio eqn. (2.42), are very small. Thus the asymptotic
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velocity of the characteristic structures in the low
4.field is only marginally supersonic with respect to
the external speed of sound. This suggests that
calculations and experiments should be performed
at higher jet Mach numbers and temperture. Such

10 dB' studies are underway.

The present paper has provided the methodology
for the prediction of noise from a noncircular jet.
The present calculations have been for an elliptic

jet but, as long as the mean flow field is known,
any jet exit geometry, including a rectangular nos-
vle, could be considered. At present, the authors
are continuing their calculations for the elliptic jet
with a more general and realistic description cf the
mean velocity profile.
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Discussion

QUESTION BY: H. KOrner, DLR Braunschweig, Germany

You have solved the Euler-equation, is'nt it. There is no

viscosity in your approach!?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
Yes, the Euler-equations are used. The large scale structures
are described by an inviscid analysis. As described in the

paper, there is considerable experimental evidence that this

assumption is valid when free shear flows are considered.

This is because the structures are driven by a dynamic

instability and their properties are nearly Reynolds number

independent.

QUESTION BY: G. Winterfeld, DLR, Germany
The analysis shown has to rely strongly on information on the

spreading rate of the jet, which is a function of the

convective Mach number, besides other influences. Where do

you take this information from? Do you rely entirely on

experimental results?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
For the calculations presented in this paper we have taken
the spreading rate of the jet from an empirical curve.

However, in a closely-related study by Morris, Giridharan and
Lilley (1990) I have used the instability wave model to
predict the development of the mean flow and, hence, its

spreading rate. The results give very favourable agreement
with experiments for a wide range of operating conditions.
The calculations presented in Morris et al (1990) consider
only subsonic convective Mach number conditions. Additional

calculations by Viswanathan and Morris (1992) have included
supersonic convective Mach number conditions.
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References: Morris, P.3., Giridharan, M.G. and Lilley, G.M.,
"On the turbulent mixing in compressible free shear layers".
Proc. Roy. Soc. London A, 431, 1990, pp. 219-243.

Viswanathan, K. and Morris, P.J., "Turbulent mixing in
supersonic axisymmetric jets", accepted for publication, AIAA
Journal, 1992.

QUESTION BY: Ph. Ramette, Dassault Aviation, France
Could you comment further on the fact that your model for the
turbulence is inviscid?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
As I answered in response to a previous question, the
equations describing the evolution of the large scale
structures are inviscid. However, the mean flow development
in the jet must include viscous dissipation, as it is a
turbulent flow. In our calculations for the mean flow
development that I mentioned before [Morris et al (1990)] we
have shown that the details of the process of energy transfer
from the large to the small scales, and its eventual viscous
dissipation, are unimportant to the evolution of the flow at
the large scale. Thus, in the present calculations, the
viscous effects are included implicity in the specification
of the development of the mean flow.
For reference: see previous response

QUESTION BY: U. Michel, DLR Berlin, Germany
I should not be difficult to include flight speed in your
analysis. This would be interesting. Do you have plans to
include the flight effects?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
At present, we are not planning to include the effects of
forward flight. However, the extension of the present
analysis to include these effects would be relatively
straightforward. The outer solution would come from a
convected wave equation and the inner solution would include
appropriate outer boundary conditions. If necessary, it would
be po3sible to include the effect of the initial wake region
in the calculations. This would introduce additional
instabilities. However, as long as these instabilities were
convective in nature, and not absolute instabilities, the
effects of the initial wake should be confined to the higher
frequencies.
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SUMMARY 1. INTRODUCTION

A method for the prediction of single stream jet mixing Jet noise has been drastically reduced in mooem trans-
noise in flight is presented that can be used for flight Mach port aircraf through engines with low jet speeds. Unfortu-
numbers up to 0.9. The method is similar to the empirical nately, jet speeds and jet temperatures of modem high perfor-
SAE method. However, two important results of the theo- mance military aircraft are very high and it may be concluded
retical scaling law of Michalke and Michel are incorporated: that jet noise is an important contribution to their noise
(i) the total noise of heated jets is separated into quadrupolc emission. When these aircraft fly training missions at low alti-
and dipole noise components because they are influenced dif- tudes. they create a severe community noise problem. Relia-
ferently by the flight Mach number and, (ii) the influence of ble prediction methods for jet noise in high-speed flight are
the stretching of the jet plume in flight on the overall sound necessary to study the influence of operational or design para-
pressure and the frequency of the emined sound is considered. meter changes on the noise emission. These methods would
A relative velocity exponent law is used to correlate experi- also help to assess the noise of currently considered new
mental flyover data. The correlation is based on all available supersonic transport designs.
data for combat aircraft with fuselage mounted engines and
flight Mach numbers between 0.5 and 0.9. The difference bet- The noise emitted by jet aircraft consists of intema!
ween predictions with this new method and measured overall engine noise, airframe noise, and jet noise. Major internal
flyover levels is generally iess than two decibels. The spectra engine noise sources are, e.g., fan. compressor, turbine,, and
are also well predicted. the combustion process. Airframe noise is generated. e.g., by

the aircraft's boundary layer and by protruding structures like
stores ,usd landiiig geam. Jet noise consists of jet mixing noise
and shock-associated noise. Jet mixing noise, is caused by the

LIST OF SYMBOLS nurbletm mixing process between the jet and its ambience.
Shock-associated noise is additional jet noise that is generated

a. sound speed of the ambient air when the jet is supersonic but the flow is not fully expanded
Di fully expanded jet diameter in the engine's exhaust nozzle.
Do nozzle diameter
f one-third octave center frequency Jet mixing noise was first discussed theoretically by
fr frequency of one-third octave spectrum in flight Lighthill [1). He already discussed the influence of flight on
f. frequency of one-third octave spectrum. static jet radiated jet noise. Ffowcs Williams (2) and Ribner [31 took
Fd density factor retarded time differences into account. The effects of flight
M1  flight Mach number. Uda. were first discussed in a coordinate system fixed to the nozzle
OASPL( overall sound pressure level for Pr by Michalke mid Michel [4). This and assumptions about the
OASPL,,, overall sound pressure level for Pi. influence of flight speed on the turbulent source field enabled
o pressure of the ambient air the derivation of a ;caling law for the influence of flight

mean square sound pressure in far field of jet in flight Mach number on the radiated jet noise for small flight Mach
Pr3 Pt in a one-third octave band numbers. The density terms which are important for hot jets
P, mean square sound pressure in far field of static jet were also accounted for in ref. 4. According to this th-ory, an
P.1 P, in a one-third octave band amplification of jet mixing noise due to flight speed for
Pi, P, for jet with constant density emission angles in the flight direction is compatible with jet
Poor Po, for reference conditions, noise. The scaling law was extended to the case of frequency
pod standard pressure of ambient air, 101.3 kPa spectra in ref. 5. Experimental evidence was presented in ref.
Pq quadrupole contribution to mean square sound pressure 6 that the assumptions about the influence of flight speed on
P quadrup.-dipole contrib. to mean square sound pressure the turbulent source field were justified.

dipole contribution to mean squatr sound pressure
r. wave normal distance from source The prediction of jet mixing noise is usually carried out
St Strouhal number, f D/(Ui-Ur) with the industry standard SAE method [71 or slight variations
St, Strouhal number of equivalent static jet, (eq. 1I) to better conelate with certain engine data. This empirical
Sti adjusted Stroulhal number. (eqs. 23, 24) method was developed for jet conditions and flight speeds
T. static temperature in the ambient air that are common during takeoff and landing of aircraft. How-
TI jet total temperature ever, the predictions with this method for high-speed flight
i4 convection speed of tuibulent disturbances yield too small levels and too small frequencies if compared
U, jet speed of equivalent static jet to experimental data. It is sometimes concluded that jet noise
U1  flight .speed is masked by other noise sources in high-speed flight.
Uj jet speed
I• jet speed of static jet The new method developed in this paper is based on the
y ratio of specific heats in air SAE method. However, two important improvements are
AL.,p increase of overall sound pressure level due to a introduced. The first relates to the influence of jet density on
S. emission angle relative to the negative jet axis the overall sound pressure level which is considered empiri-
p normalized convection speed, U/(Ui-Ut) cally in the SAE method by a density correction term. It will
p) jet density be shown in section 2 that the density influence can altcma-
po density of ambient air tively be considered by separating die total noise into a qua-
a jet stretching factor due to flight speed drupole and a dipole component which eliminates the empiri-
a, turbulence amplification factor due to flight speed cal variable density index a) of the SAE method. This sepa-
4 frequency adjustment factor of SAE method ration is important because the flight effects are different for
to variable density index of SAE method quadrupole and dipole terms 14,5,6].
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"The second improvement is the consideration of the jet where the density factor F, is given by
stretching due to flight speed. This is discussed in section 3 in
order to derive the important stretching factor c" which deter-
mines the increase of the length of the source region as well
as the increase of the equally important coherence length Fj J (5)
scale. This factor also describes the frequency increase of jet O (U/a 0 )
mixing noise in flight.

This formulation eliminates the empirica: variable den-
The new prediction method is then presented in section sity index ax The first term on the right hand s..a of eq. (5)

4. The idea of a relative velocity exponent of the SAE method describes how the quadrupole contribution is reduced with
is combined with the stretching factor '. The relative velocity decreasing jet density, the second term describes the corres-
exponent is determined as a best fit to the experimental ponding increase of the dipole contribution. Note that the
results that are discussed in more detail in the accompanying relative dipole contribution may become large for jet speeds
paper 18). small compared to the ambient sound speed. Small differences

between pi and p, may be an explanation for the large scatter
of jet noise test data for low jet speeds.

2. QUADRUPOLE AND DIPOLE CONTRIBUTION A comparison between the density term in eq. (2) and
eq. (5) yields for the variable density index of the SAE

The mean square sound pressure P, in the far field of a method
jet without external flow can be derived from Michalke and
Michel (4): 2 In PL]. 2

p. a y P. 2xia In I I 9 U--, 2 '+ 1

4x ro/D, a)=2+ a A, (6)

[ U .i 2 q+ -U. I PO + I -PIP~dd1I

It can be seen from this equation that wa is not only a
where U is the jet speed, a, the ambient sound speed. pi and function of U/a. as it is assumed in the SAE method but also
P, are the densities of the jet and the ambience, respectively, a function o" the density ratio pip.o. Results of eq. (6) are
r. is the (wave normal) distance from the source region. D, is compared in figure I with the SAE values. It can be seen that
the fully expanded jet diameter. In addition to the parameters the curves are similar only for density ratios p/p, between
on the right hand side of eq. (I), P, is also a function of the 0.25 and 0.5. However, the results of eq. (6) are totally diffe-
emission angle 6. which is defined here relative to the nega- rent for cold jets with p/p. > I. The reason is the different
tive jet axis. P., Pd. and Pd are derived from the cross- behavior of the two terms in eq. (5) for p/p, < I and p/p0
correlations between the quadrupole source terms, the quadru- > I. For p/p., < I an increase of the second term is accom-
pole and dipole source terms, and the dipole source terms, res. panied by a decrease of the first term if Jp1ip.-lI is in.
pectively. The three terms are functions of 0,. TJl., and creased. Contrary, for p/p. > I both terms grow for increas-
U/a. For p/p 0. 1, all but the first term in the braces vanish. ing IP/po-I 1.

The corresponding formulation of the SAE method is ,

42 2 io

where it is assumed that the density influence on the mean sM .
square sound pressure is fully contained in the last ter"m of the V
equation with the variable density index w. According to the
SAE method, only the distribution of the mean square pres- - - ------------
sure in the frequency spectra is inlluenced by the ratio bet- - .- -

wcen the jet's total temperature T,, and the ambient tempera-ture T.. C:-

In order to compare eq. (I) witl, the SAE method. eq. a
(2), we write eq. (1) in a short form as follows n

l90= P-0..(,) I {_. ,P4', Ii: -i Pd 3
- 0e (U/a,) Pqq (Uj/a.)- PqqJ q

The expression in braces would be equivalent to the
density term of eq. (2) and P,, would correspond to the
remaining part of eq. (2). If we assume for simplicity, that .5 2
quadrupole and dipole source terms are not correlated, U2/ao
PqdPqq= 0. and that Pdd/Pvq= I (this value givcs a good
agreement to the density term of eq. (2) for heated jets), we Eija..I Influence of U/a,, and p/p, on the variable density
can reformulate eq. (3) as fellows: index to according to eq. (61. (-) SAE: (- -. . )

pip= 0.25; - ) pIp., = 0.5: .- ) P/p.= I;

P,, ( -a.9,,) Fd, (4)
4r; Pd a.,
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The overall sound pressure 'level of jet mixing noise scaling laws of Mwley et al. 110I. They saisume that the two
according to eq. (2) (SAE) and eq. (4) (neh method) is source tems aim w differenit basic spectrs and directivities
plotted in fignal ( or 6% a 90 degrees. r. - 100 m, and a which explains a damnp at the frequency spectra of jet noise
driamtier of D. - 0.5 mn for a conical nozz~e as a function of when the jet is hommdt
Uja. for two different jet total temperature ratios T1 /.(r I
and 2. Thei difference between eqs. (2) anid (4) is seen to be _______________

small for typical conditions of a jet engine. The two thin
straight lines indicate an UYs.. to the sixth and to the eighth/
power law, respectively. It can be seen that the gradient of the
low speed putof the two curves for T~ = Ilcorresponds to
an eighth power law which is the well known result for qua-
drupole noise whereas the gradient of the corresponding pan
of the curves for the heated jet is close to a sixth power law -

which indicates the dominance of the dipole terms.

/J

- ~ ~ ~ pp - 0.5 h4 - 0.- p/.---------. -0.7;
MU =o 0.8, toa0.;09, 07

Figm 2 Inluece f Uk nd i,/. o th ovral sund Statin fiin hecontrebtiontvet mixting noiseon vheru
presure evelfor n emssin anle 8=W dg. () m an glua pess9. foue Utatis 1.5. (i a Mn r oc0.v

Itimse2 Influnctatte Dof ppla r and lifiction th e toveralih soun Satn o hecvcieL th eqato,) th
spresued lsdfevent for qandeissone andl ,9 dioge sore [141 nIt msur raefutain naoetidotv
ca eq (2) lde (S rom ref. 4 tha th(---- yfatoo eq. (4)) where ban in the fjet field of ah jetqubjaete toi ae fligtMch i

ha -ob e q.uae (2) flight for T a 2et speed deie byeq. (4). nube isws on tohe Srel hate to beo the ores ondngalu
T1/F, .2; Pd ientes rqecyfoh one-third octave band o and eqiaetsatc st(1

wpedich diferent for -du D 'i ) 2(a 0  )

can~~ be c n l d d fo re . 4 i tha th denit fCto r of eq2 . (5) whe e Stuis the mjet spee fof hc the equivalent static jt w i h i
ýL]I. PI() jthas to be evaluated inslgtfr e pe defined by eq.s 5) Sistetru alnume of thb ory

whih iedsSt/fOr (WT) (10a)

This equation is evaluated in fiur for a jet with U/a.. Stn S(t-M o . (FO0) (Ilb)
1.5. T"he static case Mf = 0 and the flight case Mr = 0.8 are o

shown for the two density ratios p/p, = 0.5 and 0.7. It can be whrWTidctsintuelorintsadF fyvr
seen that twe relative dipole contribution is independent of coordiaes W Th i etd enswindty c ratopthnor malies zed wa lyver
flight Mach number in the studied cases for an angle of about noormldints.Tane jet aendit rthemsion anglte normalied id venia
0,, = 50 deg. The relative dipole contribution is reduced for forma bohdidstfceq (9.^ i an jhet stetcisso nglefactor wichntcan
smaller angles in the forward arc and considerably increased frbe t sderie ofrn teo.y9. a1 ish onl j etsmpcirica factor whichca
for larger angles in the rear arc. We conclude that the forward b eie rmter.a sih nyeprclfco hc
arc of an engine jet in high-speed flight is dominated by qua- describes the increase of the normalized turbulence intensity
drupole noise terms even if dipole noic; plays a role there in in flighst. A v'alue of
the static case and that it is likely he dominated by dipole Ojt 1-t (12)
noi~e in the rear arc.

was proposed in ref. 6 as a result oft- vessure fluctuation
T1he separation of the source terms of jet mixing noise measurements inside the jet's shear layer.

into quadrupole and dipole terms was already proposed in the
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The stretching factor a of refs. 5 and 6 is used here for if eqs. (14) and (12) am inserted in eq. (9).
the new prediction method. a describes the stretching of the
jet plume due to flight speed. This stretching also resultsin a The influence of a on the overall sound pressu= level
reduced spread rate of the jet's shear layer. The situation is can be quite !arge. For U/a. = 1.5 and MN - 0.8 we have u a
illustrated in fiaure A. The static jet in the upper pan of the 2.6 aad AJp = 10.4 dB. Eq. (15) explains why a reduction of
figure has a jet speed U,. The jet in the lower pan is immer- jet ,peed ,as a m"uch larger influence on static jet mixing
sed in a flow with flight speed UI and the relative jet speed is nois: !"an on the noise in flight. In a take-off situation we
Ut-Ur. The external flight speed reduces the shear between the have a flight Mach number Mf - 0.25. If jet speed is reduced
two streams and increases the convection speed U, of the dis- from U/a, a 1.5 to U/a. = 1.25 the stretching factor a
turbances us the shear layer. increases from oa 1.28 to a = 1.35 and its influence accor-

ding to eq. (15) ncreases from 2.7dB to 3.3dB by 0.6dB
which offsets pan of the noise reduction gained by the smaller

Static condition jet speed. This effect is much more dramatic during ap-
proaches with small engine power. A reduction of jet speed
from UW/a. = 1.0 to U/a4, = 0.6 during an approach with Mf =

Ui 0.25 increases the stretching factor from a= 1.47 to a - 2( 3UC and ALp is increased from AL, = 4.2 dB to a 7.5 dB. The
stretching factor becomes especially large for "engine idle"
conditions. As a consequence, the measured noise of clean (no
flaps, no gear) transport aircraft may still be dominated by jet
mixing noise in these cases despite the low engine power (see
e.g. the RB 211 data in Rawls (11).

Flight condition

3 I
.u I / ,,#

Fim= 4A Illustration of the jet stretching due to flight speed. L

U .

The stretching factor is determined by the convection : / / / "
speed of the disturbances in the jet's shear layer. The norms- 0 / / /
lized convection speed u = Uc/(U)-Uf) for the flight case of a Co

circular jet with constant density is given by / ,
it U 0.(UU)/ //I

• =-U U,-Ur " (3

The corresponding equation for a plane shear layer has ,< -,
the factor 0.7 replaced by 0.5 which means that in this case
the convection speed is equal to the arithmetic mean of the /
speeds on the two sides of the shear layer. In a round jet, the
convection speed is larger due to the self induction of the vor- " .o 1.
ticity distribution in the circular shear layer. Flight Mach Number M0

The convection speed also depends on the jet's density. Figure 5 Influence of flight Mach number on the jet stret-
This is not yet considered here. However, it turned out that ching factor a and the increase ALp of the overall sound pres-
this influence had to be included in the prediction method for sure level according to ref. 6. ( - ) U/a., = 2;
broadband shock noise of ref. 8. because the convection speed ( -- ) U/a, = 1.5; ( - - ) U/a.-= 1.25;
has an important influence on the frequency of broadband (- ) U/a. = 1; ( ) U0/a6 = 0.8: ( . )"shock noise. U/a, = 0.6.

The stretching factor a for a jet with constant density is
given by the ratios of the relative convection speeds of the jet Equally important as the effect of the stretching factor
in flight to the static jet according to eq. (13). This ratio is on the overall sound pressure level is its effect on an increase
given by of the frequency of jet mixing noise. According to eq. (10) the

frequency should become smaller in flight proportional to the
=(U'() U + 027(U-U)] /(Ui.Uf) reduction of relative jet speed Ui-Uf for constant StrouhalA = number St. This is assumed by the SAE method. However.

the Strouhal number is increased in flight proportional to the
or stretching factor a according to eq. (11). The ratio between

1.4 U (14) the frequency ff in flight to the frequency f, of the static jet is
Or = 1f +then given for wind tunnel (WT) and flyover coordinates (FO)

by the relation
The stretching factor a is plotted as a function of flight

Mach number for four different normalized jet speeds U/a. in a a (Uj-Uf)/UJj (WT) (16a)
flitu...5. The vertical axis on the right hand side is labeled f/f, a
with the influence of a on the sound pressure level of jet a(Ui-Uf)l[ Uj(I - Mf cos 8.)J (FO) (16b)
mixin, noise according to eq. (6). This influence can be
described by This equation is evaluated in figure 6 for six values of

U/a. yielding the six lines that indicate a slight increase of
A = 25 dB lsog a7. (15) the frequency with increasing flight Mach number. The lines



that express a reduction of the frequency in flight are cal- wheni n and. im m to be determined empinically. n could be
culated with a a I which is equivalent to the essumptions chasms identici im in but we arbitrarily used ni - 5 here, a
made in the SAE method, value that matat -- tsn that the relative velocity exponent m

satisfied the 1 1p conditionto be positive for all emission
The increase of frequency in flight shown in fi,-ur 6 is a angles k, Mhe mooing Doppler factor exponent of eqs. (17)

consequence of the stretching factor a in eq. (16). For a high and (18) is a- 2 a3. The turbulence intensity factor was set
prformance aircraft with an assumed notnnalized jet speed of at a I which mmsthat the effect of rising normalized turbu-
U/a=a 1.5 and and a flight Mach number Mt = 0.8 the fre- lence intensity i flight has to be included in m. This yields

quency is increased by a factor of 1.21 rather than being the ki-al peImformula
reduced by a factor of 0.47 according to the SAE methoid. The
effect is even larger for a civil transport aircraft cruising with U!±) ,!i~

J/a. - 1.1 andi a typical cruise Mach number Mt = 0.84. In P9-a.Mf rid
this case the frequency is increased by a factor of 1.3 rather ' rL2 I l 2 (I -M f OS0) 2)than being reduced by a factor of 0.24. This explains the sur- Ifj. + I pli. 1 .
prisingly high frequencies observed in these cases and no (Up.J Irecourse to nonlinear effects in long range sound transmission aneeds to be made.[MJc.r ae) 2.(9

Themmaq.are pressure-f iet mixing noise of ajet
fb with constant miky is given by

A - - - -t~" -:a-] S~ (20)

u cabecdndlmed with the SAN method. The relative
veoiy xom as ineq. (19) is determined as a function of

4& ~U/a, andl 4 I the experimental data that are reported in
- .ref. B. Data omfinAr different aircraft with flight Mach

numbers betwm 04 a 0.5 andi 0.9 were utilized. The engines
Of these aira*i were fuselage mounted. Contributions of

- -Z - .broadbandl siuckossociated noise have been eliminated from
SAE N. the data by uLAq a mnethod that is based on Tam (9) but con-

N tains sorne physi.Iy justified modifications. ALl required for-
mulas an repsented in fth appendix.

Fr1Igt144 Nube W . This diffiemoem between the overall sound pressure levels
conuse wih 6seformnulas and the underlying data is

FigiggI& Influence of flight Mach number on the ratio f,/f, of genealy smallr m 7dB.
the frequencies in flight and in the static case. (windiunnel The ratio - - e. the mean square pressure in a one-
coordinates or 0,, 90 deg for flyover coordinates). third octave hodto the overall mean square pressure is

U/a, = 2; ( - --- ) Uja, 1.5.- defined acoorf~t tteft. 5and 6by
-- ) U/a,---------------- ) /ao 1.I

--- ) U/a, 0.8; (- - )U/a, =10.6. For the
falling curves it is assumed that the frequency is reduced pro- PMU_ .~.r -_ P,( U U'j* , (1
portional to the relative jet speed U -Ut, the rising curves a0 ao a,, g
include the effect of the jet stretching ?actor. where St. is Sim by eq. (I I and U,~ by eq. (7). The corres-

ponding relationt mod by the SAE method is

4. PREDICTION METHOD FOR JET MIXING NOISE Pf3(5t.=LAV~PA=',Mt) = P.1(St,-~)/P'(--J). (22)a, s, a, 3i

A new prediction method for jet mixing noise can be
derived if the theoretical results of the two previous setin where the adjoind Saro"a number St. is defined by
are introduced into the SAE method 17). Experimental data r f D.
from high speed flyover tests with four different aircraft (81 (WT) (23a)
are used to determine a best fit for a new distribution of the Si u f
relative velocity exponent of this method. -. i 0 - os% (FO) (23b)

The mean square sound pressure Pt of jet mixing noise1 U - t
in flight is described by ~is called the Strauhtal frequency adjusurient. factor in the

1Emthod mi is a function of U/a, and 6%,. It has to be

pg4u±mr) x wD 2 cal) ~( s culated for U#a, (and not for U/a,ý- K~) in the flight case.
4r. id~ Eq. (22) is and ins the new prediction method. However,

at 0(1_Mf cog 9.)2 Fd(U.P/.p,). (17) the adjusted Strm"a number is determined by the equation

where eq. (9) was utilized for the whole frequency hand and f fD (WT) (24a)
P, expressed by eq. (4). U, is defined by eq. (7). Fd is defined fu - f
by eq. (5) and has to he evaluated for a jet speed Ue which Ste f Di (I M fcos 9) (FO) (24b)leads to eq. (8). To enable a correlation with experimnental LI ; Uj -UiY
data an empirical relative velocity exponent law is used to
express which differs from eq. (23) by the stretching factor or.

0o a, U 'f
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The dhaqi of the frequenc spectra and iheir maxima am
udiacwdveweilwiththis fonnula ftalentswanmgles .-. , , .. ,.., , .. ,-.

=2 that were available for comparson with data (ee ref. 8).

BM7 demonstrates how poody the SAB method co-u-
pams with the results of the new method. The overall sound
pressure level of jet mixing noise is plotted for a hypothetical
aircraft as a function of emission angle 6% relative to the
negative jet axis on a sideline. Nonnalized jet speed is U/4
1.5. jet total temperature ratio is TjTow 2 aid flight Mach
number MK 0.8 in an ambient condition po - 101.3 kPa. ,g
To = 288.15 K. The fully expanded jet dimeter is Dj m 0.5 mn
rnad the sideline distance 100 m. Atmospheric absorption and
ground interference are not considered. The directivity of thestatic jet (Mr = 0, calculated with the SAE method) exhibits
the typical peak of jet mixing noise in die rear arc. The other _'
two directivities are computed for Mf - 0.8. The curve for the
tiew method exhibits a strong amplification in the forward arc. 0
The predicted levels of the SAE method ate lower. 8

Elam One-third octave spectra of a jet for an emission
angle 1 a 90 deg and a sideline distance of 100 m in flyover
coordinates. U/ao = .5 .T r 0 2.D 0O5Sm.( ) Ni
0, SAE method; (- - -) MA n 03.8, SA method; (t -- )

uMr 0.8, new method.

Rpm displays the corresponding one-third octave
spectra for an emission angle of 30 degrees in the forward
arc. The peak frequency of the static jet noise spectrum does
not change between 6% = 90 degrees and ~o = 30 degrees
according to the SAE method. The SAE method predicts for
the flight condition a slight increase of the peak frequency to
about 880 Hz which is a result of the Doppler frequency shift

- in flight. The peak frequency of the new method is 2.6 times
larger close to 2300 Hz.. The good agreemen with the flyover

data for all emission angles indicates that the Doppler fire-
quency shi is correctly described by eq. (24b).

" " Overall sound pressure levels of a jet for a sideline- lg .. 2 .
distace 100 m as a function of emission angle 80 relative to
the negative jet axis. U,/a0 a 1.5, Tio.= 2, D-= 0.5 m.
(-) Mt - 0, SAE method, ( ---- ) Mf a 6.., 'SAE"/ "- "'

methd; ) Mr = 0.8, new method.

The most important result of the new method is the con- . ...
siderable amplification due to flight in the forward arc which -
amounts to 15 dB relative to the static condition for an
emission angle of 30 degrees in the studied case. Flight speed 3-,
has no influence on the overall sound pressure level at 85
degrees. The reduction in the rear arc at 150 degrees is 20 dB.
The sound levels predicted with the widely used empirical W
SAE method are much lower. The SAE prediction comes ..
closest for emission angles between 70 at 90 degrees with a
difference of only about 2 dB in this special case. However,
the differences rise to values of I I dB at 140 degrees in the
rear arc and to 15 dB at 20 degrees in the forward arc.

Flgum A presents the corresponding one-third octave F" suo io l Hoo aoo
spectra for an emission angle of 90 degrees. The peak fre-
quency of the static jet noise spectrum according to the SAE Fig= 92 One-third octave spectra of a jet for an emission
method is about 580 Hz. The SAE method predicts for the angle 0o - 30 deg and a sideline distance of 100 m in flyover
flight condition a reduction of the peak frequency to about coordinates. U/ao = 1.5I TiJTo= 2 D.= 0.5 m. (- ) Mf x
270 Hz which is a result of the assumption that the frequency 0, SAE method; ( - A) -=0.,, SAE method; (, -)

is proportional to the relative speed between the jet and its M? a 0.8, new method.
ambience. The peak frequency of the new method is 2.6 times
larger close to 700 Hz. This increase of emitted frequency in
flight is related to the corresponding increase of source fe- The situation during takeoff and landing may be des-
quency due to the stretching of the jet plume in flight. The c.ibed by a typical flight Mach number MK - 0.25. This case
good agreement between the flyover spectra predicted with is studied in the following figures. The overall sound pressure
the new method for 8o = 90 degrees and the measured spectra level for a sideline distance of 100 m is plotted in filgum.Ias
for all cases is evidence for the validity of this assumption a function of emission angle 9o. The directivity for the static
since no empirical adjustment had to be used. jet is identical to the one in figure 7. The SAE method

predicts slightly lower levels than the new prediction method.
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Eulfionem Mgle a1l. mnetdamifsenco 0Wi

Eiglim 10 Overall sound pressure levels of a jet for a Figge t7.One-ddi octave spcran of & jet for W emission
sideline distance 100 m tas a function of emission angle 0. angle So n30 del ad a sideline distance of 100 mi in flyover
rhelative to the: negative jet axis. U/s. 1.5. To.~- 2.' D- coordlinaties. U/a. =1.5. T 1 /l.= 2, D,= 0.5 m. I-) M1 -
0.5 m. (- ) Mt =-0. SAE method, (- - - O.is. 0. SAE method; (- - -;) Mt - 0.25, SAD methhod:
SAE method. (- -) KM- 0.25, new method. (- -) A4 = OA25 swh method.

This agrees with tie experience thai the SAE method pro- predictions. T7he seda law of Michialke and Michel for the
ducts an average underprediciion of one to two dIB [7]. effect of Rlight speed on jet mixing noise was derived by

considering a source distribution in a frame of reference that
Thet corresponding spectra awe plotted in the next figures. was fixed to the smette. Nevertheless, the motion of the

EigzaIdI shows for 86 -90 degrees that the frequencies pie- seroscoussac: sources w.-s considered in the retarded time
dicted by the SAD method are reduced if compared to the differenices by asismating a constant convection speed U~.The
static spectrum while they ame slightly increased with the new following two conwthria can be drawn front this source
method due to the influence of the stretching factor a - 1.28. modeL
Eiguaaa12 is the corresponding plot for 6%-30.

(i) The soorch Wiquhnc is increased liprootional to the
streselaing f~ac if end reduiced pishportional to the rela-

(ii) MWe snaetchingll &ae a plays a role for the increase of
the ourc vo~sod he coherence ler~gth scAle resul-

ting in the sosd power being proportional to ~
- ~The obseved huge of the measured firrqenciies due

to flight agree with conclusion Wi. The observed increase of
. sound power is eve higher than that described by conclusion

(ii). The retmaining dilirence was described by Michalke and
Michel thiough a audneintensity factor crj.

In contrast, sciing methods ftat discuss source fre-
V quency in a fruine of reference fixed to the observer [2,71
,-It .result in the following conclusions.

IE ~(i) Thes msource frequency is only a funiction of relative jet
speed U.-Ut shilas not increased proportional to the;g-dQtcu

- d ~. d.*~ e ~ 0is) The stretching heror plays a role only for the increase of
Freauency (Hz) the thouirce volsinh and not for the coherence length *cAle

resulting in the sound power being proportional to ar
Floig= One-third octave spectra of a jet for an emission rather thant OR.
angle 6. 90 deg and a sideline distance of 100 mn in flyover
coordinates. U/la. - 1.5, T^1,- 2, Dj- 0.5 m. (- Mq a None of thes te aset have beent found in the experi-
0. SAD method;- (- - -) K a 0.25, SAD method; mental datia.

Mt- a)M 0.25, new method.
T1he new method is easy to implement. The modeling

may still be iniprovad with the availability of more flyover
CONCLUSIONS dart. The following inspiovements may be possible.

Thie good agreement between the measured sound (i) Thie inclusion oatthe turbulence intensity factor a, which
pressure levels (tee ref. 8) and predictions with the new could even be defined to include the influence of instal-
method can be regarded as a proof for the validity of the lation effects on the normalized turbulence intensity in
aerodynamic source model of Michalke and Michel 14.5.6] the jet. E.g., dhe turbulence intensity inside a jet that is
which considers quaiirupole and dipole noise sources and a surrounded by a thick boundary layer at the end of an
stretching of the source region in flight. No "excess noise" is aircraft's fuselagle is likely larger than if the sume jet
required to explain the differences between measurements and
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emmuazes from A nozzle in an engine pod mounted under U/a. n.1.
Swing. m a 2.0, 2.1. 2.2. 2.3. 2.4. 2.5. 2.6. 2.9,

(ii) The choice ofn a r in eq. (18) which would be mom 3.3.4.0,4.7. 5.7. 6.3.7.0. 7.0
consistent with ref. 4. U/a.. 1.18:(iii) The consideration of the influence of jet density on con- mw 2.1. 2.2. 2.3, 2.4, 2.5. 2.6. 2.7. 2.9.
vecnon speed and stretching factor a. 3.4, 4.1. 5.0. 6.0, 7.0. 7.5. 7.4

(iv) The use of the relative jet speed U.-Uf rather than Uj for U/S. = 1.33:
the calculation of 4 in eq. (241 ii the SAE method is m - 2.7. 2.7, 2.8. 2.8. 2.8. 2.8. 3.1, 3.4,
used as a static method. 3.6,4.1, 4.8. 5.9, 7.0. 7.7. 7.7

(v) The use of the static teniperature in the jet rather than U/Sa. 1.47:
the total temperature to describe the influence of jet m 2.7. 2.6. 2.7. 2.8. 2.9. 3.1. 3.2. 3.3,
speed and temperature on the frequency spectra if the 3.8. 4.2, 5.2. 6.4, 7.3. 7.7, 7.7
SAE method is used as a static method. U/a.. 1.62.

m 2.8, 2.7, 2.7, 2.8. 3.1. 3.3, 3.3, 3.4,
3.5, 4.2, 4.9, 6.4. 7.5. 7.8. 7.9

U/sa. 1.77:
REFERENCES m - 3.0, 2.8, 2.8, 2.8, 3.2, 3.4, 3.6, 3.6,

4.0. 4.6, 6.0. 7.0, 7.6, 8.1, 8.1
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f Di
a 5 (Ui " f)- (WT)

APPENDIX: PREDICTION FORMULAS S42 f Di (I- M cos 0 ) (F O)

The following input parameters are required: Ui. Ut, Ti., pI,,

T ,tre, Di. where WT is valid tor the wind tunnel situation and
FO for the flyover situation.

Step 1: Compute overall sound pressure level OASPL.,,o for
a static jet with constant density for the jet speed
U and the fully expanded jet diameter Di with the
SIE method (appendix A of ref. 7).

Step 2: Determine relative velocity exponent m as a func-
tion of U/a. and 8. through interpolation of the
following values. Each vector of the following
table contains values for m for #, = 20 degrees to
0,. 160 degrees in steps of 10 degrees.

"/7



Discussion

QUESTION BY: L..W. Illston, BAe, UK
Are there any other limitations in terms of jet speed or jet
Mach number, to the use of the prediction formulae?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
The scaling law by Michalke and Michel (which is the basis of
our prediction scheme) enables the scaling of a jet in flight
to other jets in flight with different flight speeds or to an
equivalent static jet. There is no limit in this theory
concerning the jet speed or jet Mach number but the scaling
law is limited to small variations of flight Mach numbers
between the jets to be scaled. There is a rising source
interference error if this condition is not met, which means
that a jet with a high flight Mach number cannot be scaled
precisely to a static jet. The empirical m-factor was
introduced in our paper to overcome this problem. The m-
factor was empirically found to be a function of jet speed
but it may also be a function of jet temperature. The m-
factors reported in this paper are valid for the range of jet
speeds, jet temperatures, and flight speeds covered in the
low-level flights. They are likely to change for exotic cases
with very high jet speeds or very high jet temperatures.

QUESTION BY: W.D. Bryce, RAE, UK
1. The theory that you have described is for pure jet mixing

noise in flight. But all the-comparisons that I have seen
between your theory and experimental measurements use

engin noise data which can easily be contaminated with
other noise sources and with installation effects. Have
you compared theoretical results with jet noise
measurements obtained from 'clean' model-scale jets?

2. You have previously applied this theory to civil engine
noise at flight Mach numbers up 0.3. What changes hava
you made to your theory to enoble it to be used at higher
Mach numbers?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
1. Unfortunately I have not yet compared the theory with

laboratory data, e.g. those you gave me. You are right.
The comparisons made so far are for published engine
data. In these cases, the scaling was done between
different flight cases which presumably are subject to
the same installation effects.

2. In the previous studies, we used the scaling law (e.g.
eq. 17) and looked up the static jet data for the correct
effective jet speed Ue. The changes made now are, that we
use eq. (19) with an empirical exponent m to be able to
use a static jet with jet speed Uj rather than Ue. In
addition, we used the separation into quadrupole and
dipole noise (braces in eq. (19)) to be able to refer to
an isothermal static jet.
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ABSTRACT noise changes, because of the lack of a suitable subjective
noise unit to express the disturbance caused by the type of

Before considering means for alleviating the noise noise under study here. For aircraft flying at high speed at
from modern military combat aircraft operating in high- low level, the noise experienced on the ground close to the
speed low-level flight, it is important to identify the princial aircraft track is not like that of a civil aircraft (which can bo
noise sources. To this end, a carefully-controlled flight test assessed using established subjective noise units such as
programme has been carried out using a Tornado aircraft (in the d8A unit used here), but sounds explosive in its initial
standard training configuration) operating at flight speeds impact. This leads to a *startle* effect which would be
from 0.5M to 0.SM. The major sources of the aircraft noise, expected to be related not only to the peak noise level but
airframe noise, installed jet mixing noise and jet shock also to the suddenness of its imposition. There Is, as yet,
noise, have been successfully identified, quantified and no means for quantifying human reactions to such noise.
correlated.

2 NOMENCLATURE
Alhough the jet mixing noise lands to be the major

source at low flight speeds, and the shock noise at high Al nozzle area
flight speeds, all three sources ce comparable in magn- c a speed of sound
tude during the rapid rise-time of the noise signal and at its
peek. Indeed, were it possible to reduce greatly both the D directivity function
jet mixing and shock noise, the peak noise levels would f frequency
only reduce by about 5 dBA.

H minimum distance during linear flyover
1 INTRODUCTION M Mach number

During training, the noise from military combat aircraft mn exponents
flying at high subsonic speed close to the ground can be a OASPLm, normalised overall sound pressured level (dB)
considerable nuisance to the people near the flight path.
As a first step towards considering what might be done to OASPL-m measured overall sound pressure level (dB)
quieten such aircraft, it is necessary to know the sources PR nozzle pressure ratio
of the noise which are contributing to the problem. That I,
we require to be able to identify and quantify the principal V velocity
noise sources of the aircraft. For this purpose, a carefully-
controlled flight programme has been carried out on a shock noise parameter v '
Tornado aircraft, measuring its noise over a range of engine
conditions and flight speeds. The purpose of this paper is 4p%, , o aircraft climb, pitch and engine angles
to analyse and correlate this data so as to be able to X ratio of flight to jet velocity
quantify the levels of the various aircraft noise sources
which appear - initially in terms of overall sound pressure 0 noise emission angle (deg)
level (OASPL) and then, having correlated the spectra, in 0, winrf-corrected noise emission angle (dog)
subjective noise units (dBA). It is intended that the source
modelling should be sufficiently general to enable the Surf Ices
individual noise sources of the Tornado aircraft (In the one a airframe
configuration tested) to be predicted over a wide range of
operating conditions. g ground

While a knowledge of the alrcraft nole sources will jet

inevitably lead to considering the effect of their reduction, it o ambient or reference
should be made clear that it is not possible to describe, in a w wind
justifiable manner, the likely social impact of any possible
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3 THE PLIGHT TEST PROGRAMME equipment. The wind speed and direction were measured at
10 m above ground level while temperature and dewpoint

Similar flight tests were actually carried out for two measurements were measured at 2 m height. After
aircraft, a Tornado and a Hawk, but it is only the data from conditioning, the noise signals were recorded on a
the former aircraft which is being studied here. SES000A tape recorder configured for I5 ips WB1 FM

operation. The aircraft tracking was carried out using the
The noise measurements were made with the aircraft Rolls-.Royce eltr-optical photographic tracking system

flying over an array of ground microphones at a nominal Mk II. A time-base for both the tracking and the noise data
overhead height of 450 m. Although it is the noise from low- was provided from MSF Rugby standard time. This
level flights that pose the main environmental problem, reference was also used in the Tornado MODAS on-board
taking the noise measurements under such conditions recording system which, after analysis at RAE Bedford,
would pose several technical difficulties for little technical was used to provide aircraft attitude and engine data.
advantage. Accurate tracking of the aircraft would be RB199 engine performance syntheses, to provide the
difficult, the noise signals would have to be analysed at engine jet conditions, were carried out by Rolls-Royce
high sampling rates, and the engine conditions would have (Bristol) based on the flight-recorder information.
to be kept close to those required for level flight. On the
other hand, noise data taken at a greater height can easily 4 COMPARISON OF HIGH AND LOW-LEVEL
be converted to that at any other height by calculation. The DATA
only penalty which is known to be incurred arises from the
proportionately greater effects of atmospheric propagation Carrying out a teo programme on low-level flying at a
on the noise signal. Height effects &;q exv in.ad further in height of 450 m is a feature in the design of the present
the next section, programme which is often queried. There was. however, no

known reason to doubt the validity of the arguments given
The structure of the test programme was designed to earlier for preferring this action. Nevertheless, it was

be able to quantify the expected noise sources as follows, considered prudent to take and analyse noise measure-
The noise from the aircraft airframe was to be determined ments from some flights at 75 m to expose the issue
from aircraft glide data, with the engines at flight idle. Then, further.
from flyover data with the engines operating at high
subcritical jet conditions, it should be possible to quantify From the flights at 75 m which were successfully
the jet mixing noise from the engines after making approp- tracked. Figs I and 2 show noise time histories corrected to
late allowances for the known airframe noise. Then, reference atmospheric conditions compared with data

finally, knowing these two sources, the shock noise from scaled from 450 m flights. The noise signal sampling times
the jet exhaust could be obtained from flyovers with the were 0.2 and 0.5 a respectively. These are the only
engines operating at high super-critical jet conditions. comparisons for which the flight speeds, engine conditions

and wind speeds are similar. The high-altitude data shows
Hence, the aircraft was flown over a matrix of test greater short-term variations, particularly at the extremities

conditions, covering flight Mach numbers from 0.5 to 0.8, of the time histories, as would be expected from greatei
and engine powers from idle to maximum dry. The aircraft atmospheric propagation c stances and a proportionately

was maintained in a stable condition during the noise shorter sampling time. (Such fluctuations are removed in
measurements by allowing it to ascend or descend through the subsequent analyses by smoothing the field-shape
the 450 m overhead position as required. Some flight data data from several microphones.) In Fig 1, there is some

was recorded at 75 m altitude for reference, evidence of a slight timing error, but since the timing is

much more difficult with the low-level data, it is probable
The RAE(B) Tornado aircraft was flown in only one that the 450 m data is the more correct. At the higher flight

configuration with a standard training fit (two inboard tanks, speed in Fig 2 the 75 m time history is slightly wider and
two outboard pods and two loaded practise bomb carriers less peaky. Qualitatively, such effects would be expected
on shoulder pylons) with the wing swept 45", zero flaps and from the pro:portionately longer sampling time. It is
under-carriage up. therefore concluded that the comparisons do not reveal

any reason to question the data from the chosen test
The flight programme was carried out during October height.

and November 1989 at RAE Bedford. The noise measure-
ments were made using an array of ground microphones, 5 THE DATABASE AND ITS USE
each installation consisting of a half-inch Bruel & Kjaer type
4134 microphone inverted 7 mm above a point at three- A complete list of the test point conditions is given in
quarters of the radius of a 40 cm diameter steel disc set Table 1, although only a subset of this database, reflecting
flush with the surrounding grassland. The noise data was the essential structure of the test programme and the
acquired from the ground-level microphone array using the planned analysis, has been used for the source studies.
Rolls-Royce 'Kabmobile' mobile laboratory which j3
equipped with a 32-channel data acquisition system, The two engines of the Tornado aircraft are not in
weather monitoring equipment and RF communk-ations general operating at identical conditions and the jet
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popete•os used In the analyses are simply arithmetic This wind-corected radiation angle 0o needs to be
average of the values for each engine, modified when it is used to express the directivity of the

varous sources. Airframe noise is defined relative to the
Note that the measured noise livels quoted here aircraft axis. which means that, referring to Fig 3b,

Include the 6 dB Increase above the free-field levels arising corrections for the aircraft pitch and climb angles need to
from the use of ground microphones. be applied. viz.

The nois* signals measured as a function of time 08 " Oe "

have been combined with the aircraft tracking data (that Is, Jet and shock noise are dsfined relative to the jet axis,
the aircraft position as a function of time) so as to yield the which istakentobet'iesameastheengineaxis,soutat
noise levels as a function of the sound emission angles
relative to the aircraft track. The noise levels have then
been corroted to lossiess conditions by allowing for e - -
atmospheric absoripton over the sound propagation
distance (using absorw lion coefficients, here and For the Tornado aircraft, the engino-o-airoreft angle % Is

elsewhere in this paper, from Ref 1). Inverse-square-law -3*. Note that Sj is defined relative to the jot axis extending

corrections then enable the overall sound pressure levels upstream of the nozzle, that Is. what Is normally called the
(OASPLs) and spectra to be presented at a nominal fixed intake axis.
distance (450 m). Mean lines have been drawn through
these field shapes, overlaid for the various microphons, In the subsequent analyses of the aircraft noise, the
and it is these mean curves, road off at 150, 200 and then sound emission angle 0, relative to the aircraft track is
every 109 In emission angle, which have been used to used in the calculation of source Doppler effects In the form
assess the noise source strengths. The correspondiag
spectra, that Is for S Iosslss atmosphere, are used to (1 - M cos )1 .
define the source spectral characteristics. The use of a
pistonphone to calibrate the microphones during the testing The relevant flight speed of the aircraft Is taken to be
means that the notse levels are coreoted intrinsically to its airspeed Va (and Mach number M.) rather than its
ISA pressure at ground level, ground speed Vg, thes airspeed values having been

obtained by subtracting the component of the wind velocity
Becavse of background noise interference (Including measured in the direction of flight from the tracked ground

the electronic noise of the measuring system), particularly speed. This expression is an approximation. A strict
with the low noise levels which om-ur at the extremities of analysis shows that with a wind of Mach number M. the
the flyover, spectral levels are only available up to s sourme Doppler offect is
frequency between 1.5 kHz and 4 kHz. The computed
OASPLs have, of course, used only valid spectral data. o.

6 SOURCE STRENGTH CORRELATIONS 1, Mwcosoo)

For all of the sources to be examined, the approach
taken is to correlate first the source strengths as At low flight Mach numbers, this relation can be
represented by the polar lossless OASPL field shapes, and approximated by
then to complete the source moolling by correlating the
noise spectra relative to the OASPL at each angle. (1, - 08s 00)4

The measured data does not take any account of the which expresses the well-known result that wind does not
effects of wind. The component of the wind velocity along change the Doppler effect derived from the motion of the
the aircraft track V. alters the sound emission anglas 0 source relative to the observer. But, at flight Mach
to corrected values 0, as illustrated in Fig 3a. For the numbers above about 0.5, the airspeed-based
present test series in which the aircraft ground speed V9 approximation used here is more, and acceptably.
varies from ISO to 275 m/s with wind speeds up to 6 m/s, the accurate.
corrections to the emission angles (15* to 1609 ) are less
than 2". There is also a corresponding change to the Where comparisons era made in the following
OASPLs amounting, at extreme angles, to around I db. All sections between the measured data and that computed
of the data used in correlating the source stengths have using existing methods, the noise levels from the latter
been corrected to wind-less conditions and the corrections have been increased by 6 d8 to allow for the use of ground
have I:een applied in reverse when the correlated levels are microphones and have been increased by a further 3 dB
compared with the as-measured data. when jet and shock noise methods are used to predict the

noise of the twin-engined Tornado.
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6.1 AIrframe nols correaing the data. This is a rather surprising conclusion
bearing in mind the particular aircraft configuration, with

The airaft glide data from telst points 33, 16 and 25 under-wing stores, used here.
were examined to ack1 ing the airframe noise. With the
engines at flight idle, the jet velocities are only about Hence, the result in Fig 4 defines the polar source
35 m/s higher than the aircraft flight speeds. Although this directivity D.(eg) of the airframe noise and by fitting a
does not guarantee that engine-generated nois • curve to this data, the OASPL of the airframe noise can be
negligible, there is, at least, no evidence of engine tones in quantified.
the glide spectra. Further support for the absence of
engine noise is given later by the dominance of airframe 6.2 Installed jelt no;se
noise for test point 73 when the jet is operating at a high
subsonic velocity. From an examination of the spectra, it is evident that.

after allowing for the airframe and shnicic noise character-
The airframe noise would be expected to depend on a istics, the remaining noise is essentially broadband. There

function of the type is no dew evidence of tones which might arise from the
engine compressors or turbines and the remaining noise is,

&ý(1. M. 002 0.)" -4 ,(ea therefore, afttbuted to jet noise. This is consistent with
previous practice, such as Ref 3, although because of the
possible contribution from other broadband sources, the

that is, on a source strength term n , where n - 5 for a remaining noise is often described as exhaust noise.
"clean* airframe or n - 6 for a *dirty airframe, modified to a
source convective amplification corresponding to four ht is known3 that the oresence of aircraft structure in
Doppler factors, and a source diiectivity function D.(e@). the neighbourhood of a jet can change the jet mixing noise.

In the case of a rear-fuselage engine installation such as
In Fig 4, the measured polar OASPLs (including data the Tornado, it can be expected that the turbuienoe and

from test point 73) have been normalised to vortices shed into the jet mixing region from the upstream
airframe will give rise to levels of jet noise higher than would

OASPmi-m - OASPLmm - 50 log Min be expacted for a et operating in a cean flight stream.
+ 40 log (I - M. cos 0.) There is, however, no available means for predicting such

effects quantitatively. Hence, the approach aaken here to
while in Fig 5 a similar normalisation, but using a sixth- correlate the so-caled jet" noise is necessarily somewhat
power exponent, is shown. It can be seen that the data arbitrary.
collapaes quite well in both cases - the range of aircraft
flight speeds is not sufficient to determine the appropriate Whereas it is test points 79, 66 and 73, at high sub-
exponent. It would have been of help in resolving this issue sonic jet velocities, which were intended to be used to
if the test progiamme could have included aircraft glides at quantify the jet noise, it has been found that all but the first
a lower Mach number, say 0.3. of these points contain substantial, if not dominant,

amounts of airframe noise. For test point 79, the
An estimate of the noise of the clean Tornado airframe subtraction of the calculated airframe noise from the polar

has been made using Ref 2. This noise arises from the wing lossless OASPLs as shown in Fig 6 yields an estimate of
and the tailplano and, when normalised for V_ and con- the jet noise.
vective effecs, is compared with the measurements in
Fig 4. Not surprisingly, the measured airframe noise is This jet noise estimme is compared in Fig 7 with levels
genera!ly higher than this estimate. The cause of the fall- of 'pure" jet noise calculated for the jet conditions of test
off in the measured levels in the extreme forward arc (, at point 79 using Ref 4 to obtain the levels that would pertain
low angles) is not known, but possible mechanisms are statically and using Ref 5 to compute the static-to-flight
discussed in section 9. The noise levels from bluff parts of noise reductions. It can be seen that the noise levels of
the aircraft cannot be estimated with any accuracy, but the Tornado suggest a partial reduction of the rear-arc jet
Rof 2 indicates the shape of the noise field from such noise in flight while there is no reduction, indeed a small
sources and this, when normalised appropriately, is shown increase, in the forward-arc levels. This result is qualitat-
plotted in Fig 5 at an arbitrary level. These calculations ively consistent with the behaviour of a rear-fuselage
suggest that the measured airframe noise is consistent engine installation (Jet Provost) as described in Ref 3, but
with a combination of components; the extreme forward arc the magnitude of the effects is larger than has hitherto
being dominated by the *clean* aircraft sources, while bluff been observed. The installation effects, defined as the
sources dominate in the rear arc. Indeed, the measured increase of the measured levels above those for a pure jet.
forward-arc levels up to about 60* do collapse better using can be seen to be around 10 dB. The twin-jet configuration
a fifth power. Since, as will be seen later, it is the airframe of the Tornado aircraft is likely to be significant in this
noise levels in the extreme forward arc that are of impor- context since the region between the jets is bound to be
tance during a flyover, an exponent equal to 5 is chosen for poorly ventilated in flight. While it is possible that the large
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installation effects could wise solely - a consequence of This latter function gives rise to noise increases in the
the interaction between the mixing regions of the two jets, it forward arc in flight, a noise-reducing exponent of unity at
is more likely that the lack of a smooth flight stream 900, and greater noise reductions in the rear arc. This
between the jets is also importa.tL behaviour Is broadly similar to the qualitative asessment

already made in F1g 7. If all of the extended jet noise
This single teot point Is insufficient to enable the jet database shown in Fig 9 is normalised according to

noise to be correlated and other data need to be sought.
Now it can be seen that the field shape of the total noise in
Fig 6 has a "double hump'; the airframe noise, as a OASPL., - OASPI.L,, - 67 log - 10mlog(1 4.)
consequence of its relatively flat source strength
increased in the forward arc by convective amplification,
causes the forward "hump", while it is the jet noise that the result uhown in Fg 10 is obtained. The collapse of the
peaks in the rear arc. The same type of behaviour can be jet noise data can be seen to be remarkably good. Thus the
seen for test conditions with supercritical jets at the lower jet noise is taken to depend on
pressure ratios, after the subtraction of the calculated
airframe noise, as shown in Fig 8. This is because the
shock nc'se would be expected, coincidentally, to behave - -

ami"ary c skirrame noise. Hence, it can be concluded that
the mar-arc peak levels in Fig 8 are dominated by jet noise.

the last function being defined by a curve fitted to the jet
A more extensive database for assessing the it noise directivity in Fig 10.

noise can, therefore, be constructed by subtracting the
calculated airframe noise and shock noise from these test 6.3 Shock noise
points. However. it will be seen in the next saurian that the
daterminrgtijn of the shock noise requires a knowledge of The shock-associated noise of an t.nder-expanded
the jet noise. The process of quantifying both the jet and supercritical jet, or two, would be expected to depend.on
the shock noise is thus an iterative one. It is the observe-
tion that the two sources peak in different regions of the
field that enables iteration to provide a reasonably accurate A, p

4 (1 - Mecos e*)"

source breakdown. The iterathn process will not influence
the analysis presented here - the shock noise is simply
taken as that to be described in the next section. wher (; -(#4

The subtraction of the calculated airframe and shock
noise from the extended jet noise database yields the jet and thus, as a consequence of the lack of any distinct
noise levels given in Fig 9. In order to improve the con- directivity coupled with strong convective amplification,
fidence in this data, values for the jet noise have only been shock noise bears some similarity to airframe noise in its
calculated where th-a :tW measured noise exceeds the radiation pattern.
sum of the airframe and the shock noise by at least 3 dB.

The spectra show that the characteristic shock noise
The jet noise would be expected to depend on a spectrum shape dominates the noise levels of the test data

function of the type up to angles of at least 60°. Since, like airframe noise, it is

n the shock noise levels at •ow forward-arc angles that are of
most importance in high-speed flyovais, this will help with

V (1 X) , the quantification of the shock noise. Nevertheless, there

is a contribution from jet noise in the supercritical jet data
and hence this data has had the calculated sum of the

whom Xr = -. airframe and the jet noise subtracted from it (with a
V) minimum subtraction margin of 2 dB) before being

normalised by
the second term reflecting tne increase in jet noise with jet

velocity under static conditions and the third term reflecting
the reduction of the jet noise in flight. Using a manual form - OASP, - 20 log(iw -1)

of multi-variable linear regression, a fit of the envisaged + 40 log (1 - Me cos Be)
function to this data yields n - 6.7 and a linear
dependence of the exponent m on angle, viz to give the correlation shown in Fig 11. There is a reason-

able collapse of the forward-arc levels, but there is also a
m 0 o.07(01 - 75) . substantial falling-off of the levels towards low angles,

similar to that obtained for airframe noise.
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Using the approximate relationship for predicting the It is concluded that the analytical models chosen to
shock noise from stationary circular nozzles given in Ref 6, describe the strengths of the individual sources represent
the normalised shock noise would be expected to have a the noise characteristics of the aircraft satisfactorily.
uniform polar directivity at a level about 4 dB higher than
the level obtained from Fig 11. However, Ref 7 shows that 7 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS
the source strength of shock noise (from unheated jets)
can reduce in flight, especially when the jet is operating at The purpose of undertaking a quantitative examina-
the relatively low pressure ratios experienced here. tion of the noise spectra is two-fold. Firstly, the under-

standing of the aircraft noise sources can be extended
Hence, there is no reason to suspect that the and, secondly, by correlating the spectral characteristics,

normalised shock noise cannot be described adequately by the aircraft noise levels ca,1 be predicted in subjective
a mean curve of the type shown in Figl 1. units.

6.4 Correlation quality 7.1 Airframe noise

The goodness-of-fit of the noise correlations can best Some of the spectra from the aircraft glides show
be assessed by comparing measured and predicted time clear evidence of tonal "spikes'; such observations are a
histories for flight at 75 m above the ground since it is in common occurrence with airframe noise measurements on
such circumstances that the noise source breakdowns are real aircraft and do not prevent the airframe noise being
intended to be used. Because, in general, the aircraft test treated, adequately for present purposes, as broadband in
conditions are such that it cannot actjally operate in level nature.
flight at the selected conditions, the time histories are
computed for a linear flyover at a 75 m minimum distance. Since the aircraft configuration remains constant, its

noise spectra would be expected to correlate wit;i a source
Such "measured' time histories can be computed from Strouhal number modified by a Doppler frequency shift, that

the averaged losslesa OASPL field shapes. It is only is, by
necessary to convert back to time from angle and to add to ft
the noise levels the appropriate inverse-square-law St.- (-M cos 0),
correction

where * is a characteristic dimension of the aircraft.
2 50 s Together with the earlier assumption that the strength of

20 log neach component of the airframe noise varies according to a

simliar exponent of the flight Mach number, it follows that
although the shapes of the airframe noise spectra can vary

The individual source OASPLs computed from the with angle as a consequer-ce of differing source directivi-
normalised source characteristics as a function of the ties, they stould remain similar at a given angle as the flight
emission angle e. can be expressed on a time axis. Since speed is changed. The spectra do indeod seem to exhibit
the measured time histories contain the effects of the wind this trend. However, the spectra in the rear arc show a
at the time of the test, the inverse-square-law corrections "double-hump', indicating distinct low and high-frequency
to the computed OASPLs need to include the addition of noise sources, and it is evident on closer examination that
the wind-effect term. the frequency relationship between these two sources

does not remain constant. For test point 16, for example,
Figs 12. 13 and 14 present sample comparisons of the the spectra at 45 and 139* should shift by

measured and computed time histories. The airframe
noise, in Fig 12, agrees well with the measured date, 1 - 0.63 cos 1390
although for some otner points, in Fig 13 for example, it 1 - 0.63 cos 45*
seems to be high in the extreme forward arc. This is
considered to be a significant observation and will be
discussed further in section 9. The jet and shock noise that is, by a factor of 2.7 (equivalent to 4.3 third-octaves).
levels generally agree remarkably well with the measured From the spectral comparisons in Fig 15, it can be seen that
data, especially in the parts of the time histories where they while the low-frequency scvurce behaves in a manner con-
dominate. It can be seen that the initial rapid rise in the sistent with such a frequency shift, the high- frequency
flyover noise is determined by the airframe and shock noise source does not, indeed it seems to remain constant in
radiated forwards at low angles, less than 40*, to the frequency - a conclusion which also holds at other flight
aircraft and that the jet noise only dominates once the speeds. The reason for this peculiar behaviour of the high-
aircraft has passed overhead~. frequency source is not known but is discussed later in

section 9. The amplitude of each of the sources remains
roughly constant relative to the OASPL at e3ch angln.

~-.--
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Hence the spectra have been correlated as a corn- than hal a third-octave, the agreement between the
bination of two sources, a low-frequency source which measured and calculated values is remarkably goodin
behaves in a plausible manner in both amplitude and Fig 1T7, the effect of pressure ratio on the shock
frequency, and a high-frequency source which although frequency is examined at a particular emission angle, the
varying in strength according to a fixed exponent, remains nearest to 400 for each test point. This plot does not
constant in frequency. Average spectral shapes for each produce a unique curve because of the varying flight Mach
of the sources have been produced by overlaying several numbers. The agreement is again very good.
of the measured spectra. Comparisons between measured
and predicted spectra show that although the agreement The shock noise spectrum is therefore defined
cannot be describod as precise, it should be sufficiently according to the equations from Ref 7, the spectral levels
good to enable a reasonable modelling of the effects of being set by the need to match the required OASPL
atmospheric absorption.

7.4 Correlation quality
7.2 Installed Jet noise

Proceeding in a similar manner to that described In
The spectra for test point 79. the only one dominated section 6.4, measured and computad time histories for

by jet noise at most angles, do not show any consistent linear flyovers at e 75 m minimum distance can be
variation in shape with angle. For example, the spectra do compared. In this Instance, however, the comparisons are
not become obviously peakier at high angles as would be made not at lossless atmospheric conditions but for a
expected for pure jet noise. Indeed, defining the spectra standard atmosphere (ISA pressure and temperature, and
relative to the OASPL at each angle, it has been found that. 70% relative humidity). In addition, the noise levels can
with a suitable shift in frequency, the spectra at other now be compared in dBA units.
angles can be overlaid on the 90* spectrum as illustrated in
Fig16a. The pure jet noise spectrum (at 900) shown on this The source strength and spectral correlations enable
diagram has been plotted relative to the OASPL of the absolute spectral levels to be calculated which, after
aircraft noise and shows that the jet noise installation applying atmospheric absorption corrections over a
effects are least at low frequencies as would be expected. propagation distance of 75/sin 0 m and the appropriate

subjective weighting, can be summed to yield the dBA

This spectral collapse was used as the basis for noise levels. Similar calculations are performed on the
correlating the jet noise spectra. A mean curve was drawn measured data, that is, to convert the data corrected to
through the overlaid spectra and the frequency shifts lossless conditions to dBA levels in a standard

required to obtain the collapse were plotted as shown in atmosphere.
Fig 16b. In order to predict the jet noise at other con-

ditions, the assumption was made that the jet noise Sample results are presented in Figs 18. 19 and 20.

frequencies will depend on a Strouhal number based on the Comparing these results with those for the source strength

absolute jet velocity. This is consistent with the behaviour terms alone given in Figs 12, 13 and 14 shows that there is

of pure hot jets
5 

and is considered to be a plausible only a slight deterioration in the quality of the modelling.

supposition for the present type of installed jet noise. On
this basis, rear-arc jet noise spectra at other (supercritical The general observation can be made that an

jet) conditions can be related in frequency to the 900 important effect of the real atmosphere is to steepen the

spectrum for test point 79, yielding the additional points in rise time of the noise, and hence exacerbate the startle

Fig 16b. Curve- fitting the resulting trend completes the effect. This arises because the aircraft noise ut shal!ow

correlation. angles propagates over a long distance and is reduced by
atmospheric attenuation, particu!arty in the high

7.3 Shock noise frequencies to which the human ear is more sensitive -

thus, as the aircraft approaches, its level is rising not only

In Ref 7 it is suggested that the spectrum of shock- because it is getting closer and because its inherent source

associated noise can be approximated, particularly in the strength is increasing, bL't also because the absorption of

forward arc, by a triangular shape which rises at 20 dB/ the atmosphere is reducing.
octave to a peak at frequency f. and then reduces in the

high frequencies at between about 2 and 4 dB/octave. A There is remarkably little change In the relative levels

value of 3.6 has been chosen as being broadly suitable for of the sources. The spectra of all three sources tend to

the Tornado data. peak at frequencies around 1 kHz and, as a consequence,

the effects of atmospheric absorption and subjective
Ref 7 gives a formula for the frequency fo and this is weighting are similar.

compared with samples of the present data in Fig 17. In

Fig 17a, the dependence of the shock frequency on its 8 SOURCE BALANCE IN LEVEL FLIGHT

emission angle is compared for the data at the highest

available pressure ratio, test point 27. Bearing in mind that The source modelling which has been established can

it is difficult to determine the measured frequency to better be used to determine the aircraft noise, and particularly the
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relative importance of the individual noise sources, when it Fig 24 shows how the peak noise level of each
is flying at a constant height at various speeds. First. source, and the peak of the total noise, varies with
however, it is necessary to find the jet conditions (velocity Mach number. Because these peaks occur at
and Mach number) required to maintain level flight different times during the flyover, the individual noise

levels cannot simply be added to give the total noise.
The level-flight jet conditions have been obtained from Ih can be seen that although it is the installed jet noise

an interpolation of the aircraft flight data acquired in the and then the shock noise that dominate the aircraft
present programme. In steAdy-state conditions, the climb noise as its speed is increased, the airframe noise is
angle of an aircraft is related to the balance between its not a negligible component and its contribution would
drag and its not thrust. The aircraft drag will vary with the soon become important if means were found to reduce
airspeed dynamic head which is a function of the square of the jet or the shock noise.
the flight Mach number M.. Without reheat, the Tornado
engine operates at a fixed nozzle area so that the net The rise time of the noise signals is not a feature
engine thrust can be expressed as a function of the jet which has been addressed so far. It is difficult to
Mach number. This latter function contains a temperature make accurate measurements from single time
ratio term but this changes little over the level-flight histories. However, the source modelling enables this
operating conditions of the aircraft It is thus possible to issue to be examined with a reasonable precision and
plot all of the teat points flown against these thrust and the time histories in Figs 21 to 23 form a useful basis.
drag parameters, to annotate each point according to the There is, as yet no agreed means for expressing the
aircraft climb rate (which is chosen in preference to climb rise time of a flyover noise signal. While, for subjec-
angle because of wind affects) and then to interpolate this tive applications, it may be desirable to define the rise
data visually to obtain a line corresponding to zero climb time as that taken to rise from a specified noise level
rate. An engine performance synthesis was used both to to the peak of the time history, this type of definition
obtain the jet velocities from the jet Mach numbers and, in makes any analytical formulations very difficult.
conjunction with aircraft performance data, to provide an Thus, the approach taken here is to use the maximum
independent cross-check of the results, rate of rise of the signal. From Figs 21 to 23, the

maximum slopes of the approach noise signals have
The jet conditions at flight Mach numbers cf 0.5. been measured as 25, 47 and 83 dB/s for flight Mach

0.65 and 0.8 have been used to compute dBA time numbers of 0.5, 0.65 and 0.8 respectively.
histories for 75 m flyovers in a standard atmosphere.
Such computations carried out hitherto in this paper The rapid increase in these rates with increasing
express the noise levels as they were measured, that speed is expected on theoretical grounds. From an
is, with ground-level microphones which cause a analysis of this issue based on the directivity and
uniform increase of 6 dB in the free-field noise levels, convective amplification terms of the airframe and shock
While this is one of the best ways to measure aircraft noise, it can be shown that the maximum rise-rate is
noise from a technical point of view, it does not give estimated to vary as
noise levels which are representative of what a
Nstoner would actually hear. The ground reflection c M.
effects which occur with a ",erson standing in the 7- dB/s.
open are complex8 but here, where the source noise H (1 - 0.87 M,)

is mainly of high frequency, they can be approximated
by adding 3 dB to the free-field noise levels. Hence, The constant of proportionality in this expression has been
the results shown in Figs 21 to 24 have had 3 dB determined from the experimental data. The formula is only
subtracted from the calculated spectral levels, valid for the Tornado at high subsonic flight speeds.

At the lowest speed, the jets 3re subcritical, 9 DISCUSSION
there is no shock noise and the installed jet noise is
the principal source. At 0.65M, a typical condition for 9.1 Forward-arc source dlrectlvltleo
low-level Tornado operations, all three sources are
comparable in magnitude in what are judged to be the The field shapes of the airframe and shock noise, as
subjectively important parts of the time history, the expressed by Figs 4 and 11, show a substantial falling-off
rising and peak regions. Note the substantial of the levels towards low forward-arc angles. At 20 , the
increase in the noise rise-rate which increases further reduction seems to be around 10 dB for the airframe noise
at the highest flight Mach number. At this latter and 15 dB for the shock noise. The jet noise in Fig 6 shows
condition, the jet shock noise is the most important little sign of the effect although there is only one test point.
source, but the other noise components are not
negligible. In the context of the startle effect of the The observations seems to be genuine insofar as an
"flyover noise, it may be significant to observe that it is assessment of possible timing errors or sampling time
shock noise that causes the steepest signal effects has not revealed a likely explanation.
rise-times.
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The occurrence of the effect on test points taken on similar to the aircraft speed. At a flight speed of 210 m/s,
different days and with different wind velocities eliminates for example, the jet velocity is 250 m/s. With ideal
wind or temperature gradients in the atmosphere as the aerodynamic flows, this would mean that the jet noise
cause, levels would be ngligible. But, with a turbulent jet flow and

with the non-uniform flow surrounding the jet, arising from
The possibility of the effects arising from shallow- the boundary layers and vortices shed from the upstream

angle propagation over the ground, the so-called *extra aircraft structure, it may be that there will be substantial
ground correction*, has been discounted because this turbulence in the mixing layer between the jet and the
effect is only significant for angles of a few degrees9 . ambient air, and this turbulence will have low mean velocity

relative to the ground. While this argument is relevant to

The similarity of the high and low-level time histories in the whole of the jet mixing layers, it is likely to be most
Figs I and 2 Indicates that the phenomenon is not strongly strongly applicable to the interface region between the twin
dependent on propagation distance. This leads to the jets. The *'jumant is, therefore, simply an extension of the
consideration of aircraft flow-field effects as an explana- discuusicn already made in section 6.2 concerning the
tion, that Is, that the forward-propagating sound field is large jet installation effects observed at a higher jet
being distorted by the airflow over the aircraft. The airframe velocity. To the authors' knowledge, there is no (model-
noise directivity in Fig 4 does suggest that the effect may scale) test data on installed turbulent jets operating at high
not exist for rearwards-propagating noise. This is flight'jet speed ratios which could be used to substantiate
obviously a more likely explanation for shock noise, this proposition.
located at the rear of the aircraft, than it is for airframe
noise. But it has been suggested that the forward-arc This mechanism would, however, seem to explain a
airframe noise is generated by the wing and the effective second observation - that made in section 6.4 concerning
source position of wing noise would be expected to be near the apparent over-estimation of the airframe noise in Fig 13,
the wing trailing edge. Perhaps jet noise does not show the for example. The mechanism described is, in essence, a
effect because of the distributed nature of its source. jet noise source and it Is, therefore, strictly incorrect to

include this source when the jet is operating 'normally..
The distortion of engine noise radiation by the aircraft The jet noise has been correlated in a form which causes

flow-field is known to occur in some special circumstances its strength to become negligible as the flight speed
(noise refraction by wing-tip vortices, for example) and is approaches the jet speed. The proposed mechanism Is
believed to contribute to observed differences between suggesting that this formulation is incorrect and that the jet
aircraft flyover and sideline noise measurements. Although noise is "bottoming our" at a level set by the high-frequency
the data given in Ref 10 on the latter issue is not directly component of the so-called airframe noise.
applicable here, the broad similarity of the observed effects
does confirm a possible cause. However, this interpretation does not fundamentally

alter the relevance of the ype of jet noise correlation which
it is difficult to see how this explanation might be has been established. Indeed, it is important to appreciate

validated. Ideally, tests would be carried out with a stable that the airframe or *glide* noise, as defined in this paper,
noise source fixed to the front, and then to the rear. of the still represents the noise flioor" that would be reached if the
airtraft. Such tests, even at model scale in a wind tunnel, jet and shock noise were able to be reduced.
would not be easy. it would be a simpler proposition to
consider testing with and without the undercarriage lowered 9.3 The results and their Implications
in aircraft glides, which might at least demonstrate that a
source in such a position does not exhibit the phenomenon. In essence, the results of the programme are

represented by the source breakdowns for level flight
9.2 Interpreting the glide data illustrated In Figs 21 to 2A. The most relevant result is that

shown in Fig 22 for a typical operational flight Mach number
Two observations made in the course of the analysis of 0.65. In interpreting these results, the conclusion of the

raise doubts as to whether the noise measured from the previous section should be borne in mind, that is, that the
aircraft glides is, in fact, all generated by the airframe, true level of -the airframe noise may be a few decibels lower

than that shown which is nevertheless the minimum noise
Firstly, the high-frequency component evident in the for the aircraft configuration under study. Broadly, the

airframe noise spectra does not seem to exhibit a Doppler flyover noise characteristics evident from the results are
frequency shift (section 7.1 refers). Taken at face value, as follows.
this implies that the noise source is essentially stationary
in space. Such a source could exist in the turbulent wake As the flight speed is increased, the peak noise level
shed from the aircraft, but it seems unlikely that its increases as does the rate of rise of the flyover noise.
strength could be significant and, being quadrupole in Shock noise from the jet has the most rapid rate of rise.
nature, its relative strength would vary markedly over the
range of flight speeds tested. There is, however, a more Although the jet noise tends to be the principal source
likely explanation. In the glide tests, the jet velocity is at low flight speeds, and the shock noise at high flight

/



speeds, all three sources are comparable in magnitude A means for achieving some reduction in both the jet

during the rise-tim. of the noise signal and at its peak. mixing noise and the shock noise, which proved of some
value for Concorde, is to open up the engine final nozzles

Wee it possible to greatly reduce both the jet mixing to the maximum area that can be tolerated. The engine
and shock noise, the peak noise levels would only reduce thrust is maintained by Increasing the fuel flow, with the

by about 5 dBA. Reducing either the jet noise or the shock result that the engine mass flow is maximised and the
noise alone, would have little effect at 0.65M. nozzle pressure ratio and the jet velocity are lowered.

Because the RB1 99 already has a variable-area nozzle for

The value oa any possible noise change is difficult to reheat matching, this would seem to be a feasible proposi-
assess because of the lack of a subjective noise unit which tion. Using an engine performance synthesis to determine

not only reflects the peak noise level, but also the the jet conditions at the maximum allowable area. and then

suddenness of its occurrence. On the basis of their using the noise prediction model established here to
personal experience, the authors are inclined to the view estimate the potential noise benefits, the worthwhileness of
that, for flights at 0.65M at least, it is the startle effect that this approach could be appraised.
causes the most disturbance and that any means to
alleviate it. even without altering the peak noise, would be 10 CONCLUSIONS
helpful Thus, on the basis that lower rise times and/or
noise levels are desirable, some practical implications are (1) The Tornado flight trial has enabled the principal

drawn from the results. sources of the aircraft noise to be identified and quantified.

There would seem to be little scope for reducing (2) Although the jet mixing noise tends to be the principW

startle by controlling the rise time of the aircraft noise. The source at low flight speeds, and the shock ,toise frum the

rise time is dependent, firstly, on operational factors, the jet at high flight speeds, these sources and the airframe

aircraft speed ana height. The startle effect could be noise are comparable in magnitude during the rise time of

reduced simply by flying slower and/or higher, but this the noise signal and at its peak.
would not only obviate the operational training objective of
the low-level flying, but would also increase the aircraft (3) As the flight speed is increased, the peak noise level
noise levels experienced further from the track. Secondly, increases as does the rate of rise of the flyover noise.

the rise time is thought to be exacerbated by the aircraft Shock noise has a more rapid rate of rise than jet or
flow-field as discussed above, but this is not a mechanismn airframe noise.
amenable to control. Thirdly, the rise time depends on the
atmospheric conditions as a consequence of the reducing (4) Were it possible to greatly reduce both the jet mixing
absorption of the approach noise - again not a controllable and shock noise, the peak noise levels would only reduce
parameter. And. finally, the rise time depends on the by about 5 dBA. Reducing either the jet noise or the shock
dominant source insofar as shock noise is observed to rise noise alone, would have little effect at a typical flight speed
most steeply. At a Mach number of 0.65, the strength of of 0.65M.
the shock noise is such that it is doubtful whether its
elimination would be of great benefit, but it would be a move (5) The most significant components of the airframe
in the right direction. noise, as measured from aircraft glides, arn believed to be

from the wing and from aircraft/jet interactions.
The lack of ability to control the rise time of the

aircraft noise leads to the idea of attaching a forward- (6) As expected, the levels of the jet mixing noise are
radiating noise source to the aircraft with the sole objective substantially (about 10 dB) higher than those predicted for a
of providing a warning of its approach. Because of the 'clean' jet in flight as a consequence of the poor aero-
required directionality, such a source would not need to dynamic quality of the jet environment and the twin-jet

have a high acoustic power and it might even be driven by configuration.
the flight airstream. It is interesting to note that the present
understanding of aircraft flow-field effects would suggest (7) The shock noise from the jet behaves much as would
that a forward-mounted source might easily dominate the be expected, but the forward radiation patterns of both

forward-radiating noise from the whole aircraft. shock and airframe noise seem to be reduced significantly
by aircraft flow-field effects.

Reducing both jet and shock noise is estimated to
give a maximum reduction of 5 dBA in the peak noise. A Acknowledgment
reduction of this magnitude in the flyover noise from a civil
aircraft would be clearly audible and would be expected to The authors would like to express their appreciation to

result in a useful reduction in the number of complaints, many of their colleagues in Rolls-Royce and RAE for their

But it is questionable whether a similar outcome can be considerable help in the conduct of the flight trials and the

expected in the present situation, at least, under the flight- subsequent data processing.

path. Such benefits would, of course, accrue to the side of
the aircraft track where the startle effects are reduced.
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TA3LE I TUC AVIILALE DATAB9AE

- -------- ---------. AIRCRAFT PER AECS --------- AMBIENT CONDITIONS
AT ALTITUDE

an ENGINE TRACXED TRACXED TRUE TRUE
ROw NO. CONDITION FLIGHT FLIGHT AIR FLTU1T Chll B AC

4presgure SPIEO MACK NO. SPEED MACI NO. ANGLE PtTCX PRESSUEV TEMP
r tilo .1l (DOPPLER) l/l (SOORCEI P x

12 •UPESCRITICAL 220.1 .46 220.9 .66 4.9 9.2 93.2 270
12 UPPERCRITICAL 135.9 .71 234.7 :71 -2.1 1.9 04.8 277.4
1: IDLE 211.4 .63 210.4 .92 -0.0 .9 95.0 279..
19 IDLE 209.7 .63 210.4 .63 -4.2 ._ 00.9 271.8
17 UPI•ECRITICAL 234.9 .7 233.9 .7 S.S 9.0 94,1 277.8

19 9UPCRCRITICAL 270.: .01 299.: .91 -0.9 :7.1 99.0 277.9
21 0UPEKCRITICIA, 2.22.4 .72 -4.9 1.9 94.9 277.9
22 1DLE 254.9 .7: 203.4 .79 -10.1 -7.2 90.2 278.3
20 IDLE 250.2 .7- 249.9 .70 -11.7 -1.7 95.3 27:.1
29 ISPItCRIT.CAL 261.2 .'7 293.0 .79 4 7 94.4 279.3

27 SUPERCRITICAL 294.4 .79 292.7 .79 4.9 9.0 93.9 270
29 SUPERCRITICAL "79.1 .54 1"0.0 .54 7.3 12.9 94.1 279
21 SO.RC0ITTCAL 177 5 177.0 .52 U 11.4 4.0 77:.
22 IDLE 194.3 .00 183.4 .S$ -9.1 .9 94.9 279.1
34 IDLE 171.4 .21 170.0 .S1 -7.0 -2.4 94.0 277.9

39 UPZERCRITICAL 177.4 .S3 17S.9 .33 10.3 19 93.7 277.4
40 SDPERC2TICZ 209.3 .61 212.2 .92 .3 4.3 99 290.9
59 SUPERCRITICAL 211.4 .43 215.3 .24 0 3.2 90.1 279.9
5-9 OOCXITICAL 240.2 .72 234.7 .7 -4.9 -1.9 90.2 279.9
&1 SUPERCRITICAL 239.7 .. 2 .•4.6 .71 0 4 90.1 279.6

93 OUPECRITICAL 234.5 .7 229.2 .*4 -. 4 3.9 94.2 279
41 9DPERCZITICAL 229.1 .68 223.3 .67 1 4.9 94.4 279.2
9 0UBCRITICAL 212.4 .63 217.9 .65 -4.5 0 14.4 279.9
•9 SUPERCRITIXCAL 210.9 .63 219.7 .6s 4.1 10.2 949 279.9
70 SUPEACRITICAL 247.0 .74 251.9 .75 -0.0 -1.7 97.0 279.9

72 $UNCRITICAL 2S7.3 .77 292.9 .79 -9.1 -4.3 99.8 279.9
73 $03CRITICAL 274.6 .82 299.7 .$1 -7.9 -4.1 96.0 279.2
74 SUPErCPITICAL 259.1 .77 293.0 .78 -3.5 -. 2 94.9 279.7
76 sUPEACR ITICAL 164.4 .49 169.47 .51 3.7 9 94.0 279.3
77 SUPtRCRITICAL 179.1 .53 172.9 .51 S.S 12.6 94.8 280.7

79 SUSCRITIC'kL 170.9 .53 170.2 .51 1.4 '.9 90.7 279.9
9- -80 SJUPERCRITICAL 144.0 .49 19 .01 7.4 13.0 90.2 279.9 •
91 OOPERCRIT2CAL 179.9 .OA 174.5 .12 7.7 12.4 97.1 2:0.2"ad IUPERCRITICAL 237.2 .7 243.4 .72 -.1 3 101.2 292.7

S7 9UPERCRITICAL 167.4 .5 191.5 .49 1.9 7.5 100.9 293.1
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Discussion

QUESTION BY: D..Hunt, US Air Force
Could you comment on the possibilities of determining
airframe noise using a full scale mock-up in a wind tunnel
with the engine-generated noise sources absent?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
Such measurements would indeed be very helpful but I am aware
that wind-tunnel noise measurements at high flight speeds
suffer from several practical difficulties. I am not expert
in this field but I believe that an acoustically-treated
transonic wind-tunnel would be necessary and those that I
know, the Boeing 12'x8' and the ARA 8'x7', could only
accommodate model-scale aircraft. Recent calculations
indicate that the background noise levels of these tunnels
would dominate the airframe noise of suitable-sized aircraft
models, which would make meaningful measurements extremely
difficult. However, such tests might be able to be carried
out at lower flight speeds (around 0.3M) in a larger low-
speed tunnel of better acoustic quality and the comparison of
such measurements with aircraft glide data at the same flight,
speed could still const'tute a definitive programme.

QUESTION BY: J.M. Seiner, NASA/LARC, USA
From Table 1 of your paper one cannot tell what the jet noise
might actually be expected to be since you do not provide
details of your engine conditions. Since you have many
negative climb angles, one might suspect that for a resulting
jet speed reduced engine power settings would be involved.
Thus one expects jet noise to be low, perhaps emphasizing the
importance of airframe noise. We do not know from your
Table 1 if other constant aircraft velocities were then also
conducted with higher power settings. One can only presume
that this was done, based on your present comments concerning
the relative amplitude of airframe noise.

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
The tests with large negative climb angles were conducted
solely as a means to try to quantify the airframe noise from
the aircraft. They were not intended to be representative of
any operational condition of a combat aircraft. By measuring
the noise in such tests with the engines operating at flight
idle, levels of airframe noise can be obtained which, when
compared with the noise levels measured from the aircraft in
level flight at the same speed, indicate the contribution
that airframe noise makes to the total aircraft noise
signature.
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QUESTION BY:! F. Kennepohl, MTU, Germany
Would you think further research work is necessary on your
findings about the contribution of airframe noise to combat
aircraft flyover noise, and if yes, what would you propose?

AUTHCR'S RESPONSE:
In the oral presentation of our paper I was able to describe
a more recent interpretation of the Tornado data which, to my
mind, demonstrates convincingly the importance of airframe
noise. However because of the considerable practical
significance of the result, I would not rule out a
confirmatory test using an alternative technique if this
could be done at an acceptable cost and effort. Since I do
not know of any such alternative, it would seem to me to be a
better approach to carry out further tests of the present
type with the aircraft, so that additional information of
practical use can be obtained at the same time as research
data to help our understanding.

COMMENT BY: U. Michel, DLR Berlin, Germany
I think, everyone in the audience expects a comment from my
side since your conclusions differ completely from ours. The
design of your study enabled you to operate the aircraft at.
the same flight speed with different power settings, and you
conclude quite convincingly, by comparing a powered and a
flight idle case at Mf<O,g that jet noise is negligible in
these cases. This is based on the assumption that there is no
jet noise in flight idle. However, the jet is still powerful
in flight idle since it is separated from the ambient flow by
a wake. I have calculated the instability of such a jet and
found that it should be capable of a self sustained, purely
natural oscillation. The frequency of this oscillation
depends on the width of the wake and could well be 1,5 kHz as
reported in your figure 25. Therefore, I feel that further
research is needed to resolve this issue.

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
We do not make the assumption that the (installed) jet noise
is negligible when the engine is operating at flight idle. We
agree that would be an unsustainable assertion. Rather, we
assume that the engine jet noise will change to an observable
extent when, at a given flight speed, the engine operating
condition is changed from flight idle to that giving a high
sub-critical nozzle pressure ratio. Since this latter change
will result in a substantial change in the jet wake
conditions, it is our view that the absence of any
significant change in the flyover noise levels demonstrates
that jet noise is negligible.

/'
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MEASUREMENT AND PREDICTION OF NOISE• FROM LOW-ALTITUDE MILITARY AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS

Bernard F Berry, Richard C Payne and Anthony L Harris
National Physica Laboratory -

Teddington, Middlesex TWIl OLW, U K am

and

Ralph J Weston
RAF Institute of Community and Occupational Medicine ,

RAF Halton
Aylesbury

Bucks,HP22 5PG

SUMMARY 1. INTRODUCTION

In response to the rapid growth In the UK as in other NATO
in demand for information on countries, there is growing
noise levels around military public concern about the noise
airfields in the UK, NPL de- from high-speed, low-altitude
veloped AIRNOISE, a mathemati- operations of military jet
cal model for computing air- aircraft. The House of Commons
craft noise contours. Since Defence Committee recently
its first applications in 1981, reported on noise and other
the model has been used to aspects of such operations (1).
determine zones of eligibility At the Fifth International
within the MoD compensation Conference on Noise as a Public
scheme. The model has been Health Problem, Galloway re-
subject to continuous develop- ferred to "of the order of
ment, e.g. the incorporation of 150,000 sorties" expected in
Harrier V/STOL operations. We the UK during 1986 (2). For a
have now extended the model to number of years the National
include noise from high-speed, Physical Laboratory, supported
low-level operations. The by the Ministry of Defence,
model predicts not only maximum has been developing AIRNOISE, a
levels but the complete time- mathematical nodel for comput-
history, so that the rapid ing aircraft noise contours
onset rate can be estimated. (3). As part of the continuous
To aid refinement and valida- programme of development of the
tion of the model, a special model we were asked by the
exercise has been conducted in Royal Air Force Institute of
which Tornado, Harrier, Jaguar, Community and Occupational
Hawk, F-15 and F-16 aircraft Medicine to extend it to
have flown straight and level include low-altitude militar*"
at heights between about 100 operations. The objective is
ana 400 feet, at various speeds to predict not only maximum
and engine power settings over levels but also the onset rate
an array of microphones. This of the noise of these very
paper describes the trial and rapid events. To provide data
the results obtained. The with which to validate and
prediction model is outlined refine the prediction model a
and comparisons made between special joint NPL/RAF ICOM
predictions and measurements.



trial - "Exercise Luce Belle" - adjust engine power at the
has been conducted at RAE West start of the run to achieve the
Freugh, Stranraer, in which a target speed over the primary
number of different aircraft site. Each aircraft flew one or
types have been flown straight two sorties during which the
and level at heights between selected conditions were repli-
about 100 and 400 feet above cated over a number of runs
ground level, at various speeds across the target area. For
and engine power settings. each run the Range Controller
This paper describes the trial directed the aircraft on to the
and presents the results ob- correct line from the SE end of
tained. The prediction model Luce Bay. The pilot then used
for noise from low-flying and the three lights marked on
the comparison of predictions Figure 1 to line up over the
with measurements are also final stage of the run-in. The
described, pilot was required to stabilise

the aircraft at the correct
2. FLIGHT TEST PROGRAMME conditions at the "Run start"

point and maintain steady
The tests took place at RAE West flight until the radio call
Freugh in June 1990. Figure 1 "End of run". At this point he
shows an overall view of Luce Bay, was to throttle back, pull up
the airfield and the "Hard and Soft and turn to avoid overflying
target" areas. All aircraft fol- populated areas.
lowed the track shown at a bearing
of 310 degrees. Figure 2 shows the 3. NOISE MEASUREMENTS
target areas in detail with the
measurement sites. The primary site was directly under

the flight track on the edge of the
The aircraft types used in the hard target area. The deployment
trial were:- of the various microphones, some at

Tornado GR1 1.2 m high and some in the ground
Jaguar plane, is shown in Figure 3. Each
Harrier GR5 microphone signal was recorded
Hawk TlA digitally on a Sony PCM 2000 DAT
F-15 recorder together with IRIG B time-
F-16 code signals. At the secondary

Each aircraft was required to site 1000 m perpendicular to the
carry external stores as nor- flight track, a pair of 1.2 m high
mally used in low-flying train- and ground plane microphones were
ing. used. Each of the signals from

these was recorded on a Sony PCM
For each aircraft a number of 701 system along with a time-code
conditions were selected typi- signal. Data from the ground
cal of those encountered in plane microphones are not
low-altitude flying. For the included in this paper but are
purposes of the trial these being analysed as part of the
included conditions which might programme of work on this topic
only occur in exceptional reported on previously by Payne
circumstances e.g. 550 knots. (4). At the third site directly
Pilots were instructed to under the flight track a limit-
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ed number of direct measure- detailed reports of the trial
ments were made using a Cirrus (5,6). Tracking data for each
2.36 data acquisition integrat- run, referred to the primary
ing sound level meter. This site, are also tabulated in
stores successive values of the these reports.
equivalent continuous A-
weighted sound pressure level, Taking the data for the 1.2 m
LAeq,125 ms during an event for microphone on concrete - set 4
later transfer to a portable - the values of LAmax have been
computer. plotted against actual height

for the various groups of
4. AIRCRAFT TRACKING speed/engine power conditions

for each aircraft. The results
For a noise measurement exer- for each aircraft are given in
cise of this kind it is vital the detailed reports, but as an
that information be obtained on example the results for the
the aircraft's actual height, Tornado are shown in Figure 4.
speed and ground track, since a In each case regression lines
small deviation could have a were also calculated. Using the
large influence on the results. regression equations it is
Optical kine-theodolites and possible to calculate the
tracking radar data were ob- values of LAmax corresponding
tained by staff of RAE West to heights of exactly 100 and
Freugh. In addition video 250 feet in the case of Torna-
cameras and recorders with do, Harrier and Jaguar, and 150
associated time-code clocks and 250 feet for the Hawk.
were used at all noise measure- These values are given in Table
ment sites. These were intend- 1. The values of LAmax for the
ed to supplement the RAE data various conditions in the case
particularly in cases where the of Tornado are shown graphical-
kine-theodolites could not ly in Figure 5. Such data can
operate due to wet weather. be used to estimate the effects

of changes in speed at a given
5. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS height etc. We can also use

this data to compare different
Each recorded signalwas replayed aircraft types for the same
in the laboratory through a Bruel conditions. Thus Figure 6
and Kjaer Type 2131 analyser con- compares all four RAF aircraft
trolled by a Tektronix 4052A com- at 480 knots and 250 ft.
puter. The analyser waa set to an
integration time of 125 ms and 1/3- Similar noise trials in the USA
octave spectra were sampled at a have shown a rapid decrease in
rate of 10 per second and stored on noise levels as one moves away from
disk. For each event, values of the flight track. To illustrate
LAmax and sound exposure level this, levels measured at set 4
LAE, were calculated. The under the flight track have been
resulting values for each of compared to those at 100 m to the
the 1.2 m microphones at the sideline - set 1 - and to those
primary and secondary sites, measured at the secondary site
for each event (run) of each at 1000 m. Typical results are
aircraft, are given in the
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given in Figure 7. Thus for the rise-time over the top 30
Tornado, levels fall by 10 dB dB are also calculated. The
over the first 100 m and by 20 calculations make use of the
dB over 250 m. noise-distance-power database

of AIRNOISE acquired during
Data at the third site were ob- Exercise Bedlam (8).
tained for the Harrier and Tornado
sorties. Complete time-histo- The sequence of stages of the
ries of LAeq,12* ms for a ten- software is as follows.
second time period during each The required aircraft type is
event are reproduced in Ref.6. selected from a list of eleven
Examples for two runs of and an appropriate directivity
Tornado are shown in Figure 8, correction file selected. A
which also gives the onset rate typical pattern for the Tornado
in decibels per second. is shown in Figure 10. Correc-

tions are read from the file at
It is interesting to compare ten degree intervals. A power
the results of the present setting is selected and the
trial with those published for associated coefficients of the
similar trials in the USA(7). noise distance equation are
For the F-16, data on over- read from the aircraft data
flights at around 500 knots file. The aircraft height,
with an engine power setting of speed and the lateral distance
84% "Intermediate military", from the observation point to
and at heights between 166 and the flight track are entered.
351 feet have been analysed and From this the minimum slant
in Figure 9 the regression line distance is calculated. Then
obtained for this US data is at one-tenth second intervals
overlaid on our data from throughout the event the slant
Exercise "Luce Belle". The distance and the angle between
slopes of the regression lines the line from aircraft to
are virtually identical. observation point and the
Allowing for differences in flight path are calculated.
power settings and speeds, the Using this angle the directivi-
two sets of results are reason- ty correction is interpolated
ably comparable. from the table. A level is

calculated at the observation
6. THE FLYPAST NOISE PREDICTION point from the noise-distance
MODEL equation. Corrections are then

made for engine power, direc-
This model is related to the tivity and lateral attenuation
AIRNOISE model but separate using the SAE procedure (9).
from it. The software is From the series of levels
designed to calculate a time- throughout the event the other
history of the A-weighted sound quantities are calculated.
pressure level , at a single
point on the ground for a 7. COMPARISON WITH MEASUREMENTS
flypast of an aircraft operat-
ing under defined conditions. Figure 11 shows an example of
The sound exposure level,LAE, the output of the model for a
the maximum level LAmax, and set of conditions actually used



in Exercise "Luce Belle", 3. R J Weston and B F Berry,
compared with the measured 1990. Noise from military
time-history for this event, airfields in the United King-
Figure 12 compares measured and dom. Proc. InterNoise '90, 413-
predicted values of LAmax. On 416.
average the model under-pre-
dicts by about 1 dB. Further 4. R C Payne, 1985. An experimental
work is in hand to improve the appraisal of the use of ground
model using source data ob- plane microphones for aircraft
tained in an independent noise noise measurement. NPL Acoustics
trial on Tornado (10). Report Ac 104.

8. CONCLUSIONS 5.B F Berry, R C Payne and A L
Harris, 1991. Noise levels of

A successful trial has been con- military aircraft at low-
ducted, giving a unique set of altitude: Exercise "Luce
data on noise from military Belle". NPL Report RSA(EXT)14.
aircraft operating at low-alti-
tude.The data allow the effects 6. B F Berry, R C Payne and A L
on noise levels of changes in Harris, 1991. Noise levels of
airspeed and height to be USAF aircraft in Exercise "Luce
estimated, and can be used to Belle". NPL Report RSA(EXT)16.
compare aircraft types in
similar conditions. 7. J D Speakman, 1989. Lateral
A prediction model has been attenuation of military air-
developed and shown to give craft flight noise. AAMRL-TR-
good agreement with measured 89-034.
data.

S. P Fethney and A Hazell,
1983. External noise of MoD
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Table 1. Estimated values of LAmax from regression lines.

Height (ft) Speed (kts)

550 480 420

Tornado 100 127.8 123.5 116.4
250 121.6 117.3 110.0

-j Harrier 100 127.1 124.2

250 119.0 115.4

Jaguar 100 126.5 121.5 117.2
250 119.7 114.0 108.6

Hawk 150 121.9 104.7
250 119.2 98.2
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SUMMARY engines such as the high
bypass ratio ones. However,

This paper gives an overview since it is difficult to
of some important features of distinguish these sources in
the process of sound the modern pure jet or low
generation in subsonic jets. by-pass ratio used in combat
The outstanding aeroacoustic aircraft, because they are
theories are briefly reviewed masked by the dominant jet
and some distinguished mixing noise, then these
phenomena relevant to jet sources will not be.
noise, like both the effects considered in this paper.
of source convection and Therefore attention will be
temperature are explained, only focused on jet mixing
Finally some mechanisms of noise.
sound generation by turbulent
Jets reported in the Lighthill's masterpiece,"the
literature on the topic are acoustic analogy" (1I-[4],
examined, has been the foundation for

the study of jet-mixing
noise, in particular his

1. INTRODUCTION result of the fluctuating
Reynolds shear stresses as

The most fundamental the source for the noise
component of the noise generated by a jet flow, and
issuing from a turbojet the subsequent prediction
exhaust is that due to the that the jet noise should
turbulent mixing of the jet vary as the eigth power of
exhaust with the surrounding the jet velocity. This
fluid, which is termed "Jet theory was in first instance
mi•xing noise". There is a developed for subsonic flow,
further important source, but has been extended to the
restricted to supersonic Mach number range of
Jets, known as "shock engineering interest.
associated noise", which has Although the Lighthill theory
deserved less attention from is exact it is complicated to
the scientific community than handle it, because it is
the former one, and it will almost impossible to evaluate
not be treated herein, a priori the source function.
Additional sources of noise In fact, the source term
named "excess noise", includes the actual turbulent
"tailpipe noise" _.- have sources and, implicitly, the
emerged with the development effects of source convection
of low jet efflux velocity and those of difraction,

9 C, - 4'.
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absorption, refraction and fluid, provided there are
scattering of sound. To neither external sources of
bring these effects mass nor external forces
explicitly in the theory, acting on the fluid, are
and in an attempt to explain
discrepancies between the -+÷--put-0 (2.1)
results of various
experiments and some
predictions of the theory, -puj+- (PUUj+Pjj) =0(.
other researchers developed i (22

reformulations of the These equations were arranged
acoustic analogy [51-[9), but by Lighthill (1] to arrive to
with the more general view of an equation for the density
explaining the topic of
aerodynamic sound generation. [-E ,,] puj 0'7,u (2.3)

The mechanisms from sound
generation from turbulent jet where Tij is the so-called
is caused by turbulence Lighthill stress tensor
related phenomena not yet
well understood. In the T7jUpUjIUjpjj-cO*p6jj (2.4)
following sections, after an
overview of the referred to
theories in relation to the This is exactly the equation
jet noise issue, a brief of sound propagation in a.
description of the jet noise uniform medium at rest, acted
generation mechanisms devised upon by external fluctuating
so far is shown. stresses, represented by the

right hand side. Therefore
the fluid can be seen as an

2. LIGHTHILLS ACOUSTIC acoustic field whose source
ANALOGY is a quadrupole distribution,

the quadrupole stress density
Aeroacoustic theory is aimed being Lighthill's stress
to give an accurate tensor Tjj. This tensor is
prediction of the sound zero in the sound field
generated by turbulent flow outside the flow region and
from the specification of Lighthill's theory reduces to
that flow. The cornerstone the ordinary acoustic theory
of this theory is Lighthill's at the points outside the
model (1] , (2], which region of unsteady flow.
formulates an analogy between Usually the viscous
the non-linear flow problem contributions to Tii are
and the linear theory of small. On the other hand
classical acoustics. pressure and density are

related by dp = c'd'P v C 'p,
Considering a non-steady if the temperatures in the
fluctuating flow in a finite flow are similar to those
region surrounded by fluid, existing in the surrounding
which far from that region is region. Moreover in low
supossed at rest and uniform, Mach number flow p may be
with density po and sound aproximated by po. Under all
speed co. The exact these conditions, which met
equations of conservation of for subsonic cold Jets,
mass and momentum in the Lighthill's tensor can be

' • .. X
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expressed as
= amr It , rf_ 2 a%2• T,1).'

(2.7)
where

The general solution to the
Lighthill equation is the r
result of applying the
differential operator of the
right-hand side to the and use has been made of
convolution product of Tij by
the Green's function of the _ Or a
wave operator. The solution _
of this latter problem ar, ax, ar

If A is the characteristicOe(Zt)-6(Z8(t) wavelength of the sound, the

acoustic condition of far
is field is

therefore One then arrives to the
following expresion for p'.

I1• (.V t) (. I) -zpo-(,YJ T1 1
f rij (P, Z) Cry& A* " A•--

(2.8)
(2.5) If 1 is a characteristic

Finally integrating over v length of the source, the
gives geometric condition of far

field is

p'(j?, 0")

Moreover if the origin of
(2.6) coordinates is taken at the

Each quadrupole element at y interior of the scurce then
generates a field that
travels out at the speed of
sound co to reach the X1-yi "XI XJ-yjMXJ
obse rer at x at a retarded
time Ix-yl/co later.
Since the main interest is Finally one arrives to the
the far field solution of the expression for the far field
turbulence generated sound approximation
one can obtain the following
equation pP(2, C),i, 29

p'(R, 1) -

(2.9)
Let us consider now in the
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light of this theory, the wavelength. Because of the
topic of Jet noise, that is fluctuation velocities are
to say sound radiation from a well below the sound speed in
turbulent flow (i.e. a jets, the turbulent eddies
meanflow upon which is are compact.
superimposed a distribution
of eddies). In fact Looking to the internal
Lighthill [4] suggested to dynamics of the eddies, some
split the turbulence flow f a c t s h a v e b e e n
into independent quadrupole experimentally determined,
distributions, the extent of namely the correlation of
each one being roughly the the motion inside any eddy,
size of a typical energy while this motion is quite
bearing eddy. The internal uncorrelated with the motion
motion of the eddies can be inside any other one.
decoupled of the convection According to a general
by mean flow, so 1-he effects principle of wave theory, as
of these motions can be pointed out by Lighthill [4],
studied independently. The with well correlated sources
first thing to do is to amplitudes cc.mbine linearly,
choose adequate scales. The but with uncorrelated sources
velocity fluctuations are intensities combine linearly.
characterized by the rms This fact allows to deal with
velocity while the width of the problem of jet noise by
the mixing layer at any axial applying Lighthill wave
station supplies the length equation, since it is a
scale (typical size of linear one (with a non-linear
eddies). Both magnitudes source term), and thus we may
define the time scale 1/u. add the density fields
On the other hand, the sound generated by points inside a
is radiated from the points single eddy, to get the field
inside one eddy at different due to that eddy. Once this
times, the maximum difference process has been performed,
in emission times over a we can square the density to
volume 1i being of order obtain the intensit;' from the
1/co. If this time is small eddy. The total intensity is
c o m p a r e d t o t h e Just the sum of the
characteristic time 1/u, intensities of the eddies.
which implies that the Mach So it is clear that the first
number of the turbulent and main issue is to get the
eddies is small (m=u/co((1), density field radiated by an
then the differences in eddy in nearly incompressible
emission times are turbulent flow.
negligible. The typical
frequency of the time Going back to (2.9), which

X, variations in the eddy is gives the distant density
u/l, so the wavelength of field, one can obtain that
the radiated sound is generated by a single eddy by
co ,I/1 = 1/m. Therefore the introducing the fact of
conaition A (< 1 means that compactness. Thus, retarded
the length of the eddy is time differences are
much smaller than the neglected, so the expression
wavelength of the sound. In for density is
that case the source is
compact relative to the

/
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Then, after estimate the
p, (jr, t)=-• u ý dbp sound intensity, one can get

the sound power output P as
(2.10) follows

Now, the estimation for (2.1)J
p'(x't) is (2.14)

P/( u,) -c'-x4 (2/u) pou'$- This prediction agrees very
well with experimental

-p(1/x) m4 results over a range of Mach
(2.11) number values between 0.3 and

Since the sound power is 2 roughly. It should be
noted, however, that for

P'f RIda values of M lower than about
0.6 noise sources other than

where the jet mixing process can
contribute, thus giving risc

Zinp&)/p.C. Pto deviations from the U9
law. By controlling the

One obtains the following experiment, assuming a clean
estimate for the acoustic flow upstream of the nozzle
power of an eddy it has been observed that U

law continues to hold down to
P-po'10tm (2.12) M - 0.3.

Therefore the sound power
radiated by a distribution of 3. EFFECTS OF SOURCE
eddies, each being of volume CQMCTIL
1i, occupying a volume V is
given by Now, the effect of convection

of the quadrupole
Pr-p'u912mA(V/141 (2.13) distribution on the jet noise

will be considered.
According to Lighthill (1],

expression that Js equivalent the time rate of change must
to the famous Ui-law for the be taken in a frame of
variation of acoustic power reference moving with the
with jet speed U. This law convection velocity Uc. Only
is deduced by applying intrinsic rates must be
Lighthill's theory directly considered, and those must
to the jet flow. The not be inflated by adding
fluctuations in 8' TiA/8ts convective derivatives.
will be mainly dominate by Anyway, these convective
Po Ut(U/l)I where U is the derivatives do not contribute
mean exit velocity and 1 a to the acoustic radiation,
typical length in the flow they constitute an octupole
(e.g. the nozzle diameter). field, whose radiation is
Therefore the density small compared with the
variations, as provided by quadropole field, due to time
Lighthill formula, are variations.
roughly

The stress tensor Tij which
p-p (u/C.) I(1/x) appear in the general

expression (2.6), can be
rewritten as
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The term (1/2) that arises
T,•(q, t-lfrA) from the far-field nature of

(3.1) the quadrupole can be
where referred as the compactness

(3.2) ratio. Since the Doppler
change in frequency and
wavelength is an important

M-c..il (3.3) convective effect, which
modifies the walength I at

Uc being the convection rest to I(1-Mc cose),
velocity of the eddies (a source convection increases
static jet is considered). the compactness ratio as well
After some manipulation, one as the radiation ahead of the
arrives to the following source and the contrary holds
expression for the far field behind the source for MC < 1.
solution, 6 being the angle Convection also increases the
between the directions of effective quadrupole length
motion and emission. scale in the convection

direction by the inverse of
p/(2,C)- the Doppler factor, as

follows.

..,L.. (Xq.&) f ago 41(1-Alcos6e) (3.5)

(3.4)
Consequently the intensities Both effects, the wavelength
include an aditional contraction and the change of
factor (1-M cosS)-0 , but as effective source scale modify
it was shown by Ffowcs Lighthill's result (2.11),
Williams [101, the number of which for a convected eddy
quadrupoles whose radiation takes the form
arrives simultaneously is the
total number affected by the
term (l-Mc cosO), therefore (3.6)
the directional distribution For a distribution of eddies,
of intensity must carry a while the eddy volume
factor (1-Mc coss)-. increases because of ,/

convection, the actual flow
Let us consider now, volume does not, therefore
according to Crighton (1.1], the number of eddies must
the effect of convection on decrease correspondingly and
the turbulets eddies. The the intensity per unit volume
general formula for a single is of order
eddy (2.11) is expressed in
the form z-Po'(U*g'x 'in (l-M'cos8) " (iZ') •

P/'( R , 0 ) P. O( i/X ) m I - ///( 
3 ."7 )L

And' for a fixed volume V.

ic being the eddy size in the
convection direction and 1r(38)•
the size in direction normal Sunfnarizing, convection makes
to that one. eddies less compact since the

wavelengt??l4.s reduced and the

, , ,•. 1 \:
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effective source scale in the speeds this new source is
convection direc t ion dominant, while at higher
increased by the effect of speeds the classical U law
the inverse of the Doppler holds, but with a lower
factor (1-Mc cosG). To avoid effective density than in the
the singularity at cold jet, that is to say that
Mc cosO = 1 a modified the primary effect of
Doppler factor C has been increasing the temperature
derived (decreasing of density) is

only apparent at high speeds.C- [ U -McosO) 2 +&2] ( 3.9 )
The first attempt to explain

According to Crighton [11] these facts was that of Lush
the coefficient * is the and Fisher [14], who pointed
compactness ratio, m, of the out that the second term
turbulent eddy, while Ffowcs (i.e. P-com p) of the
Williams (12] gives the Lighthill source could not be
following expression for a avoided because of the speed

of sound in the source
, as (w.sinP.pcos2O)MI (3.10) differs considerably from

that in the sound field.
The parameters ac and PC They developed scaling laws
being a measure of non- for the additional source
compactness of the source. referred to (entropy

fluctuations source,
according to Ribner (15]). A

4. EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE perfect gas is assumed and
1/ let S be the entropy and

7 t w p /Cv the specific heat
It was early suggested that ratio. Then
the main effect of the
elevated temperature of a jet SiCgfn(p/p')+cOns
would be a reduction in the
noise level, since the whence
effective source density must
decrease, so reducing the at Ca (4.1)
contribution puiu1  of Ti.,
which is the dominnt source. So one obtains for the term
But some experiments, P-cot p of the stress tensor
especially those carried out the expression
by Hoch et al r13], showed
that noise reduction is (- Cp) + Pc*e:
observed only at high exhaust
speeds, while at lower (4.2)
velocities high Jet where c is the local sound
temperature increases the speed.
noise emission. To explain
this discrepancy it is The contributions to the,/
believed that there is an density from the Reynolds
additional source in hot jets stresses and from the entropy
depending on the temperature, fluctuations are then
but it seems that the jet estimated and assumed that
efflux velocity should not be they are uncorrelated. It i
forgotten. This dependence assumed too that the mix
is in such a way that at 'ow dcnsity is the drithmretic
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mean of the exit density p
and the ambient one p. al . P-.gO
well as that the entropy art"P-•**
fluctuations are proportional
to the diference between the The contributions of these
entropies of the jet exit and sources to the intensity in
the ambient, SaS -So. In this the far field are then scaled
way the followiffg expression as follows
for the intensity at 90" to
the jet axis was derived by X4-p*CU/r4) (DIr) (
Lush and Fisher. (4.4)

((4.3) 'c(P'/pd (C'fC.'9) (D/z) a(ATI/0 )f

where (4.5)
A(Pel)

ap,

Where AT is the differencebetween jet and ambient (T )
temperatures, Ps is t9e

This equation predicts the density at the source and r
dominance of the Uo term at the distance to the source.
ioW speeds and that of the Pressure fluctuations in the
U term at high speeds, in source have been assumed to
tMis latter case at a lower scale as PsUot. These
level than in a cold jet. formulae agree with the
Fitting of this equation to behaviour at low speed,
experimental data is good because the dipole
over a wide range of contribution is being more
temperature ratios as well as dominant as the speed is
of velocities. But this reduced. The behaviour at
theory has a weak point, that high Mach numbers is
is the lack of the assumption explained by Morfey as due to
that DS/Dt = 0. In fact the fact that at such values
Morfley (161 pointed out that the wavelength becomes
if molecular diffusion comparable to the local sheer
effects are neglected the layer thickness. Then the
entropy of the fluid equivalent sources are
particles is constant. regarded as radiating in a
Morfey carried out an medium whose properties are
analysis expanding the close to those of the source
term p-p/co2. Part of the region, so co and po are
expansion cancels the taken as c, and ps. The
Reynolds stress term, effect of taking these values
replacing it with a similar in the acoustic analogy is to
term with p instead of p. reduce the intensity. This
He finally ?ound two source reduction, for high subsonic
terms relevant to heated jets Mach numbers and at 90" to
at low Mach number, namely a the jet axis, ij given by a
quadrupole factor (To/Ts) for the

quadrupole and by (To/Ts)2
(P (pouj) for the dipole.

and a dipole
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5. FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS IN takes the form
THE AEROACOUSTIC THEORY

The acoustic analogy (cs--J Out -tl
delivered by Lighthill
appears as. the major (5.2)
contribution to aeroacoustics where y is the specific heat
devised so far. Nevertheless ratio and c the local sound
can not provide solution to speed.
every model problem in
aeroacoustics because there This equation was objected by
is a lack of knowledge Lilley [6] who pointed out
"necessary to describe the that as fluctuations
source term. In fact an amplitudes become small, the
acoustic analogy for a source terms should vanish at
problem like that of jet least quadratically, the
noise (i.e. sound radiation equation then describing
from a bounded unsteady propagation of small
turbulent flow) consists of a disturbances through a medium
forced wave equation of variable mean properties.

Since this property is not a
feature of the Phillip's

(f-C.V) p'-q (5.1) equation, Lilley proposedanother one, which follows.

where q is the source term to _-{-.---.±(•.---))Lz(p/p,) +
be estimated from the De Dis an$
specifications of the flow.
In the analogy of Lighthill +2 (Z )in

= terms at least quadratic in
and the main difficulty with fluctuations.
this formulation is that (5.3)
effects such as refraction of
sound by mean flow gradients The bar indicates that mean
and scattering of the sound velocity and temperature are
waves by eddies should be considered. These two
displayed rather than equations are very difficult
embodied in the stress tensor to solve in analytical form
Tia. on the other hand this and in fact they have not yet
an logy ceases to adjust to rendered, to our knowledge,
experimental data at flow widely accepted results.
Mach number - 2. To avoid
these problems Phillips (5]
derived a convected wave Coming back to low Mach
equation for pressure p in number turbulent flows,
which the source term, which Powell (7] proposed a theory
does not contain the density, of vortex sound in which the
consists of three terms, vorticity within a compact
namely one of velocities and eddy in a slightly
the other two reflecting compressible isentropic flow
effects of viscosity and heat is the basic source element,
conduction. Omitting these that is to say that induce
two last ones the equation the whole flow, both the
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hydrodynamic turbulent field similar way to that of
and the acoustic far field. Lighthill, but replacing the
Then the sound sources can be quiescent acoustic medium of
identified with those regions this latter one by a steady
of the flow with non- irrotacional mean flow. Howe
vanishing vorticity. He first studied the problem of
derived an equation for the determining the equation
f a r- f i e l d de n s i t y satisfied by the perturbation
perturbations which is an potential due to an
acoustic analogy, the source irrotational disturbance
term being related to introduced i n t o a
vorticity compressible irrotational

mean flow. Let #o (X) and
c•p,.p~vl•3AC p ( ot) be the potential of

tAe unperturbed flow and that
(5.4) of the perturbation

the effect of the second respectively and
source term is much smaller *(OFt) = 40 +.41
than the first if entropy Considering the equations of
gradients are negligibly, continuity of mass and that
Then the source term can be of Bernoulli (isentropic
taken as irrotational flow), after

some manipulation he derived
q-pov an equation which describes

the propagation of the
perturbations through the

where A = VAil denotes the compressible medium, provided
vorticity vector, and that the steady mean flow is

S='A U is the expression of known. This equation can be
the isentropic Lamb vector, further linearized with
In fact Powell proved the respect to the perturbation
acoustic equivalence of the potential giving rise to a
source distributions p ui u convected wave equation
and P0o Yi (0A u) 1 . Thl satisfied by the rate of
expression (5.4) shows the change of the perturbation
generated sound in terms of potential in the case of low
dipole sources, but since Mach number mean flow.
Lamb vector can be regarded Because of this equation,
as a lift force, and due to this potential appears as the
momentum conservation these natural variable for writing
lift forces must be arranged the wave equation for
in cancelling pairs, it would acoustic perturbations. But
not be irrealistic to for an arbitrary mean flow
consider a quadrupole-like (i.e. there can be vorticity
structure of the Powell and entropy gradients) a
vortex dipole. scalar potential is not

sufficient to describe the
A generalization of Powell's perturbations in the flow, so
approach was derived by Howe a new variable must be
[8]. He introduced the chosen. This variable is
stagnation entalphy rather easily selected because the
than the density as the Bernoulli integral may be
acoustic variable. Howe expressed in the following
showed first that an analogy form
could be established in a
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of the right hand side of the
•÷B.Constant equation are considered the

(5.5) acoustic sources, but are
where B is the stagnation confined only to the regions
enthalpy per unit mass of an of the flow where the
isentropic fluid vorticity and entropy

gradient vectors are nonf]÷() +1 (5.6) vanishing. For low enoughP 2Mach number and isentropic
That is to say that adopting flow as well as no mean flow,
either B or 8#/at is Howe's equation reduces to
equivalent. Howe generalizes Powell's result.
further B. to avoid the
difficulties of expressing One further step in dealing
p - f(p) in an arbitrary mean with the vorticity was the
flow, by introducing the formulation of M6hring [9],
specific heat function h. relating the sound field
which obbeys the differential linearly to vorticity, which
equation it is not the case, to our

knowledge, in any other
dh P 4dp÷Tda (5.7) theory devised so far.

M6hring argued that Powell's
Finally the specific result does not represent the
stagnation enthalpy sound only in terms of the
B = h + %u2 is obtained and vorticity but also includes
used as the variable for the the flow velocity, which
analysis. This Is carried implies difficulties in
out by using the fundamental solving some model problems
equations of motion (that of of vortex distributions. He
momentum is written in also noted that Powell's
Crocco's form) and after some equation as well as
manipulation, including the Lighthill's are local
assumption of ideal gas to relations, because the
express the source term, the derivatives of, for instance,
following equation is deduced p at a given position are

related to derivatives of the
flow velocity at that

as in aiposition. M6hring's approach
starts by considering the

-r. (a-Ts)A-9. (WAU-Tv'÷) Green's function solution to
e"t the Powell's equation. This

solution is integrated by
+-L "M +€• parts, giving the expression

(5.8) p(Re) a-P.fv 7 (RVe:9,0 f(V, 0 &Pdi
where the last two terms of
the source term represent the (5.9)
effect of heat conduction. Then a vector Green function

G is defined by
At points of the flow without
vorticity or entropy VYG.•A/
inhomogenities the source
terms vanish and the
irrotational perturbation Once V G is substituted in
equation emerges. The terms (5.9),a new integration by
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parts is performed and with concentrated vorticity
Helmholtz vortex equation known in analytical form,

while if there is only a
÷v__ 0 (5.10) rough specification of the

flow, Lighthill's analogy
which is valid for should be employed.
incompressible flow, is
applied, and a further 6. MECHANISMS OF SOUND
integration by parts is ENERATIQN
undertaken, one obtains the
result In the preceeding sections we

have seen how the
_•[G identification of sources of

P'oI'~,) sound in aeroacoustics has
been progressively refined,

(5.11) starting from Lighthill's
where V is the region of non- quadrupole convected eddies
vanishing vorticity. From and then focusing more and
this result, the pressure can more explicitly in vorticity,
be calculated from the until arriving to the
vorticiy alone. Moreover the linearly vorticity-related
pressure depends linearly on source due to M6hring. This
the vorticity and therefore is reflected in the attempts
too on the velocity, so to find a convincent
contributions of the vortices mechanism for the process of
to the sound add linearly, noise generation in jets.
However, there exist a main One of the first models
difficulty in this method, suggested was that of Laufer
namely that in general the et al. (171 who indicated
vector 9 does not exist, that pairing of vortex rings
because the integrability is the primary mechanism
condition for (5.9), which is responsible for most of the

=G - 0, is not usually noise generated by a subsonic
satisfied. But M~hring jet. The discovery of large
argues that in cases where G scale coherent structures in
is symmetric in its turbulent flows gave rise to
arguments, then satisfies increasing expectations on

the role which such
structures might play in the

V.-L&-• a (2-3p) a (t--,) process of noise generation.
On the other hand, some
experimental works (e.g.

(5.12) Moore (181) showed that this
Therefore ' exists when the role is in fact important,
right-hand side of (5.12) though he considered the
vanishes, which meets when V large scale structures in the
is in the far field and I in form of instability waves.
the source and at low enough But Moore did not recognize a
Mach numbers. direct role of these

structures in the generation
Finally it should be stressed of noise in subsonic jets but
that these approaches to the a mediate one, governing the
aeroacoustic theory focused production of the turbulent
on vorticity are specially fluctuations which radiate
suited to deal with flows broadband noise. Anyway, the
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most important result of the unexcited ones, because
experiments of Moore was the forcing a jet modifies its
significant increase in jet structure inducing unstable
noise produced by exciting waves at the forcing
the shear layer with a frequency to form the
fluctuating pressure at the dominant eddies, the whole
nozzle of only 0.08% of the process of large structures
jet dynamic head but with the being enhanced. In this
correct Strouhal number. He respect, Ffowcs Williams and
also found that forcing the Kempton (19] suggested,
Jet at high frequencies can according to Moore's results,
reduce the broadband noise of that the extra broadband
the jet when the boundary noise due to forcing was
layer inside the nozzle is mainly due to the large
thick, which opens the door structure and not to an
to the possibility of active increase in the background
noise control. By using turbulence. Nevertheless
specially developed flash agreement of the referred to
schlieren techniques to models with experimental data
visualize the coherent Jet is not so good.
structures, he found that
these started as arA Some other researchers have
instability wave on the shear carried out experimental
layer, were then amplified investigations trying to
and finally rolled up into assess the importance of
vortices which moved along vortex pairing in the
the shear layer, entraining generation of noise. But
ambient air and providing Hussain (20] argued that this
large scale mixing. In Fig.1 mechanism could not be
an schematic diagram of the dominant source of sound in
development of a Jet shear practical jets. Since, for
layer is shown, featuring an initially laminar jet,
discrete concentrations of most of the vortex pairing
vorticity which deform and takes place in the shear
coalesce. layer near the lip of the

jet, being complete within
In relation with the coherent one diameter from the exit,
structures and particularly while several studies (e.g.
with the vortex pairing, Juve et al (21]) show very
Ffowcs Williams and Kempton clearly that most noise
(19] proposed two models of originates from the region
acoustic sources in a near the end of the potential
turbulent jet, in order to core (see Fig.2), it is
assess the role of the large suggested that vortex pairing
scale structures in the noise can not be the dominant
generation process. In the source. This view is
first model a structure reinforced by the fact that
similar to instability waves vortex pairing is almost
which initially grow and then absent in practical Jet,
saturate and eventually decay which are turbulent at the
is assumed. The second model exit. This initially
is devoted to vortex pairing, turbulent mixing layer rolls
These models describe much up, tipically at the Jet
better the characteristics of column mode, bypassing the
excited jets than that of shear layer mode.
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Anyway since the role played end of the potential core
by coherent structures in (see Fig.3) and their
sound generation is felt to interaction is the process
be crucial, and because of which produce most noise. He
these structures are suggested too that this
identified by coherent process involves the so
vorticity, which is the called cut-and-connect
spatially phase-correlated mechanism as responsible of
component of vorticity t h e generation o f
underlying the random substruc:ures from the
vorticity fluctuations of toroidal structures. The
turbulent flows, some cut-and-connect mechanism
mechanism involving these consists in the process
coherent vorticity should be during which two adjoining
responsible for most of the vortex filaments are cut and
sound generated. Bridges and connected after switching.
Hussain [22] suggested to Some researchers have
recall M6hring's formula ([9] reported this phenomenum,
p.689) for the far field which, as far as we know,
pressure due to vorticity in remains unexplained.
low Mach number flow, because Theoretical treatment of this
it is linear in vorticity. mechanism is rather
This formula is rearranged to complicated because it is
give three dimensional and

1 PR-•'?(A0)c9] , involves vorticity. Though
some investigation about the
influence of this process on

(6.1) the generation of turbulent
Taking into account the jet noise has been carried
linear decomposition of 9 in out, it is still soon to draw
coherent, <0'>), and realistic conclussions and
incoherent, •, parts, 9 is more research on this topic
replaced in (.1) by (i) to is needed.
get the sound due to coherent
structures. Summarizing, 7. rtlq-L.INS
what is important is the
tensor (Q) defined by (see Much effort has been devoted
Bridges and Hussain [22]). to understand the physical

mechanisms of the sound
< P < 0 ?> 2(M9) c9(6.2) generation by turbulent Jets,

ago since the time of the first
commercial Jet aircraft.

Therefore coherent motions Perhaps the first theory
which generate a large <;U which gave a rather full
appears to be important description of the sound
sources of sound. It seems generated aerodinamically,
this is not the case for namely "the acoustic analogy
vortex pairing in practical approach" of M.J. Lighthill,
Jets. has been the most succesful.

Lighthill established an
analogy between the nonlinear

Hussain (20] proposed that problem of the turbulent flow
the breakdown process of the and the linear theory of
initial toroidal structures classical acoustics and
into substructures near the suggested to split the
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turbulent flow into vortex rings ir. jets is the
independent quadrupole mechanism which has deserved
distributions (energy bearing more attention, but no clear
eddies). The results reason in its support has
achieved by the theory when been yet presented.
applied to Jet noise have Experiments have shown that
been, in general, impressive, most noise comes from the
specially the famous "law" of region near the end of the
the Jet sound power scaling Jet potential core, while
on the eighth power of the vortex pairing takes place
jet velocity, far away upstream. Moreover

in practical jets, which are
Nevertheless, effects of turbulent at the exit, vortex
various phenomena like source pairing is almost absent.
convection, absorption Recently other process has
diffraction and scattering of been suggested as the most
sound are explicitly absent important for noise
of the theory. Some of these generation, namely the
can be considered in the breakdown of the initial
light of the theory like both toroidal structures, which
the effects of source appear in the jet, into
convection and temperature substructures near the end of
(i.e. hot Jets), while it the potential core. It has
seems very complex to include been stressed moreover that
in the mathematical the so called cut and connect
formulation of the theory the mechanism is the responsible
other effects referred to. for the generation of such

substructures. This
Other theories have been mechanism is the process
devised so far to take during which two adjoining
explicitly into account some vortex filaments are cut and
of these effects as well as connected after switching.
to gain insight on the The role played by the cut
mechanism of sound and connect mechanism in the
generation. Among them the process of sound generation
so called Powell-Howe one and is believed to be important,
that of M6hring are the most but this must be supported by
succesful, specially when deeper studies.
applied to flows with
concentrated vorticity known
in analytical form. In fact,
according to these theories
the sources of sound are
those regions of the flow
with vorticity and entropy
gradient.

The former assert is not very
helpful when one tries to
look for an explanation for
the generation of sound and
some qualitative models of
mechanisms of sound
generation by jets have been
proposed. The pairing of
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SUMMARY f flight
The noise of combat aircraft during low level flight is domi- i ideal
nated by the jet. Technical noise reduction measures;must J fully expanded jet
therefore reduce the specific thrust of the engine. This can be L low pressure sstem
ahieved by altering the engine cycle or by using secondary max. maximum

air to increase the mass flow through the nozzle. nom. nominal

"In the firt past the influence of nozzle arm, bypass ratio andt ref reference
variable cycle featnres on the specific thrust of modem fighter .el. relative
engines is shown. The effects on noise, thrust and fuel con- 0 engine intake ',
aumption are discussed. In the second pant ejector-mixer noz-
ales aid the aft-fm are considered. Both reduce the jet veloc- 161 bypass exit (flame stablizers)
icy by entraining air through secondary inlets and expelling it 8 norzle throat
together with the engine's exhaust flow through a common 9 engine exit
"nozzi.

NOTATION
A area I INTRODUCTION
BPR bypass ratio Due to Germany's dense population a significant number of
D diameter people are affected by noise of low flying combat aircraft. To
EPNL ¢ctv percevedois leereduce dt annioyance to the community, the German Lutl-S hffectiveh t noe wai ho introduced a number of operational measures. For
h height example, pilots are no longer allowed to fly below 1000 ft
m velocity exponent (300 m) anld above 420 kt (MK = 0.64). and the total time at
lt masflow low-level flying has been reduced.
M Mach number The noise impact on the population may be further reduced by
n rotational speed complementing these operational restrictions by technical
OAPWL overall sound power level measures, which reduce the noise directly at the source. Sev-
OASPL overall sound pressure level eral technical measures have been investigated and their effect
p static pressure on weight, engine performance and &.rodynamic performance
P total pressure, sound power of the aircraft determined. They focus on the noise generated
r 1" distance to microphone during low level sorties flown by the German Air-Force and

it's NATO allies' Tomados and in future by new fighter air-
S,"•FC speifc fuel consumption craft.
SOT turbine rotor entry temperature.
SPL sound pressure level 2 NOISE SOURCES
T rn Combat aircraft are required to fly at high speeds and therefore
V velocity require an engine cycle that will provide a high specific thrust.

/Af angle to inlet axis Additionaly, to minimize the aircraft's drag, the engine should
it nottle press ure ratio hiave a low frontal amea, The"e and the requirement for after-
/ -efflciency burning to augment thrust during combat demand an engine

"cycle which is either a straight jet or a low bypass ratio turbo-
suffixes jet. The exhaust velocity of these engines is well over 600 n/s

ct and may be reheated to even higher velocities.

crit. critical In a flight test program conducted by the German Bundes-
d dsig '" ./ weltr (Erpmbungsstelle 91 in Meppen), in-flight acoustic datad wu obtained for the F.16, Alpha-Jet, Tornado and Phantom.

\

",-. i,
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Fig. 1 Narrow-band spectrum of a Tornado at 300 to
the Inlet axis at a flight velocity of 480 .ct [3]

The narrow band spectrum at an angle of 300 to the inlet axis 3.2 Shock Associated Noise
"is shown in Fig.I for a Tornado flying at 480 kt. The absence The interaction between the shock cells and the turbulence
of any tonal content (fan and turbine noise) in the spectrum generates a broadband signal with distinct spectral peaks.
suggests that jet noise is the dominant source. In addition, the Since the shock associated noise depends on the existence of
measured noise is predicted well by jet noise prediction meth. the shock structures. it follows that shock associated noise can
ods (I and 2]. be controlled or even eliminated by correctly expanding the jet

to the su•rounding atmospheric pressure. This can be accom-
3 JET NOISE plished by close control of the nozzle aerodynamics. Conver-
Jet noise describes the sum of all noise components generated gent nozzles should be used for nozzles operating at up to and
by the jet. Jet mixing noise is due to the turbulent mixing of slightly beyond the critical pressure ratio. At pressure ratios
the jet with the surrounding atmosphere. In jets with a super- clearly above the critical pressure ratio convergent-divergent
critical pressure ratio which are incorrectly expanded. the in- nozzles with the correct exit to throat area ratio should be em-
teraction between the pattern of oblique shocks and rarefaction ployed. In addition, a correctly expanded jet provides for mini-
waves with the turbulent jet leads to a further source termed mum thrust losses.
shock associated noise. Of these, jet mixing noise is the most
fundamental componen and the most difficult to reduce.,i ~ ~~180 t 03k

3.1 Jet Mixing Noise T a0

The source depends primarily on the shear force between the 1
jet and the surrounding environ , and hence on the relative - 170
jet velocity. Fig.2 illustrates the dependence of the relative t static let
acoustic power output on jet velocity and temperature of a temperature (K)
static jet with constant thrust. At constant thrust the nozzle g 160 11
area decreases with increasing jet velocity and increases with P .0 . P - v
increasing temperature. As illustrated in Fig.2, reducing the jet _V6500 ' p -
velocity is the most powerful tool to control jet mixing noise. 3 ISO ,

The effect of increasing the temperature is to increase the 0 - ISA-cmbent conditions
noise radiation at low jet velocities, while at higher jet veloci-
ties the converse is true. However, the jet temperature is 140 X ._

closely linked to the engine cycle, and therefore, altering the 200 300 500 1000
jet temperature to control noise is impractical. Fully expanded let velocity (m/s)

F7g.2 Variation of jet mixing noise with jet velocity and
temperatufe
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3.3 Flight Velocity 4 INCREASING TIlE NOZZLE AREA
With increasing flight velocity, reducing the jet noise becomes A variable nozzle exit area provides for a constant corrected
increasingly difficult. The net thrust of a jet engine in forward mass flow during afterburer operation and can be used to re-
"motion with a correctly expanced nozzle flow is given by: duce the jet mixing noise during normal operation.

T = m(vj- v,) During low level flight the engines of a typical combat aircraft
normally operate at partial of the available thrust, with mass

In order to reduce the relative velocity between the jet and the flow through the engine well under the design mass flow. The
surrounding environment (v.v;f), mass flow must be increased mass flow through the engine is limited by the nozzle throat
inversely proportional to the relative velocity, if the thrust is to area. Increasing the nozzle aret. will therefore increase the
be maintained constant. This leads to large mass flow rises if mass flow and decrease the jet velocity. The increased power
the jet velocity is reduced at high flight velocities, output of the low pressure turbine (LPT) is passed on to the

Further, since jet mixing noise should depend on the relative fan. The effect of increasing the nozzle area on engine per-

velocity, it might be expected that the noise reduction due to formarnce and noise was investigated on the basis of two com-

forward velocity would roughly vary according to the eighth bat aircraft engines:

power law of Ughthill's theory 151: * an engine for a typical fighter aircraft with a bypas ratio
of 0.4, and

AOASPL - l0log 1Oo 9 the RB•199 with a bypass ratio of 1.1 installed in the multi-
role combat aircraft Tornado.

* However, due to the convective amplification ef a moving
source, the noise reduction due to flight is much less. In fact
the n'sximum flyover jet noise correlates more closely with 4.1 Engine with Bypass Ratio 0.4
the absolute rather than the relative jet velocity. This adds to
the difficulty of reducing the noise at high flight velocities. 4.1.1 Engine Cycle

Fig.3 shows the effect of increasing the nozzle area on the op-

S3.4 Jet Noise Prediction erating point in the fan-performance map.

The jet mixing noise is predicted using an improved method Increasing the nozzle throat area from the nominal position
by Michel and Bottcher (21. Shock associated noise is com- (minimum fuel consumption) to the maximum area, moves the
puted using a modified form of Tam.n's method (1.3. The pre-. operating point to the desired higher corrected mass flow rate
dictions also account for the attenuation due to atmospheric (B->C), but to the contrary of what was expected, the fan
absorption of sound at 50 % relative humidity. pressure ratio also increases. This is due to a sharp rise in the

total pressure losses in the bypass duct. Increasing the num
flow through the engine increases the bypass ratio, which rap-

m Po idly leads to critical flow conditions in the bypass duct of this
low bypass-ratio combat aircraft engine, especially near the af-

to terbumer fuel manifolds and the flame stabilizers.

e tPa (d) Fig.4 illustrates the variation of some parameters of interest as
the nozzle throat area is increased from the nominal position to
the maximum, geometric area (usually selected during after-
burner operation) for a typical combat aircraft during low level

j. h flight at Ms= 0.6. The top diagram (Fig.4.a) shows the vah-
h. 300 m'. M 0 0. 0 ation of the Mach number at the narrowest point in the bypass

h.SXm. M. 0 t>• 'duct: the flame stabilizers. As the Mach number increases, the

total pressure losses at the flame stabilizers (Fig.4.b) and in
the bypass duct rise sharply, and although the fan efficiency

0.t improves (see Fig.3) the specific fuel consumption of the en-

/ gine increases by 50 % (Fig.4.c).
Fig.4.d shows the variation of the mean jet velocity vY at the
exit of the convergent-divergent nozzle and the ideal fully ex-
panded jet velocity Y,. The jet will attain a velocity close to
the ideal fuly expanded jet at some distance downstreamn of
the nozzle and jet noise prediction methods (e.g. [2] and (41)
use this velocity as input. Therefore. a reduction in jet mixing
noise is apparent as the ideal fully expanded jet velocity v, re-

0.2 cedes from the value at the nominal nozzl.• throat area to the
value at the maximum nozzle throat ares. (The next section
will comment on the behavior of the nozzle exit velocity v,.)

C. 0 A,,, ,wais~o v 2Wo'. o(bvoumcouwct ore: If the noise reduction at the maximum nozzle area is compared
0. ,.,.,,ov*00w 2 (Cncn1) to a 50 % rise in specific fuel cotisumption. then this case is of

little practical interest. A nozzle schedule could be devised,
0i 06 of to where the nozzle area is increased until critical flow condi-

eaffeeWe -. ", sw ( •,tions are just reached in the bypass duct. This would be a good

compromise between noise reduction and losses in the bypass

Fig.3 Fan-p rirmance maop duct.
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Fig.5 ilustrathesi variion of the exit area, the ideal fully

noe. siO expanded jet velocity and the specific fuel consumption for a

M typical comeI ai-craft for:

e the nominal nozzle area (nom.).

* the nozzle area %.'.cre critical flow conditions are just
reached in the bypass duct (crit.), and

o _ * the maximum nozzle area (max.)

(r? as a function of die flight Mich number.

nlame iloihzO The afterbody drag and spillage drag of an engine are also in-
S- . fluenced by the nozzle exit area. Increasing the area reduces

the afterbody drag. As a result of the increased mass flow.
spillage drag is reduced. Both effects will improve the specific

20 fuel consumption to some extend, but cannot compensate for
the losses in the bypass duct.

b
0 4.12 Nozzle Aerodynamics

To minimize thust losses due to an incorrectly expanded jet
1nd to minimize shock associated noise, nozzle aerodynamics

SFC_ must be controlled carefully. Some modem combat aircraft en-
gine operate at very high nozzle pressure ratios and often re-

c quire a cornergent-divergent nozzle. Fig.6 shovs the static
pressure variation in a convergent-divergent nozzle as the

pressure ratio across the nozzle is increased.

12 The ratio of exit to throat area should always match the nozzle
_ _ _ _ I _pressure ratio. i.e. the static pressure of the jet at the exit

I d should equal the surrounding static pressure (cases 1. 2, 3 and
0.8 7). If this is not so. pressure equilibrium at the exit is estab-.

CIA lished over a series of shocks either within (case 4) or outside
of the nozzle (cAes 6 and 9).

I 0 1.5 2.0 Al~m

Fig.4 Varietion of parameters as the nozzle area is in-
creased from the nominal position to the maxl- P
mum geometric area.

Max. 03(

2.0- CM.

A convergent-divergent nozzle can be adepted to provide

the throat and the exit independently, as opposed to varying

SFCr the throat area and linking the exit area to the throat r -ea, but

this so called two-paramneter nozzle adds complexity and

weight to the e.haust system.

In this study, only a single-parameter nozzle is considered.

I__a- Due to mechanical constraints increasing the nozzle throat

nom. area increases the ratio of the exit to throat area. The concern
with this nozzle is that this leads to an extreme overexpansion

,4 5 8 7 .8 g M1 of the nozzle flow at partially increased nozzle throat area
(case 6 in Fig.6) with exit velocities much higher than the fully

Fig.5 Variation of exit area, fully expanded /et velocity expanded jet velocity (see Fig.4). At this condition high thrust

and specific fuel consumption with flight Mach losses arid shock associated noise occur. This condition, how-

number ever, could be avoided with a two-parameter nozzle or possi-
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bly with a modified single-parameter nozzle. At the operating 1l1II0il
condition corresponding to the fully opened nozzle throat uare
shown in Fig.4, the nozzle pressure ratio has dropped suffi-
ciently to provide for a subsonic flow at the nozzle exit.

4. 12- Noise Reduction 4 111111 - -A.. * i

The calculs, -d EPNL il shown in Fig.7 for the combat kircraft i ... 11 ]T

flying at 100 m assa function of flight Mach number. The total it

noise (i.e. jet mixing noise and shok a~sscictedfnoise)and jetI
mixing noise only have been computed separately: so 23 ~ ~
"* for the nominal engine,. 111( 456700 68j

"* for the engine with at, increased nozzle throat are where
critical conditions use just reached in the bypass duct, and Fig.8 113-Octave Spectrum at 60* to the inlet axis for a

"* for the engine with the maximum possible geometric noz- flyover at 100 mn and M-0.8 with various nozzle
zle trast rea.throat areas

As the flight Mach numbe! increases shock associated noise 4.2.1 Engine Cycle
becomes increasingly dominant and the toWa noise reaches th To investigate the effect of increasing the nozzle exit area on
level of the reference aircraft with the nominal nozzle uara tengecyltwairftod3eecnsee:
above a flight Mach number of approx. 0.8. Noise reduction teegn yl w icatlaswr osdrd

by increasing the nozzle area must therefore be coupled with a * clean aircraft, and

two-parameter nozzle. The rzsulting computed reduction in jet * heavy wing aircraft.
noise would be slightly lower than the jet mixing noise only is9ad1shwtevrtonfsmepaeesofne-
curves, due to reduced thrust losses in the nozzle, and there- gs9ad1shwtevitonfsmepreerofnt-
fore reduced engine rating. At M, 0.6 the reduction would be est with the nozzle exit usea for the clean aircraft and the

about 6 EPNdB. heavy wing aiscraft~respectively~at a flight Mach number of
0.7.

- Itoo

Pttg2 Mati nmbw1.01

Fig.8show the /3-otavspectum a ith out a sflovecak
100 andM~=0.8.Shok asociaed nise can t be cleal

seen i the /3-octve spcitru tafeqec f2 .. 1
4.9niewt Bps a~ .

Duin lw eelstad fihtth egie o te oad o. 01_________________SOT,_____

Fin. th Pedtical PL o fighter aircraft deciedi aeto .100 In adith2 ~ft

tion. thow thrutrtigo th3waesTraodpe ndsu he6 fravly one ath r'c ao
aircmand configurati hon k and socad. os anb lal

The lre r dntesg bycavessetu rati o frthisengcepeety h rii i. aito of th reltiv thuttereaiv o

cal flo new cnition pas inteRyasso duc asten1l rain
erate~pesur sate ram theh reiahev turbine entryhnth ninsistle

crelasgerduotesg maximum patosil usof u thisegnprvts cnothbe teprareiteettic- ubr n hes

fully exploited, since the engine rapidly reaches its mechanical temperature. osmtinwt th e ze exit arhnmeradtea for

limits at somet operating points as the nozzle area is increased, thfe culea Tornadpton a ith, 0.7.zleeit& o
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tIf the nozzle flow is udle• xp•sided. shock associated noise
mus be taken into consideration.

1'Hi 4.23 Noise Reacisf and Speiflc Fuel Conntuzption for the

OS. tProposed Nozzle Schedule
Fig. I1 shows the predicted EPNL for a Tomado flying at
100 m a a function of flight Mach number. Total jet noise and

. ijet mixing noise only have been computed separately. It can be
soT. seen that shock associated noise may become important at

12. high flight Mach numbers especially for the heavy wing air-
11 - craft. At Mr = 0.6 the calculated jet noise reduction is 4.0 and

5.0 EPNdB for the clean aircraft and the heavy wing aircraft.10 , SOT respectively.

SFC. .. ._//~z
5, - 11110

SF-J
Sproposed schedule

3203 04 A.

cleon aircraft

Fig. 10 Variation Of the relative thrust, the relative low 8 0 - ,

pressure system r.p.m, the relative turbine entry 0. S 0. 0 0. 7 0.8

temperature, the exit Mach number and the spe- Fight MoCh number

cific fuel consumption with the nozzle exit area for
the heavy wing Tornado at M, .0.7.

For the clean aircraft (Fig.9) the rotational speed of the low ,....
pressure system and the turbine entry temperature increase o. - -

within their mechanical limits. Thrust can be maintained up to with +
the maximum nozzle exit area, but the corresponding specific 0 . without shock
fuel consumption increases by almost 50 %. (The effect of in- a 1 O0 ocitht sh"a a-" ' ssociatedl noise
creasing the nozzle exit area on the spillage drag and afterbody Z
drag have been included in the thrust calculation.) Due to the proposed schedule
reduction of the nozzle pressure ratio the nozzle exit Mach -

number recedes from unity. 9
The higher thrust requirements of the heavy wing aircraft

drive the engine to its mechanical limits as the nozzle exit area
is increased.This can be seen in Fig. 10 where the rotational , .. .. -

speed of the low pressure system and the turbine entry tern. heavy wing aircraft
perature reach their maximum permissible values. The pre- 80. i .
scnbed thrust can no longer be maintained and falls off. 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

For the purpose of noise reduction a nozzle schedule is pro- FflOgh Mach number
posed which avoids these mechanical limits, with the implica-
tions that the nozzle exit area can be opened wider for low Fig. II Predicted EPNL as a function of flight Mach num-
thrust ratings (i.e. clean aircraft and low flight Mach number) ber for Tomado at 00 m with the proposed noz-

than for high thrust ratings (i.e. heavy wing aircraft and high zle schedule

flight Mach numbers). The effect of the proposed nozzle schedule on the specific fuel
42.2 Nozzle Aerodynamics consumption is shown in Fig.12. The specific fuel consump-

tion rises by up to 20 •.
The engine of the Tomado has a variable area convergent noz-
zle. As can been seen in Figs.9 and 10 the nozzle exit Mach
number falls below unity for the clean aircraft, implying that 5 EFFECT OF DESI(N BYPASS RATIO ON NOISE
the nozzle pressure ratio has fallen below the critical value. Increasing the bypass ratio increases the mass flow through
However, the exit Mach number of the heavy wing aircraft re- the engine, and jet noise may therefore be reduced. To investi-

mains one, implying that the nozzle pressure ratio is equal to, gate this in more detail, the design bypass ratio of a modem

or above the critical value. combat aircraft engine was varied between 0.25 and 0.8 on the
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basis of eosamaw take-off thrust. ratio 0.25. Engine weight varies only slightly with bypass ra-
tio.

11420- -0

h -- -6

10 - - hearvy wing arcraftt9

-dcean aircraft---
0 1 i--- --- max.

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
Flight Mach number

90
0.2 0.3 0.14 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.5Flo. 12 Specific fuW consumption as a function of flight sypasa ato"

Machnumber
Ftig 14 Predicted EPNL for a modem combat aircraft at

The effect of the bypass ratio on some engine parameters of 100 m for various bypass ratios and nozzle ttwoat
interest of this engine when installed in a modern com bat air- area"
craft during low level flight at Mach numbers between 0.4 and
0.9 is shown in Fig. 13 for 3 nozzle positions:DP
"* the nominal (minimumn fuel consumption) nozzle exit area

"* the nozzle exit area where critical flow conditions in the 1.10-
bypas duot are just reached (crit.), and

"* the snaxinmum nozzle area (max.).

21.05

___ ___ ___ __ COt. 1.00-

no..2 .4. .6 .8 BPR

I I IFig. 15 Some engine dimensions assa function of fte by-

mar. ditionau ihbps ratio enifoeamlomlyha

1m.0- anIhnpeii tji ~ o addition to dimensional adweight aspects, the choice of a

sc~tio o mpar end to a low bypass ratio engine of the asofe corn-

1.4-ct

1.0- om 6VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINES
.01. Variable cycle enginei (VCE) can actively alter the geornetry

Fig. 13 Variation of the nozzle exit area, the fully ex- omneuy can be used to partially compensate for the losses in-
panded let velocily an h pcfcfo osm- cuffed in the bypass duct as the nozzle area is increased.
lion with bypass ratio

As described in the section 4 Jet noise may be %,duced by in-
It can be seen that the fully expanded jet velocity falls with in- creasing the nozzle throat area. Referring back to the fan per.
creasing b'ypass ratio, corresponding to a reduction in jet noise formance map in Fig.3 it can be seen that as the nozzle throat
shown in Fig. 14. Only the jet mixing noise curves are shown area is increased, both the pressure ratio atid corrected mass
and the corresponding noise reduction would apply to an en- flow increase from B to C. Fig. 16 shows some additional pa-
S~ine with a correctly expanded nozzle flow (i.e. no shock asso- rameters of interest, together with the effect of additional
ciated noise). changes to the engine, as:

T'he variation of some im~portant dimensions are shown in * the nozzle throat area is increased from the nominal to the
Fig.15. The outer diameter and the total length of the engine maximum position (11-->C),
with bypass ratio 0.8 is 9.6 % and 5.3 %. larger, respectively * the area of the bypass duct near the flames stabilizers
than the corresponding dimensions of the engine with bypass (what* critical flow conditions are reached first) is in-
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incieosaV the flozzi throcrt area ncreosng the byposs duct orit OltrOvmg the tcion ettceflCy

LPC-effilctncy

0.6.

presstxe losses in the byposs duict

specific fiet consumptionl Cs

0*ll exponded jet velocity (4) .3.

MI I I
Cc 0 0 6

Fig. 16 Vailablo Of some engine parameters

reference engine

modified engine with increased crosssectlonol area increased diameter (145 mm)

Fig. 17 Variable cycle engine: Increased bypass duct
are*

creased (C-->D), and fan performance map (Fig.3): line C to D. The pressure ratio
across the fan faWs consistent with the reduced pressure losses

t he efficiency of the fan is improved, say by a variable ge- ints he byliasi duct. Unfortunately the fan efficiency also drops.
ometry cousnter rotating fan (D..>E). Increasing the cross-sectional tres only partially restores the

value or the specific fuel consumption but still falls for short
7e high losses in the bypass duct can be reduced if its crss. of theoriginal value aB.lIthas noeffect on jet velocity and

setaional are* is increased. T"he effect of this is shown inthefl man flow and dierefore ont jet noise.
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7.1 One Dimensional Aerodynamic Calculation

To invesigate the perfomiance of the ejector a one dimen-
sional routine to solve the conservation laws for mas, mo- C
meNum and energy within a cylindrical mixing control vol- ! "ufewas develope. To accouont for a" losse due to L _
incomplete mixing and skin friction a momentum loss factor E la icat-

of 0.9 was used. Accordi~g to (61 this value is within therange C - !
for an optimum ejector design..

Nmepressure ratio and jet total temperature for the aircraft a i-
at a flight Mach number 0.6 are of the order 2.25 and 620K g • 'K I
respectively. The corresnonding fully expanded jet velocity is + heovy wing aircraft
520 m/s. The ejector secondary ,o primary mass flow ratio is 1 - 0_

0.6 and the mean jet velocity io reduced to 405 m/s. The pre- I
dicted in-flight noise reductiol. for a 100 m direct flyover of 0. 5 0.6 0.7 0.8

a heavy wing aircraft is 7.0 EPNdB. The EPNL and the spe- FIght Moch number

cific fuel consumption as a function of Mach number are
shown in Fig. 19 arn Fig. 20. respectively, for the two Tornado Fig.20 Change in specific fu consumption of a Tornado

configurations with different weight and drag. It should be due to an ejeior

notea, that it is assumed that high frequency mixing noise gen. into the inlet a viscous 2D CFD simulation of the mixer-
erated inside the ejector can be absorbed by allowing the heat ejector st M - 0.7 wa ca'ied out. Fig.21 shows the contour
shield of the afterburner to function as an acoustic liner. r

fined mesh around the mixer-ejector configuration. The figure
does not show the final configuration, nevertheless the results
are considered to be worthy to be included.7.2 Two-dimen~sional vi.cou.s CFD computation

To investigate the external flow about the ejector shroud and The basic ejector performance of the viscous CFD calculation
was in quite good agreement with the simple one-dimensional

1 10 7 -ejector routine.

- The velocity vectors illustrated in Fig.22 show that the flow
separates from the lip of the forward facing intake. A large

without ejector I , separation bubble forms and the flow does not reantach. The
- - ...... - associated pressure drag would be high. However, the 2D

too - - computation is by definition syumneric around the axis of the
- ,engine and the resulting intake area -with the intake height

- - Ij 4 bemg the sme -is therefore twice as arge as for the real
- - - 4 ejector. If the flow were to be modelled by a 3D computation

Z - -fully resolving the geometry of die ejector, spillage would be

L 90 will less and more encouraging results would be expected.

I 1 8 AFr-FAN

clean aircraft Gtilfstream Aerospace has propased an aft-fan to reduce the
- jet mixing noise of civil jet engines (7]. A similar concept has

-4been devised for a combat aircraft engine, where the after-

O. 5 0. 6 0 7 O,8 burner can be temporarily 'training aircraft) or permanently re-
Flight Much number olacea by a duct housing an aft-fait as illustrated in Fig.23. Anadditional turbine extracts energy from the exhaust flow and

powers a fan attached to the outside of the turbine. The fan
I I0 - - draws in additional ambient air and expels it together with the

without, jecto .. turbine flow through the common nozzle. For smrctural and
aerodynamic reasons stators are positioned upstream of the

L • ) • Ifan/lturbine rotors.

00 - - i The aft-ran reduces the total pr sure and temperature of theI - - i. primary flow. Analogous to the ejector mass flow is increased
Z - - i L .. at the expense of jet velocity and consequently jet mixingS€ L .noise is reduced.

,..ith ejector e t
Due to thermal constraints afterburner operation is not possi.

W ble, but interestingly the thrust performance of the aft-fan is• 1•• " i : • .......... better thin for the ejector. In fact the aft-fan produces a thrust

gain of 30 % *t take-off, which may make the after.trmer re-
heavy wing aircraft -- '"---- dundant if the aircraft is used ior low-level flying only. The
I ' performance of th- aft-fan wa determined by applying the

80 1 power balance betweet the fan and the turbine and making
0. 5 . S . 7 7. 8 reasonable assumptions for the fan and rtrbine pressure ratios

FI~ght Mach number and efficiencies, At Mr = 0.6 fan to turbine mass flow ratio is

Fig. f9 Predicted EPNL ofaa Tomado at lOOm with and 0,8 (secondary to primary mas flow ratio for the ejector was

without an elector for noise reduction 0.6j. Assuming that turbine ai fan frlows will not mix along
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Ftg.21 Contour-fitted mesh for 20 viscous CFD compu-
Cation

Fig.22 Velocity vectors around and through the mixer-
ejector CFD model
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Fig.23 Aft-fan lbr Tomado/RS 199

10 the short distance to the nozzle exit, then the flow will leave
110 the nozzle with it coaxial velocity profile. Jet velocities of the

without off-fan turbine and fan flow are 410 z/s and 330 mIn/s respectively.
The corresponding jet noise reduction is 6.4 EPNdB. Fig.24.
shows the EPNL as a function of flight Mach number.

100-- To enhance themanalysis an aerodynamic layout using a
with aft-fto streamline geomtnry prograrn was carried out. The computa-

is 11.11 T pressure rai f16ars h a sconsidered to
Z1 -- be quite high but should be within accepted limits.T~e small

- heavy wing aircraft - near the hub implies a low energy extraction from the exhaust
- flow. The reduction in jet velocity will therefore be somewhat

less than the ideal one dimensional reduction.

0.5 0.6 0. 7 0.8

Flight Mach number

100 - without aft-fan

with aft-fan Ia-iI m

Z Fig.25 Computatlonal domain and computed streamlines
U0 90--------------

- - ~ - - 9 CONCLUSION
-clean aircraft The technical measures for the reduction of jet noise range
-j--j-- - - - from simple modifications to the nozzle schedule to replacing

80 - - - - - - -4 the complete exhaust system. Variable cycle engines, mixer-
0. 5 0. s 0. 7 0. 8 ejectors and aft-fans add considerable complexity and weight

Flight Mach number to the exhaust system but merit this by an improved fuel con-
sumption when compared to increasing the nozzle area.

-.- ~F;9.24 Predicted EPNL for a Tornado at 100 m with an The results obtained in this study should be considered suffi.
aft-fan for noise reduction
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ciently encouraging to warrant continued development and im- DLR (SM-EA). Germany, AGARD 78th-B Specialists'
plementano of some of these technical measures for the re- Meeting in Bonn, 8, 23-25 October, 1991
ductio of jet noise. (3) B es
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Discussion

QUESTION BY: A. Koc, MBB, Germany
If you take the mixer-ejector nozzle type, what is happening

with the aerodynamic drag? Because with increasing drag, yru

need more thrust and so the SFC increases also.

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
With the ejector the thrust of the engine is increased, when

the engine power setting is held constant, even at high
flight speeds. Spillage drag at the secondary air inlets can
be minimized by careful choice of the inlet cross-sectional
area.

______-____
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TECHNICAL MEASURES FOR THE ATTENUATION OF AIRCRAFT NOISE

"AND THEIR APPLICABILITY TO GAF COMBAT AIRCRAFT
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2. LOW LEVEL FUGHT NOISE OF GAF COMBATSUMMARY AIRCRAFT

Possible technical measures for the reduction of Since at least 10 years the noise of low flyingaircraft engine noise are evaluated with respect combat aircraft is a continuous matter of com-to the noise attenuation potential at take-off, plaints in Germany. Therefore, in 1984 a testlow level flight and landing and their aonlicabi- campaign was carried out by the German Ministrylity to the combat aircraft of the German Air- of Defence (Ref. 1) to establish the noise )eve)force (GAF) is discussed, of all relevant military aircraft of the GAF and
the Allied Forces operated in the area of the Fe-Based on this analysis short and mid term solu- deral Republic of Germany.tions for Tornado are proposed and investigatedwith respect to noise attenuation, integration,

weight, flight performance, operational impact OWASLw .W P19Mand safety. 
£ l(le)

The design concept of a *Low Noise Training-Tor-
nado" with reheatless RBg9 engines and ejector
nozzles is described.

UST OF SYMBOLS

A/C aircraft
AN nozzle area ]
Ap primary mixer area, exhaust gas. Ie

As secondary mixer area, air
BME basic mass empty
FN net thrust
N flight Mach number
mS/mp secondary to primary mass flow ratio
SFC specific fuel consumption
S.L. sea level
SOT turbine inlet temperature

1. INTRODUCTION

Aircraft noise is primarily related to engine FlIght Valam
noise. Due to the introduction of high bypass
turbofan engines the noise of civil aircraft was Fig. I Impact of Flight Velocity on Noisedrastically reduced in the last twenty years. The Emissionhigh bypass air flow decreases jet noise and thefan, compressor and turbine noise is attenuated Fig. I shows the results for three most relevantby design measures and sound absorbing material GAF aircraft. The flyover noise is mainly a func-in the intake, bypass and exhaust duct. / tion of flight velocity. The noise level of the

/ Tornado is about 8 dB(A) lower compared with theTo meet the required weapon system performance Phantom as the Tornado engine has a bypass ratiomost military combat aircraft have to provide su- of about I whereas the Phantom engine is of thepersonic flight/cruise capability and high maneu-t turbojet type (bypass ratio "zero").verability. This led to the development of /,2eroor low bypass ratio afterburning engines with Besides the noise level the gradient of noise In-high thrust-to-weight ratio and small diameter to crease (Fig. 2) also causes annoyance to peoplereduce supersomic aircraft orag. For these en- '%u.Oe to the shock effect. In Fig. 3 -he measuredgfnes the main source of noise is the high energy im uf flight altitude and velocity on noiseexhaust jet. The turbo component noise (e. g. fan leve1 radient is shown for the Tornado air-noise) is of amuch lower order, craft. Oou - ' t-flight altitude decreases the
noise level by a t..6 dB(A) but has only a minorTherefore, noise attenuation of combat aircraft implacton the gradien't-of noise increase. Hence,has to be concentrated on the reduction of jet the most ant parameter for low flying air-

noise, craft noise is flightývelocity.
\



owOan• It should be noted that although the increase of
N., -flight altitude, e. g. from 75 m to 150 mn, redu-

ces flyover noise by about 6 dB(A), the sideline
noise e. g. beyond 240 m may be increased. This

O L is because of the noise absorption of the ground.
Fig. 4 shows the calculated noise distribution as
a function of flight altitude. The demonstrated
impact of flight altitude on flyover noise as
well as on sideline noise could be verified by
the measurements in Ref. 1.

In many cases the introduction of operational
measures as listed above has a detrimental impact
on the level of pilot training and therefore
needs to be evaluated carefully. Nevertheless,
some of these measures have already been Intro-

Time -owe. duced by the German Airforce in 1989.

Fig. 2 Typical Flyover Noise Profile .4.. ... f 0/! t nT-
120-

dB(A)
11S,

1 6 Fig. 4 Impact of Flight Altitude on Ground-
A . .Noise Distribution

-- 2 4. TECHNICAL MEASURES

40 As the operational measures in many cases ad-
versely affect the pilot training effectiveness

r Oadmofi if a meaningful noise attenuation is to be
I N04kwease achieved, the potential and applicability of

technical measures - taking into account integra-
Mo7 tion aspects and the impact on engine and flight

...0 I performance - are discussed in this paper and
400 45 50n kn sso proposals for short term as well as mid term

FNIftV•s0C" solutions for Tornado are presented.

Fig. 3 Tornado Low Level Flight Noise 4.1 Survey and Applicability of Technical
Measures

3. OPERATIONAL NOISE REDUCTION MEASURES rable I summarizes the technical measures which
may reduce engine and especially jet noise of mi-

The operational measures to reduce the nuisance litary aircraft. They are evaluated with respect
to people resulting from combat aircraft noise to their noise attenuation potential during take-
can roughly be summarized as follows: off, landing and low level flight and to their

applicability to GAF combat aircraft.

- Increase of low level flight altitude

(e. g. from 75 m to 150 m -- > 6 dB(A)) Reduction of Jet Velocity

- Reduction of flight velocity Reducing exhaust jet velocity of the engine Is
(e. g. by 50 kn --> 5-7 dB(A)) the most effective measure for jet noise attenua-

- Removal of external stores (- 3 dB(A)) tion. This can be achieved by opening~the exhaust
nozzle at part load operating conditions (in-

- Low level intercept training at higher crease of air mass flow at constant thrust) and
altitude (e. g. from 150 m to 300 m by ejector nozzles.
- a 6 dB(A))

- Reduction of low level flying time(e. g.from 28 min to lv min) Noise optimized nozzle control provides noise
attenuation at part load only,'as for max. thrust

- Flight path planning to avoid areas with the nozzle needs to be closed. It/ - applicable
dense population, hospitals etc. to aircraft with engines with v;riable exhaust

- Transfer of low level flight training into nozzles, like Tornado and Phantom,foreign countries with large unpopulated -- "'•
areas A much greater noise reduction potentT._-is

offered by the installation of exhaust ejector
- Use of low level flight training simulators as a higher increase in air mass flow can be

(not yet available) realized. Noise attenuation is achieved at all

,' / \
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Table I Possible Engine-/Aircraft Modifications The introduction of swirl generators into the ex-
for Noise Attenuation haust jet to reduce free stream length and hence

noise is not a practical measure for combat air-
i . . craft, as its integration is difficult, the

.we.....-. thrust loss is high and the effectiveness has not
' • been demonstrated as far as known.

Absorption
m vea"t to-• e •

.l__,,_ ,._, - - - " - Noise absorbing materials and devices (e. g.
, . . . Helmholtz resonators) can be used in ducts (e. g.

intake, bypass, ejector etc.) to reduce the noise"of the internal sources (turbo component and
-.. •.. . . . mixing noise) where necessary. They can not be

used to reduce jet noise, as jet noise is genera-
. • • * ted outside the confines of the engine.

The porous plug nozzle features a porous surface
of the plug which will suppress the shock cell
noise of underexpanding convergent nozzles
(Ref. 4). This type of nozzle is only applicable
to dry engines, as for reheat engines the inte-
gration and cooling of a variable area plug

• .i~ sb...o.... . .. *nozzle is very difficult.

i -Shielding

5w" " • • Mechanical shielding and Jet shielding are based
on the reflexion and deflection of the noise
waves generated by the exhaust jet. Mechanical
shielding increases the length of the aircraft

- - - drastically and adversely affects the handling of

the aircraft.
84 ~416
., dew Jet shielding necessitates additional hot gas ge-
• .8 -om nerators and/or additional gas/fluid on board and

therefore is only suited for short time opera-
- flight conditions but its realization for reheat tion.

engines necessitates the development of complex
folding nozzles and adds considerable weight to An embedded engine arrangement or the installa-
the end of the aircraft. Therefore, the appli- tion of the engine above the wing can only be
cation can only be recommended for aircraft with considered for new aircraft.
nonafterburning engines or for modified aircraft,
which will be used for special training tasks Anti Sound Method
only, like low level flight training, and which
do not need the afterburner. For the Phantom the The technology for anti sound generation is not
ejector is not advisable as a modification of the yet available. Furthermore, due to the high
rear fuselage would be necessary. energy of the jet noise the anti sound generators

would have a high power consumption.
Mixing of core and bypass flow offers some noise
reduction and Lan be recommended for the Alpha The technology of interference tubes which would
-t with its unmixed flow engines, be located below the jet and through which gas

with different density (e. g. helium or hydrogen)
Frequency Shift flows, is also not available. As these tubes are

to be retracted during take-off and landing no
Multitube, lobe and corrugated nozzles increase noise attenuation is provided at these flight
the frequency of the jet noise and reduce the conditions.
length of the free exhaust gas stream. As at-
mospheric absorption capability increases with Component Optimization
frequency the jet noise is attenuated. This type
of nozzle is well known as hushkits for the late As for combat aircraft engines turbo component
civil aircraft with low bypass engines but cannot noise is much lower than jet noise, noise optimi-
be applied to combat aircraft with variable ex- zation of the components (except the nozzle) is
haust nozzle engines (reheat engines), not a prime task. With respect to noise an under-

expanding convergent nozzle has to be avoided and
Jet Profile fully adaptive convergent/divergent nozzles are

to be preferred.
A nonconcentric arrangement of the primary and
the bypass stream provides - according to 4.2 Short Torm Solution for Tornado
Ref. 2 - a noise reduction potential, but it de-
creases with forward flight velocity. In section 4.1 it was shown that the most effec-

tive way to reduce jet noise is decreasing ex-
An inversion of the hot (fast) and cold exhaust haust jet velocity by increasing the nozzle mass
stream, such that the faster stream is outside flow rate. This can be achieved to some extent by
and surrounding the cold stream with lower velo- opening the exhaust nozzle at dry part load
city, reduces - according to Ref. 3 - the free operation of the engine.
stream length and by this the jet noise. An
application to combat aircraft with mixed flow Fit, 5 shows the actual RB819 nozzle area sche-
reheat engines is not possible. du versus power lever setting and the modified
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schedule for noise optimized nozzle control. Ope- craft can be returned to a standard Tornado with
ning the nozzle is limited by choked flow con- reheat engines in no more than 24 hours, as only
ditions at colander exit (afterburner inlet). In an engine change and the reinstallation of gun
this case the flow in the bypass duct upstream of and pylons are necessary.
the colander is still subsonic.

This Tornado training version is designated for
Increasing the exhaust nozzle area at constant low level flight training and other subsonic
installed cruise thrust reduces jet velocity by training tasks which do not require external
the increase of engine air mass flow and the re- stores (or only minimu stores) and reheat
duction of intake spillage and afterbody drag. thrust.
Fig. 6 shows the impact of nozzle area on speci-
"fic fuel consumption of the Tornado engine at Within the ejector the exhaust gas of the engine
different flight Mach numbers. Due to the de- is mixed with secondary air, which increases the
crease of intake and afterbody drag SFC is nearly nozzle mass flow by 100 - 200 % and effectively
constant (solid lines, "installed"). decreases jet velocity and noise.

The integration of an ejector into the afterbur-
TomadO/RB1 99 ner of the RBI9 was rejected due to the fol-

A /// /////////////////// / lowing reasons:

/ the amount of secondary air which can be ad-
ded to the exhaust gas of the engine is li-
mited by the size of the afterburner and

Noise Optimized Control the nozzle

'YAc-al the development of a complex folding mixer
R8199 nozzle within the afterburner and the re-

/ Schedul suiting afterburner modifications need se-
veral years and are very expensive

/

* - secondary air doors would have to be inte-
AN Power LeverSe grated into the rear fuselage

O IDLE MaxOry Cotbat - the increased propulsion system weight at
0 the rear of the aircraft needs to be balan-

ced by additional mass in the front to
- Fig. 5 Noise Optimized Exhaust Nozzle Control avoid a shift of the center of gravity.

"R6neAN1431TOMS" For the assessment of the noise attenuation po-
- tential and the impact on engine mass and air-

,/ craft performance a project design and detailed
n-w performance calculations were carried out.

To avoid unacceptable thrust losses at high sub-
I I sonic flight Mach numbers the intake of the ejec-S.*L.?Wem " .- "tor needs to be designed carefully. Fig. 7 shows

,, ...... the impact of the intake type on thrust versus
flight Mach number. Without taking into account

,__ 4.. Ithe reduction of afterbody drag due to the in-
S .o, •creased nozzle area of the ejector, the thrust

continuously decreases with flight Mach number

(dashed curve "Flush, uninstalled").

on Dad oil 020 0A+ +

llllllk • ll610"'tlls, met a"V N 0 0 19A

Fig. 6 Impact of Nozzle Area on Specific Fuel
Consumption I hisT,,*:

The realization of the noise optimized nozzle
control can be achieved in a short time, as only - S__

a software change of the digital engine control
unit, which is in service since some years, is .. *
necessary.

The attenuatlor, of low level flight noise is
shown in Fig. 14. At max. dry and reheat power no - __Z_
noise reduction is provided, as at these power ),.. '- f"A'•kn'

settings the engine has to be controlled to the • \ I

original nozzle schedule.
0 02 04 01 '0

4.3 Mid Term Solution for Tornado 9Ft,"M ,,

Based on the results of the survey of technical Fig. 7 Impact of Ejector Inlet Design on
measures of section 4.1 a "clean" Low Noise Trai- Installed Net Thrust
ning-Tornado version with "dry" engines and ex-
haust ejectors installed instead of the afterbur- As the difference in thrust at Mach 0.3 (critical
ner and the variable nozzle is proposed. The air- take-off and climb phase for one engine failed)
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is small the pitot intake was chosen. With this - replacement of the Mkl03 fan by the MklO5
intake high subsonic flight velocity and and high fan to increase max. dry and emergency
maneuver performance (clean aircraft) is thrust (if the engine is changed back toprovided, the standard reheat version the MkIO5 fan

remains on the engine)
The size (type 1I, As/Ap - 2) of the ejector was
chosen based on a compromise between noise at- As no modification of the fuselage is necessary,
tenuation and thrust loss (Fig. 8) taking into the ejector engine can be replaced by the origi-account installation constraints due to the loca- nal reheat engine by a simple engine change.
tion of the taileron. The mass flow ratio (mS/mp)
of this ejector is 1.1. to 1.3 depending on The DECU of the ejector engine has the same hard-
flight Mach number, ware as the original DECU, only the software is

changed to enable reheatless operation of the
engine and to provide the proposed engine rera-

4Btes. ON Dry ,7I..,b s t ting (take-off rating at combat SOT and emergency
rating).

•J-

"ooo woo #--~

Fig. 10 Reheatless R8199 Engine with Ejector
Fig. 8 Impact of Ejector Size on Installed Met Nozzle (Type 1I, As/Ap - 2, Design Point

Thrust N4 0.8)

Fig. 10 shows a cross section of the rear part of
the R8199 engine and the installed ejector. Thearm- lobe nozzle with the cone e..tension and the ejec-
tor casing with the noise absorbing lining are
one module. The length of the ejector is such
that the area were maximum mixing noise occures
is within the ejector.

/ u K •

- - - -- .-.

Now ft

Reva Fig. 11 Low Noise Training-Tornado with Ejector

Nozzle (rear A/C section)
A. &%

The mass of the ejector engine is 190 kg lower
compared with the original reheat engine with
thrust reverser. The lower engine mass at the
rear of the aircraft (380 kg total) allows the

Fig. 9 Engine Components to be removed for the removal of the gun in the front section and hence
Ejector Version (RBlgg-MklO3) an additional aircraft weight reduction.

To change the R19gg-MkIO3 Tornado engine into a The shape of the ejector is designed such that
non-afterburning ejector version the following its fits very well in the overall design of t1:4work is necessary (Fig. 9). rear Tornado fuselage (Fig. 11). Although the

length of the aircraft is increased by 530 m
- removal of thrust reverser, exhaust nozzle (Fig. 10), the rotation capabilitt of the air-

(incl. actuation system) and afterburner craft at take-off is reduced relative to the
(the front part of the afterburner casing clean Tornado by only 2 degrees.
remains on the engine)

- installation of the ejector module with the To reduce the A/C drag and weight the Low Noise
fixed lobe type mixing nozzle Training-Tornado is operated without externalstores, without the gun and with the pylons remo-- replacement of the DECU or software change ved. Compared with the Reference Tornado defined
only below the A/C weight is reduced by more than 20%.
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.•./ a,,, size - 13 to 19 dB(A) lower as compared to the
W" ,9,M W Reference Tornado. The chosen ejector type 1I

provides 17 dB(A) noise reduction. Due to the
thrust loss caused by the ejector the noise re-
duction potential decreases with increasing
flight Mach number.

'30.

110

Flight

a /

The analysis of the Tornado configurations forlow level flight training of the GAF showed that

no standard configuration can be identified. As OA7ol•

illustrated in Fig,12, the variation in A/C drag F60dMach M
is such that the definition of a Reference Tor-
nado configuration ((2) external tanks, (1) ATM- Fig. 13 Comparison of Calculated and Measured
9L., 50 % ext. fue) for the evaluation of A/C Tornado Flyover Noise at 75 a
performance was necessary. Furthermore, in
Fig. 12 the drag versus flight Mac h number cha-ricteristic of the LC a Noise Traininc-Tornado L sl
shown relative to the Reference Tornado and to a wm ,
heavyload of t onaconfiguration.

S. NOISE ATTENUATION AND IMPACT ON FUGHT •
PERFORMANCE

During take-off and !w oevel flight of combat __

aircraft the jet noise is the predominant noise A
source. Engine fan and turbine noise are of much
lower order. Therfore, only the jet noise at-
tenuation was calculatedn ()T

5.1 Jet Vol$* Calculation m•m .

Jet noise calcualat)on was carried out according Fig. 14 Impact of Tornado Noise Reduction
to SAE ARP 876 C. in fig. F3 the moasured and Measures on Flyover Noise at 75 m

calculated flyover noise of the Tornado at low Flight Altitude
level flight condition (75 m altitude) is com-
pared at different flight Mach numbers. It be-

comes evident that the shock cell noise calcula. S.3 Take-off and Climb Noise Reduction
ted with the SAE method is too high.

Therefore, all noise attenuation results in this Fig. 15 shows the noise distribution on thepaper are based on the calculation of jet mixing ground for the Low Noise Training-Tornado at
noise only without tetake-off powr compared with the Reference Tor-
hion of shock cell noiseo In consequence, t4e nado (dashed curve) at max. reheat power. The
real noise reduction potential of the proposed difference in noise depends on the direction and
technical measures is higher than shown In distance of the observer. At 130 degree and a
Fig. 4d. distance of about 800 m, for instance, the noise

reduction ws 30 dB(A).

5.1 e LoisLeel CaclatovrNos te to

S.2 ow eve FlyverNoie Atemaio"Although the rate of climb of the Low Noise Trai-In Fig. s4 the flyover noise attenuation for Toi- ning-Tornado is lower compared with the nefernce
ado is summar7zed. At n ach 0.7 the removal of Tornado, the area with a noise level of greater

external stores and pylons (oclean" Tornado) re- lo dw(A) during take-off and initial climb is
ducs the noise by about 3 dB(A). Opening the ex- much smaller than the equivalent area of the Rd-
haust nozzle provides an additional attenuation ference Tornado (Fig. s6). Hence, annoyance to
of a db(A). The flyover noise of the Low Noise the population living near the military air field
Training-Tornado is - depending on the ejector is drastically reduced.
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Fig. 15 Noise Contours of the Low Noise Training- pf tCf
Tornado with Ejector and of the Reference
Aircraft MW

-,IFig. 17 Single Erogine Climb Performance of Low
I Noise Training-Tornado with Ejector

Fig -%..I . . --t.,,.
Ikr,•Ua PAN •

Fig. 16 90 dB(A) Noise Contours of Reference and 3
Low Noise Training-Tornado during Take-
off and Initial Climb

5.4 Impact on Flight Performence I
As the reheat system of the R8199 engine is re-
moved to instal1 the exhaust ejector the thrust
rating of the engine needs to be revised for the I.Bam ,8 u -. L.
Low Noise Training-Tornado in order to minimize
flight performance losses. Fig. 18 Flight Performance of Reference andTraining-Tornado (ISA, sea level)
Instead of "max. reheat" a dry 'take-off" rating

at combat SOT and instead of *combat" a dry The acceleration capabti'ty of the Tornado trai-"emergency' rating are proposed. The *emergency' ning version Is only about 50 % of the Reference
rating is a short time rating to be used if one Tornado as show in Fig. 18 in terms of specific
engine fails during take-off and initial climb, excess power. This Is considered to be accep-
Two emergency ratings with an increase in SOT by table, as for low level flight training specific
50 K aid 100 K have been considered, excess power is of lower importance than sustai-

ned turn rates.
Fig. 17 shows that even for an Altitude of 2000ft
and hot day conditions (ISA + 15 K) the reduced CONCLUSION
emergency rating provides a single engine clisio
performance of the A/C which is greater than the Based on a survey of technical measures to reduce
minimum required. The lower weight of the Trai- the noise of combat aircraft two solutions are
ning-Tornedo allows a maneuver flap setiing - in- proposed for Tornado
stead of the standard mid flap setting - which
improves the climb performance but adversely af- -as a short term solution the noise optimized
fects the take-off distance. Nevertheless, even nozzle control and
at 2000 ft/ISA + 15 K the take-ofi distan:c of
the Training-Tornado with maneuver flapt setting - ax a mid term solution a Low Noise Trai-
is about 20 % shorter than the shortest runway of ning-Tornado with dry engines and ejector
the relevant military air fields in Germany. nozzles which can be returned to a stan-

dard Tornado within 24 hours.
Although the Training-Tornado has no external
tanks the low level flight time is only reduced Detailed analysis showed that the Low Noise Tral-
by about 22 % compared with the Reference Tornado ning-Tornado with nonafterburning ejector engines
which is equipped with two external tanks. fulfills the single engine rate of climb require-

ment and provides sufficient maneuver capability.
For low level flight training the maneuverabi- If the gust sensitivity of the low weight Tral-
lity, which can be described by the sustained ning-Tornado is too different compared with the
turn rates, is of outstanding importance. Al- original Tornado in a typical low level flight
though the max. thrust of the dry ejector engine configuration with external stores, wing sweep
of the Tornado training version is much lower can be increased (lower lift slope) to compensate
than the max. reheat thrust of the Reference Tor- this effect.
nado the sustained turn rates of both aircraft
are quite similar (Fig. 18). This is due to the An ejector developed for the Tornado can be
lower weight and lower drag (no external stores) modified such that it can also be installed on
of the Low Noise Training-Tornado. the future EFA aircraft if the need would arise.
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Discussion

QUESTION BY: AVM C. Williams, AGARD AAS-34
1. Comment on operational measures: Flying higher and slower

will greatly reduce the training value of missions.

2. Having two different engine types for one aircraft type

will lead to considerable extra operational and logistic
costs. Also, development costs would be very high so the

practicality of this development is questionable.
3. Your method audresses jet related noise effects; could

you indicate how your results would be modified in the
light of the UK findings on the importance of airframe
noise (paper 22)?

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
1. As most operational measures adversely affect the

training value, this paper primarily deals with technical

measures which will allow noise attenuation without
reducing the training level.

2. The engine for the Low Noise Training Tornado is a
standard RB199 engine. Only the rear part of the engine
is modified. Instead of the afterburner and the variable

exhaust nozzle the ejector nozzle is installed such that
the engine can be changed back to a standard RB199 within
a few hours. Hence, the additional operational and

logistic costs can be expected to be not very high. The
development costs have to be related to the level of

noise reduction. Without costs no noise attenuation by

technical measures can be achieved.
3. The proposed Low Noise Training Tornado incorporates both

aspects. The airframe noise will be attenuated by the
release of the external stores and of the pylons
(reduction of aircraft weight and drag). The jet noise
will be reduced due to the lower required thrust and due

to the ejector nozzle. Unfortunately the UK measurements

do not cover a noise breakdown for the clean aircraft.
It's agreed that the tachnical measures for jet noise

reduction havo to he evaluated with respect to their
contribution to the overall noise attenuation of the
aircraft. Nevertheless, whatever the findings on the

importance of airframe noise for a clean aircraft will
be, the ejector nozzle will considerably reduce the noise
in the max. power mission phases like takeoff, climb,

acceleration and low level flight manoeuvres.
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-UM dio cobst aircraft jet moine, therefore, signi-
ficant effort ia neede aid all possible at~

1lo use in cobt aircraft noime ocinto1, impo- ham to be considered for effective moise ocntz I
tant results of extensive atudiib an jet moise re- inludzing nw. mcce noise conatirlling intagations
cdction are presented. Th u- i mt cive. low- of thm mlenie into the overall aircraft deig
noine nozzle deinsic sucha as linear arrays of cir- for future aircraft owdqzuatiaus.
cu'a runzzle., inverted profilie jets as well as
ageciahl shape mixing nozzles aid coaxial bypass For the first generation of civil jet transport
flow oonfl uations. in additionm interest~ing re- aircraft, introduei in the 1950's, also jet moise
salts of systematic researchi an spec'Ia aczzmtic usa the mot dosnint aircraft moise source aid
absorbes for propulaicun systme internal moise re- rmeie to be strongly re*An, for lowering noise
dition aid of initial theoretical "' .e'-riman- annoyance aid achieving public accptance of this
tal stuixies an promiingj ejector flow system are row highenr performance aircraft type. Sinos thin
rqbotad. The rpmd~ta of ths different investiga- time, extensive excperimental aid theoetical re-
tions are in detail expla~ine aid discussed. search on jet moise reduction aid on the suppre-
F~urthermoe, practical applications, inclu~ding ex- sicm of other eniine moime ccuionnts suc an fan
ampes of performed and possible future integra- and combution moise have been performed. Fbr jet
ticaw of the ccraidered moime cotxo Inmesures moime the t effective moine rmoictionmeasure
into aircraft, are presnmted. It in noted that the was found to be the reducticm of the jet wdmuwt
implementation of thesemethod could aignif - speed M the Soun PIA - Of free MdiMAting Jets
cantly redue mnbat aircraft eninem moise. Fbr in accoding to Lighthill's well known law (1]
substantial moine reductions, of the orde of iprcorticnal to the eighth paw of this spew. In
20 Mcc r as obtained for civil jet transprt addition, extensive reslts of a large rumber of
aircraft, the integration of advance ejector flow mixing nozzles, ejector systes. aid various other
systems in suggeted udhic are capable of effec- device for jet moime rsedtion have bestetab-
tively lowering the jet exhtaust spu as req~uired lishe aid could rri almo be used for related
aid with thin strongly reduce the jet moise qwu- moime cxmtxo1, if feasible aid required.
aticxa. It iscnc~luded that extensive informaticm
aid an advance technboloy basis for jet engine 1e moime proble. of civil jet transpot aircraft
moine redkuction exist. Applying thin, by given w- to a lartse extent resolved by applying the ef-
the rmmseie noime contz 1 equal importance aid pr~i- feactive principle of reducing the jet eudmaat ve-
ority as other critical aircraft aspcts, may locity. Them relice velocities resulted frtu the
strongqly help r elving the related moime problem. developsit aid application of increasingly hight

bypess ratio engines having~ now ype.. ratice; up
to about 1:7. in oonjuction with careful fan de-

1. flhILFIOM sign and the installation of moime absorbing li-
nrur in the eungine inet aid eudtammt mection, siq-

Mhe fly-ove moime of high peforsonce cobt air- nificant moime re~sctions followed reeching values
Craft (fightiffrml/ e~r) in 1, 7 ly tntenue, on- of sm high~ aa ah oimately 20 M~.
pecially at low Altitude flights. "~ curtain air-
craft aid flightt heights of about 75 a to 300) m, Flta future high perfornnos okt aircraft, almo
the moime levels cn the ground may assus peak a loweing of the jet adwiat velocity smeto be
values of About 120 MD(A) to 110 dB(A). Altho~qh required, if substantial moime reuiuticmu, similar
cobt-readineas flying at ox~h altitbdne in fre- to those of civil transpot aircraft, shouild be
qwuetly nede to maintain required defens oband For thin typ of aircraft, hoeve, the
strength, thin intense moime impact has caused in- application of engines with relatively hig by-
cresmlnyly adverse puiblic reactions in themome pass ratio@ appearv to be rot feasible as they are
densely populated countries of Wesetrn Eurqe, related, for exmqp1e, with larger erginm dimena-
particularly in Germany ove r~ate yearm. With mica. aid highmr weight aid drag, which could siq-
thin a difficult moime proble. exist fee which ndficantly rel flighut perforsnum.. As an altar-
tachrical and/or operational solutions need to be native, the devekopinat aid use of variable cycle
urgently developedI aid/or introlmm. engine. aid/or the appl1ication of ejector flowi

symtems of fermin also a hight potenttial of jet ex-
the intense moise of thee aircraft in ganrated haust velocity reducticu aid thus of jet moine
primrnily by their powerfuil propulsion yatmms aid r*Jizticnm ny be ooimiderad. While variable cycle
in mot came. in fully dm~inmted by the strongi low engine could be related with add~itional rather
frequency jet exh~aust moime of th~em stemsw. The extenive devalqaawt costs, ejectot flaw system
jet moime in createdl by the internse turtiilart six- may be flully integrated into future aircraft de-
iiq of the hight velocity &)dwmt games with the signs aid coud be based an existing engine am-
ambisnt air. Iluje, th~isnmism in generated coutside fiquratice..
aid downsmtream of the jet enginm aid with thin in
the I difficult moise to control. For swqIs, iTh principle of ejector system baesnon sconds-
it Is not' amnauble to mound absorptiont measnurs in ry air Which is entrained into the ejector channel
ths anglne or nacelle as ism9-mslly the came for aid sixes there with the jet wanins primary flow.
snqlsm f.mn aid cnrhuetion moise. In cardu to re- 7hum, the ejector qensrteeo a jet of larguer croea-



sectional area but with substantially reduced ex- straight line.
haust velocities and, what is more important, with
significantly reduce jet noise levels. For higher Previous experirental studies have indicated that
altitude and supersonic flights as well as combat free jets ray constitute an effective acoustic
Missions the ejector geometry oculd be varied in shield for jet noise radiation (2, 3] and that the
such a way that ur-coeptable p~rformance losses mixing of adjacent jets could produce an intares-
for these operation oxrditions might be avoided. ting jet sound power reduction (4]. Therefore, in
In conjuction with optimized srecial mixing noz- the plans throug the nozzle axes of te oonsider-
zles, effective noise absorbing liners attached to ed nozzle &.Tays, a high degree of noise shielding
the inner ejector surfaces and possible other and also a reduced overall sound power of these
noise control measures such as shielding surfae, nozzles ray be expected, giving them an interes-
the required ejector length ray be kept suffi- ting noise reduction potential. In addition, these
ciently short and rather high noise reduction nozzle designs seem to be well suited for implemen-
values comparable to those achieved for civil tation into even more effective noise reduction
trasort aircraft wculd be obtained. ejector system, so that their basic noise charac-

teristics need to be known also for such applica-
If a lowering of the noise-important jet exdaust tions.
velocity and a more noise controlling aircraft
propulsion system integration for futuae aircraft The shielding of the considered nozzle arrays nay
is iot pomsible, only a Idrate jet noise reduc- be expected to be a result of reflections of acund
tion my be expected based on technical measues waves by the adjacent jet streams. In addition, as
and crrent technology. Howeve, also such noise illustrated in Figure 1, the shielding could be
reductions might be of interest as in jumnction related with a possible coherent or partially co-
with effective operational mramn-es an interes- herent noiso radiation of the elemretal jets, re-
tingly high overall noise relief for the public sulting from regular interactions of possible
may result. In this case also ejector system, bit large scale turbulence structures in the jet flow
mo designed as add-on configuration, special field. The sound po.ar reduction of mixing adjacent
mixing nozzles and optimized jet edxaust velocity Jets my be asumed as previously done (4] to be
profiles as well as jet noise shielding and noisw due to redue turbulence intensities in their ocm-
absorption measures and c ination of these me- mon mixing regicon, but could also be effected by
thods oould be oonsidared and produce noise re- possible coherent or partially coedrent noise ra-
d&xtions of say approximately 6 to 10 dB. T7 a diation of the separate but mixiirY jet stream.
on-tain extent, these techniques could also be
realized as add-cn devices to existing combat air-
craft and for this application may establish noise
reductions of similar levels as mentioned before.
with c add-on devices and effective operational
memasres, thezefore, also an interesting noise
oontrol on a short tarm basis oizld be achieved.

For possible guidance of the required I t air-
craft noise oontrol and for upportixng needed rnar
to long tasm decisions on this subject, at presenta review and discussion of interesting resultsaon" "" "

jet noise reduction measures which may be realized S4 t
in practical applications som to be of great im-
portance. In the present paper, therefore, related
selected results on this topic are presented. The
results refer to the noise cntrol method• nw-
tioned before and concarn the following sib-
topice

* noise dharacteristics of linear
arrays of mixing circular jets

* flow and noise data of inverted Figure 1: Directional eoud field of six linearly
profile jets arranged coherent noise suorc (after

•f. (5])
* selected results of special shape

mixing nozzles aid coaxial bypass jets In the following, results of free finld directivity

* data an special ao tic absorbers measurements and sound power rasurenents are rs-
for angine and ejector acoustic liners ported describing the sound field of the considered

nozzle onifiguration for two to five parallel jets
* initial theoretical and experimental with different nozzle center spacing. In addition,

results on ejector flow system me, results of hot film measurments and spark
Lhaiowgra~phs are disa•msed, which were taken to

The presented results have been partially pub- inrvetigatA flow characteristics associated with
lished already previously. If mome detailed in- the noise radiation. Additional result and infor-
formation is required, referm can be wade to mation are given in Raferences (6, 7],
theme publicatiovi and/or reports noted in the
following sectiona amd listed at the end of this 2.1 Remrks on Trot Pquipmet and Tot Procnr
paper.

2.1.1 MPltinozzle rodel design
2. NWISE OP TRA RISM OF INMFJ. ARAJYS OF

PifXI• CUIFJIAR JETS The mol nozzle used for testing the linear nozzle
arrays is shown in Figure 2. The nozzle design en-

In this section interesting results on the noise abled an easy change of the nozzle number, N, and
radiation and related jet interference effects are the spacing ratio, SR - S/D (S - distance between
presented, for linear nozzle arrays consistinq of center of nozzles, D - nozzle diameter). The nozzle
several circular nozzles equally spaced along a number could be varied from N - I to 5 and the mpa-
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to thetse data. The adjusted results can be inter-
* preted as resu.lts of N eque-1 jets operating inde-

pendently and are used to ident~ify the effec~t of
the jet interference on the radiated sound field.

* 1TA adjusted data are denoted "single nozzle + C dB"
Mve~rs C - 3, 4.8, 6 and I for N -2, 3, 4 aid 5,
rinq1 ively.

Flow measurements. Them hot film umasruremetst inclu-
ded tulxblerx intensity and man velocity traver-
-m in the plans through the jet axes at the downm-

stream locations X/0 - 3, 5, 8 and 12. For the
sh~adogalft, the photograqpuic film plate was lo-
cated parallel to the plaino given by this jet axas

Figure 2: Imaltidozzle model design so that theuomo mixizq =* couW~ be ptogra-
phad.

cing ratio, for example, from SR - 1.25 to 9.0
for N - 2. ThAl exhdis't diameter of the individuaal 2.2 Rinaslts and Dimuian
nozzlees wee contant, D - 2.12 m..

2.2.*1 DirectivitX eauronts
The testing of the nozzle arrays was performed with
cold air aid an exdhaust Mach numb=r Me - 0.9, et..- Ff fac-t of emission angle 0. Initial teats were
cet for the hot film uemweemetA, ihid wvc co- performe to studfy the effect of jet intsrferemx
duifted for Me - 0.7. or noise uhielding in aidelime direction, V - 0,

as function of the angle 9 . A typical result for
2.1.2 agrmna tcnqe the 2-nozzle array in shown in Figure 4. QMMair

them rem-ts with the data given for the single
Acoutic test. The free field directivity mesamne-
ments were perfoulm'dusingz a free field teat faci- Ito
lity with the stilling chamber of the test staid
inclined at an angle of 350. unt nozzle exit was0 ''
located about 4.5 m above ground. Threeais mcrfcxuon
swee arms could be used for parformnir siamultane-

- u m easuramnts within the nozzle priniople planmes
XV, )M aid YZ. For towting, 11 tical coodinatae,
6 1 f , aid R, were introdced baesd an the faci-
lity coordinate systam as expl~airui in Figure 3.5
The matrix of Figure 3 summarizes the locationsatj
%idhic measurements were perf 1za. 7he soundpoe
tweasuiemenwts were conducted In a revatmraticri
rain with a volume V - 10.3 -a and a lowe cutoff 9-015U-.
frequency of appr'nimately G'.6 kHz. The re~verbera-
ticm time, TR, ranged from !.1 oee at 0.5 kHz to
about 0.4 ow at the htigh and of the audiblespc___________________

tu.0 20 4C do so6012

The aosW.ic results are caqxared in the following
with corcespti~ng results of a singfle nozzle of Figure 4: Directivity of 2-nozzle array vith
the nozzlet arrays adjusted by addiing the constant SR- 1. 5 for )7 - 0

,,, OW rozsle +3 dB it appears that the jet noise shiel-
ding or any other jet intarferaert effect is ree-
tricted to angleea t9' 609. For this range the tes-
ted tw djacent jets resuzlt in a reduction of the
radiated noise with a maximum redition of about
2 cM aran-d the peak of that directivity.

.0- Effect of spacix ratio SR. 7h* majority of the
teats were condxted at the constant arnleas
6)- 22.51, 4510 aid 90' for varying angles r. The
2-nozzle array was tested in this manmer for spa-

"'. .'cing ratio* SR - 1.25 to 3 to obtain tome reliablet
C information on the effect of the adjaowt jets an

the saund field directivity. The results of thease
0 ~tests are shown in Figure 5 in compaerison with da-

J ta from a single nozzle +3 dB tested several times
during the ea&= expeiments. The basic featuces of
thes results way be summarized as follows

[~~ o * the jets radiate a rotaticnally axymuastric
~ .O I uO'UIsound field with lass intuweo noise levels in

sideline direction, bat niot for all 6 aid SR

6 for both 0 - 22.50 aid 450 thA &syummtry of
Figure 3: Cioozdinetes and tat locations of free the saund field Lu strongly peumn.zeSI in-

field measurseets am swith increasing SR aid include for
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appadmmttely constant and similar as for )- 0
low intense than that of idependent jets.

"" Effect of nozzle ,nsar N. This effect ws studied
. . - by keepinr the iec~ n ratio S appraxinte.y ee-

1.25 stant ad varying the nozzle , nm betr
102 - - N - 1 ard 5. For N - 2, 3 and 4 the sacing ratio

-was R -,2, and for N-5, SR - 2.25. Selectedre-
suits of these meaments are azuirized in Fi-
guru 6. 'Ma results in this figure have been ad-
justed by constat -C - -10 log (N), so that a
eomerisin with N independent jets is possible.

It fo~lio. from thuem results that for 49 -22.50
;SR. 4ýand 451 increasing the nozzle numbuer significantly

M3 dreas the sideline noise radiated at call
anqies f biut that this d practically not charq*
the noise radiated at these angles 9 at large an-
l-- e 0 omrd with indepdent jets. For 0- 90'

2 U4.0.9the meum&ed radiated sound fields sham in Figure
6 are nearly eq~ual to those of independent or in-
1 jets similar as observed b~eforel. .

Th sideline noise reduction reflected by Figure 6
0e900 decreases nearly linearly with the nozzle nmiw

N. For both 6 - 22.5- aid 45" this reduction is
_____ about 1.5 dB for N - 2, aid assumes a value of

0 1 about 4 dB for N - 5. Based on the previous re-
1._ - msults it may be mopcted that similar reictiacru

-w for spacing ratios SR > 2.

939

Figure 5: Directivity of 2-nozzle array as
fuctioi of spacin ratio, S

larger S also noise anplificatira compared 
_.4

to irdapudent jets N

" in contrast, for- 900 the sound field is O.Ao
nearly equal to that of two iedent jets
and has a circular directivity for SRg~

" for BP&cir ratios SR - 1.25 to 2.0 the direc-
tivity is in general nearly circular but for s 96 1 2 1 I
6- 22.5"and partially e = 45" less noise is .

radiated coniured with independent jets IM-.

" for large spacing ratios, SR > 4, and
9- 22.5" and 45" the peak of the directivity . I I L !
with noise levels larger than those of inde-

pndentjets rotates from )0 - 9go to y< 90".
8,,900

Tte sideline noise reduction of Figure 5 for angles 9A -. -0

)PrQ and 6- 22.5 and 45 is about 1.5dB for [II! I
all spacing ratios SR > 2, irdicating that only a
portion of the noise of the adjacent jets is shiel- 9 - - - -
ded. For wmall spacing ratios the shielding effect - - -,4 24
slightly decreases which say be a result of the . -"

mixing of the jets. At 6)- 22.5' th eaue side 90- -N'
line noise reduction is relatively uniform and oc- I JJ
curs beV~ee ýP- 0 aid 30*. At9 e 45- the aetii
of )0 associated with this reduction tends to de- 8 ,
crease with inreasing SR, which is related with 0 8 ) 20 3o dO 50 60 70 W 90

the rather evident rotation of the peak of the di- SAa #*
rectivity for this emission anqle. Another interes-
ting feature of Figure 5 is that the noise radia-
ted at6- 22.5* and f= 90- depends strongly on .R Figure 6: Directivity of nozzle arrays as finccrti
in the range 2 < S < 4. For S < 2 this noise is of nozzle nmber, N



1/3ocavoTh selected 1/3 octave -

sP,-spectrAuiZEiqura7r indicata that the sideline. .

noise reucztion~ is sotcusively du to a reduction
in the high frequencxy range of the noise 1~ra ..
For d9- 22.5*, this range irrbxlew frequencies a-0 a
btcým 2.5 kHz correspningq to wavelengths AID d: 6.5,
and for 0 - 45, frequencies Isoy 5 kcHz I 1 .0ding to A /D d: 3.2. Th 0eutin in heere
quency ranges are nearly constant and of the ordier+is'
of 2.5 to 6 dB, depmdini4 on the nozzle numbr N. ,/

AL AVI - (I -I Al 7

S - - N v

+ L * -- I A I

3 I

uFigure 9: Smad pou reuto of 4-nozer aozzae

rq1 i igr 10) slirqtheouia. tubi

annie inFgrs s~iqte a.20= F~rr- tigitie 9:.~ S n thwer speterumiir of ia 4-of thea

1wic rati 10X h axmmrdcio ae lc

AM dat ofoa Figur pea oft that thes uncxu loatd
of teow aIacn jets allad timls atus ofor in-)~

m~~lei Fiacin 10atica the =xcinu turearaee
functionu~ unti thet dontra loato 2D aIN ths re-

1Aresutis ofo the wor 2.0 e mesrset arez 1ere to 1.5ur 10 to- th-aiuuruecn

ding in APNofthe ifa nozzlenr.I ybe arrted that jcn Jtwihwrefudt e qa ota
pare ed wihidpwdr ofet s a-ozl ary funtio o the oftesnlrfrncnzl.

spacing rati thSR. rqrto~asteA K
Th~ie rdiated bf thir8sugozzes tat th- sound aowe
d~~f-t Jets (aroiunde 5R ai 7). Intefdirethen of

reductiong for SRe 2.0a inu -ycz b.e1 se to 1. ,1ean
die inthel nozlaed nubr Itmybente.ta
as kiqthe son oerxopteriments.e arayjJ.shoas th
slase IevIrI ontherspacin thati tSR toan the
nois radiated of thes intazferq jets2.5 andrm
Y>ith (compart et Figrs 5it an7. Threforea wthen Fgr 0 ~hl~itniyrto Wrx
corespodingn-o-ise friuhuicn rayge bebu abacte tomxn rwo -ozl ra

besrnl rltd .
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The roalts of Figure 10 sho that the interference__________________
of the adjacent jets, depending on SR and X/D, re- We.' 1P.N1-%e
dUCW the tuzudenea intensity in the Imixing
zone. Far large spakcing ratios the turbulenc in-
towity is compaeratively little redcedI, but it do-
crvasin significantly when SR appoaes value

for ~tetst locations. sabot 20 to 30 percet ..
smaller than I~.,

2. 2. 4 FA--ts of -hadr at "SAM'

Mel shadowgra;* were taken of the 2-nozzle array
jets with SR - 1.25, 1.5, aid 1.73 at an exhaust 1 **<..,
Mahd nuxmbr of Me - 0.9. San of tie ishadogahs
are reproduce in Reference (7). Ftr the ammal spa- - % 'Ot 1W,o,,
cing ratio SR - 1.25 an intense Mixing was indica-, - -
ted by the sahowgraphs with large imurblenc
structures peawing from oam jet to tAie other. The
mixing courd at dmcwtreami locations X/D - 4 to
6 conpoding to the region Ww the turbulence Figure 11: Sideline noise reduction of linger

-~intensity, IM, is maxiselly reucd nozzle arrays

In the shaampi' for SR - 1.5 the jets appeared overall noise reduction incluidng frequencies bet-
to be separated by a wavy layer. In additioni, in ween 0.125 and 40 k~z, both for (9- 22.50. The ex-
seveal phtographs longish larger-smle strutures parizmatal data of the high freq~uency noise reduo-
could be observed in the adjacent mixing region ticn are in good agreeient with the theoretical
which wet in geara I saced cut of phase, sugge- curve for 0 -012crepnigalimost to ideal
tlzq a inztiaI interfererce betwen these struc- noise redutX4 CtU. T1he data of the overall noise
turem. It is possible that thes regular interac- reductincor~resod to larger transmdssion coef-
tiom are related with so-called Orderly structurwes ficienits, (9 - 0. 42 to 0. 52, and tend to decrease
in the turbilence, although the shduwraphs sm-hat lese than given by the terical aie,
failed to claarly show these strutures. bIea of the I~ clorsee completely transmitted

2.3 Emminatinn of Acoustic RAazts lwfeu ynie

2.3.3 Critical angle rc
2.3.1 Gieneral far field characteristics

If the rotational asymmhutry of the sound field of
YFr larger specirq ratios, SR, the rotational asym- the linear nozzle arrays is primarily due to re-
senty of the sound field of the nozzle arrays ap- flection ef fects, a relationship may he exp~ected
pears to be due to ref lections of sound wves by betwee tm geomtry Of the flow field aid thm tar
the adjacet jet stream rather than dus to a co- field noise patterns. This relation may be identi-
hurat noise radiation. The jets tend to behave fied by defining a "critical angle" fc, see Fi-
si-ilar as two-dimesrional shear layers, which gume 12, dividing the sound field into two region,
also amslt caipletaly tranmit mnoie at 90- bit am bove the Jets wichd can he reached by direct
reflect this noise for maller angles of incidce
esecially if total ref lection occur.

Sinon Only wvewlengths small copred to the size
of the jets may be exp~ected to be aR~eciably re-
flectsd by the jet flow, there shul be a certain '

wavelength, say A.C above which noise is radiated
inepardwit of theajc en jets. Them measred 1/3
octave spetra suggest that this critical wvsve
length is ACID - 6.5 for 0- 22.50 and Ac/o - 3.2
for 9 - 450, wh~ich are of the order of the jet -
stream dizmenion. The depmWnc of A . on 9 may
be explained by the fact that sound rays radiated
at different V "see" different dimension of the
adjacent jet.

9: -22
2.3.2 Sideline noise reductioni

'flu capability of a single jet to reflect or trans- w
nit incident Barnd waves may be expresesd by a cer-0
tain transission coefficient, say 0( Assmingz
incoerent noise radiation and equal Jet; with
equal o t's, the sideline noise reduction of a N-
nozzle array compared with independent jets, say
4 01*8, may be easily Rhamn to follow

A Wtom - -10bc[ log____________

'-U -Figure 11 thsreaiamhip is ahi Ws with 1 2 1 4 I 6 1 6
Ir~ - seasurement results of the high frequency " w6
noise smgion in-the range 2. 5 to 40 kcHz, whemre Figure 12: ~arpism' of critical angle f~with
mostof the -&W" shielding occur, and of the amonvin~ts



esmt rays radiated from all jats, and one in side- in order to obtain mo-rdetailed ir~fcraticn an
line direction wh~ich cannot be reached by reflec- these interesting features of inverted profile Jets,
ted ray.. an ortmsive ea zerntel and theoretical study

was If F o these ýJet conrfiguraticra, covering
Based an this definit~ion, P'e may be expected to both systemtic flow arnd noise measurements as well
be strongly related to an angle, say )P' given by as jet flow calculations. in the following elected
the condition that the sound* pressure level radia- remits Of thse, topics awe presented and discussed.
ted from the Jets of the nozzle array is equea tl to Mn detailed description of the perform stiudy
that of cmorr1M.UII independent jets, see Figure is given in Reference [9].
12. Ti die o whether this relation inb-eed exists, I

fo was obtained from the measured directivity pat- 3.1 Test Set-4y nd Meanrmth T ichnlh stud
trns, and eI n was determined graphically as tfsannia
jets spreading at an a ngle of 10 o an havin a he tet setf W u sed in the m fallrents for gener-
virtual noise origin located at asurt X/D - 7, ating different coxiael jets with inverted aid ius-
basd ao the bat film measurement data and results vential profiles corip istei in prinriple of two
reported by Groedte (8], reectively. coaxial b s whichcomld be provided alternatively

with hot or cold air. At the and of the t- es a
As can be s in Figure 12 the general trend of coaxial pair of nozzles was installed whic can be

Vt and Y. agree very good. With this several of seen in Figure 13. uhe inner nozzle of this pair
the from field noise charactaristic observed and was exicdifeeble for variatiot of the nozzle area

aed one tfce my be explained. %&ict AR - Ar/At (A. - area of outer jet ring,
Aj .ar of inner jet) and had a wall thidness

2.3.4 bSoud powee rectction 0.5im. Area ratice of AR - 2.00, 0.94 and 0.48
could be reelised. For adjustments of velocities

b specing ratios Fre> 2.0 the meaured sound and temperatures the test set-up was equipped with
powe reductians where taund to follow approxima- pressur and temperature probes. Velocity and tur-
tely the sample relationship bteanln profiles of the coaxial jets were measured

by pitat tubes, bat-film probe and by laser-4.pler-
Nh. re f o r i inmtry . Mwl t vaature profiles of the jets

PK" e A 1 le 1 il d. [ N V ware measure by ther=Or-elaients.

(V - noise g un-air o of single jet, AiV -

noise generating -lmli of common mixing zone),
whic •asir as often d> .0 that the eau nd power
is pimport ioal to the jet volume QInere mot of
the noise is generated and that each commo mixing~
S zone red the sound par by the sameo anoint.
For a reasonable jet extionsi of 20 dimnt3r dowa-t
strear of the nozzle exit and a jet spreadingzo.. .

angle of 6 Coresoding results for N - 2 and 4
are eatm in Figure 8, wich are in good agrment
with the test data. For SR 2.0 this relaticrship
tands to overprotict the sound -.- reductoin su-
gesting that for these mller specig ratios other
mehani sm are in volv ed, as m ay be expected. D 1

Figure 13: Design of nal nozzlxS used for Mx-
3. PID A NDI) MI DKA OF DIVMD PAOMZ JETS aint

A further intorestn" measure for jet noise renkc- The acoustic memesits included far field test
tiat is the epplicutire of inverted profile jets. ich ware parf , in an anechoic chamber with a
Duwing the last ya.eo, a n< 2.r of investigation rotatingi 1/4 min microphone mounted far away fra

d that jets of this kind may lead to remurk- the source. The aoustic data evaluaticn imlixW
able noise rfoucticnu anpaer to nrml coexial narroan Smd spectra and directivity patterns. A
jets as prouicd by typical two-cycle jet engines. more detailed deriptio of the test set-ups aM

the .e•w techniques is given in Reference
Fo jets with inverted profiles the high-spe hobat 19i.
turbine exhaust fl1w covers the oautr jet area

thare nretally the o in-spebd cold fan bypae s jet 3.2 Remit of rhealimetidatiae
is nodiser and the cold fan jet noo ies the inner
jet arm wrnure by cnventioal profile jets the 3.2.1 Jet flow geometry

hat urbie je. tis gneraed.It* flow geometry of a typical coaxial jet is ehown
Because of the reloaution cf the high-spead jet to in Figure 14. In general, this geometry can be de-
the alter cirasifeential region of the overall vidd as indicated in this figure in the follwirn

eJet flw, the radial dim eisi of the high-speed three regios:
jet is always much smaller as a Correspoding inner
disaeter of a cventional profil jet wold be by Region 1: From the nozzle exit to the eid of the
equal exhaust ares and rwa flow rate. Based at outer potential co r. This regio can be
this, a significantly enihance mixing of inverted further divided into the inner aid outer
profile jets and consequently also larq)y reduced nixing zate.
noise levels of theae jets ray be ex.ted. In
addlition, primarily beause of the shance mix- Region 2: Free the and of the alter potential Core
lrq, the jet efiouration may be also very to the i gI of the inner potential ce.
wall suited for implementatiao into ejector fl1w
systoe with poseibly even mmi jet noise rks1- Region 3: From the end of the inner potential core
tiea. furthur downstream. in this region the

mixinge a is equal to the jet width.
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Fiur 14. eutr of the flow field oftyia
Canxial Jets

Frcorwwtioal canxial je h velocity ratio,TA-5K

V&j and th oamepeauerto Tafc,!
are n gnerl sallr tan n, taile for inver- A

ted profile jets gearally the revese is true, S - - ~ ~ .

If a Conentional maxial jet is oimvted into aninvierted prof il jet by keeping the primary and me- J
ccrdry mas flow rates and velocities and with 0 a' -s 1this the total thrust constant, the cuter diameer, '40 .t & L t

a'eein garmal not chang, sirnc the total
ýfls a=e must also be contant. The inne diameter, Figure 1S: Comparison of measured velocity pro-
hoor generally inrr~eases becaue the bypass files of a Conentioanl oaxidal jet (a)
ratio aid with this the area ratio of the initial and a related inverted profil~e jet (b)
jet are in gemnera larger than one. in addition,
for this case the area ratio, velocity ratio and
tampea-hare ratio of the inverted profile. jet must Furthermore, the r ~of aixing of both cmwoen
be the reciprxocals of the coTemponting value of tional ard inverted profile jets ws investigated
thecnvwentional jet, by meaurmets of the mean velocities and turbu-

lust velocity fluctiatioan at several eS*tiCra X/D&
3.2.2 Flew~z it dollnbeesI Of the rOT.210 exit. flhes invertigaticrn

showd, that the velocity fluctuatiomns very near
In Figure 15 twmets of meaured velocity profiles the nozzle are highaer for inveted profile Jets
are hoea , ore for a typical C~m~vutis Coexial then for Conentional Jets, becuse of their hic*,o
jet and ons for a related inverted profile jet, velocity gradients in the Cuter shar layer. Mrs
Both jets haow nearly the sme maximum velocity dainbeam however, for X/Da > 1 the velocity fluc-
and maximi teaerature, as well as nearly recipro- tuatiins for the inverted profile jets are amller
cal area ratio@, velocity ratios awl teeperature then for corwwstimnal profile jets, especially for
ratics. Both jets, thnref ore, generate apcdxma- larger dliutarms X/Da. This can be eawn in Figure
taly the same thrust. 16 ehouing the maximum IM turtbilmit velocity flsA-

tuations of several different jet confiquratian
Omerfrq the velocity decay for the jets sho in tested.
Figure 15, it folla'm that for both jets thn velo-
city redution of the first reue cuter jet is

This results in a =Ach quicker redutaio of the 0 couest
dmxian velocity for the inverted profile. jet. Mvm WAImOwudtheme kind of jets have in the noise irportant re-

qio X.<1 mc oe velocities than the omv
generaets ignificantly lees noise.

Additioa~el teAts with parameter variations d
tha teararati~adeo ac ilot ratiohaw a great
influenc on the reduc~tion of the mexidm nozzleI
velocity in downstream direction for the inverted
profile jets. A reduction of thn ares ratio AR and

of the maximum nozzle exit velocity. In contast,
for cswnvrtioaal orofile jets the effect of all Figure 16: Maximum WS turbilent velocity fluctue-
these parameters ase founrd to he rather inigni'fif- tions of several tested conventioali
cant for thenConsidered velocity decay. and inverted profile )oet



3.2.3 now coagulations but a Was influence for inverted profile jets. A
reduction of Aa/Aj and an increase of VaIVi led,

in addiition to the flow measurments extensive cal- for comle, to a significantly redced~ noise emis-
muainswr performed in partliclar to predict sion. becaue of thu uric quicker decay of the

the decy of the velocity profiles in donr~treas ymyimm Velocity as ideti~Jfied in the flow inveeti-
direction of the considered jets. The calculation cjation discussed before.
coe me based on simplif ied equations of coner-
vaticn of meass, micncu and energy %ftic were sol- 3.3.2 Localization of gourd sources
ved by applying alternatively the following three
dif fezent tiwkalecem.c-a1s The localization of the sod Soucesi Of the cci-

sidered jets was carried out with the correlation
** nixing length hypothesis after tachique after Vemtz (13]. For the present in-

Praidtl (10] veirtiqation the source localization was made for
siapif ld mi~zx lenth h th~the frequenmcy range of max imu spectral level and

* simlifid Mixng lngth ypotesisa radiation angle of (9 -25* (angle between jet
atrPatl(11) axis and poition of micophoneu). For a conven-

* tw-equation mode after Jone ticzial profile jet a rather peaked and limited main
and Lamclor (12) sourc region was found at abouit WIDa 7 to 10

dmurtrarn of the nozzle exit. The source region
* AThe reslts of these caloilatiort showgoo agree- of inverted profile jets was identified to be riot

ment with theA test data, especially if the wake that peeked and limited. Following the test data
chin to the wall thicJ, of the inner nozzle is it ranges from X/05 - 3 to 10 downstream of the
implemnted in the starting velocity profile. As nozzle exit with a flat maxim. at about X/Oa - 8.
an example, Figure 17 shows the compson between
measrements aid calculations of the decy of the 3.3.3 Narrow band noise rpectra
maxi-- velocity for an inverted profile jet withbadniesctaocnvtoalrxi-
an area ratio of AR - 0.5. 'lbs calculated results Narrowbadniescraoczvntiaadi-
stow wer obained using two different computer 'Mrted coaxial jets were reocded in the frequency
pragra versions, the progrs FLOH conidering range betweni 50 Hz and 20 kliz for different radi-
the wak mentioned above and the progrm nai nct ation angles e . Figure 18 shows the spectra for
.ýd Iring this waea. For both proga the simpli- the two jet cofigurationsa of which fl1w data are
fied mixing length hypothesis after ftardtA (11) given in Figure 15. For this eam~ple the general
was applied. behavior shall be discussed. Both jets producea

brodbad noise with flat spectrum maxlima. The
] shape of the spectra can be explained as being for-

V& - 300 rn/sec - without wake j e by the U~~I2ition of noise from 'disodered'
V 20 (Program FLOH) turbulenc and noise of the perioditc vortices in

I_-VI - rn0 /sec the shner layers. The frequencies of the maximum
: --With wake q~rslevele are lower for the inverted profile

2.-N- 0,5 (Program FLOOH) jet than for the conventioaul jet. For these re-At wilts, thn maxim= level for the inverted jet is
:Measuremenl~ft at about 2 kdtz and for the conventioawl jet at

about 4 1db.

In the direction of lower frequeincies the spectrum
levels ecrease rapidly. ',be noise source genera-

1.0 -- W. tin; thies levels can bp found dows~rtroam of the
- - = source location of maxim., noise radiation. The

D4 - 30 mm sourc locations for the I-Lighr frequsecy noise
levels of the spetra ar-- located at smaller dis-

Tol - 280 K tance from the nozzl6. *.,it, becaus of tuirbulent

Toa - 280 K velocity flxucbationa 01 :agher frequenicies at
thnese locaticts. As ma.t oned before, the velocity

0.0 ~ifluctuations in this area are highier but the source
0 S 10 is area is mual, because of the thin sheer layers in

- the initial region of the jet. Thus the levels at
ii Da higher freqwuenies are -ower.

Figure 17., Calcuasted velocity decay in copsismn In addlition, Figure 1s show~ that the levels of
with man-mire t data the inverted profile jet are lower espeially in

the freureny rangs with maxim.n levels. 17owrds
3.3 lbolto of Acousic Hasurmwint higher frequenciles the differenc between the two

jets beos smaller and for radiation angles of
3.3.1 Geneal remits 0- 1200 the levels of the inverted profile jets

ars even hilqier. This Lu cdue to the oberved
flu acoustic meeemromets provided a large number higher velocity fluctuations of inverted profile
of interesting genieral results. Thesouw levels Jets inear the nozzle exit, but has only a very
of converitional coaxial jets were found to depend small effect an the overall total noise radiation.
mainly on the nmxiz~m nozzle exit velocity and only
relatively little on the exit velocity profile. 3.3.4 Directivity pattern
However, using inverted profiles, noise zeductions
of upi to 11 dB were identified compaerd to convai- Figure 19 showm the comparison of the directivity
tional Jets with the ema nozzle exit velocity and pattern for the two coaxial jets of w~hich flow da-
thrust, wichid would he of great advantage in prec- ta and noise spectra are given in Figures 15 and
tical applications. 18, r~eteoively. As noted before, both jets pro-

dim about the sawn nozzle exit thrust.
A variation of the nozzle area ratio Aa/Ai and ve-
locity ratio VaIVj was found to have ordy a wiall As folleum from Figure 19, the maximum levels of
influence on the noise of coventional profile jets boh Jet configumatio~n are radiated between angles
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U;;Figure 19: Ompi f drectivity pattern of a
Was onvetioal ad ainvetedprofile jet
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- -- -figure 20: Cosprism of fly-over noise dtarvctar-
istics of a conventional and a inverted

0thnosofthe inverted profile jet is sAbot
t£ L 1. 5 dS quieter than the noise of the orAWWntioral

profile jot. When the aircraft leaves the observ~er,
howeve, the levels strwqly diverge. The iuaxlmum

* a 4 6 1U It S M U Nnoise for tte inverted profile jet is readtAd ear-
F,~fhy~toI-liar mid is about 9.5 dB lower than that of the

convet~ional profiled jet.

- L ... ~'To got Information of reel a~ngise the measred
aetacan be scaled down with the St-ouhl ntuber.

If thies sasled spectra are being A-%eighted, adi-
tionel 4 to 5 dB noise reuc~tion can be expetaed.I IV1 T 1A Based on this, fly-over jet noise reductions of~r"11P41141EI~g is 1mr than 13 dB(A) aerpossible using the Li-

Ici) w st C" 6 t vated profile method.

4. SUM YM AT CrMKAL gumD)
Figure is: Coserisma of narrow band moise spectra ?eYZIF AND OJQAXI BYM JMI

of a caweatioale and a inverted profile
jet In s~ition to the ettissm repoted in the prvvicu

section, a large variety of experiaeental. and tko-
of 6-200 to 25*. It4.wear, for the inverted pro'- retical irwsntigationu was perf Io uspecial
file jet a remarkable noise redxtion of abouzt stwaps mixing nozzles and typical coaxial bypass
11 dli can be esnat them angles. For higher ang- jets. 'flu goal of thes iznvetigetion was in perx-
les the level difference between both kindse of Jets ticular the develop.. of effective jet noise re-
k.scessee am ciold be aoqxwcted based on the moise dcktiAcr measures for VMMU transport airmaft such
spectra slxn before. as the Danier Do 31, as this tas identified to be

one of the uIt izcrtant factors for the in-ser-
3.3.5 Fly--over noime daractaristics vice opeartion~ of this type of alircaft [ 14J1. Also,

with these stuiesi a suporting data bumasektould
Figure 20 mhae a eiuctof the fly-ovw noise be established for jet noise control of futurt*-
dtsracteristics of the differen. profile ',, a con- coit and/or othw jet aircraft.
sidered before, Whichdw derive from the di~rec-
tivity pottern du~m in Figur'e 19. It follows from As getiwally kracwm, das to special shaping of the
thes reslt that Wvme the airnraft aprzoacha the nozle exit emstry the turbulent mixing with the
obever the noise levels for both jet conifigura- amient air aid the ootxepriiq tujrbulhlce intan-
tice are nearly the sus. For the fly-ove point, sitift of the free jet Wy significantly chAnge.



Based on this also changes in the radiated noise
Iutr my be oaqpected, %hidh az of ten previously

observed can be related with intaresting noisa re-

a high jat noise redution potential as the maximums
exhaust velocity may be reue by increasing therelated bypasa ratio for keeping the nozzle thrustcontant. For the performed invetigations the
establishment of more det~ail information on these
subjects was ams of the main objectives.

The everimental part of the codcted investiga-
tiao inclu~ded the design and provision of a rela- 2(SN.
tively big test met-up within the Dorrier large N. oNA(
acautically treated test ro for hot gas aid cold 0*. S mm D0,. 101.4 MM
air nozzle tasting. The test set-up parmitted noise A. - 75.5 or.; A. - 81, Cm2
directivity as well as fl1w aid even thrust man-
suramwta. A largo rastar of different special
shape mlxing nozzles and a variable bypass flow
coaxial nozzle wes martafacturerl aid in detail tes-
ted, ma theoretical peut of the investigationo -

I Y et the developmet ard application of e~to"Mive
jet noise prediction software suitable for differ-
ant nozzle cofigurations aid noise cantour caloca- ia
lotions. Also various smaller jet noise theories
wor drawloped aid tonted. N&& 3 0) **

In the prows.pe selected interesting tast re- 0. : 26.s nsa 0, -95.5 MM
milts of the meamaremnts on different special A. 76. cmil A,. 7I.9 C"1
Mixing nozzles aid mo the coaxial bypase nozzle
are reported. Further information inc~luding a den- Figure 21: Special shape mixing nozzles (No. 4,
tail desciption of the taut set-up use is repor- 3.3 and 3.6) ard circualar normle (No. 2)
tod, for ainple, in Ref arone (15, 16, 17). used for mqxriswant

4.1 MocaW Shae Miximg Nozzle In

- 4.1.1 Selected nozzle confinurations and taut~oe T) ~ ~ q jWWI Ift [ho

mae speial shape mixing nozzles of tichid acoustic 2 C*1 "A IM to 75S 772 409 54
test data are reported are summarized in Figure 21 C~5~
and are duonted by No. 3.3, 3.6 and 4. Also a*~sn 33 C.CU so 765 47 4
is a circsular nozzle with center boy donated by I~ 715M I 7
No. 2, vAidah was used as referenc nozzle in the 36i Iw-pk 95 it
uo1wpoits. The exhaust area of the different UPrl
nozzles is denoted by A,, aid Da is the d1tr4 , 014 50 46? 54
coresponding to this arem. As can be went, arll

nozzlns have aborzt th smedhuist area raninig Table 1: Toot valuese of special shaie mixing
only frcu 72 to al 3 n correpoding to appo- inozloo
ximstely Ca - 10 co.

In addition, Table 1 mmuaarizaa the total exit too-
porstn-e, Too, the maximum edirnit velocity, V0 7,x Since the noxiam noise levels of the different
and the correted nozzle thrust, TN, of the nozzlesn ozzlns are radiated for ea" caae in the range
and tast camen selected for this paer. It follow 0- 15* to 60*, the obarved noise reductions in
that only hot gas tests with appacoimately the d~irectivity pattern mnay be expected to oteree-
Tm- 773 K are conidered and that for all came Pond to similar reucitions in the sound power radi-

emaxid TN are nearly equal. ated by thuse nozzles.
4.1.2 Measured directivity patterns

Fignur 22 sha as an eweayle the measured overall .3Hosr 13ctvSP-pte
sound promumwe level directivity pattarna of tha Moe interesting than the overall noise zrsoiauc
special shape maixing nozz les aid the circular re- of the different nozzle cofigurations shon in
foram~ nozzle as asmurized in Figure 21 anid Tab- Figur* 22 are the shifts in the related 1/3 octave
1e 1. It follow from these data that for radiation sasid Jxweur level -eIr as preseted in Fi-
angles 0 > 600 the overall noise level of the mix- gurs 23. 2opecially thes 6/9-sqxka multiple nozzle
ing nozzlie is abouat the same as that of the circu- and the 9-1ob nozzle sho for (9 - 300 aid 450
lAr refoerm=c case. In the direct ion of abount noise muxins at froguenciea armed I kflz ampare
0- 300, hawmw, the noise level of the 3/6-spodcA to the reference nozzle noise leveal peak loated
nozzle is about 7 dB leaw intense criqxrod to the around 1.25 kHz. For 9 - 60* the noise levels of
ref ermm nozzle. these two~ aixing nozz les peak also around 8 IdHz

but the peak of the noise of the refs aw inozzle
The next good nozzle is the 9-lobe nozzle with also is vey broad and ranges frca I kHz toe I zf. mae
sabot 7 dD noise reduction at 09- 300 but with no noise s~etrum of the circular multiple nozzl, is
noise redution at about 0 - 4 5 comlpared to the shOVe 5 kd~z for all 9 apprcximtely wqual to
reference came, ma circular multiple nozzle shows thos of the other two mixing nozz les. At loan
&ruatd 19- 300 and 45' also no significant irprove- froUeunties, hakeve, this nozzle radiatea aigni-

wet itith resect to the ref ru~ nozzle. ficantly sor noise then the other two.
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Figure 22: Conparimaa of dire1CtiVity PAttazW Of 00", ,,1~
special shape uixing nozzles and cirmi- 0lar nozzle so . -

70 - - - - -

The shift of the I '~ maxima of the nixing 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 10 20
nozz'se to higher freuencis is du ke to ths smaller
sectional dlimesin of these nOzzl~d ~.Iz a ",um a~~j-
large raLW~ of smaller Votice ganratirqm
h~igh fra~wwy uletea of l1w frG*Nry nole5.s 120 ---
This -ay have an aditioal. ponsitive effact on 640 1 J athu noise reduction, since higher frazqtmncid arm
in guwssl alw"y moe absorbed by atmosphric ab- SPI. 110-

sorption etzargly on the air humidity ant to - - --

4.2 Coda1 Mpg 1406ui4

4.2.1 14ozzle IafgrainN Ietcrdiin o
ahd caxucialbyas of zl th ed et in taut e a et-i w am hm
andu uxa1 secio of zl m~ the eae etmat am shwnzw70
in Fig."e 24. The innfer diameter Of this nozzle 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 10 20

was onstnt D- 5.6 cm, W 1. thu outer diameterFa-- kr
.. db ~nto "av v.aue of Da - 13.5, F.u~yp~)-

15.5, 13.0, 22.5 and about 24 cm.

The teut flow cdonitionu of the different nozzle 'a 4M0 to 487 y
configurations durin the aO~ttiC siw um ttsm* Too 773 'K(
are anmarizail in Table 2. Amsomy be nown, the in- S- A, .72 b 1 wit
nor nozzle area Aj, the denities Yi *nd fa (i - T, 02 Ia 4 PV
inne jet, a - outer jut), and for the texts NO. (stwo 1)
II, III, IV the bypass ratio P- i4/dtk warz kept
contant during thu MAaaMm~t, ufile the nozzle Figure 23: Curiparis of 1/3 octave noise spectra
extistt velocitins Vi and Va as well as the 51tW of special shape mixing noazzle and cir-

so 5ota A. wer varied. aall, nozzle

4.2.2 Detemined sound pg! results Pigure 25 conirms, for exarqle, that a significant
thrust increase may be obtafind with no large

The acoustic mesreets perf~t. on the dif- change in the radiated sound power by only incres-
faernt nozzle configurations include overall sing the bypass flow arsea A, but leaving thu valo-
sound presre level directivity reassruownta sia- cities Vi aid V.approximately equal (ses tanst
ilar asfor the special shape mixing nozles, from No. Ir, VI, VII, case®l). In seition it follows,
wbhch isnd powat values were dutarmined coil- as expected, that a larg~e noise reduiction can be
de-rin thu important radiation angle rangu obtained by nearly euals thrust if thu inne jet
114 (0e' 1390. The resultse of this evaluat-ion are velocity, Vi, Is redce and the resulting lack of
plotted In Figure 25 vaius the nozzle thrufft, N~, thrut is coqswmeted by increasing the altair jet
tich wases itimiatd based on thu velocity s ad ss vaeiocity, V8 (see tasta mo. I, v, case®). Au al-
flow rate data given in Table 2. ready metioned in Section 3, this indicates again



that the stimpotant noise paraeater at this
nozzle type is the relatively high inner jet velo-
city Vi and not so nxh the cuter nozzle values As
and V. . The data at tea~ts No. V, WV at 11 in Fi-
gure 25 (see case@) deontrate this further al-
though in this case Va decreases and Aa largely

In adition, Figure 25 shm the scurd powr levels
of the speial shape mixirsq nozzles and circu.lar
ref r a r nozzles asuearized in Figure 2 1, which
were determined similarly as descri~bed above. Tte
levels of these nozzles are up to about 10 dB
higher than those of the coxial bypass nozzles by

a abat squad thrust, indicating for the bypass nozz-
les a clear acoutical advantaqe. Howver, since
these test have been pertorsne in different test
catetnpi at quite different tivies, this remit
has to be taken with ceta~in precautioni.

AM JC CR ACME=I LDGMJ

P. It* us- of acoentic linaes is of particuilar inter-
eat for angins inlet ard argins bypassexhausatt sec-
tions for redacing intense fan noise componets,

Figure 24: Test setup of coaxial bypass nozzles if these noticeably af fect the aircraft overall
(Dj S. 56 cs) noise. In additioni, high temperature resistive li-

ner designs my be implemented into the primary
edamst nozzle far combticrt noise andi tuartine
noise rhecticn. Also, acoustic liners are neee
for treatments of the inne surf ace of ejector

_____________________________ _______ flow systems for re*3tim of thie intense jet
mixing noise urdernmeAth ~e ejector ahrow.

Ts i V, , A, Va " A8  A .
NO InI'si I Jk'- '[i s kgon¶tIJ I¶'¶:'O 14,0 1411 I '~ Bme of this bo a~of application and the

- -special need for military aircraft angua noise
1 077 105 '246 1:4.2 1¶06 ¶179 065¶9 267j retectitia, a la~rge I of inIvestigations of
11 9161055 5061 2299 06051391 1644 the acoustic and struturxal propierties of a virie-

111 49e9 05 964 ¶ II 3734 0606 13995 669 tyf of convetionsal flow resistive type of acoustic
1706I ¶ '¶44 485323 666 absorber ion carried Out. TWO s*Zelet reportsIV6 08514 lie ý112409 586 partialy doiseetniM thds wok are givens in the

VI: 490. 0 t 49 111 I3734 0"614 O 1l01 list of Faference (18, 19]. Based on these in-
Vi 49010 149 1111420 0604 686 1114 vastigtictoanadfurtherpublications (201, an ex-

0_ _ _ _ _~ _______ terusive theoretical ard exparimnetal workC program
an spacial accutic absorbers applicable for air-
craft acoustic liners wa sat-up and cdoctaIte. As

Table 2: Test values of coaxial bypass nozzles an I Iae, Psference 121, 22] naem for infornms-
tion two repots related to this progam.

A mai feature of the cot idared special accustic
_______________________________ absorbers, whtich my he tarred also special Helm-

33 holtz type absorbers, is their capability to ex-
Ii tand the absorption imoper iss of acousitic liners

140ozzlesm into the important lowt frequency range and with
[dJ10- hsr*irr nyaot13o the height of rer-

x--3 sisive esoatortypea~orers(conventional aY-
Coaxia (D sorters), which is irpcrtant for aircraft applica-

-bp I - VI-VII tion. The special absorbers acoi ist of a crical
502216 es or exponential horn covers by a resistive par-
D'.5.6cm enuable sheet arid surroumeda by a closed supporting

1 0 , -v.rlve .Z call. The volume of the ham and the surrouxdizq
110 v81 0 I call are coupld by a slat of certain size in the

Is. Taste 2)/C VA horn nac. Baa to this coupling an abeorption
V1 1 peak cou~ld be achieved at muchs lowr frequenies

_4 - than predictable for casparable convent-ional Ab-
1 T sotes eed onthe gawrally usdqare ave-

1201J tion peak exists, which my he related to thtP nl-
fect of the resistive permeable sheert aid the co-so 100 I5O vered horn volume. Therefore, in -cmrblnation with
coniventional absorbers a relatively broAdherd ab-

Thrust. TN I1~ ~ sorption way he established, which is a"o of
greet practical lzqortansu.

In the following, selected test remilts on these
Figure 25: Sourd powr of coaxial bypass nozziles special absorbier studies are presented including

ard special shape mixirq nozzles versus nrmal incidec aboorptim data of onsly special
thrust, TN acoustic absorers and data obtained for an AlFpsA
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Jet enine inlet treated with theme absorers; in 0
comination with convntioala arm. 'flu result f
WOu taken from Plferance (21, 221 metioned al-
ready before. Further details can be found in - - -

theme reta.

5.1 Nomal Ir~idWW8 Asrptionufts 173 0

Tw sets of measured noral rinidenc absorption 4
data of only speial ahetrbars are dxm in Fiqu- O
rnm 26 and 27. Mhe absorers are denoted in thmaw 0-4A S
figures and in the follcedirq by lx/y and Fx/y
whare K and E indicate absrers with a concal or
expowitial ham,~ and x and y stand for the dlzarn-

=inleas m y~tractioi, ratios of them 1. andr ther 0.63 0.6 1.0 1.2 2.5 2.0 2.5 3.15 4.0 5.0 6.3
slT not high4 in me, respetively. In adition,

in Figur 27 the tarm WRA is used for cwwwtiona1 rqec hl!-
reeistive resonator type absorbers.

Figure 26t Moiin incidenc absorpt~ion of concal
Fqigue 26 presensi data of conicl horn aetmrter horn type absorbers X5/2 in fotw
K 5/2 with dif~eraiut mqnxt call volume and sup different m*42rt Calls
P~t call Crcmn-eetil shps From thine data
the huracterisrtic feature of the spei-Iaccutic
absrers, can. b.e identified, having two akucaptial - -

waxims, atm in the relatively low ard one in themE
thitgher freqry ofathe. In fdditioni afollow
thattefr* c f h frequuncy abs n iiti olpion , _

peak my be etzongI? affected by the total absorber I' -

volum as my be expeta . ahwqinq fr ai1le-
the volum from 16.5 as3 to 24.4 Ci 3, this fre- VI
quency shifts from About 1.0 )ft to qapp iinmtaly ,-

0.75 kIz. -&

In Figiur 27 the frequency rawi with alumiptiati
values of 6 0 % are given for seveal special i ~
samurtic ahmrbare with an exponatial horn with -

OMtrM~ticn ratice of 2, 3, 4 and 5 (se 3 2 to *A

Z 5) ad an absrer~ with a conical hemy with can 063 0.4 1.0 1.25 2.5 2.0 2.5 3.15 4.0 5.0 6.3
tration ratio 5 (am K 5). For all absrbr, ie cyPt-O
data are presented for *lot heights of 1, 2, 3, 4 jiyI~Ie
and 5 sm as indicatad. In additmio am resut for
a ONmantioal resistive reamonta type abearba Figure 27: Fregumny range of normal incidec
is given (mes WPA). et&Iiatt~n a 0* of difftarui apecini

ftiniqau 2 foiat tha ti freanc ofabsorber samplft (Z 2/1 to K 5/5) and a
FromFigue 2 folow hat he fv~m-y o esmý arrwtioala1 reaistive remwbxt type

cially the low fkequucy absorptioni in ntrongly aeboartr (NRA)
influenced by the horn cotfraction ratio aid the
h1x7 *lot heightt. in additio., the result for' the
c~rwtiau.1 aiuott indicates that the ga bet-
was the tw absorption peeks can be filled by can
ventioatl absorer deignsq . 7hu, for the optimum
low frequency absorber 9 5/1, a fr ifiay rsrq*
with optinn absorptioni values rangi rq fromas nan hi

an 0.63 to 6.3 kd~z appas to he possible in practi-
cmapl 1ications.

5.2 Nelts of Alpd. Jet Inlet et

Far obtaining first pract~ical reslts on the spe-
cilacoustic absorbers, two 1:1 scle Alpha Jet
eWiru inlet sectioni modls were buiild, ate without
and ame with acoustic liners - isti" of So t
special accustic aebsorber and of 50 0 amwaivtioatl
absrers~. An partially shown by Figure 26, the
inlet sectionswere later muunted into the teat
windo seaerating thle Dorner reverberaticn chambe
and anuchoic en md ware then accumtically axited
with a typical snine noise spetra at the arqine
side located in the reverbeatinchambe.

The results of theme teats, the nisie radiated from.
the teat modl inlet sides, are preutedo in Figure 4
29. The data indicate nisie reductiaw up to-basat ' 5, t
25 dB and confirm the remarkable broadind noiae
robcti agm ~eility of the special ec=mtic abeor-
barn invet~igaed. For future applications, thare- Figure 23: Teat net-up vith acoustically treated
fores, also these absrers should he amuidereri. Alphla Jet inlet



A o,------- free jets no longer a very diffliclt prblm
I I Similar as for fan and cobution noise st 1,

SPL 70 In S ac.mtac htlnr al now, to uased attached to the

108 uiare srface of the shzua. This in another great

SO- -- In addition, effective ejector systems with single
circular primary jets may require rather long

40 - haxcua, probtably mars then 10 jet dismeters long,
%ftiidh certainly could cume deign difficulties.

-3-0 This probise may be also relatively easily overcom,
treatdm~s4 namely by acceleration at the mixing procss vithun

- -j it1in shroud. For example, to aftrm this mixing,
0.25 0.50 I 0 2.0 0 8. 10 optimized waltiple nozzles and/or special shape0.25 0.50 1.0 .0 4 810 10 uixing nozzles may be usead in the ejector deign

Fretsncy piszJ so significantly reducing the required shroud length
and lowing the jet moiss already by itself. in

Figure 29: M~emasrd noise reductioni of AlptA Jet adiin if a real brkzeakthr in ~t airoraft
inlet with qspcial acoustic absorbe jet noise reduction is deired and put forward with

treamentrequired highi priority, eJector systems ray be fully
integated into future aircraft designs so that
longe shrcuz lengths --Aa~ be used. If this would
be the case, together with qptimizei ejector mixing
tnZ21sem and coutic liner, moiss redutions of the

6. n~ITIAL THHmz~nC. AND EMUERIPO RanSU2 ota-r as achiieve for civil jet aircraft, say up~ to
cm zmUm FIDE sysrD6 about 20 dB or ame, A r possible at prwtes ,

ref lectina .learly a significant noise raedutial
As already metioned ink Section 1, a very attrac- potantitu of these syatm rot given by anty other
tive mean for the reduction of jet eshaust miss awrenty ým jet moiss desigrn.
mas to be the use of ejector systan, wh~ich have
also a great potential of increasing the static To eilice the ejector syste mise redution po-
thrust couarad to nrural jet engine nozzles. taritisi in sonAmt momedetail, an initial theore-

tical and exp~erimenital study~ an them systems wAs
In principle an ejector uystao consists of the air- parf oIm in ornjunction with the investigation~ on
craf t jet engin and a shrod PLAe around snd linear arrays of mixing circular jets reported in
dmontreas frL the engine eodtuut exit. Because Section 2. 7hs theoretical paut of the study in-
ofl the ejector effect, a flow of seconary amient cluded one-dimansiortal first ejector calculations
air, 4,, is entained into the shrvud ashesaies for ejectors with costm-it-was shrouds. For the
there with the primary jet flow, se, 7he result is initial a iarients, ejeco conf iguration& were
an augmeted airflow, d,+Aedhmqfrom the used conisting of the 2-nozzle array describe In
downtream and of the who wth a velocity, which Section 2 and rwctarnula shrouda with parallel
way be quite mailer than that of the pritmary high- aide wells she of differuft lengths. The toot per-
spud eninem jet. Based on Lighthill's 10-Law, foea with thmese conifiquetiaw covered sund
theiref ore, this jet flot may be eiqim-ted to proxkuca power imessurents using the reverberationcamber
significantly less noise than the primary jet with- technique ard ease flow recodings for static
out ejector shod. In adition, if friction lcu- thrust sutimtates, besides typical prsue and
am are kept mall within the shroud and shroud imirpartore measruteants.
inlet, the effect of the augmented flow is also to
evhano the static thrust of the initially unshrou-
dad jet . Mi the following, selece intareating results of

the partcru' theoretical wd experimental studlies
'1h relatively quiet extarnal ejector let is the are presented she outlined, after su brief etplai-

mot lzportant acoustic feature of ejector systems. ning general zruku* an this wor. Mme dataled
In addition, it can be extpected that the internal information can be fourd in Plferwas [7, 231.
ejector noise, gqmastadundermneath the shrcud by
the intense mixing of the primary adsheconudary 6.1. aetdE~b Pb1ss No~t~tlw and R1ect
ejector flowin, is also less intense than the moise ---- lknmzle=I
of correopmeig unwcudirzd nozzles, since the pri-
mary ejector jet aixse not with air at reSt Or 6.1.1 Ejector models ahe noitations
flight speed, bit with the secondary airt 1w having
alway. en at least smmfat higher velocity. Mso, A eketch of the ejector modelsad mhe notations
the interimi ejector moise my be channeled or Used for the n mrlntial and theoretical studty,
shieldad by the ejector shroud, so that possibly respetively, are sham in Figure 30.
only rxxm levels of this noise can be radiated
to the grand. His , if the shroud is suff icienit- For dmaracteritixq the dead inlet geometry adl
ly long so that the internal mixing procss can be emas flow rate ~cnuticne at Station 1, an area
cocpleted within the shroud she assuming that sate ratio, AR, ahe a emus flow ratio, ka, wars def ined
moiss dvmmling or shielding taken place, the given by
noise of ejector system ray be expiected to be
greatly r 14e czsqireru to unuhruxied Jets. AR At )a

Flor practical applicat~ionsshe if highe moise re-
dut~on ar reurd oeer taVast be A

neaser tofurherredce he ntenalejector
noise, 40 itMy stZ-.#y doinate the total GjeC- iutre As aid A,, are the samsery she primary nozz-
tar moiss, at ]east in cerztain fre~mny banida. Isexsit are"s.
Sirce this moiss is now generated w~ue~~th the
siuud, this is copred to the noise reduction of



am well as the detarminationi of optimia shroud con-
0 -2.12 or AR -A . 4.09 figurations. in adition thu analysis was neeide
WO -2.0 Apto s4upot aid guide the initial expqerimzental study
W/o - 4.0 sand to help judg~ig the teat reslts.
L/D - 10; 20; 30

IT*u calculatic-im were restrictedi to cold pzrimary
sound aid secodary tirflcaas of equal total temperatu~res,

2 - ozzl abgftv - T - TO' aid assmed that the surondr~ingr at-
arry Srou WWIIr A aid the ejectors are at rest. In addition

it was &aiad~ that the internal ejector noise in
aafficic.,ttly absorbed, so that the total noise is

RIP glverned .mly by the external ejector jet. Also,
H friction loauses within the ejector no~zzles and

To along tie inner shroud sur-faces were neglected and
ý.*Mr, I ismntr-V.ic flow within the nozzles were assumed.
k%.VoAt the inlet aid examaut of the ejector shroudI,

sections 1 and 2, uniform velocity profiles were
jxuulta also. Henc the shroud was assumed to be

W. L Iisff iciently lon so that the mixing of the primar,
aid secondary jet could take place fully within the

Sladon: 1 2 sr~d

11w noise reducticnu calcuilated for the dif ferent
Figure 30: Ejectat model with 2-nozzle array aid ejector system ccrrespord to sounid p%=r ruiuc-

selected notations used for exqper izental tions, A FWL, carpar to the selectedl wuhrcisisl
and theortical sutdy, respetively refoerm nozzle. Based on the aassqxnticn of nit-

foar velocity profiles also for thu ref erence jet
and using Lirglthill's VO-Law with the saa contant

8.1.2 Ejector referenc nozzle of paqxstiorality fer both external ejector jet
and reforerc nozzle, it follows that

In are to corroctly colare and judge the noise
r a di a t i o n a nd t h r u st p er f o r v m a n c o f e j e c t o r s y s t e sA 

]
a correspoding ushroude refoerm nozzle nod ~ 10lg
to be clearly defined. p V

For~ the pweent stidy it Was assmed that the re-
foence nozzle, if attached to the ejector jet on-
gins, shoul poerit operation of this engine at the For desribing the static thrust augorntation of

eaeoperating point. 1hrfo the raef mue nots- the ejector systama, a static thrust ratio, IR,
leaw deflined am being in principle the primary use defined given by
ejector nozle having the sestotal flow cadi-
ticnap P - aid TP- T but also the so FV'a f x rate ý ; the pr im ( ' din- m R .. y _.~ 2 , -= = ; odtions. in addition P
the atmshres surroundting both the ref erenc
nozzle "i the ejector wee asoul.d to be the same e ?2r afti F are the thrust vnluos of the
so that -ýap - o andT'" To "; Too sternal ejuc" jet and thu reform~ noaule,

ru"t ively.
7t*eexhaust Mach number of the selected ref erenc
i-mxle, tesed "refuru Mach numbe" in the fol- 6.2.2 Selectad analysis results and discusioni

1 ,' in- thus p0m ,rutim - f'L As&m anil the~e Figure
bafr, o u th pr: ejco jti f(pi/p,1). Soun powr the u~d ~uctioai A 1WIL As an exape jiue-
Since p1 < pebue of th ejec of act, 3 hwtesudpwillcinAM fa I
followe that M~ANand, to keep the mass flow tar with a muwtant-aree shroud versus the refer-

> AhtJ2 aim Mach1.5~. Mullbb , for contant area ratio*
' raninig between Alt' 2 and 12. At highe vales of

K -h prisary ejector nozzle is daxcmt (%, - 1)
It my be ntdthat this definition of the seloc- aid the cakulatiasw me at~e at this Point,
ted ref ereinc nozzle is frcm an acoutic point of indicated In Figure 31 by the dashe line.
visew conservative aid leads to s5no~tsmeller
noise reduction values than for a refourm~ nozzle As can be ~~, A PCE, depedu only sligh~tly an M;
with squal Mach number aid equal flow rate but bit varies atraqly with AR. With increasing ~
reue total pressure (equal Vadi tartar refaer-am d PK decreases by abouzt 1. 0 to 2. 0 d8 .l c~Urif on
nozzle). For area ratio@ AR -2 to 12 ird teat data AR. This decrease corresponds to an ir~vase in the
for a referano Mach numberM.0. 90, the corres- velority ratio V2 /VA with M,4, and mxrqests that sV
pandirq differences were estiated to be abouat 4 dD increase scmra~Aut F"ta tbwards larger values of
to I dB. 71homa values shmaid be taken into acoaxt .
by intemw~tirul the puesent r*wilt. aid/or by com-
paring them with other sutdy data. With increasing ar*& ratio AR, A FML increases ra-

pidly. For AR - 2, 4, 8 and 12, a" rotfermnas Med
6.2 Ejector Analysis aid fAulated Fmilts rima"tr around Vp, - 0.90, it easmve velure, for ox-

AMIOl, of about A P,4L - 9, 14, 20 aid 24 dcm. It ray
6.2.1 Assma~tion and analysis otrezii be noted that this indicates a significant jet noise

re*l&aicm potential anid that these valuus would be
The pr I of the snalysis was to first estimats ev~en higher if another refer-ence nozile wou~ld have
the performanei characteristics of ejector system been used. For the equal Mach urbotr ret erence
oper-atin rq dur static and 111re or less ideal con nozzle deeorik'e before, for OXXV10l, crraqxrding
ditions. of primary interest was the jet noise re- noise roductiors of even approximately d IPdL - 13,
diction aid thrust ouootataio of U-m "yton, 17, 22 aid 25 d8 would have been predicted.



Three equal wuntant-arue shrou sections of length
to Asi ratio L4D - 10 wee available, %idiid couldi be co-

niected, so that tests with shrouds of lent~h ratio.
L/D - 10, 20 and 30 tamld be performed. Itw inner

00 .10 V srface of all shrol scicau were equipped with
AR -20 acoustic liners. The latter caula~fted of a double

10 layer of honeycm each covered with a resistive
permeable wire cloth facing and was designed to

4.0 achieve a reasonabsly berodad absorpticr. By put-
60 tingq suitable thin solid matal channels into the

shraoxt sections the lim could be mad copletely
d20 inoperative. With this also tests can shrouds with

acxzmtic~ally hard inner surfaces (taste without li-F 20ners) wee possible.

30 ~For testingq the different modl ejectors a coaxial
two-etilling chambr aet-qV was used with the pri-

0.3 04 0.5 0.6 0.7 O' 09 1.0 aynzlmonetoheiersligcahr
Rewec MaI u'ietU and the ejector shroul attached to the outer ons.

Each stilling chamber wsfed by a separate duact
Figure 31: Predicted ejector uawd powe redctxion~, system, iididh further upstreaa comineid to cariect

A 1WL, versu refa Mach numer m i the test set-iW via a sin#le pipe with the air sup-
pl ystem. This permitted separate and relatively

easy, and accurate uaemoxnmts of the mass flow ra-
tes . l I dition the total mass flow rate

ý -% n~bsmeasredin the single duct leading
Effect of ares ratio, AR. Figure 32 is a graph WWI- the air supply sysem. Since the aumbient tmq~er-
irxj the sunzd pca~r reccticm, A PWL, aid the sta- ature, T., of the ejector moels was during all ex-
tic thrust ratio, TR, plotted as a function of the perimenta nearly equal to the stilling dsaoter tem-
area ratio, AR. the results correspcx to the par- pematm- Tq - To To. actual ejector conditioni,
ticular case M6- 0.90, which was selected for the ensxd~ ostrainad .. idary sir fr.m t-.e
ejector experiments. surrounding, onald be readily siwilated with this

test eat-Wi by adjusting the secodary mesw flowi
Iliw effort in buiilding and inteqrting practical rate, is, axh that p,- Na. In addtion~, the test
ejector systesincrzeases more than likely with AR. set-wq pftrmited variations in uits independently of
Ihs.results in Figure 31 suggest an optimal area for additional investigations. l
ratio around AR - 4 to 8. Based on the previousliy
discussed rusmAlts, for such ejectors suOX ind oe Z sounSad power measuremnts on the different model
reductions up to abouzt 17 to 22 dR appear possible ejectors were perfatmed in the sames reverberationi
making the ejector sysemu to a rather attractive jet chabe as used for the linear noazle array tbsta
noise cai1~ro3 measure. descibe in Sect ion 2. During the tests, the pres-

sure ratio po/. was kep constant and prealiac-
te to .d o'xto H.- 0.90. The variable pare-

_________________________set=_ dut r ing the teste was the mass flow ratio k,,

A, " with poe > Pa, p1,g - p ad p <c Pa. The data for

t ps- pa cmr~spd to actial ejector conditlaws.

The omnd power levels, PAL., of the different mo-
del ejectors as determined from the reverberation
diaitie measurements ware omqntvd with the corres-jponding levels of the selected ejector ref erfnce

Snozzle, P4,;, giving the meassred ejector ecind
powr r Aa-1io

PWL.P1- FWL (do)

as defined in the ejector anelysiu. The values of
Ar..raa..AR --o SOL;'~ wers obtained from eard powr data of the tea-

Figue 3: peditedejetortad'~2-svrzze array with He - 0.90 and SR -~ .0, and
Figre 2:Preictd jecor oud pwn edctin, by cccivtirq these data acoding to the V-Law

& PCL, and static thrust ratio, 7R, with regard to the ejector eystem conditic4w ma-
versus area ratio AR (I4, - 0.90) mireS. The resulting cortc~icaom did rot wwse

+ 0. 6 and - 0. 2 dS.

In additioni mard powat density spectra were
obtalr,94 for the differmn moel ejectors and test

6.3 Ejector Moe TzIts points conu~dered. Since the correctionsawyuationed
above turneJ out to be rather emi Il they couild be

6. 3. 1 Jnmrls on -test set-tI, ard trwtperforhnmrr comprperd directly with corrrespcrding spectra of
____________ _________ - the 2-nozzle array for Me - 0.90, withouzt aniy cor-

The 2-norrle array used for -;he -xel ejectors had rection.
a spacing ratio SR - S/D - :.0 (S - distance bert-
wee nozzl, cantata, D - diaamtsr of single primary In addition to the ejector tests, no~se maeure-
nozzle). With this, each pr sory nozzle was equally rents ai only the external ejector jet wer condluc-
centered in one half of the inner shroud cross- tad to identify its sunad power and sound powr
sectional anm ad the arwe ratio of the ejector density xM'trum for the pjrpoee of ejector data
toaels uvA AR - 4.09 interpretation. To enable thame tests, the pr ±wry



ejector nozzle was removed from the inner stilling
chabe and the corresponing airflow contz I volve
"M closed.

6.3.2 Test data for ejector* without acoutic li-

Then selected test data for the ejectors without P" O

accuti liners are given in Figure 33 to 35. All

dataesowitn Figurean 33 aredtua ejecora codtin Mid
as he ti lln c24 hfo meetrs aith a -s11 ie presuarepi ___________________

were jetrl withl dfaor D.thes testsq data p

South pwrai reducaion iess thlengt lierat i Mi, L/D I

foed.w froth LFDgare 3/D tare rlthed inor Figutre,3b
itD prdc any4O aseud p- the amplification. that for -. ontUD& 0
dleti's va.lues of LID hoeetifnierd

mabotie 5cMraflr LDzzl0.eI 1D~ isrther eitcdiasese, A PM. 1 atoLI.n
the incrara-wine thiaan ie nozszlectoni smale tsat 0M .,n cusi i~v
forg tohe valuestfcaboe 7. dB fTor / 0

A~IMer thehodaawnt in Figure .3 it fol- dat reotdyMd
d1sthat theyfo ejetres very al sifgla ci~pricuar pi- 4 .

cur the giene i f Figyute 33 atpotevru thei rela-1
tdlength ratio r/.athers the man theras thoug aMid- t 1 2 5' 04

nozlet' ardejectos with th rangetof sliners thec-
luqh Bofthe14 hand LDarequreltd for aFigure 33i b iue3:yeto jctrlihrto I,
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in Figurhe 34se ofv soney the nanati ao thei rea-d
te ent raktion ravior theevdan h booam ofabeo- oA12 a og 1
fore, lengtsvlues if i suggeswth that fcra oftil -'~cypt

thzzeir reatd ejectrswithref eacoujet.c lierh
legt othe shrud thequrdfracransud Fgr 4feto ejector leith L/Dio -/D 10onk~e ' M.i.Oi

powe reductio 5 edules sinoifictantl bythe f~aactrsud o-secrm(d.9,n
Figraey 33osulestfo theaig for otium nis raztovenua- ~104
aicnof eectors4* wihout Hacvousti l~inrth idswFeu..y~~j
frnth yies abotve a2z .0 to 40tie the inadvidua
0.5zzle, rispectier.lyefe thing cofograta ~examiurp5lesre ad wr~et o ie
tinar aigifiantys of mxnoircthar jthe rnseferd ejeto ina~rsowt pcno
snozle. ciotha ofethe noul ise imxzwtly revducethietraleets e n e

Ifct th ejeto shrad poerqt Iaspectoa L/Dw a 0
aoe si duificant nohaise observied takes placsse brie-iy~am eve zt . d04 sti

inthei relate fsrquden refrenc a je~to.hz E jco se a a h ea ozeadbl
Ascarne tote shor ejector wihL/D - 10.I produes 02~ vjumo~tnr os sg~ti

tiro noisziltes 1wr ahd high frequencxy range rboedu-o a
approxiateldtsy by0 atz.t 3 dever, atmdu radlow ths P telzejco /D=3 frhrsada
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thance thtof thetn totradl roief rerd oze nte Td jruction ori also refererieynthele n-

threcnoise ofth low ar hrwigs hiatijtimd- im frequency ranes edu
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Dominatian of ramilts. As can be mn in Figure 35,
the spectrum of ethezrni ej-- jet peaks in 12 0oa . o
the low frequency range f <(0.5 So k~z and has in this ___
range spectral d•sity levels ap mtaly equal to -
tho of Uth ejector ral with L/D - 30. 1his ax- A0 T - ......
plains the high cotmnt of low freqmey noise of T *

the ejectors tested, and msugsts that Urn noise in
the low frequmecy ran:s is mainly noise generateud
externally. In the direction of higher frequencies, I.0g
both Urn Iectra1 of the'ejactor L4D = 30 and of the * -
external ejector jet daviate more and e, and for
frequenie f > 1.2 kHz differ by about 10 to 17 dB, - -

dependiin on the freque• cy. Hems, for frequencies W
above 0.5 kdz the noise of the coidered ejctor is
evideritly governed by the internal ejector noise,4
pertiolarly for f > 1.2 kHz, which propegates M/ - ner
through the ejector shroud and radiates at its end C W

into the mwrirourr1g atmosere. Me high frequency
contet of this noise strongly suggests the use of
mticialy line shrouds, which should be rather .0 Lao 3o

effective in this range of frequec . asasd on the
tet data end theoetical resultse, the potentia~l of 0
fuwther mozd powe redctio of suc lires my be 0 LiD0  20

estimated to be abouat 7 dB for this ejector. L g- L/O&Uo -o.

'Me spectru of the Mium long ejector, L/D - 20, Figure 36: Hemuxed ejector soud poer ruction,
wa found before to be wry similarly to tt.-_t of the A PaL. with and without acoustic
long ejector, LID - 30, conidered above. The slight- liners vers ejector length ration,
ly me intere noise of this ejector in the dium LD and 14D. (Ký - 0.90)
freuey range is possibly due to normionrities
in the edwast velocity profile of this configura-
tion and/or uea to a poasible inouletae mixing pro- ,o.A
c in the ejector shroud. Becaus of the latter, A A

0  
* .410

intemre turbulence could be present at the down- T '*
stream and of the shroud, ral'sting additioral noise
into the free atmospere.

For the s ejector system, L/D - 10, the I so 30

plete mixing appears to be the main reason for the
intense dium freuecmy noise radiation. This is --

"ectmd, sinc the peak frequency of the soud poer 0-
specum of this configuratimn is of the order of ,-P.
that of the u-ahrouded ejector refarusc nozzle. . .
Hoever, also rnoniformities in the exit veloci ...
profile, which may be present for thiA ronfigura- 0, O•- 0m I 2 5 ,o iS
tion, could contributs to the cmparatively interne FreelHzl -
noise leels of this ejector systm.

Figure 37: Effect of ejector lerngth ratio, LID, on
6.3.3 Famdlta of ejectors with acoustic liners sound power spectru (I. = 0.90, with

acustic liners)
The results of the tests on the different ejectors
with acoustically lined shrouds selected for this
papers are shon in Figures 36 and 37. They corres- cribed before, the mascured noise reducti•o would be
pond to the data presented previously for the ejec- even abouit 15 dB,. while the oarrespondingly predic-
tore without liners. Similar as before, all data ted reduction would be abaut 17 dB.
correopmd nearly to actual ejector couditinsu, as
the stilling chambr and atmosheric prmeure were Mese data also indicate that the selected noise
atppmimately equal for these tests, Pcs - pa. attmnuating liners performed evidently wry good for

the ejector L/D - 30. Only a limited further noise
Sou power reduction versus lernth ratio, L4D, of reduction of about 2 dB can be posaibly achieved for
acxuslmically lined ejectors. As can be seen in Fi- this ejector by improvlng the liners and/or the cor-
gure 36, the effect of the acoustic liner for the responding shroud design. In addition this result
ejector with L/D - 10 is :omparatively small and confirms, that the noise of the unlined ejector with
increaase the sound power reduction of this ejector LID - 30 is as expected strongly dominated by inter-
only from about zero to approximately 1 dB. Towards nal ejector noise, which in the present test could
larger legth ration, LID, however, the increase be significantly abkorbed by the shroud liner treat-
of the sound powre reduction due to the liners im- ment.
proves and aasses for the ejectors with L/D = 20
and 30 values of about 2 and 5 dB, respectively. For the ejector LID - 20 the relatively mall effect
With this, these ejectors have e Iy total of the acoustic liners on the sound power reduction
soud powr reductions of absgett 7 s3"a 12 dO. s that the noi4-of this ejector is ma than

for the ejectcr with L/D = 30 due to the exta-nal
The large sound power reduction of about 12 dB of ejector jet. In additicon, it also could be possible
the lined ejector with L/D = 30 is very pronauJsi that for this ejector the selected liners were not
and oame very cloe to the noise redution of 8kuit optimal. Thus, using Impro'md liners or simply in-
14 dB predicted for this ejector for f= 0.9. For-*,stalling more liners into the ourmspondng ejector
selected equal Mach nurmir referee %.zzle as des- _M" could possibly produce a further noise rschx-

tiforn- this ejector.

, \



Plo the ejectcx with LID -10, the total noise is * ad-ai ejector syetm with acousti-
About equal to that: of the cxtrrespoxviing unlined cally lined sht'xis
version. Ilis. is a e than likely due to the evi-
dently strong external noise generation of this * aplication of uiltiple nozzles ad
ejector cofiguration, but possibly also for this special shape hixing nozzles
ejector an improved noise redution aiijit rmilt
if other or mom liners would be iUsed. * WOe of optimum velocity profile jets

inluding inverted profile jets

sound pow secr r of a~mistically lined ejectors. * l~inplmetatioc of special acoutic
'The differWOM Win the sard po.inr spectra of the absorbers for effective acoustic
ejectors with acostically lined shrouds shown in l~irars
Figure 37 are a re.alt of two effects, the effect
of the acousttc liners arid the effect of the asso- * application of jet noise shielding
cisted different shroud lerqgth ratics, L40. as

rismc of the spectr-a of the acxamtically lined Certainly, thesee measres can he also comined and
ejectors of Figure 37 with those given in Figure 34 in certain cases as, for exmple, for ejector sys-
for the ejectors without acoustic liners shows, for tem shou'A b ombined. Also, for each possible
mauple, that the selected acoustic liner. effect application a careful selection of the smaures to
the qmetzue for the ejectocr with LID - 10 only very he usdnea ti, be mod. The latter, in any case,
little. Practically, the spectra of theee ejectors maxt include detailed trade-off stxudes, conicde-
with and without acoustic liners ar eqsual, in spite ring noise, flight perforem= and special opea-
of a moll noticeable noise reduction of about 1 to tional requiruimits, for overall perftorince pe-
2 da above 16 kHi.. For the ejectors with LID - 20 nalty minimization.
this comparisoni yield3 noise reductions due to the
liners starting at a frequency of abouat 1.6 kHz. 're- The develI t, of such ad-an noise reductioun
wards higher frequencies the noise reduction con- kits can at Fasst fortunately he based on a
tincusly linceaese until reaching a onsutant value rather wtsat ive and advanced tatinical heasis bon
of approimaetly 10 dB for f > 20 PMiz. Thew larget out of rm neorly four decades jet aircraft noise
effect of the acutic liners can he mani by this control research. Haixae, the developmet of these
compaisai for the lcM ejector with L/D - 30. 'The noise reduticn devices covering practical design
%xW.-tin woise reulctioni starts at About and noise control wok could start compratively
f - 1.0 Wxl and rapidly increase toamrds higher fro- soo.
quenise. For frequencies f >2.5 )M~ the noise re-
ducticn is about contant and has a value of About Based an availab~le resuts, the application of such
10 Co. noise CU~tro1 reduction kits My he expected to

result into moine reductions value of about. say
'flu difference in the spcI of Figure 37 for the & to 10 CM, Perhams also soamwaft moe. 'The latter
ejectors with IWD -. 10 and 20 are, theref ore, above certainly I I I strungly on the applicable and
appoxmaetly 4 kcfz primarily due to the selected selected noise reduaction meare. and their I ;~acutic liners, whiile the noise reductioni below of integraion into the nelected aircraft, which is
this frequeny is evidently mainly chin to trappin important for noise control optimization. it my
me of the tuarbuluit mixing of the primary aid ne- he noted that noise reductions of this atde are
axndary jet into the shroci by inr~easing its copratively highi as, for wmaple. 10 dBcE ree-
length. Similarily, the difference in the spectras in general already to a redution of the
for the ejectors with LID w 20 and 30 are abam moise nuzisance by a factor of two. Therefore,
about 1.6 k~ft psrimriy du~e to the liners aid below using this apprac aid adding, for examle, ef-
this freuenc~y a result of the different shrmd fective noise cntr Iope~ratioal measree my re-
length. sult into a rather interestingly high overall

The Ipc~ in Figure 37 of the long ejector with nierle o h ulc

LID - 30 appoaches very closely the xetrum of the For future aircaft designs the maenime ralu-
external ejector jet. Betwee f - 2.0 kdIf and 10 3d~z tion nothod as summarized before my he applied.
the ccresponding ý,i "al density levels differ by Howevr, if for thee aircraft a am noise %xx
only appruxmettly 2.0 dB. This sxt. agin that the trolling integration of them ethods comaedu to
selected liners wevrkd for this ejector evidaitly that for existing aid cuwrrently developad aircraft
rather well, eo that as diacseed before noise re- is not posible, not very such higher noise redu-
dchtions clawe to the predicted aw culd he oh- ticn Values than those asPitiaw before my he ex-
tainad. tacted. Perhaps if somewhiat moe care is taken for

integating these asemrse., noine redut~icn of a
to U2 dS my be obtained.

7. P06ME Dh!~IOI C 14OTM CDU For obaining addiltioal and substantial noise re-
Paga INO COMBAT ADXM"I ductions for future cobt aircraft of values eimi-

_____1W to theee eetablished for civil tranpr~t air-
7.1 Generl Rea- corft mavr the pest three to four decde, may

20 dB or ae, en effective loweing of the jet
'The different noise cmitzo1 measres Irmwetigted engin exhaust velocity eswse to be mandatory as
and decibed before may be integrted into bthu mentiawm already before. At pres.ui, using ucla-
adoting and currently develope ,I aircraft tirq -quae crmfiqnz-atJrau, this is fortmsiately
as wall as certainly into oceresp-ding future possible, Wit only w~ith effective ejector fl1w sye-
aircraft designs. tons. An barn out- by the wtudy results piresentd

ltr ci~tirqaidairuntl deel~i1 arcrftbefore, the siae of the ejector shrozi my be of
For xisingand urrntl deelopd arcrft, the orde of that of the jetsouqon aid the ejector

ad-an noise ccmtzoI reduction kits cou' he de- shoui be carefully integrated inU%_ttku overall
signe baed on ths measre., whc my be sun aircraft design for obaining ,pt~sum~n4s reduc-
sarized as follow U00a by minima flighnt perfc'r 1oeeeII



oaulogy is vamilable to establjis high raimeOurho
radttticre of about 20 CIS or , almo far INt Iring 11Wcol
aircraft, but a mar fully noise controlling air-W b
craft prqazlsian system integation including~ e~jec-
tcW system sem to be required. In order to reac
U"i goal, equal impotance aid priarity as to
other critica~l aircraft aspect: sust be given to

cobt airmrt noime conguisratiort in the future.

Rlow change
The acoutic advantages and details Or the radia- a ge
ted sound fleld of linear array. of nixing ciri-
lar jets are reported in Section 2. 7h mSt re-
ciatly piubliseI extople of a nozzle ccniq~zaticui Figure 39: Designi sketch of a possible enineqi
which could be -Airied into a nozzle gamerat-zx a Moduching, inverted profile jets
jet f1m of tha~s *ype, is the slot type n0ZZleI
produing 1.2 closely space was jn e its as use in
the Lockhee F-117 A aid shown in Figure 38 (25]. ewngin have to be exhine into engines qw-
Dowd on the results in Section 2, thlm noazle my ating inverted profile jets. As an example, a de-
bsexupectead to generates ignificant les sidelline sign sketch of such an engine is sho.n in Fig"r
raise than, for exaeptle, a single nozzle of eqlual 39 (26]. 7his particular design is baedo a~ con~-
total exhinat area. in addlition, sium the indivi- %%*4m1a angine Q~chi can retain unchanged up~ to
dual nozzle spacing ratio is very small, also sme the section of the turbizva exit. Donrtrem of the
fly-ovw noise reduction may be expected, althoug turbine, flow change paussae have to be isplemar-
the exhainting total jet stream JA not shielded by tad to -c the hot aid the cold f low. In addli-
an ejector shrod. As show by this examle, noz- tion, even this partial engine dia'qe appars to
zlee of this type with accetable weight may be be not noecmarily required ae almo special nozz-
evidently deigned now as wall as manufacturuct aid les my be densigned aid applied for taking care of
are being used already in inpztant military ap- the velocity profile inverhionl. 7Ihus, it swear.
plications. " m, almo for the application in that ealao this technique may be used in cxxnjum-
low-iwise effective ejector sysetms nozzle. of tion with uncanged existing jet engines aid thus
this type certainly my be used. my be also considered for sinrt to maium tr

applications including posible inrutallations into
The use of inveted profile jets is as decie ejectr systems.
irk Sect~ion 3 another intarestizq masur Mcising
a large jet noise redution potent"ia of about
10 M. A stron advantage of this technique ise An ample of a possible a.woraft application of
that for its application special ctwap to the agoaien shape aixinig nozzles an descibed in Sac-
aircraft striab" are not necesarily rneeded. tion 4 ia given in Figure 40, The fig"' d- a
Furthemoe, the weight iiwect may be akcozt zero nozzle of this type attachd to one of the lift
aid the thrust lceeeag ooLd be stal. In principle, pralaclin angiins of the lornier Do 31 VIU. trars-
all required main moifications my be retairad to pat aircraft (14J. Ttengineir is installed into a
the arsea of the jet angins aid only the existinq planned winq mounted lift engine ejector nacelle

as can be satur. Similar deignsr may be used for
effective noise contz I measures for future cotas
aircraft bit certainly in a mor advanced hi'$h
speed and low perfmoaazu lose versanc.
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Figure 40: Special skiaps mixing nozzle usned in
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7tie detailed investigation on spacial acoustic ab.- signe and integrated in such a manner that un-
mobars described in Sectioni 5 showed rather pro- accetable flight performnc losses can beavi
misirq results, so that also prelicmiary deiqns; ded.
for its practical applications wer carried cut.
Figure 41 show as an example, a design applies- Figuzre 42 et~e an idea of a 1ý for a fighter/
tion of these special acoustic absorbes cominid lt airizzaft with advance low-noise eject.ar
with conventionial absorbers for the Alpha Jet par- syates integation for obtaining the substantial
tlAlly taken f rom References (22, 27]. As can be noise reductionis meniczned above. in this parti-

cular exmple the ejector is installed in the rear
part of the aircraft and a linear nozzle array is

inletacoutic inerused surrounded by a rectangularf shrewl.

It my be noted that for the type of ejector show
in Figure 42 the u~erand lower shroudl parts couild
he dmiiqrin to conisist of 3 to 4 or mor adjustable

Exhaust nozzl sections. With this, for exmple, for supersonic

acoustic lInei flight the shrou migh be chnedit a convr-
....... gat/diwerqm't nozzle for improving overall thrust

perfctmv. In additioun, the end of the shroxis
cumld he equipped with Jet flaps for thrust vec.-
torng.

Sinm the exhaust temperature at the ghrioud old
wouald he relatively low, the jet flaps could he
realized comparatively easy and m~is of composite
material. Becaus of the entrained secoxtary air-
flow, also the entire shrmid would he relatively
low tarcature loade. Thus, also lthee parts

Figurie 41: Alpha Jet with posisble integration of mighit be designed as low weight strutucbres based
special acoustic absrbeirsr within engine an theme advancd material.
inlet duct "Hm", .there are sufficient infcctsetian ard an ad-

vance technology basis available for lowering colw-
bet aircraft engine noise by rather intaresfting

~,the special acoustic atimrter wee planned and oeni substantial noise reductioni value.
to he used for both the inlet channel of the Applying this, by giving the noise crmntrol of
engine as well as for the bypass engime exhaust theme aircraft equal importance ard priority as
nozzles for optimuim noise reduction. In order to other critical aircraft aspects, may etzcljly help
realize integations like this for practical appli- remlvL'x the related noise problem.
cation, a large number of requirements have to he
.. idered ard their fulfilreint has to he proven
in adit~ion to the noise reduaction capability,
e.g. loed carrying propertima, bird impact reis-
tance, m,roia, drainage, reparability ard othes. Engine01 wi.tsah PMjt" mackv

LPjector eystemi in conjunction with special aixirq
nozzles also have bowt planned or even used already
in aircraft applications aid/or flighit tests. orl

Is~l is the ejector uqing/nalcello project for
the Doniez Do 31 mentioned before and mhom in
Figure 40. Other examples are the well Jirowna ejec-
tor system used for the DC 8 aircraft whdic was

~rially applied (28] as well as interesting
ejector systems used in flightt tests fitted to a
Mt Viper engine on an HS-125 executive jet (29, pIedhsam bl
30]. In eatof the previous emlea, however,
the ejectors were designed as add-al device and
tkhs Wotre comparatively wall so that it appears
that rio the full potential of these systm could
he realized.

For future ~t aircraft based on existirg sm-
gins technovlogy, at present the us of fully intA-
grated ejector systaem seems to he the only possi-
bility to arrive at substantial noise redctziaui
of the order of 20 d1 or ow as decribed before.
in oxz. applications the ejector trystirs must be a-
coustically optimized in gemetry, and equipped
with effective special multiple mixirq; nozzle de-
signs and advaro.d special absorbers. Aleo, the
engin should be acoustically cptiai~ed. In addi- Figure 42: Idea of concept of fioter/baimbar low-
ticzl, certainly, the ejector system ant he de- noise ejector system intaqraticxn
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Discussion

QUESTION BY: L.WJ. Illston, BAe, UK
Although some attenuations at low angles to the jet axis
haven been encouraging statically for multi lobed nozzles and
inverted velocity profile nozzles, the attenuations measured
in flight have been considerably reduced. It is therefore
very important to evaluate such devices with forward speed
effects. Have you evaluated in flight-noise reductions?
The multi lobed nozzle plus ejector has good potential for
in-flight noise reduction, but it also introduces weight and
performance penalties, and these must be included in any
evaluation.

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
The comments were agreed. It is important to consider flight
effects. However, weight and performance penaltiesdepend on
the ejector design. In future fully integrated designs these
penalties can be minimized if not avoided. In addition, it
must be noted that, depending on the design, even performance
improvements could be achieved.

QUESTION BY: H.J. Lichtfuss, MTU, Germany

You have shown a noise reduction due to ejectors which shows
an effect only if you have a length of the ejector of
L/D > 10. If this is used for the ejector concepts of the
last two papers then there can be no effect at all.

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:
Please recall, that the data, which were shown, correspond to
sound power reduction values and are therefore conservative.
Due to channeling and directivity effects of the internal
ejector noise larger noise reductions, also for shorter
ejectors, may be possible.
In addition, Mr. T6nsk6tter, IABG, noted that the previous
papers made use of mixing nozzles leading to effective
ejectors with shorter length.
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smsm~y1. INRODOCION

Active noise control, a method of 1.1 Situation

cancelling noise by means of interference Aircraft noise is a substantial environ-
with a secondary anti-noise source, is now mental problem. The increasing number of
in full development. The first commercial ment
application of this technique is in the protests against aircraft noise also base

case of active electronically controlled on the idea that the noise problem is not

head sets. The next step will be the inevitable, but solvable by laws and tech-

active noise cancellation in air ducts and nical methods. Concerning the legislature

In passenger cabins. The aim of this paper the Federal Republic of Germany is very

is to assess the possibilities of the advanced. Already since 1971 there is a

anti-noise technique for reducing propel- 'Law for Protection from Aircraft Noise'

lot noise. First, by a mathematical simu- [1). Based on the 'Aircraft Noise Report'

lation the theoretical noise reduction on (Report 10/S029) (23 the 10 civil and 30

the ground was calculated and found to be military airport managements had to pay

promising for further investigations. In noise compensations of 755 million DM up

the case of the periodic engine and pro- to 1985. A bill from rob. 26.1988 (Report

peller noise, for example, with only a of the aundesrat 545/87) (33 intended to

single anti-noise source the noise foot further intensify the 'Law for Protecion

prints of the lower propeller harmonics from Aircraft Noise. Concerning the

can be reduced by up to 10 dB. In labors- jurisdiction, ther' is the Knse-basic

tory tests the theoretical values will be ruling, where the Federal supreme court in
confirmed experimentally. For cancellation a final jurisdiction ruled that 'noise

of the periodic noise one can use synchro- pollution is equivalent expropriation'
nous anti-noise generators. Compared with (43.
the engine and propeller noise the reduc- Those law relate to the noise immission.
tion of jet noise by the anti-noise tech- Thnce the essenti t for ironm

nique is much more difficult. Therefore a Since the essential point tor tnvironoen-

sensor and controlling units are necessary tal protection is the reduction oi noise
because of the stochastic nature of Jet tmissions there e rcralso legal noise limi-
noise. Since aircraft noise is a severe itatlons no aircraft. The maximum admis-
problem all methods are to be considered, sible noise levels r or civil t et aeAo-planes are dwtetmined in the 'ICAO -

Iiiternational Standardl ý Recommended

LIST or SYIROLS Practices, Annex 16'. For propeller air-
planes there are national regulations

c sound velocity which for example in the FRG were intensi-
c altitude fled by about 4 de(A) ( 5 ].

3 Bessel function
k k - w/c wave number What is the technical potential to reduce
L noise level aircraft noise? The best are primary
a number of propeller blades methods to avoid noise directly at the
ma Mach number source. rot Jet engines the noise emission
n numbor of propeller harmonics increases by the power of eight of the jet
N sounc power output stream velocity. By increasing the by-
p sound pressure pass-ratio the jet-sý.eam velocity and
9 soucce strength therefore the neise emission can be

R effective radius of the propeller decreased eminently for the same thrust
a distance level. At a by-pass-ratio of 4 the noise
t time of the Airbus is about 30 dB (A) lower
v particle velocity than the jet engines at the beginning of

the jet age. (30 da are equivalent to a
a cone angle power reduction of 1000 to 1.) but this
X wave-lenqth method is nearly exhausted fcr civil air-

angular frequency of the propeller planes. For propeller engines thp relation
velocity potential between thrust and noise production isv anle stronger. The propeller thrust radia:es

0 density (radius of curvature 3.2) like an acoustical dipole. A further prob-
tangent angle lem of the propeller noise is its pulseand tone contents which results for the

x,y cartesian coordinates same sound level in a IC db higher annoy-
*,S,r spherical coordinates once.
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At present the potential of noise reduc- All mentioned cases are for interior
tion by controlled interference cancella- noise. The main problem is the exterior
tion is recognized but not used beyond noise caused by aircraft and traffic. Here
test applications. Though anti-sound meth- a three-dimensional noise cancellation is
ods are no longer considered outsiders and required. Since exhaust noise is a point-
are expected to be successful in one di- like noise source, one can obtain a three-
mensional ducts and in car interior noise dimensional cancellation by pointliko
reduction. Concerning the reduction of nearby anti-sound sources. Using conven-
aircraft noise there still is reluctance tional speakers Chaplin et al (171 achiev-
regarding techniques and economy. E.g.: ed a total reduction of 2 dB(A). Kallergis
Within the Euromart-program (initiated by (181 suggested a very elegant method for
the EC) it was proposed to perform a foa- reducing propeller noise: He uses the ex-
sibility study for rotor noise cancella- haust noise of the engine as an anti-sound
tion which was given lower priority and source for cancelling the propeller noise.
was therefore not included in the program So he could demonstrate a 3 - 4 dB noise
(63. reduction in flight with a wing-tip in-

stalled microphone. Kallergis expects a
further possible noise reduction.

1.2 State of the art (anti-sound)

In 1933 the Berlin physicist Paul Lueg 1.3 Task
suggested to superpose on a noise field
an antiphased sound-field for obtaining an In terms of air traffic and noise level
interference cancellation (7). His patent- the jet engines are the dominant noise
ed 'Cancellation System' made of micro- sources. Compared to that propeller air-
phone, controller and speaker still is the craft are not so relevant. Anti-noise
basis for modern systems. Hir suggestion systems for jet engines are very compli-
fell into oblivion and 20 years later tnis cated and still out of discussion. Com-
method was invented again. O.son (83 even pared to that active propeller noise
made experiments with it. Despite the control is probably more successful: In-
efforts for the electronic system the terference cancellation of the periodic
achieved reduction rates were technically rotor noise requires only a synchronised
not interesting and so the work was not repetition of the anti-nound signal. on
pursued further. After a break of nearly the other hand the periodicity and the
20 years Jessel (9) and Bschorr (10 - 141 lower noise emission of the propeller
took up the idea. Among the latter refer- reduce the demands for an anti-sound
ances are two patents for sectorial and generator.
omnidirectional rotor noise cancellation.

rot these reasons the following study is
At that time the concerns regardinq eco- limited to cancellation of the periodic
nomy and technical practicability of the part of the propeller noise. The base is
anti-sound method were justified. but it the un-ducted prupeller engine., From
was dismaying that there were fundamental numerical simulations the noise reduction
doubts against the physical principle, es- over ground with a single aircraft mounted
pecially regarding the energy balance. The antisound source is determined. From the
few publications up to 1980 show that this results the expenditure can be compared
method, while not not forgotten, was still with noise reduction. To allow a type-in-
of low interest. Only when micro-electron- dependent comparison the individual pro-
ice were developed and made rapid progress peller harmonics are regahded separately.
did this have positive effects on the con-
cept of anti-sound. One mile-stone was the
'Inter Noise Congress 1985' (151 with a 2. ItwTRrEREnCs CANCELLATION
continuous session 'Active noise cancella-
tion' and a total of 20 reports. According 2.1 Conditions for cancellation 1141
to the bibliography of Guicking (163 the
number of publications about 'anti-sound' A sound-field can be described by the ve-
increases exponentially. locity potential *(r,t). * obeys the wave

equation (A/&t - partial derivative)
The first commercial anti-sound products
are active, electronically controlled ear- 6'1/6t' - c'Y'# - c'q(r,t) + lW/At
muffs. Technically that's the most promis-
ing case. There is a null dimensional vol- The left part of the equation describes
ume, because the length of the cancelled the propagation, the right part stands for
wave is large compared to the volume of the source terms (acoustical monopole,
the e*r. Concerning the power output the dipole). The sound pressure p and particle
conventional headsets are sufficient ac- velocity v result from
tuators. In addition, the passive noise
isolation of the ear muffs decreases the p - & #4/St v - - grad #
problem of the acoustic feedback. The next
more complicated case is noise cancella- Subsequently a sound-field 5*, designed
tion in one-dimensional ducts, e.g. venti- for cancelling an unwelcome noise-field S
lation shafts and airconditioninq systems. is called ,nti-sound field. The anti-sound
Nearly all car manufacturers work on con- field 0' for destructive interference is
trolled interference cancellation inside
vehicles. Concerning the cancellation of S'(r,tl - - O(r,t)
the periodic part of the noise, there is
the possibility of triggering the control If, in general, the anti-sound signal is
system synchronous with the engine, not exactly cancelling the ncise signal,

because of a phase error a# and an ampli-
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tude error Ap/p, then the possible noise 2.3 Sectorial cancellation f141
reductiou 6L (do| can be

If it Is not possible to meet the condi-
AL - 20 ig ((1 + hp/p)3  tion s << A, there is no omnidirectional

cancellation, but still there is sectorial
* I - 2 (1 + ap/p) cis A# . noise cancellation in the shadow angle of

the anti-sound source. For cancellation in
For example, with a phase error of a# - the far-field where the distance to the
±150 and an amplitude error of ±304 there ismission point is large compared to the
is a level reduction of 10 do (rig. 1). distance s between noise source and anti-

sound source the noise reduction is

2.2 Acoustical neutralisation (141 6L. - 20 1g .2 sin (2n(s/k) sinse/2).

The most obvious way to cancel a noise Here a is the angular deflection from the
source is to place an anti-sound source, center line. This relation is shown in
which is opposite in phase, as close as Figure 3. At a distance relation aIX - 1
possible. Due to the pressure equalization there is a noise reduction of 20 do in a
between noise source and anti-sound source cone with angle a - ±100.
less energy is radiated. This effect is
verified for a monopole noise source:
The noise source with the strength Q at 3. CAxCxLLATIrA Or PROPELLER 30183
the origin of the coordinates radiates
with the angular velocity w. The position 3.1 PropellUir noise
of the n-th anti-sound source is s., its
strength is Q.. The sound-field #, of the There are two cas~ses for the periodic part
single noise source is of the propeiler noises Thrust by a rotor

is acoustically a dipole radiator. By sep-
. i-4 - sin(wt-kr) . &rating this dipole into its three-dimen-

sional components, one sees that the
The resulting sound-field 0... of noise axial, thrust-based component is dominant.
source plus anti-sound source is In addition there is a tangential and a

radial component which result from fric-
L.A ]- sis,(.t-kr) tionsl and centrifugal forces. A second

cause for noise is the blade-thickness
Q'sin(wt-k It-Sn) noise (volume displacement). Primarily it

is an acoustical monopole with a volume
source at the front and a sink at the rear

The sound power output N. of the noise of the blade. If the distance between
source and the output HL.A of the source and sink is small compared to thecombination of noise source L and anti- wave-length, this is as well an acoustic

sound source A can be obtained by into- dipole source.
grating the intensity on the surface of The fundamental theory of propeller noisethe surrounding control sphere. The ratio Th famen tho 19 prone l noiis based on Gutin (191. Additional pio-
NL.A/NL is a measure for noise reduction. nearing work was done by Nerbt and Billing

(201 and Lowson (23). A theory of noise
Noise reduction is bettor the higher th radiation from moving surfaces originates
degree of the combination , is. To from rfowcs-Willians iend Hawking (24). In
cancel the radiation part of tAe nullth the following a simplified derivation of
degree it is required that the propeller sound-field is used. It is

especially aimed at the question of inter-
ference cancellation. For the model used

Q -n - 0 here speakers are distributed over the
n * propeller area. The volume displacement of

the rotating propeller is simulated by an
To cancel the dipole part of two or more equivalent action of the speaker's mem-
anti-sound sources it is required that bran*. In the same way the propeller-

thrust induced acoustical dipole can be
simulated by pairs of speakers. each pair

a n 0n - 0 S << X has the same loudness level but opposite
n- 1 phase. For this model the phase surface

and the directional diagram of the pro-
peller sound-field can be calculated. For

There are optimizing conditions for groups the description the spherical coordinates
of anti-sound sources to cancel the quad- r,#,# are introduced. The origin is at the
rupole part. center of the propeller. r is the distance

The so called 'acoustical neutralisation' from the origin to the point of immission.

could be interpreted as transforming the 0 i the angle to the propeller plane and

noise source into a radiator with a degree 4 is the meridian angle.

as high as possible. For the problem here treated an annular
cut of the sound-emitting propeller plane

Figure 2 shows the power output reduction with radius R is considered. With the
for various combinations of noise and annular angle Y the notion of the 'men-
anti-sound sources in relation to the brane' of the n-th harmonic wave of a
distance a. The simplest combination is m-bladed propeller, rotating with the
using a single anti-sound source, which angular frequency r, ir
results in a dipole radiator. By using two
collinear anti-sound sources the combined
radiation has a quadrupole characteristic. 0 - 0. sin nfmft - * .
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With this annular distribution of sound An aircraft mounted anti-noise source
sources the sound pressure p in the far- creates a spherical phase surface. Fixing
field (r )> R) is (k - r/c) the anti-sound source at a horizontal

distance c/w from the propeller axis,
2 s there is the same tangent and radius of
r curvature for the spiral and the sphere in

P . Q sin nm(ut - kr - kcos 0) ' the vertical direction (Fig. 4). If the
0 1 anti-sound source signal is antiphased to

* - 0 the propeller sound, there is cancella-
" sin(* - e) d*/r tion.

The degree of cancellation decreases on
" Prnm Jn (no kR cos 0) * both sides, because spiral and circle

differ from the 3rd degree on. The dis-

Ssin nm(ut - hr + #)/r tance difference Ar is

Ar - (# - sin #) c/o.

The sound-field p. of the dominant axial For the n-th harmonic wave the cancella-
dipole caused by thrust is represented by tion decreases as
a superposition of two antiphased circles
of speakers, which are shifted by an axial AL - 20 lg 2 sin a At,
distance

p, * p.. sin 0 J..(nm k R cos 0) a In rig. 5 the achievable level reductions

in the propeller plane (0 - 0) for each
* sin nm(ot - kr + #)/r propeller harmonics of a 2-bladed propel-

"ler are shown.

Analogously the blade-thickness-noise p, Fig. 6 shows the effect of an anti-sound
is represented by two circles of emitters, source on the noise footprint of the
shifted by the angle AT. blade-thickness noise. A 2-bladed propel-

p, - p.. J.,(nm k R cos 9) ler (a - 2) is located at the origin (x -
y - 0) and at an altitude N - 100m. The

• sin no (wt - kr + #)/r propeller axis is in the x-direction. On y
the right (y>O) and on the left (y<0) side

The phase of both the dipole p- and the are the noise foot prints with and without

blade thickness noise p, is described by the anti-sound source respectivzly. The
anti-sound source has a monopole charac-
teristic and is fixed to the airplane. Its

sin nm(vt - kr + ). position is in the prnpeller plane at a

For a discrete time t - to the condition distance a - c/w from the propeller axis.
Amplitude and phase of the anti-sound

for the location of constant phase is source are adjusted for absolute cancella-
tion in the vertical direction 0-4-0. For

- kr + * -const. that configuration blade-thickness noise
and anti-sound source have the sound-

That is the equation for a spherical fields s and DA
Archimedian spirtl.

ps - o sin nm(ot - hr + *)
3 . Interference cancellation ph - P0 sin nm(mt - kr') .

For propeller airplanes it it. sufficient With •, and 0, denoting the pressure
to cancel the ground directed noise field, amplitudes of blade-thickness noise and
Therefore in principle the arrangement of anti-soultd
anti-sound sources is simpler. In the
following the area for which noise can be - P.. J, 3 (n a k I cos 9)/r
cancelled by a single anti-sound source is
calculated. 0, a p.. J.s(n a k R)/r

With (141 a constantly rotating propeller the resulting amplitude 0., is
produces a spirally formed sound-field. In
the far field the lines of equal phase are
on Archimedian spirals with the rotor axis / 0, 0,-20J cus no($ - k(r - r'))
at the centre. Independent of the design
of the propeller,in the niane of the In the neighbout:sood of the cancellation
propeller the spiral is represented by direction S - 0 - 0 there is also suffi-

cient cancellation. V'ar from this region
r - c#/r . and for the higher harmonics the super-

position of the blade-thickness noise and
Tne riund-field of a propeller with m the anti-noise source causes an amplifi-
blades is composed of m spirals, revolved cation. Likevise this amplification effect
into each other. For large distances r the can be reduced by another cancellation
spiral has the tangent direction. In Fig. 7, f.e. the direction

* e 0 and 0 - 4S* for absolute cancella-
tg T - c/ra tion was chosen.

and the radius of curvature is Fig. 8 shows the noise foot prints for the
thrust noise with and without an anti-

S- / r' * (c/u)' . sound source. Likewise the propeller is at
an altitude N - 100 a above the origin of
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Fig. S Noise cancellation aL in the propeller plane e . 0
for the n-th propeller harmonic by an anti-sound source lo-
cated in the propeller plane at a distance a -c/*s to the
propeller axis.
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Fig. 6 root print of the blade thickness noise of a 2-bladedpropeller (a - 2) for the propeller harmonics n - 1 - 4.The left side (y <0) shows the sound-field without and theright side (y > 0) shows it with an anti-sound source.rhe anti-sound source is adjusted for absolute cancellationin the centre passing over (x -y 0.
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rig. 7 Foot print of the blade-thickness noise of a 2-bladed

propeller (m - 2) for the propeller harmonics n - 1 - 4.

The left side (y < 0) shows the sound-field without and the
right side (y > 0) shows it with an anti-sound source.
The anti-sound source is designed for a 10 da cancellation in
the centre passing over (x - y - 0).
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rig. 8 Foot print of the thrust noise of a 2-bladed pro-
pallor (m - 2) for the propeller harmonics n - 1 - 4.
The left side (y <0) shows the sound-field without and the
right side (y > 0) show* it with an anti-sound source.
The anti-sound source is adjusted for absolute cancellAtion
in the dit"Action * - 0 and 0 - 30.
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